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PREFACE TO VOL. XIII.

At the conclusion of Vol. XIII., we have again to tender our hearty

thanks to our subscribers and contributors. The current volume is,

we believe, more bulky than any of its predecessors, and the contents

possibly more varied.

The feature of this volume has been undoubtedly the series of

" Century " articles that were printed in the first two numbers, and
which gave a general review of the progress made in various branches

of entomological science during the century just past. These articles,

written by the first specialists in their respective branches of study,

have attracted considerable attention both at home and abroad, and were

undoubtedly much appreciated by entomological students as careful

surveys of confessedly Avide and difficult subjects.

We are greatly indebted to Mr. Burr, Mr. J. A. Clark, Mr. J.

Edwards and the Hon. N. C. Rothschild for help in the publication of

the plates that have been given with the various numbers. Mr. J. A.

Clark's plate, illustrating " Peronea crhtana and its aberrations," will

be absolutely indispensable to all future workers at this species.

The help of the assistant-editors is here gratefully acknowledged.
The section devoted to Coleoptera under Professor Beare and Mr.
Donisthorpe shows a considerable increase, and that of Orthoptera,

although not showing so many contributors as may be desired, is

steadily maintained by Mr. Burr. The share taken by Dr. Chapman
and Mr. Prout in the successful management of the magazine is too

well known to need comment.
To Mr. G. B. Routledge and Mr. Burr we have again to off^^

best thanks for the preparation of the "Special Index." J<-

'

of the greatest satisfaction to know that our insi^^

estimable value of such an Index has resulted
'

of most of our current entomological literature.

We propose making no serious change in ti

conduct of the magazine for the forthcoming year. .jjeci-

ally ask for short notes, relating to observations on th o of insects

in confinement or in the field ; details of insects as u.nnnated beings
are, pei-haps, of all forms of entomological study, most interesting,

most desirable, and yet most difficult to obtain. All short field notes
are also gratefully received, as they often have a strong bearing on the
peculiarities of distribution, and are of the greatest value in compiling
a standard work, in which accurate detail is everything.

To each and everyone who has in any way helped to make the
olume a success we tender our heartiest thanks.
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Our Century Number.

It has occurred to us that the end of the nineteenth century was
a very fit and proper time to give a brief review of the entomological

work that has been done during the past hundred years, and for this

purpose we have asked some of our leading working entomologists to

contribute a short article on what each considered the more important

factors of progress in his own particular line of study. To our

request we have had a generous response, and this number is the

result.

In order to recognise the progress made in entomological science

during the century, it is necessary to consider what goes to the making
of entomological science, and even a superficial consideration will

show that the work comprised falls pretty clearly into the following

lines : (1) The alphabet work of describing and naming the material

with which one has to deal. (2) The study of the material with a

view to its proper genealogical arrangement. (3) The accumulation
of facts by experiment and observation. (4) The collection of

isolated facts into systematic order and the deduction of sound
generalisations relating to the phenomena of life from these facts.

The intelligent observer and the capable reasonor are undoubtedly the

two factors that make most for the advancement of science; the proper
arrangement and classification of the facts observed and the clear

setting forth of the conclusions reached, may then be added.

There can be no doubt, whatever, that the progress of systematic

work will be the feature by which the nineteenth century will be
specially known to future generations of naturalists. In 1758 the

known number of lepidoptera in the world was 535, by the end of the
last century it had reached 2100, i.e., just about the number of species

now known to inhabit the British Islands ; at the present time the

number of described species of lepidoptera can be little short of 80,000,
and the work in other orders has been in this direction as hugely
progressive. This work is necessarily of the greatest importance, and
much more has still to be done in the same direction, yet one cannot
but feel that it has been largely mechanical, that, in fact, the work of

the century has been particularly dominated by what we may term the

Linnean entomology. We have had since Herold scarcely anyone
to compare with Reaumur, Bwammerdam, or !Sepp, particularly in

Britain, unless one can mention Newport, Spuler, Walter, Lowaie
and Miall with these old masters, and this, in spite of the parallel
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development and perfection of those appliances—microscopes, dissect-

ing instruments, &c.—that go to aid more perfect work in the biologi-

cal branches of our science. We have been overpowered, as it were,

through the greater part of the century with the Linnean shibboleths,

and every embryo entomologist has been taught that the be-all and

end-all of entomological science was the easy determination of known,

and the detection of unknown, species. The study of the wider

phenomena of nature has been carried on by comparatively few,

and these have done it not because of, but in spite of, their environ-

ment, yet it was clear that, by the middle of the century, many
British lepidopterists felt that a continuance of the application of

Linnean methods to the work done, so far as the study of British

lepidoptera was concerned, was largely wasted time. Haworth, Stephens,

and finally Stainton, in the Manual, had catalogued the British

lepidoptera on the Linnean lines in the most complete manner, and
Stainton evidently felt that the further waiting for species to place in

the catalogue was indefensible, and that the placing could be done when
the species were found. The transference of his energies to biological work
in The natural historij of the Tineina was an evident result, and the slow

groAvth of similar work, mostly very superficial and useless biologically,

in the newly-fledged magazines, was due to a similar cause. It is only

quite at the end of the century that Dyar, Chapman, and others have
taught us the lines on which this work may be most usefully done,

and one may expect in this direction a vast expansion of our work in

the immediate future, the field being so vast.

Has the overwhelming preponderance of attention that has hitherto

been given to systematic entomology reached its high-water mark?
There can be no doubt that an affirmative answer can be given with

only few qualms of doubt in the case of the study of the so-called

macro-lepidoptera, and evidence is not wanting that the students of

odonata and coleoptera are foUoAving suit, but the students of

orthoptera, hymenoptera, diptera and certain branches of hemiptera,

are still in the gestation period, although signs are forthcoming

that some are hastening to a wider scientific birth. There is,

however, much yet to be done in the systematic work relating

to exotic micro-lepidoptera, in which branch, undoubtedly, Walsing-
ham and Durrant are the most successful and intelligent workers.

On the whole, lepidopterists have been most moved by the

possibilities that Darwin opened out to biological science, and for a

quarter of a century they have been in the van of forward movement,
proving by close and detailed observations, and testing by careful

experiment, the theories brought forward to account for the pheno-
mena of life. Prominent in this direction among entomologists are

Weismann, who stands practically alone on the continent, and Wallace,

who is happily still with us—the king of all. Otherwise the leading posi-

tion is held by the American and English specialists—Bateson, Bodine,
Chapman, Comstock, Dixey, Dyar, Jordan, Mayer, Meldola, Packard,
Poulton, and Trimen—whilst among the experimenters Merrifield and
Standfuss hold the premier place. It is a remarkable fact that these men are,

as a rule, only systematists in the most limited sense. Nor must Scudder
be omitted, although his work is more distinctly systematic than that of

the others, for he combines with an excellence in systematic work
rarely attained, a marvellous power in dealing with biological problems,
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and occupies a position on his own side of the Atlantic only reached

by Packard, and, on this side, only approached by Chapman who
possibly excels all lepidopterists of the present day as an observer both

in the tield and study, and Avhose conclusions are almost always sound
in spite of their wide-reaching character and the distance they travel

from any previously trodden route. Leaving out our leading syste-

matists—Marshall, Cameron, Verrall, Saunders, McLachlan, &c.

—

who can be mentioned in the same breath with these men among those

who study the other orders ? Sharp, Miall, Newstead, and who else ?

Lord Avebury has almost ceased work as an entomologist, and most
of the remaining leading coleopterists, hymenopterists, hemipterists,

orthopterists, and dipterists, may be classed at once on the same level

as possibly two or three hundred lepidopterists, who can name, with

more or less accuracy, the British insects of the order studied, and can

go little or no further. One trusts that Lameere's recently published

work on the classification of coleoptera Avill urge some intelligent

British coleopterists to leave the old track.

Now comparisons are proverbially odious, and we suggest that the

Century number of this magazine will definitely show whether or not

our conclusions are just. We take it that the series of articles in this

number represent fairly the views of the more advanced students in

each branch, the writers having been asked to give a brief summary of

what they considered the most marked factors of progress in their own
special line of study during the century. The results will, we doubt

not, be as interesting to our readers as to ourselves.

In conclusion there are one or two points we should like to urge

with regard to the future of entomological science in this country.

We shall all, probably, be agreed that the failing points of

scientific progress may be marked as : (1) An accumulation of wasted

eiibrt in collecting material. (2) Want of initiative in striking out

new lines of work. (3) Want of perseverance in following up certain

definite lines of experiment and observation. (4) Ignorance of work
already done. (5) Inability to recognise the requirements of modern
science in methods of work. These are so self-evident that there is

no need to waste space in discussing them, and one can only look

forward to a time when the conditions of modern life, which are all

in favour just now of the sciences which are purely utilitarian, shall

not act against the true scientific enquirer, but put him in the same
satisfactory position for real scientific work, as that in which they at

present place his more fortunate brethren, the students of chemistry

and physics.

Review of the Progress of the Study of Orthoptera in the Nineteenth

Century.

By MALCOLM BVim, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

At the commencement of the nineteenth century the study of orthoptera

was in a condition of chaos similar to that of most other orders of insects.

Exotic species were only known w^hen they attracted attention by

their curious forms or beautiful colours, and, with the exception of

the common and widely distributed species, the European fauna was

familiar to nobody. This was little felt in the British Islands, where

orthoptera are few, and it is naturally not in Britain that we
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must seek the first specialist. DonovanS it is true, gave good plates

of several species, but though his chatty remarks are entertaining and

agreeable, he is rarely quoted nowadays, for he gives no localities.

But one classic of the preceding century, though not a s}.-iematic

work, must be included in the bibliography of orthoptera. Blatta

orientalis, L., was to Gilbert White" "an unusual insect," and he was

one of the earliest, if not the first, to make this insect familiar to

others than housewives and kitchenmaids. His charming observa-

tions upon our three best known crickets are well-known to everybody.

This lasted until 1835, when Stephens'^ work was published. His

account of our orthoptera, although, of course, containing many
inaccuracies and mistakes, has lasted almost to the present day as a

basis for British students of the group. Stephens' great mistake,

which was a fault rather of the period than of the individual, was that

he failed to discriminate species, and was at sea with the intricacies of

the genus Stenobothnts. For example, he makes four species of

Forjioida aurictilaria, L. His ^' CJrj/Uidae" {
— Locustodea), with the

exception of course of the nomenclature, is accurate, but his

" Lociistidae" {= Acridiodea) contain many errors. He includes no

less than eighteen species in Stenobuthrus, in several instances, e.ij.,

haemorrhoidalis, Charp,, miniatus, Charp., 'montana,Q\iax^., he wrongly

identifies forms described by Charpentier in 1825. The colour-

varieties, too, of Goinjihucenis maculatns, Thunb., he raises to specific

rank.

The work of Charpentier'', above referred to, is the first important

account of the European orthoptera, and his descriptions are excellent,

far in advance of their age. The only influence that this publication

had upon the study of British orthoptera, was, as we have seen, that

Stephens misunderstood it. Stephens refers also to Serville's'' Bevue

vietliodiqiie dcs Orthopteres, a precursor of his later and far more important

work*"', which appeared in 1839. In this book he monographs the

orthoptera of the world, as then known, and his descriptions are

admirable. Simultaneously there appeared Burmeister's classical

Handbnch'', in the second volume of which he treats the orthoptera.

His system is good, but his descriptions are very brief, and often

unrecognisable. In a later paper" he compares these two great works,

which had appeared within a few weeks of each other. But neither

Serville, nor Burmeister, nor even Fischer de Waldheim, were much
used on the rare occasions that entomologists in Britain turned their

attention to orthoptera. Fischer de Waldheim's monograph" of the

orthoptera of Kussia is one of the most important of the century, and

1 Donovan, Edw., lire Natural Hiatory of British Insects, &e., vols, i-xvi., with
576 coloured plates, 1792-1813.

2 Gilbert White, The Natural Ilistonj and Antiquities of Selbornc, 1788.
2 Stephens, llUtstrations of British Entomolo(jy, Mand., vi., 1835.
* Charpentier, T. de., Home Entomologicae, Wratislaviae, 1825.
•' Serville, " Eevue methodique des Orthopteres" (Ann. de sci. natur. zool.,

xxii., 1831).
'' Serville, Histoire Naturelle des Insectes : Orthopteres, Paris, 1839.
^ Burmeister, Handhuch der Entomologie, ii., Beiiin, 1839.
** Burmeister, Audinct-Serville's Histoire naturelle des Orthopteres, verglichen

viit Burvieistefs Handb. der Entom., &c. {Gerinar's Zeitschr., 1840, T. ii., p. lat.).
'> Fischer de Waldheim, Entomograjjhie de la Bussie, i-iv. (vol. iv., " Les

Orthopteres de la Eussie," with 37 plates, 1843).
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is illustmtcd by thirty-seven good coloured plates, but it was an
expensive work, difficult to obtain, and, treating the fauna of a distant

land, had little influence upon the entomologists of Great Britain.

De Haan's^'^ folio is still indispensable to students of the orthoptera
of the Oriental Eegion, but may be considered as being beyond the

scope of a purely J 5ritish entomologist. In 1853 Fischer of Fribourg
brought out his Orthnptcra I'lumpaca'^'^, which cannot be too highly
praised. But still we search in vain for reference to them in the

scanty observations upon our British orthoptera. John Curtis'

Ihitish Entomolniiif^ gave excellent plates of some of our British

species, and was doubtless an important aid to identification, though
he adopts many of Stephens' mistakes. Eeference must not be

omitted to Walker's^'' Catalot/iwa which began shortly to be published
l)y the British Museum. They are a monument of wasted labour and
expense, and the highest compliment that we can pay to his

descriptions is to say that some of them are recognisable. Still, they
referred but incidentally to our British fauna, while on the continent
they gave rise to strongly - worded letters from Brunner von
Wattenwyl and de Saussure, to the Director of the Museum. These
letters have been published in French and German, and freely

discussed, and although the importance of a scientific catalogue is

recognised, many authorities deny the volumes of Walker the right

to the name.
About this time, two authors began to publish large monographs

upon the orthoptera. Henri de Saussure gave us the first fascicule

of his monumental Melawics orihojjterulni/iqiies, in 1863, and in the
iol\o\xing year M/'iDcirea pour scrrir a rHistoire natiirclle dii Mcriqiie,

(ies Antilles ct di's FAaU-Unis. Orthnjitcrcs, Livr. iii and iv, Blattides,

Genere, 1861. The importance of these publications can hardly be
overestimated, b;it from their scope, they had, of course, no influence

upon the study of British orthoptera. In the five following fascicules

of the Melanijes arthoptpyoldi/iquefi, &c., de Saussure treated various

groups, but especially the Mantndea (Fasc. iii) and the Gryllodea
(Fasc. v-vi). This latter remains to this day the only monograph of

the crickets of the world. De Saussure's various other large works,
for instance his account of the Blattodea and Mantodea of Madagascar
(in Grandidier), and the lUattodca, Mantodea, Luciistodea a.nd Gri/llodea

in the Biuhyjia Centrali-Americana are also beyond the range of this

article.

An author who comes nearer home to us, however, who commenced
publishing about the same time as de Saussure, and Avho has made
himself the final and highest authority upon the orthoptera of the
world, is Brunner von Wattenwyl. He set the model of monographs
of families in his Nonreau Sj/steine des Blattaires^\ followed by a
monograph of the Phaneropteridae^^ in 1878. The work which

^o Haan, Dr. W. de, "Bijdragen tot de Kennis der Orthoptera" [Vcrhandl.over
de natuiiijke Gcxchiednu der Nedeiiandsclie ovcrzce^che Bczittinfien, 1842).

11 Fischer, Fr., Orthopteva Kuyojnien, Tab,xviii., Lipsine, 1853.
12 Curtis, John, British KntowoliMjij, &c., vols, i-xvi., 770 pi., L; ndon, 1823-40.
18 Walker, F., Catalogue of the Jllattarine in the collection of the Britisli Muscinu,

18G8. Id., Catalogue of the Dcrmaptera Saltatoria in the collection of the British
Musenni, vols, i-v., 18(39-71.

11 Vienna, 1865.
15 Vcrh. A'. Ic. zool.-hot. Ges. ]Vicn., 1878. This has been followed by sln;i!ar
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concerns us most is his famous Proih-omm dcr europaischen Orthopteren,

Leipzig, 1882, which contains a complete monograph of the

orthoptera of the European fauna and the neighbouring regions,

Algeria, Syria, and Asia Minor, but so little had our orthoptera

been studied in the eighties that we search in vain for a recognition

of this Avork until the appearance of Mr. Eland Shaw's Sijnopfiis of the

IJriti.^h OrtJiojitcra^'' in 1889-90. The publication of Brunner's
PrinlroDiiis was folloAved by a flood of small faunistic papers from
various parts of Europe, and gave a very pronounced impetus to the

study of the group, which was becoming daily more popular. Finot

also was elucidating the fauna of France, Algeria and Tunis, whilst

Bolivar Avas hard at Avork in Spain, though by no means confining his

attention to Palasarctic forms, and various important memoirs on the

orthoptera of Europe and the Avorld A\^ere contributed by Krauss, Karsch,

Kirby, Pictet, Scudder, and A'ariou; American authors. The best

commentary upon the stagnant condition of the study of our knoAvledge

of the order in Great Britain, is that Brunner had only Stephens' AA'ork

to quote for species occurring in our islands.

The first special study of the British orthoptera, is the Si/iiopsis

of Mr. Eland ShaAV, above referred to. From a systematic point of

vieAV, it is a mere adaptation of Brunner's Prodromiix, but the general

information giA'en, and the various additions to our knoAvledge of their

distribution are important and interesting. This Si/uojms marks the

commencement of the modern epoch of the study of British orthoptera,

as the Prodroiinis marked it in Europe, for Fischer's great Avork in

1853, Avhich also marked an era in Europe, Avas unfelt in Britain.

During the last ten years, British entomologists haA'e paid more and
more attention to orthoptera, and from being a rarity, letters upon
the subject haA-e become frequent in the magazines. In 1889, a sketchy

and not very useful paper appeared in the Entomohujist, by EdAA'ard

Ingleby Miller, Avho quotes Fischer and Brunner, it is true, but appears

to haA'e profited little by them. In recent years, obserA^ations upon
orthoptera have appeared from time to time from the pens of INIessrs.

Dale, Briggs, Porritt, Lucas and myself. In 1897, I produced a

small handbook entitled British ()rthopterd^\ Avhich brought Eland
ShaAv's Synopsis up to date, and gave many general additions. We are

at last AA'ell in line Avith the continental authors, but, on looking back,

hoAV many species haA'e been added to our list since Stephens' time ?

SeA'eral exotic Forficiilaria and lilattodea, but only a single indigenous

species, Foyjicida lesnci, Fin. ih'canthus jidlitccns, Scop., Oedipnda

caernlesccns, Linn., Psophiis stridulus, Linn., Xijdiidiiiiii fiisciDii, Fabr.,

have been rejected and many of his names reduced to the position of

synonyms ; a fair number of ncAv localities haA-e been added, but the

fact remains, that during the last sixty-fiA-e years, only a single fresh

endemic species has been discovered. Our fauna is poor, it is true,

but there may aa'oII be further species to find. Tcttix fidifiinosus, Zett.,

should occur in Scotland, and possibly I'odisma frinida, Boh., Steno-

botlinis biiiitttidiis, Linn., and <S'. l/mi/ivornis, Latr., in the southern

monographs of the Stciiopclnidtidne and Gnjllacridae (1888), Proxcopidac (1890),
Additaiiientd to the Pliaiieropteiidae (1891), Pseudoplnjllidac (1894), and a great
lievinion of the entire system of the Orthoptera (Genoa, 1878).

1" Ent. Mo. McKj., isS9-«0.
I'' Keprinted from the NaturuUKfa Juurnal, Huddersfield, 1897.
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counties of England
;
possibly riafi/clcis Jiicnh.r, Cbarp., oi* Sji/iini/D-

notiii^ ojanopteriix, Chai'p.,a northern fonn, known to occur in Sweden,
Germany, and north central Franco. All this should encourage
British orthopterists to further energies, and much remains to be
discovered in distribution, especially in Ireland ; in the south of that
island, fresh and interesting forms might well occur. British

entomologists are rapidly losing the insular prejudices that interfered

so much with real work in the past, but they should remember, and
orthopterists more especially, that our fauna is not a whole, but
geographically an unimportant part of the fauna of Europe. Remember-
ing this, our orthoptera become far more comprehensible, and it is

always as an outlying part of the fauna of northern and central

Europe that it must be regarded. The six species that we have of

Steiiiihothnix may well puzzle the orthopterist at the beginning of

his studies, but it should be remembered that they represent four very
distinct divisions of the genus, which has about sixty species in Europe
alone. If the synoptical Pnnlromiis of Brunner, with its German and
entomological Latin, be hard to understand, and this is very true, one
may recommend the excellent work, most useful even for the British

orthopterist, Finot's Fannc de la France, Insectea Orthopterex, Paris,

1889, written of course, in French, which gives an excellent illus-

tration of almost every British species, and pages of useful and
instructive information.

The task of the last few years has been, and rightly, rejection.

The work of the next decade must be addition.

The progress of our knowledge of the Odonata (Dragonflies)

during a century and a half.

By W. F. KIRBY, F.L.S., F.E.S., &c.

At the request of my friend Mr. Tutt, I have much pleasure in

laying before the readers of the Kntoinoloi/ifit's Fwcoril a sketch of the
growth of our present knowledge of the dragonflies. a group which has
attracted a considerably increased amount of attention during the last

ten years. For convenience I will use the nomenclature of my catalogue

of 1890 throughout.

Part I.

—

Lixnean and Fabrician period (1758-1798).—In 1758
Linne published the 10th edition of his Siji^teuia Xaturae, and introduced

the binomial system of nomenclature in a permanent form, and thus
rendered the modern system of classification possible. He then
included all the dragonflies known to him under the genus T/thdlnla,

and enumerated only eighteen species, thirteen of which were Swedish,
and the rest exotic. With the exception of niliidtissiums and fmripata

{(TOtiijihiuac), arnca (Cunliilinac), tirandi>i and jniicca (J-'.sr/niinai'),

ririjo {Aiirioninac), aufX jiiicUa (('(icnaf/riiininac), all these belonged to

the subfamily Lihdlidinac, and, in the 12th edition of the Si/stcii) a (1767),
three more JAbdlidinai' were added, bringing up the total number of

species to 21. On turning to the works of Fabricius, we find that in

his Si/st('iii(i Kntiiiiiohxiiac of 1775, he was already able to raise the 21

species described by Linne to 80, divided into three genera ; Libdliila

(25 species); J-'sJnia (4 species); and A<iii()n{2 species, i-in/D and i>\idla),

but l)y the end of the century (his PliiioninhHiia Si/stcmatica, vol. ii.,

appeared in 1793, and the Supplement in 1798) the number had been
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more than doubled, and stood at 69 {Libelliila, 54, JEshna, 7,

Af/rion, 8). Apart from the epoch-making works of Linne and
Fabricius, comparatively little was done in odonata in the 18th centm-y.

A few species were figured and described by Drury, De Geer, Sulzer, &c.,

but there'are only two authors whose works demand our special attention,

Midler, who enumerated 23 Danish species in his Fauna Fridrichstlaluia

(1764), to which he added one or two more in his subsequent works
;

and Harris, who laid the foundation of our knowledge of the British

dragonfiies by figuring 10 species (more than any other English author

except Evans, has done till the last year of the nineteenth century), in

his Kd-pimtion of KwilUh Inserts, published in 1770. We must not,

however, omit to notice the work of Eoesel von Rosenhof , the miniature

painter of Nuremberg, who published a series of ten plates of odonata,

in the second volume of his Imecten-lh'lnstifunKi, which bears date 1749,

and is consequently pre-Linnean, Especially considering the time at

Avhich they were produced, Roesel's coloured plates are excellent, and
his illustrations of the transformations of European dragonfiies still

form one of the best series that has been published. It is a curious

illustration of the total ignorance of German in England at the end of

the 18th century, that Donovan {Brit. Ins., vol. v., p. 103, 1790) writes

:

" We have introduced on the annexed plate (177), figures of the cater-

pillars of P/ialacna jilni, copied from the works of the two most accurate

entomologists that have described or figured the insects of any part of

the European continent, and though, unfortunately, the descriptions are

written in a language so little understood as to be wholly useless, the

figures are very interesting." Later still, we find .J. F. Stephens
lamenting bitterly that Ochsenheimer and Treitschke's great work Die
Scliwetteiiiiu/e von Knvopa, was written in German instead of Latin,

even though Stephens himself was writing his own book in English.

Part II.—General works on Odonata.— (1801-1900).—\Ye have
seen that in the last works of Fabricius, the total number of described

species of dragonfiies stood at 69. In 1839, Burmeister published the

latter part of the second volume of his Ilandbuch tier IJiitoviolni/ie, a book
Avhich marked an epoch in the study of most of the orders of insects

included in it, and raised the number to 174 species, divided among
six genera as follows:

—

Aijrion (32), L'ahqttery.v (17), Piastatnuniia (9),

JE^chna (2G), Kpoplitlialwia (9), and Lihellula (81). In 1842, Rambur
in his Histoire natiirelle cles Insectes, Xerropteres, divided the odonata into

a great number of genera, mostly new, and raised the number of species

to 248, of which 139 were placed under Libellula alone. In my own
Sunnni/iiiic Cataloi/iie of Xexr^tptera Odonata, published in 1890, I

estimated the number of species then known as about 1800, and the
number has since been considerably increased. I will now deal Avith

works on the separate famihes and subfamilies according to my book.
LiBELLULiDAE.

—

LibelLidinae.—Dr. Brauer published a synopsis
of the families and genera of odonata in vol. xviii., of the Verhamlliuirfen

(ler li\ /.'. Xoidoi/. Ihitan. Gescllscltaft in M'ien (1808), and gave a list of

the species of lAbellidinae and i 'ordidinae with localities. This work
is mentioned here because it is mainly of importance for the study of

the Libclhdinae. He admitted 40 genera, which I raised to 85 in my
" Revision of the subfamily Libellidinae, with descriptions of new
genera and species," published in the Transaetions of the Linncan Soeietij,

Xoido'ni, scr. 2, vol. xii., pt. ix (August, 1889). Dr. Karsch subsequently
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published an exhaustive criticism in the Hoiiner Enfowolofiische

Zcitschn'ft, vol. xxxiii (1890). Libellulidae.—Cordidinac

.

—On this

and all tlie following subfamilies Baron de Selys-Long'champs has
published a series of monographs, either alone or in combination with

Dr. H. A. Hagen, either as independent works, or more frequently, in

various Belgian periodicals. As regards the Cordulinac, an abstract

appeared in the ( 'o»/y;f('.s- llendns de la Societe EntomoUxjique de lU'hjc,

for November, 1870, and in the following year (1871) he published a
" Synopsis des Cordulines " in the Bidlctiii de VAcademie de Jjch/iqiw.,

ser. 2, vol. xxxi., and two series of additions in the same journal (ser.

2, vols, xxxvii., and xlv., 1874 and 1878 respectively). JiIshnidae.—
Gomplnnae.—In 1854, Baron deSelys-Longchamps published a " Synop-
sis des Gomphines," Bull. Acad. Beh/., vol. xxi., pt. 2, which was
followed, in collaboration with Dr. Hagen, by a " Monographie des

Gomphines," in the Menioires dc la Societe des Sciences de Lihjc, vol. Ixi,

and by several series of "additions" in Bidl. Acad. Beh/., ser. 2, vol. vii

(1859) ; (2) xxviii (1869) ; (2) xxxv and xxxvi (1873) ; and (2) xlvi

(1878). tEshnidae.—Ji,Achninae.—One of the principal works on this

subfamily is a "Synopsis des ^Eschnines" by Baron E. de Selys-Long-
champs in Bull. Acad. Bel;/., (3) , vol. v (1883) . It is a revision of genera and
subgenera, but has not yet been supplemented by a synopsis of species.

Agrioxidae.—Ai/rioninae.—Baron de Selys-Longchamps published a
" Synopsis des Calopterygines " in Bull. Acad. Beh/., for 1853-1854

;

and a " Monographie des Calopterygines " (in conjunction with Dr.
Hagen) in J//'))?. Soc. Scl. Lik/e, ix (1854). "Additions" have also

appeared in Bull. Acad. Bel;/. {2), vii (1859) ; (2), xxvii (1869) ; (2),

xxxv and xxxvi (1873); and (2) xlvii (1879). Agrionidae.— t'oena-

;/yioninae.—The second subfamily of A;/rionidac is divided by Baron
de Selys-Longchamps into " Legions " and what he calls " Grand
genres," Avhich are really sections treated as large genera, and divided into

genera and subgenera. All these have been fully monographed by him in

a series of papers in Bull. Acad. Bel;/, as follows :

—

S!/nopsisdesA;/riomnes,

Premiere legion, Pseudo!<ti;/ii>a (2), x (1860); Derniere legion, Protnitcnm

(2), X (1860); Seconde legion, Lestes (2), xiii (1862); Troisieme legion,

Poda;/nnn (2), xiv (1862); Quatrieme legion, Platycneuiis (2), xvi (1863);
Cinquieme legion, A;/rion : Grandes genres

—

An/ia (2), xx (1865) ;

Af/rinn (2), xli, xlii (1876); Telebasis, Air/iocneuiis, Hei)iiphlebia (2), xlni

(1877). A revision subsequently appeared in the 8vo. series of Meuioires

L'ouronnees, xxxiii (1886).

Works relating to European Odonata.—The following Avorks

are the most important which have appeared relative to the European
odonata as a whole :—In 1825 \xiis])\\hhsh.edMojwi/raphiaeLibellulinarum

Kurojiaearum Specimen auctore . P. L. Vander Linden (Bruxelles),

pp. 42. The total number of species described is 37, distributed under
8 genera as follows

—

Lihellula, 14, A'lshna, 11, Ai/ium, 12. In 1840,
three very important works appeared— (1) LibelluUnac Enropaeae
descriptae ac depictae, a Toussaint de Charpentier. Cum tabulis xlviii

coloratis. 180pp. (Lipsiae).—This is a handsome quarto volume, in which
60 species are described and beautifully figured, somewhat above life-

size. {2)Sipwn]/nna Libellularum Eumpaearnin. Dissertatio inaugurahs.
Auctor H. A. Hagen, pp. 84 (Regimontii Prussorum).—Seventy-eight
species are here enumerated, with full synonymy. (3) Zlnnoi/rajdv'e

flea LiheUulidees d'Europe, parEdm. de Selys-Longchamps, pp. 220, pi. 4
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(details).—Sixty species are here enumerated. This work appeared
before Hagen's, mentioned above. It was recast, and republished in

1850 under the title of Bcvkc drs Odonates on LtlMilidcs (VEiDripe, par Edm.
de Selys-Longchamps, avec la collaboration de M. le docteur H. A. Hagen.
It formed vol. \i. oiMt'm.Sci. Lici/r (pp. 408, and 11 plates of details);

97 European species are here enumerated, and 23 more from Asia
Minor and Algeria ; or reputed European species. Lists of the odonata
of various parts of Europe are scattered through various periodicals,

but separate works are not numerous. I mention here only a few of

the more important publications. In 1837-1838 Boyer de Fonscolombe
published some important papers under the title of " Monographie des

Libellulines des environs d'Aix," with 8 coloured plates, in the Aimalcs

de la Socii'te Entomolnnitpie de France, vols. vi. and vii. Dr. Brauer, in

his Neuroptera Aiistriara (Vienna, 1857), enumerates 63 species as

found in Austria. Dr. R. Tiimpel is now publishing a work on Die

Hautfiiif/ler Mitteleiirojia:^. Of this, the first four parts, published at

Eisenach in 1898-1899, include the dragonflies, with 10 coloured and 1

plain plate.

Works relating to British Odonata.—^The works of Harris (ride,

antea) ; Donovan (Ih-itisJi Inacrtx, 1792-1813, 14 species) ; Leach
{Kdiubiin/h Knojejopacdia, vol. ix., 1815, 9 genera and 12 species

enumerated); and Samouelle's J"7H?o»(oZo///.si'.s Vsefitl ('owiiendi inn, ISld

(9 genera enumerated, with types) ; Stephens {lllnntratirms of British

Entomoloi/!/, 2Iandibulata, vol. vi., 1836, 50 nominal species) ; and
Curtis {British jK?jto)»«Zo////, 1836-1839, 3 plates, and list of 32 species),

have been fully discussed by Mr. W. J. Lucas in the Entom(do(/ist for

1900. In the first volume of the Entinnolojiical Mar/azine, October,

1833, pp. 511-514, Edward Newman proposed some new genera and
species of British Libellulinae which Dr. Hagen subsequently refused

to recognise, because the periodical was not accessible in Germany !

In 1845, W. F. Evans issued a little book entitled, British

IJhellidinae or Braiionflies, illustrated in a series of lithograph drawings,

with a brief description of the insects, times of appearance, &c. Printed

for private circulation (8vo., pp. 28, pis. 21, 1 and 2 plain details, the

rest coloured), in which the number of nominal species is raised to 52.

The letterpress is rather meagre, and consists mostly of synonymy, no
full descriptions being given, though one new genus Brachi/tron, is

established at p. 22 for A'jshna rernalis, Vander Linden. Of this

book, as Mr. Evans has informed me, only 100 copies were issued.

In vol. xviii. of the first series of the Annals and Mai/azine of Natural

Histnrji (October, 1846, pp. 217-227), Baron de Selys-Longchamps
published a Fwrision of the Fritisli LibeUulidac, reducing Stephens'

list to 46 species, of which 8 were regarded as more or less doubtful.

The next important publication was Hagen's " Synopsis of ]>ritish

Dragontiies," published in the Entonioloijist's A)inual,iov 1857, pp. 39-60.

He briefly described the genera and species, retaining the British species

at 46, but adding descriptions of several continental species which
might possibly prove to be British. The wide circulation of the Annual

gave considerable encouragement to the collecting of dragonflies in

England. In 1890, a small popular work entitled. An Illustrated Hand-
booh of British Drafionfiies, by the Editor of the Naturalists' (iazette

(W. Harcourt Bath), was published at Birmingham. In 1894, Mr. W.
H. Nuniiey published an article on the transformations of British
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dragonflies, in Science Gas-vp. In 1900 appeared the best and most
complete work which we possess on the general subject, JhitisJi Drat/on-

jJies [(hhmata), by W. J. Lucas, B.A., F.E.S., illustrated with coloured

plates and black and white drawings (Upcott Gill). 20 genera, and 39

species are here described and figured, and 7 (or rather 9) species are

relegated to the reputed British list. It is hardly likely that our meagre
list of British dragonflies will suffer any further shrinkage ; in fact we
believe that one or two of Mr. Lucas' " reputed " species have already

been reinstated since the publication of his book.

Works on American Odonata.—In 18G1 Dr. H. A. Hagen's Sijuopsisi

of the Xeuroptera <if North America, irith a //.s< of the South American
sjieciex, was published as a volume of the Smithsonian IMiscellaneous

Collections. A later synopsis of the odonata of America, by Hagen
(except the A;/rionidae) will be found in the ProceediwjH of the Jynston

Societi/ of Xatiiral History, vol. xviii (1875). Much has been done by
Hagen, Scudder, Cabot, and Calvert to elucidate the North American
odonatid fauna, but their work is much scattered. Students who need

information on the odonata of any extra-European country, will

probably find references to all that they require in my Catalogue of

1890, supplemented by the later volumes of the Zoolor/ical liecord.

While this paper has been passing through the press, I have
received notice of the death of the venerable Baron Michel Edmond
de Selys-Longchamps, who was born at Paris on the 25th of May, 1813,

and died at Liege on the 11th of December, 1900, thus completing his

long and useful life within the century. There is no need to do more
than to allude to the value of his entomological works, which those

who have had occasion to consult them Avill fully appreciate ; but

apart from this, we are sure that all who have had the honour of his

personal acquaintance, however slightly, must have felt the charm of

his extreme courtesy and kindness, and will desire to record their

sincere sympathy with his surviving relatives in the loss which they

have sustained.

Dipterology of the Nineteenth Century.

By G. H. VERRALL, President Ent. Soc. London.

Dipterology as a science can hardly be said to have existed until

the publication in 1818, of the first volume of Meigen's " Si/steiiiatische

lleschreiltiuu/ der befaiuiten Euroiiiiisehen zireij1i}i/eli(/en Insehten." Of
course there were describers of diptera in the eighteenth century such
as Linne, De Geer, Geoft'roy, Fabricius, Miiller, &c., but all their

attempts to arrange the species scientifically were most empirical.

With the beginning of the nineteenth century, Latreillc began to

indicate families, while Meigen indicated genera, but practically all

this work was tentative and ought to be treated as tentative and not
serious scientific work.

In 1810, Fallen published a small pamphlet of 2G pages in which
he much more clearly indicated the families of diptera, and then by
his J >iptera Siieeica, which consisted of a series of pamphlets on separate

families, the lines were founded upon which subsequent authors could

build. Meigen's classic work mentioned above appeared in f.even volumes
(1818-1838) and dealt systematically with the whole of the known
European diptera, and the lines laid down by him have never been
seriously diverged from, although of course modifications have occurred.
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Contemporaneously with Meigen, though practically as his followers,

came Wiedemann and Macquart, who dealt also very extensively with

exotic diptera.

In 18i0, Loew appeared on the scene in a small pamphlet on the

Diptera of Posen, and while Meigen firmly founded the arrangement
of diptera, Loew specialised it, and it has been through Loew's
marvellous Avork both in European and exotic diptera from 1840 to

1879 that the scientific study of the order is now firmly established on
a sound basis. There is still, however, a vast amount of work required

in some of the less known families, and the knowledge of the species

in these families is far below the least known families of lepidoptera

coleoptera, &c.

The next epoch-marking work was Zetterstedt's Diptera Scan-

dinaviae, which Avas published in fourteen volumes from 1842 to 1860,

after which came Schiner^'s Fauna AHxtriaca Diptera in two volumes

(1862-1864), Avhich finally condensed the European species up to

that date, though of course many workers had published papers and
monographs in the meantime, and to Baron R. Osten-Sacken

must be given the credit of a most masterly arrangement of the

North American Tipalitlae, an arrangement which has thoroughly

stood the test of the Avhole species of the world for nearly forty years.

Rondani wrote from 1840 to 1880, at first on Italian diptera, but

subsequently on both Italian and exotic diptera, and although, at

first sight, his work appeared to be hasty and superficial, it is not so,

as it will bear, in most cases, close testing. There have been many
writers on the order, in quite recent times, but nearly always through

small monographs and notes.

There appears to be a curious coincidence that whereas the early

writers on diptera were nearly all northern, e.[f., Linne, De Geer,

Fabricius, MuUer, &c., the next set of Avriters were mid-European, <?.//.,

Meigen, Macquart, &c., and, after them, authors became still more
southern, e.;/., Schiner, Brauer, Rondani, Mik, Kowarzc, so that

there was scarcely a south European worker (except Rossi) until 1840,

Avhile there has not been a north European worker (except Bergroth in

a limited group) since Zetterstedt (unless notice need be taken of

Bonsdorif) ; though of course Van der Wulp has been Avorking in the

Netherlands. The result is that modern AA^riters on diptera have
practically no acquaintance Avith the northern species except through
descriptions.

The Century's work among the Aculeate Hymenoptera.
By (Rev.) F. D. MORICE, M.A., F.E.S.

It is not Avithout misgivings that I accede to the request that I should

attempt a slight sketch of the progress made during the closing century

in our knoAvledge of the Aculeate Hymenoptera. To treat such a

subject otherwise than most superficially, AA'ould require a knoAvledgeto

Avhich I cannot pretend, of an enormous mass of literature in many
languages, Avhilst many branches of it, including all the copious

American literature (Cresson, x\shmead. Fox, &c.), I must perforce

ignore, since I have never paid attention to other than Palnsarctic

insects. HowcA'er, since no more competent Avriter stands forth for

the AA'ork, I Avill state Avhat little is known to me about the general

outlines of the subject.
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Two books lie before mo (Fabricius's supplement to his Kntomo-
loi^ia Systematica, 1798, and an anonymous Epitome Entamoltu/iae

Fahricianae, Leipzig, 1797), which may perhaps be taken to represent

the stock of knowledge at the commencement of the century. These
between theiii enumerate twenty genera of aculeates for the Avhole

world, viz., five bees, two wasps, two ants, and nine fossores. How
many genera are actually known at present in these four groups I

cannot say precisely, but, combining v. Dalla Torre's Catalogue, 1897,

with Kohl's Spheniden-Gattungen, 1896, I arrive at a total for the last

of them—the fossores—of 120 described genera ; while of bees

we know 28 genera from England alone (Saunders, 1896), and about

40 from Europe ; of Avasps, 3 genera from England and nearly

20 from Europe ; of ants, 12 from England and about 40 from
Europe. How many exotic genera might be added to swell these

figures I dare not even conjecture, but enough has been said to show
how immense has been the progress since Fabricius's times.

The writers who have contributed to the result are innumerable,

and must mostly be here passed over in unmerited silence. We can

boast, however, in this country of one author, the Rev. William Kirby,

{Mun. Apum A}i(jliae, 1802), to whom students of the AntJtoph'da

(bees) owe a debt that can never be forgotten. He first

detected and described (unluckily without " naming " them) by far

the greater part of the groups and genera still recognised. A little

later (1807) Jurine greatly advanced the classification of all hymen-
optera by introducing his neuration-system, which still in the main
holds the field, though it can no longer be employed as the sole

criterion for distinguishing genera. Thomson's Hijmenoptera

Scandinaviac (1872-1874), Dahlbom's Sphex (1843-1845), and the

works of many living authors, Kohl and Handlirsch (fossores), de

Saussure (wasps), Perez, Schmiedeknecht, and Friese (bees), Mayr,
Forel and Emery (ants), must be mentioned in any list, however
short, of books which have really advanced our knowledge of the

aculeates. Lepeletier de St. Fargeau's work on the hymenoptera
is now of little use to stulents, but in its day it was of value, and it is

far too famous to be left unmentioned here.

As to the travellers abroad and the workers in museums, itc, who
have raised the number of known species year by year throughout the

century, I can say only that their name is legion. Nor can I attempt
to reckon all the monographs (often valuable) of the aculeate-fauna

in particular districts—Morawitz was one of the most eminent workers
in this field, and Schenck, Costa, Dours, etc., are names that suggest

themselves in the same connection. Other monographists have
elucidated with more or less success particular, genera. It is almost
useless to give names, but I may mention a few which have helped
me while arranging my own collections, such as Forster {Prosopis),

Gerstaecker {Xylucopa, &c.), von Hagens (SpJiecudes), Schletterer

(Cerceris), Vachal, Ducke, &c., besides others already named m the

present paper.

The microscopic anatomy of aculeates has been studied in this

century, and results of considerable interest have been attained, by
Dufour, Lacaze-Duthiers, Janet, Lubbock and others. On their

habits and instinct we have been enlightened by the charming popular

works of Huber, Fabre, and Lubbock, whilst Shuckard and Smith have
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also published many exceedingly interesting observations, though as

literature their writings cannot be compared with those of the

eloquent authors just mentioned.
The study of British aculeates during this century has been carried

on by a succession of workers, only a few of whom naturally have
achieved fame beyond the Channel and the Atlantic. Exceptions are,

of course, the immortal Kirby, Shuckard ("oculatissimus Shuckardius"
as Dahlbom calls him) our first great authority on Fossoreii, Fred. Smith
of the British Museum who was writing constantly from about 1839
to 1879, and produced important works—with descriptions of many
new genera and species—dealing with the National Collections. The
only living English writer who has produced large and important
works on the subject, is my friend Mr. EdAvard Saunders, whom I

shall not be so impertinent as to praise in language of my own, but of

whose last work, Hipiienoptera Aculeata of the British Idands, I find

the following description in a new publication by Frey-Gessner of

Geneva (carum et venerabile nomen!):—" Ein vortreffliches Werk,
welches liber eine Eeihe Unsicherheiten friiherer Autoren, besonders
auch liber die Ansichten Fred. Smith's Klarheit bringt."

The Century's work among the Chrysidae.

By (Eev.) F. D. MOEICE, M.A., F.E.S.

The progress made in the study of Chrysids during the nineteenth

century is so fully recorded by Mocsary (1889) in the lieccmio critica

prefixed to his well known Monograph, that no special research into

entomological antiquities is required from the present writer.

In 1801 the name Chrj/sis (denoting, however, rather a group than

a true genus) had been known just 40 years. It was due to Linne
(1761), who applied it to five species, the first of which he had first

described as a bee

—

Apis (sic) iijnita—in 1735. During those 40 years
" new species " had been accumulating at the rate of not quite one per

annum. The grand total stood, in fact, at about 30, when the century

commenced. Now, at its close, we know about 30 times 30—nearly if

not quite 900

!

Among the many authors who have contributed to this result the

name which claims first mention is certainly that of Dahlbom. Begin-
ning (1829) by describing the Chrysids of his own country, he pursued
his studies with ever increasing ardour, till, in 1854, they resulted in a
Avork on which, as on a foundation, all succeeding writers have built.

This was his Chri/sis in sennit Limiaeaua—the second volume of

Hiiiiicnoptcra Ihircalia. No praises can be too high for the vigour, the

industry, and the originality displayed in this truly epoch-making book.

Indeed it is only too original, for, in his intense devotion to his own
researches, he neglected to enquire what contemporary entomologists,

many of them by no means deserving such neglect, were doing in the

same field. Hence a considerable proportion of his " names " have
had to sink as synonyms. But he had the eye for structure of a

Kirby or a Thomson, he was a master in the art of constructing

synoptic tabulations, he was indefatigable in visiting and studying
the " types " preserved in public and private collections throughout
Europe, he either drew or caused to be drawn figures of really remark-
able excellence, and he had the power of writing in the liveliest and
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most lucid manner imaginable a sort of wonderful dog-Latin, as

audacious and original as was all his work—a sort of Latin which
would make a grammarian's hair stand on end, but which conveys his

meaning on all subjects fully, clearly, briefly, and precisely. He
describes (most admirably) over 200 species, many really new ; he

points out nearly all the details of structure on which systematists

still rely, and he gives much valuable information, based on his own
examination of the types, as to names employed by Fabricius, Spinola,

and other venerable ancients.

We must deal more briefly with the other authors dead and living

who have increased our knowledge of the Chrysids during this century,

but two great works deserve especially to be mentioned (1) IMocsary's

exhaustive Monograph on the Chrysids of the whole world—a work
strongest perhaps where Dahlbom was weakest, c/c, as summarizing
completely the existing literature of the subject, though it contains

also much that is the author's own. This work (1889) deals with 733
species, the characters, distribution, synonymy, &c., of each being fully

and carefully examined. (2) Vicomte R. du Buysson's excellent

contribution (vol. vi., 1891-1896) to Andre's " Species." Though
limited to the Palrearctic fauna, this embraces above 400 species, many
of them previously unknown, and, along with yet later publications of

these two authors, brings up the total of recorded species to something
not far short of the 900 at which we estimated them above.

Besides these great general works, a few dealing with the Chrysids of

particular districts deserve more notice than our space permits

—

c.;/.,

those of Abeille du Perrin (France, 1879), Lucas (Algeria), Chevrier
and Frey Gessner (Switzerland), Schenck (Germany), Radoszkovsky
(Russia), Wesmael (Belgium), Thomson (Sweden), Borries (Denmark),
&c., to say nothing of " exotics " (America, India, &c.).

In England, comparatively little has been done since Shuckard
(1837) whose work on the British Chrysids was as good as anything
published before the days of Dahlbom, and who added two new species

from this country to the European list ; Smith (18G2) hardly improved
on Shuckard's work, and Walker, though he described Chrysids
fearlessly, shows no knowledge whatever of their structure—" ut qui

Dahlbomi opus nunquam viderit" says Mocsary.
It is to be hoped that in the next century English entomologists

may play a somewhat more conspicuous part than they have done in

that just closing, among the advancers of learning in this small but
attractive branch of study.

Evolution of our knowledge of the Ichneumonidae during the

Nineteenth Century.

By CLAUDE MORLEY, F.E.S., etc.

At the dawn of the present century we find Ichneitiiioiiithit', in the

later and more restricted sense, in but sorry plight. No work had yet

been entirely devoted to their elucidation, and whatever pretence there

then existed at classification was wholly based upon the mere colour

diagnoses of Linne and Fabricius, with a few species supplemented
by Fourcroy, Gmelin, Villers, Sclirank, Christ, and Panzer. In Britain

no attention had been given the subject though Moufet had, as early

as 1634, drawn attention to a " Masca,'' undoubtedly our I'inipla
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instifiator, and Marsham (1797) had read a learned paper before the

Linnean Society upon the economy of IcJuteioiunt. vianifestatijr : a few

isolated species had, besides, been described by Albin (1720), Eay (1710),

and Forster (1771).

The century had, however, hardly set in before progress became
marked ; in 1802, Schrank's Fauna Boica, and, in 1803, Latreille's

Dictionnaire greatly assisted Fabricius in the first ichneumon book,

Sijstema Fiezatonnn (1804). Many works bearing more or less upon
the subject were published upon the continent during the following

years for which we have here no space, nor is it necessary to individu-

ally notice them since such knowledge of these insects, as at that time

existed, is excellently summed up in Gravenhorst's three thick volumes
of the Iclmeumunohxiia Juirojjaea in 1827, an account of whose system

had already been published in his Compectus Ichneumonidum (1818).

The later work constitutes the foundation of all subsequent discoveries,

and it is only within quite the last few years we have dared to depart

from the mode of classification therein laid down to any appreciable

extent.

The peculiar difficulty experienced by the student of these parasites

is the extreme similarity in structure of specimens which are obviously

specifically distinct ; and hence Gravenhorst resorted in a great measure
to the always unsatisfactory guide of colour for his differences ; indeed

such structural points as exist are so minute as to be quite worthless to

an early writer who could not, of course, possibly rely, for lack of

observations, upon their constancy. In truth, the subject appears to

be fraught with so many obstacles that, until the present decade no
second comprehensive work upon the group has been attempted, but

more or less complete monographs have, from time to time, appeared

in various countries. The first of these worthy of note is Wesmael's
fine contribution to the X(nit\ Mem. Ac. Bruxiiles, of a synopsis of

Gravenhorst's first subfamily, the Ichneumonidae [seni^H stricto), which
is here subdivided and tabulated by a master hand. To this the author

issued seven valuable supplements during the following fifteen years

and, in 1849, a capital method, with many descriptions, of classifying

Jurine's genus Ammalon, in Gravenhorst's third family. Where
Wesmael had left the subject it was taken up by Holmgren, who not

only completed and collected it, but considerably augmented it in his

three vols, of Ichneumonoloijia Succica (1864-71-89). Gravenhorst had
divided the whole group into five great families—the Ichnciononidae

(treated of by Wesmael), the Cry})tidae, OpJiionidae, Tri/pJicmidae and
Piniplidae. Of the last three, Holmgren very greatly assisted in the

comprehensive classification in his Swedish 3/o»o//raj)/;/rtf', in the- Sr.

Ak. Handliniiar, in 1858, 1859, and 1860 respectively ; besides more
detailed BhpoRit'ioncsoi Gravenhorst's genera A'.c(W(i(s (1873), (.'anipoplex

(1872), and Mewleptim, partim (1876).

We must next turn momentarily to the numerous works of Forster,

which both entangled and untangled this difficult subject. His

Monoipaphie dcr Gattinifi Pczoiiiachiis (1850-51) is a rule of thumb, by

which to distinguish the extremely closely allied species of one of

Gravenhorst's genera of the second family ; in this, however, the

former is very difficult to follow satisfactoril}', many of his species are

mere colour varieties, and his main (costal) division has since been

relinquished. There followed equally important and more satisfactory
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monographs upon the (iattiDKicn—Ichneumon (18G8), Camimjilcx

(id.), and Flcctisciis (1871) ; l:>ut it is in the erection of genera that the

Professor was especially prolific, and he issued a conspectus of the

entire group in this manner, which was not, however, adopted for a

very great many years''', hut has recently come to the front as heing, if

more difficult to follow, at least of much greater scientific worth than

was that of Gravenhorst.

Space forhids more than bare mention of present-day workers

—

Brischke, Boie, Kriechbaumer and Schmiedeknecht in Germany, Tschek

in Austria, Berthoumieu and Ferris in France, Tosquinet in Belgium,

the late Van Vollenhoven in Holland, Motschulsky and Woldstedt in

Kussia, Ashmead and Cresson in the United States, Provancher in

Canada, and a host of others are at length bringing the study to

something resembling the comparative perfection achieved in the other

orders of insects.

This perfection, or rather, perhaps, a knowledge of such perfection

as exists, has recently—within the last year or two—been brought

clearly before us by the great systematist, the late Professor Thomson,
in his Opiiscula Entomolo(iica (18G9-97), the most noteworthy points of

which (so far as it concerns us) are his divisions of Graven hoist's

second family, which, with the exception of Taschenberg's revision of

the actual types in I860, had remained nearly in its primitive condition

and his farther subdivision of the cumbersome genus Iclmeiunon, of

which Holmgren had described 123 species from Sweden alone in his

first volume, Avhile 143 are recorded from Britain. Thomson was a

prolific author, as is evidenced in his very original rcsioii/' of various

genera {('.</., Mi'topiun, MesocJtoriiK, IcJineuwun, Sec), in the J\'ut. Knt.

Zeitschrift, and Ann. Soc. Ent. France.

But what have we done in Britain? Viewing our work impartially,

it has been, to say the least, spasmodic. Curtis, Stephens and Haliday

(1823-40), working entirely on the Gravenhorstian system, described a

few new species and many old ones in Illnstrations Brit. Kntomohxjii,

and the Ann. Nat. History. After a lapse of about sixteen years,

Desvignes published a catalogue of those species he had arranged (after

Gravenhorst) in the British Museum, and in 1862, descriptions of a

dozen species of /)rt.s.s»x {Tri/jihonidat'), not found in Gravenhorst's work,

five of which had already been recognised by Holmgren. Another

eight years and Marshall gave us his Catalofiucs, containing but bare

names of the British species; twoyears later appearedhis ISl'ISi/noni/mic

Cataloi/ue, laying firm the foundation upon Avhich to place such kinds

as were then known to occur with us. Therewith assisted, Bridgman
and Fitch commenced in 1880, in the Entmnoloijiiit, to present a series

of analytical tables of our species with meagre details, which, never-

theless, were of the greatest assistance to isolated students, but they

were unfortunately unable to complete the series which abruptly

terminates in the middle of Gravenhorst's third family. Contem-

poraneously with the above, Bridgman published, from time to time in

the Trans. Ent. Soc. London, descriptions of a few new species and

* So little, indeed, was it known that Bridgman described the genus Phrudu^

as new (cf. Trans. Ent. Soc. London, 188G, p. iHJl), upon the suggestion of Professor

Thomson, who was evidently unaware of Forster's erection {Verh. pr, BJieinl., 1808,

p. 196).
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mention of many others not before recorded from Britain. In 1890,

he gave us a capital ini'via of the genus Ghjpta {I'wipliilac) and four

years later a list of the species of the group in Norfolk, which, with

that for South Devon in 1898, further sAvells our very meagre and
imperfect small insular catalogue.

In an excellent paper in the Vroc. U.S. Jf».sr»»(, Ashmead has just

summed up the known genera of the world, and from this we learn

that from darkness early in the nineteenth century, we may hope for

light early in the twentieth, and Ave trust new Holmgrens and
Thomsons shall ere long present it to us.

Notes on Phytophagous Hymenoptera, 1800—1900.

By (Eev.) E. N. BLOOMFIELD, M.A., F.E.S.

I have been asked to write a paper on the progress made in the know-
ledge of the Phytophagous Hymenoptera during the century now just

drawing to a close. This I am not able to do, for, living in the country, I

have no large library at hand, and do not myself possess the works
necessary for reference. Perhaps, however, I may be allowed to give

a few notes on the subject, principally drawn from Cameron's works,

and regret I am unable to do more.
The Phytophagous Hymenoptera for the most part belong to the

two families, TENTHREoiNmAE and Cynipidae, commonly called sawflies

and gallflies. Of these the former seems to have been scarcely studied

in this country until the time of Leach, who gave a classification of

most of those which were then known (cf., W. E. Leach, Zooloijival

Mbcvllmuj, 1814-17). In 1835 J. F." Stephens, in his lluUra-
tions, described the kinds known by him to inhabit Britain ; the

work, however, was done very imperfectly. His collections show that

he confounded many species, and, I believe, described slight varieties

as distinct, though his plates are very accurate and beautiful. Soon
afterwards Westwood classified the Tcnthrcdinidae in groups of sub-

families, carefully distinguishing between them {cf., Mml. Class. Ins.,

1839-40). In 1882-90 the Kay Society published Cameron's Muno-
(jrapli of Jhitish Flu/tojJiaiioiis Hniiicnoptera in 4 volumes. This marks
a great advance in the knoAvledge of the family in this country, and
now it is easy to determine the more conspicuous species in the imago
and often in the larval state, though many of his names fall before

previous ones adopted on the continent. This family had been care-

fully studied on the continent by J. C. F. King and others earlier in

the century, and more recently by Pastor Konow, some of the results

of whose researches are given by Cameron in his fourth volume.
One of the most interesting points about the Tenth redinidae dis-

covered in the last few years is the occurrence of complete or incom-
plete parthenogenesis. In some few species no male has as yet been
found ; in many of these the females are common, and have also

been reared from the eggs laid by parthenogenetic females. In other

cases, though males occur, the unimpregnated females deposit eggs

which usually produce males only. Many observers have recently paid

especial attention to parthenogenesis in the TentJurdinidac, among others,

Messrs. J. E. Fletcher, Bridgman, and Dr. Osborne. Few species remain
known in one sex only, but the proportion of the sexes of most species

is peculiarly disproportionate, and it is generally found that eggs laid
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by a ? in whose ovary no trace of spermatozoa is discernible, will

produce imagines at the rate of, in some cases, 172 J s to a single

$ , and often a whole brood will produce no ? at all. Occasionally,

however, parthenogenetically deposited ova prove infertile, and at

other times, after the first generation, there is usually increased

mortality, and in those kinds having the sexes fairly equally divided

in the first, ^ s Avill be greatly in preponderance in the second

generation. Kirby and Spence first discovered this phenomenon, and

interesting papers have subsequently been published upon the subject

by Professor Owen {ParthoKKjcucsis, 1H1<J), Huxley [ReprodHction of

Aphis, TrauH. Linn. Soc, vol. xxii.), Von Siebold (Kssai/ on Partheno-

(/encsis, Leipzig, 1871, &c.), Geddes and Thompson {Kcolittion o/iSV,v),

Cameron (I.e.), &c.

Although the TentJircdinidae seem to have been so greatly neglected

before the present century, this was not the case with the gall insects,

or rather with the galls caused by them. Our own countryman, Sir

Thomas Browne, about the middle of the seventeenth century, seems

to have paid much attention to the galls, more especially those of the

oak, as appears from his letters to Dr. Merritt, the author of Finax
rcruin XaturaliiDn Britannicaruin (London, 1G66). A good propor-

tion of the galls mentioned by him are easily recognisable. But
the first person who gave an accurate description of galls appears to

have been Malpighi, who published his book {Dc (rallis) in 1G86,

while Dr. Derham, Canon of Windsor, soon after compared
Malpighi's account with the galls found by him in England. Until

long after this, however, little seems to have been done in the classifi-

cation of the makers of the galls, till in the middle of the present

century great improvements were made in this respect by Hartig, of

Brunswick, 1840-43. He not only revised the classification, but care-

fully distinguished, first the real gall makers, secondly the inquilines,

or guest-fi.ies, which live on the substance of the gall, though not

upon the Cynipid larvae, and thirdly the parasites which feed on the latter.

Since that time the interesting discovery has been made of an
alternation of generations in many species of gall-flies. It was always

a puzzle what, in many cases, became of the flies when disclosed from

the galls. Thus, for example, the imago leaves the currant gall early

in the summer, yet no more currant galls are seen until late in the

following spring, and not only is this the case, but in many supposed

species none but females were known. In 1877 Hermann Adler began

his investigations, and proved that there were alternate generations,

the insect from the currant gall causnig the common spangle gall,

while the insect from this gall, being disclosed in the spring, was the

maker of the currant gall. Again, one of these generations con-

sisted of both males and females, the other of females only, while the

insect of one generation differed so materially from that of the other

that they had been considered to belong to ditt'erent genera. Adler

continued his investigations, and proved that this was true of many
other species. Thus Avas it shown that there were alternations of

generations and dimorphous females {<;/'., Adler, La ijcncration

alternantc clic:: Zc.s Ci/nipidcs, 1881). It is not so, however, with all

the Cynips gall-makers. In some cases there appears to be one

generation, and that of females only, hence we have here complete

parthenogenesis and an apparently endless succession of females.
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Another curious fact with respect to the galls still awaits explana-

tion. Each gall-fly produces a gall peculiar to itself, always the same
for any one species, yet greatly differing from that made by any other

species even when the two species are very closely allied. How the

mere oviposition in the leaf or bud should cause such a different

growth when pierced by different species is a great mystery, of which
nothing certain appears to be known at present, the different explana-

tions which have been given from time to time being very far from

convincing. Anyone interested in this subject Avould do well to con-

sult Hermann Adler's book, Alti'matiwi (irnerations, translated and
edited by Charles R. Straton, Oxford Clarendon Press, 1894. I can-

not conclude Avithout acknowledging my obligations to ]\Ir. Claude

Morley for kindly looking out some of the references, and also for

drawing my attention to several interesting particulars which I had at

first omitted.

The Lepidopterological Books of the Nineteenth Century.

By LOUIS 15. PEOUT, F.E.S.

Probably there is no other branch of entomology in which such

gigantic strides have been made during the past century as in the

study of the lepidoptera. From being the most superficial and least

scientific of all entomologists, the workers at this order have risen to

an admittedly high—indeed, some would affirm, to a premier position

as regards the comprehensiveness of their work and the importance of

their contributions towards the elucidation of general biological

and evolutionary problems. Of course it is not maintained that they

have had any monopoly in this respect ; on the contrary, one is struck

with the fact that the great majority of the students of the anatomy,

physiology, etc., of insects, have been specialists rather in these branches

of work than in any particular order ; by no stretch of imagination can

such a pioneer in anatomical investigation as George Newport be

claimed as a specialist in the lepidoptera, nor can it be forgotten that

Weismann's first important discoveries as to histolysis and histogenesis

were made in connection with diptera. Nevertheless, a survey of our

literature will perhaps show that lepidopterists have been more ready

than other entomologists to avail themselves of, and to follow up in

their own studies, the work which has been done in this direction. The
reasons are not far to seek. In the first place, the attractiveness of

the order and the consequently large army of its devotees have resulted

in a very rapid advance in the merely systematic and superficially

descriptive work, and have placed us in the position to attend to further

developments ; a mere list of the names of writers on the lepidoptera

during the century would fill more space than I have at command for

this entire article. In the second place, the comparative ease with
which lepidoptera can be reared ab orn has given exceptional facilities

for the study of the problems connected with ontogeny and its probable

elucidation of phylogeny and evolutionary relationships ; and it woiild

be a disgrace to us, indeed, if we had shown ourselves totally un-
willing to avail ourselves of such facilities.

In order to judge of the position of lepidopterology at the com-
mencement of the nineteenth century, and so to estimate better the

progress made, it will be well to consider briefly what were the standard
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books, and what were the principal works in progress, in the year ISOl".
Fabricius had recently (1798) completed his o-cneral systematic work
with his " Supplementum," and was devoting his attention to separate

orders. Whatever may have been his grip of some of these, and
Avhatever he may have had in store for lepidopterists in his unpublished
Si/sti'iiiata (Htmiatornm, his published work on this order is of an
extremely slight and superficial kind

; yet it obtained a very wide
following, and indeed was probably more used than any other system,

though a few German lepidopterists worked rather from Borkhausen's
Natiin/eschichte tier JuirD/iaischcn SchmcttcrUiuie (completed 1791).

"Specialisation" as regards separate orders was just beginning to

assert itself ; Hiibner, who seems to have taken little if any interest in

insects other than lepidopterous, had already made a good reputation,

and was engaged upon two of his great works, the Scunmlunn ^'^'^^ the

(irschichtc (larvae). Two other large iconographic works were also in

progress, viz., Herbst's continuation of Jablonsky's Xatursi/.^tem, which
Avas completed in 1801 (Rhopalocera only) and is not without some
systematic value, and Esper's Die Schii)cttt:iiin<ic in AbhiUhinijen, which
had been publishing since 1777 or the very end of 1776, and of which
about 403 plates (by far the greater part) had already appeared. In
England, the works of Wilkes and Harris on the lepidoptera Avere

already getting somewhat antiquated, but probably served as the basis

of Matthew Martin's Aiirdians Vade-Mecniii. (1785), of the lepidoptero-

logical portion of Bcrkenhout's Sj/nojisis, etc. Lepidopterists Avere,

hoAvever, Avaking up, and the commencement of the publication of

Trcuisactidii.'i in 1791 by the recently-founded Linnean Society gaA"e

opportunity for the production of some useful papers by Marsham and
others, Avhile the " Aurelian Society " Avitnessed the birth of the

energies Avhich Av^ere soon to giA-e us HaAvorth's Lrjiidoptcra Britannica

(1808-28). LeAvin's I'dpilioa of Lireat Uvitain (1795), may also be

mentioned; but the principal entomological book Avhich Avas in progress

at the daAvn of our century Avas not confined to the lepidoptera-^-I refer

to DonoA'an's Xatiind Histiiry of Jlrit.isJi lu.scrtx, of Avhich the 9th A'olume

Avas apparently published from about July, 1800, to June, 1801.

None of the Avorks of this period contain anything Avhich is of much
use to the more philosophically-minded student of the order ; almost
their sole object was to make knoAvn species, although the gradual

accumulation of data as to localities, early stages, &c., AA'as already

providing some material Avhich Avould later prove of more value than
Avas yet realised. The earlier years of the present century, troubled by
many political agitations, did not conduce to any particular increase of

activity in the pursuit of natural history ; indeed I have been much
struck by the falling-off of entomological publications daring that

period, and, as the Avorks Avhich appeared still shoAved the same objects

as those of the Fabrician period, they need not be A'ery fully discussed.

Many attempts, most of Avhich have stood the test of time, Avere made
to subdivide the very inadequate Fabrician genera, although the workers

in this direction—with the notable exception of Hiibner, and perhaps

also of Laspeyres—Avere not specialists in the lepidoptera, nor are their

* A good bird's-eA-e view of natural history literature at that period may be

obtained from a perusal of the article on pp. 21)8-492 of the Itt'cision dcr Litcratur

t'iir die Jiihre I'/do-lSOU in Kru-'nizun^fs^blnttcni zur All<jem:i)is L'tcrutur-Zcituni/,

fii)i/lcn Jahrijanjs erster Band (Halle and Leipsic, lS05j.
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books mostly devoted to this order alone ; I refer of course to Monet
de Lamarck, Latreille, Hchrank and Germar. The last-named, however,

piiblished one work devoted exclusively to lepidopterology—his

Si/stematis GloftmtoriDii Pnxlroiiiua or I)i>ifiertati() aistcm fioitibiictnii

Sju'cics, two parts, 1811 ('? 1810)-1812, while Laspeyres set an altogether

praiseworthy example in monographing, according to the best light

he had, certain separate small groups

—

Sesiar Kuropaeae, 1801; Gattim;/

FlaUjptcnjx, 1803. Hiibner, in his classificatory schemes, attempted

a much more elaborate subdivision of genera than any of his contem-
poraries, and, although his generic diagnoses are mostly superficial in

the extreme, yet his almost intuitive perception of relationships seems
to have stood him in good stead, and many lepidopterists to-day tell us

that he was nearly a century in advance of his times. Even in his

earlier works he showed a predilection for inventing classificatory terms,

but as they were used in the plural—" Geometrae Amplissimae, A, B,

C," &c.—they had no influence on nomenclature. Aboiit the year 1805
or 180G, however, perhaps w^hen contemplating the commencement of

his Sminnliiwi Kxntinvlicr Schuicttrrliivje, he evolved a regular system of

Stirpes, Familiae and Coitus, of which he presented the first outline

(of the Stirpes only) to his subscribers in the much-discussed Tcntamcn
;

most unfortunately, he published the names of these in singular as

Avell as plural form, and in true binomial combination with their

special types, and so forced them upon the notice of nomenclators,
notwithstanding that he forthwith (1806) commenced his K.votisclie

ScJinnttcrUn;/!' and therein unfolded a little more of his scheme, using
such names as PajiiUd Priiiccjis ddDiiuanx (JcdkiIciis [Pnnci']is~ the

Tcntawen " Stirps," ihniiinaiis the " Familia " of the later Yerzeiclinisx,

ih'Diolcttx the species). In his VerwicJimufi alley hckanntcr SchvtetterUmie

(cir. 181G-26), and in the Zutri'Kje zur Samml. Kxot. (1818, &c.) he
introduces his Coitus, Avhich are properly-constituted " genera " in the

modern sense and applied binomially.

With the exception of Hiibner's, I believe no catalogues of the

lepidoptera of the whole world were published between the time of

Fabricius and the British Museum Lists of Doubleday, Gray, and
"Walker (1844-66). The writers of the first half of our century were
chiefly engaged with local fauna:^—varying in extent from Ochsenheimer
and Treitschke's great SclnuctUrlhujc mn Eiiropo (10 vols., 1807-85) to

Cantener's little IJjtidoiilrrcs <Jii T ar (1833) ; Avith descriptive works,
either of new species (as in Poey's Ceniiiric dcs Li'indoptcreH de Cuba,

1832, &c.) or of early stages (as in Boisduval's Collection Icoiwuraji/iiqiie

des Chenilles, 1832, &c. ; Duponchel and Guenee's parallel work, ttc.)

;

with systematic ones, not generally limited to the lepidoptera {e.;/., the
writings of Macleay, Swainson, Westwood, and many others) ; with
monographs of special groups:-— such as Dalmnii's Monoi/raidiia Casiniae
(1S25), or Boisduval's Mannijrajihie des Zij;ie)iides (1829); with museum
catalogues and the like— oiten including valuable systematic work, as
in Horsfield's l>et-r)ijitire ( 'aialai/iie of LejjidojJtcroiis Insects in the Miiseinii

of the Kast hidia Coiiiponi/ (1828-29); or with merely popular handbooks,
of which a great number were now beginning to appear, and of which
Mvigen's Handhuch (1827), Treitschke's Hidfshuch (1834), Ac, in

(ieimany, or Ligpen's Jwdnictions (1827), Jermyn's Vade Mectnii (1827),
itc, in this country, may be taken as examples.

A few of the most important books of this period must be mentioned,
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as they served a useful purpose in the diffusion of the knowledge of the
lepidoptera, although they do not mark any new departure in method.
In England oiir two great writers following Haworth were Curtis

and Stephens, but neither of them confined his attention to the

lepidoptera ; both did some good work in classification, and one of

Stephens' works—the " Haustellata " portion of his lllK^tratinns

(4 vols., 1827-85)—comes legitimately within the scope of our article
;

it formed to a large extent the basis of Westwood's work on the order,

and of Wood's useful Indc.v KiitiDiinloiiiciis (1888-89), and, in fact, was
one of the principal authorities in this country until the appearance of

Stainton's Maiutal.

In France, Latreille and Godarfc's important contributions to the
Kncijcloprdie M/'t/indiqttc (1819-28), the Histoirc XoturcUc dcs Lt'jndopteren

of Godart and Duponchel (1821-42), De Villiers and Guenee's Tableaux
SijiKiptiijKi's (1885), and a httle later (1886, 1852-57, 1875) Boisduval
and Guenee's Speeii's (ihirral, were the chief works produced ; but some
of the same authors (Boisduval, Duponchel and Guenee) also brought
out some systematic catalogues in which various new genera were
proposed, and new arrangements made ; unfortunately they saw fit to

neglect the work of Hiibner, and have burdened generic nomenclature
with a great number of synonyms.

In Germany, Ochsenheimer and Treitschke were almost universally

followed until Herrich-Schaft'er and Speyer began their studies ; these

writers and Lederer began to use structural characters in their

determination of genera much more largely than their predecessors had
done, and may be said to have brought lepidopterology up to the level

of the other branches of entomology, though there was still wanting
the impulse of Darwinism, and of the workers of his school to carry it

to any very high position as a science. Lederer's classification

—

undoubtedly good in many respects—has obtained far wider currency
than it deserves through having been that chosen by Dr. Staudinger
for the arrangement of his collection and his ( 'atahnj. Herrich- Schaft'er's

latest work, as given to us in his Saniiiihiiiii Aiisscn'iiroiidischef

Srluinitcdiniic (1850-69), depends largely upon neuration, andhasformed
to a great extent the basis of the work of Meyrick and Hampson.

At the same period German lepidopterists were still busy with
iconographic works, some of them of a very high order of merit, and
often incidentally giving valuable help in the elucidation of life-histories,

etc. Hiibner's Saunidiin;/, his K.nit. SrJniu'tt. and Ziitriir/e, were all

continued after his death (in 1826) by Geyer, and valuable text and
supplements were added by Fischer von Roslerstamm (1884-43) and
llerrich-Schiiffer (1845-56). Freyer's two works, the small Bcitriuje

(1828-30), and the much more extended Xciicrr I'x'itiitijr (1833-58) also

deserve a Avord of mention.

Scandinavia in the earlier part of the present century scarcely seems
to have maintained the promnient position which it had occupied in

the latter part of the eighteenth
;
perhaps the principal luminary of the

time was Dalman, whose Forxi'iJ.- till Si/stcmatisl- rjipstiillni)/;/ at .SVcr/V/cs

J\i'irilar (J'rt. Air. JlajulL, xxxvii., 1816) has given us some generic
names which are now current. In Russia at the beginning of the
century Boeber seems to have collected diligently but published little

;

some of his ncAvly-discovered species were communicated to Fabricius
and Esper, and he also contributed lists of his captures to Georgi's
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Beuchre ihun<I des liin^si.icheu Bekhs, Theil iii., Bd. vi (1800), but his

new species are without description—"nomina nuda." He did, however,

pubHsh some descriptions of Ehopalocera in the MeDinires of the Moscow
Society (vols. 2 and 8). But very feAV books devoted to lepidoptera

seem to have been pubhshed in Eussia ; Eversmann's Fauna Lcindni)-

terohujica Ynhio-rralen^is (1844), and a little later several useful

contributions by Menetries are among the principal things.

So little of importance was done in the south of Europe that we
need not dwell iipon it at all ; and as regards the study of the lepidop-

tera of the other continents, it will suffice to say that it was mostly

very unsystematic and fragmentary—chiefly lists of species obtained

during scientific voyages or travels, and worked out by eminent

entomologists such as Latreille, Boisduval, Guerin-Meneville, Klug,

Eschscholtz, &c. Boisduval, however, also published one or two
independent works, such as his Faitne Fntowolof/iqiie de Madapai^car

(1833), and (together with Leconte) the Histnire tiencrale ct Icono-

ifrajdiiipie den Bejiidnpteres, de V Aiiierique Septentrioncde (1829-42). 2'"^^.^'

Mention of the last work, which dealt with butterflies only, and is

very incomplete, reminds me that I must emphasise the singular dearth

of American work of any importance in this order during the early

part of the century—a fact all the more remarkable in view of the way
in wImcIi our friends across the Atlantic have overtaken and outstripped

us of late years. Excepting Say's American Entomohxiy (1817-28) and
Harris' Uejtort mi the Im^ecU of Massachusetts, dr. (1841), I know of

really nothing Avorth mentioning. Indeed, the great obstacles with

which lepidopterists like Packard had to contend in taking up the study

so recently as 40 years ago would hardly be realised apart from such

quotations as our editor gave us in Ento)n. Ihrord, x., p. 159.

Side by side with the mass of descriptive and classificatory work
of which the above summary will give but a faint idea, we find at first

very little earnest biological research among lepidopterists. The
microscopical, anatomical, and physiological writings Avhich they had
received as a legacy from the 17th and 18th centuries were, to be sure,

meagre enough and in some cases crude enough ; but yet they should

have proved sufficient to stimulate further investigation. Though
mostly not strictly lepidopterological, the principal titles may be just

mentioned, in order to indicate their general nature ; Eedi, Ksperienze

Intorni) alia Generazione deijU Tnsetti (1668) ; Malpighi, Dissertatio de

Bowhijce (1669) ; Muralto, Anatmnia BedicuU (1682)"; Martinet, Bes-

piratio hisectorujii (1753) ; Eeyger, (jreneratio ApJtidnin (1754) ; Eeaumur,
Memoires, &c. (1734-42); Swammerdam, ]>i/belder Xatuure (1737-38);

De Geer, Mcmnires, &c. (1752-78) ; Lyonet, Traite Anatniiiique, &c.

(1762—on (_'<)ssus)
; besides microscopical investigations by Leeu-

wenhoek, Gleichen and others. Perhaps the only lepidopterist of the

early nineteenth century who has achieved any lasting fame in follow-

ing up, and at the same time correcting, the work of his predecessors

was Herold, whose laborious studies on Pier is hrassicae (published in

Kntnirlduniisiiescirirhte, &c., 1815) enabled him to overthroAV the

primitive notion of the encasement of the imago within the larva. Of
Gaede's Beijtri'Kie :ur Anatomic der LiseJiten, published in the same year,

I know practically nothing ; he only used two lepidopterous species

for his investigations, Lasiueampa qiiercus and Arctia caia. Eamdohr,
one of the earliest writers on digestion in insects (1811), also studied
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several of the lepidoptera, and Snckow in his AnatomiAch-phydolniihclu'

UntersucJnni'jcii (1818) inchuled DendroUuim pini. Lyonet's important

work BecJwrchcfi sur VAnatomic et Ics metamorphoses iVInsectes, thou^^h

written a good deal before these, was not published till considerably

after them—being brought out posthumously in 1832.

But whatever the nature of the early work, whether iconographic,

systematic, anatomical or what not, it lacked the coherence and unity

which are born of the recognition of some great underlying principle.

Such exact work as, for instance, Newport's on the anatomy of Sphinx

liijustri, or the whole of his article " Insecta " in Todd's t'ljclopaedia,

must indeed be considered as Avork for all time ; but it is not surprising

to find the bulk of the effort of the first half century culminating in

such books (admiral)le in their way) as those of Guenee (1852-57),

Htainton's Manual (1857-59), Heinemann's SchmettcrUnfic DetiUchlamh

(1859, (tc), and the like—or, in another direction, as Speyer's

(jeo/iraphisrJie Verhreitunij (1858-62). It needed the advent of

Darwinism to give the needful impulse in the direction of further

developments ; and it was most opportune that the Orii/in of Species

appeared just at the time when the systematisation of some of our

principal faimte had been placed on so satisfactory a basis. To be

sure, Darwinism has had to encounter a good deal of opposition from

lepidopterists, from the inane attacks of the Eev. F. 0. Morris to the

important Schach der Danrinismns ! of Schilde (forming Bd. xxxiv., of

the Jlerl. Ent. Zeit.), and the subtle attempts of that excellent Dutch
entomologist, Piepers, to undermine it in certain vital points, while

Gabriel Koch (the author of three well-known books on lepidoptera) could

get no further than the pious but not very philosophical reflection that

" God gave them their protective coloration in order that they might
not have to struggle for existence" ; but nevertheless most readers will

agree with me that it is not " checkmated " yet, but that it has been

of incalculable service to many of our lepidopterists, in enabling them
to correlate the enormous number of facts with which they are called

upon to deal, and in guiding them into profitable fields of enquiry and
research.

It was not long before Bates turned Darwin's theories to account

in a new direction in formulating his theory of " mimicry "—first

made known before the Linnean Society in 1861 ; and lepidopterists

may congratulate themselves that it was material provided by their

favourite objects of study which furnished him Avith the data upon
which his theory rested ; in other words, that it was the lepidoptera

which contributed the first new confirmation of the theory of evolution.

Space forbids my following out the history of mimicry as further

studied by Wallace, Fritz Miiller, Meldola, Poulton, Belt, Trimen,
Finn and many others; but it has continued to be a subject mainly

—

though not exclusively—worked out by lepidoi^terists.

Subsequent theories and experiments based on the acceptance of

the principles of "natural selection" have been so many and so

diversified that they have permeated and almost revolutionised our

later nineteenth century literature and leave me in a state of consider-

able bewilderment as to what I ought to say and what to leave unsaid.

But as I have already far overstepped the limits which might reason-

ably have been expected of me for this article, and as the readers of

the Entomoloi/ist's llecurd have been kept pretty well au fait with the
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recent work, and as moreover I am hoping to read in our "century
number" the records of some of our living evohitionists and biologists,

I conclude that my wisest course will be to leave nearly everything
" unsaid." But in order to substantiate my opening assertions as to

the enormous advance made in our lepidopterological books of late, I

feel that it will be necessary just to remind my readers of the titles of

a few of the most noteworthy.

Weismann (whose important works cannot be cited as purely

lepidopterological) and his rival Eimer {Artbildmu/ and VenramJtscJiaft

hei den SchwrttcrUnr/i')!, 1H89-95 ; <)rtJio(/cnesis der ScJnnetterUjKje, 1898)
both unite in firmly upholding the principle of evolution in some form.

Dorfmeister, Fischer, Standfuss, Merriheld and others, have given us

most valuable works on the results of temperature-experiments.

Walther has made a special study of the " Palpus maxillaris " and the

morphology of the mouth-parts in lepidoptera (Jena, " ZciUchrift fur
Xatiinn'^sirnsrJiaft, xviii., 1894, &c.); Spuler (ZritscJir. fi'ir Wisscnsch.

ZnoL, Bd. liii., 1892) has produced an important paper on neuration

and quite recently {SIJ. I'/n/s. uird. Sue. Krlawicn, xxx., 1899) a
" Systema Tinearum "

; Schroeder has published a book on l\ntirick-

liiiif/ der Itaiiprnzriclniiini/, &c. (1894); Petersen deals with lepidopterous

morphology in the volume of Mem. Acad. St. Fetersbouni for 1900 ;

Portchinsky had a series of important biological papers in the Horac
from 1885-93 ; Renter's Ucber die Falpen der UJiopaloceren has already

been recommended to readers of the Ilrcord. In our own country,

the work of Poulton, Dixey, Chapman, Tutt, Jordan and others, is too

well known to need more than a passing word. In America there has

been marvellous activity of late years, and almost all the best work is

steeped in the modern scientific principles. Apart from his invaluable

general works and innumerable short papers, &c.. Dr. Packard has

given us a fine production in his Monoi/rajdi of the llnitihjicinv MotJis of

Xortli Aiiienra (1895). Scudder's J)i(tter/!ies of the Eastern United

States and Canada is admirable, and so are the lepidopterological works

of Fernald. The writings of Dyar, who has made himself a specialist in

the study of larval tubercles, and also of certain " Bombycine " families,

of Mayer (Derehqniient of >rini/-scales and their Pif/inent, &c.), and others

of recent date, will be fresh within the memory of my readers. With
such a vast accumulation of valuable material within a few years, one

is tempted to ask. What will be the product of the new century, and
how will the mind of man ever be able to take it in ?

Experimental Entomoloj^y.

By FEEDEKIC MEIIKIFIELD, F.E.S.

The Editor has asked me to give him some account of the develop-

ment of the experimental side of entomology during the century

that is just closing. My knowledge is not sufficient to enable

me to attempt this. All I can hope to do is to describe some
examples of this development that have come under my obser-

vation, and, perhaps, to indicate some of the directions in Avhich

the tendency to experimentation is making itself felt in entomology.

I suppose systematic experiment may be described in a general

way as the testing of inferences or conjectures arising from the

observations of ourselves or others. There are, of course, many
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current propositions that do not even purport to be founded on
observation, and there is little use in attempting to test these. It is

with observation that experimentation is especially concerned, and the

development of the one is therefore in practice closely related to that

of the other. The growth in recent times of observation is illustrated

by the increasing number of serial and other publications chiefly

devoted to it, to descriptions of form and structure, external and
internal, set forth in terms of scientific precision. It is, however, to

another class of observations, that connected with functions, instincts

and habits, that I would direct special attention, urging that we should

have an increase in the supply of these from contributors who will make
their observations systematic and complete.

No entomologist can fail to appreciate a good collection, but the

strangely multiform objects, often surprisingly beautiful in colour and
attractive in form, that we admire and study in our cabinets, are

nothing more than decorative corpses. They represent so much only as

can be preserved of the outcome of the life which constructed them,
which is their ramm ifctrc, and gives them their supreme claim to be
investigated. We may speak of life as a succession of functions, and
the investigation of these functions is consequently of the very highest

interest. It is not an easy task. The something that is called life

we have indeed in common with the insects ; some of their senses,

some of their external and internal organs in many fundamental par-

ticulars resemble our own, but the points of difference are innumerable
and profound, affording abundant scope for imagination and conjecture, of

the opportunity for which advantage has been abundantly taken. Happily
the scientific spirit is gaining in all that pretends to be knowledge,
and, whenever a theory that is merely plausible can be verified by
actual experiment, insists that it shall be so verified. Accordingly we
find that experimentation is making way in entomology, as it is doing
in other departments of knowledge, and the latter part of the century
has witnessed a remarkable increase in the application to entomology
of this touchstone of truth, Avhich is at the same time a source of hght.

An enumeration of the kinds of functions and habits our know-
ledge of Avhich has been greatly extended by the researches of recent
years, would be a lengthy one. Among them may be mentioned the
functions of the antenna, those elaborate organs that seem to belong
to another world of sense, the methods by which insects travel over
smooth surfaces, the process by which the legless pupa climbs out of

its larval skin to find a point of attachment above, the manner in

which wings are formed and expanded and the scales upon them are

evolved, the mechanism of flight, the nature of stings and the opera-
tion of the poisons they contain, the source and nature of the pigmental
and other colours, the nature and scope of the visual perception of

insects, their sense of taste, the faculty we call " scent," which enables
them to discover objects at great distances, where neither light nor
sound can assist in the discovery, the wonderful variety of apparatus
for generating and difiusing scent, urtication by larvje and whether it

is assisted by a specific poison as asserted by M. Fabre, the luminosity
of many species, and the strange situation and structure of oi'gans of

hearing, and of the machinery for stridulation with which many are pro-

vided.

Mr. Packard's Tcjt JJooh- of Kutoiuihujij contains references to most
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of the authorities on these subjects up to the date of publication

(1898), and much additional information on them will be found in Dr.
Sharp's U\o volumes on Insects, in the Canibridi/e Xatiiral History.

The veteran J. H. Fabre continues the fascinating story of his own
observations and experiments on the habits and instincts of insects,

and his example has l)een effectively followed by Mr. and Mrs. Peckham
in North America. Lord Avebury's experiments on the social species

are too well known and appreciated to need more than a passing

reference.

Nature, " so careful of the type," may in a sense be said, like the

British nation in difficulties, to "blunder through somehow," and
with a similar carnage of individual lives, but with complete success

in the preservation and development of species in infinite variety.

It is the "somehow" that we want to know. She moves in

a crowd, in surroundings so numerous and changeful that in

order to be sure that Ave ascribe results to their proper causes

it is often necessary to resort to experiment, by which elements that

might disturb are excluded. In relation to the functions of organs of

living animals, which add their OAvn active personality to the other

factors, the complication is often increased. In this kind of investiga-

tion much valuable work has been done. The more recent volumes of

the Transactions of the Entomological Societi/ of Loiidon bear testimony
to the growth of experimental work in entomology. Quite a large

class of experiments showing the direct effect of their surroundings on
the aspect of larv;e and of pupje, has been conducted with great

patience and skill by Professor Poulton, Avhose observations make a

substantial advance in the solution of some of the mysteries of the

variability of their colours, and he has been seconded by other

observers. The results obtained by him are strongly indicative of the

protection afforded by those colours which are provided by natural

surroundings, but he bears testimony to his sense of the value of

experimental confirmation on all points by the careful observations he
has recently been making on the actual extent to which pupa9 under
various circumstances have been found to be in fact protected by the

special colouring from being carried off" by birds and other enemies.

A striking illustration of the loose methods once in vogue for

dealing with natural phenomena, as compared with the modern
scientific one, is seen in the treatment of the question of the mode in

which a soft and fluffy moth (Dicranara rinula) penetrates its horny
cocoon. I remember about half a century ago being presented with

a book on insects, published under the auspices of a very pretentious

society of the time. Its author was lost in admiration of the

process of softening, which he said was performed by means of an acid

so potent that it ought to be contained in a vessel of glass, whereas
this insect had only a membranous bag. In 1892 Mr. Oswald Latter,

of Charterhouse, instead of taking things for granted, looked into them
himself, and demonstrated that the fluid was not an acid at all, but an
alkali, potassium hydroxide, and that the insect was also furnished

with a pair of sharply pointed organs for piercing the softened material,

and a shield for protecting its downy head and thorax from injury in

the process of pushing through.

A large series of experiments has established that temperature in

the pupal period is one cause of the variation in colour of lepidoptera.
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The pioneers in these researches were Dorfmeister in Austria, ^Y. H.
Edwards of West Virginia, and Professor Weismann of Freilourg. Of
late years Professor Max Standfuss, of Zurich, has conducted experi-

ments of this kind on a colossal scale, and Dr. E. Fischer, of Zurich,

has puhlished some results obtained in a similar way by the application

of high and low temperatures to the pupas. Similar experiments of

my own are recorded in the Trajisactions and Proceedings of the Knto-

iiioloijical Society of London, and it may be taken as now established

that not only can the form appropriate to one season be, by the appli-

cation of temperatures, usually, but not always, extreme ones, converted

into that appropriate to the other season, but that by this process the

markings and the colouring of lepidoptera not seasonally dimorphic

can be materially changed. Professor Bachmetjew of Sofia has

lately published experiments as to the critical temperature point.

So far as my present knowledge goes, no such change as pure

melanism or pure albinism has thus been induced. M. de Niceville

has recorded similar changes produced by exposing pupsB in India to

conditions of dryness and moisture. It is much to be desired that these

experiments should be tried on many more species, especially on the

wonderfully different seasonal forms of species of the African genus
Precis, carefully excluding temperature influences. In hybridisation

very complete experiments have been made by Professor Standfuss,

throwing light on the origination of species.

Speaking of the subject generally, there is need for observations

on a wider range of subjects and on a larger scale than have yet been

attempted. The number of observers in entomology is great, as is

shown by the voluminous contributions to transactions and magazines,

metropolitan and provincial, English and foreign. Many of these

contributions are accounts of excursions and their resulting captures,

and as such are very interesting to the experienced field naturalist. The
mere enumeration of the species captured evokes the recollection of

some of the most delightful experiences of one's life—the spring visits

to the flowering sallows, the showering down from the trees of quaint

and beautiful larvae, the swarms of downy creatures with glowing eyes

lightly settled on the sugared tree-trunks, the poise of the shapely

hawkmoths over flowers, the return walk on summer nights over the

hills studded with gloAvworms, the circling of the sunset light in the

sky till it reached the north and its arrival there was signalised by
the striking of midnight from the clocks of the distant town, the Avarm
nights when we rested on heather waiting for the dawn the approach of

which was heralded by the song of the skylarks from their point of

vantage far above, the sudden discovery at rest on a leaf of some
fairy-like creature of exquisite form and colour never seen before.

Recollections so awakened have an indescribable charm, and it may be

hoped that the magazines Avill long continue to find place for the

chronicle of the "mere collector," and that that much criticised

person, if he be one Avho pursues his task in the fields, will continue

his delightful work, including the records of it. The devotion to such
work seems at least as harmless as that which is dedicated to golf, and
often has an utility extending beyond the enjoyment it gives to its

devotee. It is of special utility in providing the additional materials

so much required by the systematist, who so often laments the imper-

fection of his work for want of them. Any one leading structural feature,
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such, for example, as the neuration of the wings in lepidoptera, valuable as

it is as a means of classification, necessarily only covers a small part

of a complicated question. We want to know not only the structure

of that framework and of the bodily organs, external and internal, but

all that was distinctive in the life of a species, before we can assign to

it its proper place in nature. We ought to know, for example, about
the egg and its contained embryo, how it is fertilised, where it is

deposited, the cause of the fantastic shape it in some species assumes,
whether it is laid singly or in clusters, Avhether naked or provided with
a downy covering, and Avhat purpose this serves. We want to know
of the larvae and of the changes, sometimes of startling magnitude,
that they undergo in their ecdyses, the special food-plants to which
they are attached, generally, or at different periods of their lives, their

habits as regards exposure or concealment, their selection of places for

pupation, the nature of the covering they provide for the pupa, and
the mode of extrication from it. We want to know all that throws
light on the limitations and the perplexing uncertainties of double-

broodedness, the varying extent to which different \nnppe respond by
rapidity of development to a heightened temperature, while some
obstinately resist it. We want to learn the habits of the imago, its

mode and time of flight, the nature of its enemies, and the extent of

their ravages ; what is the stimulus which, after a pupa has rested

through the summer and autumn, causes it to emerge on some day
in the middle of winter and leaves other pupae to remain for years in

that stage, how so many winter moths come to have apterous or

serai-apterous females, while all their males have ample wings, what
special protection they enjoy by concealment or mimicry or by
flaunted nauseousness. The remarkable results obtained by some
careful and accurate observers in recent times show how much there

is in these and similar investigations to reward careful observation,

which to be entirely useful should be very precise and detailed.

Few subjects connected with entomology occasion more discussion

or are of greater economic importance than the relative abundance or

scarcity of some species of insects and their variable time of appear-

ance. A vast number of interesting records on these points are

scattered through the entomological magazines for many years ; these

would be much increased in value if a statement of the circumstances

which may have influenced the numbers or time of appearance of the

insects accompanied the records, for example, the temperature pre-

vailing some time before, the character of the preceding period, Avhich

in our variable climate must often be such as to throw the seasons

out of gear and cause a species to be born at an untimely period. Even
in the work of some leading observers there is often a remarkable
omission to state temperature, when the whole importance of the

observation depends on it. For example, we are told precisely what
the duration of the egg or pupal period was, information which is

usually of small value unless we know the prevailing temperature ; for

experiment has shown that a diminution of 6 degrees F., i.e., from
62" to 56^^, may lengthen the duration of the pupal period in some
Vansseids from 20-22 days to 40 days.

To conclude, I revert to the unassailable position that it is the life

of an insect in all its stages which makes it of supreme interest. The
animal, endowed with " the little living will that made it stir on the
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shore," is, speaking generally, far more interesting than its chitinous
covering, as a man, also speaking generally, is more interesting than
his clothes ; and it is to careful observation of the living animal,
prompted and sustained by rational conjecture, and checked by
exhaustive experiment, that I venture to think we have mainly to look
for progress in all branches of entomology, not excepting that which is

the special province of the systematist, whose work, invaluable as it is,

has to be comprehensive if it is to approach completeness or finality.

Sidelights on tlie Lepidopterological Work of the Nineteenth
Century.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

The Editor commandeers me to say something about the present

position of entomology, in relation to the progress made during the

nineteenth century, in almost any or every direction except what
belongs to the strictly systematic side. I am certainly quite incom-
petent to do so, the subject is immense, long study would be involved,

if merely in verifying references, and a most meagre exposition would
require several volumes. I became less restive under the demand on
finding that only a page or two were wanted, since if I could avoid

palpable blunders, the limitations of space would explain all other

errors, whether of total omission''', or of broad statements that are not

really true without various qualifications. Nevertheless it is certain

that I am very like that man who exhibited a brick or two, by way of

proving what a noble city he came from. Why the systematic aspect

is denied me, I do not quite understand, not that I want to enlarge my
field of view, but simply because now we are all systematists. Though
we must all specialise, nothing is clearer at present, whatever it may
have been at the beginning of the century, than that any entomological

work of any scientific value, whether it be done in the field, in the

study, or in the laboratory, derives much of its interest and the greater

part of its value, from the bearing it has on systematic conclusions,

that no work in fact is without such bearing. Even such researches

as those of P. Lyonet in the last century or of Miall, Hammond, or

Lowne, more recently, in the anatomy of a single species have not only
great intrinsic interest, but are most valuable as standpoints, from
Avhich systematic conclusions can be drawn, whenever any similar

anatomical data are available about other species.

There can be no question that the note of the century in ento-

mology, as in all other branches of natural history, is to be found in

the different position taken up, as a consequence of the acceptance of

Darwin's teaching. At the end of the century, we may say, I think,

that that acceptance is complete ; I know there are still many
obscurantists and irreconcilables, but their number amongst those

with any scientific knowledge or education is negligeable. There are

also others, no doubt, who appear to think that some small variety,

offshoot, or side issue of Darwin's great generalisation, is a new and
distinct species, which they have had the good fortune to invent or

discover. If such an idea will give them the necessary stimulus to do
good work, let us pardon them their little vanity, without fear of their

disturbing the solid foundations on which Darwin builds.

* An Irishman might justly remark that the whole paper consisted of omissions.
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Vanity and jealousy will not soon be unknown amongst men of

science, any more than in the natural man, but I think there is

considerable evidence amongst entomologists that Darwin's teaching
and example have done something to produce a greater brotherhood
amongst us, and have diminished very much the expressions of

contempt that were not uncommonly used by workers in one field about
those in another. "A mere systematist," "a mere collector," are
expressions not felt by those who use them or hear them to have now
any stronger meaning than a little petulance, and in fact are heard
much less frequently than they were a score or more years ago. "The
mere collector" has his uses, in gathering material, and is perhaps
more numerous than formerly, in so far as we may define him as having
as his chief aim getting together a lot of handsome and rare specimens,
in order to outvie other collectors. " The mere systematist," on the

other hand is extinct, i.e., the man who wants to range things in a line

and seizes to do so the most obvious, rather than the most important,

characters. The object of the systematist is now seen to be to discover

the precise line of descent of each species. This is, in fact, now, a

mere truism. The work of every entomologist, who is not an avowed
systematist, is at least to amass knowledge to further this purpose.

No doubt many entomologists have no other desire than to enjoy the

pleasure of observation, and to marvel at the wonderful facts unfolded

before them, and they have no further conscious object
;
yet these often

add most important items to our knowledge.

Perhaps the fact, that feAV systematic works appear, without a

phylogenetic table, a genealogical tree, or some such definite means of

showing precisely the conclusions the author considers probable,

indicates unmistakably the point of view that is now taken. Such
tables have met with much ridicule. There are few now who ridicule

the whole idea as absurd. That that comes from those who disagree

with the conclusions set out, is also diminishing, because the critics

have themselves felt the necessity of handling the subject in the same
way and have realised the difficulties involved. The difficulty arises

chiefly in this form, that before you begin to make the table you think

you understand the whole matter clearly, but you do not proceed far

before you find you have involved yourself in some obvious contradic-

tion, and have to begin again ; nor have I met with any tables, the

subject of which I knew enough of to understand them, that did not

appear to me to contain such contradictions. They are excellent things

for defining precisely Avhat our systematic knowledge of their subject

is worth. Those who now avoid giving them, merely show that

discretion that is the better part of valour. Probably a hundred years

hence our detailed phylogenetic trees, will be regarded as miserably

inadequate. There is considerable reason already to suspect that just as

a tree founded on British species only, would in not a few cases be

hopelessly wrong, when an attempt is made to apply it to all the species

of the world, so, our present tables founded on a few characters, Avill

need much alteration when our knowledge is more complete. Even
now we find such trees are rather contradictory Avhen constructed

from different data by different people
;
yet there are many items of

structure and habit that have not yet been used for this purpose, when
they are, no doubt further instances of contradiction will arise. Yet

all such trees must, in a sense, be correct, No doubt there is much
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error from " convergence," i.<\, the close resemblance in one or more
characters of widely separated species, which adds much to the diffi-

culties experienced. It is common in comparing schemes of descent

based on different characters, to be tempted to suppose that the two
lines mingled again by some sort of crossing. This is, of course, absurd,

but it shows that the real line of descent is more lengthy and compli-

cated than either of our separate tables contemplated. Such approach

as we may ultimately make to a knowledge of the true phyletic lines,

will of course be founded on researches into many more characters that

are yet available, and will be correspondingly more lengthy and
complicated.

I do not wish to overlook the fact that a knowledge of evolution

was more than foreshadoAved at the beginning of the century, or even

twenty centuries since, but the change in our attitude towards it could

hardly be greater than it is, were it then unheard of. We are not

satisfied to know simply that species A has a white mark, while species

B has a black one. We must find out in what the difference consists

structurally, by what organic changes the present structure might have
been reached from one previously common to both, what forces may have
acted on each to produce such changes, what the uses are of the diffe-

rences, how long they took for their production, how stable they may
be, how far they are variable ; these and many other similar questions

can rarely be fully answered, but they suggest many observations and
experiments to be made on the structure, habits, itc, of both species,

and of many others related or not related to them.
It would not perhaps be a very laborious matter to index and

classify all the entomological work of this character that was available

at the beginning of the century. We may perhaps take Kirby and
Spence's Introduction, as containing, with other matters, a very full

summary of everything that Avas then known, perhaps a thousand
volumes would not set forth our present knowledge in equal amplitude.

This greater extent of our present knowledge, which compels each of

us to take but a fractional part of the whole field in which to disport

himself, is not however entirely, not perhaps even very greatly, to

be attributed to the stimulus of having a satisfactory theory to guide
our work. The records of research of all sorts accumulate not in

arithmetical but in geometrical progression. On the physiological and
anatomical side this may be attributed to the great advance in micro-

scopical technique as the most important element, but in that and other

fields, it depends on the same causes as all other progress during
the century. Increase of population, in wealth, and in education,

facilities of travel, and of intercommunication, have led to more persons

working on material from all over the world, easily publishing and
comparing results, affording new starting-points to fresh workers and
so on. Up till the last twenty years Germany probably led us in most
researches on habits, structure, distrilnition and everything else related

to entomology generally, and to the modern aspects of the subject, but

now there is little question that America is going to the front. Much
of the American work no doubt has an economic character as its base,

and has corresponding limitations. Much of it is also no doubt
systematic in the limited sense of merely adding to the lists of known
species, inevitable in the exploration of so great an area of new ground.

Still, it is quite clear that America challenges for the first place, when
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we call to mind only a few of her leading explorers in this field, such as

Packard, Scndder, Dyar, Kellogg, Chambers, Comstock, Sec. There
can be little doubt that this lead will be still further increased as

America enlarges her resources of all sorts at a rate that it is hopeless

for European states to emulate. Though England, France and Eussia

are falling comparatively behind, they have no reason to be ashamed
of the position they yet hold, though in England we can hardly hope
to sustain the prestige given us by Darwin and Wallace.

A perfunctory glance at some actual researches is all that space

permits, and I may select those in lepidoptera as best known to me.
We may place in the front rank those that are of a definite experimental

character, such as have been made by Merrifield, Poulton, Bateson and
others in England, where these investigations have been more closely

followed than elsewhere, though the names of Weismann and Standfuss

remind us that Germany and Switzerland, if not in front, are never

far behind. Experimental work such as these investigators have
followed, is, I think characteristic not only of the century, but quite of

its later decades. Those of Merrifield in pedigree moth-breeding on
Selenia tetralmiaria, have very much extended our knowledge as to the

kind of information that can be gained in this way, and of how to

acquire it, and have afforded much material of value on questions of

heredity and variation. His experiments in the effects of temperature

on development have opened large fields for further experiment, and
have shown us that temperature may have various effects according to

the different constitution of different species, and may afford strong

evidence as to whether a species has been derived from an ancestry of

more northern or more southern habitat than it now occupies, whilst

the more extreme temperatures produce effects that result from profound

disturbance of physiological processes, from which we already gather

something, and may hope to gather more as to the nature of these

processes, in the development of form and colour in lepidoptera.

Merrifield's experiments on the effects of surroundings on the colour of

exposed pupte, and those of Poulton on these, and on larvte on
variously coloured resting-places, have resulted in an immense increase

in our knowledge in these directions, many of the facts being really

marvellous, although these investigators have made us so familiar

with them that we take them noAV as almost commonplace. The
experiments of Bateson and Standfuss in crossing of more or less

definitely fixed varieties, and of closely allied species, have given some
curious results, the precise teaching of which is not yet perhaps fully

elucidated. Many of these experiments require very persistent and
constant attention, and to produce the best results should be continued

for a considerable number of years with unchanging resolution. It is

therefore remarkable that so much should have been done by
individual effort. What is really necessary for pushing the researches

more fully and completely is a biological station founded on some
permanent basis. In these days when " saintly millionaires " are to be

had for the asking, may we not hope to have several such stations

instituted before the new century is very old. The results to be looked

for are not only of interest to entomologists, but bear most directly on
all those questions of a physiological and biological character, such as

the direct and indirect effect of environment, individually and racially,

the factors that go to produce or modify variation and heredity and
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many others of less importance. The answers to these questions are of

the most profound importance to man in their social and political

teaching, as regards his own race, and are valuable, but much less so,

as regards his domestic plants and animals, and indeed all organic

nature with which he is constantly in contact. The hoped-for results

can be reached much more rapidly in dealing with insects with an
annual periodicity than by experiments on higher animals of a much
longer and more complicated existence.

The enormous increase in our knowledge of the earlier stages in the

lepidoptera is perhaps a notable feature of the century's work. If we
confine ourselves to the pal^earctic fauna, it has far exceeded the growth
of the number of known species, but if we include exotic species where
much less has been done, it may be doubtful whether we knoAV the

earlier history of a larger proportion of recorded species than we did

at the beginning of the century. Nor must we forget that much
excellent work was then already done, a list of the authors up to 1800
would indeed be a long one. Though not the earliest, Swammerdam
and Keaumur stand out as landmarks at the end of the 17th and
beginning of the 18th centuries, nor should we forget the work of

Madame M. S. Merian at the same early date, not only amongst
European but also tropical insects. The work of Roesel and Sepp
at the end of last century, on the life-histories of lepidoptera, is as

excellent as any to be found until we reach quite the end of the 19th.

As regards larva^, we must go to America for our present standpoint.

The careful descriptions of Packard, Scudder, Dyar, and others, of the

larvje at all stages, from hatching onwards, omitting no feature and
especially noting the structure and distribution of the tubercles, has
led to Dyar formulating a clear scheme of the evolution of the tubercles,

both as to their positions and armatures. Granting this may want
further elaboration and even correction, it is an immense advance. I

might mention that though the work of Buckler and Hellins gives no
indication that they attached any special importance to such details

as the tubercles, Mr. Hellins, toAvards the end of his career, was much
impressed with the idea that a close attention to the character and
disposition of the tubercles would afford useful clues to relationships of

larvJB and families of lepidoptera, and wished he had attended to them
in his earlier work ; this subject is more than once referred to in my
corespondence with him. Hellins was, I think, the only Englishman
who got even so far, before Dyar showed us where we ought to be.

It is a feature of quite the end of the century to prepare mono-
graphs of the morphology of special parts and organs throughout
larger and smaller groups. As careful and elaborate treatises one may
refer to Renter's on the " Palpi of Rhopalocera " and Dr. Karl
Jordan's on the " Antenna; of butterflies." Dr. Dixey's work on the

Pieridae and other butterflies best classifies itself here. The earliest

work of this character is probably that on the male genital appendages,
and the use made of these by M'Lachlan in his great work on the

European trichoptera, an order in which they are, fortunately, more
easily examined than in the lepidoptera, is perhaps the earliest instance

of their being fully examined throughout a large group of species, and
of their immense value in distinguishing species. In the same work
the neuration of the order is examined with equal completeness, and
its value similarly demonstrated. In neither of these matters was
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M'Lachlan the pioneer, but his work stands out as the earliest of equal

importance. I do not know the precise evolution of the study of the

neuration in the lepidoptera, and I do not know that we have any
separate monographs of the subject. The whole subject is a develop-

ment of the present century, and it is not quite easy to classify such

work as that of Spuler and others as being embryological or mor-
phological ; Comstock and other American authors have given us

valuable data over a wide area, whilst the detailed use of it for classi-

fication is most ably displayed by such English masters as Meyrick
and Hampson. There is still wanting the close investigation of the

development of the various types of neuration in the imagines from
the primitive outline that exists in the pupa. There is some reason

to believe that Avhen this is done, some forms that are apparently

identical will be found not to be so, but to be convergent examples of

unrelated descent.

Improvements in the technique of the laboratory have also led to a

great advancement in the extent of our knowledge of embryology and
development. Such matters as the segmentation of the embryo, as

pointing to the nature of insect ancestors, the true structure of the

insect head as consisting of primitive segments, and many others,

cannot be dealt with briefly. Perhaps it may be admissible, in view
of our vain-gloriousness, which is one of the characteristics of our
age, to note how one of our discoveries, that of imaginal discs, and
the processes of development which their name may shortly typify,

really leads us, as a brief epitome of the subject, precisely to the con-

clusions as to the nature of metamorphosis that were arrived at by
Swammerdam, yet we go back to Swammerdam,not one, but more than
two, centuries. Swammerdam's view was that the butterfly already

existed in the caterpillar, even in the youngest caterpillar, though the

parts Avere very small, very soft, bathed in fluid, and obscured by
parts belonging to the caterpillar. He is short of the words embryonic
cells and imaginal discs, but he expresses very fairly the facts. It is

very curious to find that he expressly combats the theory that the

chrysalis is like an egg within which the butterfly develops, and that

the same erroneous idea had some acceptancewhen Weismann' s researches

on diptera puptB first became knoAvn ; the fact being, of course,

that the necessary embryonic cells do not have to develop from a
germinal vesicle, &c., but are all already distributed in their proper

places and differentiated so that each group represents only the organ
or organs Avhich will arise from at. One no doubt realises a little

difficulty in accepting Swammerdam's view that the young caterpillar

had ready all the skins he had to cast, and that getting rid of these

disclosed the butterfly, Avhich was all the time growing in preparation

for the event. We know, of course, that each skin is really a
cutaneous secretion, which does not exist until shortly before it is

wanted, but if Ave take the view of some modern authorities that the

chitin lost at moults is not merely a secretion, but an excretion,

Swammerdam must again score even here very decidedly. What Ave

may Avell marvel at is that Swammerdam arrived at his conclusions
from some very simple observations. They Avere, hoAvever, carefully

made, frequently repeated, looked at on all sides, and Aveighed and
pondered with a love of Nature and a genius for understandhig her
which can never fail to have their reward.
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A century of larval descriptions.

By HAEEISON G. DYAE, Ph.D.

At the beginning of the century there were extant the results of

some twenty-five workers on lepidopterous larvre, covering a period

of about fifty years, from the writings of Eosel von Rosenhof (1746) to

Hiibner and Sepp, whose Avorks were not finished till well into the

century. The descriptions find figures of this period refer mainly to

European lepidoptera, though references are not Avanting to those of

other parts of the world. The characterisations are mostly, as would
be expected, of a general descriptive nature, varying from a few words
only, as those of Linne and Fabricius, to fairly complete ones, some of

Avhich, as Dr. Ernst Hofmann remarks (preface to liattpcn Gross-

ScJniictt. Eiovpas, 1898) would pass muster to-day.

During the hundred years that have elapsed since, about a hundred
additional authors have written on lepidopterous larvae. The principal

result of their efforts has been to make known the general appearance
and habits of a considerable portion of the species inhabiting Europe
and North America. Those of the other parts of the world are noAV about

as nearly unknown as they were at the beginning of the century,

though some progress has been made in India and Australia.

In Europe the percentage of known larva? in 1800 did not exceed 10%

;

to-day it has increased to about 70%. In North America the increase has
been from 1^% to 20%. In general the larger butterflies and the smaller

Tineids have been best Avorked up. The former from their large size

and comparative fewness of species, the latter because they are best

collected as larvae. With the Tineids, however, many of the descrip-

tions are not more than records of habits and food-plants, since the

small size of the larvte and their obscure modes of life render them
difficult of observation. As to the fauna of the world, but a small

beginning has been made. We note from Hampson's first volume of

the Catalof/iie Lcp. Phalacnae Brit. Mitn. (on the Syntomiilae of the

Avorld) that only 2% of the species are knoAvn in their larval stages.

All the European forms are known (allowing for the species of

DtjmK.ri'ti, Avhich are not referred to by Hampson, though known) and
50% of the North American, while less than 1% from other parts of

the world have been observed. In the second volume {Xolickie and
Lithdsiiilae) there is a somewhat better showing, 3^% of the world
species being referred to, but less than 1% from regions outside Europe
and North America. There is certainly a great field here for students,

especially when travelling in foreign lands.

The completeness with which the larvae have been described has
varied greatly Avith the ideas of different authors. Some, CA^en to-day,

have scarcely advanced beyond the diagnoses of Linne, Avhile others have
published A-ery full and complete descriptions. AdA^ance has been most
marked in this dii'ection in the last ten years. As used simply for

purposes of recognition, it depends much upon the family or genus of

a given insect as to hoAV full a description is needed. ]\Iany of the

larger and conspicuously coloured larA'a? are so different from each

other that a comparatively few Avords Avill define them, Avhile others,

if not absolutely identical, are yet so similar, that the utmost care and
detail arc required to dillerentiate them. These circumstances should

be, but unfortunately have not always been, reflected in the descrip-
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tions. It results from this that, while ostensibly a certain portion of

ourlarvje are "known", a part of these are insufficiently described,

opening again a field for the student of the twentieth century.

An important advance which has been made is the growing
practice of describing separately each stage of larval life. This often

records interesting and important characters which appear and
disappear during ontogeny, and it is of course the only proper way to

describe a larva.

Descriptions of larvfe should serve other purposes than that of

mere recognition. We need an accurate and detailed record of these

organisms for the use of students of the general subject and for future

comparisons. Much advance has been made in this direction, the

increased detail of descriptions, but unfortunately it has not become
the general rule. Under this view it is often important to record

many characters which are of no value from the point of view of

recognition, as they are common to large groups. It is, however,

sufficient if a standard of reference has been established, to do this

briefly by referring to the character in question as " normal" to the

group. A most commendable advance is the custom of giving enlarged

figures of the larva or of single segments
;
yet this needs more care

than is usually given, as most of the published figures, especially of

newly-hatched larvae, are somewhat unreliable in detail. I refer

more particularly to the exact number and position of the hairs.

As to the value in classification of the various larval characters

that have so far been brought out, it cannot be doubted that some of

them are considerable. The head and its appendages are so similar

throughout the order that but little of general value has been drawn
from it. The number of the body somites is practically invariable,

only a slight difference in degree of consolidation of the last two being

apparent. Yet where this is manifest, it indicates the relative degree

of specialisation as shown by other characters. The shape of

individual somites is occasionally subject to modification, yet these

specialisations are sporadic and do not indicate any broad lines of

phyletic differentiation. The number and modification of the larval

hairs or sette, though often shoAving striking characters, are likewise

of an adaptive nature and are not conclusive. Still they yield certain

indications in line with the general scheme.
The number of the abdominal prolegs is not a character of wide

importance. It appears that the primitive lepidopteron must have
acquired the normal proleg formula. Perhaps this was established

even before the true lepidoptera arose. At any rate, the character is

practically fixed throughout the order, except in the Tincidae where
it is subject to a certain flexibility. Above this group, there is no
modification, save a partial disappearance of the prolegs, and that is

not even generally of family value, though occasionally it seems to be

so. The Mi'iialopiiiiidac are superficially defined by the presence of

extra abdominal prolegs, yet I have shown that these are secondary,

are superposed upon the normal pedal structures, and, therefore, a

character of specialisation, not indicating a low position for this group,

but the contrary.

The arrangement of the adhesive hooks or crochets of the

abdominal prolegs shows a good character, as has long been known.
Kecently Karsch (^Ent. XacJiric/iten) has carried to an extreme a
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classification based on this, which naturally includes certain absurdities,
as any one-character classification must do. Still the two types of

structure are of value, though subject somewhat to adaptation, since
the circle type tends to become the line type with the change in habits
from an enclosed-feeding to an exposed-feeding mode of life.

The relative positions of the hair- bearing tubercles seems to be a
character of some importance, especially as regards the postspiracular

and subspiracular tubercles, or the prespiracular (of Sji/niviidac),

tubercles iv and v. These characters are but seldom subjected to

adaptive modifications. They show three types of structure which
divide the order someAvhat broadly. The lowest type has tubercles iv

and V in line or nearly so, or united. The character is somewhat
flexible in the Tineidae, as nearly all larval characters seem to be
in this primitive group, and occasionally one of the higher types is

indicated ; but it holds very generally. The butterflies and
Saturnians have a similar tubercular formula, but may be differentiated

by other marked characters. The second type is characteristic of the

Xoctiddac and allies, tubercle iv being behind the spiracle. In some
of the lower families {e.;/., Epiplcmidae and Laslncaniindae'''-) it is not,

or but weakly, shown, but it holds generally throughout this large

group. The third type is characteristic of the Sphinnidae, tubercle v
before the spiracle. It holds perfectly even the aberrant African

Sphingid, LophostethuR dwnnlinii, which is covered with spines like a

Saturnian, but is nevertheless a true Sphingid and not related to the

group that it superficially resembles. Indeed I know of no exception

to the structure in this comparatively small family. The tubercular

arrangement is, therefore, of some importance, and should be accurately

stated in descriptions. Unfortunately, it has been, till recently, very

generally neglected. Dr. Wilhelm Miiller first called attention to it

(1886) but he was interested to show that the same general arrange-

ment held throughout the order, rather than to find the differences in

detail which indicate groups. In describing the full succession of

larval stages, much stress should be laid on the first one, that after

exclusion from the egg. Scudder has remarked how markedly
generalised are the characters of newly-hatched butterfly larvte. This

is conspicuous in the butterflies, since the first stage has the structures

of a low moth type which are suddenly replaced at the first moult by
the full or nearly full characters of a highly specialised butterfly larva.

Nevertheless, the phylogenetic interval represented by the first ecdysis

is equally as great in many moths. It is somewhat strange that this

embryonic first stage may be lacking without the fact being of import-

ance in classification. Naturally it indicates a specialisation, and
usually a subfamily or family group

;
yet this difference may occur

Avithin the limits of a single genus (''.//., Apatela), if the facts have
been correctly observed. Many interesting instances of the partial

disappearance of the primitive first stage by the crowding back of later

characters are shoAvn in the Ayrtiidcw. The two principal differences

between the primitive first stage and the later ones are : (1) The

* I am glad to accept Mr. Tutt's correction to my suggestion that the position

of tubercles iv and v in the Lasiocampidae is secondary. Mr. Tutt claims it to be

primary ; now, if so, this is a point in favour of the value of the tubercles in classi-

fication, since it shows the Lai^iocanipidac to be a generalised group, a conclusion

reached on other grounds.
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absence of certain tubercles, namely iii and v of mesothorax ailcl vi of

alxlomen, according to my numbering, perhaps not the most natural

numbering, as Dr, 0. Hofmann pointed out. I have called these sub-

primary tubercles. (2) The presence of only single hairs on tubercles

which in later stages bear several hairs in the particular species. The
violation of either of these points shows the disappearance of the

primitive first stage.

I would remark briefly concerning Dr. 0. Hofmann's criticism of

my numbering of the larval tubercles, that, in proposing the numbers, I

did not consider the tubercles of thorax and abdomen as homologous,

and consequently numbered them differently. Using the mature larva

as a basis I numbered in sequence from the dorsal line towards the

feet. The first four thoracic sette, being often closely grouped in pairs,

I thought to be doubled sette and gave them the same numbers,
distinguishing them by letters. Except for the presence of the

thoracic shield, which offers difficulties by carrying enough setae to

indicate an additional somite, I now agree with Dr. Hofmann that the

thoracic and abdominal setae are homologous as follows :

i a of thorax = i of abdomen and should be called i.

i b of thorax = ii of abdomen and should be called ii.

ii a of thorax= iii of abdomen and should be called iii.

ii b of thorax = iv of abdomen and should be called iv.

iii of thorax is subi^rimary, not represented on abdomen; it might be called v a.

iv of thorax = v of abdomen and should be called v.

Y of thorax = vi of abdomen, being subprimary in both cases, should not bear a
separate number, but might be called v b.

vi of thorax = vii of abdomen and should be called vi ; it is frequently multiple,

universally so on the abdomen.

However, I shall not make these changes in future descriptions, as

uniformity in nomenclature is more desirable than a strict indication

of homology. Any change would create confusion, which must be

avoided. The anal plate does not offer a difficulty like that of the

cervical shield. It bears enough setae for a somite distinct from the

9th abdominal, but this is clearly shown to be the fact on other

grounds, the anal plate representing the 10th abdominal segment.

It has been suggested to me by several that it would be a help to

students to give a model for the description of larvfe. I do not fully

agree with this view for the reason that in following such a scheme
one would be likely to think that the i^oints there indicated were all

that it Avas necessary to observe and thus individual initiative Avould be

discouraged in the discovery of new, and perhaps more valuable

characters than any yet recorded. However I venture to offer the

following as showing the points usually covered in descriptions at the

end of the nineteenth century, with the implication that a larva should

not be considered fully described if these have not been noted.

The head : Its shape, whether higher than wide or the reverse,

proportions of the lobes, relations of clypeus and paraclypeal j>ieces,

comparative length of antenna?, any abnormality in number of ocelli,

development of seta? or peculiar processes, presence of secondary hairs

;

coloration, describing spots or bands
;
position of head at rest, whether

erect or fiat, free or retractile in prothorax.

The hodji : Its shape, Avhether cylindrical or flattened or otherwise

modified, noting any humps or peculiar prominences ; segments short

or long drawn out and slender ; incisions distinct or otherwise or the
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segments moniliform ; degree of coalescence of the last tAvo abdominal
segments. It is preferable to speak of the 1st to 3rd thoracic and the

1st to 10th abdominal segments, though it is perhaps most usual to

number the body segments from 2 to 13, counting the head as " joint 1,"

and not numbering separately the anal plate and prolegs (10th

abdominal segment). Number and position of prolegs ; size of thoracic

legs and description of the crochets of abdominal prolegs ; relative

development of cervical shield, anal plate and leg shields ; the tubercles,

their development and modification ; their position, especially that of iv

of abdomen and ia of thorax ; number and modifications of setfe
;
presence

of any secondary set». The latter points to be especially detailed in

stage 1. In Xocttiidac the exact position of tubercle iv in relation to

the spiracle on the successive segments promises to be a good character.

Coloration in detail, the position of the lines to be defined by their relation

to the tubercles, spiracles, and feet. Coloration and finer structure of

the setfe, including description of any specially modified or poisonous

hairs ; sculpturing of the skin
;
presence of any eversible glands or

scent organs, more especially the ventral neck gland.

The Century and the Lepidopterist.

By Professor A. RADCLIFFE GROTE,,M.A.

In the beginning of the nineteenth century the lepidopterist is

chieHy collector, hoarding coveted treasures and devoting odd times

to looking up their counterfeits in the books of the eighteenth century

pictorialists. At the close he has become scientific. Considering

Malpighi and Eay, Swammerdam and Eoesel, he had plenty of

precedent, besides the inalienable right of becoming what he wanted

to be, but he was then satisfied with catching his flies, or appears to us

so to have been. The heights to which he rose were attained in putting

the new species in the books. Now the demon of enquiry and the

vanity of the world possess him. So much of the time as could

be spared by mankind from the occupations of robbery and murder
has been given, during the departed hundred years, to Science, and,

in the final results to knowledge, directly by observation and experi-

ment, indirectly through hypotheses proven, the collector of

lepidoptera has his share. To Wallace and Darwin he may be

particularly grateful—the middle of the century connects the

lepidopterist with the biologist most firmly. At the close of the

century the increasing division of social labour breeds specialists every-

where, but the specialist in the lepidoptera does not narrow, despite

commercialism and categorism he remains biologist. Herein lies the

gradual change. He has passed from his peaceful passivity and simple

ambition, to an active stumbling among fragmentary facts, combined with

the difficulty of expressing experience in unbroken English ; and upon
him, too, rests the burden of the new view of Nature—his increasing

movements excite increased antagonism. The methods of study have

deepened and widened. In the beginning of the century Hiibner is

satisfied with describing the colour, shape and markings of butterfly

wings, but then comes Herrich-Schiifier scraping off the scales to study

the underlying and supporting nervures, paying for his curiosity with

a more fretful existence. Afterwards Redtenbacher homologises the

neural structure of all the insects, and then comes Comstock to
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reform the nomenclature and give us a philosophy of the neuration
;

whilst I try to show the movements of the shifting nervures in the

butterflies, to use these movements in separating the older from the

younger types, to push the vehicle of classification along the road of

phylogeny. For the correctness of the theory some palteontological

evidence is then adduced by Rebel. So much may in parenthesis

illustrate the deepening in the methods of the lepidopterist's work.

As to the general view of nature he has been obliged to relinquish the

conception that his specimens are simply curios ; he now sees them
to be part of the sorry scheme—though as to whether this be really a

scheme and who is the schemer we be not resolved. The Pot, of

Hebrew, Greek or Persian origin, more openly resents his make, and
now looks angrily for the Potter—he must mend himself or destroy

the pattern.

The century has brought improved means to the lepidopterist.

Microscopy and photography offer aid. The value of the latter

became clear to me m the seventies in picturing butterflies, though
my first attempts were scofl'ed at. Improved ways are now
generally utilised, and that photography will be more largely used by
the lepidopterist in the future can no longer be doubted. This art

has also influenced a philosophical view of the world. By proving

the existence of unseen light rays in the spectrum it has developed

the Baconian axiom that Nature excels the fineness of our senses and
understanding. Hegel, with his notion that Nature lags behind the

idea, declines.

No retrospect of any branch can ignore Avhat in America we called

Practical Entomology. In the United States the effort reaches back

to Harris and beyond. It took more determinate form with the

founding of the I'ntctical Kntomnhxiist just before the war, when the

notion of appealing to the State for aid became general. Herein were

the entomologists practical—that they demanded pay for their services.

Although Baftbn's animal "Infusoria" and Schleiden's botanical

"Bausteine" be successfully identified with Schwann's " Cell," and
thus the way into the past be shown where man and the tree took

their parting, the dift'erences between plants and animals are obvious

to the beholder. To accomplish their life-processes, plants need the

warmth of the sun's rays, whereas animals radiate heat received

through their food. The plant stores up heat which is set free when
its cells are resolved in the stomach of the animal. Plants are

relatively stationary and, fortunately for them, have no central

consciousness, else could they perceive the pain which their mode of

growth evidently brings with it. They are not aware and make no
defence when attacked by caterpillars and worms. These not only

kill the plant buit destroy the profit also. This is the " rub " which
has set agricultural communities indignantly in motion. They asked

the advice of science and a body of men were found to give it when
paid for. The labourer is worthy of his hire. Still there are good

women to be found who give excellent entomological advice gratis.

The nineteenth century has set Practical Entomology on its feet,

America had need of all the help entomologists could give—as usual,

her worst enemies are imported from Europe. Those interested should

read the Rev. Dr. Bethune's paper on recent work in economic

entomology, both for the facts and their presentation.
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In theoretical work the century may have occasionally shocked

the average lepidopterist, but at the close no great harm is done.

The great Linnean groups maybe interiorly rearranged, but the groups

themselves remain. At the most, the necessity for altering the

position of certain families: <>.//., Cosxidac, Sc^'uular, Anthroceridae,

Cnchlidionidac, may be thought to be sufficiently demonstrated.

Practical considerations, inseparable from catalogues and col-

lections, should preclude any alteration in the Linnean general

sequence, for which no exact scientific excuse can indeed be offered.

It is mere eccentricity to start with moths, putting the butterflies in

the middle, and eccentricities may not endure. In the meantime the

new edition of Staudinger's Catalofjuc of the Palaearctic fauna will

keep us safe for a while.

The student of the new century must seek in a new faunal work,

like that of Tutt's Byithh Lrpidoptcra, for the record of what has been
thought and observed on the lepidoptera in the years. It will save

him immense labour, here performed for him. It may be that, as

time goes on, the biologist will be satisfied with structural types and
neglect species which are mere repetitions of the phase. On the other

hand the varieties may increase in interest. Some economy will be
practisedj.in selecting forms bearing on the question of the changes in

appearance and structure. Great collections, like that of the British

Museum, will give the student " Ueberblick," and, I have no doubt,
food for thought and comment. Within those venerated halls they
have apparently just woke up to the fact that Herrich-Schiiffer and
Lederer existed. In the new century they may arrive at Kedtenbacher
and Comstock. I wish they had been as conservative Avith type
collections.

Theoi'etical entomology has still preserved the idealist, who, despite
the brutality of nature and his own hard fate, draws pleasing pictures
on his prison doors. Our old friend the collector of the beginning of
the century, in his dusty naturalist's shop, gloating over his treasures,
is his ancestor also, Avhose occupation is to beautify the fact. For now
Haeckel has told us all, that man appears so late in the sequence of
matter and the world, he cannot be in reason considered as the
prime object in creation or evolution either, and that man's conscious-
ness is so bodily conditioned, it cannot be held as an independent
spiritual entity. Against these conclusions we can only place the
fact that man presents the highest specialisation of the psychic principle.
By this he is enabled to overlook himself and the world and to judge
both. May he regard the lepidopterist favourably in the future, whose
weakest point is to be compelled to kill his butterflies.

In the competition for favour, the lepidoptera hold their own.
To religion they have given a figure, to art a likeness, and their
blending colours and outlined markings may suggest new con-
ventionalism in drawing, to please the Fancy. Art goes its own way,
the butterfly collectors theirs, but there are i^oints of possible meeting
which should not be blindly passed. The century has been kind to the
lepidopterist. It has advanced his importance and multiplied his
treasures. His soul's content

—

nc tc fjiiaesircris extra—he must for
ever seek within himself. And, after all, this is the only possible and
thinkable world, full though it be of negative pleasure and positive
pain.
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Welsmannism and Entomology.

By A. W. BACOT.

No century number of an entomological magazine would be com-
plete without some reference to the work of Professor August Weis-
mann, and I can fully appreciate our editor's desire to have an article

dealing with his work. What I do not understand is why he should
have asked me to write it, my only qualification, so far as I am aware,
being that I hold Weismann's theories of heredity in preference to

any other with which I am acquainted. JNIy knowledge of his work
is largely limited to The (j-enii Pla.vn, the lecture before the Inter-

national Congress of Zoologists at Leyden, September, 1895, on
(jcriiunal Selection, and a series of experiments on different species of

rhopalocera, a translation of which appeared a short time since in
The KnUnnuloiiht. Of these last, which all entomologists must have
perused with interest, it is quite unnecessary to speak, but a few notes
on the two former may serve to recall the attention of readers of The
Record to the subject.

It seems strange that work so important to zoology as a whole, by
an entomologist, should not have received enthusiastic welcome at the
hands of the general body of students of the last-named science.

Personally, I have found only a minority of my entomological friends

interested, and still fewer appreciative of the work ; while, for the
most part, they seemed as distrustful of these theories as primitive
man might be supposed to have been of fire on its first inauguration
as a help to mankind. There is little doubt that the study of the
complex problems offered by the life-cycles of the specialised insecta

largely influenced Professor Weismann in his theories. The puzzling
phenomena connected with the sharply-defined and divergent meta-
morphosis of some orders, the possession of a so-called neuter sex in

others, and the phenomena of hybridisation, demand elaborated
theories if they are ever to receive intelligent explanation. And it is

with these, and problems of similar complexity, that Weismann's
work will probably bear good fruit in the future, even if it only acts

as a stimulus to a fresh generation of workers. Personally, how-
ever, I should expect the main lines of Weismann's theories to form
the foundation of future Avork in heredity.

The difficulties of finding stable theories (commonly called
" natural laws ") to fit and account for the orderly movements of the

heavenly bodies Avith their sIoav and slight perturbations, occupied the

best intellects of mankind for centuries, and even noAvadays slight

alterations and adjustments of the theories are needed to account for

the facts disco\'ered by later and more accurate obserA^ations. We can-

not, therefore, expect that a complete and permanent theory to account
for the immense range of relatively unstable phenomena arising from
the infinitesimal scrap of protoplasm, which is the essential factor of

heredity, Avill be attained Avithout generations, if not centuries, of

devoted labour and co-operation on the part of biological students.

This, howcA'cr, is no excuse for not using the tools, admittedly imper-

fect though they may be, supplied ready to our hands by the pioneers

in this branch of research, for I take it that a scientific theory is

essentially a tool, and its use much the same as that of any other tool,

i.e., as a labour-saving appliance. Even Avhen sufficiently stable and
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supported by so large a consensus of opinion as to be termed a
" natural law," it still retains its subjectivity to man, and remains, as

Professor Karl Pearson puts it, " only a shorthand method of resuming
a wide field of sense impressions in one short formula," in other

words, a labour-saving appliance for the economy of thought.

Those who have read the modest, yet outspoken preface to

Germinal Selection will bear me out in saying that Professor Weismann
is perfectly conversant with the limitation of theories in general, and
his own in particular, in this direction, and does not hold the exag-

gerated notions of their permanence and objectivity that some of his

critics would appear to do. It has been urged as an objection to

Weismann 's theory of the " germ plasm," that he found it necessary

to meet the attacks of his critics by a modification of the absolute

unalterability of the germ plasm and the addition of the so-called

new theory of " germinal selection." I have never been able to find

that the absolute unalterability of the germinal substance was stated

in The Germ L'lasin, possibly it was so stated in one of his earlier essays

that I have not seen, but, when reading The Germ Plasm, it appeared

to me that it was taken as an accepted principle, if not explicitly stated,

that the germ substance must increase and multiply through the

assimilation of nutriment supplied by the soma or body which also

forms its environment. Modification by the quality of the nutriment

and the temperature and pressure of the surrounding soma would of

course be not only possible but probable, but Weismann's view was
that the germ plasm was unalterable, and had absolute immunity
from any direct interference by, or inheritance from, the body as

opposed to Darwin's "pangenesis."
In any case I cannot see how modifications or additions to the theory

as first stated can be brought forward as objections to the theory as at

present constituted ; surely it must stand or fall on its present merits or

demerits. It is surely rather a justification of the early publication of

this theory that the wide-spread criticism to which it was at once

subjected enabled its author to remedy its weakness by alteration and
the addition of what is, strictly speaking, not a new theory but a further

extension of the older theory of natural selection—as necessary to

Weismann's Theonj of the yerni plasm as the acceptance of some
scheme of heredity was to the Orit/in of species bij natural selection.

Just as we apply natural selection upwards from the struggle

among individuals to the struggle of species and genera, or

wuth man to the struggle of tribes, communities, or nations,

with each other ; so we may, Avith equal justice, apply it down-
wards to the struggle of the different parts or organs of a develop-

ing embryo (the " intra- selection " of George Eomanes) and the

"struggle of the ultimate living units " of which, according to Weis-
mann, the germinal substance is theoretically composed. This last is

"germinal selection," and if we accept " natural selection " in any
form, we can only legitimately attack this theory by rejecting the sub-

division of the germinal substance into separate living units. Weis-
mann's assumption of ultimate units and their elaboration into

organised groups or aggregations, units of higher order or " determi-

nants " as he calls them, is, of course, equally as theoretical as the

assumption of atoms and molecules by the physicist, and has the same
justification. Unless we assume some subdivision of the germinal
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substance the whole phenomena of heredity become inexplicable. The
simpler problems of entomology as presented in the larval, pupal, and
imaginal stages become impossible of clear explanation, while the more
complex ones become unthinkable, such as the varying number of

moults of certain larvae by the interpolation of an instar with a dis-

tinctive coat as Dr. Chapman found to be the case with Jocheaera aim,

or, the entire independence of the pupal stages of some species from
any influence of specialised larval characters, ejj., Staiirupua J'ayi,

and the marked reversal of this principle in others, for instance,

some Liparids and Pterophorids. Again how is it possible to

account for the problems of hybridisation, unless on the theory

of an elaborately organised germinal substance. In the hybrid

larva of SuicrhttltKsi ucdlatits S and papiili 5 , there is in the first

stadium, a balance of the characters of the male parent, later the

characters of the female parent become predominant, followed by an

oscillation back towards the characters of the male parent. The genital

organs of the male hybrids difler from those of both the parent species,

but shoAv no signs of inefficiency, those of a female specimen, however,

were gynandromorphic, yet the external sexual organs of the pupa of both

sexes show no tendency to any confusion of sex, nor dift'er in any respect

from those of the parent species in the pupal stage. With a theoretic

subdivision and organisation of the germ plasm, however, all these

problems are easily explained, Weismann's theory allowing of an
immense range of variability in its potentialities. His ultimate living

units or biophors are necessarily larger than molecules, being com-
posed of several at least of these inorganic bodies. Determinants or

iinits of control are composed of definitely arranged aggregations of

biophors, and are capable of setting up and controlling the growth aud
activities of parts of a cell or group of cells. The controlling principle

of the imaginal discs of a larva {tide, chapter on " Metamorphosis " in

Tutt's British Leindvptera, vol. ii), from which source the future legs,

wings, or other organs of the imago will be developed, would consist

of a group or sequence of determinants. Ids are units of the third

or highest grade, are made up of a series of determinants, and contain

all the potentialities for the development of the future organism.

Weismann remarks that theoretically a single " id " would be suffi-

cient for ontogeny.

Even in his rejection of the transmission of acquired characters, one

would expect Weismann to meet with more support from entomologists

than from students of the vertebrata for example. It is comparatively

easy to understand how gemmules of increasing efficiency may bo

developed and given oft' from a developing muscle, nerve tissue or bone

of a vertebrate, but what chance have the nervures, scales, wing-mem-
brane, &c., of the wings of a butterfly of acquiring any characters

by use, save baldness and raggedness, or of developing and transmitting

improved gemmules once the wing has hardened sufficiently for flight ?

In this case, at any rate, progression must rely on the histonal selection

of William Roux, the intra-selection of George Romanes, the germinal

selection of Weismann, or panmixia, and not at all on use-inheritance,

the organs in question being incapable of acquiring any characters

during their period of active use.

In concluding I would commend Weismann's works to all entomo-

logists who are not yet acquainted with them; they will at least enable
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them to see more clearly some of the difficulties of the problems
connected with heredity, and stimulate to further work and discovery in

this attractive field of research.

The Literature of British Coleoptera for the past Century.

By Professor T. HUDSON BEAEE, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.E.S.

The literature of British coleoptera may be said to be a product of the

19th century only, as prior to 1801 nothing of any value had been
published dealing with that branch of entomology, and, in fact, with
the exception of Marsham's Kntomoluyica Britannica (Lond. 1802), the
first work was that classic, Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Knto-

moloiiy, which began to appear in 1822. Marsham's book is mainly of

interest now, probably only to the systematist, on account of his

copious references to the various authors by whom the original

descriptions were given of the insects not first described by him ; the

genera adopted were Linnean, and it is curious to find the whole of our
Geodephar/a under two genera only, Cicindela and Carabus, the latter

containing 109 species, so that our fauna was fairly well known even
then. To the Introduction to Entomoloiiy, I, and I expect many another
entomologist, owe my first love of the insect world. How greedily were
its pages devoured when, then a boy at school, the first copy came into

my hands, and what pleasure has it given whenever taken up since

those early days. The first volume of my own copy is marked on the

title page as 4th Edn. Lond. 1822, but the third and fourth volumes are

marked 1st Edn. 1826, and I find a similar state of things in regard to the
oldest copy in the library of the Entomological Society of London, I pre-

sume, therefore, that 1822 is the earliest date of all the existing complete
sets. In the preface on p. vi. the authors point out how at that date there
were only three works " professedly devoted to this object, which the
English language can boast," and we may, therefore, rightly claim
that the publication of this book marks the beginning of the scientific

study in Great Britain, not only of coleoptera, but of entomology in

general. The Introduction has too long occupied its position in the
front rank of entomological literature to need any words of praise from
me. The period with which we are now dealing was very prolific in ento-

mological literature. On January 1st, 1824, appeared the first part of

Curtis' great work on British Ento)iwlo</!/, hciwj illustrations and dcscrij}-

tions of the (rcnera of Insects found in Lireat Britain and Ireland, sixteen

years elapsing before the publication Avas complete ; volumes i and ii

are devoted to coleoptera, and, at the end of vol. ii, is a systematic and
alphabetical index of the genera dealt with. A mere glance at its

contents is enough to show^ the enormous strides which had been made
in the scientific side' of entomology since 1801. The superb illustra-

tions of these volumes still remain unsurpassed, well deserving the
high encomium passed upon them by Cuvier. How unfavourably do our
modern cheap plates compare with these masterpieces. Though Rye in

British Beetles, p. 29, curtly says "the letterpress is of little use," I

am by no means disposed to agree with him, I have found the letter-

press very often useful for purposes of reference, and the mere handling
of this book is a pleasure to a lover of books ; would that in our own age
the same loving care could be shown in every detail of a book and the

same leisurely haste be shown to perfect it in every respect, how slovenly
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much of what is now pubhshed appears in contrast with these old works.

With this work Curtis also published a Guide to an arrawjement of

British huect.H (2nd Ed., Lond., 1837), a catalogue in fact for the use

of students and collectors. In this 2nd Edn. (the 1st Edn. appeared

about eight years earlier, 1829-1831), the first 79 pages are devoted to

coleoptera. While dealing with Curtis' work, we may mention here,

another in which an enormous amount of valuable information as to

the life, habits, and breeding of many insects is given ; I refer to Farm
Insects, first published in 1859. Curtis' papers published in the Journal

of the lioijal Agricultural Societij from 1841 to 1857, descriptive of the

natural history and economy of insects of all orders injurious to field

crops, may be said to have originated the real study of economic
entomology by British agriculturists ; hoAV well his work has been

continued in this country by Miss Ormerod is well known. Work of

this nature has been too much neglected by many of our coleopterists,

and though, in consequence of the terrible confusion into which our

lists were brought at one time, an immense amount of synonymic
work was essential, the day for that has now almost gone by,

and yet we see but little change in the methods of our Avorkers.

For how few after all, of our native coleoptera, have the life-

histories been worked out, how little do we know of the economy
and breeding-habits of even well-knoAvn insects ! Granted that the

work is difficult, still the masterly papers contributed by Dr. Chapman
and Mr. Blandford to the pages of the Entomohxiist's Monthly Magazine
shoy/ how much information, often of the greatest importance both

from the scientific and from the practical side, can be obtained by
patient investigation. Simultaneously with Curtis, Stephens was
busy with his Illustratiuns of British Entouiolof/i/, Lond., 1828-1846, the

first five volumes of which were given up to coleoptera; in 1829 he
published a systematic catalogue, and in 1839 (Lond.) his Manual of

BritisJt Coleoptera. Much as we may admire his extraodinary industry,

and the self-sacrificing spirit in which he worked, still it must be

confessed that these works are full of blunders, and the nomenclature

is in such a state of utter confusion that Stephens' works are of but

little value to the modern worker. To the confusion into which
Stephens reduced the nomenclature not only of beetles but of all orders,

is in a large measure due the amount of valuable time which had to

be given by the workers who followed him for many years to questions

of synonymy, and to the labour of bringing our lists into some sort of

reasonable agreement with those of the continent. To this necessary

work is due much of the neglect of the other aspect of the study we
have before mentijoned. In 1839-40, Westwood gave to the world his

masterpiece, The Introduction to the uuidern classification of Insects, a

work which Ave may truly say is still unequalled in its OAvn line, and
which every worker ought to know as thoroughly as he generally knows
his own list of captures. How often do Ave find our field-AVorkers

neglecting the literature of the science they are supposed to be

studying. I assert most emphatically that field Avork is rendered not

only more interesting, but much more valuable to all, by previous

reading ; a thorough knowledge of the chief works which have been

Avritten, and of the chief memoirs Avhich have appeared on insects in

the order Ave study, is essential to all real progress and adA-ance, else

are Ave like a man groping blindly in the dark, Avhile close at his hand
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is the switch which will give him in a moment the full blaze of light.

In the year 1840, appeared British C'olcnptera delineated. The plates were

by W. Spry and the editor was W. E. Shuekard (Librn. R.S.); this is

an invaluable book for the beginner, especially when he has not the

opportunity of consulting a public or fairly complete private collection,

or the British Coleoptera of Canon Fowler, The plates (and figures

are given for every known British genus) are superb and fully justify

the boast of its editor in the preface " yet in careful accuracy I am
convinced it is not by that even surpassed;" with their help the

young student has no difficulty in assigning his captures to their

respective genera.

Now comes a considerable interval of time in which but little was
published in this country on coleoptera, the spell at length being

broken by the appearance, in 1854, of Dawson's Geodephcuja Britannica

(Lond.) ; for this part of our order, ahvays a favourite study, Dawson
worked a complete revolution, all Stephens' imaginary species which
had cumbered our lists and brought about such endless confusion were

at once swept away, and in 1858-61, G. R. Waterhouse, in his.

Catalcxiue of British Coleoptera, dealt with the whole order in a similar

fashion. These tAvo books, therefore, mark the dividing line which

separates our modern lists from the older confined conditions of Curtis

and Stephens. Dallas' Elewents of Entomoloim (Lond., 1857), a

popular treatment of the science for beginners, devoted two chapters

—V and vi—entirely to coleoptera, the first four chapters dealing

with the structure, transformations, &c., of insects generally. The.

next catalogue after Waterhouse's was one published by Crotch"

(Camb., 1863) (a 2nd edition in 1866), whilst, in 1867, a joint

paper by Crotch and Sharp was read before the Entomological

Society of London, giving additions to the catalogue and describing

in detail several new species. Between these publications there

appeared, in 1866, Rye's British Beetles (Lond.), the book which has

been, perhaps, of all those published in England, the most valuable

to the young student, and the one to which many a worker owes his

first introduction to the science. A catalogue was given at the end of

the volume, but in a new edition lately published, edited by Canon
Fowler, this has been, we regret to say, omitted ; it would have been

perfectly easy to reprint one of the modern catalogues, and thus have

made the new edition more valuable to those purchasing it in order to

begin the study of the order. In 1871, appeared Dr. Sharp's first

Cataloijue (a 2nd edition in 1883), and, in 1872, the monograph on the

Trichnpteryjidae, by the Rev. A. Mathews, Triehojiteri/i/ia illnstrata et

(/('.sr/'/^^ta (Lond.), another classic. If a collector is ever to identify his speci-

mens of these minute genera it can only be done by patient use of this

monograph, a model of what such a work should be, both in letterpress

and plates. A supplementary volume, edited by Dr. IMason, has just been

issued from the press (1900), the lamented author not living to see the

completion of his devoted labours. Another step forward was taken

when Cox's Handhnd; of the Coleojitera of (ireat Britain and Ireland

appeared in two volumes in 1874, and, at last the student of our order

had a trustworthy English work giving a description of every species,

accompanied by excellent tabular arrangements of the species for each

genus ; by its aid it was possible, given a preliminary general know-

ledge of the order, to work out with fair prospect of success, the name
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of every capture. There were, however, no plates, structural or other-

wise, and no localities were given, and very little information beyond
the specific descriptions. Something- further was still wanted, and our

wants were not supplied till Canon Fowler began, in 1886, the publi-

cation in parts of his Coleoptera of the British Islands, eventually

issued in five volumes. This work is the high water mark of our

knowledge of the British coleoptera, for though year by year small

additions to our lists are being made by the discoveries of new species,

and gradually some of the synonymic tangles left still unravelled by
Canon FoAvler are being worked out, still, the whole of these could be

easily dealt with in a small supplementary volume. Canon Fowler's

book is remarkable for the great attention paid, for the first time, to the

distribution of species, and for the structural details shown magnified
on so many of the plates. Where genera and species are separated by
obscure structural characters, often difficult to see, or requiring long
verbal explanations to make them understood, a good enlarged draAviug

is of the utmost value to the student, and one often wishes that more
of this kind of thing had been given in the plates of these five

volumes. A book on such a scale was bound to have a few inac-

curacies, and, at times, we find the tabular descriptions hardly fit in

with the detailed descriptions of the species, but I have no hesitation

in saying that Canon Fowler has greatly increased the number of

workers in this field of science by the admirable text-book he
has given us, and has enormously simplified the work of everyone

;

the knowledge of this must be some slight recompense for

the severe labour involved in its preparation. I hope that, as

this year marks the tenth anniversary of the publication of the

concluding (fifth) volume, we may have the pleasure of hearing
that Canon Fowler has on hand a supplement. My own copy is

full of pencil notes, and so, too, I know are those of others, all of

which will be gladly placed at the disposal of the author for his use while
preparing a supplement. Canon Fowler and Dr. Sharp published
jointly in 1893 a Catahxjin', the last to appear during the century.

It is impossible in the space at my disposal to do justice to the serial

entomological literature of Great Britain during the past 100 years,

Mr. Capper in his presidential address to the Lancashire and Cheshire
Entomological Society in 1898 {Eitt. Record, x., p. 54) dealt fully with
this subject. At Christmas, 1851, appeared the first volume of the
J'J)itiiiiiulo(iist\s Annual, a publication which appeared for twenty years,

and is still a mine of valuable information to coleopterists. Much of

Eye's best work appeared in its pages, in his annual reviews of the

advances made both in knowledge of the science and of our indigenous
beetle fauna. Here, too, appeared, in 1857 (p. 85) and 1858 (p. 78),
E. W. Janson's well-known articles on myrmecophiloiis coleoptera, in

which this interesting branch of work was first brought to the notice

of British workers. Neglected again in great part for many years, Mr.
Donisthorpe has during recent years taken up this subject, and his

industry, patience, and knowledge of it are well shown in the numerous
articles which have appeared during the last two years in the

pages of this journal and in those of the Knt. Mo. Mai/azine.

The Annals of Natural Histori/, which first appeared in 1838 ; The
]'Jntoiiiolo[/ist, which had a brief life in 1840-42, and then again reap-

peared to appear continuously from 1864 to the present date ; The
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Entomolof/ist's Weekly Intelli;/cncer (1856-Gl) ; The Kntomolof/ht's

MontJtli/ Magazine, which started in 1864 ; and Tlte Entownloi/ist's

Record, in 1890, must all be diligently searched by the student who
would nicake himself master of his subject and of the advance of ento-

mological knowledge in this country during the past fifty years. The
Ent. Mo. Mai/, and the Ent. Record in particular are full of articles of

the highest scientific value, apart altogether from the information they

contain on the distribution and times of occurrence of our native species,

information invaluable to those Avorking at these aspects of the subject.

Three valuable local lists I must say a few Avords about, viz., " The
Coleoptera of Norfolk," by James Edwards [Tranii. Xorfolk and Norin'ch

Xat. Soc, vol. v., 1893) ;
" The Coleoptera of Suflblk," by C. Morley

(Plymouth, 1879) ; and " The Coleoptera of the Rochester District,"

by J. J. Walker {The Rochester Naturalist, July 1897—July 1900).

These lists are not mere columns of names, but are full of information

as to habits, localities, times of appearance, &c., and, in fact, contain

just those facts which make them indispensable to every worker.

Lastly, I must mention the Transactions of the Entomolofiical Societi/ of

London, where such epoch-making memoirs as Dr. Sharp's Rerisiou of

the British Species of Honudota first saw the light, and many another

besides.

Many memoirs such as Dr. Sharp's " Aquatic Carnivorous

Coleoptera " [Trans. R.S. Dublin, 1882) not dealing specially with our

British coleoptera must be studied by anyone who is anxious, as all

should be, to see the place our limited fauna holds in the greater

European one.

Evolution of our knowledge of Myrmecophilous Coleoptera.

By HORACE St. J. K. DONISTHOEPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

The first reference which I can find to this interesting subject was
made by Caspar von Schwenkfeld, of Leignitz, in 1603, when he
referred^ to a gold beetle in ants' nests under the name of " Cantharis

formicaria latior," and described it as hatching from a white worm in

ants' nests. The reference is undoubtedly to Cetonia. In 1687, Lockner
gives a further account- of Cetunia in ants' nests, describing and
figuring the larva, pupa, and pupa-case, Avhilst, in 17*49, Roesel von
Rosenhof mentions'' the same species, beautifully figuring the beetle

in all its stages. De Geer^ in 1778, also calls attention to the presence

of the larvffi of Cetonia in ant-hills, and remarks that they are

tolerated by the ants. So much for the records previous to the present

century. In 1817, Sahlberg described' Lomecliusa struwosa as occurring

with Eorwica rubra {= E. saniiui)iec(), and, in 1818, Miiller gives a very

good account'' of the habits of the genus L'lariijer, calling attention to the

fact that the beetles secrete a SAveet juice, eagerly de\'0ured by the ants,

1 Theriotropheuin Silesiae in quo animalum, hoc at quadrupedum, reptiluni,

avium, pisceum, insectorum natura, vis et usus sex libri.'s perstriiuiuntur, Lignicii,

1603, Lib. iv., p. 521.
'^ Kphem. Ac. Nat. Curios, 1G87, Decur. ii., An. vi., Observ. ccxv., pp. 436-441.
"• TJer monatlich herauscfcqchencn Insektenhelustiqunrj, Zweiter Theil, N. ii.,

pp. 11-16. 1749.
^ Ahhandlungen zur GescJiichte der Jnsekten, Niirnberg, 1778, Bd. iv., p. 116.
^ Insecta Fennica, disscrtatiomJ)us acadcmicia anni^, 1817, p. 404.
e Germafs Ma(j. Ent., in., 1818, pp. 69-112.
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who feed them in return. He records Clarv/er fovcolatus with Formica
jiaca and C. lon/iiconiis with F. muhrata. Other beetles mentioned by
him in ants' nests are Loniechusa strmnosa and L. dentata [= Dinarda
dentata) with Formica rufa {= F. saru/itim'a), L. paradoxa (= Atemeles

paradoxus) with F. rubra [ = 2rijrmica rubra), Nitidula marf/inata

{= Aiiiphotiii vian/inata) with /''. niyra (= Lam(s fi(liginosus), and
Hister (jKadratim { = H('tac'rins sesqiiicornix) with F. fusca. In 1823,

Wesmael, in a letter' to M. le comte de Dejean, describes Claviger

testaceuii living with Lasias jiavus and the secretion obtained by the

ants from the beetle. In 1835, Chevrolat mentions'* the capture of

lADiiecJiHKa paradoxa
(^
= Atemel(!s 2)aradoxi(s), Hister (/lobidns [= Abraeus

(jlobosm), and Psdaphus formicarius {= Batrisun renustas) vf'ith ants;

Hister qnadratus [= Hetaerins sesquicorniii) with Myrmica unifasciata

{= Leptothorax nnifaaciata) and F. rufa {= F. sanyuined), Lomechiisa

strumosa, L. dentata [= I)inarda dentata) with F. rufa {=F. san-

(fuinca), XaiithoUnus, sp. ? (probably atratus), Hister pyymaeus

(= DendrophilHs pij(jmaeus), Monotoma cunicicollis, M. formicetorum,

Clythra larvae and cases, which he describes, and 2Iyrmechixenus

(= Myrmecoxenus) subterraneus, which he describes and figures, with

F. rufa. In 1837, in an essay" on the genus JSlonotoma, Aube says

that M. eonicicollis and M. fonuicetorum are found with F. rufa in the

Bois de Boulogne. Erichson, in 1839, gives some useful notes^° on
ants' nest beetles, recording Batrisus renustus in company with
Furyuaa sinuata in an ants' nest in a hollow tree (probably Ladus
fuliyinosus), Myrmedonia Jiumeralis, M. funesta, and M. luyens with L.

fuliyinosua, M. limbata with L. fiava, M. canaliculata {= Astilbi(s

canaliculatus) with ants, Lomechusa paradoxa {= Atemeles jjaradoxus)

and L. emaryinata { = Atemeles euiaryinatus) with F. rubra ; Hister

quadratus [=:Hetaerius sesquicornis) with ants, and Dendropliilus

pyymaeus with F. rufa. Stephens^\ in 1839, only mentions with ants,

in England, Claviyer foveolatus with Formica fiara, Atemeles paradoxus

[= Atemeles e)iiaryi)iatux) in nests oiF. rufa. and Dinarda dentata (= D.
maerkeli) in ants' nests. In a paper^'- read before the Entomological
Society of London on September 3rd, 1839, Mr. F. Smith records the

capture of Atemeles emaryinatus, which ran out of a nest of F. rufa.

He says that species of Pella {= Myrmedonia) occur with ants, and that

he has found Pella humercdis imthe nests of F. rufa. In 1841, Schmidt,
in a paper^'^ on Clythra i-punctata and its nearest allies, describes the

myrmecophilous habits of the larvfe. In 1841 Maerkel records" some
31 species of coleoptera found with ants ; in a second paper"^ he
names some 284 species of insects found with ants, of which 274 are

beetles. F. Smith, in 1843, records^Hhe capture of Claviyer foveolatus

with Lasius fiarus at Mickleham by himself, Doubleday, Ingall, and

7 Encyclop. BletJi. Hint. Nat. Entom., T. x., p. 223, 1825.
« Bev. Ent. Silhermann, ii.. 1835, p. 263.
9 Ann. Soc. Ent. Fran., 1837, p. 453-469.
10 Die Kafcr der Mark Brandenburg, Bd. i., Berlin, 1839.
11 A Manual of British Coleoptera, London, 1839.
12 Trans. Ent'. Soc. Lond. (1), iii., 1842, p. 151-154.
1^^ Stett. Ent. Ztg., 1841, p. 146-155.
" Germar's Zeitschr.f. Ent., iii., 1841, p. 203-225.
"a „ „ „ „ v., 1844, p. 192-271.
15 Zoologist, i., 1843. p. 266-269.
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Stevens ; also Astilhus eanalicidatus with the same ant, and Atemeles

acuminatum with F.fnsca. Kiesenwetter in 1843^" first records Myrme-
donia cognata and 21. liu/enti with L. fulif/inonus, also M. funesta, M.
laticollis, and M. huuwralu with the same ant. Homalota anceps with
F. rufa, as well &s L. fulif/inosus, and describes Dinarda macrkeli,

Scophaeus pusilhis, and (Jthions viijrviecopJiilua with F. riifa. In 1844,
Boheman gives'^ a list of beetles taken by him with Z^'. riifa, and, in

the same year, Schioedte records^" the myrmecophilous beetles captured
by him in Denmark. In 1845, Grimm mentions^'* 67 species of

coleoptera he has taken with ants near Berlin, and says the ants lick

some of the species of Stapliiilinidae. In 1849, Kraatz also gives'^" a

list of myrmecophilous beetles he has taken, referring to the work done
by Grimm and others ; and in 1851 he gives-' a further list, and describes

Ptenidium formicetorum which he took with F. rufa and L. fidu/inosus.

Bach, in 1851, records'" L'hennuunhituhcrcidatnrii with. 21i/rmica impura

( = Tc'tramoriu)ii caespitum), Clarijjer lomjicornis and Batrisus vennstus

with Formica timida { = Lasius hrunneus) and Clavif/er testaceus with
the last ant, as also Formica fiisca. In 1852, Mr. Weaver exhibited at

the Ent. Soc. meeting on Nov. 1st, Cetonia arnea, hatched from larvffi

taken in F. rufa nests in Scotland, and said the larva? fed on the pupte

of the ants. Fairmaire'-^ in 1854, records the species of Coleoptera
found with ants in France. In 1857, Janson, in a most useful paper'^^

on " The Myrmecophilous Coleoptera of Britain," records the following

species, with their respective hosts : Trichoiujx .' with F.jiava, Claviyer

testaceus v^'ith F. jiava and F./usca, 2bjrmedonia canaliculata with F.
Jiava and M. rubra, M. limbata with F.Jiava and F. fnliginosa, M.
humeralis with F. rufa, M. coc/nata, M. funesta, M. laticollis, and M.
Iwjens with F. fuW/inosa, 21. haworthi with F. rufa (/), 21. collaris

with 21ijrmica rubra (/), Homalota fiacipes with F. rufa, H. confusa

with F. fulvjinosa, H. anceps with F. rufa, Oxypoda rittata with F.
fuWjinosa, 0. haemurrlwa and 0. formiceticola with F. rufa, Aleuchara
rufcornis with 7^^ fusca, Thiasophila anijulata with F. rufa, Homoeusa
acuminata with F. fusca, Dinarda )iiacrkeli with F. rufa, Lomechusa
strumosa with F. rufa, Atemeles paradoxus ^\\ih. F. fusca, A. emarginatus
with F. fusca and M. rubra, Leptacinus formicetorum with F. rufa,

Staphi/linus latebriada with 21. rubra, Quedius brevis with F. rufa,

Hctaerius sesqtiicornis with F. fusca and F. Jiava, Dendrophilus 2)unctatus

and D. pijgmaeus with F. rufa, Saprinus piceus with F. rufa, Amphotis
marginata with F. fuliginosa, Cetonia aurata (larva) with F. rufa,

Clythra A-punctata with F. rufa, 2Ionotoma conicicoUis and 21. anf/usti-

collis with F. rifa. In 1857'^^ the capture by Wollaston of Nitidula
marginata {= Amphotis) with Formica fuliginosa at Pangbourne, and
Clavif/er testaceus and Hoinoeusa acuminata with F. fusca near

i« Stett. Ent. Ztg., 1843, p. 306-310.
" Oefvers. K. Sv. Vet. Ak. Fork., 1844, p. 155.
i« Germar's Zeitschr. f. Ent., v., 1844, p. 473.
w Stett. Ent. Ztg., 1845, p. 123-13(;.
20 „ „ „ 1849, p. 184-187.
21 „ ., „ 1851, p. 1G6-170.
22 „ „ „ 1851, p. 303-304.
28 Faune Entom. Franqahe. CoUopteres. Paris, 1854.
24 Ent. Annual, 1857. p. 85-96.
25 Ent. Week Intell, June 13th, 1857, p. 86.
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Farnborough, is recorded. In 1858, Janson records^'' in addition to his

former list, Thiasophila vKjiiilina •withF.fitlit/inosa in Kent, and Dhi a yda

dentata with F. fiisca at Plymouth. In 1859, Smith-'' records the

capture of Haploijlossa (lentilia { = Mic)oijlossa) with F. fidit/inosa at

Hampstead, and, in 1862, Janson records"-* the capture of Xantholinus

atratiis with F. rufa near Highgate, and in the same year Haphujlossa

pulla, which he said'^'' had been first taken by Mr. Gorham with ants in

the Isle of Wight. In 1863, von Hagens divides-^" the beetle guests of

ants into three classes (1) those which occur only during the larval

period, (2) those not always found in the nests, and (3) those that live

in or near the nests and seem to obtain their existence by the ants ; he
then illustrates these classes. In 1865, in afurther^^ paper, von Hagens
says it is now time to fix the species with their special hosts and define

more sharply between the true and chance guests, and then proceeded

to carry this out. In 1866, Eye records''- the capture by Messrs. F. and
E. Smith of Mi/rmedonia jjlicata with the ant Tapinoma crratica at

Bournemouth, and in the same year he describes^'*'' (In/poda f/labrirentris

[—lUj()batt'>i) from specimens taken by Dr. Power with Jj. fiilii/inosits at

Mickleham. In 1868 Fauvel gives''* some useful notes on the Myrme-
cophilous Staphulinidae. In 1869, Trimen in aletter^Ho the Ent. Soc,
refers to the myrmecophilous habits of the genus FauHsidae near Cape
Town. In 1872, White gives a good account^'" of the inhabitants of

the nests of Formica rufa in Scotland, recording for the first time the

capture of Quedius brens and Dinarda macrkcU in that country. In
1872 Rye describes^^ Biithinns (jlabratus from specimens taken by Messrs.

Waterhouse with TrkhonyxiiiaerUeU and a small yellow Mijrmica (= L.

flaints) on Seaford Downs. In the same year. Bedel records®* the

capture of Trichunyx stilcicollis with Foiura contracta near Paris. In
1874 Andre gives'* the first general list of all the creatures found with
ants, comprising some 588 species, of which 542 are beetles. In 1876,
Perris describes*" the larva of Abraeus i/lobosus which he took with L.

fuliijinosm and gives some general notes on the larvse of myrmecophilous
and parasitical coleoptera. In 1881, Carpentier records" the capture,

in winter, in the nest of F. rufa, in the woods of La Villeneuve (Oise)

of 25 species of beetles and the pupte of Cctania a u rata, the nest being

covered with snow,and the top part frozen hard. In 1883, Fauvel describes*^

Machacrite.^ falcsiae
(^
= Ih/thiiui!<) which he took with L. alienus in

26 Ent. Annual, 1858, p. 78, 84.
27 Zoologist, xviii., 1860, p. 7,024-7,020.
28 Trails. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1862.
29 Zoologist, 1862, p. 7,862.
80 Jahresher. Naturw. Ver. Elherf. Barmen, 1863, p. 111-125.
31 Berlin Ent. Ztschr., 1865, p. 105-112.
32 E7it. Aiinual, 1866, p. 65.
33 Ent. Annual, 1866, p. 67.
34 Favne Gallo. Ehenane, T. iii., 1868-70.
35 Proc. Ent. Soc. Land., 1870, p. iii.-iv.

3fi Scott. Nat., i., 1871-2, p. 258-263.
37 Ent. Annual 1872, p. 53.
38 A7in. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1872, p. 41.
39 Bev. Mag. Zool. (3), ii. 1874, p. 205-235.
4° Ann. Soc. Li7i7i. L7jon, xxii., 1876.
« Bull. Soc. Li7vi. Nord d. I. Fr., 1881, p. 212-214,
^2 Eev. d'Ent., ii., 1883, p. 153.
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Normandy in 1863. In 1882 Sir John Lubbock refers'' to the habits

of Clavifirr and Lmicchnm with ants, and suggests that some of the

myrmecophilous beetles may be kept by the ants as pets. In 1884
Fowler records" the capture of Atcmdcs paradorns at Sandown, which
was being carried by a small black ant, he also notes three specimens of

Trichonyx niacrkdi from the same spot. In 1886 Fauvel gives notes^'on

the myrmecophilous habits of species of Histers. We now come to the

writings of Father Wasmann, of which, from 1886 to the present

time, there are over 100 publications. It is, of course, absolutely

impossible in this paper to even attempt to do them justice ; 35

papers are on the habits alone of myrmecophilous insects, and we
certainly owe the greater part of our knowledge to his industry,

untiring energy, and unbounded knowledge of the subject. In 1887-

1891, Fowler enumerates^" 73 species of British beetles found with ants,

of which 42 belong to the Staphi/linidac. In 1888 Lewis records" the

capture of " Formicarious Histcridae" in Spain, Algiers, and Tangiers.

He says they are generally found feeding on the larvae, and that the

ants are either unconscious of or indifferent to their presence, and he
considers they are physically incapable of freeing the nests of them.
In 1888, Walker records^"* Histoidac and other myrmecophilous
coleoptera, with notes on their habits, from Gibraltar and Tangiers.

In the same year Hamilton gives^" a list of all the species of myrme-
cophilous beetles, noted to date, in North America, with their hosts

and the bibliography on the subject. In 1889, Schwarz"" gives a small
sketch of the work clone in myrmecophilous coleoptera and a revised

list of the myrmecophilous species of temperate North America. In
1891, Wasmann gives a catalogue'^ of the guests found with ants in

Hollandish Limburg, in it he divides them into four classes, namely :

(1) The regular guests of the ants
; (2) the regular guest of another

species of ant
; (3) chance guests which are often found with ants

;

(4) chance guests not often found with ants. In 1892, Wickham adds^'^

some further species to the above two lists of North American myrme-
cophilous beetles. In 1893, Kupertsberger records'" the capture of the
larvte of Opatruin sahnlnmnii in plenty with F. fiisca, more rarely with
F. mn;iuinca, and once with Camjiouatiis lii/niperdns ; he considers they
are undoubtedly tolerated guests of the first two species, he further

records the larva? of Atoneles puhlcolUs with F. truncicola and that of

A. cmarriinata with F. fusca. In 1894, Wasmann'^ published a com-
plete list of the creatures found with ants to date, comprising 1177
myrmecophilous species, of which 993 are coleoptera—a monumental
work. In 1895, Donisthorpe, in a list*' of British coleoptera found

^3 Ants, Bees, and Wasjis. 1882.
« Ent. Mo. Mnr)., xxi., 1884-5, p. 18.

« Rev. d'Ent., v., 1886, p. 152-213.
4'' Col. Brit. Isles, vols, i-v., 1887-91.
" Entoin., xxi., 1888, p. 289-294.
*8 Ent. Mo. Mag., xxv., 1888-9, p. 374-378.
<9 Canad. Ent., xx., 1888. No. 5, p. lOl-KJG.
50 Proc. Ent. Soc. ^ash., i., June 25, 1889, p. 237-247.
^1 Tijdschr. v. Entom., xxx., 1891, p. 181, and xxxi., p. 242,
52 Psyche, vi., 1892, p. 321-323.
M Wien. Ent. Ztg., 1893, p. 247-249.
51 Krit, Verz. d. Myr. u. Ter. Artlu, Berlin, 1894.
55 Ent. Mo. May., Aug., 1895.
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with ants, records the capture of StapJnjlinus stercorariiis with Lrt,s•^/^s

flavHn and Dnulrophilus pimctatiis with Formica rufa. In 1896,
he further giyes^*^ a complete list to date of the British species of

myrmecophilous coleoptera with their hosts, and, in 1897, in a

list'^ of beetles taken with ants, records Hetemtlwps 4:-pii7ictiila with
Formica rufa at Weybridge. In 1898 Wasmann publishes a most
interesting paper"'" on the guests of ants and termites, going deeply

into the life-history of the guests and their relation to their hosts.

In 1899, the same author, in a paper'" on the psychical capabilities of

ants, deals with this intricate question by means of many ingenious

experiments with ants and with their guests. In 1899, Harwood
records''" Heterothops quadripnnctiila with F. rufa and Hister viarfiinatiis

with 7^'. ritfa and L. fiiUf/inosus, both near Colchester. In 1899,

Donisthorpe records"^ the capture of Quedim mexovieliniis in numbers
with Lasitis fnliginoms at Chiddingfold, and in 1900 he notes'"'^

Clavif/er testaceus with Lasiiis alienm^ for the first time in England,
gives some notes on the life-history of Clythra ^-punctata, considering

it to be a " mimic " of Coccinella diatincta, and also a table of all the

British myrmecophilous coleoptera according to Wasmann's method as

applied to those of Hollandish Liml)urg, and later in the year he
records"'^ the capture of Mi/rinica collaris and its larvae in numbers
with M]irmica laerinodin at Wicken Fen. In 1900, Walker records''*

the capture of Staphj/liuiis stercorariiis with Mijrmica rmjinodis at

Rannoch.

56 Ent. Mo. Maf)., Feb. and March, 1896.
87 Ent. Eecorcl^Oet, 1897.
6« IlliiMr. Ztschr. f. Eiitom., Heft 10-16,
i' Zooloijica, Heft 26, Stuttgart, 1899.
60 Ent. Mo. Map., March, 1899.
01 Ent. Record, Oct., 1899.
62 Ent. Eecord, .July, 1900.
68 Ent. Eecord, Oct., 1900.
64 Ent. Mo. Mag., Feb., 1900.

1898.

The last Christmas of the Nineteenth Century.
By SELWYN IMAGE, M.A., F.E.S.

The thin sands of the dwindHng glass

Eun swiftly. Ah ! my soul, alas !

A single grain thou may'st not stay.

Nor one poor step retrace the way
Of unconsidered hours. For gain

Or loss the account stands fixed. In

vain

Well bitter tears for things undone,

Or victories thou might'st have won.

Or falls that tiung thee in the dust.

Or visions from thy pathway thrust

By meaner aims.

What might have been !

And lo ! what is, now all is seen !

A withered branch for fruit and Hower,

A heap of barren sand for dower
Of fair accomplishment, at best

A wraith of idle fancies, crest

On crest of unsubstantial foam !

What hast thou garnered in thy home ?

Nor, piteous one, because the light

Was stern, nor yet because the night

With storm fell oft upon thee, not
Because with mortal ills thy lot

Was circumstanced, thou hast to lay

Thy quivering face in dust to-day.

To-Day ! Ah ! listen on the air

Ring other notes than wan despair.

Let the dead bury their dead. But thou.

Though faintly throbs thy pulse,thy brow
With dust's defiled, lift up thine eyes :

The world's around thee yet, the sky's

Above thee ! Not that thou should'st

groan
Prostrate in helpless idle moan
The irrevocable Past breaks in.

Grim ghost of weariness and sin.

Look thou upon it, let it lie

The poor dead thing it is. " But I,"

Soul to thine inmost being say,

" Press onward where the new world's

Day
" Holds work in store without complaint,
" And waits for sinner as for saint !

"
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On the progress in the study of the Coccidae.

By K. NEWSTEAD, F.E.S., Hon. M.R.H.S.

Important as the study of the Voccidac appears to-day, both from a
biological and economic standpoint, we find no systematic study was
given to the group until more than half of the nineteenth century had
passed away. To begin with the chief authorities prior to 1850, there

were Barensprung, Bouche, Fonscolomb, and Westwood, who described

between them about 33 species, most of which are considered valid to-

day, whilst Burmeister, Fabricius, Curtis, and some twenty others

also contributed to the study, but the writings of all these

men were of an intermittent character. They paid little or no
attention to the anatomy of the insects, their diagnoses being chiefly

drawn from external characters, which, however important for the
subdivision of the group, were of little value for specific purposes.

In the year 1868 Dr. V. Signoret began his great Avork " Essai sur
les Cochenilles" in the Annalcs de la SnciHe de France, completing the
work eight years later (1876). His valuable monograph, which can
be had in separate book form, includes all the known Coccids of the
world, which amounted to 69 genera and 258 species. Signoret paid
great attention to the anatomy of the Coccids in his work, and had his

microscopical preparations been made on modern principles, it is

doubtful if so many of his species would have fallen into the long list

of synonyms. As the result of his labours, there was a steady increase
in the number of coccidologists ; and Avithin the last few years more
attention has been paid to the Coccids than to all the rest of the homop-
tera together. In 1880-82, Professor J. H. Comstock, of the Cornell
University, in the United States, issued his valuable ReporU on Scale
lni<ects, in which the author dealt chiefly with the auhiiumly Diasphiae,
describing many hitherto unknown males, and a number of new species.

He also showed us the importance of the study of the structural details

of the pygidia of the ? Dianpinae, illustrating his descriptions of them
with beautiful drawings, which were the first of their kind upon which
the student could rely for accuracy of detail. Subsequently Dr. L. 0.
Howard and the late Professor C. V. Kiley issued some important
papers in the volumes of Imect Life, and now the workers in the
United States are greater than those of any other country. Of these
Professor T. D. A. Cockerell ranks first, and is looked upon as one of the
greatest systematists of the day. Besides diagnosing nearly 150 species,

his Check Lista of the Coccidae are a monument to his untiring energy,
and of iminense help to the student. Professor Cockerell has also done
good work in Central America, as his list of the Coccids of that region
will show='\ The investigation of the group from that country has,

however, also received attention from other workers.
New Zealand and Australia were worked by our late lamented

colleague, Mr. W. M. Maskell, who diagnosed about 200. new and
undescribed species from these countries, besides doing a vast amount of

work in connection with the more or less obscure species of the earlier

students. I believe his first contribution to our knowledge of the New
Zealand Coccids was published in the Transactions of the X.Z. Institate, in

1878. In March, 1887, the " State Forest and Agricultural Department

"

published the Account of the Scale Insects of Xen- Zealand : this work

* Biologia Cenlrali Americana, December. 1899.

February 15th, 1901.
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was embellished with 23 coloured plates, and contained a chapter on
the remedies against the Corcidiw. It also contained the descriptions

of 67 species, and much information concerning them that was then
quite new to us. Subsequently, and up to the time of his death, Mr.
Maskell continued to give us the the results of his labours, publishing
them annually in the 'Transactions referred to above. Dr. W. W.
Froggatt has thoroughly dealt with that remarkable group of Aus-
tralian gall-making Coccids, forming the subfamily Brachyscelinac,

most of which, if not all, are peculiar to the Eucalypti of that country.

Other workers have contributed to our knowledge of this family but
Dr. Froggatt's publications give the most complete account of these

insects.

The Cingalese Coccids are now being monographed by Mr. E. E.
Green, who has already published two parts of his elaborate work, to

the end of the Diaspinac. Ceylon is evidently rich in its Coccid fauna,

and it is impossible to say to what extent Mr. Green's Avork will run
;

but I am certain of this, that his work in the end will prove a lasting

memorial to his great skill and untiring energy, and that his delinea-

tions will leave nothing to be desired. A few other odd species have
been described from the Oriental region by myself and other workers,

but much remains to be done.

Africa has as yet received comparatively little attention at the hands
of coccidologists. The Rev. A. E. Eaton made a small but interesting

collection of Coccids in Algeria, which I described in the Transactions

of the Kntomolof/ical Societij of London, in 1896. A few species have
also passed through my hands from the West Coast, and from British

Central Africa, and the Government entomologist at Cape Town, Mr.
Lounsbury, is working out the species of the South.

In Europe, since the publication of Signoret's Essai, there have been
comparatively feAv workers. Dr. Karel Sulc, of Bohemia, has worked
at the Coccids of his own country, describing a few new genera and
species, and we trust will continue his researches. Dr. Gustavo
Leonardi, of the Royal School of Agriculture, Portici, Italy, has of

recent years given us several most valuable contributions from his pen,

the most noteworthy of which is his elaborate and exhaustive mono-
graph on the genus Aspidiotus'''- , which the author divides into several

more or less natural subgenera. This work has much facilitated the

study of this extensive genus. It should also be added that Dr.

Leonardi has paid considerable attention to the physiology of the

Coccidae, and has published elaborate work on the subject. In the

Channel Isles Mr. W. A. Luff has discovered many interesting species,

including the unique Kxeretopus formiceticola, Newst., which at the

time of its discovery was the only Coccid known to possess two-jointed

tarsi. Mr. Cockerell has now described a Coccid possessing the same
character.

Up to the year 1887 the English works were fragmentary and
most inaccurate, but at that time Mr. J. W. Douglas began a series of

articles on British and Foreign Coccidae, in the Entowolot/isf s Monthly

Mar/atine, which he continued till the year 1894, when he then com-
pleted his 27th article. Needless to add these were very thorough and
contain a vast amount of valuable information to the student of the

* Estr-at. della Rivista d. Patologia Vegetale, 1897, 1900.
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British Coccidae. In 1891, under the able guidance of my ever helpful

friend Mr. Douglas, I pul)lisbod the first results of my researches''.

Since that time I have continued, chiefly through the same magazine,
to publish my observations on this interesting group. In 1885 Mr.
Douglas gave a list of twenty species as occurring in the British Isles.

To-day we have about 100 species and varieties, many of them
aliens, which from their destructiveness of plant-life call for as much,
if not more, attention, than our indigenous species. I should here like

to add some particulars with regard to the habits of some British

Coccidae, but I should by so doing trespass upon my forthcoming work
on the Coccidae of the British Idesj:, which I sincerely trust will be the

means of enlisting a few more workers in the study of our British

species.

Looking back to the time of Signoret's Kssai in 1876, we find that

the total number of Coccids then known to science only reached the

modest number of 258, numbers of Avhich were only then described for

the first time. Compare these figures with those in Mr. Cockerell's

census]: for 1899, and Ave find an increase of 861 species, which to-day

will far exceed a thousand species, and, considering that all this recent

work has been carried out by a small band of about 30 workers, in

various parts of the world, we have some cause to congratulate ourselves

on the satisfactory progress the study of this most difficult group has
made during the closing years of the nineteenth century.

* Ent. Mo. Mag., s.s. vol. ii., jjp. 164-166, with a plate.

t Ray Society vol. for 1900.

I
" First Supplement to the Check List of the Coccidae " {Bnll. Illin. State

Lah., vol. v., 1899).

Evolution of our present knowledge of the British Rhynchota.

By G. W. KIKKALDY, F.E.S.

The revolution in the methods of regarding biological problems,

effected during the past forty years, principally through the work of

Charles Darwin, has been so complete and its effects so far-reaching,

that it is not easy to transport oneself to the opening years of the

now-expired century, and occupy the position of an early enquirer into

the structure and history of Rhynchota. The British worker of that

time would have found a general account scattered through Donovan's
Natural Hifitory of British Bisects (16 vols., 1792-1813), in de Geer's

Meiiinires pour servir a Vhistoire des Imectcs (7 vols., 1752-78), and in

E. L. Geoft'roy's Histoire abrei/ee (vol. i., 1762), and to identify his

captures he would probably consult Turton's English compilation

(1806) of the works of Linne and Fabricius. A charming account of

the Aphidae would be found in the early " pre-Linnean " pages of

Reaumur (173-1-42). In some orders of insects, as, for example, the

lepidoptera, Ave see an insular and self-contained British school arising

and frequently carrying their independence of continental authorities

to a disastrous extent. In this order a gradual evolution of systematic

work, up to the practical high-Avater mark of Stainton, is observed.

In the Rhynchota, and especially the heteroptera, on the other hand,

the initiation of systematic Avork (as far as the British fauna is con-

cerned) the fixation of that knoAvledge on a sure foundation, and the

attainment of almost high-Avater mark, is practically due to the Avork
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of two men, Douglas and Scott, though revised and corrected lately by
Edward Saunders. In the British Isles the study of the Rhynchota has

always been sadly neglected ; at the present day, indeed, the number
of men who take any real interest in this order—pre-eminent among
the Insecta for the marvellous diversity of external structure displayed

by its component forms, and the many profound biological problems,

such for example as polymorphism in the organs of flight, afforded by
many of its families—may certainly be numbered on the fingers of

both hands and probably on those of one.

Up to 1865 there was no complete systematic work on the British

heteroptera, while it was not till 1886 that we were in a similar position

with regard to the auchenorrhynchous homoptera ; the Aphidae were
revised in 1883, the Psyllidae in 1876, and the Cocculae in 1900.

Let us retrace our steps a little, and briefly run through the

principal works of the century. It is a difficult and ungrateful task to

discourse upon this progress, the nineteenth having been emphatically

the " systematist's century," little else having been done than to

marshal the few hundred forms into some sort of order, and it is left

to the next to discover and relate their internal structure, their meta-
morphoses and their habits. In 1803 Fabricius admitted 45 genera of

Ehynchota, of which about 33 contained species now recognised as

British, while in 1892 Saunders accepted 174 genera of heteroptera

alone, a by no means excessive allowance. In 1818 Leach monographed
the 13ritish Notoneetidae (which then included the C(jyi.ddae) and five

years later Curtis commenced his Ihitish Kntomoloyji (16 vols., 1823-40)

in which a feAV species were delineated with an excellence scarcely

surpassed. In 1861 Fieber's Knropidschen Hemiptera, in which an
infinity of information is compressed into 444 crowded pages, paved
the way for the publication, four years later, of Douglas and Scott's

BntifiJi HciiiipU'ra (vol. i., heteroptera). The absence of analytical

tables makes it unwieldy and difficult to work with, but the full

descriptions and the excellent illustrations mark a new era for British

students. Since then work on the heteroptera has consisted simply
of minor revision, addition of new species, and the sinking of others

too hastily proposed ; in fact there would seem to be little else to do in

the systematic treatment of the group. In 1870 the same authors

published a Catalor/ue of British BJij/nc/wta, and in 1875, Edward
Saunders, now the principal British authority, contributed analytical

tables and revised descriptions of the heteroptera (Tranmctions of the

Entomolofiical Society of London). The last-named author brought the

subject up-to-date in 1892 in a separate work, The Heiiiipteia and
Heteroptera of the British Islands (33 plates), and in 1898 Kirkaldy

commenced a " Guide to the study of British water bugs " {Entomologist,

1898-1901). So much for the heteroptera.

A large amount of revisional work on various groups of homoptera
was effected by Marshall and Scott, but the first monographic account

of the Auchenorrhyncha (" Cicadaria ") we owe to James Edwards in

1886 (Transactions of the Ento))iolo</ical Society), quickly followed by
the volumes de luxe of Buckton {Monoyraph of British Cicadae or

Tettiyidae, 2 vols., 1890-1, 82 plates) and Edwards [Hemiptera Homop-
tera of the British Isles, 1894-6, 32 plates), the latter being a companion
volume to Saunders' Heteroptera. Buckton had previously monographed
the Aphidae {Monoyraph of the British Aphides, 4 vols., 1876-83, 147
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coloured plates), and in the last year of the century Newstead is

reported to have completed an account of the Coccidae'''- , and Scott had
already long ago revised the Psylliilae, so that now, at the threshold of

the new century, we have a practically complete systematic account of

the whole order. For the student of British forms, the work of the

future undoubtedly lies in their anatomy and life-histories. Outside
the Coccidae, Aplwlae and Psijlliilae (with the literature of which I

regret I have not yet found leisure to make myself familiar), there is

not, I believe, a single species of Rhynchota of whose life-history and
metamorphoses we possess a knowledge in any way comparable with those

we have of hundreds of lepidoptera, coleoptera, hymenoptera, odonata,

and even of diptera. Mr. Enock, most careful of observers, is studying

the biology of water bugs, but there is still an enormous field open for

research.

To demonstrate the interesting character of some of the known
habits of bugs, I will mention tAvo of the more remarkable, viz., the

parental care of the Cimicid, Elasmiicha interatinet K!<, shown by the

female for her young, originally pointed out by de Geer and sub-

sequently verified by Hellins (see, Saunders' Hemiptera Heteroptera, pp.
37-38), and the details of the copulation of (xerrk canalinm

as narrated by Meinert and verified by Kirkaldy (see, Entuwoloijist,

1899, pp. 201-2). As to anatomy, the most significant statement that

can be made is that the standard work on the general subject is

Dufour's lu'cJierches siir les Hemiptevey. (1833, ^Icm. Acad. Iloij. Sei.

France, Savans. Etrang., pp. 129-462, 19 plates), published nearly

70 years ago. In 1899, Heymons of Berlin produced a most important
work on the anatomy of Rhynchota (" Beitriige zur Morphol. und
Entwickl. der Rhynchoten," in Nura Acta, Lcop.-CarttL Acad.,

Ixxiv., pp. 349-446, 3 plates), which, however, is chiefly morphologico-
embryological, and scarcely covers Dufour's ground.

In conclusion, if there be an enthusiastic young entomologist

anywhere in the British Isles, who has plenty of time upon his hands,
and is desirous of studying the Rhynchota, I venture to suggest that

he collect and study one of the following genera, viz : Gerris or

Bednviolm (Xabis, Saunders). In (rerris there are ten species, of

which seven may be reasonably expected to reward his efforts in a fair

district. Of these ten, four are nearly always macropterous, five are

found fairly commonly in various condition of wing-development, and
one is nearly ahvays apterous. In nediiriolus there are ten or eleven

species, of which eight or nine should be among the first or second
season's spoils ; of these, five species are nearly always apterous or

very brachypterous, in four the condition of the wing development is

somewhat varied, while one species is almost always macropterous,
lU'dnvioliis being thus a complete reverse of Gerris. The collection in

considerable numbers and from diverse localities of the species of tliese

genera, their comparative tabulation, the percentage of the various

forms, Szc, and moreover their rearing up ex oro, with experiments to

determine if possible what stimuli produce this " pterygopoly-

morphism," in other words, this occurrence of different forms of

structure and development in the flight-organs of the same species,

* I have not yet seen the work, so I'egret that I can say nothing aLout this

most interesting family.—G. W. K. [See antea, p, 59.

—

Ed.]
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and in different species of the same genus, and at what nymphal instar

it is first apparent—these researches would, conducted with care and

method, undoubtedly lead to discoveries of the highest importance in

the mysterious biology of the Rhynchota.

Progress in the classification of the Sphingides during a century and
a half.

By W. J. KAYE, F.E.S.

The growth of our knowledge of the Sphingides has not, except

quite recently, made great strides, and, to obtain an idea of this fact,

we may start with Linne, who, in 1758 {Syntenia Naturae, 10th ed.),

diagnosed the group as follows :
" Sj)Jii}u\ Antennfe medio crassiores

s. utraque extremitate attenuate, subprismaticfe. Alte deflexje (volatu

graviore vespertino s. matutino)." Only two other groups of lepidoptera

were diagnosed by Linne at this time

—

Fapilio and Phalaeua. Linne
subdivided Sphinx into four sections :

(1) Legitimse, alls angulatis

—

ocellcita, populi, nerii, &c. (2) Legitime, alls

integiis ano simplici

—

convolvitli, celerio, atropos, &c. (3) Legitimse,

integiis ano barbato

—

fucifornm, apiformis, culiciformis, &c. (4)

Adscitse habitu etlarva diversa

—

-filipendidae, pliegea, cerbera, statice,^, &c.

Seventeen years later, Fabricius {Syatenia Entotnoloijiae, 1775)
made use of other imaginal characters, and defined Sphinx, as : "Palpi

duo reflexi pilosi, lingua spiralis plerisque exserta. Antennae squam-
mataB," and separated and named the following groups from the Linnean
Sphinx

:

(1) Sesia.—Palpi reflexi, lingua exserta truncata. Antennae cylindricse,

extrorsum crassiores

—

Jiylas, fadtis, stcllatarum, culiciformiti, vespi-

formis, &c. (2) Zijgaena.—Palpi reflexi, lingua exserta testacea.

Antennas ssepius medio-crassiores

—

filipendulae, pugione, phecjea, &c.

Esper, also, in 1779, followed Linne in his classification, but

evidently suspected that some of the groupings were not satisfactory

as he mentions certain day-flying insects as being included in the

same group as some night-flying species. The attitude of the SjjJiinx

larva was now taken into account as a suitable character for

classification, but the old arrangement was still adhered to. It was
not, however, until 1816, when Hiibner's Ter::f'ichniss hekannter

SrhmetterUwn' appeared, that a real step was made at subdivision. The
SjiJiini/ides are to be found in this Avork in the third tribal section termed

the ScKiac. This tribe is divided up into five stirpes with subdivisions

of each into families and still farther subdivisions of genera, the

limitation of the tribe being as follows :
" The antennae thick, blunt

;

the palpi broader in front, short and leaf-like, at the tip almost bent

back. Body thick and wings strong." The characters used by
Hiibner for the stirpes are those of the imago, in which frequent

reference is made to the structure of the palpi, the shape

of the body, the outline of the wings, &c. The family sub-

divisions are based on outline of wing, shape of abdomen, and even

colour, whilst for generic characters, colour is almost invariably used.

Viewing Hiibner's knoAvledge of the Sphingides one sees that, although

great strides were made by separating into smaller subdivisions, very

little as yet was known of the real relationship existing between them.

Stephens, in his llhistmtiuus in 1828, made the Sphiwjidai' one of
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the four great families into which he subdivided the second division of

the Lepidoptera-Heterocera,a division which comprised the C'j't7)».sc»Z«/7rt

or twilight-liying insects, the four famihes being the Zi/i/aenidae,

Siihiuiiitlac, Sesiidae and Ai'i/criidcu'. This division {Crcjiiiscidaria)

corresponds with the Spliin.i' of Linne, and Stephens separates the four
famihes thus:

( breves : abdomen \
''^"^

i'^^'^^^;'^^

"

"

•

'

^ ^>^>jjfdae.

p 1 •

J
( ano barbato .

.

.

.

6 Sexitdne.

[elongata^: ala.
js^pissime hyalinaa.. 4 Aef,enidae.

^ °
( squamis tectae .. 1 Zy[iueniaae.

It will be noticed that by this time primary generic divisions had
come to be considered as families, and secondary divisions as genera,

owing to the fact that subdivision left no alternative. The Sji/iini/idi's,

as now understood, comprised the SpJdnt/idae and Sesiidae in the

Stephensian subdivision. Into the Sedidae were placed such species

•cia /ltdfoniiis and boinhi/lifuniiis. This subdivision, although perhaps
from the modern standpoint too high a one, was, while not in name,
yet, in fact, the beginning of the creation of subfamilies. The use of

the name SesHdae here must not be confounded with its present

application, since Stephens used Aeijedidae for the internal-feeding
" clearwings,'' tipulifonnia, apifoniiia, &c. The limited family
Sphiniiidae is thus defined by Stephens :

" Antennae prismatic,

sometimes serrated towards the middle, ciliated slightly in the males,

terminated by a scaly seta or naked filiform appendage. Palpi short,

three-jointed, densely clothed with hair or scales ; the terminal joint

minute. Abdomen conical not tufted at the tip. Larvas exposed,
cylindrical and attenuated anteriorly, with a horn on the last segment,
naked, sometimes granulated ; the sides frequently with oblique or

longitudinal stripes. Pupa subterranean or suttbliculated. Four
genera are tabulated as follows :

("plus minusve angulatffi .. .. .. .. .. .. Smerinthus.

Alse integm, acutEE. Maxillffi
'^^'^^'^^ •• ,

"
•

,
;• ^i'^^r'"'*"'

1 elongate; antennae J
h^^^^^l'^^'^ta^ ^phm.r

\
V & ' (clavatee .. Dcdephilu.

Following Stephens came Herrich-Schiiffer, Avho, in 1845, published
the first part of the Heterocera in his work SdnnettcrUwje vmi Kurnpa.
The advent of this work marked an epoch in the advance of the classifi-

cation of the lepidoptera generally, and the Sjdiitujidets A\ere defined more
satisfactorily than ever. The family (the 19th in series) was formed
of the four genera Macnxjluasa [= Sesia, Stephens), SpJnn.v, Acherontia

and SiiierintJiKs, whilst the superfamily preceding the Sidiinf/ides was
the Till/ ridides and that succeeding it the Saturniades. The Sphimjidt's

are as a family thus defined :
" Quite large to fairly small, strongly

built lepidoptera, with elongated fore-wings, with the outer margin
slightly shorter than the inner margin ; hindwings small. No ocelli,

palpi three-jointed, heavily clothed with hair, lying close to the head,
with inner surfaces hollowed out, in which lies the proboscis, externally

convex, the second joint thicker than basal and the third extremely
small, only slightly discernible above the hair of the second joint,

frequently almost entirely enveloped in hair ; the antennae somewhat
more slender near the base and at the tip, the thickening terminating
in an angle which, viewed beneath, has a central longitudinal ridge

;

in the angle this bears two rows of ]:)ristles on each of the surfaces

forming the middle ridge, the one at the front margin the other at the
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hind margin, which two rows unite together towards the outer margin
;

in the ? instead of this is only a short raised semi-oval curve.

Forewings with 11 or 12 nervures, 1 free, 2-7 at equal distances

from cell, 8 out of 7, 9 divided near apex of wing when 12 nervures

are present ; in the latter case, however, 10 is from 9, 11 from top of

cell, 12 free ; if nervure 9 be not forked 10 arises from front edge of

cell and 11 is free ; hindwings with 9 nervures, 1 free; the following

with tolerably equal interspaces : 4 from apex of cell, 5 as a

continuation of one of the weak dividing nervures of cell (the fold ?)

or even further on towards the costa, 6 and 7 on a short footstalk, 8

from base sending back an oblique nervure to middle of front margin
of cell." Two main divisions were then made of the Spliinf/ides:

I. Antenn;e with the apex pencillated, hooked. II. Antennae neither

pencillated nor hooked.

The following classificatory table is then based on these two main
divisions :

I. Antennffi with the apex pencillated, hooked.
1. Abdomen with sides and anal segment barbed .

.

. . Macroglossa.
2. Abdomen with sides and anal segment not barbed.

a. Abdomen with anal segment acute .

.

.

.

. . Hphinx.
b. Abdomen with anal segment obtuse .

.

.

.

. . Acheruntia.

II. Antennee neither pencillated nor hooked .

.

.

.

. . Smennthus.

This classification appears to be a very natural one, and, in fact,

has, with small modifications, as will be seen later, been used up to

the present time. The four genera have since, owing to more detailed

knowledge, been broken up into smaller natural genera and have thus

come to have subfamily value. The characters derived from the

neuration of the Sj)}iijii/i(le>i as used by Herrich-Schafler marked a

great advance. Nervure 9 of the hind-wing (the cross nervure between
8 and the cell) was here for the first time used as a classificatory

character and has proved to be most valuable and constant.

Stainton, twelve years later, in his Manual of British Lepi/Iojitera,

1857, followed Stephens almost to the letter, both in his placing the

Zi/iiacnular, Aef/eriidae and Sesiidac with the Sjildni/idae in the

division Sphint/ina, and also in the generic subdivision of the

Sphiniiidae, except that Stainton used five as against the four genera of

Stephens, the addition being Vhoeroeavipa characterised by the larva

having the anterior segments retractile. Except for this character

no other is used to differentiate the genus from Deilephila. The
Sedidae [hoiiibi/lifonnu, fnciforiiiis, &c.) are separated into another
subfamily. Although nearly 30 years subsequent to Stephens,

Stainton failed to make any advance, indeed one must confess

there was retrogression, as the palpi and other structures are not

even used for classificatory purposes at all. Seeing that Herrich-
Schaffer had only so recently classified the European lepidoptera,

Stainton 's total neglect to utilise his system is remarkable. Eighteen
years after Stainton had published the Manual, Butler, in 1875,
brought out his Momxjraplt of the SpJiiiu/idae. In most respects this

was a disappointing work, c.ij., (1) The general characters of the

Sphinf/idae as a family are totally wanting. (2) No mention is made
as to the affinities of the Sphint/idae with other superfamilies, &c.

Six subfamilies are noted, Macroiilossiiiac, Clwerocainpi)iae, Anibiilicinae,

Sinerinthinae, Acherontimae, and Splmujinae. Macruylossinae \^ Qqxxdl to
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the genus il/ftr;-o//Zo.s.sfl of earlier writers, and Achenmtii)iae to Acherontia

of Herrich-Schaft'er. The old comprehensive family of Sphi)i(/idae

now became subdivided into Sphimjinae and CJiocrocaiiijtuuic, the

subdivision being made chiefly on larval characters, the anterior

segments of the larvje of Chocwcampinae being stated to be letractile

while those of the Sphinginae are not so. The 5th segment in

CJuierocanijiinae is also noted as abruptly broader than the remaining

segments. In the imago the head is said to be generally larger and
the tongue shorter. The old genus Siiwrinthus is divided into the

subfamilies Suieriuthinae and Ainbalicinae, the latter group being

erected to receive those species that, in the larval state, have the anterior

segment more tapering, and in the imaginal have slender antennae in

both sexes. Except for these two further divisions there was no
advance on the work of Herrich-Schatfer, in point of fact the only

real step was the separation of Clweroccmi[)inae from iiplniujinae, for I

doubt whether the Ambnlicinae are separated from Siiicrinthinae on
sufficiently important structural characters. The next important

writer on the Sphiimidae was Grote, who, in 1886, published the

Han-k-inot](» of North America. The principal step made was the

endeavour to show the relationship of the subfamilies inter se, and the

relationship of the SpJiiuj/idae to other families. The SnierintJiinae

are given a central (basal) position, and Grote expresses the belief that

the other groups may have arisen from its ancestors, while its present

members are perhaps nearer the Choerocinninnae than the Sphinf/iitae.

The SiiicrijUhiiuw show characters to be found in all the groups and
from this in part the above generalisation is deduced. The
Choerocanipinae are said to be related to the Sinerinthinae through
Amhidi/.v (i.e., AmhuUcinac of Butler), the Spliinijinae ihriowQh. the genus
Elloiia, and the Macroglosainae thvongh the genus Deidajiria. Speaking
of the relationship of the family Spliiwjidac, he discusses the anal

horn of the larva found in Bombijx mori and also the distension of the

anterior segments similar to that found in Choerocampinae. The
membranous tongue of the S)nerint/nnae is also urged as giving

support to the notion that the Bombijcidae are a nearly related family.

Because the Sphingid pupa has no silken cocoon, he considers this to

be a low or derivative character, and that the crepuscular or nocturnal

flight should be regarded in the same light. In conclusion the

Splnniiidcw are said to be evolved from the ancestors of the Cerato-

((Diipinae, a subfamily of the Bombijcidae. Following closely upon
Grote, Smith in 1888, in the Entomologia Americana, discussed

the relationship of the Sphiiujidae, and strongly insisted that no linear

arrangement of the genera could give an accurate idea of the true

relationships. Two main divisions of the family are given, the
Sjihini/ides with long corneous tongue and the Smerinthides to take all

other species. The SpJiinijidca are divided into two series by the shape
and proportions of the antennte, Macr()(/los,sinae forming one series and
Sphiui/ijioe the other. Of the relationship of the Sphingidae to other

families he says "I can find no close relationship with Sesia ....
Sesiids resemble Castniidae and Cossidae in so far as the larvje are

endophytes." The conclusions of Grote are adhered to in tracing

the relationship of the Sphimiidae with the Bombi/cidae through the

Smcrinthiiiae,

The last work that we shall refer to is that done by Dr. Chapman
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and Mr. Tutt, and to be found in British Lepidoptera, vol. i., pp. 114-

129, 1899. Of the detailed classification of the Splnnnides one awaits

information in a future volume, but its relationships to other super-

families are discussed in a way that, to our knowledge, had not been
previously done. The Sphint/ides are associated with other families

from the following structural peculiarities :

(1) The possession of a flat egg (i.e., with the long micropylar axis

horizontal, and with a short vertical axis).

(2) The maintenance of the larval tubercles iv and v as sub-spiracular

tubercles . . . . ; a tendency for i to form a many haired dorsal

wart, and to form with iii and iv and v on either side a transverse row
of warts on each segment ; it tends very strongly (in some families) to

become atrophied.

It is true, as the author points out, that the Sphingids form one
of those specialised superfamilies of the Sphingo-Micropterygid stirps

that exhibits great modification in the larval tubercles when compared
with the allied families in the same stirps, particularly in the direction

of atrophy, although the Sphingid larvfe are easily separated from all

other larva? by the peculiar movement of v to form a prespiracular

tubercle. It is, therefore, with the greatest interest that we shall look

for the detailed classification of this and the allied groups which has

been promised in the next volume (iii) of Mr. Tutt's work. In vol. i,

the Sesiidae and Anthroccridae {Zj/;/acnidae) so long connected with
the Sphingids are clearly shown by the very generalised embryological

stages to be widely separated, although from their bearing certain

ancestral characters in common {e.;/., a fiat egg with horizontal

micropylar axis) they are placed amongst the generalised families of

the stirps of which the SpiJiimjides and Saturniades are the most
specialised. Tutt says {loc. cit., p. 120) : "The observations of Poulton
and Weismann on the larvfe of Af/lia and other Saturniids, and the

comparison of these with the Sphingid larvtie, leave little room for

doubt that these sujDerfamilies are somewhat closely related,"

Although it is argued that the Saturniids and Sphingids have arisen

from a common ancestral stock, yet they are regarded as forming very

distinct superfamilies. A great step has been thus made in our
knowledge of the evolution of these families, whilst the mode of

inductive reasoning by which stirpes are formed, representing lines of

descent based largely on embryological characters, thrown as far back
in the existence of the insects as possible (i.e., the use of the structural

characters of the egg), also represents great advance. By the means
here suggested the Spihini/idcs (together with Saturniade.'<) have been
determined as the most specialised of the superfamilies forming Tutt's

Sphingo-Micropterygid stirps, and we see that although the Saturniids

are comparatively close to the Sphingids in oval, larval and pupal
characters, the imagines have evolved along quite different lines. This
thorough mode of application of embryonic characters strongly

convinces one that the Sjdiint/idc.s have now been placed in a more
approximately correct position than they have been at any period

during the past century or previously.

Illustrations of Lepidoptera—being Imprints of Impressions.

By ALFRED SIGH, F.E.S.

At Bologna, in 1602, Ulysses Aldrovandus published in his great

work a very interesting volume, Be A)ii)nalibus Insectiti, partly devoted
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to insects. The figures on the plates are life size and decidedly good
for the age, though of course rather crude

—

Papilio uiachaon, Colias

eclusa, Euranessa antiopa, dalliinorpJia hera and the larva of Stauropiis

far/i are all easily recognisable. In 1685 Johannes Goedaert's De
Insectu, &c., was published at Middelburgh. This, according to

Werneburg, contained coloured plates. The plain copies are interesting

as they show figures of imagines, larvae and pupje with occasionally

their parasites. Though not always true to nature they are easily recog-

nised. Madam Maria Sybilla Merian published her book on larvae under
the title of Der Raapcn ininderbar Yerivandelmui, at Amsterdam,
1679. Her copper plates show a decided improvement, and she

is perhaps the first to embellish figures of lepidoptera by asso-

ciating them with sprays of their food-plant, thus foreshadowing
the beautiful combinations which in after years were to delight the

entomologist. Her plate of Macroijlossa stdlatanivi displays the moth,
larva and a spray of GaUum verum. From the dim light that feebly

glows in the works of Aldrovandus and the other illustrators of the

seventeenth century, we somewhat suddenly emerge into the dazzling

sunshine which surrounds the masterpieces of Sepp and Eoesel, for

though Sepp's work is dated 1762 it appears that he began to publish

as early as 1715. In 1720 Eleazar Albin published at London A
Natural Hhtorij of En;/lish InsectH with copper plates (^" coloured fur those

ivho like it htj the author "), SiS he quaintly remarks. Each plate is

dedicated to some celebrity. The figures are poor and flat, appearing
as if the objects themselves had been pressed on to the paper, and the

colouring is child-like.

Though Eoesel von Rosenhof, a miniature painter, is inferior in

some respects to Sepp, the two have much in common. They are

both types of the old school of naturalists, who made minute and
careful observations, patiently labouring on for the love of study, and
bringing a kind of reverence to bear on their work. In those days
the evil of synonymy had not crept serpent-like into the entomologist's

paradise. There was no need to rush into publication for the sake

of priority. These two artists dreAV their studies from the life. Their
plates are illustrations of living insects, not of dried cabinet specimens.

Eoesel began to publish his Insccten BelHsti(/un(/ in 1746, at the famous
old town of Nuremberg, issuing the work in monthly parts. The
chief charm in his copper-plates is the life-like attitudes in which he
depicts the insects and the wonderfully exact drawing of minutif^.

His figure, no. 3, on plate ii of the moths, is a marvel, and is still the

most correctly drawn figure published of the larva of Snierinthus tiliae.

Jan Christian Sepp's great work, Beschouirin;/ der Wonderen Gods in de

minstjieachte Schepzelen, of Xederlandsche Insecten, was published at

Amsterdam and the first volume dated 1762. A glance at the

plates, which, in this work, often exhibit the insects in all

stages, including that of the ovum, grouped about the food-

plant, makes it at once apparent that Sepp was an exquisite

artist and an accurate observer. His figures are not all of

the same excellence, but where he rises to the height of his

power, they are of surpassing beauty. On opening out one of these

old dull-looking papers containing a masterpiece, the eye is instantly

caught by the figure and an exclamation of astonishment rises to the

lips. Plate V, in the first volume (Bende) of night-moths, showing
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the life-history of Dicranura viuula, is highly artistic. The figures on
the next plate to this, of D. furcula on the wing (fig. 8) and of the

larva (fig. 4) are excellent, but certainly one of the very best figures is

that representing the flying Pliisia (jamnm (N.V., vol. ii., pi. i., fig. 5).

Another beautiful figure (vol. ii., pi. vi., fig. 3) portrays the full-

grown larva of Notudonta trepida clinging to a spray of oak while it

stretches its head over its back. Besides the correctness of the best

of Sepj)'s figures, there is an artistic refinement and lightness about
them. They are not laboured and have just sufficient colour. Above
all Sepp had the touch of life in his brush, and he succeeded in

infusing that life into his best efibrts. A quaint old book belonging

to this period is The Aurelian (London, 1766), by Moses Harris, giving

rather crude figures of lepi:loptera in various stages with the food-

plant. A curious feature in Jacob C. Schaefter's very interesting

Icones Insectorinn, &c. (Regensburg, 1766), is that both sides of the

plates carry figures, many of which are of great artistic merit. By
no means to be despised are the copper plates of Drury in the

Illustrations of the Natural Hhturi) of Exotic Insects (London, 1770-82).

His method of adding the shadoAv cast by the insect cannot be

recommended. An amusing book by Benjamin Wilkes, with brightly-

coloured figures, generally accompanied by the larva and food-plant,

was published in London, 1773, and entitled 120 Copper Plates of

Emjlish Butterflies and Moths, &c.

Though Esper's eight volumes. Die Sch)iietterlin(/e in Abbildunt/en,

&c. (Erlangen, 1777), form an important work, the plates have no
particular charm, the drawing and colouring both being defective.

Sometimes an insect will be coloured only on one pair of wings, the

opposite pair being shown in outline only. In 1779 two important

Avorks saw the light. Pieter Cramer's Fapillons Exotiques (Amsterdam,
1779-82), and the Fapillons d'Europe, hy ^rn^i w'lih. descriptions by
Engramelle. Cramer's figures are of better quality, but both works
on account of the great number of figures they contain, are useful. It

is, however, a real pleasure to turn over any of the copper plates

produced by the artist of Augsburg, Jacob Huebner. Though not so

delicate nor so carefully drawn as are the figures of Sepp and Roesel,

many of Huebner's are exceedingly beautiful. As a rule they are,

however, a little overloaded with colour. The Beitraei/e, &c. (1786-90,

Augsburg), and the Sammlun;/ Europaeischer Schnetterliwje (1793-1827),

as well as the Sarnuilun;/ Exotischer Schmetterlim/e, contain a great

number of figures of imagines, while the Geschichte europaeischer

Schinetterlinj/e is devoted to larvae. The last work contains many
very artistic figures, and holds the enviable position of being the work
most often copied of all entomological literature. In later works of

English, French and German authors Huebner's figures of larvae are

constantly reappearing.

Lewin, perhaps the first reliable writer on British butterflies,

published his Papilios of Great Britai)t in 1795 ; the illustrations are

very fair for the age. An artist of quite another school was painting

figures in England, Avhile Huebner issued his works in Germany.
Though the German erred in excess of colour it was in the form of

over-elaboration, but Edward Donovan loved colour and massed it on
his figures. The plates of flowers and insects in his Epitome of the
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Natural History of the Insects of China (London, 1798) form most
brilliant designs.

The finest figures of British lepidoptera, are those of John Curtis

in British KntoinohKiii (London, 1823-89). The effect of the plates is

immensely heightened by the introduction of some beautifully painted

botanical specimens. Many of the figures by C. M. Curtis in Stephens'

Illmtrations of British /'jntoinoloi/i/ (1828-46) are good, but his drawing

is better shown in Horsfield's Catalof/ue of the Lepidoptera in the East

India Cowpaw/s Museum (1828). In the Schmetterlinf/s Kalender,

published at Frankfort (1830), by Schott, the figures are so badly

coloured that it is to be hoped they may ever be considered the

worst of any age.

With regard to the figures the two best works of Boisduval are the

lennes Historiqiies drs Lepidojitercs and the CoUection icononrapJiique des

Chenilles, both published m Paris, and dated 1832. The first is very

fair and the latter useful on account of the great number of larvae

represented. Amongst the best figures of the so-called microlepidoptera,

must be mentioned those of Fischer Edler von Eoeslerstamm in his

Ahbildunyen, &c. (Leipzig, 1834-43). These are so much in the same
style as the figures of Herrich-Schafter, in his Si/steinatische Bear-

beitumi der Schinetterlim/e von Europa (Regensburg, 1843-56), that the

same remarks will apply to both. As the drawing is sharp without

being hard and the colouring clear though ample, the figures have a

very neat appearance. Herrich-Schiiffer's figure 418, showing the

underside of Ari/ynnis alexandra, is a masterpiece. His figures of the

ColeopJiorae are particularly interesting, as enlarged draAvings of the

wings and basal portions of the antennte, as well as figures of the larval

cases, are given. This tine work must be considered as one of the

gems of entomological literature. J. 0. Westwood published a great

number of illustrations both in popular and more scientific works.

The gorgeous designs in the Cabinet of Oriental Ento)noloiiy and in the

Arcana (1845), remind one in their richness of Donovan.
Stainton, of happy memory, gives us some beautiful plates in his

Natural History of the Tineina (London , 1855-72) . The larvffi, especially,

are noteworthy and the figures showing how they attack their special

pabula, are of great use to the field naturalist. In Insecta Britannica,

vol. iii., by this author, is a beautiful plate by W. Wing, of larvseof the

Tineina. After wading through the plates of Godart, Duponchel,
Berce, and even Boisduval (Rambur is more interesting) it is

very refreshing to come upon a Avork of such rare artistic merit as

that of Milliere. In his three volumes, Iconoijraphie et Description de

Clienilles et Lepidopteres inedits (Paris, 1859, &c.), we find once more a

labour of love, and there is a richness in the beautiful designs for which
we have looked almost in vain smce the days of Sepp. The earlier

plates are not so good as the later, but this is apparently the fault of

the engraver and not that of the artist. The special talents of Milliere

shine brightest in the figures of the smaller moths
;

plate xlvi.,

depicting Tortrix pronuhana and Acrolejda sm ila.rella v^'ith a spray of

Suiilax, is a charming example of his delicate work
;
plate ex., dated

1870, shows various species of the genus Eupithecia. The fineness of

the markings and the clearness of the colour of these exquisite little

moths is represented with marvellous truth. While Milliere was raising

the standard of entomological art in France, Snellen van Vollenhoven
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was upholding the high position which Holland had already won.
His Nedcrkmdsche Insecten, series ii (1860-77), a continuation of Sepp's

work, contains some very beautiful figures, though more in the style

of Milliere than that of Sepp. During this period Hewitson was
publishing figures in this country, but it cannot be said that he added
any treasures to English art.

Among the host of excellent plates issued of late years perhaps
those drawn by Mary Peart and published in W. H. Edward's noble

work, T/tc Biittci-jlu'^ of Xorth America (Philadelphia, 1868-97), are the

very best of their kind. The figures are crisp and yet soft, and there

is, in the best plates, in both imagines and larvfe, an air of life. A
truly exquisite plate is that representing Apatara clyton vars. oceUata

and prospt'vjnna, and it shows what may be achieved by means of

lithography and also the advance that has been made in that art since

the days of Sneefelder. Dr. A. G. Butler's Cataloi/rte of Diurnal
Lepidoptcra of the Famibj Satyridae (London 1868), contains some
very careful drawings of insects of that family.

As an instance of the best class of wood engraving, the earlier

impressions of Edward Newman's Natural History of the British Moths
(London, 1869), may be cited ; though uncoloured they are among the

best figures we have of the larger British Heterocera. Many
of the figures of imagines to be found in C. Oberthiir's Etiide/t

d'Entoiiwlof/ie (Renues, 1876-99), are very charming, and especially

interesting to those studying the lepidoptera of the Palasarctic region.

Special attention may be drawn to the Atlas de la Description Physique

de la Repuhlique Aryentine (Buenos Aires, 1879), by H. C. C. Burmeister.

The feature of this book consists in a number of most beautifully

drawn and coloured figures of most extraordinary larvfe belonging to

the SpJtinyidae and Saturniidae, &c. Marshall and de Niceville

published their liutterflies of India, Burmah and Ceylon, at Calcutta,

in 1882. The work is interesting as the plates are drawn by clever

Indian artists. As a good example of fine Russian illustration the

later volumes of N. M. Romanoff's Memoires sur les Lepidopteres (St.

Petersburg, 1884-97), may be consulted. The text is in French as

well as Russian.

The most useful book of illustrations of British larvse is undoubtedly

Buckler's Larvae cf the British Butterfiies and Moths (Ray Society,

London, 1886-99). The figures, as works of art, are not altogether

pleasing, though Buckler's original drawings are very truthful. In

the first volumes of the Ilhopalocera Edvtica, by Grose- Smith and W.
F. Kirby (1887 et seq.) there are some beautiful hand-coloured plates

of imagines. The Butterflies from China, Japan and Corea (London,

1892-4), by J. H. Leech, is a most valuable work, and the set of

plates, bound separately, surpasses any other of its kind. These

plates display figures of cabinet specimens, both sides of the wings

being shown, one pair being detached from the body and reversed in

the now so prevalent manner. The drawing of these figures is

excellent and the colouring particularly rich and soft. It is a true

delight to examine these beautiful lithographs.

Very instructive is Packard's Monoyraph of the Bombycine Moths of

America, north of Mexico, part i., Notodontidae (Washington, 1895).

The heliotypes of cabinet specimens are too realistic to be pleasant

though eminently useful to the entomologist, while the figures of
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numerous larvae, niostly of curious form and depicted in various staples,

are well worth attention. The 48 plates of colour-photography in

The nntWrriy Honk, by W. J. Holland (New York, 1898), are probably

a move in the right direction. The great difficulty in this process is

evidently how to deal with an insect's body and the bases of the

wings. The Ehnpaloccra AHhiopica, by Chr. Aurivillius (Stockholm,

1898, text in German), contains some beautiful figures of African

butterflies by Swedish artists. African lepidoptera are also very finely

figured in Saalmueller's Ij'pidoptera mn Madat/aacar, published at

Frankfurt-am-Main, 1884-91. In the I'ransactionsnf thr P}nt(»i>(tlo(/ical

Society of London, a great many fine plates, mostly illustrative of new
species, will be found.

The above remarks refer in nearly every case to the original edition

of the work mentioned. In reissues, the plates are, as a rule, inferior.

In the more important cases, two or more copies of a work have been
examined. This was only possible, because the fine libraries of the

Natural History Museum at South Kensington, and that of the

Entomological Society of London, besides the shelves in private

libraries, were open to inspection.

During the seventeenth century no very great strides Avere made in

the art of portraying the lepidoptera, but while the eighteenth century
was still young Sepp's light arose and shone with a power which has
scarcely been equalled, and only very rarely approached. Eoesel
hardly reaches to this height but excels in the minuteness of his draw-
ing. Towards the end of the century Germany produced another artist

of high order, Jacob Huebner and endowed him with prolific energy.

Had he lived earlier when entomology required less from her disciples

he might have risen to a still greater height, but his great talents are

extended as it were over an enormous mass of work rather than
concentrated upon a smaller portion. These three, Sepp, Roesel and
Huebner, give a glory to the eighteenth century, which even without
the glamour shed on their work by age, outshines, it must be admitted,
almost all the efforts of the nineteenth century. How the last century
will ultimately be regarded from the standpoint of entomological art

remains yet to be seen. Certain it is that we have not maintained the
rapidity of advance made during the eighteenth century. Science in

the eighteenth century was fast encroaching on art, and during the
nineteenth, to judge by the large proportion of map-like pictures of

imaginal wings produced to illustrate descriptive works, art is almost
driven from the field. For the finest illustrations of the past century,

we must search the works of Curtis, Herrich-Schaffer, Milliere, Snellen
van Vollenhoven, W. H. Edwards, Burmeister and Leech. The
seventeenth century may be called in relation to entomological art, the
age of wood-cuts, the eighteenth of copper-plates, and the nineteenth
the age of lithography. Let us hope the twentieth century will not
be an age of photography, or, if so, that the illustrations will be from
the life. Kearton's vignette of Catorala niipta at sugar, TI'/7/? Xature
and a Camera, p. 247, though a tattered old specimen, is pleasant to

look upon, but photographs of dead cabinet specimens in all their

deformities are hideous.

In conclusion I wish to acknowledge the great help received from
Dr. A. G. Butler, who kindly provided every facility for examining the

volumes under his charge in the Natural History Museum, from Mr.
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W. F. Kirby, who allowed me to view the treasures of his own library,

and from Mr. J. W. Tutt, who gave me much good advice.

The Influence of Darwin upon Entomology.

By Professor EDWARD B. POULTON, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S., &c.

The published letters of Charles Darwin show that he had a very

poor opinion of systematic work in zoology. His labour in preparing

the Mduof/raiili on tin' Cirn'pcdia showed him that a large proportion

of the descriptions of species are slovenly and superficial, and he
thought that this bad work was encouraged by the custom of appending
the describer's name to the species. Thus he wrote to Mr. Joseph
Hooker, October 6th, 1848 :

—" I have lately been trying to get up an
agitation .... against the practice of naturalists appending
for perpetuity the name of the Jirst describer to species. I look on
this as a direct premium to hasty work, to nauiimi instead of

describing. . . . Botany, I fancy, has not suft'ered so much as

zoology from mere naiuing; the characters, fortunately, are more
obscure. . . . Why should naturalists append their own names
to new species when mineralogists and chemists do not do so to new
substances?" {Life and Letters, London, 1887, vol. ii., pp. 36-4,

365.) A little later he carried on a correspondence with Hugh Strick-

land on the same subject. I quote a large part of his concluding letter.

He writes on February -Ith, 1849, "of the evil done by the ' mihi

'

attached to specific names ; I can see most clearly the excessive evil it

has caused ; in mineralogy I have myself found there is no rage

merely to name ; a person does not take up the subject without he
intends to work it out, as he knows that his only claim to merit rests

on his work being ably done, and has no relation whatever to namimj.

. . . I think a very wrong spirit runs through all natural history,

as if some merit was due to a man for merely naming and defining a

species ; I think scarcely any, or none is due ; if he works out mimtteUj

and anatomically any one species, or systematically a whole group,

credit is due, but I must think the mere defining a species is nothing,

and that no i)ijiistice is done him if it be over-looked, though a great

inconvenience to natural history is thus caused. I do not think more
credit is due to a man for defining a species than to a carpenter for

making a box. But I am foolish and rabid against species-mongers,

or, rather, against their vanity ; it is useful and necessary work which
must be done ; but they act as if they had actually made the species,

and it was their own property " {loc. cit., i., 370, 371). Again
writing to Sir Joseph Hooker, on April 9th, 1894, he speaks of " the

miserable and degrading passion of mere species-naming " (loc. cit.,

i., 376). Although these strong opinions and expressions were roused

in Darwin by the contemplation of bad systematic work in the

Crustacea, the future student of the Insecta will find his task much
lightened if they are considered to have a general bearing. Systematic

labour is certainly " useful and necessary work which must be done," and
there are reasons of expediency why the authorship of a name must
be readily available (as Darwin himself felt compelled to admit). But
if this "necessary" entomological work is not to lose much of its

usefulness due regard must be paid to the warning conveyed in

these early letters of our great English naturalist.
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A few years later Darwin had done with his systematic monograph,
and soon became entirely absorbed in the work which was to cul-

minate in 1859 in the On'j/in of Species. These enquiries led him to

believe that too exclusive attention to systematic work injures the

reasoning faculties and the powers of generalising. Thus, he wrote
to Sir Joseph Hooker, on September 25th, 1853, shortly before the

appearance of the last (Jirrijiede volumes : " How few generalisers

there are among systematists ; I really suspect there is something
absolutely opposed to each other and hostile in the two frames of mind
required for systematising and reasoning on large collections of facts

"

{loc. ait., ii., 39, 40). Again, he Avrote to A. R. Wallace, on
December 22nd, 1857 :

" I am a firm believer that without speculation

there is no good and original observation. . . . So few naturalists

care for anything beyond the mere description of species " [loc. cit.,

ii., 108). In a letter to Sir Joseph Hooker on November 21st, 1859,
he emphasises the value of generalisation : " It is an old and firm

conviction of mine that the naturalists who accumulate facts and
make partial generalisations are the real benefactors of science. Those
who merely accumulate facts I cannot very much respect " {loc. cit.,

ii., 225). The same ideas are conveyed in a letter to H. W. Bates on
December 3rd, 1861, referring to his paper on "Mimicry" in the
Trans. Linn. Soc. : "I can understand that your reception at the
British Museum would damp you ; they are a very good set of men,
but not the sort to appreciate your work. In fact, I have long thought
that too much systematic work [and] description somehow blunts the

faculties. The general public appreciates a good dose of reasoning, or
generalisation, with new and curious remarks on habits, final causes,

&c., far more than do the regular naturalists " {loc. cit., ii,, 379).
He wrote again on November 20th, 1862, after reading the paper on
" Mimicry "

: " Your paper is too good to be largely appreciated by
the mob of naturalists without souls, but rely on it that it will have
lastiui/ value, and I cordially congratulate you on your first great
work " (loc. cit., ii., 393). Although the earlier reflections on systematic
work came out of his study of the Cirripedes, the later were at any rate

partially due to his experience of the students of insects. He seems,
indeed, to have a somewhat poor opinion of entomological work,
perhaps due to his experience with his own collections made on the
" Beagle." At any rate, he wrote to Sir Joseph Hooker on September
2nd, 1860: ". . . . If you get to the top of Lebanon ....
you ought to collect any beetles under stones there ; but the ento-

mologists are such slow coaches. I dare say no result could be made
out of them. [They] have never worked the alpines of Britain " [loc. cit.,

ii.,337). ["They"] in the last sentence is substituted for words of mock
abuse, with no doubt a basis of truth intended to be expressed beneath
the jest. Darwin evidently considered that the entomologists, as a
whole, would be among the most uncompromising opponents of his

views on evolution and natural selection. Thus he wrote to Sir

Charles Lyell on March 17th, 1863, arguing that evolution would
ultimately prevail : " But this result, I begin to see, will take two or

three lifetimes. The entomologists are enough to keep the subject

back for half a century " {loc. cit., iii., 17). Such remarks in letters are,

of course, not intended to be criticised as deliberate expressions of

mature opinion, and there can be little doubt that in this case much
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too despondent an attitude is assumed. A study of the Transactions

of the Entouioloffiral Society of London from 1858 onwards will reveal

numerous papers by well-known adherents of the new views, such as

H. W. Bates, A. R. Wallace, and Sir J. Lubbock. One paper of H.
W. Bates on South American butterflies is of peculiar interest. It

was written as a letter to Adam White, from Ega, on the Upper Amazon,
on May 20th, 1857, over a year before the Darwin- Wallace paper on
natural selection was read before the Linnean Society on July 1st,

1858. Mr. Bates' letter is published as the first paper in vol. v of

series ii (1858-1861) of thQ Transactions. Speaking of the Heliconiidae,

he says :
" This family I look upon as mostly a modern creation, the

species unfixed, very susceptible of change, in conjunction with the

least modification of local circumstance ; but these theoretical notions

I suppose you do not care about." This must be one of the first, if

not the very first expression of opinion in favour of evolution pub-
lished by a London scientific society. Not only did the Entomo-
logical Society publish a large number of papers by these great

pioneers, but again and again they filled the most important offices.

Thus, although Bates was a corresponding member of the Society when
he wrote the paper from which I have quoted, he was on the Council

in 1864, 1866, 1867, 1872, 1877, was a Vice-President in 1870,

1873, 1876, 1879, 1880, and President in 1868, 1869, and 1878.

Wallace was a member of Council in 1866, 1872, Vice-President in

1864, 1869, and President in 1870, 1871. Lubbock was a Vice-

President in 1862, 1868, and 1881, and President in 1866, 1867,

1879, 1880. The majority of the senior members of the Society

were undoubtedly opposed to the new views, but there was evidently

no attempt to boycott those who were known as strong and convinced

supporters of them.
Although Darwin had written in such depressing terms of the

entomologists in 1863, only four years later he went to the opposite

extreme in a letter to Professor Haeckel. Writing on May 21st, 1867,

he said :
" No body of men were at first so much opposed to my views

as the members of the London Entomological Society, but now I am
assured that, with the exception of two or three old men, all the

members concur with me to a certain extent " {loc. cit., iii., 69).

The words " to a certain extent " are, of course, elastic, but,

stretching them to the utmost, it must be conceded that this

last letter is as optimistic as the former is pessimistic. The
members of the Society were fair, and gave a hearing and an im-

portant position to an opponent ; but he still remained an opponent.

A convinced evolutionist did not feel himself in the congenial society

of those who agreed with him in principle even if they differed in detail

in 1867, nor, for that matter, in 1877. By 1887 an immense improve-

ment had been effected, but Darwin's words could only be used of this

date by those of a very sanguine temperament. However, the changes

were well under weigh which were to make them entirely appropriate

before the end of the next decade.

It is interesting to remember that the three epoch-making papers

on mimicry by H. W. Bates, A. R. Wallace, and R. Trimen appeared

respectively in 1862, 1866, and 1870, in the Transactions of the

Linnean Society and not in those of the Entomological Society. This

fact is no doubt partly due to the special suitability of the quarto form
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of publication for these monographs and partly to the appropriate

channel alibrded by the Society, which first gave natural selection to

the world in 1858, but it probably also indicates that the Ento-
mological Society was not at that date exactly a congenial home for

the free discussion and subsequent publication of such hypotheses. I

well remember, about the year 1875, when I was an undergraduate, the

gravity and, indeed, almost consternation with which Professor West-

wood, when he enquired what I was studying, received my reply

that I was reading the Orujin of Specief<. He told me that it was a

book which so young a man ought not to read except under the most
careful guidance, and he seemed to think that there was some failure

of duty or, at any rate, some want of caution in my being allowed to

have the book all

!

The great change in relation to these opmions which has gradually

come over the Society and over British entomology generally is espe-

cially due to the energy, zeal, and ability of a single man. Darwin
described Huxley as his " general agent "

; in relation to entomology
his agent was Raphael Meldola. He became a member of the Society

in 1872, was elected on the Council in 1874 and 1875, becoming
Secretary in 1876, an office which he retained till 1880. In 1884 he

was a Vice-President, and on the Council in 1885. During the whole
of this period he was unremitting in his efforts to interest the Society

in evolution and natural selection as applied to the problems of insect

life and structure. Darwin received many letters from Dr. Fritz

Miiller containing most interesting and suggestive observations. These
were translated by Meldola and brought before the Society. In 1879
he brought before the Society, and published in the I'niceedinijs (p. xx),

a translation of Fritz Miiller's paper, which had only just appeared in

Knsiiius (May, 1879, p. 100), making known his suggestion as to the

reason for resemblances between protected species in the hypothesis

Avhich has since been known as Miillerian mimicry, or the hypothesis

of common warning or synaposematic colours. This new sug-

gestion he sustained even against H. W. Bates, who had himself

suggested the older theory of mimicry, and later against W. L.

Distant. In 1882 (Ann. Mwj. Nat. Hist., Dec.) he extended the

suggestion to explain broader resemblances between the species of

distasteful groups generally. The outcome of his energy has been that

the Miillerian suggestion has produced far more effect here than in its

native country, and that the natural centre for controversy for the

discussion of such questions shifted from the Linnean to the Ento-
mological Society. In 1882 Meldola published a translation of Weis-
mann's Studies i)i the Theory of Descent, which had also been brought
before his notice by Darwin, who, indeed, suggested the English
edition. This work has strong personal interest to the present writer

inasmuch as it was the cause of his gradual absorption in the problems
of insect bionomics, and abandonment of the histological researches on
the lower mammalia upon which he had up to that time been engaged.

When we enquire as to the effect produced by these changes upon
the direction and scope of entomological enquiry, the answer is both

interesting and in many ways curious and unexpected. The result

has been a return of the spirit which animated the older enquirers

before zoological science became locked fast in the paralysing grip of

pure systematics. "When we read Reaumur or De Gear, the whole
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point of view is entirely familiar. In describing some of the wonderful

means of defence of the larva of Cerura vinula, De Geer merely speaks

of the " caterpillar of the sallow.'' Our sympathies are with Lyonnet,

Avho carefully describes the anatomy of " the caterpillar which eats the

wood of the willow." These men were naturalists, interested in the

infinitely difficult and infinitely numerous problems presented by
living nature. We find the same spirit in the early Darwinian
Avriters ; it shines forth clearly not only in the bionomic monographs,
but also illuminates the systematic papers of Bates, Wallace, and
Trimen, and now it has become the common heritage of entomology.

Systematic work is as " useful and necessary" as ever, indeed even

more so, for it becomes a necessity not only as an end in itself, but

as the foundation for endless other inquiries. This, then, is the great

gain which British entomology owes to Darwin's influence, received

first through the early Darwinian writers, and then through the energy

and ability of Raphael Meldola—that we are inspired to become
naturalists and observers, rather than collectors, that Ave describe and
distinguish species as the means for knowing more about them as living

animals, and that endless ne^v lines of observation are opened up to us

from the high vantage ground which we occupy as firm believers in

the doctrine of evolution and the process of natural selection as its

motive cause.

A Century of Lepidopterology in North America.

By Professor C. H. FEKNALD, M.A., Ph.D.

In the early part of the nineteenth century there were very few
persons in the United States or Canada who paid any attention to

entomology, nor had there been up to the commencement of the

century any one belonging to this country who was doing any serious

work on insects. Many collections had been made by travellers from
time to time and sent to Europe Avhere they were described by Linne,

Fabricius, Drury, Zincken, Hiibner, and others, during the latter half

of the eighteenth century. John Abbot came to this country about

1790 for the purpose of collecting insects, but later he settled for some
years in Georgia Avhere he made very careful studies and drawings of

lepidopterous insects, the results of which were published in conjunc-

tion with J. E. Smith, in 1797, in the Lepidopterous Insects of Geortjia,

in two folio volumes. A few scattered papers on the lepidoptera were
published early in the century by Professor W. D, Peck and some
others. The Avritings of Thomas Say on insects, extending from 1817
to 1839, although valuable descriptive papers, contain very little on
the lepidoptera. Major John E. le Conte, in conjunction with M.
Boisduval, published a work on the Lepidoptera of North Aiiwrica and
their Caterpillars (1829-42). The entomological writings of Dr. T.

W. Harris (1823-52) undoubtedly attracted more attention than those

of any of his contemporaries. His Bisects Injurious to Veijetation was
an epoch-making book and is still a classic Avhich can be found in the

library of every economic entomologist in this country. When Ave

consider the almost absolute isolation in Avhich Dr. Harris liA'ed and
AA'orked, so far as other entomologists Avere concerned, and the very

meagre collection of books on entomology accessible to him, we may
well marvel at the fulness, accuracy and amount of entomological
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work done by him while his time was so fully occupied with his regular

duties. His isolation was so strongly felt, not only by himself but also

by his pupils, that on the occasion of the visit of Mr. Edward
Doubleday there was a very pronounced entomological flutter in

Cambridge, but no more, perhaps, than would occur now should a pro-

minent European entomologist visit the members of his profession in

America.

The assistance rendered by the Smithsonian Institution " in the

dili'usion of knowledge," by publishing entomological works on
different orders was exceedingly valuable. The appearance from this

source of the S}jno))fii.s of the Described Lcpidoptcra of North America, by
Dr. J. G. Morris, in 1862, gave many a young collector of butterflies

and moths an impulse in the work of determining and arranging his

captures and also sent him out into the fields after more with the

blood tingling in his veins. Dr. Packard's Guide to the SUidy of

Insects, appeared in 1869, and has had a very wide circulation but
has long outlived its usefulness and been replaced by other works of

this same author.

The science of entomology in this country has been greatly

advanced by the reports of the State Entomologists who were
appointed in some of the states, such as those of Fitch, Lintner and
Felt of New York ; Walsh, Le Barron, Thomas and Forbes of Illinois

;

and Eiley of Missouri. We should also mention in this connection
numerous articles in various scientific journals in this country devoted
mainly to other departments of science, but special attention should
be called to those journals devoted entirely to entomology and also to

their editors who have influenced entomological thought in this

country to a remarkable degree. What an influence Drs. Bethune and
Saunders have wielded for good through the Canadian Kntoinolo(/ist

since it first started in 1869, not only through the articles they
personally wrote but also by the judicious use of the blue pencil. The
same may be said of the influence of the Proceedings of the Entonw-
lo[/ical !>orietjj of Philadelphia (1861-61) and its successor, The Trans-
actions of the American Entoinoloijical Society (1867 to date), The
Practical Entoinoloi/ist (1865-7), The Anierican Entoinolo(/ist (1868-70
and 80), Psyche (1874 to date), Bulletin of the Brooklyn Entomoloyical
Club (1875-85), Papilio (1881-84), the only American journal devoted
entirely to the lepidoptera that I recall, Entoinoloyia Americana
(1885-90), hisect Life (1888-95), Entomoloyical Xetrs (1890 to date).

These journals probably did more to foster and encourage the general
study of entomology and to arouse a spirit of investigation than
all other existing agencies during the third quarter of the century.

The establishment of an Agricultural College in each of the States
of the Union, late in the third quarter of the century, in which ento-
mology was one of the branches taught, gave a new impetus to

the study of this science, and when, in 1887, an Experiment Station
was established in connection with each of these colleges, a new and
decided impulse was given to the study of the life-histories and habits,
particularly of our more common injurious and beneficial insects. So
wide-spread has this influence become that courses in zoology,
including entomology, have been introduced into many of the public
high schools with laboratory work far more extended than was to be
found in the Universities and Colleges twenty-five years ago.
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The work of Mr. W. H. Edwards on our North American butter-

flies extending over many years, the first part of which appeared in

1868, created a wonderful interest in studies on the early stages not

only of our butterflies but also of other groups of the lepidoptera, and
when Dr. Scudder after years of careful investigation and study

published his remarkable work on the Buttcrfiies of New Ennland ami
Adjacent States, it would have seemed to us that nothing remained to

be done had he not himself in this most exquisitely illustrated and
finely gotten up work, indicated the points requiring further investiga-

tion. Packard's Binnhncine Muths, published in 1895, is, so far as it

goes, a remarkable book, and we all sincerely hope that he will

continue this excellent work. A Text Book of Kiitoiiiohn/!/ published

in 1895 by this same author fills a long felt want for some modern
and up-to-date work in English, on the external and internal anatomy,
the physiology, embryology, and metamorphoses of insects. One of

the most useful books of recent times on entomology is a Manual for

the Stud;/ of Bisects, by Professor Comstock and his accomplished wife,

published in 1895. For a long time Professor Comstock has been

studying the homology of the veins of insect wmgs of all orders, and
has already given us most excellent help in the classification of the

lepidoptera. By a very happy inspiration Dr. H. G. Dyar began the

study of the lepidopterous larvae, and discovered that the arrangement
of the tubercles on the segments gave classificatory characters which
coincided so fully with those given by Comstock and other investi-

gators, as to attract very general attention to this means of determining

the affinities of doubtful species.

The Noctuids of North America, when Professor A. R. Grote began
his studies on them in 1860, formed a veritable terra incognita, and
the amount of work done by him on that family was perfectly

enormous. No one knows better than I what it means to break

ground, as it were, in a family comprising so many species in a country
where nearly all were unknown. It is true that Guenee and Walker
had already described many from here, but this was of little assistance

to the pioneer of those days. Professor J. B. Smith entered this

field much later, and has also done an incredible amount on the

Noctuids, as well as on other families, so that we look with pride

upon the work accomplished in this family by these two gentlemen.

The Geometrids attracted more or less attention but the first serious

work on these insects in this country was The (feometrid Moths,

published by Dr. Packard in 1876. This gave new enthusiasm to the

collectors and students of those moths, and it was quickened again by
the publications of the late Dr. G. D. Hulst, whose vmtimely death

has prevented us fi'om receiving a more complete and final work on
this family which he had in contemplation. Very few North
American micro-lepidoptera had been described when Dr. Clemens
began his studies in 1859. He was the pioneer of the work on the

Micros as was Grote of that on the Noctuids. After him, Grote and
Robinson publislied on the Pyralids, and Robinson gave us a good
paper on the Tortricids. In 1871 and for some years folloAving Mr.
V. T. Chambers described a large number of Tineids in the The Cana-
dian Kntoiiwlo<iisi and other journals, but he did not live to revise

his work, so that it does not have the value it otherwise might.

I have confined myself thus far to American workers, but I must
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make mention in connection with the micro-lepidoptera of the

exceedingly vahiable publications of Lord Walsingham on our Ptent-

phoridae, Tortricidac and Tineina, as he advanced our knowledge of

them in a very gratifying way. Miss Murtfeldt has also contributed

much valuable information and described many new species of the

micro-lepidoptera. In this brief rcsntne we are obliged to omit the

mention of the names and works of many of our foremost entomo-
logists, whose work in other orders of insects places them in the front

rank of American entomologists.

From the entomological division of the Department of Agriculture

in Washington, D.C., over which Dr. L. 0. Howard so ably presides,

from the Experiment Station of each State in the Union, and also

from the Experiment Station in Ottawa, Canada, in which Dr. James
Fletcher is the efficient entomologist, there is a constant issue of

bulletins on entomology, which are distributed gratuitously over all

the land to any and every person who expresses a desire for them. As
these bulletins are growing more and more valuable because of the

necessity of the greatest possible improvement in the Station entomo-
logists themselves, since it is a case of " the survival of the fittest,"

what will be the development of entomological science in North
America in the next century ?

Obituary : Baron Michel Edmond de Selys=LongcIianips
{(cith jihotui/raph).

Baron Michel Edmond de Selys-Longchamps passed away
peacefully on the morning of Tuesday, December 11th, 1900, in his

87th year. In the veteran neuropterist, entomology has sufl'ered a

heavy loss. A fortnight before his death he left his home at

Waremme to stay with his son, M. Raphael de Selys, at Liege ; eight

days before his death he took to his bed, where a long and busy life

came to an end, from sheer old age. He was born in Paris, May 25th,

1818. His father had been Mayor of Liege under the French
Republic, deputy for the department of Ourthe, and member of the

National Belgian Congress. His family had long been connected with
the politics of the principality of Liege, and was of Maestricht origin.

The deceased baron's public career in his native land was a prominent
one; successively communal councillor of Waremme in 1841, provin-

cial councillor in 1846, representative of the arrondissement of

Waremme in 1848, Senator of the same arrondissement from 1855, he
was eventually elected President of the Senate from 1880 to 1884.
He always took an important part in the discussions of the legis-

lative body. On the occasion of the revision of the Constitu-

tion, he advocated universal suft'rage in two degrees, uninomial
scrutiny, the representation of minorities, the election of the

Senate in two degrees, and other principles more familiar to

Belgian than to English ears. He was, in fact, what is rare for a
Belgian nobleman, a liberal democrat. The last survivor of the

famous liberal Congress of June, 1846, he was also a Grand Cross
of the Order of Leopold, and, in recognition of his scientific

work, which was as prominent as his pohtical labours, he was
elected corresponding member of the Belgian Academy in 1841,
full member of the same in 1846, and Honorary F.E.S. in 1871. His
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scientific labours are doubtless more familiar to the readers of the

Bccord ; over 250 articles and papers of varying length appeared from
his pen, but by far the most important are his works upon the odonata,

a group which he made peculiarly his own ; among these may be

specially mentioned Monoi/raphie dcs Lihelhdides d'Europe, Paris and
Bruxelles, 1840, followed by an equally important supplement ten

years later ; numerous synopses and monographs of the families of

odonata, treating not only the Palfearctic fauna, but that of the whole

world. In orthoptera he confined his attention to the fauna of his

native country. In 1862 appeared his ( 'atalof/Ke raiaonm; des Orthop-

tercs dc Ijchjique, at a date when these insects were little studied. A
supplement was published in 1868, and finally, in 1888, there appeared

in the Annalea dc la Societe entomoloi/iijiic de Belf/ique, a Cataloinw

raiaonne den Orthoj^teres et des Nevropterea de Belj/ique. His versatility

is further illustrated by the titles of papers dealing with other subjects

than his family of predeliction :
" Tableau de la vegetation a Waremme,"

&c., 1874; "Observation sur d'anciennes constructions romaines a

Waremme, au lieu dit Autuaxbe," 1848; " Additions a la recapitulation

des Hybrides observes sans la famille des Anatides," 1856 ;
" Observations

sur la Pisciculture," 1861 ; "Discours sur la classification des Oiseaux,

depuis Linne," 1879; "Revision des Poissons d'eau douce de la Faune
Beige," 1887 ; Faune Behje, lev Partie, " Indication methodique des

Mammiferes, Oiseaux, Reptiles et Poissons observes jusqu'ici en

Belgique," 1842 ;
" Sur les formes de Ztjuaena trifoUi, sur une notice

de M. Briggs," 1872; " Les corbeaux au point de vue de I'Agriculture

et de la Sylviculture," 1895 ; and various memoirs on mammals,
birds, agriculture, pisciculture and entomology in different periodicals, in

French, English, German and Italian. In recognition of the importance

of his work, and more especially of that dealing with the odonata, he was
elected Honorary Member of the Zoological Society of France, and of

the Entomological Societies of Holland, Stettin, Berlin, Germany,
Vienna, Florence, Switzerland, Sweden, and Helsingfors, in addition

to the honours mentioned above.

With the exception of a slight deafness, he preserved his faculties

until the end, and his activity seemed in no way impaired by his great

age. His venerable figure, with snowy locks down to his shoulders,

his geniality and old-world courtesy made him as beloved as he was
respected by all who had the privilege to know him. All entomologists,

especially those who were fortunate enough to know him personally,

mourn the passing of a noble and venerable figure, prominent alike

from his political and scientific career.

Luffia maggiella, n. sp.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

A Luffia, ^ unknown, ? , antennae 12-jointed, tarsal formula 8.4.4,

length of longest rod of ovipositor about 8-6mm., not partheno-

(/enetic.

This dift'ers from L. lapidella in precisely such characters as L.

ferchaultella does, and is practically indistinguishable from that species

excepting that it is not parthemxienetie. This is a distinct species, if

ferchaultella be distinct from lapidella, it is intermediate between the
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two, and is either distinct, or with other forms, a link to show they
are all one species ; in any case it requires a name.

Habitat : Val Maggia, near Bignasco (Tessin), abundant, bred by
Mr. Bacot and myself.

Field Work for February and March.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.— iMild evenings in February give larvae of Triphaena orbona,

T. ianthina, Loicania Utliarni/Ha, Plihuiopliora metindoi^a at the base

of hedges ; they are easier to find now than later, the vegetation bemg
less thick (Mathew).

2.—During February the larv« of Epimda lichenea are to be found
stretched on stems of dead grass, dock, twigs, &c., the smallest in a

sphinx-like attitude, generally in small groups of five or six ; those

that were feeding ate dock, sorrel, chickweed, and a common sort of

grass.

3.

—

r>asypolia tniipli hibernated females laid ova March 1st and
6th-13th. The latter emerged April 5th, transparent yellow with
black head. Some burrowed into the leaf stem of Heradeiivi sphon-

i/ijliinn (cow-parsnip), two others spun a slight silk protection and
devoured the cuticle of a leaf. By April 13th nearly all were hidden
in the leaf stems. On June 18th found a full-fed larv* (stung,

however, and full of a mass of small maggots) under a stone near
Athlone. Howth is also a locality (Kane).

4.—Early hatching (January and February) eggs of Asteroscopus

^phin.r can be reared on birch catkins by cutting the latter open ; the
larv8P Avill not touch the catkins unless split (Greene).

5.

—

Afirotis liu-eniea larvje hide in daytime in isolated tufts of

grass growing in clefts on bare cliff' faces. On February 12th they
are large and not far from full-fed. Look for them at night with
a lantern (Kane).

6.—From oak galls collected in February I bred a fine long series

of Heusiviene jivibriana and < 'ocri/.r splcndididana (Elisha).

7.—During February pull gently the last year's flower-stalks of

ragwort, and you will find that when the root contains a larva of Acro-

lepia aeneana, the stem breaks off readily, leaving a piece about two
inches high which is slightly webbed over the hole that leads down to

the root. Dig up the roots, plant in pots or boxes, and bring indoors
in May.

8.—To rear larvte of Aiirotis agatliina plant in pots some shoots
of Krica cuierea, surround the shoots with moss to serve as a hiding-

place for the larvae during the day, place 12-15 larvae in each pot,

cover the whole with a carefully fastened gauze bag, place the pot in

a saucer full of Avater, and the whole out in the open air, a most
important factor for success ; leave the pots in the sun, but they must
be protected against heavy rain. After about a fortnight they want
attending to, the moss lifted and searched with care so that no
hidden larvse be thrown away, the grass cleared, fresh moss added,

and the larvae placed back. If the heath be too much eaten a fresh

piece must be planted. When full-fed the larvas prefer to spin up
between the stems of the heath almost on the ground ; once they have
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buried themselves the pot need not be watered regularly, it is sufficient

to place it in a saucer full of water and replenish the latter about once

a fortnight to prevent the earth drying up entirely. The pots should

now be kept in the shade, and after July 20th carefully watched for

the imagines, which emerge from this date till about September 8th

(Leon de Joannis).

URRENT NOTES.
For the current year the Rev. Canon ^Y. W. Fowler, M.A., F.L.S.,

F.E.S., has been elected President of the Entomological Society of

London. Mr. Louis B. Prout, F.E.S., has been re-elected President

of the City of London Entomological and Natural History Society. Dr.

Fremlin, F.E.S., has been elected President of the South London
Entomological and Natural History Society. Mr. Millais Culpin,

President of the North London Natural History Society.

In the January number of The Annals of Scottish Natural History,

p. 24, the Rev. H. S. Gorham describes a species of Stenolophus,

apparently new to Britain and to science. Two specimens were
captured on the banks of the Clyde, near Greenock, by Mr. John
Dunsmore. In identifying these specimens Mr. Gorham has discovered

that the insect in the collection of the British Museum, standing under

the name of S. iliscophorus, Fisch., agrees perfectly with them, but he

is of opinion that it does not accord with Fischer's species. The Clyde

insects and that of the British Museum (from S. France), belong,

therefore, apparently to an undescribed species, for which Mr. Gorham
proposes the name .S. planiatiis. Most probably this insect has been

confused for a long time with S. <liscophortis, which we gather is a

northern insect, and we wish Mr. Gorham had been able to compare
his Clyde insects with other southern foreign examples. We cannot

agree with Mr. Gorham that there is every probability these specimens

were not introduced, quite the contrary, we have had several cases of

insects of similar habit taken near some large seaport, and nowhere
else since in the country, which have undoubtedly been importations,

and until further evidence is forthcoming we must consider this species

also an importation.

The fine collection of coleoptera made by the late Mr. Lennon, in

the extreme south-west of Scotland, mainly in the districts bordering

the Solway Firth, has now become public property, having been
purchased by The Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art. We
saw the collection a few weeks ago ; it is in good condition, and is to

be used as the nucleus of a thoroughly representative collection of

British coleoptera in the above Museum.
Professor Josef Redtenbacher has recently brought out a work

entitled Dennatopteren mid Orthopteren con Osterreich-Uwjarn mid
Dcntschland, with one plate. Vienna, 1900. It is a popular account

of the Dermatoptera and Orthoptera of Germany and the Austro-

Hungarian Empire ; it includes no novelties, but should be of great

assistance to collectors in these countries. There are twelve Dematop-
tera, sixteen Blattodca, only four Mantodea, and but one Phasmid
included. Of Acridiodea there are seventy, and of Locustodea ninety-

one species, while of Gnjllodea, seventeen are mentioned. In spite of
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the extent of the districts included, it will be seen that the orthoptera-

fauna is rather poor, as compared with that of Spain, a considerably

smaller area, which, however, is exceptionally rich.

f
I In the Annates de la Societe Entoinoloi/ique de France, Ixviii., 1899

(dated 1900), Bolivar has completed his account of the orthoptera of

St. Joseph's College, Trichinopoly. A large number of new forms,

some very strange, are described and illustrated. It is an important

contribution to our knowledge of the orthoptera-favma of Southern

India, which is very incomplete.

We did not suspect that we should have had such strong support

to our views [antea, p. 3) that the leading lepidopterists are collec-

tively, and as scientific naturalists, far ahead of the leading students

of other orders in this country, nor that it would be so soon

suggested that a diii'erent standard is applied to their selection,

either by implication as members of the Council or directly as

President of the Entomological Society of London, but the ex-

President in his address on January 16th, 1901, says: "While not

saying one word against the valuable work done by British lepidop-

terists, I cannot help suggesting to many of the younger fellows of

this society that if they are at all ambitious they can far more easily

make a name for themselves if they will only take up the study of the

less-known orders of insects. Had I been a lepidopterist I do not think

that I should ever have been President of this Society, but through

becoming fairly well-known as a student in the chaos of British

diptera my name became more familiar, and I consider that it is

through my having studied this com]Daratively unworked order that I

was given the most honourable distinction that it is in the power of

the society to confer."

The Entomological Club held its last meeting on the evening of

January 15th, in the Entomological Salon, of the Holborn Kestaurant,

Mr. G. H. Verrall, the host, being in the chair. It proved to be quite

one of the most successful meetings ever held, everybody who is any-

body in the entomological world, and who was able to be in town being

present, amongst others. Professors Bateson, Meldola, Poulton, Revs.

Dr. Lang, E. C. N. Bloomfield, E.A.Eaton, F.N.Morice, C. Thornewill,

Colonels Yerbury, Swinhoe, Messrs. Andrews, Austin, Bradley, H. R.
Brown, Burr, Barrett, Blandford, Brunetti, Carrington, Collin, F. N.

Clark, Distant, Donisthorpe, S. Edwards, Elwes, Fenn, W. H. B.

Fletcher, Fremlin, Gahan, Goss, Harrison, Janson, Jacoby, A.H. Jones,

Kirby, Kirkaldy, Montgomery, Morley, Step, Turner, Tutt, Wainwright,
Waterhouse being noted. Of the other members of the club only Messrs.

Adkin, Hall and Porritt, with Mr. F. Smith, an hon. member, were
present. Mr. Jacoby and his son charmed the guests again with their

delightful music, whilst Mr. Brunetti also played a selection of music
on the pianoforte.

Mr. G. 0. Day asks for help, as Dr. Dobie, Messrs. Arkle, R.

Newstead and himself, are engaged on a revision of Mr. A. D. Walker's
List of the Macro-lepidojjtera of the Chester district, published in the

Proeeedinfis of the Chester Society of Xatiiral Science, 1885. It is

proposed to take in the micro-lepidoptera and to extend the district so

as to include the whole of Cheshire, Flintshire, Denbighshire,

Carnarvonshire and Anglesea. Records from any of these counties

—

especially the Welsh counties- should be sent to Mi'. G. 0. Day,
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Knutsford, Cheshire ; or lists for marking will be sent to anyone who
will apply for t he same. We would urge all our readers who know
any little part of this district to help, the fauna is exceedingly
interesting from so many points of view.

It is with the greatest regret that we have to announce the death
of our dear friend Mr. Herbert Williams, at Southend, on the morning of

January 5th, last. He has long been ailing, although, for some time after

he ceased to be the secretary of the South London Entomological and
Natural History Society, and removed to Southend, he occasionally

came to the meetings. A kindly-hearted young fellow, an excellent and
careful field naturalist, he will be greatly missed by those who had the
pleasure of his friendship. Mr. John H. Leech died on December 29th,

1900. Although he has done comparatively little entomological work
himself, he has spent money freely on the collection of the fauna of out-
lying parts of the Paljearctic area, especially China and Japan, and his

books, on the fauna of these districts, will, thanks largely to his

scientific editor, Mr. E. South, long be standard works. He will be
best remembered as becoming some eleven years ago the proprietor of
The Entoiiiolofiib, ^vhich he bought with the intention of publishing
therein the systema ic resiilts of the collections that his collectors sent
home from China and Japan. Such a storm of indignation, however,
was aroused among British entomologists that the descriptions were
soon abandoned, too late, however, to affect TJte tiecord which was
started at the time. The Societe Entomologique Namuroise has lost

a colleague in M. Henri Verheggen, Chevalier de I'Ordre de Leopold,
who died at Heure-lez-Marche, December 16th, 1900, aged 55.

Mr. McLachlan {Ent. Mv. Ma<i.) adds Chrysopa (lovHalis, Burm., to

the Neuropterid fauna of Britain, a very good example being taken at

Oxshott, Surrey, July 7th, 1900. The species is much hke C. perla,

being " of the same form, with much black on the body, and the
neuration very much mixed with black. C. perla can always be
distinguished by the distinct blue-green colour of the pale parts, very
conspicuous on the wing. In C. dorsalis the body colour is yellowish-
green rather than blue-green," etc.

The Rev. F. D. Morice {Ent. Mo. May.) adds two sawflies to the
British list, Tornostethus nayathinus, Klg., taken by the Rev. A. Thornley,
June, 1898, near Lincoln, and Tomostethm funereHx, Klg., taken by Mr.
Beaumont in August, 1900, at Appledore, in Kent.

Mr. Andrews adds AtJieri.r eassipes, Meig., to the list of British

diptera. The specimens were taken in July, 1900, among some small
alder bushes on the banks of the river Bother, near Ticehurst, in

Sussex. Mr. Bradley records the following Trypetidae as additions to
the British list : Tcphritia [Oxyna) elonyatula, Lw., swept in a field at

Swanage, August 29th, 1900; Tephritis ruralis,Ijw., 2 June 29th, 1898,
in New Forest ; Rhacochlaena to.coneura, Lw., one ? on a window at

Sutton Coldfield, May 22nd, 1897 : Tephritu tesaellata, Lw., one ?
taken in July, 1894, in the New Forest, and later at West Runton, in

Norfolk.

The South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies will hold its next
annual congress at Haslemere, during the first week in June. Papers
relating to the natural history of the south-eastern counties are

solicited, and their titles and scope should be submitted to Dr. G.
Abbott, 33, Upper Grosvenor Road, Tunbridge Wells, as early as

possible.
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Auguste de Bormans {n-ith pJiotof/rajih).

In November last there appeared the result of the life-work of

Auguste de JJormans, a few months after the learned author had been
incapacitated from further studies. With this notice, therefore,

of his book, we are very pleased to give our readers a portrait of the
eminent forhculist, and a brief account of his labours. Originally an
officer in the French army, he retired a little over twenty years ago,
and lived for some years in the sunny climate of Italy ; he then settled

for a period in I'elgium, and moved later to the mountain air of

Haute Savoie, where he resided until two years ago. Since then he
has been living in Turin, finding the milder air of Piedmont
more suitable to his failing health. A dangerous illness struck him
down last summer, which theatened to be fatal, but the crisis passed
and left him paralysed. Unable to do any further work, and almost
incapacitated from writing, he has disposed of his unique collection of

Forjicidaria, together with his drawings and manuscripts.
On first turning his attention to entomology, he made collections

of almost every order of insects, confining his energies mainly to

European forms. Orthoptera, however, were always his favourites,

and he soon took his position among the authorities of the group.
Articles and brochures appeared more or less frequently from his pen,
dealing almost exclusively with orthoptera. Finding that earwigs
were greatly neglected, he confined his energies more and more to the
Forjicitlaria, and was shortly recognised as the only and final authority.

The collections of all the leading museums of Europe were submitted
to him for determination, as well as those of private individuals. He
thus, practically, created a monopoly, and amassed an unrivalled
collection of the insects themselves, and knowledge of their classifica-

tion, as far as it had been elucidated. His chief papers dealing with
orthoptera generally, are Lixti' des Orthopterea revneillisi Jnsquici en
Lii/iiiii', published under the name Dubrony {Ann. Mas. (.'ir. Gen.,
xii., p. 6, 1878), Spediiinnr italiana nelV Afrira cqitatoriale, Ortotteri,

1881 and 1883, in the Anmdrs of the Genoa Museum; Fainicort/wptem-
l(i;iiqii(' ill's Ills Haivaii ok Sandirich, 1882, in the same publication, and
various smaller articles dealing with collections of orthoptera from South
Africa, Sardinia and Belgium. Owing to the relations he held for many
years with his leading colleagues, he acquired an excellent representative

collection of the orthoptera of Europe and the neighbouring regions,

containing a large number of paratypes, and several original examples;
he parted with this in 1896, and it was acquired in its entirety by the
writer of this memoir. His articles upon the Fnyjindaria have been
more numerous and important. His maiden work upon the group
was entitled Kssai sur Ir iicnrr < '/irliihira, also pviblished under the
name Dubrony, in the Annah's of the Genoa Museum, in 1878. In the
following year, under the same name, he worked out the earwigs of
the Madrid Museum (An. Sue. Kspana, X.H., viii.), and the fine

collections made by the ]\Iarquis Doria, Bcccari and d'Albertis,

published in the Aiuudis of the Genoa Museum ; a considerable number
of novelties were described, each illustrated in the text by very clear

outline drawings by Fea. In 1880 he published the I'esult of his work
upon the earwigs of the lU-ussels ]\Iuseum, and later, in the same year,

of the Warsaw Museum. In 18H;-} he published an impoi-tant paper

March 15th, 1901.
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in the Annalcn de la Societe entomolor/iquc do Belpiqur, giving a complete
account of the collection of Brunner von Wattenwyl, one of the richest

in existence. This Avas accompanied hy a synoptical table of the
genera, the first modification of Dohrn's system of the sixties. The
system thus established has remained in vogue until his latest and
most important work, though it was followed, but not superseded, by
Kirby's llcrisii/n in 1890. In 188G he examined de Haan's types in

the Leyden Museum, and published a paper with descriptions of six

novelties. In 1888 he gave us his first paper on Fea's collection from
Burmah, followed, six years later, by a more complete and larger study of

the same, both being published in the ylnnales of the Genoa Museum.
Three years ago he completed the manuscript of a complete monograph of

the Fi)vfiridaria as knoAvn down to the end of 1896 ; this was after-

wards brought up to the end of 1897, whilst his last work was a paper,

again published at Genoa, in the spring of 1900, with descriptions of

a number of novelties, and synoptical tables of several genera. At
length, after an unavoidable delay of three years, his great monograph''
has been published in Das Ticrrcich. Originally written in French, it

has been translated into German by Krauss, who is the author of the

few pages on the single species of llonunerus.

This work, of which the importance can hardly be overestimated, is

handicapped by the regulations of the great publication of which it

forms a part. On opening it we are disappointed at not finding a

longer introduction, in which the author could give us the benefit of his

many years' experience of observation of this difficult group ; it is also

incomplete, owing to the length of time involved in publication, for

it only includes forms known down to the end of 1897, since which
date a considerable number of new forms have been described. It

begins with a " Litteratur-Kurzungen." This is followed by a
" Systematischer Index," Avhich gives 81 genera and 308 species, not

including several doubtful forms. There are a few spevica inccrtac

si'difi, and finally the Hcmimcridae, with the unique species. The part

dealing with Forjkididac proper occupies 129 pages. The introductory

remarks upon structure are illustrated by a clear diagram showing the

nomenclature of the parts, the tarsal segments are also figured

considerably magnified, which should give assistance to students who
are turning their attention to this group, for the shape of the second

tarsal segment is one of the most important characters and is some-

what difficult to observe. A short paragraph treats of the development

and of the distinction of the early stages from the imago, but no
detailed mention is made of the remarkable post-embryonic develop-

ment of Diplatijs, described by Green. A few words are devoted to

the habits of earwigs, and their distribution. De Bormans recognises

31 genera, 308 species, 20 subspecies, and one variety, with two
uncertain genera and 31 uncertain species. An important synoptical

table of the certain genera follows, thus definitely establishing the

system of the Forjiculidae as at present known, for the one genus too

recently established for inclusion, i.e., (Tonolahis, easily falls into

* Das Tierreich, Eine Zusammeiistellung und Kennzeichnung tier rezenten

Tierformen. 11. Lieferung. Orthopteia, Eedakteur: H. Krauss. Forfieulidae

und Hemimeridae bearbeitet von A. do Bormans und H. Krauss. Mit 47

Abbildungen, Berlin. Friedlander. 1900.
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position next to AnianlahiK. The extraordinary form of the cerci or
caudal sette of the two forms of Diplatijs, are referred to briefly in the
diagnosis of the genus. The uncertain genus Nannopijiiia, Dohrn, is

retained, and X. ilnhrni, Kirb., is inckided. I have shown in a paper
not yet published that this is synonymous with ( 'arcinojihora cacniUu-

pemiis, Borm. The spelling Ajmc/iijus is retained, as being the
original orthography of Serville, in deference apparently to the
regulations of Dan Tu'i-reivli, which do not admit corrections. A.
paacoL'i, Kirb., is united with A. feae, Borm. We note that in the
large genus Pjjgidlerana, the spelling P. callipy<ia is adopted ; this we
know is in direct opposition to the opinions of the author, who has
strongly and energetically expressed his idea upon the subject in

an unpublished note, where he writes " I'orthographie tel que I'a ocrit le

premier descipteur ne peut etre changee sous aucun pretexte," and
again, " par cet enfantillage on arrive a augmenter la confusion et pas
autre chose." Cijlindronastey ahnormU, Borm., the real position of

which has always caused the author considerable hesitation, is included
in Pi/iiiilirrana ; it is a very distinct species, and we are aware that he
has wished to erect for it an entirely new genus. Pi/rar/ra is carefully

distinguished from the allied Pi/f/idicrana. It is a genus which has
always puzzled systematists, as the scutellum has been authoritatively

stated, on the one hand, to be distinct, and on the other, to be absent.

The mystery is explained in a footnote, to the effect that, after an
examination of 150 specimens, the author found that some had the
scutellum distinct, and in others it was not present. The points by
which it is discriminated from Pijtiidicrana are the form of the
sternum, of the elytra, the last abdominal sternite in the male, and the
femora. The difficult genus Labidnra is definitely elucidated

;

DeiiHvjoriion, Kirb., is synonymous. L. bated, Kirb., is given as
distinct, though a possible variety of L. riparia, as also L. bicolor,

Kirb., and L.adelplia, Kirb. No less than six subspecies of L. riparia,

Pall., are distinguished in the table of species, these are the type form,
and the subsp. lirida, Borm., jihivialis, Kivh., pallijies, FabY.,Jaj)onica,

Haan, and erijtitrocephala, Fabr. (nee Oliv.). L. servillei is considered
as distinct, with two subspecies, and Dufour's name liridipci^ is restored

for what is usually known as mcridionalis, Serv. /.. darhi is

suggested as a form of P'i/ra(/ra, and L. inorom, Kirb., as a female of

F. trispinnsa. In Pabidiimdes, L. ? dccipinu is wrongly included, but
the species was unknown to the author ; it is more likely a Sjioju/i-

phiira, with a strong superficial reseml)lance to Aptcrip/ida africana, '$
,

and A. hipartita, Kirb. It is certainly in every way very distinct from
Labidurodes robitntiis, at least, judging from figures of the latter.

Vaernleipcnnis is given as a new name for Labidnra fcwnralis, Dubr.,
in errore (nee Dohrn) ; as above mentioned, this is synonymous with
Nannnpi/iiia dorJnii, Kirb., which name must stand. In Anixolabis,

Labidnra advcna, Mein., is placed as synonymous with A. maritima.
A. rariicornis, Smith, with A. annulipes, Luc., and the species of the
recently erected genus (Ton(dabis are included. The orthography
Spowiijduira is restored at the expense of Spow/opliora. The type
species S. cmccipcnnis is divided into the subspecies eroreiprnnis, Serv.,

j)araU(ia, Westw., Ihcruiinicri, Serv., and (///svu//, Kirb. S. insiifnis, Stal.,

and ^V. inincfijiennix, Stal., are identical. The 8-1 species of Labia
are reduced to order, for which task alone the author would earn the
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gratitude of students. Sparatta semifidra, Bonn., is removed to

Chactospania. The hitherto unknown male of Chdiwcho>i piinctidatif^,

Burr, is described. ('. mndpRtm, Stal., is reduced to a subspecies of

C. simidany, Stal. Sphiniiolahis ? perplr.ra, Kirb., is placed in

AnciKtmiiaatcr, with the remark that it stands very close to A. di'vianx,

Dohrn, with which it may be identical. Xcnlohophora nra, Borm., is

corrected to OpUtliocnswia Imra. Chdidiira is enriched by Forticida

cara, Scudd. We are glad to see that Sj)hinj/()Iahis is dropped in

favour of Aptcri/t/ida, Westw. ApU'npjida (ji-acldida , Gerst., is separated

from A. arar/iiflis, Yers., on the strength of the form of the pygidium.
In Forjicida eight species are given which cannot be ranged in the

system from being insufficiently described, or only known in the female.

The doubtful species are C/idisuchcs sobriiix, Borm. (type in bad condi-

tion), Condi/lopalaiiia aijilh, shown by Krauss to be almost certainly

an Embiid larva, Forjicida capemis, Thunb., and F. doitincrci, Serv.,

F. elviKjata, Fabr., F. fasciata, Thunb., insufficiently described, and
Typhlolahia larva, which is very probably as Kirby suggests, a Japj/.r,

Two and a half pages are occupied by Krauss on Hciiiiincnis, which is

described in detail, with a few brief notes on its development and
habits. An alphabetical index folloAvs, giving all synonyms, with the
genera, and the work is closed by a Xoiucndator ip'ncnnii ct Huhiicncntni,

giving the references to the original erections of the genera, and the

derivations of some.

Thus at last entomologists have a complete and authoritative

work upon the Forrieididac, and we hope that its appearance will give

an impetus to the study of this neglected order. It is the work of a
man who has specialised the group, almost to the exclusion of all

other insects, and is the result of twenty years' study. There is a
pathetic interest in the appearance of the book, when the author has
ceased to work, and has parted even with his collections and his notes.

So long ago as 1888, he wrote to Brunner von Wattenwyl, referring to

his " Monograph," which he had already in view, little thinking that

when it should eventually appear, seventeen years would have passed,

and he would be himself unable to continue his beloved studies.

Still, he must look Avith pride upon the work of his life, which marks
a greater epoch in the history of our knowledge of his favourite group
even than did H. Dohrn's Vrrsiich of nearly forty years ago. However
much our knowledge may progress upon this basis, de Borman's
monograph must remain for very many years the sole and standard

account of the Fnrjiculvlar, and we are sure that all orthopterists will

heartily congratulate with all sympathy the author and his collaborator.

-M. B.

Abundance of Lepidoptera at Gresy-sur-Aix in August, 1900.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

After having spent some time in the mountains of S.-E. France, I

stayed for a few days (Aug. 18th-24th, 1900) at Aix-les-Bains, and worked
most of the available time on the hills lying between Gresy and Lake
Bourget. I was unfortunate, however, for after a summer of unusual heat
and dryness, a south wind lasted all the time I was at Aix, and as this is

the wet wind of the district, thunder and lightning were the order of

the day. Not one day was wholly free from wet, and the torrential
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rain of three days out of six not only prevented one getting out but

thoroughly destroyed most of the specimens already on the Aving. This

was the more regrettable as it was quite clear that it had been and

still was a specially good butterfly year in the district, and on the two

days I got any collecting I made quite large bags of fairly decent

insects. In fact in the late forenoon and the afternoon of August 19th

I saw in one little place such a multitude of insects that one rarely

has the opportunity of witnessing even in very favoured regions. I do

not know that there was anything specially rare, but many insects

that I look upon as local here, and with which I am always glad to

meet, were in unusual numbers. At the foot of the hills near the Gresy

waterfall in damp meadows I found the delicate dragonflies, Si/iiipycna

fusca and Lestcs hurbara on August 20th.

I saw no Apatnra ilia this year. I suspect I was altogether too

late, but, at the level crossing where the steam trams cross the railway,

I noticed quite intermediate forms of Paranje ef/eria among the beds of

nettles, &c., by the railway side. There appeared to be no pupa- of

EuvancHm antioiia, full or empty, this year, but unless one hits the

place where the colonies pupate, it is quite possible to miss the species

altogether, still pupa3 are generally common, both in the avenue leading

to Grcsy, and that leading to Lac Bourget. Once at the foot of the

hills, however, multitudes of insects were at once apparent. Ih-entim dia

and Mclitaea (?) «f/(rtZ/(Y, evidently both second broods, abounded on every

piece of waste ground and in every field, whilst more sparingly with

them were Mditaea pJiochr, M. (Jidijiiia and M. cinxia. Vleheina aegon

was not uncommon in the fields ; I suspect a partial second brood of

this species occurs here, and I also believe at Fontainebleau where I

obtained it abundantly in late June, 1897, and again in late August,

1899, in perfect condition. Poh/oiinnatits icanix, P. axtrairhe, P.

cori/don, P. Injlas, P. bdUmiiis, were all observed in the very first field

entered, and iSi/richthits mo, S. alirus, PainjiJiila cuiiniia,P. si/l ran us and
Xisoniadcs ta;/es, the two last-named in small numbers but good con-

dition, probably also indicating a partial second brood. I did not

see SiiilotIn/ri(s malva riaii , which, however, occurs here sparingly, although

S. altliacac put in an appearance. The Thijnidiciis tliainuas and T.

li)i('(>la were too worn to take, but a pretty little blue, very like ('!/a)tiri-<

arijiohis on the wing but dodging about the lucerne blossom proved to

be Kvvrt'x anjiades, Avhich was just emerging and in the most beautiful

condition. Lciicdjihasia sina/iis Hew lazily along the roadside and at

the edges of the fields, and all three common whites

—

Pii'ris brassirac,

P. raiutc, P. jtapi—were abundant, the first perhaps the rarest, and

we noticed Parart/r iiiarra at the corners of the path, a single /'. iiiciiai'ra,

and large numhera of Kiiiiicji/ich'tit/Kinus, but although K. jaiiira was in

large numbers, K. hjcaon, usually very abundant, was almost entirely

absent; a single Picris dajdidicc, and several Cdliaa In/alc, ('alias oliisa,

and var. hclicr, flying at rare speed in the sun, however, were noticed,

and other species such as Coowni/nijdia jiainpJiilus, (Toncjitcri/.r r/umnii

etc. All these species were seen within a quarter of an hour of arrival

on the ground, and, as one began to mount the path, the numbers of

several increased whilst those of others decreased and fresh species

soon showed themselves. Calliniorji/ia /irra, nexev a connnon insect

here, was seated on almost every ckuup of Pii/iatdiiiiui, around which

Limenitis camilla flew in its well-known graceful and inimitable style,
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and the zigzagging males of Porthetria disparweve abundant. Soon a

huge dark satiny male Knodia dri/as appeared, and then the larger and
less intensely black female. Here, there, and everywhere, as one Avent

on, this species was in unparalleled abundance, whilst a plant or two of

Eri/ufiimn gave several Hipjmrchia sondr and H. aret/iusa. The latter

species soon became only just less abundant than E. dri/as and a few
good specimens of each were quickly pinned. In the path through the

wood Liwcnitia Camilla was also in unusual abundance, the males small,

the females quite up to usual standard size, but both getting a little

jjassi'. (Jocnonymplia arcania and Lycacna arion were both evidently

over, but many things were netted along the pathway

—

Minoa
cuj}horhiata amongst box, Hcodiona plutnaria, (inojiho-^ obficiirata, and
huge pale G.J'urvata, quite unlike the dark ones from the Tyrol. Here,

too, Kfcbia aethiopa began to put in an appearance, increasing in

numbers as one went on, and then a quick stroke made a prisoner of a

fine male Hlpparchia briseis. Standing back at a huge butterfly that

darted almost straight at one, I found I had netted Sati/nts hermionc, an
exceptionally large female, whilst as I proceeded I still picked out

the blackest K. drijas and consigned them to the box. Once through
the wood there are large clover fields. We hear of clover-sick land,

but this ground has grown clover for some seven years to my knowledge
and it still reaches well up to one's middle and no sign of failure. A
small piece of waste ground on the side, however, perhaps 40-60 yards

long,andlO-20yardsdeep,rather grassy with somebig bushes of lucerne,

and here and there a walnut-tree, forms a corner that has long been a

favourite place with me. One year it simply swarmed with Anthroceras—A. lonicerac, A. carniolica, A. achillcae, A. tram^alpina. I have seen no
great numbers of these on it since. Another year small Geometers,
Acidalia ochrata, A. riifata, Aspilates i/ilraria, Strenia dathrata, &c.,

abounded. This year the lucerne was specially well-grown and the number
of butterflies in this one little spot was simply incredible. Almost every

species in the district must have congregated here on August 19th. They
were literally in thousands

—

Ktiodia dri/as on almost every flower-

head, I netted over a hundred, of which I kept about a third,

in about half an hour, and there was no apparent lessening in their

numbers; Krchia aethiopx large, exceedingly fine, and just out, almost
as numerous, Dryas paphia and Aryynnis. adippe among the larger

fritillaries, whilst on the tree-trunks, SatyruH Jtcmuune and Hiiqiavclda

Hcmde, the latter often, however, coming to the flowers. With these

CalUuioipha hera got up at every step and lumped down a yard or two
away on another flower-head, to doze or sleep again. But the common
Avhites, /'. rapac, P. bramcac, P.napi and Lcucup/iasia .s7'»rt/>/.s, although
abundant, were far outnumbered by the small fritillaries, blues and
skippers, which kept the whole of the larger butterflies one seething

mass of confusion, and the advent of a bustling Colias Ityale was sure

to disturb many. P>ienthh dia, Mditaca didyuia, M. jihoebe, M. (?)

aflialia, were all common, and M. cinxia not rare, whilst to PolytDiiiiiatiis

rorydoit, /'. bdlaryus, P. In/las, P. icanis, P. axtiardir, P. acyan, one
has to add J'jrercs aryiadcs, which was here in greater numbers tlian I

had ever before seen it, and N()niiadr>i semiaryits was not at all rare.

l\pi)irjilidc iaitira was in thousands, so also was A', tit/ioitns, and there

was now a fair sprinkling of P!. lycaon. Mdaiiaryia yalatca was nearly

over, and (JmtfiitcryA- rliamni was in rather fewer numbers than is
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iisually the case in this district, where I have seen it literally in

thousands. The feature of this butterfly corner was, however, the

absence of Vanessids, a solitary Pj/ramcis atalanta being the sole visitor,

although I saw a single /'. cardui later. Linunitis Camilla flew round
the walnut trees and one or two huge Papilid viavhaon stayed for a

moment on their evidently important journeys. Altogether it was a

sight rarely to be witnessed and ever to be remembered. One can only

regret that there were not more lepidopterists to take advantage of the

unusual treat thus oft'ered. The fields beyond gave Hljqianhia briseis,

and the Coliads were in moderate numbers, but so active and Avary that

one got but few specimens as a result of the maximum of exertion, and

here, in the fields even, A'. <lr!/as kept up its marvellous numbers, whilst

H. Kciiidc evidently liked the clover floAvers ; Kirhia aet/iiojis, too, was
everywhere, whilst further on one came upon//, antluim and J/, plmdic

again in numbers. As I have said scarcely any burnets Avere seen on this

occasion, the fcAV, hoAvever, adding brightness to a really lively and
enchanting scene, and as I lingered on the higher slopes Avithin sight of

Lake Bourget, and the green AA'Oodpecker screamed out his mocking laugh,

I felt that the cup of the naturalist might indeed be considered full,

and suspected that I Avas as completely satisfied Avith my surroundings

as he.

Notes on Luffias—with incidental remarks on the phenomenon of

parthenogenesis.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

There is probably no genus of lepidoptera of such small extent,

that presents so much matter of interest as Lujfia. The geniis AA^as

instituted by Tutt, and is fully dealt Avith by him in the second volume
of the Jin'tisJi Li'jiiddjitcra. Nevertheless I think it possible that it

may be useful to present to you various facts connected Avith it,

although certain neAv matter that seemed likely to be aAailable, Avhen

I proposed this subject for my paper, has not proved to be so full and
abundant as Avas expected.

The type of the genus, Litjfia lapidella, is of much interest to us, in

the first place, because no English example is knoAvn, and yet cases

that are undoubtedly those of Lujfia lapidvlla have been found on our
southern coast. It is, therefore, a species that is at present of the

most extreme rarity Avith us, yet exists, and may possibly easily be
attained by anyone Avho chooses to search for it. Were a Noctuid or

Geometrid in this position, hoAV its probable habitats Avould be
besieged. The other species of the genus, L.fvnhaidtcUa, is of

interest from a similar point of vieAV, it being apparently a species

Avidely distributed in the south of England, and locally common, and
Avhich is yet hardly known from any other region. The genus
interests us here especially, since nearly all the AA'ork that has been
done on it, recently, and Avhich has given us a grasp of it in many
relationships that Avere preA'iously quite AA'anting, has been done by our
friend and colleague, Bacot. He has collected, bred, and examined
these insects in a most careful and painstaking manner, and AA'ith just

that amount of scientific imagination that enables him to make his

obserA'ations in the right AA"ay and at the right time. It is a further

* Bead Febiuuiy jth, I'JOI, at the City of London Entomological Society.
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circumstance, revealing his single-mindedness and magnanimous
generosity, that he hands all the results over to Mr. Tutt^'= and myself
to be used as our own or in any way we choose.

One of the most mteresfcing points about the genus Lujfia is that it

consists of two species, very much alike and yet vastly different. One
of them has the ordinary life-history common to most lepidoptera ;

the other is parthenogenetic, and only $ s are known. Of the
parthenogenetic species, L. fenlundtcUa, only $ s are known, and
though these are very like the ? s of the other species, L. lapiddla,

they are much smaller and are distinguishable structurally. This
does not, however, by any means exhaust this part of our subject ; on
the contrary, it opens up many curious questions which we are still far

from being in a position to settle, but which we may discuss, perhaps
with profit, in some of their aspects ; at any rate, it may be permitted
to bring together such facts as we have that may help us to understand
some of the questions, though they may not lead us far towards the
solutions. Many of these questions arise out of a main point for

consideration, viz :—Are we correct in talking of two species '? Are
there, perchance, several species (I do not mean still to be discovered, but
amongst those forms Ave already know) ? or, again. Is it possible that

there is only one species"? Our facts are, unfortunately, still too meagre
to enable us to come to any conclusions on these points, but they are

sufficient to make it desirable to raise the questions.

Lajfui lapidrlla appears to have very definite characters and to vary
very little, whether the specimens come from Italy, Switzerland, France,
or the Channel Islands ; still we want longer series and from more
localities before we can be confident that this statement always holds
good, but, forthe present, that seems to be the case. L. fcycliaidtdla, how-
ever, is very variable in some directions. Typical /.. fnrkatdtdla is much
smaller than />. Lapiddla, has fewer antennal joints, and has fewer
tarsal joints; nevertheless, there are great differences in the formula
of the tarsal joints in specimens from different localities. There are

also great differences in the forms of the scales, which so characteristi-

cally clothe the segments in both species. Being parthenogenetic,
there can be no crossing, and consequently it is easy to see that a
separate race can hardly avoid resulting in each locality if there are

any circumstances likely to cause variation. Whilst, then, we may
assume tliat all these races have a common ancestry, it is purely a
matter for individual consideration to decide how much difference

between two races shall be sufficient to constitute it a distinct species.

There is, however, another series of facts that cuts in quite the opposite

direction. I found, two years ago, at Bignasco, in the Val Maggia,
cases of y>.,/r/y7/rt»^ir//rt in some abundance. The moths reared from
these cases are distinctly L.fcrcJianltdla in size and structure. Those
I sent to Mr. Bacot, however, were definitely observed by him to
" call," i.e., to await in expectation of the male, and refused to lay eggs,

whilst typical /.. fcrc/iaidtdla lays her eggs as soon as she emerges. I

am sorry to say I did not observe so closely, but it is certain that no
young larvte appeared eitheramongst Mr. Bacot's or my specimens, whilst

with typical L. ferchaidtdla the boxes would have swarmed with them.

* I should like to identify myself most absolutely with this sympathetic and
just remark of Dr. Chapman. Such value as there may be in Ilritish I.cpidupteru

is due quite as much to Mr. Bacot, Dr. Chapman and Mr. Prout as to myself.

—

Ed.
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On the other hand not one 3 appeared amongst a total of several

hundreds. Too much importance must not, however, be attached to

this circumstance, since it is very common with many Psychids, and
maybe the case here, that towards pupation the male and female larv;c

are apt to separate themselves into dift'erent places, so that we may
happen to gather a number of cases, all males or all females owing to

this habit, and not at all to the other sex being really less abundant.

I had hoped by this to have had the male of this form, and will relate

immediately how I failed to get it. Meantime I have described this

form as a distinct species as iiianiiiella (see, antea, vol. xii., p. 117; vol.

xiii., p. 80) ; this ought perhaps puristically to be inajorella, but I prefer

the former form. The name of the valley it inhabits is " Val Maggia,"
and this seems the right name to start from, although the original

name of the valley may have been " Vallis Major," and may at any
rate be so latinised.

LuFFiA MAGGiELLA, Kilt. Jicc, xii., p. 117; xiii., p. .SO.—A L ((//iff, (f unknown,
J has all the characters of Ij.fi'rcli(iultellii,exce])t that it is not parthenogenetic.
Case, larva and pupa as in L. fercJiaitltella. Habitat : The Val Maggia near
Bignasco.

In the spring of 1900 I searched in the Val Maggia for cases of

Luffias, and met with a great many, as well as empty cases of the previous

year with male pupa-cases protruding. Most of these appeared to me
to be smaller than they should be if they were L. lajmhlla. I sent

some very small cases, as many as I could collect, they were very small
and hidden away in cracks of the stones, to Mr. Bacot. Nothing came
of them ultimately, but their history was that they kept slowly growing,
until, being apparently full-grown, Mr. Bacot handed them over to my
tender mercies at some date in August last. In my care they fed on
for a time and then gradually died oft' during October and November,
two or three living into December, but none changed to ]nipa\ It is

certain thai none go over a second year in their native habitat, but
these obviously commenced an attempt to do so, but failed, either

because they constitutionally could not do so, or because my care of

them was against their well-being. 1 arrived, however, at the con-
clusion, before they perished, that they must be L. lajiiddla and not /,.

iiiaiiijidla, on account of the great size to which they grew. This was
to be accounted for by the fact that I had not got them at the habitat

whence I got L. mai/tiidla, but 10 or 12 miles lower down the valley,

at a very similar station, and at a lower level, though only by about a
hundred feet. The place was, however, only a few miles from Lake
Maggiore, round which at Luino and Brione, /-. lajndclla occurs.

Brione is, indeed, at an elevation above the lake, nearly equal to

Bignasco, so that elevation is not the most important point of ditterence

in the habitats of L. lajiiddla and /.. iiniiii/idla. It so happens, how-
ever, that Mr. Bacot reared from these cases before he gave them to

me two $ s, probably in the week ending July 27th, his note on that

date says :
" One is calling, one is ovipositing, no males or male pupa-

cases showing as yet." These were the only moths that appeared from
the whole batch. Why did the others remain as larvje ? Probably
because tiiese two were L. iitai/;/idla and L. forliaultdla respectively,

Avhilst the remainder were />. lajiidd/a.

One point in connection with these groups of individuals from the

continent may be now uientioned. Besides these supposed L. inuijijidla
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I sent Mr. Bacot in March and April last, Luijla cases from Cannes,
from Savona, and from Luino, these were all small, and it was then
impossible to say what they were. Those from Cannes i^roved, how-
ever, to be L. fercha III fella. At the end of July Mr. Bacot found
amongst these a ? moth and a number of newly-hatched larvn?, the
remaining cases Avhen I got them were practically dead in August.
This date (mid- July) for emergence of L.ferchaultL'lla is about right

for England, possibly rather late for Cannes. The cases from Savona
and Luino, proved to be L. lajiidella, and produced ? moths from
middle to end of September, and two males from Luino, one on
September 25th, and one on October 1st, and two from Savona, one
October 11th and the other on October 14th, some three months
later than they would have done in the habitats from which they
were brought; I ought, however, to say that I only judge so by
comparison with the general habit of the species, as I never took
the imagines in these localities ; the L. lajiiddla from Val Maggia, as

we have seen, were so belated as to perish. The L. fcrchaultdla suffered

much less by being brought north than the L. lapiddla. I suppose
we are justified in correlating this with the different range of the
species, /.. fercliaultcUa existing commonly beyond the northern limit

of L. lapiddla.

To return for a moment to /.. iiiaii<iidla, I present this as a good
species, and largely for this reason, that if it is not, the fact must go
a long way to break down the specific distinctness of the two recognised
species. I have but one more isolated fact that tends to support the
view that L. lapiddla and L. frrehanltdla are really one species, or one
may express it better by saying, perhaps, that the two species are so

recently separated, i.e., L. fcrchaidtdla has been so recently derived from
L. lapiddla, that it still reverts occasionally to a form like /.. niainiidla

that is intermediate. Amongst the Vnitish L. fricJiaiiltdla bred this

year by Mv. Bacot Avere some from Lurgashall, of which he has the
following notes on July 11th :

" Nine out, 8 are calling, 6 are egg-laying,

one that was calling on the 8th is still calling, all save this last-

mentioned soon ceased calling (within 20 or 30 minutes) and started

laying." On the 27th :
" No males or any trace of male pup^e, swarms

of young larvse hatched out in the jars containing Sandown, Effingham,
Brentwood and Lurgashall cases." We have here then in these

Lurgashall L. fcivliaiiltdla a definite approach to the L. lapiddla habit,

in the case of 1 $ precisely the same as in that species or in L.
inaipjidla.

Amongst the Liirgashall specimens which I received from Mr. Bacot
is one still fall of eggs, I assume this to be the specimen we have
just been considering. It differs in no way, so far I can find, except in

distension by eggs, from the other specimens from the same locality.

My knowledge last year of the differences between L. lapiddla and L.

fi'ir/iaidtdla, as stated in Tutt's Britisli Lcpidojitcra, vol. ii., pp. 233-234,

showed that L. lapiddla had always four joints to all the tarsi, but that L.

fcrcltanltdla varied in this respect but never had more than three on
the first tarsus. This distinction now breaks down, L. ferchaultella

from Lurgashall has four joints to all the tarsi, and so have the speci-

mens from C'annes. 1 think the Lurgashall form has also thirteen

joints to the antennie, this is more difficult to say than might be

supposed as there are usually one or two joints in an antenna that look
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like one dividing into two, or two fusing into one, and this in varying

degrees. This circumstance in itself shows that variation in the

number of antennal joints is actively going on, and deprives number
of antennal joints of much of its value as a specific character.

I have further measured the longest rods of the segments of the

ovipositor and find that here again is a character that varies, but still

supplies a distinction between the two species, but not a very strong

one. Those of L. feiclmultdla vary from 8-3mm. to 3-6mm. in length,

those of L. lajiifhila from 3-8mm. to 4-3mm. The example with the

shortest rods I have measured is that "calling" specimen from
Lurgashall, 3"3mm., a parthenogenetic sister from the same locality is

3-4mm. The L. hipid/lUi with the longest rods, 4-3mm., is a Guernsey
specimen.

I may sum up the results of last season's investigations as

follov.s :— (1) A form of L. fcnliaultdla occurs along the rocks of

the shore at Cannes that is unquestionably parthenogenetic, but has

oviposition rods of 3*6mm. long (shortest L. lajiiddla 3"8mm.) and has 4-

jointed tarsi (4'4*4). Milliere reports L. lapiddla as occurring in the

hills inland, and at 1000ft. or 2000ft. elevation, but not at Cannes ; he

knew nothing of L. fenhaultdla. (2) A form of Jj. fcirhanltella occurs

at Lurgashall (Sussex), that has a tarsal formula of (4*4-4) and that

occasionally calls, this is perhaps the most interesting of the results

obtained. L. lapiddla occurs on Dorset coast, but on the south coast

and at all other English stations except Lurgashall, so far examined,
L. fcrchaidtdla has a tarsal formula varying from 3-4-4 to 3'3'3, and is

not known to call. (3) Within a dozen miles of the habitat of L.

iiiai/iiidla {H6^nln.. oviposition rods) L. lapiddla and L. fcivhaidtdla (or

just possibly L.iiiai/nidla) occur together on the same ground.
None of these facts goes to show that all these forms are one and the

same species, but they do show that L. ferclundtdla has in different

localities made very different amounts of progress in differentiating itself

from 7>. lapiddla. The absence of crossing makes it quite reasonable to

make each of these forms different species, if it were worth while to do
so, whilst on the other hand one can hardly help thinking that these
" calling " specimens from Lurgashall might easily have been crossed

with L. lapiddla, and possibly absorbed into that species.

[Tii he continued.)

Over Three Passes—the Splugen, the Stelvio, and the Brenner

—

with some notes on the Butterflies by the way.

By H. ROWLAND BROWN, M.A., F.E.S.

{Conduded from vol. xii., p. 312.)

On July 18th my visit to Trafoi came to an end, and I took the
stellwagon for another long drive to Meran. After leaving Spondinig
the road skirts a wild, burnt-up-looking range of hills for some
distance, bare, for the most part, of vegetation, but with occasional
patches of thistle bloom and red Coitaitrca. The Sati/iidi were in

great force here

—

Sati/nis licvniionc, with S. hrisris and 6'. statiliiuis,

but the road was flat, and the pace of the " omnibus " left no oppor-
tunity for a descent. Passing a night at J3otzen, I joined Mr. A. H.
•Tones on the 19th at Cortina, but here once more the luck deserted
me, and the Ampezzo Thai will rank as one of the most disappointing
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localities I ever visited abroad—a wide, cultivated valley sloping

gradually from walls of fiery rock, the famous Dolomites, treeless and
without snow for the most part, and where fir-woods exist almost entirely

without water, and destitute of flowering plants in a remarkable
degree. It was really irritating to tramp the long hills all day and
catch next to nothing, though Hies of the family TahaiuiH would so

persistently attack my companion that their depredations afforded

us considerable excitement. Curiously enough, Polinnnmatus pheretes

was again the ordinary blue, and a very dark form of Paranie
maera occurred somewhat plentifully at intervals—long intervals.

Above the Tre Croce, a sort of nek between Cortina and Hchluder-

bach, and dignified by the name of Passo, the steeper flank of

the Monte Cristallo falls away into a green valley clothed with

wood and moor. At this particular spot Eirbia jihartf made amends for

the barrenness of the fauna, and, appearing in some numbers, helped to

swell our meagre bag. A small race of Melitaea (lidijnia, -with some-
what clay-coloured forewings, represented the fritillaries, while at,

or near, this wood jNIr. Jones secured a single specimen of Li/racna

aiiianda. A solitary I'UircDwssd atitidfut, a few SijrichthKs, Papilio

hiachaoii and Liiiiciiitis c((uiilla, with I'lrebia var. pitho, and the

too ubiquitous < '<ii'ii(t)t!/iiij>lia satj/rion in-act'icaWy exhausts our list. But
if Cortina lacked interest for me entomologically it has much to recom-

mend it in other respects. The Dolomite is indeed a thing of beauty

and a joy for ever, and the lovely eft'ects of sunrise and sunset on these

strange, jagged, and broken pinnacles once seen can never be for-

gotten. The " Aquila Nera," too, is an exceedingly comfortable hotel

—moderate, clean, and with an excellent cuisine. So Cortina has its

atti'actions, but they are to be recorded rather in the sketch-book and
by the camera than in the bug-hunter's diary. Our next and last move
was a piece of sheer luck : the highest available village on the Drenner
railway is Brenner village, and after loitering in our Capua a few days

longer we turned our faces thither. A long morning drive through
glittering mountains, green pines, and glassy streams, brought us to

Toblach, with only Hrchia Uijca to mark the journey. But the

next day the fun began. We were marching down the pass from
Brenner northwards. Not ten yards from the hotel insects were

swarming, and the road carpeted with hundreds of Krchiidi, con-

spicuous among them Kirhia pluirte, K. iinuito, and J'., iiidniiipus. In

the meadows the larger fritillaries were flying in cheerful abundance
with ('alias hjialc and C /iJiinniunte, while it was not long before I

netted a wasted specimen of Jlroit/iis tJioir. We carefully worked the

side of the mountains that border the little green Brenner See, but we
could only take ancient examples of this pretty and local Argynnid,

and were evidently a fortnight or more (this was July 27th) too late.

By another fortunate accident we elected next day to walk up the

Postealpe, an isolated grassy promontory between higher ranges,

ending abruptly in a sheer drop of perhaps ;-300ft. to a valley below.

At first through fir woods, and then over slopes gay with the alpen-

rosen, then to the usual " betwixt-and-between " of mountain moor,

morass, and loose stones. Every zone had its particular insect, and
here for the first time I made the acquaintance of McUtcwa astcru'.

It is not easy to catch this little bee-like butterfly, with its semi-trans-

parent wings suggesting an affinity to .U. parthotie such as that dis-
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played by 21. var. meropc to M. aiirinia, whilst its habit of just skimming
the ground makes it all the more indistinct and baffling to the eye. I

took a fair number of males—none in first-rate order—but no females,

though Mr. Jones on the following day, when I was not with him,
succeeded in finding a spot where both sexes abounded. Krehia

rpiphvon var. cai<uiipe was also everywhere to the fore, and occasional

specimens of (Kncu acUn kept legs and arms busy across the boulders.

Among the blues, PoIi/cDiiiiiatus dptilcte and V. jihcrrtcs were common
enough, while, at a lower elevation, the first perfect specimens of ( 'alias

palacnn fell to my net. Ihrnt/iis pales, a bright and characteristic form,
with ab. napacac, fluttered gaily up and down the bill-side, and Pien's

rallidirr again put in a claim to be considered the commonest insect of

the month. I subjoin a list of the Brenner insects, as the country
does not appear to have been worked much by British collectors. No
doubt a longer visit would discover many to add to the catalogue, but
sixty odd species for three days is not a bad record, and made me
register a mental vow. when opportunity offers, not to pass Brenner
without another call : Paniassiiis apolla, Apon'a cratai'f/i, Picris

brassicac, P. rapac, P. iiapi var. brj/duiac, wasted ; P. callidicr, abun-
dant and fine ; Knclihw caydaiiiincs, one torn male ; Pcucoji/iasia

siiiapis iih.dini(')isis,a, few ;

( 'alias palacua, just coming out on the Poste-
alpe ;

(
'. pliirainane, C. hyalf, generally common on the lower slopes

;

(ionaptcn/x rhainni, very fine; ( 'liri/sap/ta)tiis liippat/iac var. etin/bia,

below the village ;
('. dnrilis var, snbalpiiia, nenrly over; C. pJilaeas,

Pobiommatiis optilete, Postealpe, not infrequent ; P. baton, one fine

male ; P. phrrctes, females occurring freely ; P. arbitiilus, P. astrarclw,

large form ; P. icants, P. cunwdnn, nearly over ; P. carijdan, P.
dtur.clii, Ciipida ininimits, Xaiiiiadcs si')iiiar(/its, the covainonest "Blue";
Jj/cama ariau, Aijlais iirticac. ]'a}U'ssa ia, Mditai'a aiirinia var,

incrapc, worn ; .U. pJtarbi', J/, didijiiia, M. asteric, on the Postealpe,

liard to distinguish, males rather worn, females (taken by j\Ir. A. H.
Jones) in better condition lower down at about 6000ft. ; Brcuthis

si'loh', B. ciijihrasj/nc, B. pales and ab. napaeae, B. ainatlinsia, P. thare,

Anjiiiinis aijlaia, A. niahe, A. paphia, A. adippe, Plrebia eassiope ab.

iielaiinis, P'. iiielaiiijiiia, P'. jiharte, P. iiiaiita, K. ceta, P. stippie, A'.

(/lacialis (/ on the Postealpe) ; P. lappaiia, PL ti/iidanis, P. i/arife ab,

triapes, P. ijaantr, P'. pranae var. jiit/iii, P. aetliiaps and ab. leiieotaeuia,

/','. liiiea, P. eiiri/ale, Oeneis a'ella, Sati/riis senuie, a few very dark
specimens seen ; Paran/e iiiaera, Ppinephele iaiiira, Piiadia luijieranthiis,

('aenani/iiipha anania, ('. var. satijyiaii, ('. jiaiiip/iiliis, Sjiilat/n/rKs

aleaeae, Sipielit/nis fritillidii var. alreits, Thi/iiii'lieiis lineala, Paiiiphila

rauiiiia : 68 species in all. In conclusion, I may say that the only
inn at Brenner is worked on somewhat original lines. You look after

yourself until you have captured a meal, when, whether you are staying

\n the house or not, you are looked after by a waitress with the bill.

The system of pay as you go along may simplify the books, but it is

inconvenient, and the fact that Austria is struggling with a new coinage
of kroner and heller in place of the florins and kreutzers of approxi-

mately double the value does not help to simplify matters.

Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The common European Pierids are, as wehave just shown, notorious

\
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for their wide dispersal movements, and it is remarkable that the greater
number of exotic species in which the migratory habit has been most
frequently observed, belong either to the Pierids, Danaids, or Nymphalids.
The records of migrating butterflies belonging to other groups are very
rare indeed. It is quite impossible to deal with the large number of

observations made by different authors concerning the migration of

butterflies in eastern lands, and the few selected must be taken as

being, on the whole, characteristic of a much greater number.
Biggs {Monthhi Packet, ii., pp. 186-187, 1881) speaks of Delias

dione as the "common coasting butterfly" of India, and describes

it as being sometimes observed in an "apparently endless stream,"
all following one direction, some 20 to 30 being in sight per

minute at any one point, but altogether forming a belt several miles
broad, extending far inland from the coast and from morning till night
continuing to pass on for a fortnight or more. He adds :

" It seems
seldom to feed or alight during these migrations except at night or

early morning, when, with dawn, it resumes its flight ....
Now and then it gets into a eid <ic mc, formed by thick clumps of fruit-

trees or the high walls of houses, against which it will dash itself

repeatedly and recklessly, willing to persevere until death. This is

especially apt to be the case, when a strong head wind is blowing
against it." Thwaites also describes the migrations of the Pierids in

Ceylon, and writes :
—"At certain times of the year immense hosts of

these butterflies, mostly of a white colour, or nearly white, may be observed
during the hottest part of the day, pushing in an impetuous flight

across the country, driven by some irresistilile instinctive impulse,

and impatient of any obstruction in their headlong course ; even
ascending hills of 6,000 feet in elevation and descending again, striking

like animated snowflakes against anyone meeting them in their course,

and then, after passing the obstruction, making on with the same
pertinacity as before towards where they are hurrying, until the failure

of sunshine arrests their progress for the day, to be continued probably

on succeeding days until the wondrous furor has exhausted itself. By
the superstitious natives these marvellous movements of white butter-

flies are attributed to a desire on the part of the insects to do homage
to the footstep of Buddha on Adam's Peak, moved as the native

himself is to do so at certain times of the year. But the phenomenal,
apart from the native, idea is well worthy of study by anyone who has

time and opportunity to devote to it. It would be interesting to ascer-

tain, firstly, whence these butterfly hosts come, and where their feeding-

grounds when in the larval state; secondly, to determine if the immense
numbers of these butterflies Avhich have halted for the night, wake up
in the early morning to continue their course in exactly the same
direction as on the previous day, and at what hour the resumed
movement commences ; thirdly, to ascertain if during the time their

progress is arrested by night, many fall a prey to the attacks of birds,

bats, lizards, &c., to an extent to reduce their numbers very con-

siderably, and, lastly, how their eventful disappearance is to be accounted

for. I should remark that amongst the main body of these travelling

white butterflies, small groups of half-a-dozen individuals or more may
be observed, which, in strings of sequence, looking as if playing 'follow

my leader,' have a pretty appearance. In some portions of the country

in their line of flight, where shallow water may be lying, large numbers
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of these white butterflies may be seen qiienchinp; their thirst on the

<lamp ground or flying up when disturbed in quite a startling cloud."

The periodical flights of butterflies in Ceylon appear to take place

in April, shortly before the S.W. monsoon, and again in the middle of

November. According to Holdsworth {Field, June 29th, 1872) the

flight may be observed each year at Colombo in November, from south

to north, whilst according to Radley (Entotnnliniist, xxvi., p. 134) the

flights in spring are from north to south. The latter says that the

spring flights " usually occur shortly before the S.W. monsoon (about

April). Occasionally, owing to cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, there

are a few fine l)ut very cold days during the wettest months of IJecember

and January, and then a small flight takes place, but during the big

flight (April), which lasts about a week, the butterflies pass in millions,

and for one or two days you can almost imagine that it is snowing, so

thickly do they come. This flight is largely composed of Cntupsilia

catilla, und ('. crocalc Avith ('. jujrmitlii', Catoji/iai/a jiroiiihu and C. (jalcnr

in fewer numbers. Large flights of hcuiiia ascla, usually accompanied
by Paralitica ccijlonica, have also been observed in February." Radley
further notes that large flights of yellow butterflies have been observed

at sea, out of sight of land, ott' the coast of India and Ceylon, that he
himself has noticed, when out dredging, haiuia asda flying out to sea, and
when going to the Maldive Islands, in 1892, he saw two of the same
species about 100 miles from the Maldives, that must have come from
Ceylon and against the wind. Holdsworth observes that in November,
most of the flights consist of white and yellow species, but also a great

number of I'aiiiHo Jiertov, and msinj oi Ornithoptrra danitis and that these

flights almost invariably travel against the wind, the N.E. monsoon
setting in early in November. Holdsworth adds that he believes there is a

regular migration of /'. hcctnv horn India to the north-west of Ceylon,
that from the middle of February to the middle of April, he was usually

at sea cruising in the neighbourhood of the Pearl Banks, that during
three seasons he saw, at a distance of from ten to sixteen miles from
the land, straggling parties of P. licctor flying low and steadily towards
the coast of Ceylon, in a direction nearly due east. They were more
usually observed at the end of February, at the beginning of the short,

calm season between the monsoons, the distance from India to the
part of Ceylon to which these hundreds of butterflies were making
being not less than sixty miles. Moss criticised {The Field) Holds-
worth's statement that the flights of these migrating butterflies were
against the wind, but Holdsworth [Iih-. rit., December 28th) maintained
his position, and notices that, on December 3rd, 1805, the Galle Face
was almost overshadowed by a great cloud of yellow and white butter-

flies, flying in the direction of the port and making fair but unsteady
progress against the N.E. monsoon, and he adds that, at the Galle Face
Hotel, he has seen " scores of PajiilioJiectdr and Oniitlioptera darsiiis in

company with numbers of the smaller yellow and white species,

struggling successfully to make head against the longshore wind, many
of them keeping outside the belt of cocoa-nut trees and flying low
and close to the beach." 'Slaim observes {ZtJoL, 1895, p. 335) that in

Ceylon there is, in March and April, a vast migration of ( 'at<ij>li<(ii(i

(jalene, I\ld., from north-east to south-west, they appear not merely in

hundreds, but in thousands, perhaps millions. The movement of

countless numbers all going in one direction as of set purpose, was first
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noticed this year (1895) about March 15th, in the northern part of the

island ; and at a moist spot in the otherwise dry bed of a river, where
they had apparently alighted to get moisture, the ground was quite

white with their wings, reminding one of what one sees at home
under the hawthorn trees when, after a sharp shower, the ground is

strewn with may-blossoms. The migration, for such it appeared to

be, commenced about 7 a.m., and lasted until noon, when there was a

lull, or temporary cessation of Hight, after which the movement
recommenced, and the insects continued to pass on in swarms as

before. Miss Gumming writes (Ta-n happi/ i/ears in Ceiilon, vol. i,, p,

208) :
" One of the mysteries of the isle is the annual migration, in

November and December, and at intervals right on to February, of

countless myriads of butterflies in vast flights ; whence they come and
whither going no one can guess. The migration commences with the

setting in of the N.E. monsoon with its cool mornings and bright

days ; and when the stormy wind blows strongest, these delicate

insects, impelled by some inexplicable instinct, force their way
against it, and during a couple of months successive legions pass on
like an overflowing stream. I have collected a few notes of observa-

tions made on this subject in difterent years. Thus, in 1884, swarms
of dark-coloured butterflies passed over Kandy and Ratnapura on
November 19th. On the following day these were succeeded by swarms
of white and yellow ones. In 1887 Mr. Le Mesurier, writing from
Nuwara Eliya, noted the first flight of the season on November 18th

;

the flight lasted the whole day ; direction from due south-west to

north ; wind from south-west ; colour of butterflies speckled dark-

brown. The next flight he noticed was on November 21st, when two
kinds of butterflies, white and sulphur, continued all day passing right

over the summit of Pedro from north to due south ; the direction of

the wind was from the north-east. On December 10th, another

observer stated that brown and white butterflies had been in flight for

some days, flying south. In 1888, the migration northward in the

teeth of the wind was observed at Colombo on November 18th, the

great flight of white and yellow butterflies being mingled with some
of a darker colour. In 1889, flights were observed in the mountain
district of Dimbula, about the middle of October, and at Colombo on
November 5th, when dark brown butterflies and yellowish-white ones

flew in separate columns at a rate of about ten miles an hour. All the

accounts (which might be multiplied by observations from all parts of

the island, north, south, east, and west, from Manaar to Galle, and
from Trincomalee to Negombo) speak only of brown, white,

and yellow insects ; hence I infer that the glorious butterflies which
most delight us do not risk becoming food for fishes by any such
venturesome flights." Tennent says in his Nat. Hiatonj of Cci/lon :

" At times the extraordinary sight presents itself of flights of these

delicate creatures, generally of a white or pale yellow hue, apparently

miles in breadth, and of such prodigious extension as to occupy hours,

and even days, uninterruptedly in their passage—whence coming no
one knows, whither going no one can tell." He adds in a foot-note :

" The butterflies I have seen in these wonderful migrations in Ceylon

were mostly Callidri/aif Inlaria, C. alcmeonc and C'. j)yranthe, with

straggling individuals of the genus Enplnra—E. corns and E. prothoe.

Their passage took place in April and May, generally in a north-
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easterly direction. A friend of mine travelling from Kandy
to Kornegalle drove for nine miles through a cloud of white hutterflies

which were passing across the road by which he went." Mitford

writes {ZooL, 1895, p. 888) of the movements of ( 'atoji/iana iialnic in

Ceylon :
" In the month of November, at Colombo, a strong north

wind blows daily along the seacoast, at which season clouds of white
butterflies appear Hying in a continual stream, extending far inland

for days and weeks. They are all flying from the south and in the eye of

the wind, and the stronger the wind blows the more rapid is their flight.

I never witnessed this fact without the greatest astonishment.
The locust, with its strong body and powerful wings, cannot make
head against the wind, but drifts with it

; yet that a butterfly with a

body so slight as scarcely to gain a fulcrum for the wings to bear on,

and with wings offering so broad a surface to the breeze that one
would expect to see it drift like a snowHake, should possess the faculty

of propulsion against a strong wind, gives us a clue to an aerostatic

principle with which we are not yet acquainted. It is to be noticed that

the action of the wings of these butterflies is not horizontal like that of

the Admiral or the Tortoiseshell, nor is their flight even and continuous,
but they are propelled in jerks, with the wings vertically closed and
opened alternately, so as to offer the sharpest edge to the
resistance of the wind. Thus the butterfly does not appear to propel
itself, but to be driven forward by the action of the wind eddying
round against the under surface of the wing presented to it, but how
this is done it is not easy to demonstrate. As there is no land south
of Ceylon, it seems evident that these butterflies deposit their eggs in

the southern forests of this island previous to their starting on their

migration, otherwise the annual flights could not be kept up. I

notice, however, that Mr. jNIann gives the months of March and
April as the season of migration witnessed by him ; but while he gives

the direction of their flight from north-east to south-west, he does not
state the direction of the wind. The 8.W. monsoon usually
commences in April, while the N.E. monsoon commences in October.
I assume that these are the same flights returning after a circuit of

the island, and flying against the southerly wind in the same manner
as those seen by me in NovemlDer were flying against the north wind.
1 cannot identify Navanghena, the place from whence ]\Ir. Mami
writes, and therefore do not speak confidently." Mitford's remark
as to the "return" of the insects is quite inexplicable. He surely
cannot think that the butterflies seen by thousands travelling from
the north-east in March are the same as those he saw in NoVcmbei-
flying from the south, and that the insects spend these six

months in a tour of the island. Aitken, the talented author of 'irihc>^

nn Duj frontier, writes: "I have stood near one of the parade
grounds at Poona and watched them {(Jatoimlia) with scarce a pause
to rest their wings or sip a flower, from eight or nine o'clock until the
afternoon. As far as eye could reach the host kept streaming past, like

the fugitive (iauls after one of Caesar's great battles," whilst yet
another ol)server writes of CatopsiUa catilla : "In the flights along
the seacoast, beginning generally in November, two species of Catop-
silia form about a third of the number, always travelling to the north,
whilst the flights last foi- days, thousands of insects passing in an hour."
Another most interesting record, relating, however, to the Danaid group.
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is culled from Moore's Lrpidoptrra of Ceylon, vol. i., p. 1, where we
read :

" On a fine sunny day when calm, or nearly so, amazing numbers
of one or more species of Kit/ih>ea may often be observed wendino- their

way in one direction, as if floatino- upon the air a few feet from the

ground with an apparently sluggish movement of their wings, though
really making rapid progress. Resembling an army, in scattered open
columns, they move on instinctively, regularly and simiiltaneously, as

if animated by a true migratory impulse. They naturally suggest a

most interesting enquiry as to whence these immense numbers come
and whither they are tending, whether their course is a straight-ahead

one, or is following a horizontal circular direction of greater or less

diameter. These insects when thus moving in company show an
unwillingness to be diverted from their course, and when attracted by
a favourite plant in flower, it is only for a few minutes that they

remain upon it, and, after regaling themselves, soon start off to resume
their journey with their fellow travellers, moving again amongst them
as before and bound for the same destination. It is curious to observe

that butterflies of a totally different kind, when they happen to come
within range of one of these moving columns are, for a period, carried

away apparently by the same impulse and fly in company with it, but
are soon seen to be moving oft* independently as at first."

dfOLEOPTERA.
The Coleoptera of the " Victorian History of Hampshire."—

" The county of Hampshire " is the first volume of this great work, yet

published, and is a very charming book, got up in the very best style.

It is, therefore, much to be regretted that the list of coleoptera

contained therein should be such a poor production. For a county
list to be of any use, it should be as complete as possible, an end not

difficult to attain if the compiler will take the trouble to look up the

records, and apply to those collectors who have worked the districts in

question. Several county and local lists have recently been published,

notably Mr. Morley's Colcnptera of Suffolk, and Mr. Walker's Coleoptera

of tJie liochester (listriet, so that it would have been easy to have found

a good model. In place of this, what do we find '? A bare list ofnames with

hardly any references of any kind, and not a single note of any of the

creatures' habits in the list. One would have expected from such a

county as Hampshire, including such a locality as the New Forest, the

very best of lists, but this, alas ! is not the case. It professes, however,

to contain all the more local and rare species, which, as will be seen,

is by no means the fact. In glancing through this list any coleopterist

at all conversant with the distribution of our species will be at once

struck by some of the following points :—(1) Of the rarer and local

species, one searches in vain for P/ieixphaenus /leiiiiiitenis, Geoff'., which
has only occurred in any numbers at Lewes and Southampton in this

country. Mr. Gorham has taken it in plenty at times in his garden at

Shirley Warren, Southampton. This is perhaps one of the most
interesting, if not the most interesting, species found in this county.

Cionii'^ loHgicfjllis, Bris., taken by Mr. Moncreaft' on W'rhaHciiin tlui/mis,

at Portsdown, has not occurred anywhere else in England. Odontaeas

inolilicoryiis, F., one of the rarest British Scarabiieids, has been taken

two or three times by Mr. Gorham at Shirley Warren, where it has
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flown into his windows to light ; and Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, of

Bournemouth, have both taken it in that town. CarahuH nitens ab.

iiiiier, Semenow, has only been recorded from Denny Bog, in the New
Forest. KlaphrHs iili</inusiis, F., the rarest English Klaphrus, is common
in Lymington salterns. Both the curious little species of ArpKs, A.
iiian'itiis, Strom, and A. robinii, Lab., are not uncommon in the

salterns. Harpalns t/riseiis, Panz., though considered a doubtful species,

has certainly more claim to be considered British than OntJiupliaiim

taunts, L., and has been recorded from the New Forest. H>/tln>j)nrus

/laliistris ab. tinctns, Clark, was taken by old Charles Turner in the New
Forest. Li.viis jiaraidectus, L., occurs on Sitaii latifolinin at Christ-

church. Hahizia lG-;/nttata, L., which is rare in the south, is taken
by beating in the New Forest. None of these rare and local insects are

mentioned in this list. (2) Amongst other points which strike us are

—

Mi/niu'ddiiia jdicata, Er., marked with ''''''. At the head of the list it

says " Those marked '•''•' have hitherto been taken onb/ in the NeAV
Forest, as far as Britain is concerned." M. plicata has certainly never
been taken in the New Forest. Vinndcnix siibstriatiis, Payk., should be
written Dinodcnis minnUis, F. [siibstriatus, Steph.), which, as pointed

out in the Ent. lurord (January, 1900), is the species recorded by
Stephens from the New Forest. (B) Among the numerous species which
are common in the New Forest and which are omitted in this list, one
notices Jleiubidixm tibialc, Duft., abundant on the shingly reaches in

the streams in the Forest, Atcnirlvs ciiiaiyinatiis, Payk., common in the

nests of species oi Mi/niiicaajiid Fonnica fusca, &c.,in old stumps; Siljdia

thoracica, L., which occurs in profusion on bones and old dry carcases;

AtJioiis rittatKs, F., very abundant by beating and sweeping bracken;
and Cnfi/inbitcs liolost'rici'us, F., not uncommon by beating hawthorn
blossoms. However, as this is not intended as a supplementary list,

enough has been said to show what a very indift'erent record of the

coleoptera of Hampshire the list under consideration is. Our friends,

^Ir. Bouskell (who is editing the coleoptera of Leicestershire, for the

Victorian History of that county) and Mr. Gorham (who is editing that

for Dorsetshire) are working on other hues, and we are glad to say that

they are endeavouring to get together as complete lists as possible, so

that we look forward with confidence to something much better and
more useful.—H. St. J. K. Doxisthorpe, F.Z.S., F.E.S., 58, Ken-
sington Mansions, South Kensington. Deconbcr, 1900:

CoLEOPTEKA IN THE HASTINGS DISTRICT.-—Duriug the early part of

the year (1900) I did a little collecting in the Hastings district, and the
following are the results. Early in ^larch there were some very con-
siderable floods in the Pett marshes, and for once I managed to catch
the refuse at just the right time. I brought home a large bag full

which was swarming with life but very few species of real interest were
found. Perhaps the very commonest insect of all was the type form
of Aniixdinis ,:ri</iins, which I very rarely see except in flood refuse.

This time it must have been there in thousands. Single specimens
of (>(i/jiti!< fu^catdx and Alcoc/iara iristis were the only really good species

found. The same rains flooded also a good part of the Rother valley,

and an examination of this part of the district resulted in the capture
of Siiniits iitti'niiaiius, Plafi/stctluis iiitcns'', Ithinimcliitx iiimns/irrtiis.

Bill IK Icpiilii and swarms of Cairiiiojis iin'iiiuia. Acn/xiljnis rxiiinns tvpe

was again very much in evidence, and Stinns niitritidiis-'- was met with,
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but only singly. In April, by cutting tufts at Battle, I obtained plenty
of Ih\i/a.iis haciiiatica, Sitnia^ inteniiedius, ijve, vfhile Dailister pdtatus
was represented by a single specimen in a very swampy place. One of

my favourite hunting-places near Camber yielded fine series of

T!<-iiil>iiUi(iii fiiiiiiiiatiim'''- and JJidi'ssiis tinistriatus''-, while AcKjialints <lor-

mlh and Stciins inrrassatiis also occurred. Professor Beare has given an
account of our captures at Pett and Bodle Street ; to that account I can
add M<(lo)t ripivohir'- from the former locality at the roots of theyelloAV-

horned poppy, and Hi/draoia (jracilis from Bodle Street. Other species

met with during the year include Hj/draeua testacea, Guestling and
IMinfield, Actohius sit/naticoynis, Rye, (Tiirinns urinator at Battle, and
J{a<i<iNs nodtdusus, one, from Peveusey. Yesterday in Guestling Wood
I took a fine series of Tjjcojicrdina boristac from a species of Ijicoperdun.

The species marked ' have not been previously recorded for the district.

—W. H. Bennett, F.E.S., 15, Wellington Place, Hastings. December
lit]I, 1900.

The complete account of the Coleoptera from Glover's "History
OF Derbyshire," 1829.

—

Coleoptera, Order I.

—

Liicanus ccrvus (Great
stag-beetle). Of a dark brown colour with the exception of the jaws
which are frequently as red as coral. The mandibles are so strong

that it can pinch with them severely. Scambaeii.'i aiiratiis (Rosechaffer),

appears the beginning of June. Scarabaens s(dsit (Hoary beetle), appears
in July. Cn/sowela neinorum (Turnip beetle). Skippers, preys on young
turnip plants. Ciirctdio f/raiiariiia (Weevil), this long-snouted insect

devours corn in granaries. Coccinella bijiunctata (Lady cow^ or Lady bird),

very numerous in the summer of 1828. Fdrjicula ain-iciilana (Earwig),

common. Srarabaeus luelohmtlut (Cockchaffer or May bug), seldom
abundant, as they live in the larval state four years underground on
the roots of trees and plants. Whole woods of oak are stripped bare
by them. They are eaten by the turkey, the rook, the jay, and the

hedgespaiTow, and appear in May. Scarabaeiis sahtitialis (Fernchatier),

appear about the latter end of June, and are supposed to eat off the

roots of wheat and clover. They are about half the size of the May-
chatter. Hemipteka, Order II.

—

Scarabaeiis stereoraritts (common Dor
or Clock). Diptera, Order VL

—

Lytta cesicaturia (Spanish fly), is of

a \enomous nature and breeds on the tops of ash and other trees.

^'ERMEs.

—

Laiiij)i/ris noctiluca (Glowworm), numerous about Matlock
J5ath. They are said to put out their lamps between 11 and 12, and
shine no more for the rest of the night.—B. Tomlin, B.A., F.E.S.,
Matlock.

Notes on some Coleoptera of the London district, 1900.—After

a long residence in the north-west of England, it has been my good
fortune to have been aftbrded the opportunity of devoting some little

attention during last season to the coleoptera of the Metropolitan
district. Possibly a record of some of the species noticed may not be

without interest. To the specialist in any branch of the study of

nature the investigation of geographical distinctions in the same general

fauna reveals points of very great interest, and apart from the pleasure

of recognising species neAv to one, and exclusively southern, the

dissimilarity between the general coleopterous faunas of Cheshire and
]\Iiddlesex is most marked. Of course certain species are equally

nbundant in both localities, being in fact ubiquitous ; but otherwise

the decrease in the groups (jfeodcpliaija, Htjdrodepliatja and BrcuJu'lytra,
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and increase in RJn/iicoj)hora and Pln/tophw/a, in the south, are very

obvious. In many genera, too, where members are perhaps equally

common in both localities, one species predominant in the north seems
to be replaced by another equally predominant in the south. Reverting,

however, to species actually encountered :—The valley of the Brent

between Hendon and Hanwell seems to be a locality not specially well

worked by coleopterists, and here a few species have occurred which
may be worth notice. By the margin of the stream itself, among
shingle and on the exposed mud, were taken Ijcinhidiiiui (ibUi/innii, I),

articidatuiii , Tachi/iim flaritar>iis, and by the edge of the Hendon Lake
B. relax and Tachi/um conculur. In tufts of grass and reeds in a small

marsh near the brook occurred StoiolopIiKs ref:jicrtinus, M>/llai)ta iutrr-

inediay Lestcva punctata, Stenufi melanupuK, JJri/a.vi.i iiniircam, Ti/c/iiis

nUier, Mantura ohtmata, &c., and, in pools of the same marsh, Coptiatiin

ai/iliii was most abundant in May. Here also were taken Hydaticus

.se))iini(/er, Rhantns f/rajni, Hj/droporus au;ii(ntatus, and H. lituratus,

Hi/drochus cloiKjatux and H. angiistatiis, while sweeping in this marsh
and vicinity resulted in Axinotarsiis nificollis (abundant in long grass,

July), AntJiucditi lis fasciatiix, Conjmhitcs tcaacllatKs, I'seudoftti/p/iliis piliini-

nxx (off Matricaria), Ceutltorrliijncliun iiiekotostictiiK, C. alliariac (iiiorna-

fiis), I'/ii/Uiitnta ncliripcs, &c. From under bark and in fungus I was
fortunate in taking hhitlua pUcata with commoner species such as

Atoiiiaria jiiiiitaria, Litan/us hifasciatus, J\Ji/cet>)ji(iri(s atuiiiariiis, Jl/iiza-

phai/us cribratits, Xjiliqdiilns popuhwun and Ui/jxiphlociis hicolur (under

elm bark only), and in flood refuse, Ocyjms fiiscatas. Oi Richmond
Park and Wimbledon Common I had from various notes and published

lists of localities formed high expectations. The former, however,

seemed at first sight to my inexperience a difficult and even unpromis-
ing tract, while the latter far exceeded in apparent promise my anticipa-

tions. From Wimbledon, however, I have been able to extract but

little worth record, although the yield of species was large. The only

beetle new to my experience being Ili/droporiis i/rajn/laris, which was
abundant in shallow pools in August. In Richmond Park, on the

contrary, I was able to take several species I had never previously

met. Under bark occurred Lacnidjddoeas biuiacidatas (one), I'arauialiis

^ttariciirnis, Cciijlon histcmidcs, Haiiialota titspidata, I'ldin'opara corticalix,

Lcjitiisa fiintida, -cinil fsc/uioijldssa nifajticca. In park refuse 7 '/(/7n/(?A//.s

(jiiisijiiiliaritis var. diiiiidiatiis was not uncommon, with one specimen of

I'hilontlnis umbratilis, and, in dead leaves, Xdtinjdiiliis rutipcs. Farnham
Royal Bucks, near Burnham Beeches, a region of woods of beech, oak,

and hazel, appears to me a most excellent entomological district, and
one from which few records have been published. Here I was pleased

to take fli/drajiuriis iti'i/lcrtiix (swept from reeds) with Hclop/iunis )u(bilii!<

and, in powdery fungus on a beech stump, Sphi)idiis didnns. By sweep-
ing and beating I took L'l[/tiis iiij/sticas, ('oripuhiti's liohmericens (in

whitethorn flowers), Cassida ittata, Sj/binia jiotoitillac, S. vtiniita,

(ji/iiinctnDt )i(i<tis, Miarus canipanulac (in harebells), Illiiiiinichns castor,

Loclnnara cratariii, llhipicldtcs oicorirois and 11. ajdit/iahiiiciis, with

many other species. A visit paid to the classical locality of Hcadley
Lane, Mickleham, in .Time last, was rewarded by the capture of a fine

specimen of the scarce Mi/niicda)iia haimrtlii, and among other more
abundant, but to the northern collector quite as unfamiliar, species, I

took 'r/ianasiiiuis fdiuiicariiis, JShiiijctlws jiahiiutus and sulidus,
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Dedcmera lurida in abundance, Mantura iiiatthewsi, Chri/soinela

hypcrici, Lonf/itorsiix pidcx, Aplithuna herbUjrada, Morddliatena

htiiiu'ralis, AntJiicus (Ditlicrinus, Orclicstes pratensis, Ceuthorrhynchua

cJirysantJiaiiii, Tyvhius uicUloti, Apion Iwokeri and A. confincns. During
a few hours spent in Windsor great park I discovered Hclcdona wjaricola

in profusion, in a dry spongy Boletus in a beech stem, and Pitoma
vrenata, ('in rilbmdus, C. festivK.'i and Ennearthnni ajfi)ir commonly
under bark of a felled beech tree stump. Not more than one or perhaps

two of the above mentioned species can be considered as "rare" insects

generally, and no doubt the bulk of them are within the common
experience of the Metropolitan coleopterist. Yet of the whole number
not more than about fifteen could the most assiduous collecting have
discovered within the counties of Lancashire or Cheshire—so partial is

faunistic distribution over such a relatively small area as that of Great
Britain.—W. E. Sharp, F.E.S., " Ledsham," Drayton Park,

Ealing, W.

J^RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for March and April.

By ,J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—Towards the end of March and throughout April the almost full-

fed larviB of (TUopliDs (ibficiirata are to be found feeding by night on
Geranium lucidu)ii, preferably on the flowers, but the larva' are also to

be obtained in January and February (INhithew).

2.—About March IGth is the date for Nyssia /li^/ddaria in Rich-

mond Park. In some parts of the park in some seasons they are

abundant whilst in other parts not a specimen is to be seen.

3.—The larv* of FAhijiia fasn'aria must be beaten in April (with

those of T/iera rariata and T.jiniiata) from pines; this species does

not pass the winter as a pupa as Newman says.

4.—-The fiii§t warm days at the end of March and early April bring

out imagines of Teidinma hiMortata, which should be searched for in

woods on tree-trunks. T. crepii.seularia does not usually appear until

May and early June, Avhen it occupies somewhat similar situations.

5.—By dusking along mixed hedges containing blackthorn, in

April, a few Aleiiei.s pictaria may be obtained, but by searching low

blackthorn hedges about an hour after dusk, large numbers may be

obtained (Raynor).

6.—Larvae of Jkisyr/iira /aseelina are to be searched for on
moorlands, commons and heaths, in April and early May.

7.—From April 10th-21st is the best time to search for Lophop-

tery.r earwelita. It is generally found xipon the trunk of a birch or oak

about midday, about four or six feet up the stem (Mawson).

H.— Larvae of J.eucunla littoralis are to be obtained in April on the

coast sandhills by raking the sand. I have generally obtained the

larva' of lA-Krania UtJuityyiia by cutting open old stems of thistles and
umbelliferous plants to which they resort for concealment during the

day (Eales).

9.-—On the Cheshire sandhills in early April the larvtv of Kimudu
lirlienea may be found at night on Sediiiii aere.

10.—In the first week of April search birches for Asplialid /lari-

cuntis, they are often found resting on pieces of twigs on the ground.
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11,—The imagines of Ciiiiuddjiliora /-/J^'^.s are best found about April

loth upon the trunks of oak, generally from one to four feet up the tree

;

they aredifticult to see being of the same colour as the bark (j\Iawson).

12.—About the last week in IMarch the larvje, pupic and imagines of

Sulcnobia incniisjH'ciiclla occur abundantly on palings and old elm trunks

on Clapham Common (Coverdale) and elscAvhere.

13.—-In April the thistle stems should be worked for the pupa* of

Kphipiiiphora pfiidiiana.

14.—In April the roots of mugwort should be collected for P^ji/tippi-

phora foeneana, and those of yarroW for Dicroyliaiiipha pcticciella.

15.—In April the larvie of Psi/r/miilcs rcrlinclla are to be found under

fronds of ferns in lanes near Alkham; also the larvte of Stiijinonuta

h'plantliana in stems of wild cabbage, and the larviB of J)oii(ilasia

onvrofitowella in dried stems of Kchiniii at St. Margaret's Bay (Elisha).

16.—In April the plants of Stcllaria holostca give plenty of almost

full-fed larvH' of Ciiboplutra sdlitaiirUa (Machin).
17.^—If the birch bushes were systematically woi'ked in April many

rare species of the sun-loving genus Kriorrania would doubtless be

found to have a more general distribution than is at present supposed.

They Hy gently above the bushes in the sun and are very easily

captured.

18.

—

Adela ciiprdla usually appears about the end of April flying

vigorously round the sallow catkins during sunshine.

19.—At the end of March the stems of Lnzida canijicstris bearing

brown leaves should be pulled up for larva:' of (ilyphiptcn/.v fusron'ri-

dclla.

20.—Plum blossom should be worked (as well as sallows) for the

early emerging moths at dusk in April.

21.—I find that, as a rule, evenings following fine or showery days

with a west or south wind, and some sort of moisture on the grass,

either rain or dew, and no, or at least a very young, moon, are good for

moths if the wind be not too strong; whereas a dry night, or when the

Avind is north or east is usually bad (Keyworth).
22.—To rear larvfe iise wide-mouthed glass bottles (such as those

in which the anchovies of the Compagnie de la Mediterranee are sold)

about 6^in. high, and 3^in. diameter ; at the bottom place baked
sand—damp enough for larviT" but not so as to cause mould ; on this

spread baked moss and plant the food in the damp sand ; lids should be

constructed of wire rings (ordinary fencing-wire) covered with muslin,

itc, and made so as to lit easily over the mouth of the jar (Wilson).

N.B.—Some hundreds of similar hints have been published in

the preceding volumes.

I^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Lepidoptkra in thk FPtENSHAjr DisTiucT.—Oil the whole, 1900 proved

to be a late and bad season, scarcely anything at sugar, and light a

failure ; in the case of KitcJicUa jacohaeac, this was most surprising,

for though the insect was very common, not a single individual came
through my " moth trap " windows, whereas last year they were a per-

fect pest. The same applies to Spilosinna iiwntJiastri, the latter, however,
I think was scarce, as I could not detect imagines outside. 1 fancy the

periodical failure of this species, as with many others, is due entirely
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to the ravages of ichneumons, a few cocoons picked up last year all

produced ichneumons. During September I noted the larvse of N.

menthastyi swarming over the roads near Loch Erne, Perthshire,

suggesting that the moth in those parts must have been abundant.

Rhopalocera :

—

(idncptcrux r/iatnni, from -January 26th; A;ilais iirficai'

:

P)/ranieis canhii : ]^a?ii'.'^sa in, a few; Knijiinia pDlijcIddyoK, in fair

numbers; Cyrt/z/r/.s- rt*y//n//(.s, plentiful ; Eaclilor ranhniiiin's irom May
1st to June 16th ; ('hrijsophanuN jihlaeas, Polj/n/nmatus icanix,

swarming; Si/ric/ithi(s malrai' and XisoniadeH iflr/cs', locally common ;

also Paiiijihila si/lranHs and Tlii/iudirns thaionas : Brcnt/ii.s riip/nvsi/ne,

common in woods ; Dri/as paphia, locally abundant ; An/i/nni^ adippc,

scarce ; Paianje iiu'tiacra, scarce; V. <'<icria, non-existent so far as my
observations go (two seasons) ; SatjjntH semete, extremely common, as

also Kj>inrj>hd(' ianira ; E. titlionnf^ and K)iodia /n/pera)it/ius, locally

common; Cocnomjinpha pamp/iiliis, common among heather ; Linienitis

sibylla, picked up dead in conservatory. Zephi/yii>i ijin'irm, common
round the tops of oaks. At Llanstephan, south Wales, I took a single

specimen of Xi'p/n/n(s hetulac, September 8rd, and during October noted

Colias ediisa, securing a dozen examples, 8 <? s, 4 ? s, all more or less

" chipped." From one of the females (October 11th) I extracted an egg

of a deep orange colour, there was also a mass of undeveloped ova.

Is it possible that some of these ? s hybernate''' ? The last date of

capture was on October 18th, when I took five. These butterflies

frequented ordinary grass meadows, clover in this district is not

particularly in evidence. Pliisia (jainwa swarmed up to October 20th,

Pi/raiiu'if< atalanta was in great profusion, /'. carditi and Aijlais idticai'

were also noted. Kphu'iduie ianira, seen October 15th; the "whites"
have appeared in their usual proportions, though Pieris byaasicae, in south

Wales, has again been in excess, the larvte completely destroying the

cabbage crops. Of larvte captured I notice: Kntri<dia tpicrcifttlia, n

full-fed larva was taken at Much Hadham, Herts, -Tune 24th, pupated

June 80th, emerged July 20th ; Wishanger, Hants, Zcphi/nif; (iiiercas,

a larva was taken off a nesting-box for " tits," nailed against a shed,

this had evidently been carried by the old birds (ParxH caerulem) to

their young and had either escaped or been rejected by them, it was
uninjured and fed up on oak, pupated in a few days, and emerged
July 16th. ('j/aniris arjiidliia, plentiful on holly, but a large proportion

ichneumoned. (Toncptcri/.c r/ianuii, on buckthorn, full-fed June 25tb.

hUuionia jKib/c/doros, a web containing many cast off skins discovered

on sallow, June 26th, no trace of pup;e to be found on or in the

vicinity of tree. Antlirocera trifolii, noted June Hth ; Sexia

tipnliformia, pupated May 9th ; 1 HUtba cacndron-phala, on pear, May
1st ; Picranura rinula, many taken ; Malacosnuia neitxtiia, common.
iMchncis lauctitris, a web found on whitethorn hedge, June 27th,

began to spin up from July 25th. Cocoons appear small for size of

larva, there are too small round apertures on opposite sides of the case

which, though piercing the outer shell, appear to be gummed over on
the inner side, possibly this surface is porous and admits the air '? I

should be glad to learn if anything is known with respect to this very

remarkable and unusual arrangement '? ( 'initllia n-rhasi-i and (
'.

* Is there any reliable evidence that the ? s do or can hybernate '? All the

evidence surely is against it, see Ent. Record, vii., p. 250 ; ix., p. 280.

—

Ed.
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lychnitis, coiiiinon on mulleins. Macrixjlossa j'licifoniiis, on honeysuckle,

pupated August 23r(l, turning at once, on u former occasion a larva of

this species remained under its web for a month before changing.

Choerocauijui clpt'iinr, a full-fed larva taken on "willowherb, August
24th (though plentiful at rhododendrons last year, the imagines were

not observed this season). Snierintluta })o])iili and Sjiln'u.r li(jnstri were

also taken ; of Anarta myrtiUi, throughout the summer there appears to

be a succession of broods; Fj/i/aera {('lostera) ctirtiila, several on
aspen ; Xotodonta carmelita, on birch, full-fed July 8th ; PlaUipteryx

falcataria, and 1'. larcrtula, July 9th ; < 'i/iiiatojihnrci tiovivomh,

common ; Acronicta h'jioritm, took a larva from sallow, September,

at Comrie, Perthshire, of an unusual colour, //:., the long hairs and body
of a bright canary yellow'', unfortunately this caterpillar perished.

—

C. Bingham Newland, Wishanger, Farnham. Xorcmbcr 8th, 1900.

Eggs of Lyc.enids.—Erratum.—In the illustrations of Lycaniid

eggs {Knt. Ileconl, vol. xii., pi. xi., figures 4 and 6), the names Pol i/oui-

matit.'i icanis and y<>)iu'acJt's soiiiari/Kn should be reversed. As references

to these may be made in future it would be well, to make the correc-

tion on the plate as well as in the " explanation of plate" at end of

my short paper.—F. N. Clark, Harrow Road, W.
COLIAS HYALK AND C. EDUSA NEAR CrOYDON TX 1900. It will not

be exactly news to readers of the T!i'corJ to be informed that both these

species were moderately abundant in this district throughout August
last. I have, however, noticed one or two points in connection with

the species which may be of some general interest. I may mention in

passing that my son, who had holidays from school, and myself, by
fairly hard work managed to net, between us, 65 Colias hyale, the

majority of which fell to the "junior net," behaving more time at his dis-

posal than I could spare. They were distributed in suitable spots all over

the district—Boxhill, Riddlesdown, Oxted, and Addington all producing
their quota of specimens. The flowery down-sides were much more
prolific than the clover or lucerne fields, but even these did not produce
abundantly, and it was curious to note how soon all the specimens
in a locality were caught ; one would perhaps net six or eight in the

first hour, whereas by staying on the spot afterwards all day, not more
than another would be caught, whilst by going on to a spot, perhaps
a mile away, another half dozen specimens would be the result. I

had never in my quarter of a century of collecting seen (
'. Jiyale until

this year, and could not understand why it should, on the occasion of

its visits to our shores, limit itself almost entirely to our south-

eastern counties, whilst its congener, C. nhisa, distributed itself more
or less over the three kingdoms. I think I know now ! ]\Iost men
who have chased a (

'. cditsa have a pretty fair idea what that means
;

I remember well my hrst ('. cdusa cliase. It was in June, 1877, I was
walking meditatively across a large field with a net in my hand.
Suddenly there floated across my vision a splendid yellow butterfly ;

I was in my teens then, and a bit of a sprinter, and I thought I could

run that butterfly down ; we started fairly even, and finished with the

butterfly about 250 yards ahead. I have always fancied since that
('. hyalf flew at about this rate, but now know there is no 30 miles an

* For details of the various forms of tlu' larvte of this species see Entom.
Record, iii., pp. 2-5 et Keq.
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houi- rate of progress with this species, in fact I never saw one that
flew faster than an ordinary Picris, say, P. rapac, and can thus easily

understand why they are not able to distribute themselves far in one
year=''. From one of the females I obtained about a dozen ova, these

hatched in due course, and after the second moult commenced to

hibernate. I have kept them in a cool conservatory, and they are at

present (Dec. 24th) all right. ('. ednsa has been much the rarer of

the two species, and I have only heard of one var. hclice ; this was
taken at Riddlesdown by a schoolfellow of my son's and is now the
pride of his cabinet, thanks to a successful barter. I fed up a brood of

larvae from a female captured in August, the imagines emerged in Octo-
ber and November, several of the males are of a very striking form with
a bright canary-coloured costal streak ; I have seen this form occasionally

amongst captured specimens, but not nearly so intense. Ihe females
had much smaller spots than usual, and one was almost spotless. I

have previously noticed that females with absolutely spotless margins
are not uncommon in this third brood, probably the result of the low
temperature at which the pupje are developed, of course all the late

autumnal bred specimens are very small. Has anyone ever bred C. var.

helicc '? 1 do not remember having seen it recorded.! I have myself
at different times bred over one hundred C. edii^a without even obtain-

ing an approximation to this form.—W. G. Sheldon, Croydon.
NOTODONTA DROJIEDARIUS FEEDING UPON CoRYLUS AVELLANA. 1 WaS

considerably surprised last autumn to find a larva of this species on a
half-eaten leaf of hazel, far away from what I had considered its only

food-plants, birch and alder ; I fed it in confinement on hazel leaves,

which it ate freely, and became in due course a full-sized chrysalis.

This may not be new, but it was new to me.-

—

-Ibid.

AciDALiA iMiTARiA AT READING.—Ou July 28th, 1900, 1 netted a 5
Acidalia iiiiitaria, ova were deposited the same night, larvre hatched
August 12th. I sleeved them on common broom expecting them to

feed up soon, but they are still alive, I will not say feeding, as there is

very little for them to eat, but they look very healthy perched on the

stalks, Merrill's Lejii(l(>])terist's Calendar gives: "Larva;, v and vi

months."—W. E. Butler, Reading. January, 1901.

Helotropha leucostigma AT Re^vding.—On August 8th I netted

a specimen of Helotropha lencoHtiama, the first I have taken here ; it

was on one of our chalk hills. Is not this rather a strange place to

take it ?

—

Ibid.

PoRTHEsiA siMiLis DOUBLE-BROODED.—Oil November 8rd I took a

Port/tesia siiiiilis {aurijlua) at light (on a street lamp), the first time I

have taken an example of a second brood.

—

Ibid.

Larentia viridaria double-brooded.—On September 12th I took

* How susceptible of cold, too, this insect is. Up to the end of the first week in

September the specimens were in full numbers and good condition, just then

occurred one or two cool nights, followed by hot days ; these nights seem to have
killed nearly every C. Injale in the district, as, although well looked for, we afterwards

only saw one half-torpid specimen, and this, notwithstanding the fact that C. cdusa

and the usual autumn butterflies were observed in full numbers during the whole
of the month.—W.S.

I Frohawk records (i,'«f., xxxiv., p. 3) breeding 302 cf s, 125 normal ? s, and
110 hclice = 531 altogether, from some 850 eggs laid Aug. 19th, 1900, ct ^eq., the

imagines emerging Oct. 5th, 1900, ct seq.—Ed.
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thYee Larentia viridaria (pertinataria) at sugar, I suppose a second

brood, they are very small and light in colour.

—

Ibid.

Anticlea sinuata at ivEAmNG.—On July 14th I took two

specimens of Anticlea siniuita here, the first I have seen, but I believe

two or three have been taken previously in this district.

—

Ibid.

MaCROGLOSSA STELLATARUM FEEDING AT FLOWERS OF FUCHSIA.

During a visit, last November, to friends at Uckfield, in Sussex, I was

greatly interested in watching, on the morning of the 6th, a specimen

of MacroiiloKm stellataniiii extracting nectar from the blossoms on a

fuchsia-hedge in their grounds. As the manner in which thismoth secures

its food from fuchsia flowers was un known to me, there may be a few others

who also are ignorant of it, so a brief account is given. The flowers of

fuchsia being pendulous it would be difficult, if not impossible, for the

moth to insert its proboscis into the nectary in the same way that it does

when feeding at those of geranium, verbena, etc., so it very cleverly

thrusts it in through the small spaces formed by the tapering of the

petals at their bases. November 6tli appears to be an unusiuilly late date

not only for stdlataniv) to be seen on the wing, but for fuchsias to be

in full bloom in the open air.—P>. A. Bower, F.E.S., Lee.

Plusia moneta at Wandswoi; m.—It may be worth recording that

a fine P. moneta flew into the study window here to the lights, in mid-

July last. It was evidently from the park, where monkshood is grown

fairly abundantly.— (Mrs.) M. E. Cowl, Aberceri, Spencer Park,

Wandsworth Common. Fehrnarn 22nf^ 1901.

List of Warwickshire insects.—As I am engaged with friends in

preparing a list of the insects of Warwickshire, it would be a great

assistance if any entomologists who have worked in the county would

let me have a list of their captures, which would be gratefully acknow-

ledged.—Colbran J. Wainwright, F.E.S., 2, Handsworth Wood,

Birmingham. February 14?/(, 1901.

dr U RRE N T iTo^T E S .

The Fifth International Congress of Zoology will be heldatBerhn,

opening on the morning of Monday, August 12th, and closing Friday

August 16th. An excursion to Hamburg will take place on the latter

date, and one to Heligoland on the 18th. To those who remember

the success of the Fourth Congress, held at Cambridge, in 1897, there

is scarcely need to enter into detail. We, however, append the ofiicial

programme :

Sunday, Axiqust ll?/(—8 p.m. : Reception. Monday, August l'2f;i—10 a.m.

:

General Meeting'in the Lecture Hall of the I. Chemical Institute, 1, Hessische

Str., opening of the Congress. Election of Vice-Presidents and Secretaries.

Arrangement of the Sections. Scientific Lectures. 12.30-2 p.m. :
Luncheon.

2-4 p.m. : Meetings of the Sections. From 4 p.m. : Visits to the following IMuseums

and Institutes which will be open to the Members and Associates of the Congress

each day : the Zoological Museum, the Zoological Institute, the Geologic-Paleonto-

logical Museum, the Mineralogic-Petrographical Museum, the Museum for Mining

and Metallurgy, the Zoological Museum of the Agricultural High School, the two

Anatomical Institutes, the Pathological Museum, the Botanical Museum, the

Ethnographical Museum, the Observatory, the old and new Botanical Gardens, the

Aquarium, the Zoological Gardens, the Urania, and the Treptow Observatory.

TueMlai/, Auyugt Vith—d a.m.: General Meeting in the Lecture Hall of the I.

Chemical Institute, Scientific Lectures. 12.30-2 p.m. : Luncheon. 2-4 p.m.

Meetings of the Sections. From 4 o'clock p.m.: Visits to the above named

Collections and Institutes. At night : lleception of the Members of the Congress

by the Berlin Municipality at the City Hall, Konig Strasse, C. Wednesday, Auyti.^t
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14(/i—y a.m. : General Meeting in the Led are Hall of the I. Chemical Institute.

Scientific Lectures. 12.30-2 p.m. : Luncheon. 2-4 p.m. : Meetings of the Sections.

From 4 p.m. : Visits to the above named Collections and Institutes. At night:

Dinner in the Hall of the Zoological Gardens. Thursday, August l^th—9 a.m. :

Meeting of the Section for General Zoology in the Lecture Hall of the I. Chemical
Institute, 1, Hessische Str. ; in the other Auditories: Meetings of the Sections.

At 12.30 p.m. : Trip to Potsdam. Excursiou by steamer across the Havel lakes to

Wannsee. Return by railway to Berlin. J'ridai/, Aufjust ICjth—9 a.m.: General
Meeting in the Lecture Hall of the I. Clhemical Institute. Scientific Lectures.

Conclusion of the Congress. 1 p.m. : Departure from the Lehrter Bahnhof to

Hamburg. Arrival in Hamburg about 5 o'clock. At night : Reception by the

High Senate in the Hamburg City Hall. Snlurday, August 11th—9-10 a.m. : The
Natural History Museum will be open. 11 a.m. : IBy steamer round the Harbour.
In the afternoon : Visit to the Zoological Gardens. Sunday, August ISth—Excursion
to Heligoland. Visit to the Biological Station.

The following- gentlemen have umlertaken to give lectures at the

General Meetings on the following subjects : Geh. Bergrath Prof. Dr.

W. Branco (Jierlin) :
" Fossile Mensehenreste." Geh. Rath Prof. Dr. 0.

Biitschli (Heidelberg) :
" Vitalisnius unci Mechanismus." Prof. Dr.

Yves Delage (Paris) :
" Les theories ile la fecondation." Prof. Dr. A.

Forel (Morges) :
" Die psychischeii Eigenschaften der Ameisen."

Prof. Dr. G. V>. Grassi (Rome) : "Das Malariaproblem vom zoologischen

Standpunkte."' Prof. Dr. E. B. Poulton (Oxford) :
" Mimicry and

Natural Selection." A committee of ladies will place themselves at

the disposal of the ladies of the Members of the Congress. Every
zoologist and every friend of zoology may become a Member of the

Congress by paying twenty marks to Ihe Treasurers of the Congress,

either before or during the Session. A Report of the Session will be

supplied, on application, to every Member of the Congress. Ladies

attending the Congress in the Company of a Member may become
Associates on the payment of ten marks. This payment entitles

them to attend all the Meetings and Receptions. Application for

tickets must he made on or before the 11th of August at the Congress'

Office, 1, Hessische Strasse, Berlin, N.
Information of actual dates of appearance (in nature or in confine-

ment) of Endroiiiis rcrsimlora, for a single year or spread over a series

of years, is badly wanted ; also exact details and dates of the autumnal
emergence of any Sphingids from pupte of the same year ; also any
information relating to the mode of egg-laying in nature of any
Sphingids (either British or foreign). Will correspondents please

reply direct to the Editor ?

Herr H. Gauckler of Carlsruhe, already well known for his

interesting notes on the life-histories of sotiie Geometrids, as well as

for his list of Carlsruhe lepidoptera, has published {E»t. Xac/tr., xxvi.,

pp. 871-2) notes on the folloAving new aberrations :

Cidaria jncata, Hb., ab. alhofasciata, Gckler,—With an almost pure white
submarginal band on the forewings, 3Jmm. to 4mm. in width, separated from the

outer margin by an olive-green band of about l^mm. width. Three freshly emerged
specimens at Carlsruhe in May, 1900.

Boarmia crepuseularla, Hb., ab. alba, Gckler.—Ground colour clear whitish-

grey, no dai'k central shade, and even the blackish dentated line only weakly
indicated ; very little brown dusting, the brown dots on the margin only very small.

One ? taken at Carlsruhe in the spring of 1900.

Ortholitlta pluinbaria, Fb., ab.—A not less noteworthy aberration, but not

named. Has a conspicuous dark dentated line in the marginal area, just inside the

pale subterminal line. One ? at Carlsruhe some years ago. (I have seen specimens
in British collections decidedly tending in this direction.—L.B.P.).

Errata.—p. 72, line 40, for " 1894 " read " 1849." p. 81, lines 34-5, for
" Acrolepia " read " Argyrolepia." p. 84, line 39, for " cassipes " read " crassipes."
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Lasiocampa (juercus var. meridionalls, n. var.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In the Kntoiiiolorjist's liccord, vii., pp. 298-305, I gave a critical

review of Lasiocamj}a (juercih and L. var. callnnae, and concluded with

Staudinger's summary of the various forms of L. quercna and their

distribution. Recently, in view of volume iii of British Lepidoptera,

Mr. Bacot and myself have been dealing with these forms, which
Staudinger seems to have jumbled up somewhat unsatisfactorily in one
or two instances, and I would provisionally substitute the following

in place of the table there given :

quercus, Linn., " Sys. Nat.," xth ed., p. 498 (1758).

var. (et ab.) callunae, Palmer, " Zool.," 1847, p. 1656. Mountains and moor-
lands of central and northern Europe.

var. viburni, Gn., "Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr.," 1868, p. 405. South France and
Northern Italy.

ab. Kpartii, Hb., " Eur. Schmett.," fig. 173 cf . Germany, Britain, &c.
var. )neri(Uo)i(ilh, n. var. (generally known as south of France qtiercfis). Wings

deep chocolate-brown, transverse bands very narrow ; larvae with pure
white dorsal urticating fur (that of viburni, Gn., red-brown).

Ah-roboris, [F.J.A.D.], "Bork. Rhein. Mag.," i., p. 362 (1793), Schrank,
" Fauna Boica," p. 275 (1802). Germany, England, &c.

var. sicula, Staud., " Cat.," 1861, p. 30. Sicily.

ab. catalaunica, Stand., "Cat.," p. 09 (1871). Catalonia.

The other varieties and aberrations

—

alpina, Frey, &c.—need not be
dealt with here. It is, however, necessary to give tiieridioualis (the

south of France (jucreiis with white-haired larva) a name to distinguish

it from ribi(rni (the south of France qiiercih with red-brown-haired
larva). It is also necessary to discriminate between Hiibner's ordinary
narrow-banded German aberration of (jiiercus, which he named spartii,

and the south of France ribiirni which Staudinger confused with it. My
main reasons, however, for this note are to legalise nieridionalis, which
I am using in my vol. iii., and ray wish to bring Mr. Bacot's nomen-
clature into line with that which I am using. The following comparative
descriptions are made from the series in Messrs. Bacot and Warburg's
collections :

a. L. var. meridionaliii, n. var.— <? . Deep chocolate-brown with a com-
paratively narrow and very definite yellow transverse band to both fore- and hind-
wings, that on forewing dropping from costa in a short curve (convex to base of

wing on its inner margin) before turning slightly outwards, and then running to

the inner margin, where there is another very slight curve towards base; on the
hindwings the band forms a regular curve almost parallel to hind margin from the
costa direct to the anal angle; the outer margins of both fore- and hindwings
almost as dark chocolate-brown as basal areas ; the white median spot of forewings
very bright, moderately large ; fringes of the forewings concolorous with the outer
area, fringes of hindwings varying from concolorous with outer margin to bright
yellow ; tendency for nervures on outer marginal area of hindwings to be yellowish

;

antennal shaft paler than pectinations. ? . Forewings yellow-ochreous, transverse
band narrow, definite, same direction as in male, and slightly dark-tinted on inner
margin, median white spot surrounded with a dark ring. Nervures rather paler in
outer marginal area than ihe ground colour. Hindwings of a redder ochreous tint;

a definite transverse band, the outer area rather paler, the nervures therein still

rather paler than the ground colour.

j3. L. var. ribitrni, Gn.— <? . Rather smaller than var. vicridionalis; consider-
able variation in direction of transverse band on forewing, which sometimes has a
small outward angulation below the costa, at others runs obliquely directly from
costa outwards towards anal angle

;
the band of the hindwing also definite, well-

marked ; the outer margin conspicuously dark. There is a tendency to an enlarge-
ment of the band, both on fore and hindwings medially towards the outer margin; the

April 15th, 1901.
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white median spot intensely white, small ; the fringes of forewings concolorous with
the outer margin of forewings; those of hinclwings from nearly concolorovis to bright
yellow. $ . Rather smaller than that of incridionalis (one wild one much larger), the

foi'ewings a little deeper ochreous, the hindwings distinctly more reddish; the band
rather more distinct, but still very definite and narrow ; with a similar tendency to

pallid nervures on the outer margin of hindwings, and slightly so on forewings.

7. L. querciis, L.—The British examples tend much to local races. The males from
Potton are not unlike the ab. s2Jartii. figured by Hiibner, from Germany, but have a

rather wider band and a faint yellow shade that spreads as it were from the middle
portion of the transverse bands on fore- and hindwings, suffusing and narrowing
the outer marginal areas, and destroying the striking contrast so observable in

var. meridionalis, in this respect rather approaching vibnnii. The females are

distinctly different inasmuch as the fore- and hindwings are of the same reddish-

ochreous tint that characterises only the hindwings of the French races, and the

band on the hindwings tends to obsolescence and to blend with the ground colour of

the marginal area. The white median spot of the forewings is distinctly larger,

whiter, and not ringed so darkly. The tendency to the spread of the yellow of the
bands on both fore- and hindwings, in the males from Cambridge and other British

localities, is strikingly characteristic, narrowing much the chestnut outer marginal
area of the forewings and reducing it on the hindwings to a narrow marginal
chestnut band. In the female the tendency is for the outer marginal area to take

on the colour of the band entirely in both fore- and hindwings (a characteristic seen

most strongly in var. siciila, but only in the hindwings).

Larvae of Lasiocampa quercus and its vars. callunae, Palm.,

viburni, Gn., meridionalis, Tutt, and sicula, Stand., and of

cross=pairings between these races.

By ARTHUR W. BACOT.

Towards the end of 1896 I received from Mr. J. C. Warburg young
larvae of Lasiocampa var. viburni and L. var. meridionalis, reared from
parents of Cannes stock. These I was to rear with a view to noting their

divergence from each other in their several instars, and also from some
L. quercus larvae of English (Dorsetshire) parentage, given me by Mr.

Goymour. In January, 1897, Mr. Warburg gave me a few larvfe

resulting from a cross between L. var. viburni and L. var. vwridiojialis

from southern France. The larvte of the Continental races Avere fed on
ivy ; those of the English race preferred privet, but would eat ivy in

default. They were all kept in a warm room and fed throughout the

winter, spinning up about March, and commencing to emerge in July.

Mr. Warburg, who had to leave England on account of his health,

passed on to my care all his pup;^ of the various races, or crosses

between the races, with a request to obtain certain cross-pairings for

him and any others I might think desirable. Thus the stock of pup^e

under my care was largely increased both in numbers and variety,

and a far better chance of success obtained than would otherwise have

been the case.

List of pup.^ experimented upon.—(1) L. var. meridionalis (Cannes), mixed
families. (2) L. var. meridionaUit (Cannes), a single family. (8) L. var. vVnirni

(Cannes), a single family. (4) L. var. viburni (Cannes), from collected larvae.

(5) L. quercus (Dorsetshire). (6) L. var. viburni x L. var. vieridionalis (white-

haired larvae). (7) L. var. viburni x L. var. meridionalis (brown-haired larvae).

(8) L. var. callunae (Aberdeen), (9) L. var. sicula, a single family of Sicilian

parentage.

Mr. Warburg's brother had already crossed a ^ vieridionalis with

a ? callunae when he handed the pupte to me, and the $ laid a large

number of eggs. My own pairings were as follows :

—

(1) July (1st week), <? meridionalis x ? viburni. (2) July 10th, <? viburni
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X ? quera'is (Dorsetshire). (3) July 10th, <? {viburni x meridionalu, white-
haired larvffi, No. above) x ? quercvs (Dorsetshire). (4) .July 18th (A), i
meridinnalh, x ? of same stock ("2.2). (.5) July 19th (B), ^ (cihurni x
;H('/7V/i();/((/i.s, brown-haired larvae, No. 7 above) x ? meridionals {j-2). (6) July 19th,

<f viburni x ? i-allunac (3-8). (7) July 19th (C), c? (viburni x nieridionalis,

white-haired larvae, No. 6 above) x $ viburni (6-3). (8) July 19th (D), c? (viburni

X werjVh'oiflZi.s, white-haired larvae) x ? meridionalis (Q-2). (9) July 2.5th (G), <?

(vihurni x ?ne?7V?jo«rth'.*, brown-haired larvfe) x ? viburni (7-4). (10) July 28th (/),

(? and ? (viburni x meridionalis, white-haired larvte), (0-6). (11) July 28th (.7),

<? quercih (Dorsetshire) x ? meridionalis (5-2). (12) July 31st (A'), <? x ?

viburni (3-8). (13) Aug. 3rd (L), t? X ? (viburni x ineridionali>< , white-haired
larvse) (6-(5). (14) Aug. 3rd (M), s (viburni x meridionalifs, brown-haired larvae)

X ? {viburni x meridionalis, white-haired larvse), (7"(i). (1-5) Aug. 7th (.V), <?

{viburni x meridionalis) x ? meridionalis (7"2), (16) Aug. 9th (P), g and ?
{vibjirni x meridionalis) (7"7). (17) Aug. 12th (R), i meridionalis x ? viburni
(2"8). (18) Aug. 12th (S), (j (viburni x meridionalis, brown-haired larv©) x ?

viburni (7-3). (19) Aug. 24th (J'), c? sic«?rt x ? meridionalis (9-2). (20)
Aug. 20th (?), (V), s siciila x ? {viburni x meridionalis, brown-haired larvse)

(9-7).

An nttempt to cross a <? Pachi/f/a^tria trifolii with a $ L, var.

jncridionalis was made ; it is not certain that copulation took place,

although a large number of eggs were at once laid (usually a sign of

impregnation), but all proved infertile. In all, 23 pairings were
obtained, seventeen being distinct pairings and six duplicates. Of
the seventeen, four were pairings between moths of the same races,

thirteen being crosses between different races. The whole 23 pairings

produced fertile eggs. Unfortunately, the difificulties of attending to

so many different broods, most of them large, and all of which
required to be reared apart in an artificial temperature, and, when they
grew larger, of obtaining a sufficient supply of fresh food, proved too
much for my limited leisure. Disease resembling diarrhoea carried

oft", not only large numbers of each brood, but in some instances
entire broods, so that my success as regards obtaining full-fed larvae

and imagines was very indifferent.

During 1898 I only obtained one pairing, this was between a J of

the 1897 pairing between <? and ? {vihurni x meridionalis, white-
haired larva-) (L) and a 5 siciila. Of this cross I reared a large number
of larvje (upwards of 100) until they reached their penultimate skins,

when to my great disappointment the above-mentioned disease
broke out and nearly decimated the brood. I only succeeded in
getting nineteen out of 100 to spin up, while Mr. Prout succeeded in
getting fifteen pupse from twenty larvae that I gave him, and as
regards emergences he has had a greater number than I. Many of
my pupa? lay over in 1899, two males emerging at Whitsun, 1900,
while a few are still living (autumn of 1900), and are apparently
going to attempt to pass another winter before emerging. j\ly failure

I attribute almost entirely to want of attention and the keeping of
too large a number in a confined space, especially during their younger
stages. I believe that it is in the earlier stages that the disease" is

contracted, although its effect may not become apparent until just
before the last moult and a considerable time after the larvfe have
been removed to ampler quarters. There did not seem to be any
weakness resulting from the intercrossing, as is the case with hybrid
S)nerinthi(s ocellatiis x popidi larvae, my want of success applying
equally to true-bred larvae ; but the tendency to lie over (largely, if

not entirely, due to intercrossing) was responsible for much of the
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mortality among the pupfc, arising, if not primarily, at least

secondarily, from a want of knowledge as to proper treatment due to

doubt as to which of the parental habits would be followed.

The chief distinguishing feature of the adult larvae of the

different races consists in the colour of the hairs, especially that of

the urticating hairs which form the dorsal fur. It is the colour of

these hairs that gives the larva its general tint. The colour of the

head is another point of difference, and also, to a more limited

extent, the shape and size of the clypeal marking, but these features

only serve to differentiate the southern from the northern races, or,

rather, the British from the continental forms ; as first stated, the

rule is very likely to hold good, but I have not had sufficient material

through my hands to say if this be always so. In the British races the

head is of a deep indigo-blue, occasionally tinged with orange on the

cheeks ; in the continental forms the head is usually orange-red, the

clypeal marks being whitish, the latter usually faint, if not absent in

larvte of British race. Adult continental larvte are, I think, more
densely haired than the British. In the early instars, however, there

is a vast difference between them, the continental larvte assuming the

adult' coat in the 2nd or 3rd stadia, while those of British parentage

do not attain to a full development of hairs until they are much larger,

at least one moult, and probably two moults, later. I found larvfe of

vars. vieridionalh and riburiii indistinguishable before the growth of the

urticating fur, the divergence of coloration becoming gradually more
apparent until the adult colours were attained about 4th and 5th stadia.

The British larv* vary considerably, while the French forms are

much more constant, the variation in their case being chiefly with

regard to the development of the blue shading on the lateral area,

while with British larvt^e the colour of the dorsal fur varies between

dull white and pale brown, and there is much difference as to the stage

to which the chain of white medio-dorsal tufts persists. The blue

shading on the lateral area of the British larvae is usually stronger

than with the French, and it sometimes developed into interrupted

lateral bands. The larva of L, var. ribnrni is, in my experience, more
constant than that of L. var. meridionals. Eoughly speaking, the

chief points in adult larvffi are as follows :

—

L. quercns (English) : Dorsal {urticatin(j) fur, dull white to pale dusky brown.
Head, dull indigo.

L. var. meridionalis (Cannes) : Dorsal fur, pure white. Head, orange-red.

L. var. callmiae (Scotland) : Dorsal fur, dull brown. Head, dull indigo.

L. var. viburni (Cannes) : Dorsal fur, red-brown. Head, orange-red.

L. var. sicula : Dorsal fur, red-brown. Head, orange-red.

I speak with some hesitation as to the imagines, as my series are

not very long. The differences are most apparent in the males. L.

var. sicula differs more markedly from any of the others than they do

among themselves, and, so far as my experience goes, is very constant.

The ground colour of the males is russet-brown, the band on the

hindwings is orange-yellow, and extends to the margin, while that on

the forewings is narrow, the former feature being characteristic of

the females as well. L. var. viburni and L. var. ineridiunalis I am
unable to distinguish. The males have a ground colour of a soft, but

rich deep red-brown, and the yellow band on the forewings is much
straighter than is usual with the British races. Some variation

exists in regard to the width of the band, but I have never seen a
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trace of the epaulette markings that are tolerably frequent in L. var.

calbinae and not infrequent in English L. qiwrciis, nor have I ever seen

a forewing band of the Cannes races so waved as they usually are in

the English specimens, or with a hindwirig band extended to the

margin of the wing as in L. var. i^irida. Males of L. var. callunae are

often, if not usually, of a deeper ground colour than English L.

quciriis or /.. var. weridionalis. The forewing band is waved and the

hindwing band is sharp, not fading into the ground colour towards the

margin as is frequently, but not invariably, the case with /.. var. vibiinii,

and L. var. meridionalis. English L. qnercua are the most variable in

the imaginal as in the larval state. It seems useless to lay down

even the loosest rule. My own short series of nine males shows a

wide variation. One taken during July at Lyme Regis would easily

pass unnoticed in a series of L. var. callunae. Several have the

epaulette marking, while others have no trace, most of the specimens

have the forewing band waved, but two have it much straighter than

the others and with one of these it is quite as straight as in the Cannes

varieties. Two, in the width of the hindwing band and its tendency to

suffuse the ground colour as far as the margins, approach L. var. sictda

as does another specimen in regard to the ground colour, which is of a

russet-brown. I am rather inclined to consider that our English race

is the nearest to the ancestral stock, and that the variation is largely

due to climatic causes, although it is possible that some of the

variation towards the southern races may be caused by inroads of fresh

blood on our southern and eastern coasts.

A fourth season among Swiss butterflies.

By G. WHEELEE, M.A.

The season of 1900 opened hopefully with bright sunny weather at

the end of February, and on the 24th of that month and the following

days (joni'iiteryx rhaiiDiiwas out in numbers and in excellent condition.

(By the way, is it certain that these early specimens are hibernated ?
''

My own observations and experience are against this theory). This

early promise, however, was doomed to speedy disappointment, for

cold, wet weather set in, and an extremely late season was the result.

Unfortunately I was prevented by illness from doing much in the way
of buttertly-hunting before May; but from all accounts I lost but little

thereby, except a projected spring expedition to Lugano, which I hope

is only postponed till next (or another) year. The early part of May
produced at Veytaux nothing but the usual spring insects, Xmniadcs
ndlarKs being the best find, and, alas! my favourite hunting-ground in

the Veraye gorge (a list of whose species I gave last year) spent the

spring and summer in being turned into a cemetery. I do not think
that such part of it as is left will be less productive another year, but
almost half of it is now unavailable. On May 16th we went for a
fortnight to Aigle, but met with bitterly cold weather, and nothing of

* In Britain, there can be no doubt, we think ; the evidence of winter
specimens is definite and indubitable, and as lihavDius would only allow autumnal-
feeding larvffi to get so early an emergence, and as a consequence winter pupsE, and
both are unknown, an impossible thing in Britain with such a common species were
tliey actually in existence, we suspect that the generally accepted view is abso-
lutely correct. Surely parallel conditions hold in Switzerland.

—

Ed.
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note was done until the 21st, when we made an expedition to Martigny,
and across the valley to Branson, where, just below the first houses in

the village, Poh/owmatus orion was to be found in some numbers. The
next day we went to our old hunting-ground at Lavey, and found both
(hqiido sfbriis and Nomiadcs ci/llanis in abundance. Towards the end of

the week it became wet and cold again, and we had to wait till Monday
28th for another expedition to Lavey. Here ('. ^cbrusi and N. cj/Uanifi

were again abundant, and I took one very small ? blue which I hoped
might be Xoniiadi's nielanops, but which turned out to be the tiny var.

hlachieri of .V. ci/llani^. This I am informed by Ch. Favre is found
abundantly on the plateau immediately above Saillon. An expedition

on the following day to Les Plans and thence up to the foot of the

Petit Moeuveran was quite unproductive, except for a couple of Si/rich-

thns vialvae at a point somewhat unusually high for this species. From
this point onwards I took nothing unusual, and we returned to Veytaux
on June 5th. On the 9th an expedition to the top of the Rochers de

Naye, going by train, and walking down from the Col de .Taman,

though most enjoyable produced but little. This is a locality for

Pararge hiera, but I did not see a single specimen ; one specimen of

Pieris napi var. bri/oniae was the only mountain insect observed. The
whole distance, hoAvever, down the slopes of the Dent de Merdasson
Avas covered with large white anemones and pheasant-eyed narcissus,

so thickly that it was impossible in many places to move without

treading upon them, and on this there were numbers of the commoner
insects, and especially of a somewhat large form of McUtaea parthenie

var. varia, which has literally swarmed everywhere this year, though
I have never seen a precisely similar form before. During the

following week a day on the Rhone banks at Bouveret produced
amongst other things

—

Brenihu sdene, 2hiitaea (Uctynna (vejy

fine), Plcbeiiis cw/fon (very large), and P. art/Ks. On June 16th

we returned to Aigle and there remained, except for three weeks
at Milrren, throughout the summer. On the 20th Mr. and Mrs.

Lowe arrived, and the following day we walked to Charpigny,

on the chance of seeing Mr. Fison's collection, but were not

fortunate enough to find him at home. The 22nd was too wet for

anything, but on the 23rd we went to Martigny, and thence over the

Rhone bridge at Branson turning down to the left in search of Li/caena

iolaa ; on arriving at the Collutea patch we were soon at work, and in

about an hour and a half we succeeded in capturing eighteen excellent

specimens with four nets (Mr. and Mrs. Lowe, my wife and myself) ;

besides these there were a good many others, which not being so good
were released again. The next day Mr. Lowe went alone to Martigny,

where he took Lycacna amanda and Ayyijnnh daphne. Wet weather
prevented our following this example till the 27th, when we Avent to

Vernayaz, walking thence under the clifis to Martigny. A great part

of the Avay lies between marsh on the left and cliffs with scrub and
wood on the right ; in the former L. iuiianda was very abundant, and
in the latter a few A. daji/mc occurred. Intending hunters should note

that it is useless to look for L. amanda except in, or on the edge of,

the marsh-land. I also found two or three Avorn specimens of Krebia

'^ti/i/ne (pirene), the loAvland form of Avhich differs greatly from the

mountain form Avhich I found later at Miirren. On Thursday Mr. and
Mrs. LoAve left, and the next day we repeated our Vernayaz-Martigny
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expedition, and found L. amanda, but no A. daphne or K. stijgnc.

Towards the end of June Paran/e acliine and Liiiwnitis camilla had
become abundant at Aigle, and L. aibijlla was beginning to emerge ; by
the beginning of July the latter was also very plentiful, and the

specimens this year were unusually large. Dri/an jiajihia was as abun-

dant as usual, lasting well into September, and I took early in July

one specimen of var. rah'siua. The first Apatura iris I saw this year

at Aigle was on July 2nd, and the first I captured on July 11th ; they

were common this year, but as usual not easy to catch. The Sepey

road is their special haunt. Theda ilich with both its vars., T. qdni,

and T. w-albmn were to be found on this road also, but I saw no T.

pruni, except one splendid specimen in Mr. Fison's cabinet, which he

took near his house at Charpigny, close to S. Triphon station. He
has also taken several specimens of T. acaciae in his groiands, one of

which he kindly presented to me. Our last expedition to Vernayaz

was on July 9th, on which occasion we crossed the valley from
Vernayaz station, and, turning to the right after crossing the Rhone,
searched the slopes for A. daphne, only one specimen of which,

however, we found, the day becoming cloudy soon after our arrival.

Only one other expedition from Aigle took place, namely, a search for

Laiiipides hoetica on last year's ground on July 19th. This proved

entirely unsuccessful, so far as L. boetica was concerned, but produced

a fair number of Kveres arf/iaden var. coretas, which are to be found

immediately after crossing the Rhone bridge at Branson, on the marshy
ground to the right of the path leading down the Rhone bank towards

the Cidhttea. Apatura ilia was flying about the poplars in the valley, but

only one allowed itself to be caught, and even that one I clumsily let

escape while bottling it. On Monday the 23rd we went to Miirren,

and setting to work the next morning found a considerable number of

insects. Lycaena arum resembles the form of the lowlands, being very

bright and clearly marked, with no inclination towards var. obacnra.

This fact moreover does not stand alone. The normal form of

CIiri/s()]dianiis chri/seis is universal here, even as high up as the

Blumenthal, and no sign of the mountain form eurybia is to be seen.

So also Krebia Uyea, which is usually found lower, is abundant at

Miirren, which is the same height as Zermatt. The first day's captures

included PolyoinDiatiis pherete!^ and Erebia oetne (some of which are

without spots above and below), as well as those above mentioned ; indeed
/-•. pheretes is very common here, especially in the Blumenthal, and I

subsequently took several 5 s. On the following days I took Krebia

j»«»to in some numbers, and also the var. caecilia, as well as the moun-
tain form of K. ntyyne (pirene), in which the spots are greatly reduced in

size, producing a somewhat close resemblance to E. oeiiie, the under-
side, however, being identical with that of the lowland form. But
Friday, the 27th, was my red-letter day, as I w^as fortunate enough
to discover what I believe to be a new form of Chrysophantis dorilis, of

which I afterwards took a numl^er of specimens, especially in the

Blumenthal. Both ^ and $ are entirely brown on the upper side ; the

size is very large, the smallest specimens being larger than the largest I

have seen of the type, and the largest $ I took being as large as the ? of

C. chry^ieis, in fact one of the largest "coppers"! possess, except large

specimens of ('. ynrdius, the ? has occasionally a few small orange spots

at the edges of the wings and always two black discoidal spots on the
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upper wings, thus closely resembling the upper-side of C. chri/seis var.

euri/lna 2 ', the underside, however, entirely separates it from this,

having all the characteristics (as well as the shape) of C. ilorilis. The
ground colour of the underside of both sexes is yellow; thee? not being
so yellow as var. blensei and the ? not so yellow as the typical 5 .

There is scarcely a trace of the orange spots on the underside, except

faintly at the anal angle of the lower wing. In this characteristic it

approaches var. sithalpina, from Avhich it diliers however in size, and in

the entire absence of violet reflections. It is unknown both to the

English and native entomologists to whom I have shown it, and I have
provisionally named it var. hrunnea, which will not of course hold good
if it has been previously discovered and named. I have one specimen
of the $ with a good deal of dull copper on the upper wings, thus

approaching the type except in size. August 1st was spent in a long

expedition through Gimmelwald to the Schmadribach Hotel and back
by Stechelberg and Lauterbrunnen. On the way down to Gimmelwald
the numbers of Pulyommatns curydun were almost incredible, and P.
dorylas and P. hellaryus were also in great abundance. Just below
Gimmelwald I saAV two specimens of the deeply coloured Pajiilio

iiiarhaon ab. aurantiaca, but was unable to secure them, and, on arriving

at the banks of the Weiss-Lutschine, Poh/oiiuttatKs erus and a small form
of P. damon were to be seen among the hosts of P. an-ydon. This
appears to be an excellent locality, and I should have liked to have had
much more time at my disposal. On the 2nd a visit to the Blumenthal
produced amongst other things several specimens of the new copper, and
a few of the small var. montana of Xowiadcs ach; L'lqndo ininiina var.

alsoides is also abundant and very large. On the 3rd a walk on the heights

above the Blumenthal produced Melitaea ci/nt/iia $ and a good many
specimens of Krehia tijndarufi var. dronnts, a variety which is generally

supposed not to be Swiss, but which is the only form in the Miirren

district ; Ch. Favre informs me that it is also common at Trient, and
his specimens of the ? from that locality are even more strongly

marked than those from Miirren ; a day or two later I took several

more specimens of this variety. It cannot properly be regarded as an
aberration. My only other noteworthy captures were one specimen of

Polyuiiniiatit^ uiitilctc on the first day of my visit, and one of the small

form njparisstoi on the last. On August 13th we returned to Aigle, and
on the 16th went to Charpigny to search for Kpincjthdr tit/unius, a great

rarity in Switzerland, and were fortunate enough to hit on the exact spot

where it was to be found in numbers, but the 3' s somewhat worn ; a

few days later I took one specimen at Aigle. At Charpigny I also saw
several ZepJiijrus querciis one of which I took, and a splendid specimen

of Z. hetulae ? evidently just emerged. On the following day I made
another expedition to Martigny in search of L. boetica, and not only

found none, but also discovered that the whole of the Collutca bushes

with one exception were completely withered ; I shall look with much
interest and no little fear in the spring to see whether, or how far, they

have recovered. Close to the Rhone bridge I took a very fine Colias

cdm^a ab. lielice, and around the same spot Vlebeius arifits var. ayijywij-

novum was as abundant as it had been throughout the summer. This

form (unless it be, as has been suggested, a separate species) is by far

the commoner from Martigny to Sierre. I looked the same day to see

if any second brood of Polymiunatus uriun was to be found, but in vain.
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Satj/nis Htatilinua had appeared but not in numbers as yet. On the 21st

and subsequent days I found Ijeucophasia sinapis vars. rnj.siiiii and

diniensis, common, and Sati/rns phacdra very abundant at Aigle, and on

this date saw and very narrowly missed Pajiilio machaon var. aurantiaca,

which Mr. Fison has taken in this neighbourhood more than once
;

and at the same spot on the 23rd I took another C. var. hdlce, which,

however, having one wing rather badly torn I allowed to escape.

Within the next ten days I took three expeditions to Martigny in search

of N. statilinHs for Mr. Lowe, and also of Melitaea bcrisalcnsis of which

I took two or three specimens each time. N. ^tatiliiiKu was abundant,

but ? s very scarce. On one of these occasions Ch. Favre invited me
to come and hunt among his duplicates (" chasser parmi mes doublettes

were his words) and I thus obtained a couple of I'arari/e Jdcra and one

specimen of Krebia chriMi, as well as other things of which I was
short. On September 6th we returned to Veytaux, and on the follow-

ing day went up the Eochers de Naye where I took several Krebia

pnmoc vsLV. pitlio, which differed somewhat from the Simplon specimens,

having generally no spots on the deep mahogany blotch on the fore-

wings of the underside. This was, properly speaking, the end of my
entomological season ; but one day in October Chanoine Favre and I

met at Mr. Fison's for a long day to examine his collection minutely,

and came across many specimens of interest, including several unusual

aberrations. I append a list of my new captures this year, as I did

for my three former seasons, but naturally such lists must become
"smaller by degrees and beautifully less." Lencophada ainapis ab.

dminms, Chri/sojdtanus dorilia var. brnnnea, Nomiades cyllarui^ var.

blachien, N. soiiian/us var. inontaiia, L'upido alsiis var. al.soides,

Pnlyommatua optiletc var. ci/payiii>n(s, An/ijnyiin daphne, Krebia tjindarnt

var. drontus, K. manto and var. caecilia,K. >iti/;/)U' (jdrenej, &nd Kpim'phele

tit/mniis, besides several species presented to me. This year was also the

first time that I had personally met with l'(d.!/(iii})iiatiis orion and L)/caena

amanda. Two other points I must just mention. I have spoken in a

previous paper of the numbers of Krebia aetlnoim at Aigle. I find on
comparison with specimens taken this year at Miirren that almost all the

Aigle specimens are of the form leiicatamia. The other and much more
important point is that Coenonumpha satyriun, which in my last year's

papers I called a variety of C. arcania (a form of nomenclature altered

presumably by the Editor), was very abundant this year at

Miirren, and from the number of specimens I was able to examine
there, I am pretty well convinced that it is not a distinct species, almost

every characteristic of the type being more or less reproduced, some in

one example some in another, so that it approximates more closely to

the type than the var. danriniana, which has, I believe, never been

considered a separate species.

I have been asked several times this year to prepare a small hand-

book of the Swiss butterflies, there being nothing later than 1880 ; I

shall be most happy to make the attempt, but my power of doing so

must depend very largely on the extent to which collectors are willing

to put their experience at my disposal. May I be allowed to take

this opportunity of begging for the exact localities and dates of the

capture of butterflies in Switzerland, especially the rarer and more
local species, addressed to me at the Pension Masson, Veytaux,

Switzerland ?
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Sesiidae or /Cgeriidae.

By LOUIS B. PEOUT, F.E.S.

My friend Mr. E. W. Lane, who is doing such excellent work at

the " Clearwings," and other entomologists, have more than once
asked me concerning the complications of their generic nomenclature.
The Nomenclature Kevision Committee of the North London Natural
History Society a few years ago accepted Mr. Kirby's nomenclature
(ride, h'ntoiii., xxxvi., p. 61) but neither he nor they have published

any exhaustive explanation of the processes by which the result was
arrived at. The question is one of quite exceptional difficulty to deal

with, without bringing in that most dreaded personal element suggested

in the statement " I therefore choose "—this or that—in other words,

procedure in the past has been so unmethodical that it seems almost
impossible to apply rigidly and unswervingly the "historical method."

Seiiia was erected by Fabricius in 1775 for a heterogenous assemblage
of bee-hawks and clear-wings which I need not enumerate ; but it is

important to note his diagnosis: "Palpi rellexi. Lingua exserta,

truncata. Antennae cylindrical extrorsum crassiores." "Lingua
truncata " seems to preclude the Sphingid section from being typical,

although I am aware that—bearing in mind the very vague and loose

generic diagnoses of the period—it is generally dangerous to over-press

arguments based thereon.

MacroiilosHum was erected by Scopoli two years later with type

Htdlatarinii, and Troclnlirun with no type specified; we know from the

whole plan of Scopoli's work at the Heterocera, that these were meant
to cover sections E and F of the "Vienna Catalogue," i.e., that Macro-
(/lossKiii included stellataniin and (icnothcrae [proserjnna, Pall.), and
Trochiliinn the clear-winged species, including fnciforiiiis and boiiibi/li-

foniiis. The two new genera therefore covered, for all practical

purposes, the Senia of Fabricius, with which Hcopoli appears to have
been unacquainted ; to argue that Scopoli's action constituted some
non-European species the type of Sesia seems to be, as Sir George
Hampson has justly remarked, a reductin ad abnurduiii.

Of course Scopoli's action did not really influence Fabricius' genus
in any possible way; it is most important that work at generic nomen-
clature should not be disfigured with arbitrary assumptions that two
authors workmg quite independently are restricting one another's

genera ; the only conceivable case in which this could happen (auto-

matically) is where two new genera absolutely and explicitly cover the

same ground as one old one, and it is necessary (upon present-day

ideas) to conserve the old name for the later of the two new genera,

in order to give " priority " in the earlier of the two, its due weight.

Even here, however, it is hard to see how we can sit in judgment on
our predecessors, where they have failed to comply with this present-

day requirement, and permit ourselves to rule them "out of order;"

surely the most we can say is that they oiKjht to have done otherwise,

hut tlu'ij did not.

The above is a slight digression, in order to ventilate a very impor-

'tant question ; let us now return to our historic sketch.

In 1797 Cuvier cited stellatariiDi as an example of .SV.s/rt ; this would

make it the type, but for its disagreement with the generic diagnosis
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—and, as many writers would add, the fact that it had meanwhile
been constituted the type of Macror/loiisroii.

In 1801 Lamarck in like manner made fudformU, Fb. {i.e.,

apparently the broad-bordered species) the type ; but this again appears
to be ultra rins. I do not know Avhether Laspeyres in the same year
{Sesicu' Km-djiai'dc) published before or after Lamarck.

In 1805 Latreille removed stcUatartDit, boinhj/liforDiis •cindfiicifnriiiis

back to Sjihin.r, and cited four examples of Scsia—aiiifunnis, tipidi-

formis, oiliciforniis, and cliri/siflifdniiis.

In 1806 Hiibner {Tcntmnvu) cited culicifoniris as type. This has
been accepted by Grote and probably others, and unless Cuvier or

Lamarck can be shown to have interfered, it seems quite sound.

In 1807 Fabricius himself removed " ajiifuniu's, iclnieiununiformis,

vesjiifonnis, &c.," into his new genus ^Etjcria, and cited '^ oenotherae,

fitellatarion
,
fiuiformh, &c.," as examples of /SV.s/rt ; had he expressed

himself thus explicitly before Latreille and Hiibner had accepted his

published intentions and worked upon them, his decision would have
been of great importance ; as it is, it comes too late, and can affect

nothing, although it was accepted by Leach in 1815, and through him
introduced to our English writers.

In 1808 Ochsenheimer followed Latreille, and later (1816) he
removed stdlatarum and the bee-hawks to Macrof/losm [MacnxiluHsum

,

Scop.) ; hence the general continental usage.

In 1810 Latreille specified apifuniiis, Fb., as type of Sesia : this

will have to be accepted by those who reject the Tentamen.

In 1815 Oken resuscitated Truchilium, Scop., which had lain

dormant in the synonymy of Sesia, &c., using it (as a subgenus of

A'jjeria) for apiformis and bcmbeciformis {crabronifurviis, Lewin) ; in

other respects he followed Fabricius' latest (1807) work. As he only
describes apiformis, that becomes the obvious type of Trocldlium, of

which Hiibner's later Sphaecia is a synonym.
It thus appears, with (as I hope) all the important literature before

us, that the types of the early generic names in this group are the

following :

Sesia, Fb., 1775; type culicir'urmi,-< sec. Hb., l.SOG (or type apiwimis sec. Latr.,

1810).

Macroiilo.Hsuiii, Scop., 1777 ; type stcllatariDii sec. Scop., 1777.
Trocliilium, Scop., 1777 ; type cqnformis sec. Oken, 1815. (Curtis, 1831,

supports).

ACgeria, Fb., 1807 ; type apparently vcttpiforuns, L. (
= a>iilijortnig, Schiff.),

which seems to be the only species cited by all the early authors who legitimately

use the name—Fabricius, Oken, Leach, Stephens.

Curtis' selection of culicifonnis (in 1825) as the type of J^ltjeria is

debarred by the fact that this was not cited at the foundation of the

genus. Westwood's choice of apiformis, followed by Mr. Kirby, is

probably due to his accepting Oken's abridged Xatur;/. Schulen (1821)
instead of his earlier and much fuller Liitrbnrh (1815). It is to be
regretted that the "historical method" employed does not allow of our
finding the same type for all the three names Sesia, Troehilium and
.ilijeria, and so sinking the two latter as irrevocable synonyms ; for

there can be no doubt that this would simplify the synonymy, and
allow of the use of the work of those later writers who attempted more
subdivision (Hiibner, Newman, &c.). As it is, however, I am afraid

the best we can do is to restore " -bVs/a " and " Sesiidae'' to their
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rightful place for the true clear-wings, Trochilium for the "hornet
clear-wings," and apparently—though unfortunately—apply -EV/cc/a to

vcspifornriii (tabaniforniis).

I may add that Westwood, who (in Humphrey and Westwood's
British Sloths) first made the revision which has been followed by Mr.
Kirby, does not seem to have experienced any difficulty in accepting

the bee-hawks as the typical section of Se^ia, and considers Fabricius'

action on erecting ^E(/c'ria to be conclusive. His argument for the

restriction of Tnichiliioii, Scop., to the small clear-wings is very good
from a literary point of view, but hardly forcible enough to override

the action of his predecessors ; he argues that the allusion to a hum-
ming-bird, contained in the name Trochilinui, shows clearly that

Scopoli was thinking of the swift-winged and tufted-tail group, and
not of the comparatively sluggish and comparatively smooth-tailed
" hornet clearwin^js."

Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Piepers has specially dealt with the migration of the East Indian
butterflies in his " Observations sur des vols de lepidopteres aux Indes-

Orientales Neerlandaises et considerations sur la nature probable de ce

phenomene'''," Batavia, 1890, and added some few facts, many of which,

however, are too general to be of much service. He mentions some 30
different observations of the phenomenon collected mostly, it must be

confessed, from non-entomological correspondents, and in many
instances the species observed on flight is unknown. From these

observations he concludes that the flights noticed consist usually of indi-

viduals belonging to the two sexes of ('ato)iAilia (<_'aU id rj/m^) ciorcdi', hnt

sometimes of three species of the genus Kiiploea, but only those refer-

ring to the ('atopsilia are sufficiently numerous to draw any general con-

clusions therefrom. Thus, of the thirty cases mentioned, that observed

in 1885 by Ottolander, in the province of Besouki, in Java, consisted of

Euplora c II nice, another flight observed in the same year by Schouten,
in Sumatra, was composed principally of Kiiplnea bii.rtniii, accompanied
by E. rliadaiimntiiH, whilst in 1883, in Java, Piepers himself observed

a vast flight of the two sexes of ( 'atopsilia crocale, accompanied by a

few specimens of Atella plialanta and of a species of Terias, and in 1885
Shouten observed a flight of the same species of (.'atojisilia in Sumatra,
and De Graaf, in 1886, refers another flight observed at Bagalen, in

Java, to the same species. The records of most of the other flights

refer to the butterflies composing them as being white and yellow,

which suggests strongly that (
'. crocalf was the insect under observa-

tion. Of the flight that Piepers himself observed in November and
the first half of December, 1883, he says :

" Among many millions of

C. crocale, I counted three examples of Auila phalanta and two of a

Teriasi." He suspected that these specimeias were travelling with the

Catopsilia in spite of themselves, blindly following the migrants and
possibly not accompanying them very far. ]\Iost of the flights observed

took place in the months of November, December, January and

* Overfjcdrukt iiit het NutiturkuiuUg Tijdschrift voor Ncdcrhnuhclt-Indie,
Deel L., Aflevering 2, pp. 199-257 (Ernst and Co., Batavia en Noordwijk, 1890).

t The species might be T. hecabe, T. blanda, or T. *acf, three closely allied

species which cannot be discriminated on the wing.
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February, i.r., in the early months of the westerly monsoon, 25 of the

80 cases enumerated thus occurred, and the others, made from memory,
must not be taken too literally. Moore, he says, also observes that in Cey-
lon the migration flights usually commence in November. Piepers sus-

pects that the flights are annual, but that they are not specially noticed

except in those years in which the species are especially abundant, and
that this condition arises when there has been an early and a very dry

easterly monsoon, the flights being more general in the very early part of

the rainy season accompanying the westerly monsoons. During these

migrations the butterflies fly rapidly, going straight ahead, not turning

aside, but surmounting all obstacles that may be opposed to their

progress, continuing their movement in a direct line, never stopping

at flowers for food. It is this manner of flight that is abnormal, the

continued onward movement, as if for a definite purpose, being very

different from that in which the insects ordinarily indulge ; they cease

flying, however, when there is rain or no sun, just as they would were
they not making these definite journeys. The insects, Piepers states,

follow no definite direction, they usually fly with the wind, but

occasionally, if the wind be weak, they have been observed to fly

against it. Thus Zeper and other observers note the flights in 1877
and 1879 as being with the wind ; Backer notes in 1882 swarms
coming Avith the wind from the marshy districts in the interior of

Sumatra, but changing their direction and following the shore when
the coast was reached. Piepers states that the 1883 migration that

he himself observed in Java, and which extended over six to seven

weeks, was easterly in direction and with the wind. On the other hand
Zeper states that one flight observed in 1877, in Java, was towards the

south-east whilst the wind blew from that quarter. In diflerent times

of the same season the direction varies. Thus Kerkhoven observed, in

January, 1889, that the insects flew from west to east, but on February
2nd or 3rd, when they were again noticed, they flew from south-east

towards the north-west. So also Ottolander observed in 1885 that

Ki(j)l(H'a einticc at first travelled towards the east, but a dozen days later

towards the west. Concerning the fact that butterflies do fly against the

the wind, Piepers notes that Marott states {Fcuillc da^ Jcidws natiiralistt'.s)

that in the month of September, 1872, he met out at sea, a column of

l\i/rai»t'u carditi struggling boldly against the wind, but that, in spite

of their efforts, many were continuously beaten back into the water,

where they perished in such numbers as to give the sea the appearance
of a pond covered with leaves. Piepers observes that Zeper had written

that he had often seen isolated butterflies as well as swarms of them
flying from the land out to sea at a considerable distance from the

shore, but he added that if the wind fell, they at once changed their

direction and attempted to regain the shore. He also observes that

on the shores of Holland large swarms of lepidoptera have been noticed

arriving from a sea journey, and so fatigued by the journey, that

immediately on arrival they have settled on the shore and the dunes
to rest in such numbers that the road has been covered with them. A
somewhat parallel instance is noted by Piepers as occurring at Siak, in

Sumatra, in Septem1)er, 1880, but, in spite of the well known fact

that migrating butterflies in Ceylon, nearly always head against the

wind when on their periodical flights, Piepers insists that the butter-

flies observed migrating in the East Indies fly with the wind, and
that they cannot fly against it, except it be very weak.
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Notes on Pulex canis CurtisS and Pulex felis Bouche^ {with plate).

By the Hon. N. C. ROTHSCHILD, B.A., F.L.S., F.E.S.

Dr. Charles J. Patten, of Dublin, kindly forwarded me in November
last a fine series of fleas from the domestic cat. On further exami-
nation of this material, and after comparison with the specimens I

already had at hand, both from the domestic cat and dog, I felt con-

vinced that the fleas found on these animals were distinct species.

Kolenati" has already advanced this view ; his various distinctions,

however, are, without exception, erroneous, as Dr. Taschenberg^ has
already pointed out. Dr. Taschenberg, however, considering the fleas

from these two animals to be the same species, united them under the

new name of scrraticcjis.

The accompanying figures, drawn by my friend Dr. K. Jordan,

represent the 9th and 10th abdominal segments of the males of these

two fleas.

The chief distinguishing characters lie in the structure of the so-

called " movable-finger" of the ninth tergite, (a) in the figures, and
the shapes of the respective manubria, (c) in the figures. The
" movable-finger " of each species is drawn in optical section. In
Pulex felis there are a few more hairs on the surface of this organ
than in 1^. canis. The structure of its dorsal edge, moreover, is alto-

gether more rounded, and is produced further along the ventral edge
than in P. canis. In P. canis the ventral edge of the " movable-
finger " is much straighter than in P. felis.

The manubrium of P. felis is almost of the same breadth along

its entire length, while in P. canis the anterior portion is considerably

broader than the posterior. These segments of Pulex canis have
already been figured by Landois'''.

In the females a constant distinctive character appears to be absent.

Explanation of Plate IH.

A. Pulex felis. Ninth tergite, c? . B. Pulc.r canis. Ninth segment, c? .

C. Pulex cania. Ninth sternite, cf (flattened out).

1 Curtis, Brit. Ent., iii.. No. 114, Fig. A-E., Fig. 8 (182G).
2 Bouche, Nor. Act. Acad. Leop. Carol., xvii., 1, p. .505 (1835).
s Kolenati, Fauna de,^ Altvatem, p. (55 (1859), and Hor. Sac. Ent. Rons., ii.

p. L (1863).
4 Taschenberg, Die Flohe, p. 77 (1880).
5 Landois, Anatomie des Hundejlohes, Taf. vi. (1866).

j^ClENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Inquiline Cynipid.e—Shape of galls.—With reference to the para-

graph {antea, p. 19) relative to the Cijuipidae, the writer, I presume,
wishes to convey to your readers that the inquilines or guest-flies are

not parasites, this, however, is not my experience, for I only know of

two which are not—these are Si/ner(/u.s iiiela)u>pus and *S'. reinhardi, and
these two are true inquilines, infesting galls of Cijnips kollari—the

remainder of the British species, are certainly parasites. I will give

one instance out of many I could mention. In 1895 I tried to obtain

Xeurotcnis resicatri.r, and, in that year, I obtained 50 galls and only bred

inquilines and parasites. Last year I tried again and obtained over

100 galls with the same result, occasionally getting two inquilines out

of one of these small galls. It has been suggested that the cause may
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be the want of vegetable matter ; that is the case in many instances,

for the food is not enough for the maker and inquiline, but then we often

find two inquihnes infesting one small gall. This past week I have
examined a large polythalamous gall of Aiulriciis radiciH containing

sufficient vegetable matter to support many inquilines, if they would
live on it, but instead of feeding on the vegetable matter they had
consumed many of the gall makers, two, three, and in some cases four

inquilines had existed on a single gall larva. The common inquiline

of A . radicis is Sifnernns incrasHatns, and we find individuals of the species

very variable in size, and no wonder when the food (the larva of

A. radicis) is only enough to bring to maturity one full-sized inquiline,

two, three, or four manage to exist on it.

On page 20 (an tea) the writer of the paragraph says : "How the mere
oviposition in the leaf or bud should cause such a different growth
when pierced by different species is a great mystery." The mere
oviposition in the leaf or bud does not make any difference to the leaf

or bud. If the egg is not hatched no distortion of the leaf or bud takes

place ; the larva is the prime mover of the growth and as long as the

larva is active the usual gall growth continues. Should the larva die or

get injured from any cause before the growth of the gall is completed,

the growth activity ceases, and sometimes, but very rarely, while the

larva is active. P. Cameron, in Ilai/ Soc. Vol., iv., p. 10, says: " Asa
rule they (the inqiiilines) kill the larva of the gall maker." On p. 21

he says :
" In C;iniiiidac the birth of the larva is synchronous with the

formation of the gall—until the larva is born and commences feeding

there is no gall-formation."—G. C. Bignell, F.E.8., The Ferns,

Home Park Eoad, Saltash, Cornwall. Janitarij 26^/;, 1901.

The cry of Acherontia atropos.—Material being available this year,

I thought it well to investigate this subject for myself, one reason being
that I had quite forgotten all about Moseley's paper in Nature, though
I must have read it. Nature, at the date of its appearance, being part

of my regular reading. This had, however, the advantage of leaving

me quite unbiassed, and led me to a rather extended examination of

the anatomy of A. atropoa. My specimens all had to come by post,

and so did not cry so freely as might be desired, and gave an undue
importance to anatomy over experiment. It was plain that the noise

appeared to come from, or from near, the head ; the friction of pro-

boscis and palpi had nothing to do with it, as they could be held apart

without affecting it. The only movement associated with the noise

was one of the under surface of the base of the abdomen ; a similar

movement as an ordinary respiratory one occurred, without any noise

being produced. I made search, however, amongst the air-sacs and
ililated trachese of the thorax and abdomen without finding anything
to produce a sound. I then examined the spiracles. These have a

very beautiful double valve of lace-like structure as an outward pro-

tection, but all seemed to be nearly alike, and I coiild find nothing to

suggest the pro-thoracic spiracle as a squeaking organ. Nor could I

find anywhere any stridulating surface. The corrugations of the pro-

boscis and palpi are rounded, and do not touch each other, confirming
the experimental proof that there is no stridulation here. A strained

extension of the proboscis did not stop the sound, but distinctly

altered the note, rendering it certain that the source of the sound was
affected by this altered position. The opposed edges of the two halves
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of the proboscis are firmly held together, and no friction here causes

the sound. In the interior of the head, facing the lumen of the pro-

boscis, is an opening, capable of varying its form from nearly circular

to a narrow slit ; this opens behind into a cavity of a diameter of

about 2mm. lying immediately behind the clypeal region. This

cavity has walls of fairly fixed position below and laterally, being con-

ditioned by the surrounding chitinous structures of the head ; but

above it is not in contact with the walls of the frons and vertex. The
space here between the frons and this special sac cavity is occupied by
a rete mirabilc of tracheal tubes, and over this area the roof of the sac

is soft and flaccid, and capable of considerable movement, so much as

to amount probably to complete collapse of the cavity when it is

depressed. This cavity appeared to be a dilated upper end of the

oesophagus, its structure appearing to be continuous with the oesopha-

gus, but I did not succeed in passing a bristle from the cavity into the

oesophagus. The primary function of this cavity seemed probably to

be to produce a sucking vacuum at the base of the proboscis to draw
up honey or other fluids, its method of action being the alternate

turgescence and exhaustion of the tracheal spaces above and also

around it, produced probably by the abdominal movements, and
utilised by the valvular action of its openings. It seemed to me that

air either drawn into or expelled from this sac, through the valvular

opening at the base of the proboscis, was the cause of the cry. I

entirely failed, however, to obtain a vieAv of this opening or chink
during vocalisation, and so am unable to feel absolutely sure that this

is really a vocal organ. That my conclusion, however, is the same as

Mr. Moseley's, and was reached without the prompting of previous

information, gives his view strong support.—T. A. Chapman, M.D.,
F.Z.S., F.E.S., Betula, Reigate. 'Februanj 12th, 1901.

J^RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for April and May.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—The eggs of Gonepteryx rhamni may be found in April and
May on the leaves and petioles of llhannuts franijiila.

2.—In May, 1901, examine the ends of the birch stumps cut down
in the winter of 1899-1900. The frass of the larva of Sesia culici-

fonnin between the bark and wood will tell where to look for the

caterpillar itself.

3.

—

Xnla cristidalis sits head downwards on the stems of privet,

beech, hornbeam, birch and oak in early May; rather conspicuous on
beech and hornbeam.

4.—Beating in May for " hooktips " is often profitable. Drcpana
cultraria, lacertinaria, falcataria and hinaria are abundant in most
southern woods with the right growth. The males of D. cultraria fly

about freely in the sunshine, and sometimes those of 7>. hinaria are to

be seen flitting in the glades of the woods of our south-eastern counties.

The Fairmead district of Epping Forest is a good locality for l>.

binaria.

5.-—The larva of Geometra papilionaria is to be found in April and
May sticking out from the tips of birch twigs, and closely resembling

the birch catkins.
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6.—The larvfp of EtipitJieria mbrinata are to be beaten from juniper

in May.
7.—The larvfe of Cldaria dlaci'ata from the May brood feed up

well and rapidly on L'ircaca Intctiana and Kpildbiuiii iiKmtanui/i in June
and July, many emerging in August, but some pupae going over until

the following May.
8.—The larvjE of Apamea itnanimis a,ve to be found among grass in

April when pupa-digging at the roots of willow, later the pupfe may be

found spun up under the loose bark of willows. The moths emerge in

late May and June (Machin).

9.—In April and May when young the larvfe of Plusia monfta feed

two or three together in a web on Thiphuiium and Aconitum, but later

feed independently, and may easily be shaken out of their food-plant

(Hall).

10.—In May the larvse of Noctua ditrapczinm occur on a variety

of plants—birch, apple, whitethorn, sallow, bramble, bracken, stinging-

nettle—on Hampstead Heath, Wimbledon Common, &c. Best obtained

late at night.

11.—In the middle of May the full-fed larvfe of Leucania Uttoralis

are to be found under the sand at the roots of Ammopliila anindinacca.
12.—At the end of May the heather must be swept (preferably by

night) for the larva? of Afirotix ai/athina.

13.—The larvfe of Polia nit/rocincta are to be found by day around
the roots of Statice armeria or on the blossoms by night (Newman).

14.—Imagines of Calncaiiipa vetiista and C. exoleta come to sugar in

April and May ; May 14th for Calocampa retxsta, and C. exuleta on
May 27th, are my latest records (Kane).

15.—In early May search ribbon-grass for the internal-feeding larva

of Apamea opJiiafircniima : the affected shoots are easily recognised.

16.

—

Xcjihopteri/.v an;iitt>teUa appears in the beginning of May and
continues on the wing till nearly the end of June ; in hot seasons a
partial second brood appears in September and October. The egg is

deposited on the fruit of the spindle-tree, generally on the underside,

and frequently between two berries ; the newly-hatched larva at once
bores into the berry, closing the entrance with silk, and is then difficult

to find ; as it gets larger it passes to another berry, and its presence
may then be detected by the frass protruding from the hole through
which the larva has eaten into the fruit. By putting a supply of

rotten wood into the breeding-cages for the larva^ to spin up in, almost
every larva will produce a moth (Machin).

17.—The larva? of Aciptilin fialartndarti/la are to be found on the
underside of the central leaves of burdock in May ; the riddled state of

the leaves indicates the plants affected.

18.—A form of Plati/ptilia pallidactyla {bertrawiyov a distinct species

feeds on the leaves of Scnccio in May and June, and emerges in the
latter month ; recorded as yet from Carlisle, Glasgow dist., Aberdeen
dist., and various other northern localities.

19.—The larva of Mi)iiaesivptilufi pla(ii(idavtyhi>^ eats down into the
heart of Scabiosa mhimbaria in April and May, l^efore the flowering-

stem is thrown up.

20.

—

lu'tinia pn^ticana is reported to fly in May by day round the
tops of Scotch firs in Rannoch

; probably it has a much wider
distribution.
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21.—In May the imagines of Coccyx splendidulana dance round the

extremities of the branches of oak-trees in the morning and afternoon

sun, often in large numbers.
22.—In April and May when the buds of various pines start

growing, the larva of Retinia bunliana bores actively, mounting upwards
with the shoot and pupating near the top (Tuely).

23.—The larva? of Ili/jiercaUia christiernana were found on Poltjt/ala

vuhjaru between April 27th, and May 22nd, 1868, near Shoreham
(Walsingham).

24.—In the beginning and middle of May larva? of Dcjin'ssaria

enicella are to be found on Enjuiiiuia, the dirty brown appearance on
the crown of the plant often making their whereabouts knoAvn, but

they are also often found in rolled-up leaves. Stout gloves and a good
knife are wanted.

25.—In May (at Southend) a fine plant of Coniimi niandatiim gave
larvffi of l)cpn'Sf<ayia ahtfoeiiicn'dla, which resulted in a fine series of

imagines in July (Elisha).

26.—The imagines of Bntalis incon(jruella are abundant in April

and early May on most of the chalk-hills of Kent and Surrey, fly freely

in sunshine.

27.—In early May the mines of Bucculatrix maritima should be

collected in leaves of sea-aster.

28.

—

Endromis versicolora is a very uncertain species in its appear-

ance, in some years being quite abundant in its favourite haunts, the

male flies swiftly in the morning sun, the females hanging from bare

birch twigs or resting on the heather in April.

29.—The females of E. versicolora are rarely to be found in any
abundance until the males have been well out for a week or more
(Andrews).

80.—The larvae of Clrrhocdia xcrampcUna are best obtained

during April and May, when climbing up the trunks of ash-trees just

at dusk. This is not only a less cumbersome method than beating,

but a much more successful one, and three dozen is not at all an
unusual number for a favourable evening's search ; they appear to be

most plentiful when the trees are in full bloom, and prefer the flowers

to the buds for food. The larvae that were collected gave 400
imagines and not a single ichneumon (Porter).

N.B.—Hundreds of similar hints have been published in the

preceding volumes.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
LepidopteroloctICAl notes of the year 1900.—As I was abroad

all through 1899, I commenced the season of 1900 with no stock of

pupae or larvfe. I was also too busy during the early part of the year

to do any entomological work, and the first entry worth noticing from
my diary was the appearance at light of Aynphidasys strataria ^ on
March 22nd. On April 3rd I got (one) Taeniocampa stabilh at sugar, and
on April 8th several T. Htahilis, T. instabilis, T. cruda and Pnchnohia

rubricosa at sallow bloom. A visit to Kichmond Park on April 9th

yielded only one Larentia mxdtistri(jaria, and subsequent visits for the

same insect were fruitless. On April 19th I secured several Anticlea hadiata

and Aleucis pictaria along the blackthorn hedges, although they were

not yet in blossom. April 22nd saw me at St. Anne's-on-Sea, where I got
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a number of larvfe of Dasi/cJiira fascelina , Arctia caia and Phrar/matobia

fidiiiinosa. Halting at Liverpool on my return journey, I went to

Wallasey ior Xi/ssia -^onaria, and in a couple of hours had secured all I

wanted ((? and ?) from the dwarf sallows. At one spot, I found
14(? s in a bunch, round 2 or 3 5 s, evidently a case of assembly. The
males are easy to find, but the females want looking for, until you get

into the habit of spotting them. The iarvfe of A. caia proved dis-

appointing, as there was not a single " variety " among those bred. I

found no difficulty in rearing the 1). fascdina. I sleeved them on
sallow, and beyond shifting them when the food was finished I gave
them no attention, yet some 90% emerged. A few specimens of 'Antidea

hadiata, Ali'itcisjiictan'a, Cidaria tniata (1) and Hijpena mstralis brought
me into May. The first three days of that month I spent in the New
Forest, and secured a quantity of Boarmia cinctaria, Tcphroda crcpuscu-

laria, T. consonarla, Kiqdtliccia nanata, E. paiiiilata, Xylocampa areola,

besides larvae of Boarmia roboraria, PhorodeHma bajnlaria, Triplracna

I'unbria, Boarmia rcpandata, Noctiia brunnca, &c. On May 4th I was
home again, and tried beating ash for larvte of CirrJwcdia xerampdina.
A bag of 15 was the result, nearly all of which emerged in due course.

The plan I adopted for beating the larvie, our ash-trees here being all

high and well-grown, was to make my two sons hold a large bed-sheet

under the tree, Avhile I beat with a 20 foot ash-pole, at about 9 p.m.
During the next fortnight I got a fair number of larvae of Tripliaeiia inter

-

jecta and T. ia}tthi)ia by searching the hedgerows here, and of (renmetra

rernaria by beating clematis. My first JJ. fascelina larva pupated on
May 14th. On May 17th I began to look for, and find, larvJE of

Scotosia rhamnata and .S. retulata on buckthorn bushes, but found none
of .S. dubitata, which apparently does not occur here. On May 20th I

found numbers of larvae of Leucania straminca on Arnndo p/irafpnites,

at night. On May 21st I ran down to Folkestone. Larvas of Portheda
c/tri/siirr/uiea were on one or two bushes only in the Warren, but there

were quantities of them on the shingle near Hythe. I got some half-score

larvfP of Tapimistdla morrisH (bondii) after much trouble, but all died.

They are apparently so sluggish that they will not move to fresh food, and
as, naturally, the stem of grass in which they were feeding, died soon
after being cut, the larva- starved, although I brought home a large

root of the grass and placed them on it. A visit to Saltwood for larv!E

of Kupithecia snbciliata was fruitless—maple being very scarce there,

so far as I could judge. I wonder where Dr. Knaggs' secured his

larvfe ! I was home again on May 25th, and that night a fine S Clostera

ciirtida came to light in my smoking-room. On May 29th I beat larvag

of Kutricha quercifolia (1) and Trichinra crataet/i (2) from hawthorn. A
run down to Deal on ^lay 30th was fruitless, except for larvfB of P.
chri/sorrliuea. These were in countless thousands on the sea buckthorn,
so much so that hundreds and hundreds must have died solely of

starvation. It was simply merciful to take the larva? and rear them
for the more rapid death of the ammonia bottle. On June 3rd I found
I{diodes arbiiti common in one field here, and soon had all I wanted,
while Zonusoma omicronaria was also plentiful. From June 5th to

10th I was in the New Forest, Macrcxjlossa b(»id)i/lij'(>nnis was scarce,

and I only took one poor specimen, hnt M.fiiciformis (broad-bordered),

was common at Audea blossom, in Rhinefield. I also bagged several

Scodiona behjiaria, PnpitJuria pKsillata, Enpisteria heparata, I li/jisiiietrs
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iinpluviata, Lohophoraaexalisata, Zonosotiiaorbicularia, Macaria alternata,

the majority, of course, in Matley bog. Larvfe were common : Taenia-

campa ininiom (which have apparently pupated well on oak, and without
change of food), Asphalia ridena, Catocala sjionsa, ('. jmnuism, Scotosia

diibitata, Cleora t/labraria, C. lichenaria (these two much scarcer than
usual) : LithuHia helveola (I cannot succeed in breeding this), Avcntia

fie.nila, Pcricallia sijrhvjaria and Psemlnterpna cj/timria, I also found
one larva of Padii/f/astria tnfolii, but have failed to rear it. Searching
at night yielded a number of larvie of Seliduscrna phuuaria and Xnctua
netjlecta, but neither have emerged well. Considering their local

surroundings, I doubt if I have kept the pupje damp enough. P.fuli-

(jinoaa emerged on June 11th, and I took one Hemeroidiila abruptaria

the next evening. On June 20th I went to Kannoch for ten days. The
weather was all against me—dull and cloudy with rain on most days.

Hadena adusta, PJuplciVia lucipara, Hadena pisi, H. contigiia, II. dentina,

Hijppa rcctilinea, Lycophotia porphyrea, Noctita plecta, X. /estiva, Rnsina
tencbrusa, Lhpitatopliora duplaris, C. or, and Xijlophasia rurca (ab.

roinbusta), were common at sugar. I also got a few Tlnjatira batix,

Aph'cta tincta, and A. occulta. Knniicleaia blandiata and Acidalia finnata

were fairly common, and one day on Mount Schehallion filled myrows
oi Larottia salicata and Ptiodos trcjddaria. P'idonia brunneata was not

out, but I got 2 Mdanippc tristata and 2 Awjdiidafii/s bctidaria. I was
also kindly presented by a local resident with freshly emerged specimens

of Pachnobia hijpcrboyca and Scnia scoliifonius. Individuals of Pcricallia

f^yrini/aria and D. fascclina emerged on June 28th. Before leaving on
June 30th I was kindly given a dozen larvae of Pctada nubccidosavihich.

later on fed up and pupated well. PJnpithecia rectaw/idata, Aplecta

nebulosa, Boarmia repandata, Metrocampa warf/aritaria, I^/wrodcsma

bajidaria, Xoctua brunnea, Scotosia vetulata and .S'. rhaiunata all began
to emerge about the end of June, and Cossiis Uf/nipcrda on July 4th,

followed a day or two later by Arctia caia, Arcntia flc.rida and
Xola strit/nla. On July 9th I beat several nearly full-fed larvae

of Xotodonta chaonia : while in that week Apavica ophioipYOinna, Cleora

ijlabraria, Triphaoia jivibria, Geometra rernaria and Lcucania stra)iiinca

appeared in the breeding-cages. A day at Tuddenham on July 14th

produced plenty of the larv* of P>ianthoecia irrci/idaris, of which only a

very small percentage failed to pupate. On July 19th 1 paid a visit to

Ht. Margaret's Bay in search of larvie of Dianthoecia albiwacula, but I

was altogether unsuccessful in finding the food-plant, Silcne niitanx.

Imagines of Macroi/lossa stellatanon, however, were in plenty, hovering

over the flowers of viper's bugloss by day, and of C/iocrocaiiijia porccllns

over the same flowers at dusk. A few Hecatcra serena and Diantltoecia

coiispersa, together with one Xylophasia xublitstrisyvere also bagged ; and
one larva of Leiucaiiijia dictaca secured on a poplar. On my return

home, I'urtJicsia cJiri/.soir/ioca, Psilura iiionaclia and Phinonios erosaria

were emerging. My DiantJioccia irrri/ularis larvie being short of food I

tried feeding them on LiicJatis fluscncidi and on a garden variety of T.i/c/niis

and found they took kindly to both. Within the next week I found

larva' of Chariclca iiiaryinatus common on (>no)tis arrcnsis along the

roadsides here ; and of Hecatera dysodea on lettuce in the garden.

Sclidoseiiia pliiwaria began to emerge on July 28th. While walking up
to Goodwood race-course on August 2nd, I spotted some larvae of

Cucidlia lychnitis on ^'erbasclllll niyrum, and was able to bring away a
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good number. As already mentioned {Ent. Rec, xii., September 15th)

these fed freely on VcrbasriDii thapsux a,nd S. aqiiatira. Between August

10th and 20th several full-fed larva? of Aclierontia atrojins and Satitrnia

carpini were brought me. On August 12th I collected a lot of pup^e

of Xnnaijria (/ciinnipujicta, which is common here—but X. ti/pliac was
still in the larval state. On August 14th CroccdUx diiujuaria emerged

from a pupa, the larva beaten from buckthorn, though I cannot find this

mentioned anywhere as a food-plant. I had long been anxious to get speci-

mens of CticulUa iinaiihalii, so on August IGth I paid a visit to Kent in

search of the larvte. Three of us working hard for so)ue six or eight hours

only secured, however, seven specimens, and of these only four pupated

successfully. I hardly, however, think it so scarce as is believed, and

now that I have had an opportunity of studying the habits of the larva

I hope to be able to make a good bag on some future occasion. Larvae

of (\ aateris. were plentiful on the golden-rod, as well as a number of

Geometrid and Noctuid larva?. Imagines of Noctna najlecta appeared

in my cages on August 18th, and of L'irrJioedia .rerampclina on August

24th. A visit to Sanderstead on August 25th yielded 35 larvae of

Thera juniperata, and the next day I beat 2 Ccrura fnrcida hora sallow

near here. On September 6th a specimen of Citria ccrai/o emerged

from a larva beaten oft' and fed on ash. September with its shooting

was an entomological " blank," except that from the 17th onwards I

took a number of Aridalia rinndaria, evidently a second brood, although

I cannot find mention of this second brood having previously been

noticed''-—and on September 24th a visit to Chippenham Fen gave me
40 or 50 larvae of I'lusia c/iri/aon. The first fortnight of October I spent

in Scotland deer-stalking, but had no opportunity of doing any ento-

mological work. I saw daily, however, on my way up the hills, numbers
of the larvffi of Macmthi/lacia rubi, but did not collect any, as I had a

brood at home, reared from the egg on raspberry. Returning home on
October 15th 1 found a ie-w Hi/bonia aurantiaria and Opurahia dilntata

had emerged, and a quantity of the usual common things were to be

seen on ivy-blossom including 2 Orthopia iiiavilcnta {which. I have never

before taken here). During the next week Thera junijicrata eraerged

freely, to be followed in November by ('Iwiwatahia bnimata and a few C.

boreata, and 3 Aehcrnntia atropas, these latter of course "forced." A
very late Hi/bcrnia dcfoliaria emerged on December 19th, and thus

brought the year's work to a close.

—

Percy C. Reid, F.E.S., Feering

Bury, Kelvedon. January 19</i, 1901.

Lepidoptera from south-west Scotland.—Not within the memory
of anyone living can they recall a season in which so much rain has

fallen in the west of Scotland as the summer of 1900. It has rained

almost incessantly, and it was often with very much discomfort that

any collecting could be accomplished. Phii/alia pcdaria and Laroitia

nndtistriiiaria were taken at Lennoxtown, from tree-trunks, on March
17th, and a few days later at Cathcartafine lot of Hjibernia iiianiinaria

Avas netted. On April 19th Picric rapac was captured in Pollokshields,

an exceptionally early date for this district. Pliaretra wmijantlndis

and fjib()ji/i(ira carpiiiata were boxed from birches at Garelochhead on
the 26th. I', napi was out but scarce, at Bishopton, on May 3rd. The

* Partially double-biooded almost every season in the south-east Londen
district.

—

Ed.
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sallows were very late coming into bloom, but at one small bush
in Giffnock quarries, on the 7th, I obtained several specimens of

Taeniocampa incerta, T. cerad {i<tahilu) and T. (jothica, and a few each
of Antidca badiata and (Mdaria siiff'ainata. On May 19th, accompanied
by Mr. Thos. Wilson and Mr. Fergusson, of Ayr, I was taken to a

railway embankment a few miles south of that town where I had the

pleasure of taking for the first time Xisoiiiades tai/es, Kiiclidia qhjphica

and Stroiia dathrata. Previously I possessed only southern speci-

mens, from which they do not difi'er appreciably, with perhaps the

exception of X. tai/cs which is slightly darker. CJni/suji/ianus phlamssind

(Jon'iiiiafi'rrii;/ata (luiidentan'a) were also taken. On June 3rd I spent

a week-end at Luss, Loch Lomond. ( 'alldjihri/s rubi and Cuowni/inpha

pa)iij)/iiliis were out in fair numbers, and the folloAving among others

were netted in the evening :

—

XoctKci pli'cta,Hadena thalasdna, Pana{P'a

jH'traria, C'oyciiiia spadicearia, Kitpithccia sat;/rata, K, nanata, (Jidaria

rori/lata and (
'. silaceata. On the 5th Hcpialiis liipidinu>^, Evwielesia

alhidata, Scoparia awbupialu and S'. ^/»iitoZ/.s were out at Crookston, and
a single specimen of Eupitliccia pliivibeolata was taken there a feAV

evenings later. JUmt/iis si'lenc was obtained on the Mearns moors on
the 16th, Craiiibu^ Jiortnelhis, Plati/jitilia bcrtraini and Miinacscdjitiliis

bij,unctidarti/la, at Crookston, on the 29th. On July 14th, at

Shewalton Moss, in Ayrshire, Ari/ijnuis atilcda and Hipparchia

hiipcranthui^ were abundant ; some nice aberrations with regard to the

number and size of the ocellated spots were obtained of the latter.

In one male these are entirely absent= ab. absolcta, Twii, another male
has no trace of the spots on the upper side, though well developed

beneath. Anthrocera Jilipcndidae was also common. Anarta myrtilli

and Jji/cophotia atriijnla were dashing about over the heather. A couple

of 5 s of B. nelenc and a few Acidalia fiunata were captured. In the

evening, at Dundonald, a nice lot of Scoparia mxraiia, S. freqiicntella,

and S. crataciiella were captured alongside an old wall on the Barassie

Koad, as also a few Niidaria vnindana and a single Acidalia dimidiata.

On the 16th, at Irvine Moor, Sati/nis ncmclc, large and bright

specimens, entirely different from Arran examples, were out in some
numbers. I'oli/iiuniiatiis icarns was common and variable. In one $

the lower basal spot and the last spot in the central series are united,

forming a band. Kpiiwpliclc janira was also abundant. A single

Anaitis plai/iata was taken off a wall, and a j^oor specimen of Scodiona

behjiaria from the ground, the favourite resting-place of this species,

but the most interesting capture was Kurrln/jiara nrticata, Avhich I

caught at Dundonald Castle ; this species has not been taken in

Clydesdale, as far as I am aware, for nearly 30 years. Here, also, I

took in the evening J'luHiafcstncar, 1\ iota, P. pulclirina, and /'. chn/.sitis,

a single llabmstola tyipartita and Apamea (jcwina. My holidays were

spent in Arran, at King's Cross, from August 4th till 20th. Little of

special interest was taken during my stay in the lepidoptera. The three

species of L'icris were seen, Pi/ra)iicis atalanta singly, and A(/lais iirticac

in abundance, on the 4th. Poh/(Jniiiiatiis icanin and Cliri/.sojdianiis

pldaca^ were both very common. Sati/nis noiiclc abundant, but worn,

on Holy Isle ; and at ragwort the usual common order of things

occurred, such as Liiperina tesiacca, Miana litcroxct and M. bicoloria,

Tiipkaena comes and T. jiroimba, Xoctiia .rantluhirajdia, and a single

specimen of Xoctita dahlii and IP/droecia micacca. A solitary specimen
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of Stilbia anowala was taken near the shore. Cidan'a tnoirata was
abundant and exceedingly variable on the hills, along with (.'. tcatata,

Hyp^ipctcK furcata, and Larontia didi/iiiata. Melantliia bicolorata and
Larentia olirata were both about past, only a few being taken.

I'rambua i/cnirnlciis was abundant on the shore, along with commoner
members of the same genus. My brother brought a specimen of Xeuronia

/Hiinilan's from Btrani-aer, taken about the middle of August, with

a few other things. On September 8th Hijilroccia nictitans var.

liiccufi was abundant on thistles on the Kilsyth Hills, with Pliisia

(jamwa, equally abundant ; Taiiinostola fulva was also common, and a

few each of i'claoui Jiairovthii ?i,u(\ J'olia rA/ were obtained, but not a

vestige of Phibalajitcii/.r lapidata. Pi/raiiicis atalanta has again been

very prolific this year, I saw it in abundance at Kilkerran on Sep-

tember 15th, and a few at Gourock on the 23rd, Otujyia antujtta being

also taken at both these places, and a few specimens of ('hnii^nphaniix

phlacas at the latter. Cnlias cdiim has been reported from Lendalfoot,

Ayrshire, there, also, Mr. Thos. Wilson took larva and pupa of Acherontia

atropos, and an imago of this species, which was taken in York Street,

Glasgow, on September 20th, was handed to me alive, and in fine con-

dition, {A)ni. Scot. Nat. His., p. 250). A fair specimen of Chwrocaiiipa

nerii was captured at Darrhead about the end of September, and is

now in the collection of Mr. Thos. Grant, of Glasgow.

—

And. Adie
Dalglish, iMriiibn- IGth, 1900.

Lepidoptera in the Western Highlands.—The following notes

refer to the lepidoptera observed on a visit to Argyleshire, Inverness-

shire, and the island of Skye during the last week in June and the

first two weeks in July last. No systematic collecting was done, and
my efforts in this direction were limited almost entirely to taking

apparatus with me during each day's excursion and netting any
insects that Avere observed. A)ttliroa'ra minos had apparently been
common in the locality near Oban, where I took it two years pre-

viously, but the weather was not sunny when I could visit the spot,

and thus a very short series only was collected. Probably one of the

best localities in this district is Glen Nant, near Taynuilt, which is

well wooded, and appears to contain an extensive insect fauna.

Melitaca anyinia was here very common ; the specimens were all much
worn, but had a greater resemblance to southern types than to the

Scotch form. Larvte of Tacnioranipa f/racilu were extremely common
in the spun-up shoots of Myrica (jale, and I may here mention that

this larva was to be found in every district in which I examined this

plant, in the Highlands, and also in Skye. Geometrids were very
common flying in the sun, or beaten out, amongst others being

—

t 'idaria silareata, ^Idanippi' hastata, M. tn'sfata, M. suciata, AfttJunia

liiti'dta, Coremia dexiipiata, and Ariilalia J'lniiata. Pluda r-ainriini was
also netted by my son. A climb up Ben Cruachan resulted in a fine series

of Miiaiiipias rjiiidinni being taken, with numerous Parcntia salicata,

this species seems to occur from sea-level to the tops of the highest
mountains, several specimens were seen well over 3,500ft. j\Iy son

netted on this mountain, at about 3,000ft., a specimen of Xoiii'dji/iila

plantaijiiiis, with the superior wings ab. hospita, and the inferior

Avings typical. On the extreme peak a series of Crambu.'i fitrcattllus

was netted. A week's stay at Fort William did not greatly add to the

number of species observed, but on Ben Nevis I made my first acquaint-
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ance with Coremia mnnitata, and on the same mountain, Kiipitheria

comtrictata, Ktmneleda cricetata and Mdanthia ucdlata were common,
the locality, however, seems an unfavourable one, and with the

exception of some nice Boarmia rcjiandata, closely approaching var.

sudorensimn, I did not see anything worthy of notice. The island of

Skye being practically untouched ground, I made one or two
excursions especially for insects ; in the neighbourhood of Portree, the

bogs were full of Cofnoni/mpha ti/pJion, of the usual Scotch type. Upon
the rocks numerous specimens of a rather dark and very handsome
form of Cidaria russata were sitting, with luipitJwcia cnnatnctata and
Melanthia ocdlata ; the ('aiiipt<)(ini)iiiim hiUneata were dark brown and
resembled the Shetland specimens, the Melanijipt' montanata were pale,

and one or two specimens had the band broken up transversely
;

PolyoHDiiatua icariis was frequent and Cabera cxanthonarla and Noctua

festiva occurred. Boarmia repandata was not uncommon on the rocks,

the specimens I captured, however, were all males, but they were
almost identical with the Lewis form, var. sodarensiiim. My son beat

one larva of ( 'leoccris viminalis from sallow, this afterwards produced a

very pretty form, being much variegated ; he also found a specimen
of Cncidlia umhrativa at rest. I was rather surprised to pick up about

a dozen larva? of ( 'lotitera nrlusa from a sallow bush, these fed up and
have not yet emerged, showing that the species in Skye is single-

brooded only. In Glen Sligachan, Dast/dia obfiiscaria, Jutpithecia

sati/rata var. ralluuaria, and Aridalia fitmata were all common, and
Neineojihila phiHtaniuis and a larva of Sattirnia carpini were taken.

The most prominent lepidopteron in any stage in the island was
undoubtedly Lasiocawpa qiiercus var. callimae, the larvae of which must
have been literally in millions ; in all parts that I visited each patch

of heather had its contingent of from two or three to a dozen
specimens, and this obtamed not only on the lower hills and in the glens,

but on the tops of the Cuchullin mountains, around Loch Coruisk.

—

W. G. Sheldon, Croydon.

On a probable new locality for Anthrocera exulans.—In Mr.
Tutt's British Lepidoptcra, vol. i., p. 453, is a note against this

species :
" ? Argyllshire : Mountains in Glencoe district (on July 8th,

1898), flying in sun at 3 p.m., about 1000 ft. above sea-level, a single

very worn specimen of this species, or of one not hitherto recorded as

British (Sheldon)." Whilst in Scotland last summer I again visited

the locality from which I obtained the specimen which was the subject

of the above note, but the day being sunless whilst I was on the

ground, the species, whatever it was, was not again seen. As it is not

probable I shall ever have an opportunity of solving the mystery
myself, I am giving all particulars of the capture, in case, as is

probable, anyone visits the spot, so that he may be able to set the

matter at rest. To a visitor to the charming tourist centre of Oban,
no excursion is more popular, and justly so, than that by steamer up
the lovely Loch Etive. The train takes you from Oban to a small

station, " Ach na Cloich," at Avhich you go aboard the steamer
" Ossian," which during the summer months daily plies to the

head of the Loch at Glen Etive and back. The mountains rise sheer

from the water on both shores of the Loch for 3000ft. or more.

Exactly at the landing-place, where the coach takes those passengers

who care to go on to Glencoe, a distance of some twelve or eighteen
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miles, there is, up the side of the mountain, at about 1000ft. from the

bottom, a small birch-wood, and it was immediately under this birch-wood
I found my mysterious Anthrocfra. The basal and central pair of spots of

the specimen were very distinct, small, round, with paler circumferences,

typical of A. e.ndans : there was, however, the question of the outer spot,

or spots, for the tips of the wings were so transparent and devoid of

scales that I could not be certain whether my burnet was a five spot or a

six spot species. Thorax and abdomen were shaggy and hairy, exactly

after the style of A. e.ridans ; unfortunately, during my journeying
about, the moth got lost, and there was thus no opportunity of

comparing it with Braemar A. en-idans. I have not much doubt,

however, but that it was that species unless indeed it was a " six spot,"

in which case it was something new to Britain, for it certainly was
not a form of L. filipendiilac. I may add that the growth over which it

was flying included, heaths (two or three species), Myrica tjale, and
grasses, amongst which Coenonympha daims was common. The
steamer stays at the landing stage about five hours, there would thus

be no difficulty, on a suitable day, in thoroughly exhausting the

locality ; and if any collector does so I should be very interested to

know the result, if he will kindly communicate with me.

—

Ibid,

Hybernia eupicapraria embedded in ice.—On February 17th I

found Hybernia rupicapraria on a pond covered with ice nearly an
inch thick. I broke the ice and put the piece containing the moth in

a box ; it must have been there about two days, and there was quite a
quarter of an inch of ice over it. I dissolved the latter when I got
home ; the moth was quite perfect, and I was surprised when I looked
at it two hours later to find it alive.—T. L. Howe. Beaufort House,
Penarth. February IStli, 1901.

:i^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARVAE, &c.
Eggs of Lepidoptera.— I'sadus trcintlaria.—Bright yellow, shiny

surface, the vertical diameter almost equal to the width
;
(height : width

:

length : about 8:4:6), oval in outline, rather full and plump, [i.e., not
particularly flattened) , laid with the long axis horizontal; the upper surface

very slightly depressed ; the surface covered with a very distinct polygonal
(hexagonal) reticulation, fourteen or fifteen cells to length of egg, the
edges of the reticulation very rounded and smooth (Described under
a hand lens, August 12th, 1899, from eggs laid previous day by ?
obtained by Dr. Chapman on slopes above Villa, near Evolena).—J. W.
TUTT.

Pupation of Sphinx ligustri larv^.—It has often been a puzzle
to me, as I daresay it has been to other entomologists also, how it is

that when one comes across a privet, sallow, or other bush, almost
entirely denuded of leaves as the result of recent feeding by larva3, it

is seldom possible to find the pupse in the earth beneath the bush.
The soil is apparently suitable for the pupation of the larvfe, and there
otherwise appears no adequate reason for adjoining ground being
preferred. The following observation tends to show that in many
instances the larvae will travel a very considerable distance before decid-

ing finally where to go down. Last autumn I had a couple of Sphinx
liynstri larva? feeding under gauze on a small privet bush in the garden.
One Sunday afternoon I noticed that one of the larvae had changed
colour preparatory to pupation. I undid the gauze covering, and
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allowed the larva to escape, with a view of gaining some knowledge of

the habit of the larva at this stage of existence. After reaching the

ground the larva crawled 4ft. in a north-easterly direction, and arrived

at what appeared to be a suitable spot to go down to earth, viz., in

loose soil adjoining a wooden fence, the only objection to it being that

the fence faced south-west. This, however, did not seem a favourable

location to the larva, which retraced its steps in a westerly direction

for about -ift. Then it travelled 9 ft. in a north-westerly direction, 15ft.

due west along a gravel path, and finally crawled another 27ft. in a
north-westerly direction before arriving at the favoured spot for going
down, which was under a rose bush. It met with some slight difficulty

in going under, but persevered, and disappeared. It will be noticed

that the larva had travelled a distance of 59ft. altogether, and the time
occupied by it in doing so was 50 minutes.—A. Russell, Southend,
near Catford.

©URRENT NOTES.
The dictum of Mr. Verrall, as set forth in the Ent. Mo. Mar/., that the

first and second pairs of legs are included in the term " anterior " and
the second and third pairs in the term " posterior," is one that must
not pass unchallenged, and whatever dipterists may do lepidopterists

are not likely to follow their lead in this matter. Uniformity is one of the

most necessary elements of natural science, and homologous structures

and organs must, sooner or later, bear corresponding names (or at any
rate not misleading ones) ; anterior and posterior are comparative terms

and the forelegs of insects are anterior, the hindlegs are posterior, and
the middle pair of legs are middle, i.e., neither anterior nor posterior.

The terms anterior and posterior applied to three pairs of legs (and to

include all of them) appears to be a scientific absurdity ; the proper

names of the legs of insects are prothoracic, mesothoracic, and meta-
thoracic, abbreviated in ordinary work to first, second and third pairs.

Any usage of the term anterior and posterior for the middle pair is

surely not science, nor has it any meaning as English.

A really good handbook of the butterflies of the Alps of central

Europe with full notes on the distribution of local forms, as well as

the species, is a great desideratum. Mr. Wheeler, with a personal and
perhaps an unequalled knowledge of the Swiss butterflies, proposes to

produce such a book on the butterflies of Switzerland. In his article

published in the current number of this magazine he asks for help in

the matter of localities. No doubt Dr. Steck will be able to suggest

native lepidopterists who will supply Mr. Wheeler with lists for

districts outside his own hunting-grounds, and probably someone at

home could search the back volumes of the Ent. Mo. Mat/., the E)it.

liecord, the Entoinolof/ist, &c., for the many lists of captures published

during the last 35 years in these magazines. Would it not be well

for a work of this description to take a geographical area rather than

a political one ?

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, March
6th, 1901, Mr. H. J. Elwes moved " that a committee be appointed

to consider the question of uniformity in nomenclature for the

guidance of specialists contributing to the Victoria County Histories."

After discussion, a resolution was carried that the appointment of a

committee should be undertaken by the council of the society. All

this is very interesting and one will await with some ir^terest the selec-
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tion of the members of the committee. Those, as a rule, who talk

most about nomenclature, know least, as a rule, of its intricacies, and

there are, in our opinion only three men now in this country who have

sufficient knowledge of the literature and facts to constitute such a

committee so far as lepidoptera is concerned. If Messrs. Durrant,

Kirby and Prout could be persuaded to act for lepidopterists, the result

could not help being satisfactory, but we suspect vested interests and

personal considerations would make the selection of such an ideal

committee impossible.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London held

February 6th, Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited a large series of Endrosae

collected during the last few years l)y himself, Mr. A. H. Jones, and espe-

cially by Mr. Tutt. These included K. ivscUa, which is a very distinct

dwarf form, and from frequenting marshy flats must live on lichens

growing in such localities and not growing on stones as the others do ; E.

irrorella, which should be the rarest species in the Alps judging by the

comparatively few specimens met with ; F,. anrita, in very great variety,

including a good many specimens that are called E. Luhhrenii var.

aljirstris, none, however, reaching the type of E. kitJdiremi, but sufficient

to show with something like certninty that E. Inihbcenii is simply an

extremeformof E. anrita. E. anrita and E. irrnrella, Dr. Chapman said,

are very near together, no point in their anatomy being absolutely

distinctive, while the genitalia are practically identical ; E. irrnrella

always looks much slighter, being lighter scaled and the hairs short

and smooth. It always has a yellow patch on the mesothorax. The
neuration is also distinctive, yet individuals of each species approach

each other completely in each of the distinctive items of the neuration,

but never in all of them, so far as examination of a number of speci-

mens goes. The specimens exhibited consisted of 24 E. ruscida from two

localities, 22 E. irrorella from eight localities, and 20-I E. aurita from 23

localities. Except E. irrorella from England, Finmark, and the Tyrol,

and a few E. anrita from the Tyrol, all were from the Western Alps of

Switzerland, Italy, and France. Examples from each locality when
sufficiently numerous usually have a special facies. Some, as all

those from Arolla, are radiate ; those from Bourg St. Maurice are with-

out radiate forms, and so on. Some are more yellow ; others deeper

orange ; some more mixed. Elevation tends to produce radiation,

but no other general conclusion as to the effect of height, latitude, or

longitude, seems fully justified by the specimens.

The Third Annnal Report of the Kendal Entomological Societi/, 1900,

has come to hand and shows how much can be done by a keen and

energetic naturalist in a small provincial town. The Kev. A. M.
Moss is the moving spirit of the Society, and the Report contains an

interesting " Presidential address," and papers entitled " Notes on

Coliati ednsa and Acherontia atropos,'" by Mr. Moss, " Bearing of

lepidoptera," by Mr. F. Littlewood, and more important still, in spite

of the obsolete nomenclature used, a " List of the Macro-lepidoptera of

the Kendal district (a radius of twenty miles)." One wants noAV, built

on this foundation, a county list worked out with localities in detail,

and including such Micro-lepidoptera as can be definitely identified.

An annual subscription of 6d. per member, a balance in hand of

* We would suggest to all local societies drawing up local lists, the use of the

nomenclature adopted by Mr. L. B. Prout, in the " London List," published in the

Trans. City oj London Ent. Soc, 1898, 1899, 1900.
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13s. 9d., and an important Annual Fwport of 32 pp. is somethings
indeed, of which to be proud. Will not the members give us the first

instalment of a county list next time ?

The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society

has published its Transactions for 1900 betimes. It appears in this

respect to have outstripped the South London Society, and we believe

we yet await the last part of the Transactions of the Ent. <S'o(\ of London
for 1900. The current volume shows a good year's work under the
able presidency of Mr. Prout, and there are some good papers therein.

The presidential address is, in itself, a most useful paper to the

lepidopterist, but the paper of the Transactions is Mr. Heasler's

interesting " Secondary sexual characters in British coleoptera," which
is quite out of the ordinary run of papers submitted by coleopterists^

especially students of British coleoptera. Mr. Kaye's paper " The
re-classilication of the lepidoptera," tempts one to criticism, but the
author will be sure to eliminate many of the more crude remarks when
he has a more detailed knowledge of some of the subjects treated ; Dr.
Chapman's notes " A few days at Fusio," will have to be read by all

students of European Rhopalocera for the interesting facts relating to

the Lyciienids. Very welcome, too, is the continuation of the List of
the I^cjiidoptcra of the London Fauna, which has now been completed to

the end of the Macro-Lepidoptera. Altogether an important volume of

great scientific value, Avhich will have a degree of usefulness in direct

proportion to its distribution.

The first part of Das Tierreich relating to the lepidoptera has come
to hand. It relates to the small family JJbt/theidae, and is by Dr. A.
Pagenstecher. As a catalogue it is everything that can be desired ; as

a summary of what is known of the group, from the natural history

standpoint, it is exceedingly meagre. A description that sums up the
life-history of Libi/thea celtis as "Larva green on C'eltis axstralis. Pupa
green," can hardly be treated as serious science in the commence-
ment of the twentieth century. The neuration is named in the

old undesirable fashion—the costa ignored, the subcostal called the

costal, the radial called the subcostal, the median the radial, the

cubital is designated the median, and the anal the submedian. On the

generic question the author adopts the safe but unscientific principle of

subgenera, which he practically sinks after diagnosing them. For
ourselves, if the next evolutionary group above species be a genus, we
see no reason for the scientist to pander to the howls of the ignorant,

and prefer to call a spade a spade, instead of knowing that it is a spade
and calling it something else.

©OLE OPT ER A

.

Bagous cylindrus, Payk., in Bedfordshire.—On December 27th
last I was collecting coleoptera near Leighton Buzzard, in Bedfordshire,

by cutting and shaking grass tufts in damp places, and turned out three

specimens of Bayous ci/Undrns in splendid condition. I worked for an
hour or two and took a large number of species, the above being the

most noteworthy. I am not aware of its occurrence so far north before.

Former localities :—Notting Hill (Power) ; Hammersmith Marshes
(Stevens); Gravesend (Power and Stevens); London district (Stephens);

Lee, Sheppey, Whitstable (Champion) ; Pett Marshes, near Hastings

(Ford) ; Colchester (Harwood).—H. Willoughby Ellis, F.E.S.,

Westlyn, Knowle, Warwickshire.
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Scales fkom Colias edusa.

Kiitoiii. lU'cord, etc., 1901.
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Some notes on sexual dimorphism observed in the scaling of

Colias cdusa {irith plate).

By E. M. PRIDEAUX.
In his interesting account of Colias ediim in the January number

of Science (ioxsiii, there is one constant distinguishing sexual character
which Dr. Lang does not touch upon—which is hardly to be wondered
at considering its very fleeting nature in the butterfly at large, I refer

to the presence of a peculiar linear pale yellow scale, with which the en-

tire black margin of the S forewings is thickly sprinkled (pi. iv., fig. A)

;

conspicuous enough in bred specimens, but absent, or nearly so, in ex-

amples, otherwise perfect, which have flown in nature. The effect is very
striking, quite a greenish-black resulting in some instances, the differ-

ence in this respect from the hindwings of the same specimen (on the

margin of which these scales are absent) being very marked. The
presence of these scales in bred specimens only of g- 0. edum, made a
further investigation seem worth while, when it was found that they
differed entirely in shape and structure from the other yellow scales

—

those of the ground colour and of the wing rays on the black border

—

being unusually long and narrow, and possessing a peculiarly minute
and linear stalk of attachment. It is doubtless this latter feature which
causes the premature removal of these scales by the insect's earliest

activities, which may be quite insufficient to dislodge scales of the
ordinary types, which are less than half as long as these strap-shaped
ones, and possess the usually seen peg-like stalk, thickening from the
base upwards. These facts recall what has been noticed in some of the
"clear-wing" moths, the transparent patches having been found in

bred examples to be powdered with ill -attached scales, which the first

flight of the insect was sufficient to remove. The black portions of the
wings of the ? (

'. ediisa are entirely without these linear yellow scales.

Some interesting features of comparison were here further in

evidence. On looking over a number of specimens of both sexes it is

soon recognised that the peculiar depth of velvety black, seen on the
borders of the ? , is never approached in intensity even by the hindwing
borders of the <? . It is found microscopically that two very distinct

forms of scale are responsible for this sexual difference, those of the $
(and also those of the ^ discoidal spot) being of a familiar type, flat,

with numerous fine longitudinal striations, and with a crenated apical
margin, possessing from three to five rounded teeth, and, at the
narrowed base, two projecting lobes with the stalk lying between
(pi. iv., fig. B). The (j black borders, on the other laand, are
composed almost entirely of much smaller scales, bent convexly
towards the observer, and having a few (usually nine) very
prominent ridges, these ridges slightly projecting beyond the
apex, which, however, is always entire (pi. iv., fig. C). The
general shape is that of a " battledore," the base ending in a point
from which projects the stalk. These scales seem to be entirely

confined to the ^ sex, and I have not succeeded in finding any truly

intermediate forms between them and the other black scales. It

seems reasonable to suppose that their convexity and the prominent
ridges would cause a dispersal of light resulting in a general effect of
the somewhat rusty black referred to above. As mentioned, the black
discoidal spot of the ^ consists of the flat type first discussed, and a
few of the same are also found on the inner edge of the J black border,
May 15th, 1901.
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where they give somewhat the effect of a black lead-pencil surface,

touched up Avith pen and ink.

It would be interesting to know whether the other members of the

genus t'oliofi exhibit scale-characters analogous to those discussed

above.

Explanation of plate iv.

Scales from Colias edusa (uniform enlargement).

A. Fugitive yellow scales from the black border of the forewing of j Colias

ediisa.

B. Black scale from black border of ? Colias edusa.

C. Black scale from black border of c? Colias edusa.

Larvae of Lasiocampa quercus and its vars.—callunae, Palm.,

viburni, Gn., meridionalls, Tutt, sicula, Staud., and of

cross=pairings between these races.

By AETHUR W. BACOT.

{Concluded from p. 117.)

Many interesting facts were observed in the larval stage of the

various crosses. Among others, the larvae of the cross between ^ L.

var. meridionalis and ? L. var. callunae (Warburg's cross, see antea,

p. 114) fed up at an unprecedented rate. The pairing took place

in July, and the eggs hatched about one month later (about the normal

period), and the larvje, having outstripped all the other larvae either

from crosses or of pure stocks, including those of L. var. callunae,

which hatched nearly a month earlier, commenced to spin up during

the first week of November, giving a larval period of only three to

four months. I kept the pupre indoors, being uncertain whether the

constitution of the southern or northern race would be followed, but

no moths emerged during 1898, and it was not until midsummer of

the following year that I had the first and only emergence, a crippled

male. The pupte were kept out of doors during the greater part of

the winter of 1899-1900, and were still living in the spring of 1900,

but all died during the summer, after some 30 months in the pupal

stage.

The great influence of the EngHsh strain in the four crosses of

which one parent was of this stock is very marked in the early larval

stages, and in all probability points to the English race being more

generalised than the Continental ones. LarvfB of three crosses— <? L.

var. meridionalis x 2 I>. var. callunae, g vihurni x ? quercfis

(English), and (? {viburni x meridionalis, white-haired larva) x

$ quercus (English)—in their first and second instars resembled the

larvfe of the female parent stock, while in the case of the cross be-

tween a ^ quercus (English) and $ lueridionalis (Cannes), the young

larvse resembled those of English race.

I, Larvae of L. var, ^^BURNI x L. var. meridionalis.—The larvje

of the cross between L. var. viburni and L. var. meridionalis (the first

1896 cross, see antea, p. 114) divided into two moieties, one following

each parent, so that one part had red-brown and the other part white

urticating fur ; there were no intermediates. Of the second genera-

tion, only a few unfortunately reached adult age ; they resulted as

follows :

—
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L*. Pairing between moths from larvae of white-haired variety.—Four
larvae lived to adult age, all of which were white-haired.

P. Pairing between mothit from larvae of brown-haired variety.—These all

unfortunately died before reaching adult plumage.
M. Pairing between moths from larvae of the tico varieties, viz., s broicn-

haircd (7)+ x ? white-haired (G).—All the larvns, when half-grown, tended to

follow the larval form of ? and be white-haired ; only two became adult, and these
had the urticating fur almost white, yet not pui'e white, being faintly tinged with
a dusky hue.

C. Pairing Iietween a i fiom irliite-haired larva x ? -L. var. vitiunii.—This
cross produced larvai with i-ed-brown urticating fur.

B. Pairing between i from larva of browu-haired variety and a ? L. var.

meridionalis.—This brood split up into two moieties, one half with white and the
other with brown urticating fur ; six became adult, of which three had white and
three brown fur.

II. LaRV.E of (1) L. VAR. SICULA X L. VAR. MERIDIONALIS
; (2)

L. VAR. SICULA X L. (var. viBURNi X VAR. MERiDioNALis) .—The larvae of

the crosses obtained between L. var. sinda and the French forms
worked out as follows :

—

U. Pairing between s L. var. sicida and ? L. var. meridionalis.—All the
larvae were of the L. var. sicula or L. var. t'ibiirni form, i.e., with red-brown urti-

cating fur.

V. Pairing between g L. var. sicula and ? L. (viburni x meridionalis, from
brown-haired larva).—All the larvre of this brood were of the L. var. viburni or L.
var. sicula form, i.e., with red-brown urticating fur.

No. 1 ('98) + . Pairing between s L brood {2nd gen. L. viburni x meridionalis,

Jrom wliite-haired larva) and ? L. var. sicula.—The larvae were of the L. var.

viliurni or /.. var. sicula form, except that the fur was, judging from memory,
slightly paler than that normal for the larvae of these in their normal forms.

III. LARViE OF English races crossed with French races.—
These worked out at much greater length as folloAvs :

—

J. Pairing between d L. querciis [English) and ? L. var. meridionalis
(Cannes).—In the early instars the larvre followed the cf stock, but at the 4th
instar the majority closely approached the French form as regards the colour of the
urticating fur, although in a few it was slightly dusky. The sub-dorsal band, how-
ever, was more strongly marked than was usual with the Cannes larvse at this

stage. When full-grown they followed the English stock in having dusky white
urticating fur, but their heads, as was also the case in their 4th instar, show
strongly the influence of the French race, being shaded, in some larvffi strongly,

with orange-red.
2-8. Pairing between J L. var. meridionalis (Cannes) and ? L. var. callunae

(Aberdeen).—When young, the larvae chiefly resembled young larvae of L. var.

callunae, but at 3rd and 4th instars the influence of i parent became predominant,
and when in penultimate skin both urticating fur, as well as the longer hairs, were
pure white. In their last skins, however, the L. var. callunae strain again became
apparent, the urticating fur being of a pale pinkish-brown, while the lateral hairs

were pale reddish-brown, and a few of the long dorsal hairs remained pure white.
The heads of these larvre when full-grown were of various shades, from a bright

brick-red, slightly mottled with deep indigo, to a form in which the indigo formed
the ground colour, and only a slight mottling of the red was present. The face

marking agreed with that of the French race.

3-5. Pairing betu-een ^ L. var. viburni and ? L. querciis (English).—Only one
larva of this pairing lived to assume its final skin. It then had pale brown urti-

cating fur, evidently a blending of the parental characters.
3'8. Pairing between s L.var. viburni and ? L. var. callunae.—The young larvae

closely resembled those of L. var. callunae in their early instars ; in the penultimate
skin they were much nearer to L. var. viburni, differing only in a few points. Thus
the long dorsal hairs were either fewer in number or less brilliantly white than in L.

* These letters refer to the broods noted already (antea p. 115), and are marked
here with the same letters.

f For these broods, see anted p. 114.

J For origin of this brood, see anted p. 115.
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var. vibtirni, and faint traces of the chain of white medio-dorsal tufts were stir

present. In their last skin all the long hairs became dusky. Their heads varied,

but all showed mottling of red and indigo in varied proportions.

Imagines of crosses.—Of the imagines I can say but little, chiefly

owing to my failure to rear more than a very few, and also on account

of the slight and inconstant diflerences between the different races.

(1) Of the moths of the cibiirni x iiieridiojtalis groups, I can detect

nothing different from either of the parent races. (2) I reared three

(J s and four J s of the cross between (? (jKercufi (English) and vicn'dio-

nalifi (Cannes), and, beyond that they are rather undersized, I think

they would be taken for English moths, the bands on forewings being

waved. Here, as with the larvfe, the English strain appears pre-

dominant. (3) I have moths of three different crosses, one parent

being i^icula. In these, the L. var. liicida strain is generally apparent,

even if faint. In the males the russet tint is present, although modi-

fied, and the narrowness of the stripe or band on the forewings at once

strikes one as being in contrast with that of I., var. nn'ridionalis or L. var.

vibunii. The orange border to the hindwings is deepened by a brownish tint,

and in all the specimens save one there is a narrow yellow stripe at the

junction of the border and the central area. This does not occur in any

L. var. sicula I have seen, and is evidently due to the Cannes strain.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of these cross-pairings, as

regards the larvje, is the different result obtained from the crossing

of two races occurring in the same geographical area, and of crossing

two races occurring in widely separated areas. In the latter case we
get a blending of colours, as with L. var, Dieridionalis and L. var.

callunae, on the other hand, we get not a blending, but a division of

the offspring into two moieties, one following each form without the pro-

duction of intermediate forms. Somewhat similar facts have, I

believe, been noted as regards crossing in the human race in regard to

the colour of hair and eyes. It seems possible that the opportunity

and probable frequency of intercrossing has led, through the action of

natural selection, possibly, in the case of these larvfe, owing to the inter-

mediate forms being less effectively protected than the types, to some
mechanism in the germ plasm of the races living in near proximity

that brings about the division instead of the blending, which occurs

from crosses between forms inhabiting separated areas. It is, how-
ever, difficult to see, in view of this explanation, why the moths
breed true instead of becoming merged into one race, having white- or

red-haired larv?e indifferently, even on the supposition that both forms

are equally well-protected.

I have no wish to get entangled in a discussion as to what con-

stitutes a species, but the perfect fertility of the pairings between the

different races, and crosses of the races, that I have had, is in marked
contrast with the results obtained by crossing Tephrosia bistortata and

T. crepuscularia, as is also the fact that hybridising these species and
Smerinthm occllatiis and N. populi results in shortening the pupal

period, whereas cross-pairing the various races of L. qitercih tends to

lengthen it."-

* It will be noticed in Mr. Warburg's paper (which is to follow this) that his

later experiments and more extensive material tend to modify this statement.
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Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Piepers further states that Avhen swarms of butterflies have been
observed at sea they must have been carried out, and that their flight

is, in such cases, entirely invokmtary, and beyond the control of the

individuals comprising the swarm. To emphasise his point that insects

cannot fly against the wind he notes that in 1899 a migration of

dragonflies in Holland was witnessed, and that all the observers stated

that the dragonflies came in against the east wind, but that on further

enquiry lie learned that although the wind was blowing from the east at the

levels of the tops of the houses (as judged by the direction of the smoke, &c.)

,

at a height of three or four metres from the ground, where the dragonflies

were, there was no wind, owing to the obstacles, near the earth's surface,

and he expresses the opinion that this was the case, at the time that

Zeper observed, in the East Indies, a swarm of t'atoj>silia crocah' flying

against a wind of considerable force, a manner of flight which Piepers

asserts is impossible for butterflies. Our previous records suggest that

Piepers is entirely wrong, and that his assumptions, based on such
erroneous premises, are entirely unwarranted. Piepers concludes that,

in the East Indies, these migrations are not the result of a sudden
resolution taken by a number of individuals to leave the place of their

birth for another, but that there is at most, only a coincidence of

individual action. Each newly-emerged butterfly feels the need of

putting himself oi rtnjcKji' and fulfils this individual need, probably up
to that moment when he meets the individual of the other sex, who
attracts him, and with whom he leaves the swarm for the purpose of

copulation, and that, having paired, these particular butterflies no
longer follow the swarm, but commence to lead the life normal to

the ordinary mode of flight. He concludes, therefore, that it

is only because the number of butterflies which make simultaneously

the same choice is large, that their flight seems to be due to

common action. The facts on which he bases this conclusion

are not very weighty from the scientific standpoint. He observes that

no one has ever seen these migrating species leave one country and
arrive in another, and that the flights, as usually observed in the East
Indies, are not made up of a mass of collected insects moving in

common, but rather that, although they continue to move for a long

time in the same direction and in the same manner and many are

seen at the same time, they never form a band or crowd, and that only

in the districts between plantations of trees do they accumulate in any
numbers, using these as highways where they can more readily pursue
with advantage their onward flight. He further suggests that all those

observers who speak of " compact masses " or " nuees de papillons,"

are misled by an intensity of expression to an overstatement of the

facts, and yet he is forced to the conclusion that a statement made by
bchonten, that he saw "nuees de ces papillons" in the island of

Salaiara in 1885, so many in fact that the butterflies {( 'atnjmlia cmcale)

in passage slightly intercepted the light of the sun as if a light

cloud was passing, cannot be passed over in this fashion, but he
attempts to explain the crowding as due to the butterflies being

huddled in a sharp angle, on the assumption that, having arrived from
the interior and reached the coast, they turned to follow the shore,
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a premise not even mentioned in the original account of the

swarm. In fact, one is forced to the conclusion that Piepers

came to the consideration of this part of the subject with pre-

conceived notions, and, instead of attempting to explain the facts,

is inclined to make the facts fit his assumptions, and the value

of this contribution to an interesting subject is thus largely rendered

nugatory. The " proof " he offers that the flights are the result of

individual action is that, in 1883, whilst the great flight of CatapKilia

crocalc in Java was in progress (it lasted some Aveeks, and the larvae

and pupae, as well as imagines, of C. crocalc were in great numbers) he

observed that the newly-emerged insects did not remain for a time

where they were born, but, as soon as their wings were perfected,

they flew oft' en coijay/e with the others. He states that he then col-

lected some larvae, reared them, and, one morning, when a dozen

imagines emerged from the pupae, took the glass case in which they

were to some distance from the house, and placed the case on the

grass, in the sun, and where the inmates might see the flight of their

cimfrcrea throughout the day ; after a short time he opened the case,

the butterflies came out and he watched some of them fly away like

the others that were passing, directly in a straight line and in the

same direction, flying over the house (which was in the line of flight) with-

out passing it on one side, whilst others, also apparently well developed,

flew feebly into the trees, their flight showing that they were too weak to

undertake a long flight, the well developed ones flying ofi', the weaker

ones staying behind, and on this experiment he bases the conclusion

already formulated, and which he states thus: " C'etait done bien

comme jel'avais presume ; tout papillon nouvellement eclos ressentait

aussitot le besoin d'aller voler de la maniere decrite. C'est done ainsi

que se constituent ces vols, qui par la multitude des insectes, qui en

font partie, nous semblent etre des rassemblements, un acte produit

par entente commune, mais qui ne sont en eft'et qui le resultat d'une

quantite d'actes tout individuels sans coherence, auxquels chaque

insecte est pousse par son instinct sans se soucier des autres "
(p. 225).

There is, he adds, no general assembly from the commencement, nor

a common point of departure, each butterfly commences its flight

where it finds itself the moment it becomes an imago, and it is to be

presumed that the finish will be the same, that each butterfly will assume

at a given moment the ordinary manner of life for the species. A com-
prehensive conclusion one feels on such a small array of experiment. As to

when the individuals will leave the flight and renew the ordinary conditions

of life, Piepers suggests that it is determined by sexual conditions. He
notes that the butterflies fly straight on without being attracted by the

flowers that are in their course ; he observes, however, that a small group

occasionally detaches itself from the flight, making for the large trees,

and that he believes each group to consist of a female with some males in

attendance, and that this was the prelude to copulation. M. Westpalm
van Hoorn had already stated that he believed that butterflies ceased to

take part in the flight after copulation ; Hepp also remarked that small

groups quitted the flight, and rested some moments in the trees. Piepers

concludes that such cases represent a pairing, the paired couple being left

behind unnoticed, the unsuccessful males in a short time pursuing their

flight. He assumes, as we have already noted, that after copulation the

paired imagines remain in the vicinity where pairing has taken place, and
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that the $ there hiys her eggs. Thus he accounts for the fact that,

in spite of the hxrge numbers that fly off, the whole district through
which the flight passes is kept populated, although one is inclined to

dissent from an exphmation of a phenomenon, that leaves the greater

part of the district whence the flight originates to be populated by the

remainintj remnant of nature's failures.

Notes on the distribution of tlie British Coieoptera.

By W. E. SHARP, F.E.S.

" If we take the organic productions of a small island, or of any
very limited tract of country, such as a moderate sized country parish,

we have in their relations and affinities—in the fact that they are

there and others are not there—a problem which involves all the

migrations of these species and their ancestral forms, all the vicissi-

tudes of climate and all the changes of sea and land, which have
affected those migrations, the whole series of actions and reactions

which have determined the preservation of some forms and the

extinction of others, in fact, the whole history of the earth, inorganic

and organic throughout a large portion of geological time."

In these words does so eminent an authority as Dr. Wallace in a

recent work, define the problem of the present distribution of the flora

and fauna of the earth, and show how, among the many questions

submitted to the biologist, few in interest and in complexity exceed it.

In fact, faunistic distribution is a department by itself in biology,

volumes may be written and the research of a life-time devoted to its

elucidation, and yet students who have considered the subject most
deeply, are most aware how dimly and partially can its phenomena be

understood, and how tentatively and provisionally can any theories be

formed on the subject. So vast a problem, however, admits of attack

in detail, and I propose in these papers briefly to consider what
material a study of the present distribution of one order of insects in

Britain can afford, towards some comprehension of their derivation

and the order of their arrival here. Insects from their antiquity,

their specific and individual abundance and omnipresence, offer,

perhaps, better and more cogent evidence, in an enquiry of this kind,

than does any other part of our terrestrial fauna ; their antiquity as a

distinct class is indeed immeasurably great ; as far back at least as the

carljoniferous series, forms referable to existing orders appear, while

fossil coieoptera generically allied to existing species, have been found
in English oolitic and cretaceous deposits. Indeed, it appears a safe

conjecture that in tertiary times—when the mammalian fauna must
have been very unlike what it is to-day—the phylogenetic development
of the Insecta had arrived at a stage from Avhich but little deviation

has been made since. But in any consideration of the distribution of

our British insects we need not follow the stream of evolution to such

remote springs as these. Our entire insect fauna is, with a few
doubtful exceptions, merely an extension of that of north-western

Europe, and the geologically recent severance of the connection

between these islands and the continent, prevents it having acquired

any very distinct insular characteristics.

The order we propose especially to consider in these notes, is that

of the coieoptera, which, from its universal distribution and specific
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abundance, and also from the fact that of all winged insects its

members perhaps use their wings the least, make it peculiarly suitable

for such an enquiry, and the problem we set ourselves is not of course

the phylogenetic origin of the coleoptera, for which, indeed, we should
have not only far to transcend the limits of these islands, but attempt
as hopeless an enterprise as any that biology can offer, for the

geological record, as regards insect evolution, is extensively frag-

mentary and discontinuous, and we have really not the slightest

evidence as to when, where, or how the differentiation of existing

specific forms among the coleoptera, or, indeed, among any order of

insects, took place. Our simple, but far from easy task, will be to

attempt to discover what light our knowledge of the present distribu-

tion of the British coleoptera can throw on their proximate derivation

and arrival here, and we need not go very deeply into the subject to

be made aware how small our knowledge of this really is, and how
very provisional all our theories on the subject must necessarily be.

And, firstly, we must recognise that no theory as to derivation drawn
from any one group of the fauna of any area can be considered even

plausible, unless it be supported or at any rate not refuted, by evidence

adduced from any other group either of fauna or flora in the same
area. Whether any of the conclusions to which we may be led from
a survey of our coleoptera are borne out by similar j)henomena in the

distribution of the flora or other groups of fauna is for students of

such groups to say, but I am at any rate not aware that they are likely

to be in violent opposition to them.
I have stated already that our British coleoptera exhibit hardly

any specific distinction from those of north-western Europe, although

I am quite aware that over sixty have been enumerated as endemic to

these islands, but I think, on examination, this claim can hardly be

substantiated, as most of them are merely varietal forms and, for the

rest, no sufficient evidence exists that they are actually absent from

the continent, many of them having occurred as unique specimens only

in Britain. Since, therefore, our British coleopterous fauna is

practically European, it follows that, at no very remote date, Britain

must have formed part of some continental extension to the north-

west. That such a connection existed we have abundance of evidence

to show, but a very little study of this part of the subject will convince

the enquirer that the greatest importance attaches to the view Ave may
be disposed to take of that great climatic disturbance known as the

glacial age. That is to say whether, at the close of the tertiary period, a

change in climatic conditions occurred sufficient to extirpate all

previously existing forms of animal life throughout these islands, so

that, at the amelioration of so rigorous a condition of things, a

perfectly clear field was left for immigration from the south, or

whether glacial severity has been overestimated, the extermination of

pleiocene life a myth or exaggeration, and the possibility admitted

that our present fauna is merely a continuation, perhaps slightly

interrupted, of the late tertiary one.

The first of these theories was that generally held until almost

quite recently, and we find such authorities as Professor I. Geikie,

Dr. Wallace and other eminent geologists committed to the " Green-

land " view of British glacial age conditions and to the virtual

extinction of all pre-existing life. If to this climatic severity we add
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the effect of such a general submergence during or after the glacial

epoch as the shell beds of Moel Tryfoen and Macclesfield were at one

time held as indicating, there is little doubt but that we might
consider the ropeopling of these islands after the passing away of

glacial conditions and their re-emergence above the waters as dc novo.

But I believe such views as these have been to some extent modified

of late years, the great or at any rate total submergence seems not

beyond a doubt, and some biologists maintain that the severity of the

glacial age has been greatly overstated and that the bulk of our flora

and fauna might easily have survived its influence. Possibly such

opinions are less frequently advanced by those who have approached

the subject from the geological side. It is impossible for any biologist

to quite explain away the glacial age in Britain. The climatic

conditions of which we have the most indisputable evidence did obtain

at some period, must have very greatly modified our Hora and fauna

if they did not destroy them. Even in a climate as mild as northern

Norway is now, the majority of our present insects could not have

existed, and, consequently, if they existed here previously, must have

been destroyed and subsequently reintroduced on the passing away of

such conditions.

It is not my purpose, however, here, to reason from geological data

to insect derivation, but rather to examine what data we have of

insect or rather coleopterous distribution, and attempt from them the

construction of any theories of derivation, which of course will

involve geological considerations also, and we shall, I think, see from

such an examination, that while the little evidence it affords lends no
support to the idea of a complete glacial extinction and subsequent

continental diffusion of all present forms, still less does it admit of

explanation by any theory of continuity of all of them here since

pleiocene days.
{To he coiitiiiued.)

Notes on Luffias—with incidental remarks on tiie phenomenon of

parthenogenesis.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

lyCoiitinurd from p. 95.)

A most interesting point in this genus is the parthenogenetic cha-

racter of Liiffia fcrcJntiilti-lla. Parthenogenesis occurs in various orders

of insects, and presents several forms. In Aphides it is associated

with an alternation of generations, and has been the subject of exten-

sive observations by eminent biologists. It would appear that it does

not occur in any other insects in precisely the form in which we find

it in Aphides. In these there is a long succession of generations

parthenogenetically, ending in an ordinary sexual form ; the partheno-

genetic individuals are not, however, ordinary females, i.r., they have

not only no relation to any actual males, but they have no possible

relations with any imaginable males, that being so, it is not irrational

to assert, as has been done, that these are not, in fact, females. The
cycle is generally an annual one, the sexual forms being produced in

view of the necessity of migration either to other food-plants or to

make provision for hybernation. The parthenogentic forms are

always wingless. In the origin of these two now correlated characters,
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r/c, apterousness and parthenogenesis, I think we may assume
apterousness to have come first, as a result of a habit and habitat in

which life could be continued for a number of generations without

migration of any sort. This would place some difficulties in the way
of pairing and especially of crossing, and so any accidental partheno-

genesis would have an excellent chance of establishing itself as a

habit.

Another form of parthenogenesis with alternation of generations

occurs in the Ciinipidac, and here also the parthenogenetic brood is

sometimes apterous, and in some species the race has lost the

alternative sexual form and is entirely parthenogenetic. In all these,

however, the parthenogenetic individuals are essentially females, and,

though no males are known to exist, there is no reason in the structure

of the females or in their method of developing and producing their

eggs, why they might not be related to very possible males.

In the liynienoptera there is another very curious form of par-

thenogenesis, confined to bees and probably wasps. This has been

most closely studied in Apu iiiellifica, and I consider that it is proved

that unfertilised eggs always produce drones, i.e., unfertilised eggs

never prove unable to develop ; on the contrary, they always develop,

and always into drones. A fertilised queen can lay female eggs also,

and so lays both kinds of eggs at will. Dr. Sharp is inclined to doubt

this vieAV, and says " there can be no doubt that the queen honey-bee

frequently produces males parthenogenetically." He thus begins the

argument by begging the question, begging it by a misrepresentation

of the facts, saying that the queen bee "frequently" lays such eggs;

the fact being that the queen bee invariably lays drone eggs if her fer-

tilisation be prevented, and does so as prolifically as she would lay

those of workers ( ? s) were she fertilised. It is an experiment I

have made myself, and is often made by bee-keepers, not always

voluntarily. He goes on " the error of the views we are alluding to

consists in taking the parthenogenesis to be the cause of the sex of

the individual." This is curiously unintelligible. An unfertilised

female always lays eggs freely ; those eggs always develop ; they

always develop mto males. There is no question of cause at all,

except in the true sense of that word—constant association. If an un-

fertilised egg of an unfertilised female always produces a male, then

we must conclude, according to all correct methods of reasoning, that

the male egg of a fertilised female is unfertilised, since any other con-

clusion demands, in philosophy, a complicated, instead of a simple,

solution ; and in natural history the same principle applies, since

natural selection would eliminate so wasteful a process, when the

more economical one is as efficient. He next says, " It must be recol-

lected that the laying of an unfertilised egg by a fertilised female may
be different physiologically from the laying of an egg by an unfertilised

female, for, though loth have as result an unfertilised egg, it is

possible that the fertilisation of the female may initiate processes that

modify the sex of the eggs produced by the ovaries, so that though

these may produce previous to fertilisation only male eggs, yet after

fertilisation they may produce eggs of the opposite sex, or of both

sexes. In other words, the act of fertilisation may initiate a different

condition of nutrition of the ovaries, and this may determine the sex

of the eggs produced." Dr. Sharp says all this iiiai/ be so, this must
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no doubt be admitted, but when there is really no evidence of the
slightest character in support of such a series of suppositions, whilst

the other theory has many facts that point conclusively to it, I would,
if I might be permitted to do so without disrespect, give my comment
on the passage in the form of a common Scotch saying, to suggest

improbability, " It might happen a cat might kittle a piet."

The saAvflies are another family of hymenoptera that give us another
phase of parthenogenesis, and one that seems to be nearest to that

we meet with in lepidoptera. There are a good number of sawflies

that are parthenogenetic, and of which yet males occur with greater or

less rarity, whilst there are at least a few in which it seems probable
that not only are males not met with because they are very few and
rare, but really because there are none.

In the lepidoptera parthenogenesis occurs in what we may call a

sporadic manner, i.e., occasionally, unfertilised eggs, which would
usually undergo no development whatever, do develop, more or less,

and, as a very rare occurrence indeed, proceed so far as to hatch and
produce veritable larvae. It is very probable that sporadic partheno-
genesis of this character would be found to be equally common in

other orders, were rearing them from the egg as frequently practised

as in lepidoptera. It is this sporadic parthenogenesis that no doubt
affords the initial material from which the forms we have already
noticed are developed by natural selection under suitable conditions.

This sporadic j^arthenogenesis gives rise to progeny of both sexes, but
in a good many instances, I think, very decidedly in the majority of

cases, the strong tendency is to produce males, and instances are

recorded where experiments in continuing, or attempting to continue,
a sporadic parthenogenetic variety came to an end because only males
Ave re produced.

Taking these cases in connection with those in hymenoptera, we
may surmise that the male influence is to produce female offspring

and the female to produce male offspring. If this be so, Ave may hide
our ignorance of hoAv it came about, by attributing it to innate condi-
tions, arising along Avith the distinction into tAvo sexes. But, I think,

AA'e may get a little nearer a comprehensible explanation, if Ave assume
that naturally both sexes are produced equally, but that variation may,
and, frequently did, produce races that abound more in one sex than
the other. If this Avent too far, so as to injure the prospects of the race,

a remedy Avould be beneficial, this Avould accrue if variation arose by
Avhich each sex tended to produce the other, and so an excess of

females Avould tend to produce more males and of males to produce
females. It arises here to ask hoAv could this effect any result Avithout

parthenogenesis, not only in females but also in males. There seems,
hoAA-ever, little diflticulty in the matter ; the fact that parthenogenesis
occurs, shows that very varying proportions of the male and female
elements in an egg, may equally conduce to its proA'ing fertile, even to

the extent of its possessing no male element at all. The process of

fertilisation of the eggs, in most insects, shoAvs that such A'ariations

may A^ery easily occur. In lepidoptera both sexes frequently pan-

more than once. If males Avcre scarce, each male Avould pair Avith

seA'eral females and AA'Ould supply the spermathecie Avith but a scanty
content, and each ovum Avould receive the minimum supply of the
male element, at any rate, in all but the first mating of the male. On
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the'other hand, a paucity of females would supply every female with

a distended spermatheca, and a maximum of the male element would
be supplied to each egg. If, in a race tending to an excess of

either males or females, variation occurred, as undoubtedly it would
sooner or later in some degree, making each sex more potent to pro-

duce the opposite sex than its own, it would benefit the race by
remedying the disparity of the sexes. In the course of the enormous
number of generations through Avhich our present insects have

descended, it is probable that some sucIj process as this has been gone

through by many species, more or less frequently, and that apart from

special selection in an opposite direction, there exists in not a few

insects a prepotency of each sex to produce the opposite one.

In the Luffias we have Luffia fi'irhanltdla that is parthenogenetic in

the manner of certain Cynipids, i.e., producing females continuously

without any males. In L. fcirhaidtclla, however, there is, perhaps, a

closer resemblance to the Aphides, though, to prevent misapprehen-

sion, I must repeat that in ApJu\ the parthenogenetic female is

further modified as to be not, perhaps, strictly a female at all. There is

nothing of this sort in I.Kjfia, nor, so far as we know, is there in

Luffia any trace of alternation of generations, nevertheless, many
entomologists, perhaps from tlie analogy of AjJiis, believe that it is

very possible, or even probable, that, in these continuously partheno-

genetic forms, as in Cynipids and Tenthredinids, at some long

intervals, under some unknown stimulus, a generation may occur with

normal males and females. The evidence on which such a belief rests

can hardly be said to exist. The resemblance of the case of Aplii-f to

that of L. fcirhaiiltiila is strong in two particulars, which are impor-

tant ones in so far that they seem to be related to the origin of the

parthenogenetic condition. One of these particulars is that both are

apterous, the other that both have a restricted habitat. In both cases

we may imagine that the restricted habitat led to the loss of wings,

and in the second, that the combination of apterousness and a

restricted habitat facilitated, if they did not actually determine, the

appearance of the parthenogenetic hubit. It was a disadvantage

to the Aphis to leave its succulent leaf or twig whilst it was succulent,

and therefore it became apterous. [Aiffia ferchaidtdla equally had a

lichen-covered tree or rock, which it was well to remain upon. In this

respect we must not, however, regard L. JcrcJiaultdla alone, but

rather the whole of the Micro-Psjchids, or, rather, the Solenobiids,

Taleporiids, and Lufitiids, all of which are lichen-feeders. There are

parthenogenetic forms in the Solenobiids also, and the operative

causes are doubtless the same in them as in L. feirltanltdla. Why
apterousness should in some cases proceed to parthenogenesis in these

families, and sometimes not, is one of those questions impossible to

solve ; it amounts to this—why is a difficulty overcome sometimes in

one way and sometimes in anothei' '? I think we may, perhaps, guess

so far as to say that the benefit of cross-fertilisation in L. lapiddla is

about as great on the one hand as that derived from parthenogenesis

in L. ferclicudtdla is on the other. What is the latter ? It is

difficult to say, but if apterousness were an advantage, in allowing

successive broods to remain in their restricted habitat, an advantage,

first, in not taking them from it to be lost, and, secondly, in not

requiring the waste of developing useless or injurious appendages,
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it must have had a disadvantage in checking cross-fertiliKation. The
chances of a male safely arriving from a distant locality was small,

and involved great losses to the species, whilst local males would
involve inbreeding, therefore any very isolated colony would be advan-
taged by doing without males. That this advantage was not one
obtainable under all circumstances, but only under some, such as,

especially, isolation of a colony, is proved by the fact of forms with
males being still rather more numerous. That the parthenogenesis of

Ajihides should have gone to such a fuller development than in Liiffia,

results, doubtless, from its greater duration, hemiptera being so much
older than lepidoptora. Aphides also having many generations in

a season, are really 20 or 50 times older than their greater antiquity

involves. In ( 'ynipx, parthenogenesis has resulted from different

forces, or from forces that have acted in a different way. Apterous-

ness is a small, or evanescent, element in association with it ; it

affects some of the parthenogenetic alternative generations, but I do
not recollect a case of it occurring in any continuously parthenogenetic
species.

There is one other point in connection with these parthenogenetic
Luftias and Solenobias that goes a long way to show that they are a
comparatively modern development, and have much interest from
several other points of view to the biologist and field naturalist, that
is, the fact that each parthenogenetic race or species appears to be
closely related to an ordinary form, so closely that the question is, or

always can be, raised, as to whether it is truly a distinct species. Now
in the case of our Liijfia fcrchaidtrUa, an adult case, or an imago, can
always be distinguislied from one of L. lajnilella simply and in itself,

without any history of the specimens or outside circumstances. I say
can be, because I should not like to say that I could do so, say, next
year, without again examining a number of specimens and refreshing
my knowledge of them. Nevertheless, I have suggested already some
grounds, such as the existence of L. iiuvn/icUa, and occasionally " call-

ing " $ s of L. feirhaidtella, that show that, perchance, f,. fcrr'hanUcUa

is not yet fully distinct as a species from L. lapidclla. When we come
to Sohniiibia lic/iciidla we come to a species that, so far as we know,
has no intermediate forms towards .S'. inconsjiicnclla. but also one that is,

in its case, larva, imago, &c., quite indistinguishable from that
species. Solfuohia trujuctydla is regarded by those who have studied
it in the field as being a species like N. iucoitspiruella with male and
female, but in some localities getting on with a very trifling allow-

ance of males, and in others never having any. The parthenogenetic
form of S. triquetrella has not received a separate name, and if the
facts be as I have outlined them, ought not to have one. I found a
parthenogenetic Solcnohia last year at Luino that is, I think, related

to N. (iathvella, but I am not familiar with either .S'. clatltrdla or N.

triiiiii'trclla sufficiently to care to decide whether it is so or not.

f Til he concluded.)

@RTHOPTERA.
A LIST OF Scottish Orthoptera.—In the Aiiiuih of S,-i,ttis/i Xatiiral

Hititori^, January, 1901, Mr. W. Evans contributes a few notes on
Scottish orthoptera. A considerable number of localities are given
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which are ahuost entirely the result of Mr. Evans' own collecting
;

though, of course, neither the species nor the localities are numerous,

it is an excellent beginning, for our knowledge of the distribution of

orthoptera in Scotland is extremely poor, and we warmly welcome the

author as a recruit to the slender ranks of British orthopterists. There

are no species of any striking interest. Labia minor, L.,is noticed from

three localities in the Edinburgh district ; it seems to appear later in

the year than in the south of England. We are more familiar with the

lesser earwig in -June and the eai-ly summer, but all Mr. Evans' speci-

mens are dated from August to the end of September. 'JHti.r hipioir-

tatits, L., appears to be widely distributed in Scotland, but T. sitbidatKs,

Li., a more southerly form, is not recorded; strangely enough, no
Locustodca are included, though our three commonest species are almost

certain to occur, even if sparingly. Mr. Evans calls attention to three

very old and interesting lists. (1) Thelirst is by Sibbald (1684) where we
find reference to '' Jllatta, the mothfly." If this does refer to the cockroach,
" mothfly " is a curious name, which is entirely unfamiliar to me. If

any readers of the Entomolo;iist\s lU'conl have ever heard of it before, I

should be very glad to hear from them. (2) A list by C. Stewart,

published in the Memoirs of the Wernerian Society, in 1811, includes

(injllns raritis, which Mr. Evans considers to be 2Ieconema raritim,

Fabr., if so, this is our first record of this locustid in Scotland.
" (Trullns qKadratufi " is doubtful, it may be (xfrniplidccnis maeiilatiis,

Thunb. (3) A third list by G. Don (1813) includes (Tri/llotaljiaiiri/Ilnfaljia,

L., and (injlhiH campestris, L.; both forms are unknoAvn in Scotland at

the present day, though Mr. Evans quotes a few old references, which

point to their occurrence ; it seems unlikely that such peculiar and

remarkable insects could be mistaken, and the species may have

disappeared. Mr. Evans suggests that Merostethiis e/rofisns, L., may be

found in Scottish marshes, and that Loctista ririilissima and Meconema

rariiuii have disappeared from Scotland. The former of these two is

numerous in Scandinavia, and should be rediscovered in Scotland, at

least in the lowland counties. The Scotch orthoptera fauna is poorer

even than that of England, but there are certain northern forms which

may yet be discovered. Tetti.r fidii/inosux is the largest European

species of the genus, and might occur in the Highlands— it is noted

from Sweden, Lapland, and Norway. Poilisma fri(/i(iiim, Boh., is an

apterous form not rare in Norway, and should be carefully sought in

the Scottish mountains; Deeticus rernirirorits, L., which is so rare in

the south of England, but quite common in Sweden, may also occur.—

Malcolm Burr, Dormans Park, East Grinstead.

J^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARV^, &c.

Egg-laying of Cymatophora octogesima.—A ? Ci/matophura

octotjesima was captured at Hazeleigh Rectory on June 29th, 1900.

She was kept alive for ten days in a cardboard box Avith living sprays

of black, white, and balsam poplars and weeping willow. An
analysis of eggs laid on each leaf results as follows :—On weeping

willow, 8, 2, 5, all on uppersides of leaves ; on black poplar, 7, 7, 3, 1,

of which 8 (including a batch of 7) Avere on undersides of leaves ; on white

poplar, 16, 10, 5, 1, 1, all on upperside except one; on balsam poplar,

2, 2, all on upper side except one.—Total 70. The eggs sometimes
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touch one another (as in one batch of six), but are sometimes laid singly.

Five eggs were laid on one tiny white poplar leaf.— CI. H. Rayxor,

M.A., F.E.S., Hazeleigh Rectory, Maldon, Essex.

Notes ON THE EMERGENCE oeAcherontiaatropos in 1900.—On October

15th I placed iouvteen Aclicrontia atrojiox pupa; in two ware pans half filled

with moss padded down firmly, previously dipped in boiling water, and

covered the pupa? with lightly strewn moss, also wet, and three sticks over,

and put them in the fender, with bell glass over, covering at night with an

old blanket. On November 1st one fine insect emerged at lO.HOp.m., a 5

over five inches. On November 3rd a medium-sized J , which was two

hours expanding its wings. On November 7th, one emerged in thenight,

and a cripple was found in t^e moss, with a dent in the head where

the skull should have been. November 11th another during the

night. On November 12th a fine <? at 10.30 p.m., we watched it leave

its pupa-case and rapidly crawl up the sticks and feel about to get higher

(as did the first). We put it in a bell glass with leno stretched over
;

it immediately clung to the leno, and began to expand its wings at

10.35 p.m. They seemed fully grown at 11.5 p.m., but it did not put

its wings down till 11.35 p.m. On November 13th a very fine $ came out

at 5.55 p.m., at 6 p.m. it was settled on the leno over another bell

glass placed in the fender (open side up) so that the temperature should

be more like the one it came out in, as we thought the other which took two

hours was hindered by change of temperature. At 6.5 p.m. it put out its

proboscis, raised the palpi, and then put its lower two legs off the leno,

at rest, crossed. It was one hour before its wings were put down.

November 14th, another fine ? at 9.30 p.m. ; at 10.20 p.m. it suddenly

put its wings down, trembling violently for a few seconds first.

November 15th another at 11.25 p.m. On November 16th one emerged
at 7 a.m. and could not find a good resting-place, so it was rather crippled,

but otherwise a fair specimen. The rest all died, they were evidently

injured in being dug out of the soil or in the post. The moss was
changed and re-dipped in boiling water every other day. Each imago
we watched rested the two lower legs, after the first few minutes, till

it closed its wings, when it used the six. One was very sick when the

chloroform was given it, emitting a pinkish fluid.

—

(Mrs.) M. E. Cowl,

5, Spencer Park, S.W.
Notes on Acherontia atropos.—So far as my personal experience

goes the following have been the years in which I have obtained this

species : 1887, ]3rent\vood (a good many larva' and pupte) ; 1893,

Rainham (a good many larvs and pup;^) ; 1891, Rainham (10 larvip)

;

1895, Rainham (6 larvae) ; 1896, Rainham (about 120 larva' and
pupae) ; 1899, Mucking (6 larva^ and pupa') ; 1900, Mucking (60-70

larvjp and pupae). Larv.e.—Earliest date of capture July 15th (1893),

latest date of capture October 12th (1901). This last was the smallest

I have seen. I thought it must belong to a second brood, and be the

offspring of the earlier emergence, but Mr. Racot, to whom I sent it,

reported that though so small it was already in its last skin. In August,

1894, I took at Rainham two of the dark form of larva, a description

of which appears {K)it. hn-ord, vol. v., p. 220, September, 1894, see

Stainton, Man., vol. i., p. 89). (N.B.—This form is quite distinct

from that assumed by the normal larva when ready for pupation, when
it becomes semi-transparent, golden -yellow, and looks as though it had
been soaked in oil). The larva makes, when irritated, a slight " click-
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ing " noise, such as one can make with one's finger nails. Pupation.—
I do not think the larva generally goes down to a great depth, probably

about six inches. It is readily turned up by the potato plough, and

appears about midway in the furrow. In captivity it pupates without

hesitation upon the surface of the earth. I have never been able to

secure a perfect specimen of the cell formed by the larva for pupation.

There appears to be no sign of silk or gum used in its preparation.

The cavity is formed horizontally, and appears to provide plenty of

room for the pupa to bend and turn, though there is little to spare in

the length. The inner surface of this cocoon bears marks of the feet

and of the face of the larva, notably of one or both of the jaws. Pup^.
—Earliest date September 2nd, 1H94, Kainham ; latest October 20th,

1900, jNIucking (really coincident with the potato digging). I once

dug a pupa in the spring—dead. The pupie when in health are

remarkably active. On receiving their morning and evening bath they

wriggle, and appear to make a bubbling sound as though they were

drinking. Home 24 hours before emei-gence the shell having become

detached from the imago, the latter squeaks loudly. FoRciN(i (see

Transactiom of City of London Kntoinolotiical SociHi/, 1897, pp. 2-3).

—

Damp is essential.—The higher the temperature the more moisture is

required. The following is my experience. Forcing in October,

November and December : 60°F, produce the imago in four weeks
;

70°-80°F. produce the imago in two weeks ; 90'^-100°F. produce the

imago in 1 week. Carebssness in damping results in loss of the whole

stock. Imagines (wild).—I have only once taken the imago wild—on
September 23rd, 1893—found sitting in daytime upon some straw, I

have come across notes of a few such captures in early autumn", but

never in the spring. Mr. Anderson {Kntotn. Record, vol. vii., p. 86)

states that he kept the pupte through the winter, and the imagines

emerged in June or July of the following year. I have never succeeded,

and suppose that all depends upon how and where they be kept.

Personally I do not believe that the insect can survive even the mildest

Enghsh winter out-of-doors. Imagines (in confinement).—Earhest

date September 15th, 1893 (bred) ; latest date January 6th, 1901

(bred). In 1900 the forcing was conducted at not more than 70°F.

The first imago was bred October 12th, and it was followed by others

regularly until November 20th, when about twelve remained, and as

these began to die off the heat was raised to about 80°F. and four more

appeared, the last as above on January 6th, probably the first A. atmpos

born in the new century. The time of emergence has proved somewhat

irregular. Mr. Anderson in his note quoted above says between 7 p.m.-

9 p.m., after watering. Of 30 specimens bred in 1900-1, the

emergences were as follows :—15 appeared after midnight, /.c, between

that and 6.0 a.m.; 1 appeared between 6.0 a.m. -7.0 a.m.; 1 appeared

at 8.0 a.m.; 1 appeared at noon ; 1 appeared at 3.0 p.m.; 1 appeared

at 4.30 p.m.; 2 appeared at 5.30 p.m.; 4 appeared at 9.30 p.m.; 2

appeared at 10.40 p.m.; 2 not noted—total 80. (Rev.) C. R. N.

Burrows, Mucking Vicarage, Essex.

Acherontia atropos in the Wisbech district in 1900.—The

* See 8. Walker, Ent. liec, viii., p. 244 ; Hall, Entom.. xxix., p. 316 (on wing);

A. S. Helps, hM\ cit., p. 316 (on furze) ; Frohawk, Entom., xxviii., p. 280 (washed

ashore), p. 310 (at lighthouse) ; Chope, lor. cit., p. 309 (at light) ; Woolston, lac.

cit., p. 310 (at light), &c.
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past season, 1900, has been a record one in this district for pupae of

Aeherontia atropos
; on October 18th, 1900, I recorded that some 150

had been obtained by me, after that date my supply was further

increased by 34, making a total of 184 ; I also know of a friend who
procured 82. I have been, I think, very successful in rearing 62 perfect

imagines and 15 cripples, considering the following facts :—The pupae

were invarial)ly brought to me by boys at work in the potato-fields,

who adopted the crude means of conveying them to me in their

hands, paper-bags, &c. ; often after two or three had been handed
to me in this manner a boy would suddenly thrust his hands into his

pockets and produce one or two more, whilst many of the pupae were

injured by the potato-diggers, or in some other way, and consequently

had to be thrown away as useless. The boys evidently noticed that I

did not reward them for damaged ones and would draw my attention

to the lively individuals with the remark that " This wriggles well," at

the same time administering a good pinch to make it move ; of course

I tried to reduce this roughness by telling them to be very careful

with the next they obtained, but, as a gang of pickers would number
60 or 80, my admonitions were lost, as the same one seldom came the

next time. One farmer told me that the fact of my rewarding the pickers

for " Those brown things " was detrimental to the expeditious picking of

his crop, for they paid more attention to them than to his potatoes and
sometimes doubled their wage through them, so plentiful were they.

Considering the above facts, my result must, I think, be looked upon as

very satisfactory. My method of forcing was simplicity itself, the

mere lying of the pupae on slightly damped moss and placing them
on the kitchen mantelpiece. After having tried various methods of

forcing the pupfe in a moist heat (all more or less very unsatisfactory),

I have quite decided that very slight moisture is necessary to force

them successfully. In fact, I almost think they would force in any
temperature of 60°F, to 70°F., practically dry, if it were commenced
early enough, say September or October, or as soon as the pupae are

disturbed from the ground. The above views I know are contrary to

all recognised methods, but the fact of my rearing 77 imagines from
184 pupfe, after taking into account the manner in which they were
obtained, is, indeed, justification for my belief. I know of two
collectors here who have tried year after year various moist heat
treatments, but cannot boast of a series of six specimens between
them yet, although they have experimented upon dozens of pupre.

In the case of my friend who had 82 this season, so disgusted had he
become by his previous forcing efforts that he decided to keep them in

a cool situation, trying as much as possible to imitate their natural
surroundings, the result of this has been a total loss of the entire 82
by this date, February 20th, thus having no single chance left for a
natural emergence later. I am by no means alone in my success with
a tolerably dry treatment, Messrs. Mousley and Hipwell both having
reared a good number by this method. It is quite easy to distinguish

during the day the ones that Avill emerge at night, the wings dry away
from the wing-cases and the yellow and blue-black marking of the
body is quite easily discernible through the pupal skin. In no case

did a single specimen emerge before evening, the usual time being
between 10 p.m. and 12 p.m. Immediately on emergence the imago
emits the excrement from its body, and in several cases it was noticeable
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where a specimen could not free itself from the case quickly, and at

once discharge this excrement, that the specimen was invariably crippled

through the apparent lack of power to expand the wings. I witnessed

one night six emergences and found that the imagines never attempted
flight the same night but remained at rest when dry until dusk the

next day, when, if not previously killed, they quickly spoil themselves

by their bird-like flight. The sound so much spoken of from this

insect is most frequently uttered immediately after emergence or when
disturbed, and I think the reference Barrett makes to the sound
issuing from the pupa must have occurred quite close to emergence,
when the imago was formed, as I have never heard it from the large

quantity of fresh pupae I have bandied. The small proportion of

males is very striking only ten having been reared as against 52
females, and of variation there is practically none in the wing mark-
ings, while the colour of the skull varies in a slight degree between
light and dark.

—

Fredk. Glenny, F.E.S., The Orchard, Walsoken,
Wisbech. February 20th, 1901.

Lasiocampa QUERctrs LARVA HYBERNATiNG.—On Novcmber 29th,

1900, at Littlehampton, I took a larva of Lasiocampa qiiercus, nearly 1^"

long, under a coping, evidently hybernating. Is this not rather large ?

Those I have usually taken in spring are about f" long, and with fawn-
coloured coats, whereas this one had a dark coat, which I believe

occurs at a later stage in its growth. Is it likely to be L. var. callunae/

Its hybernating place struck me as being strange, whilst the only

possible food-plants for some distance were the ordinary garden
euonymus (laurel) and chrysanthemum, it being in the centre of the

town. C. W. COLTHRUP.
Finding cocoons of Hybocampa milhauseri and Cerura bicuspis.—

Hybocampa milhauseri, the larva of which feeds on oak, forms its cocoon
in a depression of the trunk in very much the same manner as do
the smaller Cerura species. The larva itself feeds at the top of the

tree and is seldom taken in this stage ; for pupation, however, it

descends the trunk and spins up from about six feet from the ground
down to the very foot of the tree, where the trunk enters the ground.

This species was formerly supposed only to occur in the Thiergarten at

Berlin, but since entomologists have become better acquainted with its

habits, it has been found all over the district, and, in fact, as far as I could

ascertain, it is found anywhere where there are sufliciently large oaks.

It always selects the largest and tallest trees, and, as the cocoon is so

well hidden, it is extremely hard to find until one has had practice.

After having been shown how to work for it I spent a great deal of

time during the past winter doing so, but only found two, although I

frequently found old cocoons, from which the imagines had emerged
last summer. I see no reason why this species should not occur in

England and think it is highly probable that it has boen overlooked.

It is seldom taken in any other stage than the pupal, in fact, never as

imago, almost all specimens in collections being bred from found pupae.

The larva is occasionally found, but only accidentally, on account of its

predilection for the tops of the highest oaks. Another interesting

species is Cerura bicuspis, which feeds on alder. The cocoons of this

species are spun up in the same manner on the trunks of alders, and,

if anything, are more difficult to discover than those of //. xrillianseri.

It has the reputation of being a rare species, but this again is probably
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due to its being overlooked, as it seems to occur wherever there are

alders, the only difficulty being its detection. The larvae, however,
are more easily obtained and can easily be beaten from alders during
September and October. Both H. milhauseri and C. biciispis are

occasionally found in double and even triple cocoons.—E. M. Dadd,
3, Colina Villas, Green Lanes, Wood Green, N.

Winter habitat of Senta maritima, with some notes on the
LARVAL habits.—I was Very much struck during my recent visit to

Berlin, by the numbers of bred specimens of this species which
were exhibited at the meetings, and, therefore, enquired of

the local entomologists as to its larval habits. The larva is

about half-grown during the winter, and is obtained in the follow-

ing manner : First of all the reeds fringing lakes or rivers are

searched until a patch is found that has been formerly attacked by
the larvae of Noncujria (feiiunipancta. As is well known this latter

species feeds up inside the culms of reeds, sometimes as many as five

larvfe being in one reed, and, for the purposes of exit, it gnaws just

before pupation a small hole in the side of the reed. Of course at

this time the only remains of A'', j/eiinnipuncta are the empty pupa-cases,

and the old galleries which are filled with decayed frass. The larva

of Scuta niaritma, which does not itself feed on the reeds, takes advan-
tage of these galleries and openings in the reeds to hide itself, and it

is to be obtained by opening the reed stems which have been attacked

byX [leiinnipuncta. In such situations they are extremely common and
almost every old gallery has its occupant. Of course the reeds are

best worked when the lakes and rivers are frozen over, as otherwise it

is very difficult to reach them. The galleries of jY. (jeminipuncta are

not only inhabited by the S. maritima larva3, but also by a number of

other small insects such as spiders, dipterous larvfe, beetles, &c. During
the cold weather the majority of these creatures are perfectly dormant,
which is also the case with the larvae of S. maritima when it is ex-

tremely cold, in fact they are then sometimes frozen hard and can
easily be snapped like sticks, but if the weather be only moderately cold

the S. maritima larvae are perfectly lively. It has been found that

S. maritima is one of the most carnivorous among lepidopterous
larvae, feeding solely and wholly upon other insects and larvae,

as well as its own brothers and sisters if other food be not at

hand. After having obtained the larvae they are very easily reared
;

all that is necessary is to bring home with the larvae a sufficient number
of reeds and to keep them moderately moist. The larvae can be fed

on almost anything, those which I had in Berlin were fed on raw beef-

steak, cooked apples and rice pudding, and these are only a few items
of their menu. It is, however, very essential that they should be well
watered every day, as water seems to be necessary to life, indeed so

partial are they to water that one entomologist in Berlin told me that

he had an idea that the larvae of *S'. maritima fed on water. The larva is full-

fed about the middle of May when it pupates in the old galleries of A\ (je-

miuijinncta. I do not know whether the larva of .S'. maritima seeks the
galleries of A\ ncmijiijuinrta as a hiding-place, or for the sake of other
insects which are found there, or whether it also feeds on the frass which
is to be found therein ; it seems such a general feeder that I do not
see why it should not. Around Berlin this species, besides the typical

form, produces four well-marked varieties : (1) The common well-
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known ab. bipunctata. (2) Ab. wis)iiariensis, a form with the wings
largely suffused with black. (3) Ab. niip-ostriata with the interstices

between the nervures darkened in colour, the nervures remaining paler.

(4) Ab. uii/rocostatcnYith a black costa, the rest of the wings being normal.

The ab. nhjrostriata, however, seems to merge very much into the type,

in my opinion, it is doubtful whether this is really a variation or only a

well-marked extension of the typical form. The abs. niijroatriata and
ni(jrocostata are, however, extremely rare. The larvas of S. maritima

have also been found in the galleries of Nonaijria sjjan/anii and A^.

cannac which attack Ti/plta latifolia. It seems to me most probable

that they inhabit these galleries simply for the sake of devouring

the insects which use them as a hiding-place.

—

Ibid.

Eggs of Lepidoptera.—Ayrotis ai/athina.—Of the usual Noctuid
form, i.e., flat base, micropyle at top, vertical ribbing, and general form
probably derived from a sphere, the sides are flattened, however, in

such a way as to make the egg conical, rounded off into the flat

base and with a flat top ; a vertical section would be almost an equi-

lateral triangle, with two lower angles rounded and the upper one cut

off rather more squarely ; height and width about -GOmm.; about 30-35

very pronounced ribs, diminishing in number upwards, more usually

by stopping short than by union, the flat micropylar top netted
;

secondary ribs cross directly from rib to rib, usually alternately with

those of next sulcus, but often in line with them ; colour dark leaden

(hatched next day) [Described September 18th, 1898] .—T. A.

Chapman.

Ji>RACTICAL HINTS.
Field Work for May.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.-—The pupae of Thecla pruni can be found by careful searching

in May, on blackthorn, but the larvae are more readily beaten ; the

latter appear to hide during the day very successfully, assimilating to

the colour of the leaf and feeding and moving during the night. The
pupffi are generally attached to the front of a sloe leaf, distinctly

visible, forming, however, an excellent imitation of a bird's-dropping.

2.—The ova of Callophri/n ruhi are laid in nature freely on the

upper side of a leaf of Heliantheinum nth/are in May, sometimes a stalk

or flower-bud is selected. Eggs are also laid on Gaiista, Spartiiim,

CijtisnH, Onobrj/chis, Vacciniiini.

3.—In late May and early June the eggs of Melitaea aurinia are

always laid on the underside of a scabious leaf near the ground
;

they are laid in close batches, often a second upper layer on a lower

one and as many as 400 eggs in a batch. The larvae feed but little

after hatching, but hybernate small, leaving their hybernacula in

February and March, and sunning themselves and feeding as soon as

the weather is suitable.

4.—The newly-hatched larva of Pi/rameis atalanta feeds at first

on the upperside of the nettle leaf on which the egg has been laid, but if

this has got a little hard it leaves it for a younger one higher up ; it

retreats into the hollow just over the stem, and spins a flat roof of

whitish web over its head, and under this it feeds, probably lacking
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the strength that the older larva exerts to bend the leaves into a tent

to cover it.

5.—The imagines of Gnophria nibricullis are to be found in

their known haunts drying their wings between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m.,

from middle May until the middle of June. Tree-trunks, fences,

palings, &c., are the most likely places.

6.—At the beginning of May young larvie of Plmia w.oneta are to

be obtained on monkshood or larkspur, the cocoon being spun up

among the food-plant towards the end of May, the pupa3 producing

imagines in June. When the larvtB first hatch they are miners, after

hybernating they feed in the flowering-shoots, partly arresting the

growth by nibbling nearly through the shoot, and then attach several

leaves together after the fashion of a Tortricid larva (Webb).

7.—The larva) of Plima chryson [orichalcca) are of a good size, and

fairly easy to find about the last week in May and first in June. They eat

pieces out of the centre of each side of a leaf of FJiipaturiiim canna-

biimiii (hemp agrimony) to the midrib, and the end of the leaf, losing

its support, hangs down and fades, many leaves on a stem served in

this way looking very conspicuous. Carefully (as the larv;e drop off)

bend the stem down, and a larva will probably be found resting on the

underside of a leaf if young, or if full-fed, Avith its hind-claspers

grasping the main stem, and its front legs holding on to the underside

of one of the bent leaves. If it is not on the stem first noticed, look

on all near, its presence will soon be evident by frexh feeding.

8.—Roots of Kiipatoriwii cannabiniuii should be dug up and planted

in the garden for larvse of Plasia chri/sou (orichalcea) ; larvte are fairly

abundant at the end of May or the first week in June, in Chippenham
Fen and the Swansea district and possibly elsewhere ; they can be left

with safety on the garden plants, covered with a large box and will

emerge well about the second week in July.

9.—-The larvae of Ihjschorista mapccta feed freely in May on Populus

balsawifera as well as on birch and sallow.

10.—At the end of May and beginning of June, the larvte of

Apainea opJiioiiraiiiiiia pupate in the dead stems of the last year's grass

[i.e., reed = P/ira(/iiiit('s), about two or three inches above ground
(Thornhill).

11.—The full-fed larva of Hoporina crocear/o goes down for pupation

in late May and early June, spins its cocoon at once, but does not

change to a pupa for some weeks ; during this time disturbance is

almost certain to be fatal.

12.—The eggs of Lopliopteryx caniidita hatch from the commence-
ment to the middle of May, feed up on birch rapidly, are full-fed in

five weeks, and spin their tough cocoons on the surface of the earth,

mixing the silk with moss, small particles of earth, &c.

13.—Imagines of Staiiwjnisfai/i are found in May and June, at all

hours of the day, from early morning till night, on all sides of the

trees on which they rest and at all heights from the ground ; they

generally rest comfortably, too, within reach, although at times they

are high up, and, occasionally, quite at the foot of the tree. The
imagines appear decidedly to make a selection of the smaller trees and

saplings to rest upon, the males in particular being rarely found on

anything larger than a scafi'old-pole, the favourite trees run from the

size of a hop-pole to that of a walking-stick. They do not always
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rest on beech—a young ash, thorn, nut-bush, in fact, anything
standing vertically in a beech wood will do for *S'. fagi. The ? s are

not so frequently found on young trees, but when they have flown

they seem also to prefer them. In many beech woods small trees are

not readily available and for this reason at Cuxton, Epping, &c., large

trees are perhaps the more frequently chosen.

14.—Wherever one specimen of Stauropns fatji is found, others are

usually near ; the lethargic female appears to keep the males near her,

Holland notes five from one small tree and ten from a single clump
of young trees.

15.—When eggs oi Staiiropun/at/i are wanted in confinement
;
place

a 2 in a good-sized cardboard box, in which, as soon as it is dark, she

will fly about and deposit eggs here and there, several nights are

needed to complete the egg-laying, and the $ s do not always com-
mence egg-laying at once.

16.— Larvffi of Porthi'sia chri/sorrhDca should be obtained in late

May and June. They have been extremely abundant on our south-

eastern coasts of late years—Deal, Folkestone, Hythe, Sheerness, &e.

17.—In May Drepana cidtraria occurs commonly in the Monks-
wood section of Epping Forest, the males flitting about freely in the

sunshine, whilst at the end of May and early in June the imagines of ZA

binaria sometimes fly very freely in the glades near Fairmead, although

the species is well distributed throughout the whole of the Forest.

18.—-The eggs of Drepana harpai/iila are laid in May on the edges

of the lime leaves (Tilia par rifolia) just at the bottom points of the

serrations. The larvae appear in about eleven days, refuse the leaves

of Tilia europaea, and seem to prefer somewhat dry leaves, being often

found at large on stunted hard leaves ; they feed quite exposed, and when
full-fed roll up a leaf funnel-shaped and pupate therein ; the pupa
is covered with a thick resinous powder, possibly to protect it from

damp during the winter when it is lying in its cocoon among the dead

leaves at the foot of the lime trees.

19.—In searching for the catkin-like larva? of (ieoinetra papilion-

aria in May, remember that the small bushes that have only been cut

two or three years are generally the most productive, and that the

larvffi usually stand out rather near, if not quite at, the end of a twig.

20.—The larvfE of Eiqjithecia siibciliata feed on maple bloom in

May ; they are best beaten, feed up rapidly, pupate in, or near, the

surface of the soil, or among the food-plant, and are very easy to

rear.

21.—Female Xumeria pidceraria are sometimes to be taken in May
flying during the day'daie in bright, sunny weather along the hedgerows,

apparently seeking for sallow on Avhich to lay, as such J s lay almost

immediately if enclosed in a chip box covered with muslin. If missed

at the first stroke of the net they dive down into the herbage, but are

easily disturbed by the stick or captured by searching. This insect

is usually supposed to fly only at dusk.

22.—Eggs of Cidaria sitff'iiviata are readily obtained in May, the

larvfe feed up rapidly on Galiitui )iiollii;/(), and pupate about July.

23.—The small birch-trees in the localities for Diuiarjdia rerdcolora

should be searched in May for the larvae of this species ; although

smaller, thoy are more readily found when young, OAving to their

gregarious habits. When they are older they spread, and bear a close
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resemblance to the leaves of alder and birch, and hence are more readily

overlooked.

24.—At the end of May and beginning of June the larv?e of

Pachyr/astria trifoUi are to be obtained by searching at Lyndhurst on
the heaths, on the Lancashire and Cheshire coast sandhills, and on
the coast near Rye.

25.—In May and .Tune the larvfe of Etitrirha ijucrcifolia should be

searched for, resting low down on the main stems of hawthorn,
sallow, buckthorn and blackthorn by day, but on the upper twigs and
branches feeding by night. It is a common practice in the Fens,

when the larvae are sometimes very abundant, to feel down the stems
with the hand, the pale, mottled larvae being difficult to see on sallow

and whitethorn, and the dark ones on blackthorn and buckthorn.
26.—Virgin females of MacrotJn/lacia nihi placed in a box covered

with gauze, taken to the moors in late May and the first or

second week of June, will attract a large number of males—80 in a

single evening captured between 6.15 p.m. and 7.45 p.m., near

Morpeth.
27.—The cases of Colcophora conspicudla are to be obtained on

Centanrea nvjra in May ; they are sometimes common at Cuxton,
Benfleet, &c.

28.—The $ Lcunpronia capitella lays its eggs on red currants

rather more than half grown in May, two eggs being apparently laid

at each penetration ; at the end of June the larva leaves the currant

and hybernates in a simple, firm, white cocoon placed among the dead
scales at the bases of the buds ; it mines the shoots in spring, and,

like L. viuHcaliila, does not make a case.

29.—Larvte of Biicculatiix maritiyna should be collected in early

May, their mines being readily detected in leaves of sea-aster at

Benfleet, Shoeburyness, and other coast districts.

N.B.—We are commencing an entirely new set of " Practical

Hints" in this number. None of the large number just published
in our new work, Practical Hints for the Field LejndopteriHt, will

knowingly be repeated.

VARIATION.
Striking aberration of Smerinthus ocellatus.—A most striking J

aberration of Snu'rinthus iicdlatus was bred by Mr. L. W. Newman, of

Bexley, Kent, on June 2nd, 1900, the larva having been obtained from
sallow in Bexley Woods. The forewings are of a delicate grey with
the normal transverse lines fairly well marked, a brown margin to the

median ring, a brown patch directly below, and another centrally on
the inner margin (and continued towards the base) ; the outer margin
is also filled up with a brown patch roughly triangular, the base formed
by the curve directly below the apex of the wing, and the apex on the

submarginal line. The two forewings, however, are not quite

symmetrical either in the arrangement of the transverse lines or in the

darker patches of colour. The hindwings are also grey slightly tinged

with yellowish the nervures alone grey, the ocellated spot is well-

marked, the pupil, a pale ring, and black outer rings being well-defined.

The most striking features are, of course, the absence of the rosy-red

tints in the hindwings and the metallic blue ring that surrounds the
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pupil of the ocellated spot, but the absence of the rosy tinge of the

forewing is also very noticeable.—J. W. Tutt.

:iaOTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Steidulation of Smerinthus populi.—On the evening of

November 1st, at 10.30 p.m., a fine specimen of Acherontia

atropo^ emerged in our incubator. I had never seen a living

specimen before, and the peculiar squeak which we heard several

times reminded me of another scene. One evening after dusk, a

few years ago, I was walking Avith a friend up a lane when I

heard the sound of some strong-winged insect humming through the

air. I put up my hand and it flew right into the curved palm held to

receive it. I closed my fingers over it, the third finger very firmly

holding the wriggling body, and it repeatedly uttered the very same
sound as A. atrojios only we&kev. I carried it 200 yards, and I found it

to be a very fine specimen of Siiwrinthus populi.— (Mrs.) E. M. Cowl.
Hybernating stage of AciDALiA iMiTARiA.—This species appears to

hybernate as a larva in nature. A larva, about two-thirds grown, was
beaten from honeysuckle near Haslemere, April 16th, 1900, and
produced a moth on the 24th of the following June.—R. M. Prideaux,
Reigate. March 2%id, 1901.

Lepidoptera from the Penarth district.—The following are a

few of the more interesting captures made last autumn, sugaring from
the end of September until the first week of November bemg exceed-

ingly productive. Peridrowa ypdlon {mff'nm) and P. mitcia, very

common, Miselia oxyacanthac, plentiful (I took two almost black),

Ai/riopis aprilina, common, one Xylina rhizulitha, four Calocainpa

vettista, one C. cxolcta, Orthma lota, Citria cerat/o ffidraf/oj, common,
Tiliacea aiiya/jo, common, one Cirrhoedia xerainpeUna, Polia fiacocincta,

Hadena proti'Hs, and Tapinnatnla fidva.—T. L. Howe, Beaufort House,
Penarth.

Leucanias at Rye.—Among the Noctuids captured last August in

the neighbourhood of Rye were two Leucania straminea, two L.

albijiitncta, and a few other good species.—J. Henderson, 7, Pinfold

Road, Streatham.
Lepidoptera at sugar in Warwickshire in 1900.—Daring the

past season I took upwards of twenty species of Noctuids at sugar in

my garden at Hampton-in-Arden. I obtained better results than in

previous seasons, and I attributed my success mainly to the compara-
tive absence of honeydew, which happy state of things prevailed

throughout the summer. Among those taken were Noctiia c-nii/rum,

Tetlwa fiiibtitsa, Triphaena ianthi)ia, T. interjecta, Xylopliasia Jicpatica,

X. suhlustris, Mellinia (/ilvayo, Hadena phi, Leucania conif/cra, Ajiiotis

corticea, A. nigricans, A. tritici, Peridroma sttff'usa, Cerij/o Jiiatiira

(ci/therea), Cabjinnia affinis, and Catocala nupta. Of these At/rotis

tritici appears to be new to this district, and I was also pleased to get

Ayrotis corticea, Triphaena interjecta, (JaUjinnia affinis, and Catocala

nupta, all of which may be considered rare in Warwickshire.—G. W.
Wynn, Lyndhurst, Hampton-in-Arden.

Insects in the Brighton district.—Among the more interesting

captures that I made in this district m 1900 were the following :

—

Homoptera : Ledra aurita.—Taken August 3rd on trunk of Spanish
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chestnut, Cowclray Park, IMidliurst, Sussex, the day was cold and
showery, the insects being in consequence very skiggish. Lepidoptera :

Coiias fn/alc and Colias eda>ia.—Taken in September on the downs,
about two miles directly north of rh'ighton ; in one spot of about a
quarter mile radius both species were decidedly plentiful although in

other parts I found none. Pi/raiiwis canltii.—Taken on the same
date and in the same locality as the Coliads. (Tonrpti'ti/.v rhaiimi.—
Two specimens near Pulborough on July 29th. Knuonia polt/c/doros.—
Captured at Wardley, Sussex (near Liphook, Hants) on August 2nd.
Marroiilosso stfUataniin.—In Brighton during October. ('Jiorrorattijia

porcflliis,—Two specimens at Brighton in September, one in the north,
the other in the south part of the town.

—

Ralph C. Hinkins, 77,
Stanford Road, Prestonville, Brighton.

CosMOTRicHE poTATORiA AT SUGAR ?—One evening last July Mr.
Arnold and myself were sugaring in the fens, and were surprised to

see a 5 ('. potatoria on one of the posts close to the sugar patch ; four
nights later we noticed another, but not on the same post. Has
anyone any further information on this subject ? Does the species
afiect sugar as do the Lithosiids and other unexpected visitors '?

—

John F. Musham, Blenheim House, South Park, Lincoln. March
6th, 1901.

Early appearance of Zonosoma porata in confinement.—I was
surprised this morning in glancing into one of the cages in which I

keep my pupte during the winter to see a fine specimen of ZonosDina
•porata sitting on the side of the cage, having emerged from a pupa
received from Bexley, Kent, last October. The room in which I keep
my pup;e is an ordinary bath-room without fire-place or any artificial

means of heating, and the window is invariably kept open all the year
round.—H. Ainslie Hill, F.Z.S., F.E.S., 9, Addison Mansions, Ken-
sington. March Uth, 1901.

On the pupal condition of Hemerophila abruptaria during
winter.—On November 29th last, at Littlehampton, while searching-
on walls for ichneumoned Jjryop/tila iiiuralia pupse, I came across a
cocoon similar to that made by IJ. nuiralin, and in removing it I
accidentally broke the pupa-case, and revealed a moth quite ready to
come out, in fact while it lay in my hand it crawled out of the case
and was very lively. I pill-boxed it, but the imago did not expand,
and it died two or three days after. I have examined the unexpanded
wings, and the markings look very like those of Hemeropliila abruptaria.
I do not know whether it is usual for the moth to be ready to come out
so long before its proper time of emergence, and it is to obtain
information on this point that I have written this note. C. W.
CoLTHRUP, 127, Barry Road, East Dulwich, S.E. January 28th, 1901.

Early emergences in the Isle of Man.—It may perhaps interest
some of the readers of the Record to know that worn specimens of
Dianthoccia capsophila were captured on the Douglas coast on the
evening of April 28th, and Eupitliccia cenosata the following day. It
seems somewhat strange that these insects should be out so early in
the season considering the exceedingly cold winds experienced here
during March and beginning of April. In favourable seasons the
earliest record I have of D. capsophila being on the wing is May 7th.
I am indebted to Mr. Garrett, of Douglas, for the above note.—H.
Shortridge Clarke, F.E.S., Sulby Parsonage, Isle of Man. April
30th, 1901.
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Pachythelia villosella in April.—I had an imago of Pachythelia
villim'lla emerge on April 14th from a pupa, the larva of which was
collected in May, 1899.

—

(Mrs.) M. E. Cowl, Aberceri, Spencer Park,
Wandsworth Common. April 15tli, 1901.

Macroglossa stellataruiM in March.—This afternoon I saw in

my garden a fine specimen of Macroj/losfia stcllatartim flying at Arahis.—
(Eev.) C. R. N. Burrows, Mucking, Stanford-le-Hope. April 18th,

1901.

CURRENT NOTES.
The scientific works belonging to the library of the late Mr. P.

Crowley were sold at Stevens' sale room on April 15th. The larger

number of the more valuable books were ornithological, and nearly all

lots brought very good prices. Some of the more conspicuous ento-

mological works were the following :—Moore's Lcpidoptera Imlica, 4

vols., £7 7s.; Rhopalocera Exotica, 2 vols.. Smith and Kirby, £5 10s.;

Wilson's Larvae, £1 15s.; Rhopalocera Exotica, A. G. Butler, 1 vol.,

£3 ; Felder's Lepidoptera, 3 vols, in 1, £3 3s.; Romanoff's Meittoires,

7 vols., £13; Eaton's Epheweridae, 29s.; Leech's Butterjiies of China,

&c., 3 vols., £9 ; E.rotische Tan/alter, Staudinger and Langhan, 2 vols.,

£1 12s. 6d. ; Bioloi/ia ('entrali-Awericana, £90 ; Donovan's British

Insects, 16 vols, in 8, £1 12s. 6d.; Trimen's South African Butterjiies,

8 vols., £1 12s. 6d.; Marshall and Niceville's Butierfiies of India, 3
vols., £3 5s.; Transactions Entoinolo;/ical Societi/ to 1899, 46 vols.,

£38 ; Lubbock's Collcmbola, £1 ; Buckton's Aphides, 4 vols., £2 2s.;

Stephens' Entonioloipj, 11 vols, in 6, £3 10s.; Westwood's Introduc-

tion, 2 vols., 16s.; Aid to Identification of Insects, 2 vols., Waterhouse,
£4 10s. ; Buckler's Larvae, 8 vols., £6 ; Cameron's Phi/tophai/ous

Hyinenoptcra, 4 vols., £2 10s.; Lang's Butterjiies, 2 vols., £2 15s.; Iris,

10 vols., £5 ; Scudder's Butterflies of Eastern United States, &c., 3
vols., £4 10s. ; Hewitson's Exotic Butterflies, £15 15s. ; Distant'a

Butterflies of Malaij Peninsula, £3. Private buyers seemed to be
absent or silent—Quaritch, Wheldon, Sotheran, Wesley, Janson, and a
few other well-known firms securing nearly everything.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, held

March 20th, 1901, Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited specimens of an almost
black form of Cuspidia menyanthidis from Skipwith Common, near
Selby, and stated that the same form was also common on Strensall

Common, near York. For comparison he also showed specimens from
the moors near Huddersfield. The chief interest in the exhibit con-
sisted in the fact that in both the districts where the melanic C.

nienyant/iidis occurred, melanism was not a common feature ; whereas
in the Huddersfield district, where only the pale form of C. menyanthi-
dis Avas taken, melanism was a conspicuous feature in many species,

even in, and close to, the grounds where only pale C. menyanthidis

could be found.

In the Horae Societatis Entomoloyicae Rossicae, vol. xxxv., March,
1901, Andre de Seinenov contributes a short paper on the species of

Anechura and Eorjicula which occur in Russia. It is written in

Russian, with descriptions in Latin. Anechura orientalis (Krauss),

sp.n., is described, being the sub-species of that name of de Bormans
in his recent great work ; a second novelty of the same genus is

Anechura zubovshii, from the Western Himalayas. In Eorficula, F.
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sini/rnensis, Serv., is added to the Russian fauna, beini,' found by M.
Semenov on the south coast of the Crimea.

Owing to the absence of published material on the local variation,

possible within the limits of the same brood, of the larvae of Satiiniia

pavdiiia {carpini), we should be exceedingly glad if those lepidopterists

who are rearing the species during the next few months will make de-

tailed observations of the different forms in each stage, the number
of each form in the brood, and the chief changes that the larvae undergo,

both in colour and in details of tubercles at each moult. Will those

who are likely to be breeding the species please communicate? It

is hoped that at least one Irish and one Scotch brood of larvje will be

under observation.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, on

May l.Sth, Professor Poulton exhibited an ingenious apparatus by

means of which it is hoped that the strength of the formic acid secreted

by Farmica riifa may be asct'itained. Seven of these instruments

have been entrusted to Mr. Donisthorpe, who will endeavour to carry

out the necessary experiments in the field.

At the same meeting Mr. Horace Donisthorpe exhibited living

specimens of EiperKia toniUni, Newst., a myrmecophilous coccid, being

a species new to Britain. He had discovered them in the roots of

Laaiiix. nii/ra at Portland, in April last.

All our readers will, we are sure, be pleased to learn that Professor

T. Hudson I3eare has been appointed by His ^lajesty King Edward
VII., to the Chair of Engineering at the University of Edinburgh.

Our colleague, therefore, becomes a Regius Professor, and we heartily

congratulate him on his well-deserved promotion to so important a

post.

In the P^nt. Mo. Ma;/, for April, Mr. Ernest Crreen in an interest-

ing account on " Moth-catching by electric light at the Boer Camp, in

Ceylon," states: "Some of the Boer prisoners have occupied their

leisure in catching the moths that settle within their bounds and have

in this way amassed quite considerable collections." He then goes on
to complain that they have no proper apparatus for collecting and
preserving their specimens. Does Mr. Green suggest that the British

Government, should supply them with killing-bottles, &c. ? The
unfortunate " Tommy Atkins" who is obliged to spend his time in

guarding these people (instead of moth-catching!), is spoken of as
" the heavy-footed British soldier." At the meeting of the Entomo-
logical Society of London on May 1st., Mr. Distant, who has lived in

the Transvaal Colony among the Boers, and knows their habits well,

said that when he saw a Boer collecting on his own initiative he

would believe it ! He accounted for these collections by the fact that

a German official, who is an entomologist and a Fellow of the Ento-
mological Society of London, is a prisoner of war at Ceylon. If all

reports be true, the insects best known to the combatants in the late

war, are certainly not lepidopterous.

The position of Lemonia (Crateronyx) dumi.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Some time since j\Ir. Bacot was good enough to show me some ova

that had been sent to him by Herr Voelschow as thost; of Craterunyx

dumi. It was so distinctly evident to us from these that the species not only

did not belong to the Lachneidcx, with which it has been previously asso-
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elated, but that it did not even belong to the Hphingo-Mlcropterygld
stirps (c/r/c, British Lepidoptfra, 1., p. 109). It was also quite clear

that it belonged to the Noctuo-Hei)ialid stirps, its affinities being

distinctly with the Xotadojitiik's or Linnantriides. Further exploration

discovered that Herrich-Schaffer, Ilambur, and the Scandinavian
authorities had already dissociated, on imaginal characters, the group to

which L. diinii belonged from the Lachneids, xenstt .stricUr. Wallen-
gren placed it (1V«. Akad. HamlL, (5), 4, pp. 28 and 33), in 1865, in

the family Phialidae of the StHphnoptert/jjes, whilst in 1869 he placed

it in the family Stripluwiderijgidac, a family maintained by Aurivillius

{Iris, vii., p. 1H5) although, in 1879, he had placed {Ofrers. Vet. Akad.
Forhandl., xxxvi., 7, p. 52) it in the Phialidae, and, in 1893, had
removed it to Sanidac {Knt. Tids., xiv., p. 206). Hampson curiously

enough places it in the Eapterutidaf [Faima Brit. Ind. Moths, i., p. 41).

Aurivillius also sinks Cratfrunux in favour of Leiiionia, Hb. [Verz.,

p. 187) and places in the latter genus

—

Lnuunia tara.vaci, FjSp.,haUioni,

Christ., raillaiiti)ii,0\)evt\x., ljalca)iica, H.-Sch., diniii, h., sardanajiali(s,

btaud., philopaliis, Don/,.

Bacot describes the eggs of Leinunia dunii as follows :

Attached to each other in small groups of two to five, probably they have been
laid at a loose riiif^ or clump on a twig or other surface, and have been broken off.

Upright, having the micropyle at the summit of the vertical axis; in shape a little

over half a rough sphere, the sides curving outwards and upwards from flattened

base before curving inwards and upwards in a rough dome; size l-3mm. to l'4mm.
in diameter by -ymm. in height ; coloration white, slightly mottled and speckled

with brown. A black spot at the micropyle and a broad ring of the brown mottling
condensed into a dark brown band surrounding the dark spot at a sufficient distance

to leave a band of the ground colour between it and the micropylar spot; beneath the

brown ring is a band of the ground colour, and below this again a second brown band
i-ather paler than the first ; the second band is situated about the equator of egg. The
shell looks strong and is opaque with a shiny and varnished surface, slightly

unequal or faceted on upper slopes and with traces of cell reticulation round the
micropyle; the micropyle itself being repiesented by a minute dimple. The attach-

ment of the eggs to one another is apparently due to a transparent glue or varnish,

which, when hard, forms a gelatinous-like membrane. The ova contain a fluid, no
development or gastrula having as yet, October 23rd, taken place (A. Bacot, October

23rd, 1901).

From this description it will be seen that the egg shows Leinunia

[L'rateroni/x) to belong to the upright-egged stirps. As the imagines
have been separated by the neuration from the Lachneids, and the egg
suggests distinctly affinities with the Notodontids or Lymantriids, we
trust that someone with leisure will now work out the life-histories

and affinities of the species included in the genus Lettumia in detail,

and clear up the difficulties attending the position of the genus. That
the views of Herrich-Schatfer, and those later authors, who have given

the group family rank, on imaginal characters were well-founded is

evident, and one suspects that the larvae and pup^e will support the

view that Lemonia diiwi is the type of a distinct family. It may be

advisable to suggest Lemoniidae as a suitable family name should none
of those already used be available {e.(j., Striph)ioptery(/idae), but what
is more important at present is a knowledge of the relationship of the

Lemoniidae to che superfamilies of the Noctuo-Hepialid stirps, there

being a consensus of opinion as to the necessity of separating it from
its old associates.

* Herrich-Schaffer (<S'a;H?nL ^t(sse7'eur. Sc/i/Hfiii., p. 3) erected for it the family
Lasiucampina (due to his erroneous employment of the generic name Lasioeampa),
while the Lachneids form his family Bombycoidea.
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Butterflies in the Lebanon (with Map).

By (Mrs.) MARY de la B. NICHOLL, F.E.S.

Very little is known of the butterflies of Syria. A catalogue exists

of the lepidoptera taken by the German consul around Jerusalem ; and
another, printed by Lederer, professes to enumerate the butterflies and
moths of the Lebanon ; but Lederer himself never collected in that

district. He only sent a collector to Beyrout, and this man does not
appear to have penetrated into the mountains at all, but confined his

researches to the coast, and neighbourhood of Beyrout. Mr. Elwes
and I therefore resolved to make an excursion to the Lebanon and
Antilebanon in May and June last, in hopes of finding out something
about the butterflies, A map copied from my guide book,
with my route specially traced, gives some idea of the country in

which my collection was made ; I have also marked the heights of the

principal peaks of the two ranges, all of which I ascended, excepting
the highest, most northerly, and most interesthig of all—Dahr el

Khotib, 9500ft. I had fully intended to go thereabout June 20th, but
time failed me.

It will be observed that the ranges of Lebanon and Antilebanon
run exactly parallel to each other, in a north and south direction,

divided by the high and fertile plain of the Beka'a, which is from ten

to fifteen miles in width and forms the watershed of the rivers Litany
and Orontes. The Antilebanon rises to its highest point at its

southern extremity, in Mount Hermon, about 8750ft., whilst the

greatest mountain of Lebanon is Dahr el Khotib, at its northern end.
The two ranges resemble each other very much in shape and character,

but the Antilebanon is much less fertile than the western face of the
Lebanon, which, rising abruptly from the Mediterranean, gets more
rain and cloud than any other part of Syria, and is, accordingly, green
and well watered. Both ranges were thickly covered with forest,

within living memory, but the wood has been entirely destroyed—the
Turkish Government having cut down the trees and replanted none

—

much as the French Communes have done. The whole region is over-

populated, over-cultivated, and over-grazed ; but as the cultivation is

of a slovenly character, the butterflies contrive to exist ; and a young
cornfield generally affords a good opening to the collector, especially as

nobody ever objects to a chase m the corn !

I arrived at Beyrout on April 28th, at daybreak ; and that same day
went to see a local collection of butterflies, made by Professor Day, of

the American College. This was extremely interesting, though by no
means representative of the mountain insects, as Professor Day is

detained at Beyrout by his college work till July is well advanced. The
most notable feature of the collection was a remarkable variety of

Pieris callkliie, taken on the highest summit of Dahr el Khotib (this

species I never saw). I found that it was already too late for Doritis

apollina, Kiic/ilac ihviKinc, and K. beleniia, all of which are to be had
along the coast in March and April, I never met with either of these
insects on the higher levels.

As I had to wait six days for Mr. Elwes' arrival, I resolved to pay
a visit to Brummana, about ten miles east of Beyrout, where there is

a good mountain hotel. The place is magnificently situated, about
2600ft. above the sea, from which it is not more than four miles distant,

June 1st, 1901.
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and is a remarkably windy place. Mrs. Day kindly accompanied me,
and gave me the benefit of her local experience, and excellent Arabic.

I give our bag for April 30th, May 1st and May 2nd. The weather
was fine, but very windy : Papilio podalirins and P. machaon (much
damaged by wind), Thais cerisi/i, Pieris brassicae, P. rapae, P. dapUilicc,

AtithocJiaris belia, Euchloe cardaininrs $ , Gonepteri/.c deojiatra var.

antonia (or taurica), Leucophana sinapis, Pijramei!^ cardal, P. afalanta,

Polyf/onia e.fjea, Melitaea phoebe pale var., M. didyma, M. trivia, Fpine-
phele janira var. telmessia, Pararge maera, P. nu'ifaera, Theda spini,

Chrysop/ianiis thersamon, C. phlaeas, Lampides boetica, Lijcaena rj/Ilarns

var. eriKjinosa, L. icariis, Ypsima asterope, Spilothr/nis alceae, Syricldhun

alveus, S. orbifer, S. melotis and S. nomas. Butterflies were few and
far between, no number flying in any one spot. May 3rd we descended
from Brummana and drove along the rich and narrow belt of irrigated

land along the coast, northward to the mouth of the glen through
which Dog River rushes to the sea—between steep limestone moun-
tains. These protect the narrow valley more or less from the prevail-

ing winds, so that it is a good place for butterflies, and I found them
in greater numbers than at Brummana. Danais rhri/sippKs was just

out in the irrigated belt. This insect remains a long time on the

wing, as I saw several on this occasion—then again on May 5th, on
May 14th, and on June 22nd, when I passed along the coast road for

the last time. In a cornfield at the mouth of Dog river, facing the

sea, a fine Melanargia, M. titea, was just out of chrysalis, and I caught
several. In the shelter, about half a mile up the glen, Lycaena
trochilus was flying in numbers ; I took nearly all the butterflies we
had found at Brummana, besides one specimen of Paraara mathias,

and two of Hesperia actacon. At the entrance of another valley nearer

Beyrout we took several specimens of Lycaena yamra, mostly much worn.

Returning to Beyrout, I found that quarantine had just been declared

from Port Said, Alexandria, and most of the Levantine ports, so that

the whole steamer traffic was disorganised, and Mr. Elwes would be

unable to join me. This was most unfortunate as I had relied entirely

upon his knowledge of the Asiatic insects (with which I am
unacquainted), to name my captures. In fact, I was quite at a loss

what to do, but finally concluded to start without him, and trust to

luck not to miss any valuable insects. So I engaged a dragoman and
went to Damascus on May 6th, in very cold wet weather which lasted

till May 10th. Then the sun shone and I spent the day at a little

place called Jedideh, a station nine miles up the Beyrout and Damascus
railway in the beautiful, well-wooded glen of the Farada. It was an
interesting day, and a good place for insects. On the barren hills

which sloped down to the woods by the river I got Mclanan/ia titea

var. titania, a Lycaenid I could not name, as all the specimens were

worn out, Lycaena astrarche, Melitaea didyma var. neera, Syrichthiis

melotis, S. poyyei, and S. orbifer. Among some rocks higher up Satyrus

telephassa was just out. In the valley, among the bushes, Thais rerisyi,

Gonepteryx war. antonia, Pararge eyeria and SyricJithiis nouias were plenti-

ful. I saw one Aporia crataegi, butfailed to catch it. P. daplidice was very

common, but no Anthocharis belia was to be seen, nor did I ever see

any in Syria, excepting near the sea-coast, and at Bloudan. May
11th I went to Bloudan, where there is a good mountain hotel in the

village, splendidly situated at an elevation of 4850ft., immediately
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below Djebel Chekif, the highest point of the northern Antilebanon.
It is the summer resort of Europeans resident in Damascus, and is a
good place for collecting, though the mountains are dreadfully bare
from over-grazing. Zebedani is the station for Bloudan (or Bludein),

and here I started with the net soon after 10 a.m., and hunted the

railway banks near the station before beginning the ascent. I found
Aporia crataeiji common, also Arijynnis niobe var. eris, A. lathonia and
Syrichthus mclotis. I also took a bad specimen of Pieris napi—the only
one I saw in Syria. In the cornfields on the way up to Bloudan,
were a good many Anthocliaris belia var. miiplonia, and, in the deep
bushy lanes near the village, Cyaniris aryiolus was plentiful. I caught
Aryynnh pandora coming fast round a corner, and then, ascending the

mountain above Bloudan, found plenty of Satynts telephassa, and also

a small pale Melitaea of which I took two or three, and now regret

that I did not take more as they were a nice form of M. cin.via, many
of them without the row of antemarginal spots on hindwings. At a

height of at least 5000ft. Lcucophasia duponcheli was flying ; and close

to Bloudan, at 4.30 p.m., I was lucky enough to get two specimens of

Anthocharis charlonia. This pretty butterfly is taken all over the Lebanon
and Antilebanon, but never, I think, in any abundance. Professor Day
had captured a few in various places, and I caught two more specimens
in places far apart from each other ; several more escaped me but I

never saw more than one in a day on any subsequent occasion. Next day
I took three specimens of Ni-wniades marloyi on the way down to Zebe-
dani. Returning to Beyrout in the vain hope of getting news from Mr.
Elwes, I finally gave him up and went. May 14th, to Beit Chabab, a
flourishing village in the Lebanon, about 3000ft. high, completely
embosomed in mulberry gardens. Here my dragoman has a very nice

house, where I stayed very comfortably for two days, whilst he arranged
everything for our tour. His two sons showed me all the country
round, which looked promising for butterflies, but, though the weather
was lovely, I saw very few insects of any sort, those I got were much
the same as around Brummana, excepting that I took one indifferent

female specimen of Lycaena semiaryus var. antiochena, and one of L.

anteros var, cmssipuncta. 1 tried my best to get more but never even
saw a second specimen of either in this district. I also took one
specimen of Satyrus Jirriiiionr, very dark, among the mulberry trees.

May 17th we started with the tents and rode round the lower slopes of

Djebel Sunnin, across the pass leading eastwards over the range to

Zahleh, and encamped about r)000ft. above the sea in a beautiful spot,

red sandstone formation, and grass and water abundant, with rhodo-
dendrons and Os)ni(nda rryalis fern growing along the watercourses,

whilst butterflies were more abundant than they had been lower down.
Here I took Lyrarna anti'ms var. rrastiipuncta in some numbers, and two
female specimens of the lovely L. semiaryns var. antiochena, besides

Aporia crataeyi, Chry^ophanm^ dorilis, and other common things. Next
day it blew a hurricane and we rode only a short way down the east

side of the pass, and encamped in the most sheltered place we could
find, as I wished to ascend Djebel Kneysseh, a great limestone mountain
8600ft. high, which rose due south of our pass. Here, on the eastern

side of the ridge I had two good days notwithstanding constant
and very cold gales. I took I'arnassiiiN mnemosyne, Aporia crataeyi,

C/iry>tu}ihaniis t/iersanion var. peraica, C. asabinns, L. anteros var. crassi-
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puncta, L. semiarijns var. helena (bvit no more of antiochena), Melitaea
cin.ria, Spilotlu^rits althame, &c. We then went down to the Beka'a,
below Zahleh, and rode northwards to a village called Beit Chamma,
on the Baalbek road, where we encamped. Next day we went into the

mountains to Niha, a Phoenician ruin beautifully situated at the mouth
of a narrow glen which runs up into the eastern flank of Djebel Sunnin.
This was a good place for insects. The lower ranges of hills were
chalk, the higher mountains limestone, and very bare and rocky, and
overgrazed. The chalk-hills were almost entirely covered with green
corn, thin crops and plenty of weeds, with dry watercourses hollowed
out in the bottoms. These watercourses swarmed with insects—
Chrysophaniis asahinus, C. ochinms, C. thersamon var. persica, Ariiynnis

'pandora, A. lathonia, Melitaea didyma, M. trivia, M.phoebe, Lycaena anteros

var. crassipioicta, Syrichthns var. nomas, 8. uielotis, and many common
things. In the little glen by the temple I took Thecla myrtale for the first

time, also one AntJiocharis charlonia, several LAmnrica, one or two speci-

mens of L. panayaea, and Thecla acaciae var. abdowinalis. High up the

glen I took two Satynis anthe and saw my first bear. Satynis telephasm

was everywhere abundant, it is one of the commonest Lebanon butter-

flies. Here also I caught for the first time a Lycaena, which puzzled

me exceedingly, and which I afterwards took in many places, all over

both ranges, and which I have hitherto failed to name. It is supposed

to be possibly a var. of L. zephyrns, which, however, it does not much
resemble. I walked a good many miles over the higher limestone

ranges without meeting with anything new, they are excessively bare

and waterless, and produced few insects besides Satyrus antlte, S. tele-

phassa, and Pararye meyaera, but lower down, where there are bushes or

cornfields, Lycaena rt»m>a/rt swarms, the "coppers" haunt the corn-

fields, and on rocky ground Melanaryia titfa\i\,v. titania abounded. Riding

northwards to Ain Aata, on the pass from Baalbek to the Cedars, we
stopped there several days, delayed by bad weather, and I tried the

higher part of the Lebanon, but found it still too early, much snow and
no butterflies above 5000ft. However, I rode across to the Cedars and

took L. isaiirica, L. aryns, L'allophrys rubi, Leucopluisia duponcheli, and
other common insects. At Ain Aata I got a good many Thecla myrtale,

which I found in plenty around wild rose bushes. I also took Aylais

urticae var. turcica, Lycaena astrarche, L. amanda, L. isaiirica, L.

candalus, and the doubtful Lycaena, which at first I supposed to be a

form of icarinus, but now believe to be a distinct species. May 28th

we crossed the plain of the Beka'a to Baalbek. The foot-hills of

Lebanon are here thinly clothed with scrub, oak copses, growing out

of bare stones, every green herb within reach of the goats being

devoured. I saw scarcely any butterflies, but observed that Gonepteryx

rhamni was tolerably common, and appeared to replace (i. var. antonia on

this side of the range. Nothing was to be seen on the Beka'a but Pieria.

daplidice and Colias editsa. We stayed a day at Baalbek, and did not

find butterflies in any plenty, but in some cornfields on the chalk,

southwards from the town, I took several beautiful Lycienas of the

icarinm type, but with very distinct and brilliant orange spots on the

upperside of the hindwings. This corresponded exactly with the insect

I had previously taken for a form of icarinus, excepting that here I first

found the upperwing heavily marked with orange. Whether this insect

is a new species, or a new var. of zephyrns is undecided. The brown
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female had both sides of all the wings heavily marked with orange.

Here I also took two specimens of L. loewii / the only ones I met,

{To he concluded.)

Notes ofl Bankesia conspurcatella, &c.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

On March 28th I took in the Val Varanno, near Pegli, a specimen
of a Bankesia at rest. Close by on the same rock, I found a case,

closely corresponding with those of Baukesia ataintoni. After killing and
setting the male specimen I was very vexed to breed from the case a
female. I have no doubt the male had been attracted by the about to

be disclosed female, since one other empty case was the only further

trace of the species I could find by a careful, but not very prolonged,
search. I was vexed, because I thus just missed by a trifle obtaining
a pairing and the means of raising a number of the species. I after-

wards found another case, but bred no moth, in the valley behind Volti.

This might possibly not belong to the same species, having a more
Diplnd()iiia-\ike appearance. These specimens are interesting, as their

habitat is almost exactly half-way between that of B. fcrndla at

Cannes and of B. conapurcatdla at Pratolino (near Florence), and
further because the $ and case do not appear to be known of any of the
forms except our B. stalntuni and that from the Paris district which is

also probably B. staintoni.

My specimen [^) difters from B. staintoni in being very distinctly

and crisply marked, and in having the inner fringe alternately dark
and pale, and the outer pale. It is, indeed, extremely close, except in

size to B. aljie.strclla. That it is not B. alpestn'Ua I conclude from its

size, date and habitat, and from the absence of any cases of />. alpestrdla

in the neighbourhood, new or old, which are always so conspicuous.
The cases and $ are certainly of the conspurcatella group, and the
presumption that the 3 belongs to thenr is so strong as almost to

amount to demonstration.

I may say that I myself regard all these species of the conspunatella
group {vernella, staintoni, nwntanellu) as being local forms of one
species rather than fully differentiated species, but whatever view we
may take on this point does not diminish the interest of elucidating
their differences.

The female specimen is very close indeed to B. staintoni. Antenna:
!>. staintoni has 11 joints to the antenme, of which, however, several
are so fused that they may be described as 8 or 9. Unfortunately I

have mounted my specimen so that the antenmv are not well exhibited,
but it appears to have a joint or two less {P>. alpcstirlla has a number
more). Lriis : The legs are slightly more slender than those of B,
staintoni, but otherwise are identical, they have 8 joints to all tarsi (/;,

atjnstrella hiia 5). Scalinn : This is fairly well disti'ibuted, the scales
are slightly longer and narrower than those of U. staintoni. Bods of
oripositor: I'hese seem to be of the same length as those of /.'. staintoni,
//:., of last joint l-Bunn., of penultimate joint l-05nnn. It lias an
equally abundant supply of wool for distribution amongst the eggs.

Having weather at Cannes that admitted of little other work, I

devoted a good deal of time to searching for cases of B. rernella during
February and March, I utterly failed to find any trace of it, no sign
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of cases, young or old, full or empty. Those of Lnffiaferchaultella and
of Meesia vincnlella occurred everywhere, and were often abundant.
My experience thus differs much from that of Lord Walsingham, who
says {Ent. Record, vol. xi., p. 258) that " the cases are very abundant
in the foothills of the Esterels from Agay to La Napoule," i.e., their

whole coast line; I searched many points within these limits absolutely
without success. Of course they are there somewhere, but their abun-
dance did not come under my notice.

[Dr. Chapman has generously presented the specimens described
above to Mus. Wlsm.

[ <? (71979) ; 2 ,
pupa and case (71980)

;

case (71981)] , and has asked me to add a note on the species

involved. It would be mere presumption on my part to attempt
to criticise Dr. Chapman's note on the J , and I shall therefore

confine my remarks to the<? . I should regard this as nearer vcrndla,

Cnst., than staintoni, Wlsm., or any other species known to me.
It agrees with rernella in the impressed costa and spotted cilia,

our specimens of rernella are not in good condition, but I should refer

this specimen to rernella rather than to stainto)ii. Zeller's type of

consjiiircatella is worn, but a better specimen received from Schulz, and
placed with it by Zeller, appears to belong to the same species. In the

Hofmann collection is a specimen from Herrich-Schiiffer's Coll. labelled

6/1 H.-S. and identified as eonsjiurcatella—it does not appear to have
been the original of Herrich-Schafter's figure and the date shows that

it was not one of Mann's original specimens—I should regard this as

stainto7ii. L. conspurcatdla is a larger species than staintoni, rernella,

constanti, Wlsm., MS. (the narrow-winged Cannes form) or inontanella
;

in the greater length of the ciliations of the antennse it resembles
staintoni, &c., but it appears to be intermediate between these species

and aljiestrella. The acquisition of good specimens of conspurcatella

from the original locality will I think prove this to be a distinct species,

certainly we have seen no specimens that we could put in the same
series as Zeller's type of coiispurcatella.—JoKn Hartley Durrant.]

Reported Hybridlty among the Sesiides.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The Abbe de Joannis has (Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr., 1901, p. 10) an
interesting note entitled " Observations sur quelques especes du genre
Sesia.'" It is a summary of a paper by M. Delahaye published in the
Meiiioires de la Societe d' Aijricnltnre, Sciences et Arts d'An(/ers, and
relates to certain observations on the habits of Seda ichnenmonifonnis,

ineiiillaeforniis and cJiri/sidiforinis, made in June and July last. The
facts are related as follows : (1) Near Angers, in a locality where
Biane.r acetusa and Genista tinctoria grow, Delahaye has found Sesia

chrijsidifornris and S. ic/rneiiinonifurinis in great numbers, the first

appearance of the latter species being a little later than that of the

former, (2) On July 11th a freshly-emerged $ was found, refer-

able to S. weijillaefornm. (This species was first described as distinct,

then as a variety of *S'. ichnennioniformis, whilst quite lately there has
been a reversion to the view that it is distinct.) (3) Other .S'. vuyillae-

fornris were later observed, all ? s, and ^ s oi S. chn/sidifonnis and of

S. ichneumonifurnris were attracted by them, and followed them eagerly,

even with more insistence than they pursued their own females.

iSwarms of the males of both species flew around the freshly disclosed
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$ 5. menillaefonnia, and the <?' s of »S. chr;/sidifori)ii>i even followed a ?
after it was pinned in a box, as well as being attracted by the net in

which one had been, (4) The <? s of S. ichneunioniformu copulated

regularly with $ .S'. iiuuiillacformi^ (the fact was observed more than
twenty times), whilst S' ^- chryaldiforwh was noticed to pair with the

$ S. vii'iiillatfoniiia only twice. (5) <S'. ichneuiiionifonnis <? and S.

cltri/sidifoniiiii ? were observed to attempt to pair on one
occasion. These facts, coupled with the close resemblance in wing-

colour and -shape to N, ichneinnoniforinis, and to iS'. c/irt/siJifoDiiis

in its abdomen, have led Delahaye to suggest that S. iiu'nillae-

formis is a natural hybrid bet^\•een the two species. Certain points

arise out of this for consideration : (1) Why did not Delahaye observe

the pairing between <? 8. iclineumomforniu and 2 S. chrysidifortnis, or

the reverse, more than the single attempt {S. cJuysidiforiiiis ? and N.

ichitet(iii<»iifoniiis 3), that he records {loc. cit.) ? It appears that at

least these crossings should have been noted as frequently as those of

(J S. chrysidifoniiis or 3 S. icJtneiiiiionifo)-)))is with $ S. iiwyillaefoDiiis.

(2) Why did not the <? s of 8. chrysidifoniiis- pair with ? 6'. inciiiLlaeformix

as frequently as did ihe$ soiS.icJnicuiii(iHifoniii>;'> (B) Why is<S'. meyiliac

-

foniiin always ? ? Still more puzzling to deal with are the facts of

distribution. N. icIincmnoniforDiis covers Europe, Algeria, Asia Minor,
Syria, Northern Asia. iS. chrysidifoniiis is confined to western Europe.
If S. meyillaeforiiiis be really a hybrid it can only exist on the ground
common to both parent species ; but S. iiieyillaefonnis is reported to

occur in southern France, Bavaria, Saxony, Greece, the Urals, Altai, &c.,

in districts quite outside the range of at least one of the stated parent

species. Another suggestion of course arises. Is the nieyillac-

foniiis of Delahaye something entirely dift'erent from the meyillac-

foriiiis of the Altai, Urals, Greece, &c.'? It is, of course, quite beside

the question, but we should like to know whether (xcnista tinctoria has
hitherto been recorded as a food-plant of N. ichncitiiionifonnis.

Notes on the distribution of the British Coleoptera.

By W. E. SHARP.

[Continued from p. 149).

In any consideration of the present distribution of our British

coleoptera, one of the first points to arrest the attention of the enquirer
will be that a careful distinction must be drawn between species whose
presence here is strictly natural and those which owe their introduction
either directly or indirectly to the agency of man ; for it is obvious
that any evidence of derivation which the latter can afi:brd is quite
useless to the present enquiry. Among our British beetles there are

many such, but again we must distinguish. A species may be intro-

duced in a non -natural way, i.e., through human agency, whose general
economy and environment are strictly natural, that is absolutely
independent of human modification of natural conditions, or a species

may have so altered its economy and relations to environment as to be
quite dependent on such conditions, and, in fact, incapable even of

continued existence apart from them. I believe that there are reallv

very few instances of the first kind among the Insecta. I doubt
whether there is a single well-authenticated case in coleoptera. No
doubt there are many such iniiniyraitts: when we consider the enormous
facilities which for several years past have existed for the transmission
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and diffusion of insect life in all its stages, the vast quantities of

timber, corn, fruit, hay, dye-woods, esparto grass, and various other com-
modities which daily reach these shores from all the ends of the earth,

as well as from just across the narrow seas, and the modern rapidity

of their transit, it seems absolutely certain that the opportunity must
be afforded to hundreds of species of establishing themselves here if

they were capable of it. It seems, however, probable that the land
connection between Britain and the continent existed sufficiently long
to allow of every species which could do so, and whose range was
sufficiently north-western, to extend themselves here, that the area

was in fact peopled to the full extent of its capabilities before severance,

and that there is now no room, especially since that area has been so

greatly modified by human agencies, no possible interstice into which
a newcomer can successfully thrust itself. No doubt, just as when the

whole area was continental, a favourable season or succession of seasons
might have enabled species to temporarily extend their range north-

ward, so now such conditions may allow a species to gain a provisional

foothold in these islands, but the average climatic conditions being
adverse, such species are always doomed sooner or later to extirpation,

and the result is that, although we continually meet with stray immi-
grants and even the descendants of such immigrants, still we are

pretty safe in assuming that, with the doubtful exception of a few
Longicornia or Scolytidae we have no coleoptera which, introduced by
other than natural means, that is immigration long before the epoch of

human civilisation, have permanently established themselves here.

Thus I hold that when a new species of Tachi/s, Tnii/ophlocus, or

Acupalpm, is discovered, we have no right, simply because the species

has not been recorded as British previously, or because its range seems
remarkably restricted, to immediately assume it to be an " introduc-

tion," on the contrary, I believe that, however limited or discontinuous
in range an insect may be, the fact that it is established at all is evidence

that its presence is not due to human introduction, but that it is

genuinely indigenous, and probably by reason of its limited range or

small size previously overloooked. But, on the other hand, the case is

quite different when we consider those numerous beetles whose
economy has been entirely modified by their contact with Homo sctjiiens,

which are quasi-domesticated, and follow mankind in all its wanderings
as faithfully as the inquiline bee does its host. I refer to such species

as those of the genera CarpopJtilas, Nausibius, 'rribolinw, Blaps,

TniieuoijeniKs, Meziiim, and many others will readily occur to the

coleopterist. Possibly the ancestors of such species may have lived at

some time under strictly natural conditions, but it is also probable
that some i'alandra played havoc with the stores of millet of the Swiss
lake dwellers, and that in the cave dwellings of the lost Dordogne some
species of Blaps was the obscure companion of pahpoiithic man.
However, as we may, I think, neglect accidental introductions in our
list of established coleoptera living under natural conditions, so we
must eliminate from our enquiry all those species which, although
undoubtedly well-established, live under more or less non-natural
conditions and depend for their continued existence on an environment
caused by human agency.

There remains, of course, the great bulk of our fauna, these

we must now consider a little more critically ; and a very brief
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study of the physiological characteristics of these species will make
clear to us that in this, as in all the other orders of Insecta, its

members naturally fall into two more or less definitely separated

groups, which we may call the adaptables and the non-adaptables, or

if we prefer, the progressives and conservatives, that is species which
are common everywhere, and species which are either generally rare

or abundant only very locally ; in other words, that there are a

certain number of forms which have successfully solved the problem
of the continual adjustment of themselves to an ever-changing

environment, and those which, failing to do so, perish when their own
particular environment ceases to be. Now, it must further be noted

that this cleavage follows no distinct lines of phylogenetic affinity. In
nearly every large genus we find a minority of adaptables, a majority

of non-adaptables, a majority attached to the sandy wastes of the

shore, to marshes, forests, heaths, and mosses, and when we replace

our sandhills by docks and golf-links, drain our fens and mosses, cut

down our forests, and cultivate our desert wildernesses, then the non-
adaptables, the conservatives of the feral population of such places,

pass to return no more ; they are, in fact, incapable of the necessary

adaptations. Hence it is that inasmuch as the physical characteristics

of this country are continually changing, and that in an increasing

ratio, the extinction of many of our rarer species is merely a matter of

time. This process may not perhaps be very obvious among the

coleoptera, but it is certainly noticeable among such a group as the

diurnal lepidoptera, is in full progress among the birds, and has nearly

completed itself among the mammals. The further problem of why
one species of a genus—why for instance in \ebria, N. brevicollis

should be everywhere one of our most abundant beetles, and the other

three members of the genus strictly limited in distribution, or in 67.s,

why we should find (
'. bnlcti almost everywhere where grows sufficient

Boletus to support it, and all the other species which apparently subsist

on the same food and are nurtured under the same environment only
rarely and sporadically—this is a problem which eludes our solution.

Probably the causes of a disparity so striking depend on factors too

complex or too subtle for our apprehension, for to say the fittest survive

is only to restate the fact in other words, and not to explain it. How-
ever this nuiy be, the point germane to the present enquiry is that

these conservative species are the only ones which can be of any
service in our endeavour to trace the derivation of any of them.
The others, the species which have become fit, and are, therefore,

common everywhere, are not the slightest guide to us in our search

for the causes and methods of original distribution, their facility for

adaptation being so great that whether they may have arrived early or

late, from the north, south, east, or west, it comes to quite the same
thing, that is, their present ubiquity and the complete obliteration of

all their past proceedings. Having thus eliminated from our survey
all such coleoptera as are not found apart from the habitations or

operations of mankind, and all such indiscriminately abundant species

as Harpalns aenetis, Tacln/porus li!/])itonnii, or Aiiabiis bipiistulatus, we
still find we have abundant material for consideration. A further

scrutiny, however, reveals the evidence of some of these witnesses as

not absolutely admissible, for there are certain parasitic and semi-

parasitic species attached to various hymeuopterous hosts, as Melo'e,
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MetoecuA, and many species of Staphylinidac, and there are a few such

as Micror/loiisa nidicola, or Le]>tinns tcstan'Ks which hold similar relations

with birds and mammals. The distribution of these, as well as of the

still greater number of phytophagous species which are dependent on
particular plants, can only be studied in relation to such special hosts

and plants, and it is obvious that, to explain the presence of the beetles,

we must first explain the presence of the hynienoptera, birds, mammals,
and plants on which they depend, and whose travels they have doubt-

less accompanied.
(To be c(i)it'uini'(L)

Notes on Luffias^with incidental remarks on tlie phenomenon of

parthenogenesis.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

{t'o)uiu(h'(i from p. 153.)

The Luffias have many other features to rouse our curiosity with

regard to them
;
perhaps the most important of 'those I have not yet

touched on is their systematic position. This may be described by
calling them the keystone uniting the Micro- and Macro-Psychids.

We are indebted to Tutt for first fully appreciating this valuable con-

clusion as to their position. The Psychides have long sufi'ered at the

hands of systematists a violent separation of their higher and lower

families. Hiibner, Guenee, Bruand, and others in the past fully

grasped the absurdity of this, but the separatists still go on their

way unaffected. Nevertheless, it amuses one to note that they have
rarely agreed as to where the line between them should be drawn.
Heylaerts, for instance, placed the Fumeas and Epichnopteryges
with the Macro-Psychids ; Meyrick puts them with the Micro-PvSychids.

Of course, it may be admitted that in a fairly continuous line it is a

matter of taste where you make a division. Still, there is no .ioubt

that Heylaerts' division is much the more agreeable to the position

at which the most important evolutionary changes are found.

Meyrick's superfamily I'sjichina is a most indefensible one, asso-

ciating the higher Macro-Psychids with Cochlidids and Zeuzerids.

If there is one thing that one cannot resist concluding from a study

of the Psychids, it is that, from their lowest forms, somewhere
about or perhaps below Xarycia, the whole of them are one branch
of the lepidoptera wholly unconnected with any other.

The lowest Neo-lepidopteron I am acquainted with is Incitnaria,

though I believe Crinojitcrij.v is a lower form. 1 have taken the

larva of this, but never reared it. However this may be, we begin

the Neo-lepidoptera with larvte at first miners, and then, as they

get older, casebearers. The tendency in the Addidae was various,

but in one direction, including the Adelas themselves, the tendency
was to shorten the early mining life and lengthen that of case-

bearing. ^\'e may recognise, when this tendency became accom-
plished fact, that some forms stayed behind so far as this method
of advance went, such as the Heliozelas and others that have a very

Adelid habit, but are probably outside that group. Those that be-

came purely and simply casebearers present two l)ranches, which
may be parallel, or one a derivation of the other. I think the latter
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more probable, the Tineid section seems to be the lowest ; these
formed cases that still consisted of an upper and lower valve like that

of the Adelids; they tended to get away from ordinary green vegetable
food, as we find in the large group of Tineae, that are clothes' moths,
and live in dry or rotten nuiterial, dead wood, fungi, kc. The Mccssia

{vinci(ldla) group of these, took to a method of life very like that of the
lowest Psj'chids, riz., lichens on rocks. Sec, the cases of these have a

lower small fiat valve, and an upper one overlapping at the ends, and
bulging out laterally and upwards. Such a form as Narycia cannot
be very far from this and was probably derived from some similar

form. As imagines they now present considerable differences, but
both still retain the metallic scaling that so frequently occurs in the

lowest families. As case-bearers, the Micro-Psychids have a three-

sided case, not difficult perhaps to derive from a two-sided one, like

Mecsia vinculella where the upper valve is expanding. In some of them
the three sides are in form only, but, in many, it is constructional, in

that the case easily splits up into the three sections, and it would
seem that the larva so splits it when it enlarges it, adding a strip to

each valve separately, just as must be done by il/. vinvidi'Ua to the two
valves of which its case consists. Whether Narycia and Diplodoma
are entitled to be called Psychids, may be a matter of taste, but it is

certain that they mark the Ijeginning of the line of evolution that

included all the Psychids and nothing else.

The branch of Psychids I have called the main line, first included

the Solenobias and Taleporias already with apterous females, and
with some characters still in common with Tinea. They followed
Xarycia in being lichen-feeders, or with a taste for animal debris like

Diplodoma. I am myself inclined to confine Talcpmia to Uihidom and
its allies, having carnivorous propensities and a long hard case, nearly
cylindrical except at its open end, placing Tutt's I>aidii'sia with its

lichen-feeding habit and short markedly triangular case with the
Solenobiids. These genera are marked by the larvte having trape-

zoidal tubercles normally placed, the pupae have two doi-sally placed
terminal spines, and the imagines have simple antennte and an areolar

cell at the apex of the discoidal ; these are clearly Micro-Psychids.
The unquestionable Macro-Psychids have inverse trapezoidal larval

tubercles ; the pupfe have the terminal spines ventral, and the

imagines have pectinated antennae and no areolar cell.

The Luffiids (including Ijacotia st>jdtu)i) do not agree with either of

these characterisations. They have the areolar cell like micros but
pectinated antenuit like macros. They first show the macro character
of the inverse trapezoidal tubercles of the larva, the <? pupa is a Micro-
Psychid, the female a Macro-Psychid. The larvae are lichen-feeders,

like the Micros, but have round cases like the Macros. The cases are

carried vertically to the surface on which the larvse walk, and so the

larvae, if seen without their cases, carry their abdominal segments in

the air, or at least away from the surface they are on. This is a

character that affects the young larva? of very many, if not all ]\Iacro-

Psychids, l)ut only here is it persistent through the whole larval life.

The Macro-Psychid pupa-case of Luffiids is associated with the Macro-
Psychid habit of leaving the pupa-case of the ? within the sac on
emergence, and the eggs are laid in the pupa-case. Whilst calling,

the female does not retani the ovipositor in the pupal shell, but there
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is a certain beginning of the process which we find in the Fumeas, of

retaining the abdominal extremity in the mouth of the sac, doubtless

as protection against the intrusion of enemies, but which leads on to

the habit that has been acquired by the higher Psychids of the female

never leaving the sac, though she leaves the pupa-case.

The whole matter comes to this, that without the Luftiids the

macros could be divided from the micros by several characters, but

with tbem it is really impossible. Taking various characters as correct

grounds of division, the results would be very different, thus :

—
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The Orthoptera of Iberia.
'^

By MALCOLM BURR, F.Z.S, F.L.S., F.E.S.

Bolivar's work has been appearing at intervals since July 1897,

f

in the Ainiaes dc Sciencias Xatiirais dr I'nrtn. As its title implies, it

is a complete synoptical catalogue of the Orthoptera of the Iberian

fauna ; fnll diagnostic tables are given, but not detailed descriptions

of the species, except in the case of novelties, of which several are

described. The author divides Orthoptera into three main groups,

Dermaptt'fct, DicUjoptera, and Euorthofttera. Probably everybody will

agree with the separation of the earwigs, which form certainly a

separate order, and are only classed with the Orthoptera at the present

day for convenience sake, but the separation of the Matttodca and
Pliaatiiatodca will cause criticism. ]')olivar unites the Maittodca with

the HlatUxJra in the Dirtj/optem. The points upon which he considers

them to be so intimately related are the depressed cordiforiu head,

the insertion of the front legs, the fact that m repose the elytra are

superimposed in the greater part of the discoidal as well as the anal

area, the pluriarticulate cerci, and the production of oothecse. In his

Fjnortlwptera the head is large and ovoid, the front legs are differently

inserted, the elytra in repose only cover each other in the anal area,

the cerci are non-articulate and true oothecif are not deposited. There
is a great deal of weight in these arguments, but the superficial

resemblance of the Maittodca and I'lianniatudfa will disincline orthop-

terists to readily follow liolivar's original arrangement. He further

places the (i ftjllodea next to the Anidiodca, beginning with

tTfi/llotalpa, which, as de Saussure and Zehnter have shown, possesses

many analogies with the Acrldiodea. Finally, Ijocttstodea comes at the

end of his system. There is another point upon which many authors

will disagree with the writer, that is his adoption of subgenera' ; this

IS, however, a point of personal opinion. Dermaptera. — Lahidiira

ripaiia, Pall. var. ajfinis, Ouer., is 7^. riparia subs. Iirida,i Borm.,
var. ini.i-ta, Bob, is probably L. riparia-riparia, or L. riparia-japimica,

(Haan), being two of the six subspecies into which de Bormans
divides Labidtira riparia, Pall. It is interesting to note Forjicida

Icsnei, Fin., recorded from Madrid and Galicia. Jiolivar considers

that in Spain it is often confused with F. puhcsccns. The name
Aptenpjida, Westw., is adopted at the expense of Sp/iiiii/idabis, ]')Oim.

BiATTODRA.

—

Kctohia patncfi, Steph. var. haeckdi, Bob, is apparently

the form ni</ripes, Steph., with which we are familiar in England. A

* Catdlogo SinSptico de lox Ortopteros de la Faumi Iberica, par I, Bolivar,

Coimbra, 1900.

t The last instalment was published in 1899, but the complete work is dated
1900.

I
One must ol course recognise that this is merely a matter of terms. As our

knowledge of the aiHnities of the insects we study becomes greater, so the necessity

for a terminology to express these atlinities becomes urgent. For ourselves, and
believing as we do that the genus should be the next highest grouping above
species, we should call Bolivar's subgenera, genera, whilst his genera are really

tribes, according to the more complicated terminology now of necessity used by the

leading lepidopterists.

§ The use of the term subspecies is a much more serious matter, and it would

seem that Bolivar is using this term identically with the term variety = a local

race, whilst his term variety is synonymous with an aberration = a chance sport or

form of variation occurring with other forms or with the type.
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new variety of Aphlehia mrdca, Serv., called adpsersa, is described.

Mantodea.—It is this group which particularly indicates the pecu-

liarity of the Spanish fauna. DixcotJtera tiinctana, Fin. and Bon.,

originally discovered in Tunis, has occurred in two localities in Spain,

and the strange Geowantin larmides, Pantel, is peculiar. Avieles is

divided into three subgenera, Aiueles, I'aramelei^, Sauss., and Yersinia,

Sauss. ; Awdcs abjecta, Cyr., is restored against A. spallanzania of

authors and A. assni is restored to specific rank. Phasmatodea.—
Leptijnia Iiisiianica, Bol. and /.. attniuata, Pantel, are peculiar.

AcRiDioDEA.—No less than 103 species are included. Arrida (Tnu-alu,

auctt.) is divided into Acn'da properly so called, and Acridella, for

uiKjuiculata, Ramb. The large genus Steiiobothnis, with its thirty

Spanish species, is subdivided into Stoiobothrus, sen.sti strictu {lineatus,

Panz. H ajjinia), (hnocestits, Bol. [petracus, Bris, and i-h-iditlus, L. et

rt/^»/rt,and (Ditii/ai, sp. n.), StaHmdcnis, Bol. {morio, Fabr., and bicolor,

Charp. ct ajfinid, and ca^turnii, sp. n.), and ( '/lorthippiis, Fieb.

{jiaralh'It(K, Zett. ct affinia). Instend oi St('tJi(ipJn/i)ia, wehuxe Aniiptcra

Serv. restored {fm^ca, Pall., torno.si, BoL, and jiavicosta, Fisch.), and
liawbiiria, Bol. {hisj)a)iica, Ramb.). Gryllodea.—A new subgenus

Proneitwbiu^, for .V. si/ln'stris is erected. Surely, however, N. nylvestrh,

should be the type of the subgenus Xemobitts, sennit strirto, and

heydoii, Fiscb., and lineolatiis, Brulle, be placed in the new subgenus.

LuKjri/llus, Sauss., is restored for cajiijiestris, L. and bimaculatua, de

Geer. Of the difficult genus Grylludes, Sauss., there are seven

species, including G. boscai nov. Gri/llomorpha, Fieb., is divided into

Pantel's three subgenera, Petalnptila, Discoptila and Gryllomorpha,

sensii stricto. Locustodea.—We are surprised to see the Stennpelma-

tidae and Saijidae represented by one species each only, namely
Dolicliopada palpata, Duf., and Saya serrata, Fabr. Tbe large and

difficult genus Kphippujera is subdivided into four subgenera ; these

are Kphippvjera, Latr. [vitunii, Serv. et affinia, 11 sp.), Uromenus,

Bob, for durieid, Bob, Strropleiinix, Bol. (14 sp.), for stall, Bob,

aiidahtsia, Ramb., with their allies, including eatalauniea, astiniensis,

nobrei, spp. n.,and finally Callicmtiia, subg. nov., for raiiibiiri, Bol. -und

allies (4 sp.). In the Phaneropteridae, we have Odontiira divided into

Odontura, Ramb., and Odontarella, Bol. In the Decticidae, Pterolepis

cordubensis, sp. n., Scirtobaenus liisitanrciis, sp. n., and Antaxias

tiorezi, sp. n., are described ; Olynthosdu, Fisch. -W., is restored for the

familiar Thawnotrizon, Fisch., and finally, there are fourteen species

of Platyeleis. This closes a most useful and important synoptical

catalogue of that subregion which, of all Europe, is the wealthiest in

Orthoptera. Two hundred and eighty three species are included,

with several varieties, and are distributed as follows : Dertnaptera 17,

Blattodea 15, Mantodea 12, I'/iasuiatadea 4, Aeridiodea 103, Lucustodea

99 and Gryllodea 33.

<irOLEOPTERA.
Trimium brevicorne, Reich., from C'hiddingfold.—On March 15th

last I captured a specimen of this very local little beetle in moss from

Chiddingfold. The only other British locality where it has been taken

since the time of Stephens is Scarborough. It was taken in some
numbers there some years ago by Messrs. Lawson and Wilkinson, and

all the specimens in collections come from that source.

—

Horace

DONISTHORPE.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Names for Saturnian hybrids.—At I find, in dealing with the

material relating to Saturniid hybrids, that many of the forms that 1

am summarising at length have no names, it becomes advisable, in

order that the new names I am using may not be forestalled, to publish

a list of those names that I have adopted. To these I add those

already legitimised :

1. Platyitaniia hibr. grijjithsi i^ = Platysamia cecropia i xgloveri ? ).

2. Platj/s{inii(i hibr. wati^oni {=Platysamin cecropia s x ceanothi ^ ).

3. Platyaaiina hibr. heyeri (
= Platysa)uia ceanothi S x cecropia ? ).

4. Platyi<(niiin hibr. nmericnna { = Platysumia colwtibia i x cecropia ? ).

5. Actias hibr. i)iorto)n ( —Actiax lima ^ x selene ? ).

0. Antherovii h\hr. peniyyaiiut, Wiiilly { = Antheraea peniyi i xyniiianiai ^ ).

7. Aiithcraca hibr. kirJtyi [ — Antheraea pernyi i xroylei ^ ).

8. Antheracn hibr. moorei [-^ Ant}tera£a roylei d xpernyi^).
\). Satiiniid hibr. l)nr)ienia)ini, Stdt'ss. {

= Snturjiin pavonia J xspini^ ).

10. Satiinuii hil)r. hyhrida, Oohs. { = Satiiriiia !i2)iiii <^ xpaiwnia^ ).

11. Sataniia hibr. cmiliae, Stdt'ss. \
= Saturnia pavonia ^ xpyri'i).

12. Saturnia hibr. hyhrida-iiii'dia, Staud. { = Saturnia pyri s xpanonia ? ).

13. Saturnia hibr. hyhrida-major, Ochs. {
= Saturnia spinid xpyri ? ).

14. Saturnia hibr. xchaufiiasi, Stdfss. { = Saturnia hornemanni i xpavonia^ ).

1.5. Saturnia hibr. t!tanilfussi, Wiskott ( = Saturnia emiliae i xpavonia ? ).

10. Saturnia hibr. rii^ii, Stdfss. {
= Saturnia cudliae i xpyri ^ ).

17. Saturnia hibr. schluinbergcri, Stdfss. ( = Saturnia bornciiianni ^ xpyri^ ).

18. Saturnia hibr. di.vcyi (
= Saturnia borne)nan>ii ,i x spini ^ ).

19. Saturnia hibr. coinple.ra (
= Saturnia titandfuxsi S xpavonia ? ).

If any other Saturnian hybrids have been reared to the imaginal
stage, full references will be very acceptable, whether the form has
been named or not.—J. W. Tutt.

Corrections in generic nomenclature.—A feAV errors or incon-

sistencies have crept into my work in the Traitmctidim of the Viti/ of
Lond(»i Kntonioloiiical and Natural History Socii'ty, Parts viii to x, and
should, in the interests of accuracy, be corrected. The following names
from Hubner's Toitanit'ti must of course be accepted provisionally,

until it has been definitely decided by lepidopterists to cast aside that
" bone of contention." (1) Heteromorpha, type racndcoccjiliala, L.

(2) Pseudoips, type bicolorana, Fuess. (3) Nycteola, type iindidamis,

Hb. { = )rrat/ana, Tr.). (4) Andria, type riiutla, L. (5) Meigen's
name Acrosema should supplant Phalcra (for bticephala, L.), this latter

being pre-occupied ; a few other changes, proposed by Professor Grote
in 111. Wochenxch. Ent., ii., pp. 388-90, can stand over, pending further

investigation. (6) Hama, Barr., ncc Stph., unfortunately cannot stand

for abjecta and xordida, as they were not in the genus as fii'st proposed
in 1829 ; Westwood, in 1840, selected basilinca, Fb., as type of Hama,
and he must be followed. Unfortunately also, I find none of the

Hiibnerian names are available for Mr. Barrett's genus, and I am
afraid it will have to be re-named. I therefore propose FAcoiumia,

n.nom., with type abjecta, Hb. ; and I leave it to those of my classical

friends who possess sufficient of the quality indicated, to favour me
with an " emendation " in due course. (7) Orthosia, Ochs., as I have
pointed out in a footnote [Tr. Citif Lond. Ent. Soc, ix., p. 73), was
restricted by Curtis to the Tieniocampid section through the citation

of instabilis [incerta, Hfn.), as type. For Guenee's Ortlmsia, purified

by the elimination of L>i/sc/iorista, Led., I therefore propose Leptidoffia

n.nom., type lota, CI. ; those who take an interest in etymology may
please themselves as to Avhether they refer the origin of this name to
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the cavilling which has given rise to this article, or to that of the

entomologists who oppose work of this kind. (8) Zenobia, Oken
(Lehr. ZooL, p. G81, 1815), was a mixed genus, being proposed for oo,

(lelphinii, and irtusa ; the two former having been made the types of

good uionotypical genera, it seems best to declare retiisa to be the type

of Zenobia. The generic synonymy of the last-named species is already

in a state of confusion, and it will be little or no loss to have to

resuscitate Zniobia for it. Not only has Tethea, Ochs., been variously

applied by various authors, but Boisduval in 1829 {Ear. Lep. luil.

Met/t., p. 58) rejects it as pre-occupied by Tethi/a (Oken) " genus
Polyporum." Should Boisduval's opinion not be maintained, I may
point out that Samouelle in 1819 cites irttisa, .siibtK-'ia and riflens as

types of Ti'tht'a,iind that this restriction was certainly prior to Hiibner's

(to iliijdaris and fiacttiosa) ; Stephens, following Samouelle, rightly

rejected ridcns, and retained retitsa and >tiibtii.!ia. (9) Aniphipijra, Ochs.,

should be used for trcuiopoijonh, L., which Duponchel specified as its

type; it can hardly be considered congeneric with Pi/ropJiila jn/rainiilea.

(10). C. cruciata, Enoch, in my list, was of coui'se a lapsus for Hctero-

ijenea cruciata : I did not for a moment mean to imply that I thought
it congeneric with ('ochlidioii Uniacodcs.—L. B. Prout. March WtJi,

1901.

Rapidity of wing-growth in Cyclophora (Zonosoma) pendularia,

Cl.—On looking into a box containing some pupje of the above-named
species, at exactly 3.20 p.m. to-day (May 13th), I noticed a male in

the very act of emerging from the pupa-case. I removed it into a

glass-bottom box, and, on looking again at 3.28 p.m., I noticed that

the wings were already nearing full growth ; I then watched them
closely and found that they attained their full size at 3.30 p.m., the

tips, however, still very slightly curled outwards ; at 3.32 p.m. these

had completely straightened, and the wings were beginning to assume
their final rigidity. I do not suppose this betokens abnormal rapidity

of development for this species, and it certainly does not equal that of

some Psychids {cf. Tutt, Brit. L<'j>., ii., p. 331) ; but as there seem to

be too few exact observations recorded on the subject, I think it

desirable to publish this note.

—

Ibid.

Shape of Gaixs, etc.—Referring to Mr. Bignell's note {antea,

pp. 126-127), I may say that when writing on the formation of the

gall {antea, p. 20) I was thinking both of those of the TcntlirccUnidae

and the Ci/nijridac. Of the galls formed by them, Cameron says: " In

the Tentkredinidac the gall is already formed before the larva leaves

the egg, while in the Cipdpidae the birth of the larva is synchronous

with the formation of the gall." I ought, therefore, to have written
" How the mere oviposition in the leaf or bud or the presence of the

larva should cause such a different growth in the dift'erent species is a

great mystery "—not less I think in one case than in the other. I

have put in italic the additional words.

—

(Rev.) E. N. I>loomfieij),

M.A., F.E.S., Guestling. April 2Gth, 1901.

The anterior and posterior legs of insects.—The writer of

" Current Notes" in the Kntonud'njisVs llccord for April, 1901, objects

to my definition of the terms "anterior" and "posterior," in reference

to the legs of insects. Does he not know that the comparative degree

applies to the comparison of one thing against one other thing only,

but that the superlative degree is a comparison against all others ?
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To speak of the anterior or fore-legs of a horse is quite correct, but
to speak of the anterior or fore-legs of a millepede (or an insect ?

Ed.) is most vague. Does the writer contend that fore or anterior

(Latin anterior) is the same as front (Latin anticus) , iin({ that posterior

(Latin posterior) is the same as hind (Latin jwsticus) ? The writer in

his remarks causes confusion by speaking of fore-legs. What does he
mean by that word? If he means front legs, why does he not say so?
To me, fore-legs (pedes anterlores) and front legs [pedes antici) convey
quite distinct meanings. Pore, ' anterior, and posterior are gramma-
tically comparative terms, which can compare with only one other
thing, and not with more than one other thing. I most emphatically
object to the statement that " Any usage of the terms anterior and
posterior for the middle pair (of legs) is surely not science, nor has it any
meaning as English." Those words convey a most distinct meaning
to me as an Englishman, and they mean something quite distinct from
" front " and " hind " when more than two of anything are being dis-

tinguished. Because careless writers have used the term " anterior
"

or '' fore" when they meant "front," and " posterior" when they meant
" hind " is no excuse for subsequent writers. I am not enunciating
any new dogma, because Linne in 1758 was usually accurate, but as

he dealt with all animated nature he sometimes incorrectly used in Insecta

the terms which he had correctly employed in Mammalia. Nearly
seventy years ago, in other orders than diptera, the accurate Haliday
always differentiated these terms, while the inaccurate Walker muddled
them. Lepidopterists may grammatically write about the anterior

and posterior wings, because they are comparative terms, but if they
and others choose to be more slovenly in their definitions of the legs

than dipterists, so much the more credit to the dipterists !—G. H.
Verrall, F.E.S., Sussex Lodge, Newmarket. [The front legs {antici)

become more front (anterlores), by adding to them that which is

behind them. The second pair of legs are also both anterior legs and
posterior legs. Several similarly logical and lucid results follow from
Mr. Verrall's definitions. Nevertheless, however absurd, logically and
grammatically, any phraseology may be, it must be accepted, if it has that

amount of authority behind it, which is involved in early, continuous, and
general usage. Mr. Verrall definitely shows that no such authority exists.

We have no space to go into detail of argument, but we may point
out that aiitlcKs (" front ") is itself a comparative term, whilst anterior

means more in front than any other, unless you have just specified

some other for comparison. " Anterior " as an English word is

synonymous with " fore," and both with " front " as we now use it as
an adjective. " Front " is a noun and of very doubtful authority as
an adjective. As adjectives implying being in front we have only fore

(or forward) and anterior, both having the meaning of Latin antlcus.

We have no English word derived from antlcus to which anterior can
be the comparative. Westwood calls the first legs, fore-legs, Sharp
calls them indifferently, front and anterior. Stainton says anterior,

middle and posterior. Scudder says fore-legs, &c. Various instances
may be cited where antu-ns and posticus are used in Latin descriptions,

translated into anterior and posterior in English. The English word
anterior has not the meaning of the Latin anterior, but of the Latin

* Fore is not comparative, any more than hind is.

—

Ed.
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anticus. Pedes ant?Vt = anterior legs, Pedes anfeno>Ts= anterior legs,

an immediate source of endless confusion if Pedes anterions means
two pairs of legs. The English word "posterior" is in a precisely

similar position.—En.j

VARIATION.
HOPORINA CROCEAGO AB. LATERICOLOR, N.AB. At the Sale of Mr.

Abbott's collection on March 26th last, I purchased lot 153, which,
according to the catalogue, contained " two brown vars. of H. croceai/n."

As a matter of fact, the lot contained three dark specimens, the
darkest of which is a very striking insect, the whole of the forewings
being suffused with a dull brick-red colour, the markings, however,
being as in typical H. croceaito, although the orbicular and reniform are

practically obsolete ; the hindwings are pale smoke-coloured. This
is evidently the aberration mentioned in these words towards the end of

Mr. Tutt's description of the species in his British Noctitae and their

Varieties, vol. iii., p. 9: "The following note from Mr. W. E.
Nicholson refers probably to this variety {i.e., var. fidvai/o, Hb.) :

' I

have a single specimen of this species from north Wales, which is of a

dull brick-red colour. It seems to be a constant form in north Wales
{in litt.).' I have heard of such dark aberrations, but have no specimen
in my collection." As my darkest specimen evidently corresponds
with Mr. Nicholson's, but does not tally with Hiibner's description of

var. fnlvai/u, I would propose for it the varietal name of latericohr.

The other two dark specimens I bought at Mr. Abbott's sale are inter-

mediate between ab. latericolor and the type, the ground colour of the

forewings in both being of a dull dead orange, slightly suffused with
fuscous—one much more so than the other. They are all three

labelled " Wyre Forest, September, 1899." To make sure of the

colour being original, T wrote to Mr. Abbott on the subject. He was
good enough to reply as follows : "I bred about six of that dull

copper-coloured form from a Wyre Forest brood. The insects were
killed in cyanide, as they came out in a straggling manner, and I only

kill in ammonia when I have large quantities. I was surprised at the

form myself, I fancy I gave the others to Mr. Hodges." In con-

clusion, may I express a hope that entomologists possessing aberrations

and varieties (of Noctuids) not included in Mr. Tutt's very interesting

work will from time to time publish descriptions of them in your
pages?"

—

(Rev.) Gilbert H. Raynor, M.A., Hazeleigh Rectory,

Maldon, Essex. April 13th, 1901.

Jp>RACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for June.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—The larvfe of Pyrameis eardui are, in years when an immigra-
tion has taken place in ]\Iay or early June, most abundant in their

little globular homes of spun-together thistle leaves in late June and
early July.

* Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist, recently published, contains

1,250 similar hints to these, distributed over every month in the year. Interleaved

(for collector's own notes).

—

Ed.
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2.

—

Cupido )iii)dma may often be found in hundreds in June sitting

in rows of lialf-a-dozen or more on the grass stems on the outskirts of

a wood (especially if on chalk) in the afternoon, they are also to be
found sitting in the liot sun in great numbers at puddles if there be
any in their immediate neighbourhood.

3.—A 2 ( V)Z«(f,s cdum placed under a bell glass with a sod of white

clover will lay plenty of eggs on the upper surface of the leaves ; the

eggs of a batch often hatch irregularly even when the whole is deposited

within a few hours.

4.—The larva? of Z('j>h>/nii< hrtulac always sit on the underside of

a leaf of sloe along the midrib, and are most difficult to see. I have
never seen one move in the daytime in nature (Turner).

6.—The larv» of Ooneptorii.v rhamni are sometimes very abundant
from the beginning to the end of June on Rhaiinius fram/ula. They
should be searched for early as most of the larvae appear to wander
away to pupate.

6.—The larva? of Apamea ophiofirauDim in confinement feed up
readily in short stalks or pieces of the stem of their food-plant, and
will pupate therein, emerging well at the end of June, if the pieces be

not allowed to get too dry. We have kept them on a damp piece of

blotting-paper in a tin box with satisfactory results.

7.—The imagines of Mowa orio)i come to sugar during the first

fortnight of June from about 9 p.m. -9.20 p.m., and settle with wings
closed at the top of a sugar patch, looking remarkably like a piece of

the green lichen that covers the tree.

8.—In June in some years the larvas of Asphalia ridens are in great

numbers on oaks all over the New Forest. Sleeving is perhaps the

best way of rearing them, and if moss be placed in the sleeve they

will spin up in it without the slightest trouble. The pupfe should

never be removed from the cocoons, and it must not be forgotten that

a large number of pupte usually go over two or three winters.

9.—The first week in June is the time for Cloantlia perspicillaris,

one of our rarest Noctuid moths (see Ent. Uec, iii., pp. 159-160).

10.—The larviP of Taoiiocampa )itiniom prefer the large juicy oak-

galls to oak leaves. They grow to a large size when fed upon this food,

and as the galls keep juicy longer than the leaves I find them very
useful in satisfying the voracious appetites of the larvtB (Broughton).

11.— The first week in June is the best time to beat the larvtB of

L'oiimiapaleacca [falvano) ; they are in great abundance on oak and birch

in some seasons in Sherwood Forest.

12.—The imagines of Hecatera serena are to be searched for in June
on palings, tree-trunks, Sec. ; they also come to sugar and tiowers at

dusk, and are occasionally abundant at light.

18.—In June the oak-trees in the Monkswood section of Kpping
h'orest should be beaten for larva- of tlijlojilnla hicolnrana, they may
often be found crawling over the oak-trunks when nearly full-fed.

Also common in some years in the New Forest.

14.—The full-fed larvje of Lnicoma salin's always spin up in the

leaves of the trees on which they have fed up, not on the trunk or on
the ground except in very exceptional cases.

15. —The best way to obtain .SV.s/o sp/u'tiifoniiis is to get on the

ground between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. and search the alder stems carefully,

when you will find the pupa? protruding ready for emergence or the
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insects actually emerged. Care shov;Id be taken to keep a virgin $

for assembling, the virgin ? s do not call till nearly mid-day, and
pairs ill cop., are almost always taken in the afternoon, sometimes as

late as 5 p.m. (Hamm).
16.—The brown ova of Trochiliiun hembcciforme are laid on the

underside of willow or sallow leaves in early June, generally near the

mid-rib, one to five eggs on a leaf.

17.—The males of Adscita (lenjon fly in swarms among the long

grass in the morning sun, the females are usually difficult to obtain,

hiding low down on or near the ground ; later in the day they affect the

flowers of their district, resting helplessly thereon, and are easily boxed
without the need of iising a net.

18.—The true Anthrocera trifoUi is well out in early June, in a

variety of situations—meadows, chalkhills, &c. ; the imagines are

rather small and frequently subject to modification in that the normal
red spots of the forewings and the hindwings, are of a yellow colour.

The cocoons are usually spun low down near the ground.
19.—During the first week of June the imagines of Anthrocera

hippucrepidis (titepJtensi), intermediate in superficial appearance between
Anthrocera trifolii and A. Jilipendulae, may be found in meadows and
similar situations.

20.—The ? s of Brephos partheniuH and B, notha lay freely in

confinement, and eggs are readily obtained ; the larvae feed up with-

out trouble, but unless some rotten wood, cork, or similar substance

be provided into which they can enter for pupation, the full-fed larvae

will perish miserably.

21.—The larvae of Amphidanys strataria from the same brood will

feed up at very difierent rates under identical conditions, some being

quite full-fed by the beginning of June, others not till quite the end of

the month or even later.

22.—The eggs of Geometra vernaria are laid in late June and early

July, one on the other in little steeples of about ten or a dozen, on the

stems of Clematis, each little batch looking like a leaf-petiole or tendril

shortly broken oft'. The larva hatches in late July, stretches straight

out from a leaf-stalk, and is easily beaten.

23.—The larva? of Boarmia cinctaria will feed freely on sallow in

June as well as on the usually accredited food-plants

—

Erica tetralvr

and E. cinerea.

24.—Whitethorn, blackthorn, and oak should be beaten in early June
for larvae of Heinithea tlujtuiaria which spin up among the dried twigs

of the food-plant, and produce such deeply-coloured imagines as are

rarely taken wild in the imaginal state.

25.—The $ s of BvarDita co)t.sortaria will lay their eggs in June
in a chip box, hiding them under the films of wood ; one can easily

overlook the eggs, unless one looks carefully, when the green tint of the

eggs often shows plainly through the thin layer of wood above them.

26.—On Midsummer day, 1892, I was able to secure some thirty

examples of Xemoria riridata, which were knocked out from the furze

in Guernsey, all in the finest possible condition (Hodges).

27.—At the end of June and in early July, stand in the wider rides

of the southern woods to net the quickly flying zigzagging males of

Aiu/eruna prunaria ; they commence to fly at sunset and continue

flying till after dusk. The J s are to be beaten from the trees.
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28.—In June the larvae of Cidaria ailaceata (second brood) feed up
well and rapidly on Circaea lutetiana and EpUohium montanniii ; only

park of the pup^e emerges in August, the remaining pup* going over

until the following May.
29.—-The imagines of Nascia cUiaiis come freely to light in Wicken

Fen from the third week of June onwards when they are usually to be

taken on the front of the lamp glass, although some are to be boxed

off the sheet.

30.—Honeycomb affected by larvM' of Achroca iiriMila should be

isolated in early June, pupation taking place by the middle of the

month among the destroyed cells, the imagines emerging by early July.

81.—The larvft of Pcrunea hastiana occur in \Mcken Fen almost

continuously from June until September in rolled leaves of sallow,

without any suggestion of a break to divide the appearances into

separate broods.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Help wanted and offered.—Correspondence with a naturalist

AND educationalist DESIRED.—Having been for many years interested

in the study of lepidoptera, and having amassed a considerable collec-

tion, principally for educational purposes, I should be very glad to

correspond with some British lepidopterists with a view to exchanging
the butterffies and moths of the northern United States (especially

of New England) for those of Britain. I am making this appeal not

only in my own interests, but at the request of those of my pupils, who
are also much interested in the study. We are particularly anxious
that a teacher, or a natural history student interested in education,

should co-operate with us ; and as I have had considerable experience

in this direction, 1 should be pleased to explain in detail the best

mode of collecting, preserving, and forwarding specimens. I sincerely

trust some educationalist, who is also a naturalist, will interest him-
(or her-) self on our behalf.

—

Wilfred E. L. Todd, Principal, Valley
Falls School, Worcester, Mass., U.S.A. March 12th, 1901.

Butterflies at Cannes.—This note fails by a very little to rival

the oft- referred to chapter on " Snakes in Ireland." This season has
been the coldest and most inclement known to the oldest visitor.

December was all that could be desired, but since then line days have
been rare, warm ones almost unknown. In the latter half of February
snow and ice were everywhere, and great masses of ice and huge
icicles were frequent wherever there was a spray or trickle of water,
and ice over an inch thick was often noticed in the Esterels. Even
now (March 18th) it is milder, but very wet. On February 17th a
newly-emerged ['oran/c iiiri/aiTa was seen, on the 24th a single white
butterfly was on the wing. February 25th was the first day that was
at all mild, but no butterfly was seen. On the 2()th two I\>/yaiH('is

(italanto and one other Vanessid were seen. On the 27th there was
some sunshine, and one Pieru ilapliiHce, one Paran/e )in'i/arro, one
Chri/s<)iiha)iiis phlacaa, Picris rapac, P. )iapi, Pohpionia eijea, and
Pl/raiiit'is atalaiita were seen on the wing near Pegomas. A blank
again occurred till March 4th, when Parari/c mnjacra and several

Pyraiiiiis atalanta were seen. March 5th was a tolerably fine day, but
no butterflies were seen in any numbers, several P, atalanta and P.
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wegaera, and one Colias eil)(sa, and Mr. Drabant observed a CTonepteryx

cleopatra. Since then an odd P. atalanta or P. tiwiiaora or two, with
an occasional P. rapae or P. iiapi, make up the tale. Last year was
late, but not so bad as this, whilst four years ago Anthoclutris belia was
almost over at this date, and Kiichlo'e eup/ienoides, TliaU medesicaate, and
Erchia t'pint[/(/ne were Hying. The Colias erliisa seen on March 5th
interested me very much from its always selecting for settling some
yellowish, sickly leaves of myrtle, that happened to be frequent along
the roadside where I saw it. It did so at least half a dozen times

along some hundred yards of road, and with frequent approach to and
rejections of position that were not quite of the right tone. When
settled, the underside of the butterfly agreed very closely with the

leaves, and made it inconspicuous, so much so, that, on one occasion,

when I had noted to within an inch or two where it had settled, I

failed to find it, looking all about, and returning to the spot several times

before I detected it, just where I had supposed it to be, the wings
being at a favourable angle to jjroduce a similar eftect to that of the

myrtle leaves, with their shadows and interspaces. On February 14th I

noted a larva of P. bra!<dcac suspended for pupation on a gate-post,

and continued to see it until February 26th ; next time I looked for it

some enemy had destroyed it, but it seemed quite healthy on the

26th. I felt rather annoyed not to have been able to watch it till it

pupated. On the 15th I found a larva of P. hvamcae wandering with

a view to pupation ; kept in the house, this specimen was suspended
on the l8th, and changed to pupa on the 27th. It is clear, therefore,

that P. bras.\irai' is here continuously-brooded, and is able to stand

severe cold when suspended for pupation, but before changing, great

delay in the process resulting, but without fatal result, except by pro-

longation of exposure to enemies in a very helpless stage. I met
with a specimen of C'lerus furmicariKs in the Esterels running over

some pine logs. The bizarre markings and colourings of this little

beetle suggest that they are of a warning character, and so they prove

to be, but indirectly ; I felt quite sure the creature was a Mntilla,

both by its appearance and movements, and when it hid itself in a

crevice of the bark I turned it out, with due precautions not to get

stung. Not being a coleopterist, this fact was new to me. The larvae

of ('Iiara.trs jaaiiis are now very scarce, though only half-grown, M.
Constant tells me ; and the abundance of their silken carpets shows
that in November they were much more common than usual.

Besides the usual accidents that befall them, there is no doubt that the

hard weather has made birds and other enemies more destructive, but,

if several larv* seen dead and black on their leaves are correctly

interpreted by me, not a few have been directly killed by the frost.

Nothwithstanding the cold, larvae of Lirffia fi'irhaidtclla are larger

than usual, being already neai'ly fullgrown, they hide away in

a warm, dry time, but come out in the wet, this is especially noticeable

on walls with many crevices, especially dry stone walls. The reason

of this is not only to avoid desiccation in their own persons, but, no
doubt, also because the lichens on which they feed are not negotiable

except when moist. This winter, therefore, they have had many more
opportunities of feeding than usual.—T. A. Chapman, M.D., Hotel

d'Europe, Cannes.

Lepidoptera in 1900 in the Southend district.—The following
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list of lepidoptera includes the more interesting of those taken or bred

during the past season. Eiipithccia vuhjata, a pupa found under sallow

bark, April 16th, yielded a moth, May 18th ; Malarowvm rmtremU,
May 13th, a brood of larvag found on carrot near Havengore ; LAtho-

colleth iijiinicolella, May 14th, Southend ; Mflanippr Itastata, May
20th-27th, a series bred from ova obtained at Eastwood, June 25th,

1899, showing considerable variation in size and shape of the broken

black band which starts from the middle of the costa ; Kphippijihora

/ijiw/iana, ]\Iay 24th, Southend ; Neineobiiis litriiia, May 27th, a

solitary specimen at Eastwood ; Eiipithccia aaahmlata, May 31st-June

20th, a series bred from larva found on hops; Hpiloi^nma mendU-a,

emerged June 31st ; I'cnthina sonii-ctdana, netted at Eastwood, June
9th ; Drepanafalcatan'a, netted at Fiastwood, June 10th ; Scsia ci/idpi-

formia, a series bred between June llth-25th, a long-tailed parasite

has been identified by Mr. Morley as Marrocrntriift niarninatns ; Pasycera

oUvievella, June 11th, bred from larva found when searching for Soiia

eipiipiformis in oak stumps ; Nephopterijx rlienclla, June 12th, bred

from poplars ; Chncrocainpa porcdlus, emerged June 13th- 1 4th, larv«

on lialiuDi cerntn at Benfleet, July 17th, 1899 ; Teleia proxinuila and
Ritpitlu'cia scahiosata , emerged June 14th ; Lare.rna atrella, emerged
June 15th ; Earias chlarana, emerged June 17th, larva on osier at

Shoeburyness ; Armirulcpia siibhamiKnuiiana, Crauihus sylrdlus, CocJi-

lidiun limacodi's, June 17th, at Eastwood ; Antitlieda saliedla, emerged
June 21st ; Hi/pmiion-id rrnriana, emerged June 22nd ; Elaclmta
sciipi, flying over and settling on i-eeds at Pitsea, June 23rd; Bactra
lanceolana, a fine large form with broad pale costal streak, flying over

reeds at Pitsea; (Tranniicsia triifrmiiiiiica, & vdriahle series bred from
ova, June 23rd ; EiipocrUia snhroscana, bred June 28th from golden-

rod gathered at Eastwood in September; Marafonanha pitacodartyla,

larviB, pup*, and imagines among rest-harrow at Benfleet, July 1st

;

('. iii'rro)udla, one specimen only among rest-harrow at Benfleet;
Ortliiitaenia striana, July Ist-llth, at Benfleet, two taken. I have at

various times taken odd specimens of this species, but always <? s.

Wilkinson says (7i;i7.7'()/tr/Vr.s, p. 2()3),'" 2 is extremely rare in cabinets."

Hadena trifoUi, a long series bred between July 2nd- August iHth from
larv^e found on Suat'da iiiaritinia at Great Wakering. The last to

emerge in this long typical series happens to be an example of the ab.

hidixiiiirtii of Brifis/i yoctnar, kc, vol. iii., p. 83. Spilonota rosaccaUDia,

Southend, July 3rd; Cnlrop/ioia alcipmipennella, Benfleet. July 3rd;
CaU>ptria niirnufraniiiiana, July 4th, between Leigh and Benfleet ;

Biitalis fmcocnprca, swept near Hadleigh ; Elac/n'sta atricdtnrUa,

Blabojdiancs fi'muiiiuila, Penthina sellana, July 5th, at Benfleet ; P.
iiiopdla, July 8th, bred from Inida critJnnoide.'i gathere.l near Haven-
gore ; Catojitria citrana, July 9th, rather connnon on the slopes near
here, one specimen taken had not been able to disengage its head
from the pupa-case; Loniaxpilh nuiniinata, bred, variable of course;
lloimiensoiiia hiitacidla, emerged July 10th ; Mdnnan/ia (jalatca, July
11th, a few ochreous $s near Leigh; Coloip/mnt ni;iricd!n. emerged
July 12th; T. atirann, July loth, near Southend; Eiipii/wria jjionilata,

bred; Eiipoecilia hi/briddlatia, July IGth, near Shoeburyness ; Spilodrs

palealis, a beautiful and variable series of 38 specimens between July
16th-August IGth, only one specimen shows a commencing sub-

marginal blackish band near the apex of hindwings ; !Sciaphi(a chri/s-
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aniheana, July 18th, bred from larvae found on houndstongue ; Cramhm
cubnellus, July 20th, a very yellow specimen near Shoeburyness

;

Epidppiphora inopiana, July 4th, near Shoeburyness ; LithocoUetLs

eorylifoliella, emerged July 25th ; Conclnjlis francillonana, emerged
July 26th ; Kupithecia vinianrcata, from larvte on golden-rod at East-

wood ; Depressaria ocellana, July 29th, bred from sallow ; Catoptna
aemulana, July 30th, bred from golden-rod gathered at Eastwood

;

Coleophora rinianrear, August Brd, bred from golden-rod gathered at

Eastwood; pAipitJucia ahsi/nthiata, bred from sea-aster; Snu'rinthus

occUatus, August 4th, larva near Shoeburyness ; Miana literom and
(Edi'inatdjihonis iithddactyliis, sugared burdock near Shoeburyness

;

Ptero^tonia ])alpi)ta, August 6th, larva on osiers near Shoeburyness

;

Noctua nihi and A", plccta, August lltb, on sugared Knjiatoriinn near

Shoeburyness ; At/ndis tritici ab. costacaendea, August LSth, on

sugared Kupatoriuin near Shoeburyness ; Dianthoeria cucubali, August
28th, on sugared l\upatorium. near Shoeburyness : Pi/ralis farinalu,

August 80th, on a shed near Shoeburyness. The above list includes

the names of several species not previously reported from this district.

—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend. December Gth, 1900.

Lepidoptera at Sudbury, Suffolk and neighbourhood (Essex)

DURING 1900.—The following notes which I made during last year's

collecting may possibly be of some interest. Among the butterflies

my first capture worth recording was a specimen of I 'nan iris araiolua

on April 21st. This species was very plentiful here during the early

part of the summer, and it was also abundant in the Essex part of

this district. The second brood, which was not nearly so numerous
as the spring one, was out by July 21st, and they were still to be

caught on August 1.5th, but were then much worn. This species is

usually very scarce with us, and they were welcome captures. The
abundance of the larvae of Vanessa io is worth noting, as in many
seasons they are hardly to be found here at all. In some places they

were swarming on the nettles, but the nnagines were not to be seen,

later on, in any particular numbers. This makes the second consecutive

season in which these larvie have been unusually numerous. The larvfe

of Aiflais ttrtiraf were also most plentiful the whole summer, and were to

be found in all stages of growth at the same time. In July Enodia

lujpcranthus was on the wing in large numbers in both the Suffolk

and Essex parts of the district. 1 had two specimens of Ijiincnitis

Sibylla brought to me which had beeu captured in a Suffolk wood a

few miles distant. Vn the same place Apatura iris was also to be seen

flying round the tops of the oak-trees, but unfortunately they defied

all attempts at capture ; but it is well to know that they occur here.

As elsewhere, Coiias edusa and ('. hijale put in an appearance, but they

were not very plentiful, and were extremely local, showing a partiality

for some particular field or othei ;
('. hyale was more in evidence than

C edusa. I do not know of any examples having appeared in this

part of Essex. The season having been so backward, and the weather

very unfavourable, 1 am unable to chronicle any work done at the

sallows. At that time cold, strong winds were unpleasantly prevalent.

At the beginning of June Smeriiit/iiis ocellatus was emerging in my
breeding-cage. They made theii- appearance in the early morning,

never later than 9.30. Later on the larvse of this species were fairly

abundant in both counties here feeding on sallow. On Septem-
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ber 2nd I was much surprised to find that two well-developed (<? and

? ) specimens had emerged in my breeding-cage. They were i)i cop.

when I found them, and the female produced fertile ova on Septem-

ber 2nd and 3rd. These ova hatched on the 19th of the same month,
but owing to the lateness of the season, I was unable to obtain any

food on which to keep them alive. I do not recollect to have seen an

autumnal emergence of this species previously recorded. .S. iiopuii

was also fairly plentiful in the larval state, chiefly feeding on poplar,

and only very rarely on some of the species of willow. I find that

these moths emerge in the early morning, in fact, at the same time as

S. oceUatas. The ova of this species are deposited singly, or in

clusters of two and three, upon the underside of the leaves. I con-

stantly found unhatched fertile ova at the same time as nearly full-

grown larvae. Several larva? of Aclun-ontia atropox were found towards

the end of July. They were all from the Suffolk district. The larvae

of Sphinx U(/itstri, wdiich are sometimes to be found here in plenty,

were somewhat scarce this season. On July 25th I found two ova of

this moth deposited singly on the underside of a leaf of privet ; these

batched on the 29tli of the same month. Clweroccuupa eljH'n(irwa,H rather

common in the larval state, but they had to be diligently sought after.

One of my larva?, after pupating, remained a very short time in that

state, and produced a fine female on September 15th. I believe that

an autumnal emergence of this species is most unusual, and worth
recording. The pupa was of a very pale colour, and I had placed it

apart from the others, hoping that it might produce an al)erration.

This moth deposits its ova on the underside of a leaf of its food-plant.

Macniijldsm s:tellatannii was again this season a welcome visitor ; but

it did not occur in anything like the numbers it did the previous

season. I found in all twenty larvte, mostly feeding on (Talitmi veriuii

but a few on (Taliuni inollKifo. They commenced j^upating on August
19th, and were emerging from October 1st to November 9th. One,
however, is still in the pupa. It appears perfectly healthy and I hope
that it may successfully hybernate. Arrtia caia was, as is nearly

always the case every season, plentiful, and the larvae were to be
foiand feeding on almost everything. I have found the ova deposited

on willow, sallow and apple. They are placed on the underside of a
leaf in large clusters, from 60 to 70 in number. Apple is a most
unsatisfactory food-plant. A few seasons ago I reared some larva? on
it. Having found the ova on an apple leaf, I confined them to this

diet and watched for results. They hatched on August 9th of that

year and hybernated as small larva?. The following spring they grew
very slowly ; a few were full-fed in the summer and pupated, but they
nearly all produced dwarfed moths, one only measuring Ifins., and
was of an exceptionally pale colour. A few of the larvae were
only about half-grown when twelve months old, and they hyber-
nated for a second winter. Unfortunately, they died the next
spring. Leucoma salicis was very scarce ; it is, as a rule, some-
what plentiful with us where it occurs, but I know of only one locality

in this part of Suffolk and not one in Essex. I was only able to

obtain one larva of Damjchiia pudibunda (Suftblk), a species which
never appears to be very common with us. Foecilocawpa populi
occurred at the gas lamps in the autumn in fair numbers. Some
larvffi of Lachneis lanestris were brought to me, but I was quite unable
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to ascertain in which county they were found. It does, however,
occur sparingly in this part of Sufiblk, for I had one larva given me
the previous season which had been found here. Laaivcatnpa qverciis

and Cosiiwtriche potatoria were to be found in some abundance in their

usual habitats in both districts. On July 22nd I found three ova of

C. potatoria placed quite close together on the stem of a species of

dead nettle. They hatched on August 2nd. I observed that the young
larvae devoured about half the empty egg-shell as soon as they were
hatched. Eutricha (/iicrcifolia occurred sparingly in both counties.

On June 20th I found a cocoon of this moth. It was spun on a dead
stalk of VerbascAim tliapaiin about two or three inches above the ground.
The plant was growing on a hedge-bank. The moth emerged
the first week in July. Later on, when the foliage had fallen

from the hedges, I found two more empty cocoons. They were
spun on the branches of a short thick whitethorn hedge, and
were placed about a foot above the ground and in the centre of

the hedge, where it would have been quite impossible to discover
them when the hedges were in leaf. After a heavy thunderstorm on
July 27th, a specimen of this species came to light, and on August 25th,

. I found three ova of this insect (Suffolk). They were placed on the
underside of a sallow leaf, quite close together. They hatched on
August 29th, and fed up until they were about an inch in length, and
then hybernated. I considered myself fortunate in obtaining two larvae

of Satiiniia pavonia {carpini), the moth being by no means common
with us. Two larvae were found in Essex on July 31st, feeding respec-

tively on blackthorn and whitethorn, and two in the Suffolk district

on August 4th, feeding on blackthorn. These two latter commenced
spinning their cocoons on August 14th and 15th. I only took one
specimen of Pericallia fd/riiK/aria on July 24th, and one of Crncallis

eliru/iiaria on August 3rd, both Suffolk captures. Timandra amataria
was fairly abundant, and was still to be taken as late as September
22nd, but were then much worn. Oporabia dilntata was on the wing
by November 3rd (Suffolk). I bred one specimen of Dicranitra furcnla
from a larva which I took on sallow the previous autumn in the

Essex district. It is rare with us. I also found some full-fed larvae

of Dicranura vinula August 11th (Suffolk). It is somewhat common
with us, but it does not seem to be so plentiful in the Essex district.

The larvas of Leiocampa dictaca were fairly abundant on poplar here

(Suffolk), and were full-fed by about October 5th. Hydroecia nictitans

was to be taken at treacle during August (Suffolk). Some ova which
were deposited August 28th and 29th, hatched September 9th. The
larvae of Maiuestra persicariae were to be found feeding on various

garden plants in the autumn, bnt not abundantly (Suffolk). A great

prize was a fine example of Triphaena fiwbria at my treacle on August
18th (Suffolk). It is quite a rarity with us. I bred rather a large

number of Hecatera chnjsozona from larvffi which I found here

(Suffolk) feeding on the flowers of lettuce the previous season. Polia

flavocincta was quite a regular visitor to my treacle from September

25th to October 11th, sometimes turning up in the bright moonlight.

It is rather common in this part of Suffolk. One of the most
plentiful moths with us is P/ilo(/o]}hora meticidosa occurring sometimes

in great abundance. I took it from August 18th to November 20th,

even the later caught examples having the appearance of freshly-
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emerged ones. The weather had been mild up to that date. There
was quite a multitude of the larvae of ( 'itnillia rerhasri in June and
July, devouring the leaves of Verhascum f/irt/>.s?^s in one of the Essex lanes

here. They also occurredin theSuffolkpartof thedistricton<SV?-o^j/(M^rt/7a

aquatica, but much more sparingly. I fear these larv^ are cannibals

in confinement as I observed an otherwise unaccountable decrease in

those that I took for the purpose of breeding. These larvae are

subject to the attacks of some species of parasite, but I have been
unable to ascertain what it is. It oviposits externally, firmly attach-

ing its ova to the skin of the larva ; 1 counted ten which were
scattered about the body of one larva. Unless the parasitical ova are

detected there is no other indication that the larva is affected by them
until full-grown, when it dies after spinning its cocoon and before

attaining the pupal state. 1 took a few larvae of Flusia c/irysitis feeding

on wild mint. The abundance of Plmia <iamma is worthy of notice as

it was plentiful in both districts here all through the season. A
female which I caught deposited some ova on June 18th, which
hatched June 23rd. The larvae were full-fed and pupated July 16th,

the moths emerged July 27th. It seems as if there were several

broods during the season. Some ova of Catncala nupta which I

obtained from a female the previous autumn hatched on June 10th.

The larvfe were full-fed and pupated on July 23rd, and the imagines
emerged August 18th. They emerged in the early morning. Among
numerous captures at treacle (Suffolk), I think the following are

worth mentioning Noctna plecta, Noctna c-ni<iriun, Amphipyra
pijrmitidea, A. tra;iopo(jo)iis, Naenia typica, Mania maura, Orthosia lota,

CerastiR Uyula (spadicea), Mellinia (filrai/o, M, circellaris, Mhelia
oxyaranthae and Catocala niipta.—Edward Ransom, Sudbury, Suffolk.

March 1901.

Larv;e of Aciptilia galactodactyla in late June.—I see in

your " Practical Hints," antea p. 129, that the larvae of Aciptilia

(jalactodactyla occur in May ; last year I took some on June 27th at

Bungay, Suffolk, which pupated, and the imagines emerged in due
course.—W. G. Clutten, 10, Hallwell Street, Burnley. April 16i/i,

1901.

Brephos notha in Worcestershire, with some notes on the habits
OF the imagines.—Until April 18th I had done absolutely nothing except
get two Amphidasys strataria on March 12th, whilst on the former date
a visit to sallows produced Taeniocanipa yracilis and Anticlea badiata

and very little else. A visit to Worcestershire for Brephos notha from
April 19th-24th was successful, and I obtained a good series, the
weather being perfect for the work. Before 11 a.m. there was a large

number on the ground, and they were easy to catch ; after that hour,
however, they got up in the trees, beginning to fly fairly freely at

2 p.m. (when the sun was hot), but very rapidly, and they were hard
to catch. On Monday, the only cloudy day, they flew very freely when
the sun was hidden, ceasing immediately during the short hot intervals

of sunshine. I believe B. notha is an insect " scheduled " as one to be
very sparingly taken by the " protection committee." I think
"Aunty" cannot have had much practical experience in taking B.
notha, or she would not have put it in the list. I have only seen it in

two large woods where aspens were numerous and high
; practically

none but stragglers would be caught and then only in the rides. One can
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of course get a good number in a week's work, but certainly not more
than 25 per cent, of those seen, and I imagine one does not see

10 per cent, of the total number of the individuals in the wood.—F. C.
WooDFORDE, Market Drayton, Salop. April 25th, 1901.

(^lURRENT NOTES.
In the Btdl. Soc. Ent. France, 1901, p. 79, fig. 4, Gadeau de

Kerville publishes an article entitled, " L'Accouplement des

Lepidopteres," and gives a figure of the pairing of P.^i/ehe atra-',

and writes (p. 78) :
" Les Psychides ont un mode d'accouplement

particulier. La majorite des femelles des especes de cette famille ne
sortent pas de leur fourreau pour s'aecoupler. Apres, s'y etre

retournees, elles en fendent I'extremite posterieure et presentent a cet

orifice le bout de leur abdomen. Le male, en battant des ailes, se pose
sur le fourreau et, pour le coit, introduit par I'ouverture son abdomen,
jusqu'a la base de ses ailes posterieures." The only raison d'etre of an
article on a detail of habit is surely to present accurate views derived

from actual observation. Is M. Gadeau de Kerville prepared to assert

that any 2 Psychid (1) turns itself round before or after breaking

open the extremity of the case and (2) presents the end of its

abdomen at this opening "? The pairing of the true Psychids is very

well known, and has been more than once accurately described and
figured, so that even as a matter of common knowledge it is quite

time that erroneous statements should be eliminated from elementary

papers, especially when published in the bulletins of learned societies.

We would call the attention of our readers to the notice, under the

head of " Societies," relating to the Sixth Annual Congress of the

South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies. For a sum of 2s. 6d.

(members) or 3s. Gd. (associates) any lady or gentleman interested in

scientific pursuits can spend June 6th, 7th, and 8th with kindred spirits,

investigate the charming district of Haslemere and Hindhead, and
partake of the hospitality of the scientists and naturalists of the Surrey

paradise. We hope to meet many entomologists at the congress this

year. With Mr. Merrifield, Vice-President, Messrs. R. Adkin and

J. W. Tutt on the Council, and Mr. Oswald Latter reading a paper,

entomologists should show up well. Perhaps some who cannot attend

on Thursday and Friday can run down on Saturday for the afternoon

outing.

After some little delay Practical Hints fur tlw Field Lcpidnpterist

has been published. There are some 1,250 " hints," dealing with all

the superfamilies of the lepidoptera found in Great Britain. Only

about one-half of them have been previously published in the

Ento)n(d()(jist's Record, the others having been written and collected

specially for the book. It will no doubt save lepidopterists an

enormous amount of time and trouble.

* One cannot tell from the figure whether the species is Ptilocephala atra,

Linn, [—pliimifera, Ochs.), or P. angustella, H.-Sch. ( = atra, Esp.).

Errata.—We have to apologise for the following careless errors in our last

number. Page 151, line 18, for " veritable" read " viable "
; page 167, lines 21-22,

for "roots of Lasius nigra" read " nests of Lasius niper"
;

page 168, line 13, for

" Sanidae " read " lanidae "
;
page 168, line .37, for " 1901 " read " 1900."
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The food-plants of Phorodesma smaragdaria, Fab.

By (Rev.) C. R. N. BURROWS.

In my paper upon this insect, read at the meeting of the City of

London Entomological Society on April 17th, 1900, and published in

the Kntn)i)ol(i[iist'ti llrcord, vol. xii., nos. 5, 6, and 7, I made some re-

marks and noted some experiments as to the food-plants of the larva,

which I acknowledge, with some shame, call for further explanation.

I then stated that I did not believe the record of Herr G. Koch that

the larva had been found feeding upon Achillea inillefulitan in the town
woods of Frankfort-on-the-Main, and further, that when thelarvffihad

been twice publicly exhibited in London feeding upon the same plant, I

fancied this had been done from motives of policy rather than as a

demonstration of fact. I then proceeded to state that I had fed the

larva upon (besides its English food-plant, Arteiiiinia niaritima)

southernwood and Artcinisia absinthium, while A. vuhjaris (mugwort)
was rejected. In a later note [Kntoinolo(iixt's BeennI, vol. xii., no. 7) I

recorded some further experiments, the result of which went
to prove that Tanacctmn cnhjare (tansy) and Santolina chamoecy-

paris.v(s (French lavender) were acceptable foods, while Achillea mille-

foliiun, and many more somewhat similar plants, were rejected. It is a

remarkable thing that the well-fed larvte, from May 8th under my
close observation, actually died rather than finish their growth when
confined to Achillea niillefolii(m. It has been said that " wise men
sometimes make mistakes, fools never." This is a comfort to me. I

was resolved to thresh the matter out, so, when ova hatched on
July 5th, 1900, I isolated, in bags out of doors, twelve freshly hatched
larva' upon Acliillea iinlleUiliioii, twelve upon Tanacetiim vuh/are, and
twelve upon Sa)itnlina. The result was as follows : Of the twelve upon
A. iiiillefiiliiiiii, two fed up rapidly, pupated, and produced two males
at the beginning of September. The rest hybernated, and, on examining
the bag on April 16th, I found nine healthy and active survivors. So
much for the food-plant which I found before was not acceptable and
incapable of saving the larv* from death by starvation. Of the twelve

upon Tanacetiun cnhjaic, I found, on examining the bag, but six

survivors, also healthy and active. Of the twelve upon Santolina,

I found only dead and shrunken bodies. It is evident that the larvae

had fed and lived until hyl)ernation, for they had grown, and, further,

spun themselves down for the winter. But they certainly had not
thriven, for they were not half the size of the other survivors—probably
not past the second skin. So far then as my investigations go, we
uuiy safely conclude that I\ smaraiidaria may well be an inland insect,

and that it is not confined to AftemiHia maritimn for food, but that it

will feed from the egg upon southernwood, wormwood, tansy, and
yarrow, and thrive thereupon. Probably many more food-plants will

be found.'' I am only concerned to make amends for ihy error of

observation. How it is that larvae will take to a fresh food-plant when

* We should be glad to know whether the larvas of this species will feed on
GnaphnlUim . If any of our readers have the chance the experiment might be
made. We found the species (imagines) high up (above 5.000ft. elevation) in the
Daiiphine Atjis. near La Grave, among what we suspect was a bushy species of

(riurplialiidii, and very abundant by the roadsides in this district.—En.

July 1st, 1901.
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just hatched, which they obviously reject when middle-aged, I cannot
explain, but such really seems to be a fact.

The partial double-broodedness of P. smaratjdaria seems to be now
an established fact. I reared several imagines, sleeved out of doors, on
A. absinthium, in August, 1899 ; two males on Achillea millefolium in

early September, 1900 ; and I find a note by Mr. H. J. Turner that a

larva taken by himself on August 31st, 1895, produced an imago (a

male) on October 10th of the same year [Entomoloiiisi' s Record, vol. vii.,

P-82). =_=_=
Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The migration of the Callidryads is not confined to eastern lands.

In America they are still the most prominent of the migrating

species, and Scudder observes that they show a distinct propensity

for congregating together, even when not acting under a migratory

influence. Commenting on this Marchwood says that he has seen

quite a hundred specimens of Pierid butterflies within the diameter

of twelve inches. Lindley saw in Brazil, in March, 1803, an immense
flight of white and yellow butterflies which continued to pass

for many days successively in a south-easterly direction, whilst

Werneburg says that at Venezuela, on one occasion, in June or July,
" a throng of dift'erent species of Callidri/ades moved in a northerly

direction out to sea for many days together, between 11 a.m. and

2 p.m." Spence records the passage " of a vast multitude of butter-

flies of common white and orange-yellow species flying to the S.S.E.

across the Amazon at right angles to the wind," in November, 18-19.

He further states {Journal Linn. Sac, ZooL, ix., pp. 355-357) that, in

South America, the direction of the migrating swarms is mainly south,

and he considers them to be largely due to the exhaustion of the food-

supply in seasons when the insects are, by rain and other favouring

circumstances, produced in certain districts in unwonted abundance.

Willet states {Canadian Lntoniolu;iist, xii., p. 40) that at Macon,

Georgia, he saw " CalUdri/as cubulc passing in great numbers during

September, October, and November, 1878, from north-west to south-

east. About noon, when they were most abundant, there would be

half-a-dozen visible all the time cx'ossing a 15-acre square of the city.

They pursued an undeviating course, flying over and not around houses

and other obstructions. They flew near the ground and stopped

occasionally to sip at conspicuous flowers. Papers in southern Georgia

noticed the great numbers passing at different points, and a friend in

southern Alabama sent specimens of the same, saying that they were

subjects of speculation there. About March, 1879, there was a similar

migration from S.E. to N.W., but in diminished numVjers." He
further states that he saw the autumnal migrations again in October

and November, 1879, but in smaller numbers than in 1H78. He also

notes that a lady of S. Georgia informed him that her husband called

her attention to the autumnal migration twenty-six years ago, and that

she had observed it every year since. Gibber writes from Charleston

{loc. cit., xii., p. 60) :
" In the course of the last two or three years

several accounts have appeared in Nature of flights of lepidoptera in

large numbers In the summer (August) of 1870 I was

crossing the harbour of this city by the 3 p.m. trip of the steam-packet
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boat between the city and Moultrieville, on Sullivan's Island, at the

entrance of the harbour, a summer resort of the inhabitants of our
city. The distance is between four and five miles, and when about
half-way, or perhaps two-thirds, the steamer passed through an
immense stream of butterflies crossing the harbour towards the south-

west. They were all of the genus Callidryas. The wind was light,

and from the rapid motion of the vessel it was difficult to say whether
the insects were aided or opposed by it in their transit. As the vessel

passed obliquely through the stream their rate of motion could not be

determined, and the dimensions of the stream only roughly estimated
;

it seemed to be six or eight yards wide, about as many high, and
extended a hundred yards or more on each side of the vessel. Whence
they came or Avhither they went could not be ascertained ; they seemed
to be crossing the harbour in a direction nearly parallel to the general

trend of the coast." Hamilton writes from the New Jersey coast {loc. cit.,

xvii., p. liOl), some distance further south :
" Specimens were observed on

the wing nearly every day along the margin of the ocean, flying apparently

at the height of fifteen or twenty feet, and about the same distance

from the shore, so that their capture could not be eftected, though I

took a crippled one, and thus ascertained the species. All appeared to

be southward bound, flying steadily but slowly "
; whilst Clark observes

{Rand. Xoti's Xat. flist., i., p. b) that, in 1869 or 1870, at Narragansett
Pier, the northernmost point at which ('. enbnle has been found, this

species "was swarming about the brilliant cardinal flowers, which
grew in abundance, and that their numbers were constantly augmented
by new arrivals, which all appeared to come from the south.

Most of the specimens were considerably mutilated, and apj)eared

to have been on the wing for a considerable time ; some two dozen
fair specimens, however, were obtained, and some nearly perfect.

They were common about the place for several days, and then
gradually disappeared." Scudder observes that this butterfly is

very abundant in the southern United States, and extends north-

wards into the more northern states, and goes so far as to say

that its occurrence in the latter is probably entirely due to annual
migration. The migrating flocks seen in the southern states are

autumnal, and are apparently always in a southerly direction. Davis
reports {Insect Life, iii., pp. 835-6) that, in early September, 1890,
CalUdnjas ettbnle was flying over the Fayette district of Alabama in

millions, from a north-westerly direction, and taking a south-easterly

course. When they came to trees or houses they rose gradually and
flew over them, and they rested but for a short time on leaves and flowers,

and then hastened onward. Writing of the Callidryads observed in the

neighbourhood of Obydos, on the Lower Amazons, Bates observes

{Xaturalist on the Amazons, p. 181) : " These Callidri/ades seem to be

migratory insects, and have large powers of dissemination. During the

last two days of our voyage the great numbers constantly passing over
the river attracted the attention of every one on board. They all

crossed in one direction, namely, from north to south, and the

processions were uninterrupted from an early hour in the morning
until sunset. The migrating hordes, as far as I could ascertain, are

composed only of males, and on this account I do not believe their

wanderings extend very far."

Records of the migration of African butterflies are very rare, and
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such as there are, appear to be referable to the movements of the

Callidryads. Anderson records that, in south-western Africa, for two
consecutive days, such immense myriads of lemon-coloured butterflies

were encountered by him that the sound caused by their wings was
such as to resemble the distant murmuring of waves on the sea-shore.

They always passed in the direction that the wind blew, and as

numbers were constantly alighting on the flowers, their appearance at

such times was not unlike the " falling of leaves before a gentle

autumnal breeze." Kenrick states {Kntanu, xxxii., p. 288) that he came
across a swarm of a species of ( 'allidn/aft on the borders of the Transvaal

a few years ago. The insects formed a stream about a mile wide, and were

slowly moving on, those in the rear flying forward to the front, this move-

ment being continued. He says that the species of this genus are diffi-

cult to collect, owing to their speed ; it was almost impossible to follow

them, and the only way to get them was to find the flowers they

frequented and wait for them. Trimen notes {Trans. E)it. So<\ Land.,

1870, p. 383) that Colonel Bowker witnessed, in March, 1869, an

immense flight of Callidri/as florclla, all steadily moving on eastward

across the Maluti mountains in Basutoland ; in this swarm both sexes

were represented, the $ s being easily recognised by being mostly

yellow instead of greenish-white. Describing this flight, Bowker says,

" During my trip to No-Man's-Land in March, 1869, I crossed the

Maluti mountains at two different points going and returning ; and

throughout the journey, whenever there was a gleam of sunshine

between the prevalent showers, the exodus of CalUdrnax jiordla and

rhadia continued in one uninterrupted stream. These butterflies were

to be seen in countless numbers, from the deepest and darkest valleys

through which the Orange River forced its way, up to the highest

peaks, 10,000 feet above the sea, and all were steadily moving on east-

ward. Sometimes one of them would stop and take a sip from a

tempting gladiolus, or even turn back a few yards for that purpose ; but

it would be only for a minute, and then oft" it would hurry again as if

fearful of being left behind by its comrades." Bowker further

mentioned that he had seen similar gatherings both in the Cape Colony

and in the Trans-Keian country. As regards these appearances in Trans-

Kei (Kafi'raria proper), Bowker noted in March, 1883, that ('. /lorella

suddenly appeared in thousands, but became rare by the end of April.

Barber, in 1881, observed an extraordinary abundance of this species in

Griqualand West. The larvfe were observed in thousands on ( 'assia

arachno'idcs, a very abundant plant there. They stripped it entirely of

leaves, and then devoured the young shoots, and even the bark of the

stems. In March or April the butterflies appeared in luyriads. The
case is instructive as indicating how the migration, in force, of

species of this genus, is most probably occasioned by their having, as

larvffi, exhausted the supply of their proper food-plant in a tract where

circumstances had favoured their excessive multiplication. Trimen

points out {loc. cit., p. 32) that when " both sexes are represented in

the swarms, it cannot be doubted that these multitudinous invasions

of fresh territory must considerably widen the area occupied by the

species, and it seems probable that the world-wide prevalence of the

Pierinae, and the immense range of such genera as < 'alliilri/as and

Colias have been largely aided by both the ordinary and extraordinary

travelling tendencies of these butterflies. It may be added that when
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(as seeins not seldom to be the case) th^se vast flocks wing their way
out to sea, although, as a rule, destruction must sooner or later over-

take them all, yet occasional stragglers of such powerful flyers may
occasionally reach oceanic islands and possibly succeed in establishing

their species there." Trinien further notes that he saw I'l/ramcis

rardiii fly on board a vessel 90 miles to the west of Tenerift'e, and
after a short rest start oft" westward again, and, on another occasion,

195 miles west of Sierra Leone, he captured (among other insects that

flew on board the steamer "Norseman") ten species of butterflies

belonging to the subfamily .Safi/rinae ; this was the more remarkable as

the butterflies were slow-flying, shade-frequenting species of Melanitis

and ^[>/rah'sis, which haunt dense woods and thickets and avoid the

open sunshine altogether. The wind on this occasion, though from
the eastward, was not at all strong; the time was noon.

A marvellous flight of Terias [Kinrma) Um, that evidently had its

origin in America, is recorded {I'si/cht', 1875, p. 121) as occurring in

1874, when, early on the morning of October 1st, several people living

on the northern side of the niain island of Bermuda, perceived what they
thought to be a cloud coming from the north-west. This proved,

however, to be an immense flight of the small yellow butterfly, Knrewa
Um, which, on reaching the shore, divided into two parts, the insects

in which spread over the island, flitting about all the open grassy

patches and cultivated grounds in a lazy manner, as if fatigued after

their long voyage over the deep, whilst the fishermen who were out
very early that morning near the reefs, some few miles to the north of

the islands, reported that their boats were literally covered with the

butterflies. The nearest point of land is Cape Hatteras, in North
Carolina, roughly about 600 miles distant. The insect is not one
with especially strong powers of flight, and allowing that the flight

came from the nearest land point the shortest possil)le way, at a rate

of 12 miles per hour, it would only cover 288 miles in 24 hours. Ho
that at this rate it would take 50 hours continuous flight to cover the

journey.

Scudder records that Mr. \\ . Hill, of Albany, who spent the

month of April, 1894, on the Indian River, Florida, wrote to

him concerning the movements of rieris (Ancia) monuste as follows :

"During the last ten days of my stay there, I observed that

Pieris inonii.^ite seemed impelled to move southward. At first there

were but few of them to be seen, but their numbers steadily increased
until at the end of ten days, when the time came for me to take my
departure, many hundreds could be seen at any one time during the
day, when not stopping momentarily at some hed of flowers, moving
in one direction. If obstruction were encountered these butterflies

flew over or around it and then went on in the same southerly
direction."

Notes on the distribution of tiie British Coleoptera.

By W. K. SHAlir.

{('ii)iti)iin'(] from p. 178).

Having eliminated from our consideration of the British coleoptera
the exceptions which we have already discussed—species e(jually

abundant everywhere, those introduced by man, and sucb us luuv be
treated as cjuasi-parasitical—there still reniains to be dealt with

*^

the
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vast majority of our beetle fauna, and one of the first points which will

strike the student of their distribution is its general discontinuity.

Many of them no doubt occur wherever a suitable environment exists,

as we find Fliilopedon (jeminatus on all the coast sandhills of the

kingdom, and may be always sure of the association of Strophmom ns

limbatus and Erica wherever the latter may occur ; but the majority

we discover in more isolated detachments, the environment may be

there and the appropriate beetle absent, and this segregation may
occur quite within the limit of range of the species.

Now discontinuity of this kind, but perhaps on a larger scale and
over a wider area, has been held by eminent authority as an indication

of extreme antiquity of residence. In the cases under consideration,

however, I think we shall be justified in rather attributing it to the

changes which the environment itself has undergone, and that

comparatively recently. The Great Britain of a thousand years ago
was a very different land from that which we see to-day ; easterly a

vast area of fen and marsh land, the midlands continuous forest, the

south primaeval open downs and heaths, north and west moors and
mountains ; such was the general aspect of Saxon England. Now
consider the advent of a more extended agriculture, an ever-increasing

rural population, the arable area round the scattered settlements

continually growing as these settlements grew into villages, and
villages into towns, the plough invading the pasture lands, and the

pasture lands ever encroaching on forest and marsh. The effect of all

this would be the gradual isolation of such of the fauna as clung

tenaciously to the environment of the wilderness, the, I think, probable

extermination of some species which once had a place in our fauna

—

and the diminution of all of them— so that now we find in such a

vestige of the primitive world as Askham bog, lingering renuiants of

a fen fauna which was once perhaps continuous from Yorkshire to the

Wash, and on Cannock Chase and in Delamere forest the last outposts

of species such as Miscodera antica and Hijdroporus inoiipiitiia, which

once peopled every heathery eminence or mossy hollow between those

localities and the mountains of Wales and the moors of Devonshire.

Thus it was I believe that lines of communication were cut, not by any
natural process but through the agency of man, and what ^^as once an

army of occupation is now reduced to isolated and discontinuous

garrisons in mutually remote but favourable spots.

But apart from this obvious discontinuity of distribution we cannot

fail to discern a larger grouping of species within approximately definite

limits of range, and as we study the subject a little more closely, three,

possibly four, separate groups begin to emerge which are assignable to

distinct areas, and which, although their limits are not always quite

clear, at any rate to our present very incomplete knowledge, still seem
to represent separate homogeneities and to have possibly distinct

histories and derivations.

Taking these groups in the order which we may provisionally

consider as representing to some extent that of their appearance, we
have : (1) A number of species inhabiting more especially the

mountains, moors and highlands of the north and north-west. They
form the most distinctive fauna of the north and west of Scotland and
Ireland, are well represented in the north of England and the

highlands of Wales. Many of them, however, are entirely absent from
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England, but a few appear as isolated detachments in suitable localities

as far east as Surrey and south as Devonshire. (2) We have

a large assemblage comprising, in fact, the bulk of our species, which
forms an area of greatest density in the south-east, gradually thins out

west and northward, till the species become generally rare, and are in

many cases entirely absent from Scotland and Ireland. (3) The third

group is, perhaps, more diflficult to define, and its members cannot

always be disentangled from those of the second division. I should

comprise in it all those species whose distribution is c.nindvehj

southern and south-eastern, and it is often marked even in the limited

area of its range by extreme discontinuity and specific rarity. (4) We
have a small assemblage of species which either occur only in Ireland,

but are not there restricted to the nortb, or which occur in England,
only, or in greatest abundance, in the extreme south-west, and with

this group I should feel inclined to associate a few species which
inhabit only or principally the shores of the Bristol Channel.

NoAV, as already stated, we are by no means able from the very

slight, incomplete, and sometimes even erroneous data which we
possess, to go through the list of our British coleoptera and assign,

even with the exceptions previously noted, every species to one or other

of these groups. They are at least more or less approximate generali-

sations, and to enumerate the species which we can so assign would
be superfluous to the coleopterist reader, and tedious to any other. We
may, however, consider these four groups a little more in detail.

Our first has been called the Arctic, Glacial or Celtic element in

our fauna, all terms which to some extent beg the question, perhaps

the Celtic is the better name, if we can eliminate any connotation with

the Celtic race ethnographically considered. Now the distinctive

points about this group are, that its area of maximum density is in the

north-west, tbat none of its members occur in England or Wales
which do not occur in Scotland or Ireland, or both, but that several

species are found in the latter, which certainly have not yet been
discovered in England or Wales, although environments in every

respect suitable may exist there. The group outside these islands

extends over the whole of northern Europe and the coleopterous fauna
of Faroe, Iceland, and Greenland, as far as it is known, is represented

in it. The question then arises whence was this element, distinct,

homogeneous, and separate as it is in our fauna, derived ?

If we assume the destruction of all life during the glacial period, or

a total submergence of these islands since or during that period, this

derivation could only have been from the south or east, for if ex

In/jiiit/u'si Glacial conditions made life impossible in these latitudes still

more would the derivation of any life from still more northerly areas

have been impossible, and we have excellent geological reasons against

assuming any great western continental extension of land since the

close of the tertiary period at least. Thei'efore this assumption requires

that all those species which we now find in the north and west must
have travelled there from the south and east. Yet of this journey we
can find no trace". Why was not Di/tiscKs lajipaiticKs left in the

* The occuirence of Carahu.^ clathralus in Norfolk, if it rested on absoliitoly

iiMiuipeacliiil)le evidence, would undoubtedly be a Inicc of the kind incaMt, but
hardly tiufficient to prove that this speciea reached Donegal and the Hcbridc^^ rio

East Ani'lia.
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Lynns of Wales or the Meres of Cumberland '? Why has such a species

as Cyinindia vaporariornm never been taken on any of the Surrey
heaths, whereas, at no higher elevation or differently conditioned

locality, it occurs at Heswall in Cheshire '? The assumption that these

species did once occur all along the line of their march, under suitable

conditions, but have been exterminated by younger and more vigorous

immigrants, will not I think stand, for extermination implies competi-
tion, and competition a similarity of habitat and economy, and between
these species and those which have by this supposition supplanted

them, the dissimilarity of habitat and economy is absolute. Such a

species as Carabus dathratus is not a beetle easily overlooked, and
would probably have been discovered if it existed in Wales where areas

apparently eminently suitable for it are abundant, and I might
considerably multiply such examples. The force of such evidence to

me appears to be that the members of this north-western group never

did cross the lowland plain of eastern England at all, and that conse-

quently the area of their origin must be looked for elsewhere than in

continental Europe.
There are, indeed, in other groups of our fauna and flora, indications

which point to another possible solution of this problem. A few years

ago three species of north American freshwater sponges were discovered

in the w^est of Ireland—species not yet found elsewhere in Europe. The
presence of these can only be explained by the supposition of a former
land connexion which closed in the Atlantic on the north, and united

Ireland and Scotland with Greenland and North America by way of the

Faroe Islands and Iceland to the north and Norway to the north-east.

Such an area, if it existed in late tertiary times, might well have been

peopled by a fauna which we discover now in its remaining fragments.

We must also renounce the idea of a vast ice or snow-sheet covering

the whole of Great Britain during the Glacial period, w'e must imagine

these species which we are considering dri\en south by the advent of

the cold epoch instead of led up north-westerly at its conclusion, and
resident in these islands, but probably with a range much more
southerly than at present, during all those ages of lowered temperature

when no doubt there were glaciers over all the mountain districts of

Ireland, Scotland, the north of England and ^^'ales. As the mean
temperature gradually rose century after century such species as had
advanced furthest south shrank back, not through stress of any compe-
tition, but through a physiological necessity of association with certain

climatic and other conditions.

Thus we may explain the presence of two or three species of

lli/drnpm i, iindoubtedly members of this group, in Surrey, and of others

in Devonshire, as the vestiges of a range much further south than at

present, and which has been maintained in these isolated detachments

through the environment having continued to a great extent

unchanged, that environment being aquatic, and subject to some-

what other than terrestrial conditions.

No doubt before the conclusion of the Glacial epoch great changes

in the distribution of sea and land had taken place. This country

may have been reduced to the condition of a more or less connected

archipelago, but I doubt if there is any evidence whatever from the

biological side to support the hypothesis of a total submergence.

Certainly before the complete passing away of Glacial conditions, the

suppositious connection between Ireland, Scotland, and Norway must
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have ceased to exist, otherwise it is probable we should discover in

Scotland more Norwegian species than we do at present. Enough,
however, remain to suggest their community of origin, and I believe

we shall not be wrong if we can rightly call any element in our llritish

fauna as autochthenous, in applying that title to this Celtic or north-

western area.

(To be continued.)

Butterflies in the Lebanon [irith Map).

By (Mi;s.) MAKY r.K i.a B, NICHOLL, F.K.S.

[( 'oncludt'd from p. 173.)

May 80th was a grey and windy day ; as we rode across good
butterfly country into the mountains, south-east from l>aalbek, I got

a few insects in a sheltered glen, but the weather got steadily worse,

so my bag was small. As we went on we came into very wild

mountains, less grazed and less cultivated than any I had seen, so I

resolved to halt in a lonely glen called Wady Shabat, hoping that the

next day might bring better weather, and enable me to see what
butterflies were to be had. Morning broke bright and sunny, but
very windy, and 1 started out early, attended by four men well armed,
as this district is rather unsafe. Butterflies were very plentiful,

Ari/i/nnis )ti<ihr var. eris swarmed, so did Lj/caena cunanda, always on
blue vetches. I also took all the " coppers " I had previously met with,

Tlipi'la Diyrtali', T.spiui, T. iliris, many species of Si/rir/it/iKf:, but common
in vai'iety, and nothing new, and about midday the gale increased so

much that nothing more could be done, which was imfortunate, as it

was a good locality. Next day we rode down the valley by the old

Roman road till we came to the Damascus railway and a more settled

country, but I saw very few butterflies all day. We camped at a
village called Ain Haour, close below the southern precipices of Djebel
Chekif, on June 2nd. I sent the tents round the mountain to Bloudan,
whilst I walked across, ascending to the summit and coming down the
other side to Bloudan. The ascent was very steep, up di'y watercourses
and stone slopes. I got Tlwcla mj/rtd/i', ( 'hrt/xiiji/uonis (isahiniis, Li/caena

aiitcros var. cras.sijinnrta, /-. isaiiriea, Si/richt/ms nomas. A high
meadow near the top, which looked promising, produced nothing

;

there was a snowdrift in one corner, and it was probably too early for

it. The rocky summit 7,000ft. high, was only enlivened by a few
specimens of Paran/e metiacra and Aijlais urticac var. turcica, but on
the way down to Bloudan, I again took Callojihri/K nthi, and in a
cornfield got several specimens of the beautiful orange marked Lycacna.
June 3rd was fine, and in the lanes from Bloudan down to Zebedani, I

took three fine specimens of EiKjonia jwli/cJiloros, two of Varanje
ro.rclana (neithei- of which I ever saw elsewhere), also Xiso)tiatle.'i

niarloiji. Working the railway banks at Zebedani, 1 took specimens
of 'I'lu'rla acaciar, an interesting insect, being a very small form
of the species, with underside tinged yellowish. The railway banks
further produced one very bad specimen of Lamjiiilcx t/icup/irastiiH

and several good ones of Sj/riclithits mdntis, and then the day clouded
over and I had a long ride down the beautifid valley of the
Farada to Suk Wady Farada (once famous for brigands), where we
encamped, and next day turned southwards across rocky hills, towards
Hermon. Here 1 first met with s'. pdojiuca just out of chrysalis.
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Milanarit'ia titm var. titauia was plentiful all over these hills, but not

much else. About two hours' ride brou.i^ht us to the coach-road from
Beyrout to Damascus, which here follows a nice green valley with a

pretty brook, along the banks of which I took I.yatrna aatrarrlie,

Syn'rhthiis- pui/iiri in some numbers, N. orbifrr, &c. Leaving the valley

we rode along narrow, rocky, partly cultivated and much grazed

valleys, which wound deviously through barren and very rocky hills.

I hunted carefully for butterflies, but got nothing new, much the same
insects as at Wady Shabat. June 5th, we still travelled southwards,

through much the same kind of country, and I found buttertiies

plentiful in some of the dry watercourses and little stony cornfields.

Tlwda )iii/rtali', I', ilicia var. ri'rri, L'hnisnphannK t/wrsawon var. perslca,

('. orliinins, Li/rai'iia anutndua, L. astrarchc, Ari/ifiDua niohe var. erh

(very small), /-. caxdalns {.'), Mditai'a jf/iochr, M. diihjDia var. ncera,

M. triria, Si/richtJtiis orhifer, Hesperict thaiiiiias, &c. My best catch

was Satijrus actara var. hadjina, a form quite new to me, of which I

took three among the rocks. \Ye camped outside Racheya, a rather

interesting Druse town close under the western flank of Hermon,
which 1 intended to ascend next day, but the guide declared it to be

too windy (which was not the case). As the day went on, the sirocco

dropped considerably and I went out after butterflies, but had to go

about four miles from the town before I could find any place not grazed

to death. 1 found a good spur of Hermon, about 5,000ft. high, and took

several Satijrns actat'ci var. hadjina and .S'. polopca, saw Anthorharis

rharlonia and missed it, took lliecla sjiini var. mclanctho, T. Uicis var.

(T/v/ and var. candalata, M. triria, I'!fiinr/i/u>lc li/raoii just out, Hes^peria

linciila and H. iiiistrada)n>i!i. Of this I took two or three specimens,

but whether I considered them good enough to keep or not, I cannot

remember. None, however, have come back from the setter, but I am
quite certain that I took the insect on this occasion and saw it in one

or two other places. I also got several $ s of the unknown orange-

marked Lijrarna, the males appear to be over, as I saw none. On
June 7th, the heat was excessive from the sirocco, which had been

blowing for three days, and I went up Hermon, reaching the top very

easily in four hours from Racheya. The day was fine, not very windy,

and when we reached an elevation of about 6000ft., we got above the

sirocco and breathed again. There was still much snow in all the

gullies and the ascent Avas most interesting, but entomologically it

was not a success. The summit, a broad, undulating stony plateau,

sparsely covered with prickly shrubs, produced no butterflies except

I'ieris daplidicr, /'. napi, Colias cdxaa, Pijraiiiris cardiii, all very scarce.

On the way down, I saw a very few ParnassiKa iirnriiiosi/iu' (probably its

southern limit), took one Li/caoia panai/ra, several Tlwda ini/rtale and
7'. s))i)ti var. mdanctlio, one Cnlias edusa var. luiice, and a few doubt-

ful and battered sundries. Next day was hotter than ever and we rode

southwards by a little known track to Hasbeyah. Here we came to

the red sandstone formation, and a better-watered country, with

valleys pink with oleander in full bloom along the water-courses, and
here I took several specimens of Cii/aritis acamas in bad order. I

wish I had visited these glens a fortnight earlier, where they would
probably have been more productive. Jvme 9th was the hottest day

we had, sirocco, grey sky and no butterflies out. On June 10th we
started back to the Lelmnon, and had two fearfully hot days' march,
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and I saw scarcely any butterflies, except at our camp on the 9th, by a

nice spring in chalk-hills, where I caught L>/cac)w hfUariiKs. On
arriving in tho Lebanon we found fresh high wind and much cloud,

most refreshing, but bad for butterflies ; nor did I have another good
day till we were encamped at Khan Hunnin, about 6,000ft. above the

sea, in a hollow directly below the highest summit of Djebel Sunnin,
on its western side. Here is excellent butterfly ground, rough, half-

cultivated, terraced fields, deep watercourses and snow-fed streams.

Here I stayed for three days and worked the slopes. I found Thais

ceriayi common at 6,000ft., rather bleached in colour. There were
also numbers of Tlia'a^ caterpillars feeding on the Aristalnc/tia. They
spun themselves up between the leaves in bright sunshine, feeding

only in cloudy weather or at night. I took some, which appeared

nearly full-fed. in hopes that they might go into chrysalis within

a few days, but entirely failed in getting pupa) before J left Syria.

On these mountain siiles I took P. )iiue»ii)si/iie and saw three

fine specimens of F.iicldoe ranlantiues, none of which 1 could catch.

Thecla mijrtale was common, also T. spiui var. fiiclanrtho, (hryaophanuii

thermmon var. perdca, Lainpidex hoetica, Lycaena cyllarns, L. Uaurica,

L. camhilns, L. Heinianins var. hcU'n^ (but no var. antioclit'iio), L. anteros

var. crassipuucta, L. hi'lLoyiis, I., aniiis or />. zrpJn/rKs, L. icarus, and
two or three of the doubtful Lyranut 2 s, Aryyiuiis niohe var. eria, A.
pandora, Melitaca didyma, M. p/uii.'he, ^J. triria, Melanaryia titea (but

no var. titania), and most of the species of Syrichthna I had previously

taken. 1 went up Djebel Suunin (about HHOOft.) and got no butterflies

on the top, excepting Aylaix nrticac var. turcica. June 19th and 20th,

we rode for two days northwards across mountains whence every green
thing had been stripped by goats as far as Afka, where we en-

camped on an excellent place for butterflies, about four miles short

of the famous grotto of Venus. Here the mountain had been reserved for

cows and horses and late grazing, so insects were plentiful. We were
on the head waters of Dog River. Here I took I'ieris cryane and
l.ycama adnictii!^ var. rippcrtii and saw Goncjitcryx rIrani ni as well as
a . a)tti>nia, it was the only place where I found the two species flying

together. T/n'cla ilicix and 7'. spini were common, also Mclanaryia titea

and most of the mountain insects I had previously taken. I spent
two days here and was then reluctantly compelled to ride to Beyrout,
to catch the steamer for Constantinople on the 28rd, instead of going
north to the Cedars and Dahr el Khotib. But there was no other
boat for a fortnight, and I could not spare so much time in Syria, and
thus ended a rough and most incomplete attempt to investigate the

l)utterriies of the Lebanon. 1 hope in the course of another year or so,

with the assistance of Professor Day, to get a more complete catalogue
of the lepidoptera of this district. He and his wife have taken at

least twelve species which I never met with, and there are proljably

many more to be had, especially in the Antilebanon and Hermon
country and the extreme northern end of the Lebanon range. To the

best of my belief, these regions are unexplored by the collector. I

append a list of captures. Many of the names are given on the
authority of Mr. Elwes, but he declares himself unable to decide posi-

tively as to the species of several of the Lycfenas, and we hope to get a

more complete series during the ensuing summer.
L'apiliu pudalirius : Not very common on coast. P. niachauu : Not
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very common. Parnansiua inntnno^ii/nc : Lebanon and Hermon, not

very abundant, about 4000ft. to 6000ft. T/iais cfrisyi : Lebanon and
Hermon, common from 2500ft. to GOOOft. doneptcri/x rliamni var.

farinosa: Common on the eastern slope of Lebanon. <i . clcopatra var.

taiirica : Common on the coast and western slope of Lebanon ; I saw
both species of (jronepti'njx at Afka. Aporia crataciji : Common every-

where along the eastern slopes of Lebanon and in Antilebanon, 1200ft.

to 4000ft. ( oliua I'diim : Very common everywhere ; var. JicUrc, not

uncommon. J'ien's brassicae : Common in gardens, very white under-

neath, r. rajiiii': Common in gardens and on the mountains ; found

as high as the top of Hermon. /'. napi : One specimen only at

Zebedani. I', i-ri/aiic : At Afka, western slope of Lebanon, 4000ft.,

not uncommon, not seen elsewhere. Aiitliocharia hdia : Not uncommon
along the coast ; none seen inland except at Zeljedani. Aiith(wharis char-

Ionia var. jifiiiar: Not common, but widely distributed on eastern slopes

of Lebanon and Antilebanon. Kuddu'e canlamiucs : Coast and western

slope of Lebanon, not very common. I.cucopluma .sinajds : Very
common. /-. (luponchdi : Not uncommon and widely distributed.

Lviiontis ca)iiilla : Common on Lebanon and Antilebanon. Pi/raDieia

atalanta : Not uncommon. /'. atrdiii : Common on Lebanon and
Antilebanon. Ai/lais urticae var. turcica : Common above 4000ft.

;

haunts the sunniiits of the highest mountains. Kw/onia p(di/c/doros :

Not common, Zebedani only. Pidi/i/onia ajca : Common along the

coast, April. Melitaca cinxia : Not very common ; above oloudan,

about 5500ft., and on Djebel Kneysseh at 4500ft. ; very small and pale

var. with antemarginal row of black spots on hindwings, almost or

altogether, obliterated, probably var. ainamla. M. jdiucbe : Common
everywhere, always small and very variable. M. didyina : Very
common, and extremely variable. M. triria : Common, 8000ft. to

4000ft., rather small and resembling the form from Turkestan.

Arnynnis hithiniia : Very common. A. pandora: Not uncommon,
Lebanon and Antilebanon. A. niohc var. cri>i : ^'ery connnon on all

high mountains, Lebanon and Antilebanon, not taken below 8500ft.,

all small specimens and rather greenish. ]>a)tais cliri/si/ipiis : Very
common in the irrigated strip of fertile land along the coast north of

J>eyrout ; April to -ruly. Melanan/ia titca : Common along the coast

and on western slope of Lebanon up to 4000ft., not on eastern slope
;

var. titania, very common, Antilebanon and eastern slope of Lebanon
;

it much resembles .17. larissa, and is possibly a distinct species. Sati/rus

Iwnnionc : Common, Lebanon and coast. -S'. tdephassa : Universally

common. May and June. S. anthe : Universally common, June.

S. pdopea : Not quite so common, mid-June, about 3000ft.

!<. sonde var. nicmina : Common on Lebanon, June. S. a<-f(ica var.

Iiadjina : Only on the higher foot-hills of Hermon, June ; this

resembles most nearly an Armenian form of N. actara. Ypainia

astcropc : Very common along the coast; April to -luly. I'aranjc

rn.rdana : Rare, two specimens only near Zel)edani. /'. t'lpria : Widely
distributed, Lebanon and Antilebanon. /'. macra : Lebanon, connnon.
/'. nu'i/aera : Very common, swarms on all the highest sunnnits.

Kpinephelc janiru var. tdnussia : Very common everywhere, from April

to July ; this var. differs from the type, not only in coloration but also

in habit ; it has a trick of alighting on bare earth, fuirows. or stones

which match it in colour. K. h/cauii : Connnon. Hermon and
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Lebanon, 3500ft. to 5000ft. Coimoni/i/iplid jianiphilus : Universally

cominon. T/wcla sin'iii : Common at low elevations, Lebanon and
Herraon, the var. nwlanrtlui replaces the type or nearly so, above 4000ft.
I'.ilicis: Not very common, Lebanon and Hermon ; \ar. caiidalatd,

occurs with type, not uncommon ; var. cnri, with type, Hermon. '/'.

acaciac var. (ilnldniiiuilis : Eastern slope of Lebanon, common. 7'.

iiiyrtale : Common on all the higher mountains from 3000ft. and
OOOOft., Lebanon and Antilebanon. Callojihri/s nihi : Common above
6000ft., Lebanon, Antilebanon, and Hermon. c/iri/Kdji/uiiiKs (h/h'ihus:

Lebanon and Antilel)anon, not uncommon. May. ('. asalii)iiifi : Not
uncommon, eastern Lebanon and Antilebanon, May. C. tlwrsautoii

:

Common from coast to 5000ft., April to .June. (
'. p/daeas : Not very

common ; but tjfenerally distributed. < '. dorilis : Rare, taken only on
Lebanon, 4000ft., j\Iay. Cii/nritis acainas: Hermon, June, counnon in

the moimtains of Lebanon later in the season. Laiiijiidcs huetica :

Lebanon, common, 2000ft. to 5000ft., April to June. L. thcnjdtrastus :

One specimen only at Zebedani, May. L. (jainra : Coast, only a few
worn specimens, April. Li/caena trocJiiliis : Very common, April to

June, everywhere. L. ortpts: Common near Afka, June, 4000ft., very
small specimens. L. loeirii : Two specimens only, Antilebanon. /..

astrarche: Common, 8000ft. to 6000ft., Lebanon and Antilebanon. L.
panain'o : Hermon and eastern face of Lebanon, 4000ft. to 5000ft. L.
(iiitcroK \-Ar, era.ssip II nrta : Common, 3000ft. to 6000ft., Lebanon and
Antilebanon ; this form differs widely from L. (tnterus, as taken in

Bulgaria and Roumelia, May and June. />. imidirci: Not uncommon,
4000ft. to 5000ft., eastern Lebanon and Antilelianoii. L.aniandn:
Very common, 4000ft. to 5000ft., Lebanon and A)itilebanon ; females
very dark and brilliant. /.. Inilaniiis : Lebanon and Antilebanon,
3000ft. to 6000ft., June. J., ((iiulaliia: Not common, eastern jjebanon,
4000ft. to 5000ft., May and June. /.. adinetiis var. rip/iettii : \'ery

common, Lebanon, June, 4000ft. /.. .^emianjus var. belli.s : Not
uncouanon on Lebanon, 4000ft. to 5000ft. ; var. aiiticc/iciia, not
common. Lebanon and Baalbek, May, 2000ft. to 4000ft. /.. cijUarus

var. fn((iin<isa : Common, Lebanon, 2000ft. to (iOOOft. /.. icanis:

Common, Lebanon and Antilebanon. 7.. ^I'pltifnix var. iiirludli (or new
species ?) : Not uncommon, Lebanon and Antilebanon ; the form with
brightest orange spots on upperside of hindwings was invariably taken
on chalk, in fields of green corn, ]')aalbek and J^>I()udan produced the
best specimens, May and early .[une. I., nni/pi/ns : Not connnoii.
Antilebanon and Lebanon, ('yam'ri^ ani'tolns: Connuon. Lebanon and
.\ntilebanon, ]\[ay. I'aniara nuit/iias : Not common, coast, May.
.S'////<(^/((//7(.s<//^//(/('</('; Counnon, coast, Lebanon and Antilebanon. S.alrt'ac:

Connuon below 4000ft. Xi/richt/ms altrits: V^ery common everywhen'
up to 5()00ft. s. orhifcr: Common, Lebfinon and Antilel)anon, 3000ft.
to ()()00ft. N. srrratidae: Not very common, Lebanon and Antilebanon,
300()ft. to 4500ft. N. pniifiri : Not common, Damascus and Antilebanon,
3000ft. to 4500ft. N. nomas : Common everywhere, from coast to

6000ft. S. jnehifis : Common everywhere, coast to 5000ft., April to

June. Ui's/irrid tJuinmas: Common, Lebanon and Antilebanon, 3000ft.
to 500()ft. 1 1, (inriila : Not so common, Hermon and Antilebancm,
3000ft. to 50()0ft. 1 1 . artacnn : Not common. Dog river glen only,
coast level. //. iiustnidanias : Saw several specimens but failed to get
any good one-;, Lebanon. .Xi.wniddes marloi/i : Not uncommon in the
Antilebanon, about 4000ft. to 5000ft.
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Observations on some new and litt!e=known Orthoptera

with biological ^otes^

By J. PORTOCHINSKY (translated by Jacob Kotinsky).

The subject of the present article comprises two species of orthop-

terovis insects in the family Arridiodea to Avhich I have paid special

attention during my travels in Transcaucasia. One of these species

belongs to the genus Ereinobia, and, it seems to me, is a new one,

while the other belongs to Xocamden, and is one of the very little

known orthoptera. Both species are, as we shall see later, of

considerable interest.

In the fields surrounding Erivan and Echmiadzin during the

month of May we come across an Krewobia peculiar for its large size

and the shape of its pronotum. I^efore, however, I proceed with the

detailed description of this apparently new species, which I shall name
Eret)i(Aiia ijrandix, I deem it necessary to give a short description of

the country in which this insect breeds. The plains of P^rivan present

a quite level surface nearly surrounded by mountains. These clay

fields, covered almost over their entire extent with a thick layer of

volcanic sand and other volcanic products, have quite a peculiar

appearance. In places, the surface appears of a dark bluish -grey

colour, in others grey, passing here and there into pink and reddish.

Each of these colours depends upon the hue of the sand and gravel,

and predominates either upon small spaces or upon entire plains ; so

much so, that it is hard to find a patch where pure clay with its

natural colour is exposed to view. Thus the prevailing tints of the

fields are slaty-grey, grey, and bluish, more rarely clay-yellow. This

level is covered with an uniform, stunted growth. Clumps of bloom-

ing Peijanu)!! are found in places, also blooming Salvia, Kiifdmrbia,

creeping Astraiialns, and the low-growing Arti'iiiisia, these are the

principal representatives of the local flora, Avhich becomes more
vigorous and more varied only on the banks of streams : but even these

few prevailing vegetable forms rarely occur altogether. There, whole

squares are covered with riujannm, only so, however, that the distance

between two bushes of it is several yards of bare ground ; here, you

strike a strip entirely covered by Salvia and KnjJiorbia, and, finally,

a large area covered almost exclusively by Artrniisia.

The numerous animals found in these fields conform with the soil

of the Erivan steppes in colour, presenting in their general appearance

a striking resemblance to it. This is true principally with all those

that either always remain on the surface, or are wont to sit there

occasionally. I have often walked considerable distances without

seeing a single animal, but, no sooner did I slacken my pace, and, as

far as possible, zigzagged my course, when, now here, now there, some
insect or other would either jump or fly out of the way. To those of the

latter group belong the large Kremobia (jrandiK and others. The con-

formity of colour between the locusts and the soil has been noticed

more than once, nevertheless the phenomenon herein described by me
deserves special attention, since, in the description of this new species,

all possibilities of imagining even an approximate general colour of

the insect, are excluded. Its colour varies to extremes, and I did not

* From Horce Societatis Entomologicce Eossircp, vol. xx., pp. 111-127, pi. xii.,

1886.
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succeed in finding two specimens exactly alike. They are either

of a dark dirty or clay colour, or more often of a light bluish or

pink, and, to such an extent do all resemble the bluish, pink, &c., stones

abundantly scattered about the field, that even at close range the

insects could not be distinguished. In connection with this striking

resemblance between the colouring of the insect and the objects upon
which they rest, there is a perceptible immobility of the described

orthoptera. Only when the foot of the pedestrian threatens to crush

the insect does it make a leap, then it remains at rest again, when its

colour blends with that of its surroundings and again becomes
imperceptible to the eye.

Freiiiubia (jrandis, n.sp., is from 1-3-1 "5 in. long. The males being

shorter and thinner than the females. From these dimensions we see

that this species belongs to the very large Kreniobicfe. In order to

make the specific characters of K. (p-andis more conspicuous I will give

a comparative description of the different parts of the body of this

species with the similar pai'ts of another very common form, i.e., E.
)iu(rnata. Except in the difference in size the heads of both are almost

exactly alike in shape. The essential difference is noticed in the shape

of the epicranium, i.e., the distance between the eyes ; in K. iiiandis

it is slightly truncate, while in K. imnirata it is broader and marked
by many raised lines. The pronotum presents the most important
character of the species. As in 7V. iiiiirirata it consists of two parts;

the anterior, separated from the posterior by a transverse sulcus, is in

its turn crossed by three sulci (as in K. iiniricata) dividing it into

three parts, each of which terminates above in a tooth (exactly as in

K. Iiniricata). These three divisions, narrowing dorsally, conjunc-

tively form an elevated sharp ridge or crest which runs along the

middle of the anterior half of the pronotum, and is divided into three

teeth that are not equally distinct in all specimens. This anterior

half of the pronotum of /'.'. (jirDKlis, as in /*-'. imirirata, is granulous
and thickened, but differs from K. iiniricata in that the teeth of the

elevated crest are raised one above the other, in which case the first

(the one nearest the head) is lower than the third, while in A', iiniricata

the third is lower than the first two which are almost etpial in length.

More important as a differentiating character is the posterior part of

the pronotum. In /,'. imnicata this part is sharply separated from the

anterior by reason of its being almost flat above with but a slight

longitudinal ridge in the middle. J>esides, this part of the pronotum
in 7'.'. Iiniricata, even though it becomes narrower posteriorly, termin-

ates in a rounded angle almost entirely flattened, while in A', (iraiulis

this part of the pronotum is entirely different in structure, l^egin-

ning with its end the pronotum gradually curves upwards, and near
the middle runs into a raised crest with a sharp edge, which continues

to the posterior end of the pronotum that here forms an acute angle.

Thus the crest of the anterior half of the pronotum of K. (jrandis.

gradually passes into the raiseil crest of the posterior part, in conse-

(pience of which, the division between the anterior and posterior parts

of its prothorax is not as distinct as in A', iiniricata, and the sharp

posterior end of the pronotum increases the difference between the two
species. It should also be mentioned that the thorax of l\. iirandia

is covered with small tubercles as in /•.'. iiniricata. Of other plastic

characters and differences one may be noticed in the structure of the
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exterior surface of the posterior femora which is generally smoother
than in /•,'. muricata, and the upper and lower margins of that femur
in T*'. ijrandis are smooth, while in the other they are more or less

sinuous or slightly wavy. In the colouring of the body and its parts

I did not find sufficient differentiation in character to be worth
consideration. It is worth mentioning only that the wings of the-

male as well as the female are longer than the body though in the

male they are comparatively longer. The colour of the wings is ash-

blue, lighter near the base ; but, as already stated above, it is almost
impossible to describe the colour of the body of this new Krettiobia, to

such an extent does it differ in different specimens. Some of them
are of an uniform bluish-grey tint, others are ash-grey, and still others

are of a pinkish colour. Besides, some forms are uniformly coloured

with one of the above enumerated hues, while their tegmina are

covered with a larger or smaller number of dark or blackish irregular

spots or lines. Regardless of the fact that the general coloration of

hi. (jrandix is of the modest class, since it completely resembles the

colour of its habitat, we should, nevertheless, recognise it as very

brightly coloured were we to examine the various parts of the body
which the insect naturally conceals either when at rest or in the

presence of danger. It is evident that, were the exposed exterior parts

of the body tinted brightly, the presence of the insect would be
betrayed and it would become a prey to its enemies. This is why
only such parts of the body of the orthoptera are highly coloured as

would normally remain concealed. Among these parts in Anidiadea
the long hindlegs play an important role. The bright hues are here

usually displayed either only on the lower and inner faces of the

femora, or also upon the tibise and tarsi. The colour of the inner

surface of the hind femora of K. iirandix is l)right red but the ends of

the femora are light blue ; the colour of the inner surface of the tibia;,

like the femora, is also bright red. There is a still more beautiful

decoration in E. ijrandis, however, the meaning of which is entirely

puzzling to me. If by means of the finger we push the head a little

away from the pronotum we shall notice upon the posterior surface of

the head, which usually closes quite tightly upon the pronotum, two
small round spots of a clear white colour. These spots are surrounded

by rings of a beautiful lilac, and this entire design by orange or bright

yellow extending almost to the lateral side of the head. Fpon
examining these beautiful decorations one naturally asks himself, if

the bright colours of the Atrididdea are generally distributed over the

under and inner surface of the hind legs, raising which these are

readily exposed, how and under what circumstances K. <irandu

exhibits its curious coloration placed where one would least expect to

find it '? During my sojourn in the Caucasus I did not succeed in

unravelling this mystery, but it would be most interesting to have it

explained in the nearest future.

In order to judge the variation and gaudiness of colours in the

hind legs of Acridiodea I deem it sufficient out of the niimerous

instances to notice, besides the already described E. (/randia, the

following. In one variety, apparently, of our common E. muricata, the

body of which is coloured greyish-yellow-clay, very much like the

colour of the clay plains of south-eastern Russia, where it breeds, the

colour of the inner side of the basal ends of the hind femora is violet,
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andthe other ends l)right red; the inner sides of the bind tibi* are

also violet, while their ends, as well as the inner row of spines upon

them, are bright red. In StitlmplujiHo t'liKcinn, Pall., the bind femora are

brigbt red below, and, on the inner side, are yellow witb a black

marking, which consists of a spot located above and nearer the base,

and a semicircular transverse stripe ; the ends of the femora are also

black, the hind tibia' are black basally, then follows a yellow ring, and

the remaining length, including the spines (only the lips of which are

black), is red. The general l)ody colour of Arridiuin (iriii//itiii)ii,

L., is dirty grey ; the inner faces of the hind feiuora are reddish-grey

with reddish veinlets, while below they are bright red ; the inner

faces of the hind tibiie and the tarsi are lilac, becoming brighter

terminally : besides, the tiliial spines are white at the bases sharply

passing into reddish-brown and l^ack at the tips.

(To he concluded.

\

Notes on aa unsuccessful attempt to breed Colias edusa.

By J. C. DOLLMAN.

Two female imagines of ( 'dlian nhisa were caught at Ditchling Beacon

on Septemlter oth, 1900, and placed on a clover plant in a large flower-

pot, and the first egg was deposited on September Hth. Pellets of

cotton-wool soaked in treacle and water were dropped in the pot, on

which the insects fed until the li'jth of the month, when they died.

The eggs were shaped like a nine-pin, with a sharply-pointed upper

extremity, and Avere laid on the lower as well as the upper side of the

leaAes. Their position was at right angles with the surface of the

leaf, and they were of a bright yellowish-white colour until the 11th

of the month, when they began to change colour, turning to a rich

saffron -yelloA\, gradually deepening to strong sienna red-brown. The
tip always remained light yellow. The ova turned dark grey in colour

on the 16th and hatched on the 17th. The young larva partly devours

the eggshell after emergence, and when seen through the microscope

is deep saffron in colour with a black head. The head is larger than

the body segments, which gradually taper to the anal end, the last being

the smallest of them all. The segments are distinctly marked with a

sharp skinfold, and are all strongly wrinkled transversely. The entire

larva, including the head, is profusely dotted with white warts

arranged in longitudinal rows and which emit white hairy projections

thickened and club-shaped at the tips. The length of the young larva

upon emergence is rather over y^eth of an inch, and it appears, almost
invariably, to feed upon the upper side of the leaf. In two or three

days the young larva had filled out and grown to be almost ^th of an
inch in length. The body was then shiny in appearance, with every

segment strongly emphasised by the skinfold, and between the folds

the skin on the segments was strongly wrinkled transversely. On the

skinfolds determining the segments were white protuberances, and a

few black and white ones on the body generally, which was finely

reticulated with minute black dotting. The head was still black, with
strong hairy club-headed projections of a whitish tint developed freely

upon it. On the second segment, immediately beyond the head, was
a row of five or six black warts. The habit of the larva was sluggish,

as it had been from the first, the creature being extended at full length
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upon the upper side of the leaf on which it moved only to feed. On
September 28rd the first moult took place, the second skin was
exhibited, and the larva was about ,-^^th of an inch in lent^th. The
head and body now were of the same colour—a light greenish
cinnamon—and were l)oth heavily studded with white warts, having a
black centre. The entire larva, head and body, covered with short
white hairs projecting from these warts. The segments were still

strongly marked, and the body wrinkled transversely. These wrinkles,

swelling upon each side in the line of the spiracles, formed a projecting

longitudinal fold which caught the light, and looked like a white line

for the whole length of the larva. In a day or two the head had again
darkened in colour, yet not to black, but of a brown colour, and was
now inferior in size to the central segments, which again narrowed to

the anal end. The young larva has a habit, which had been shown
from the first, of lying along the middle of the leaf of the food-plant

on that portion of it known as the " mid-rib." It resorts to this

position before evening, so that when the clover leaf closes, which it

does at night, the larva lies shut within it. This habit may possibly

be associated with the larva almost always feeding, Avhen young, upon
the upper side of the leaf. A large proportion of those larva which
died early were found either on the underside of the leaf or away from
the centre of it on the upper surface. This may indicate that, in the

first instance, the larva missed the protection afforded by the shelter of

the closed leaf at night, and, in the other, that it may have suffered

some inconvenience or injury from the tightly closing sides of the leaf

when young and delicate. I can conceive no other reason for the large

percentage of mortality which occurred at this period, for the larvas

had not been touched or disturbed since being carefully placed upon
the leaves of the growing food-plant, it being necessary to remove them
after emergence from the plant on which the ova were deposited, as it

had failed to grow. There were eighty-four emergences from the ova,

and, on the 27th of the month, but twenty-seven larva' survived. The
larva at this period—ten days old—was in the habit of resting with
the claspers firmly holding the surface of the leaf and elevating the

forepart of the body in a bent posture, like the larv* of the genus
Sjihin.v, to a slight extent, with the head depressed and just resting the

tips of the legs upon the leaf. It appears seldom to feed at the edge

of the leaf, but to eat small holes in the broad surface, on the upper
side, which are gradually enlarged by consumption to the uuirgin in a

ragged and broken manner. On the 27th of the month the second

moult was accomplished, and the larva was about a (quarter of an inch

long, or rather less. In the third skin it is pale yellowish-green all over,

including the head, but the body is so thickly covered with black warts,

having white rings around them, as to present an almost dark grey

appearance in colour as a whole. The segments are distinctly luarked

by an incision or skinfold rather sunken from the surface, and between

each of these skinfolds are five others on each segment more raised in

character ; and, while on each segment these folds are thickly covered

with the black warts with white rings, the folds marking the segments

are almost bare of warts, except upon each side, where two or three

are found at some distance from each other. The warts are arranged

on the body in irregular longitudinal rows, a row of large ones, then a

row of smaller ones, then another row of large ones, the space
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between the warts being reticulated very finely with black net-lik*

tracery upon the yellowish -green ground. The head is thickly

sprinkled with black warts, without the white rings round them,

and from every wart on the larva projects either a white or

black hair. Extending the full length of the larva there is a thin

black line below the spiracles, edged upon the upper side with a thin

white line. Upon the dorsal area are also two lightpr brownish lines

closely set together. The larva now appears ratlier more activo

than hitherto, but is still very sluggish, scarcely leaving the leaf

on which it practically lives from day to day. The casting of this

skin w^ould seem to have been a difficult matter, for the whole of

the stock succumbed to this o)-deal, save one example. This remain-

ing one I placed on fresh food by itself, on which it fed w-ell for

a few days until October 1th, when it stopped feeding and prepared

to cast the third skin. It evidently was not going to be successful in

the ettbrt, for on the 5th it lost its foothold upon the food-plant, and,

on the evening of the 5th, after three or four violent movements from

side to side, presumably an etibrt to break the skin on the forward

segments, it laid still on its side and gave no further evidence of

vitality. An examination of the dead larva gave the following results.

The ground colour of the entire creature was a pale yellowish-green,

the head, legs, claspers, and anal extremity shiny and smooth in

surface. The head, legs, claspers, and anal region were sprinkled

with small black warts, and the light green ground colour, with tha

exception of the head, was covered with minute black dotting. The
upper and lateral surfaces of the larva were covered with broken

longitudinal rows of black warts, set in white rings, and of the two
different sizes. The whole of the warts, on head and body, supplied

with either a black or white hair. The space between the warts on
the green ground was closely covered with minute black reticulation.

On the back ran the two closely set pale brown lines. On the spiracular

region, for the entire length of the larva, were the thin black and
white lines—the black line not now so evident as at first. The
spiracles themselves were oval in shape, set on end, and were light

shiny olive-green in colour, the edges gradually darkening in a

suffused manner to the outside edge, which was sharply determined by
a thin black line. The larva was about /gths of an inch in length at

the time of its death.

JP>RACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for July.

By .J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.

—

MelcuiipiciH epiphron swarms in early July all over Ben
Cruachan, south of the Cruachan Burn, from 1000ft. to 3000ft.

elevation.

2.—Worn females of Tlmia ir-alhian will oviposit freely if sleeved

out in the sun on elm in early July,

3,—From the middle of July into August the imagines of

* Practical Hints for the Fikld Lkpidopterist, recently published, contains

1,250 similar hints to these, distributed over every month in the year. Interleaved

(for collector's own notes).

—

Ed.
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ThynielicKs (utaenn abound on the slopes at Swanaj^e—July 15th is a

good normal date.

4.—The large Antliroceia jialustn's is to be found abundantly in

marshes throughout July (and early August^, the insect is much
confused with the early June-tiying J. trifolii. The cocoons are

usually spun well up on grass culms, i^c, like those of A. riUi>endulaf.

5.—Old currant bushes should be searched during the last week
of June and the fii'st fortnight in July for paired examples of Sesia

tijiuliformis ; they appear to be most readily found about 4 p.m. -6 p.m.
6.—The imagines of 'I'ror/iiliiit/i beinbecij'onni' may be found in July

in numbers, just emerged, from about 7 a.m. -8.30 a.m. on poplar-

trunks, the empty pupa-cases sticking out of the trunks beside them
(Porritt). In the south of England this species usually attects sallows

and willows.

7.—In July the young larva of A/uitfla aci'ris sits curled in a note

of interrogation (?) form, beneath a leaf of sycamore or horse-chestnut,

and eats only the lower parenchyma between the veins in its first

stadium, and in the second it still leaves the veins and upper cuticle,

but by the time it gets into the third stadium it eats the whole
thickness of the leaf, and traces of its feeding are pretty evident.

8.—The larva of ( 'raniopJuira lii/iistri always rests underneath a

leaf of the food-plant (usually ash), as soon as large enough along the

midrib, and when fullgrown along the central petiole ; the tapering to

either extremity assists it in eluding observation, and it is difficult to

see even when full-grown, whilst a half-grown one is very readily

overlooked even in captivity.

9.—During the early part of July searching rushes and thistle-

heads in a damp wood near Church Stretton, resulted in a good series

of Xi/loji/iaxia scolijjiaciiia (Newnham).
10.—In July the imagines of Photluih's cajitiiincnUi are abundant

everywhere on the coast of county Galway, flying about in the daytime
in hundreds, and much more strongly marked and marbled than
English specimens (Marker).

11.—The imagines of I'hothcdcs captiuncida Sixe best taken from the

middle to the end of July. They fly (near Hartlepool) in short low

flights over grassy places near the sea ; for five minutes or so many
specimens will be seen, then, possibly owing to a slight change in the

temperature, none will be seen for perhaps half an hour, then the flight

will be repeated, ike. (Maddison).
12.—Near Cambridge, in 1892, Apauu-n (ipJddtirainina was on the

wing a long time ; the first examples were taken on July oth, and the

species was still in first rate condition from the 15th-26th, and then

others up to August 5th. The species is a genuine dusk flyer, about

half an hour being the time in which one can take them ; three or four

were taken by walking about with a light, but dusk is undoubtedly the

time. They fly quietly, look very light on the wing, settle on difl'erent

flowers, and are very quiet and easy to box (Farren).

13.—In July, 1892, some 50 Aijrotis obxciiro (ran'da) were taken in

the neighboui'hood of Chinnor, only two, however, at sugar, the rest

being obtained by searching outhouses, &c. (Spiller).

14.—Capsules of Hilene iiiaritima, collected in July on the western

coast of Scotland (Oban), gave a supply of larviie of Dianthoecia conspersa

the resulting imagines proving almost identical with the southern form.
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15.—In the Shetland Islands (Unst) the larva^ of rh'coit/ujrria

I'liiisprrsd feed on Silriir )iiaritini(i, in July and Au,L,mst ; in the south of

En.iifland the larv* feed on SUcni' i)iriata (McArthur).
16.—The larva' of hianthtn'cia irnyitlan's are to he swept in middle

and late July from si/<>)i,' otites, or, when iiearly full-grown, they may
he found just helow the surface of the ground at the roots of their

food-plant by day, or obtained by searching with a lantern at night

whilst feeding at Tuddenham, A-c. They will feed freely on 1 jjchnis

lldscncKli in confinement, and also on garden varieties of Lifchiii^.

17.—I>y the first week in July the larva' of (JnculUa rerbasci are

often quite large enough to show very marked traces of their feeding

on the mulleins.

18.—The last fortnight in July is the time to sugar for Cahjinnia

l>yralma, Swansea appears to be a better locality for it than Reading,

fifteen specimens having been taken on one evening at sugar among
elms.

19.—During July, beds of Aconituin and larkspur should be well

watched for Plnsia iiinncUi hovering over the flowers at dusk ; light

near such beds is also attractive to the species. They are also attracted

by flowers of Xicoticoia ajiinis.

20.—Eggs of I'liisia bractca laid in July will hatch in a week ; the

larvie can be kept in a cold frame, and fed on lettuce and groundsel

till end of August; then, if one wishes to force them, they must be put

into a cucumber-house with temperature from 68°F.-80°F. and fed on
dandelion ; some thus treated were full-fed from September 13th till

end of month, imagines emerged September 24th-October 15th.

21.— The larv;e of Hccatera screna are to be swept during the

afternoon at dusk in late July or August from various species of

I'icHs ; they are common on railway banks in Kent, on the IHantlutcciu

irm/iilaris ground at Tuddenham, &(i. The larvte are also some-
times abundant on the blossoms of Crcjiix circus (Norgate).

22.

—

('alliiicnia iniitiitta Hies at dusk in early July, and sometimes
occurs in considerable numbers in a limited space, possibly males

assembling. May also be beaten by day.

23.—During the first week of July the imagines of Lcioftiliix

licnitiiamtx may be disturbed from the mugwort by day, or found on the

mugwort plants with a lantern by night.

24.—In the last week of July, larva?, pupa? and imagines (chiefly

the last-named) of Ariptilia spiludacti/la are to be found on or among
Marnihixiii ntliiarc ; the pupte always on the upper surface of a leaf

near the midrib.

25.

—

I ><jiri'ssaria liitiilmiiila is to be taken on old stone walls at

Kannoch, in July and August.
2().— -V/vV'f/v'.s irri(ji(((m( is connnon on all tlu- niountriins between

i^raemar and (Uen Shee at a high elevation, frequenting slopes covered

with Vaniiiiiiiii and Alv/icmllla, and flying in the sunshine, the $ s

very rarely seen on the wing. A splendid locality for .S. irriijuana is

the western slope of the hill at the back of the hotel at Glen Shee,

also connnon on the mountains near Loch Laggan.
27.—The foxglove flowers, collected on the smaller islands of the

Innei" Hebrides in July, pioduce larva* of the fine form of l\iii>itli,ria

fitihluilata, known as var. lirbmUtiin.

28.—Capsules of Silenc inaritivia, collected in -lul) on the western
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coast of Scotland (Oban), gave a supply of larv* of Eapitheria cenosata

(the resulting imagines but slightly darker than those from the usual

inland food-plant, Silenc inrl'tta).

29.—During the first fortnight of July the imagines of Aciilalia

ochrata are usually actively on the wing by about 8 p.m., and continue

on the move till dark, tlying about (htonis, quite close to the herbage;

after dark they may be found with a lantern whilst resting on the

plants.

30.—The larv* of Aculalia iiiianiinata thrive on the withered leaves

as well as the fresh ones of convolvulus, and have such a great

protective resemblance to the withered stems of their food-plant that

it is difficult to find them amongst the dried <lrhris ; the pupal stage

is a very short one, the imagines emerging early in July. The eggs are

loosely scattered, and hatch within a week or ten days of being laid,

given suitable weather.

(HORRENT NOTES.
At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, held on

May 1st, 1901, Mr. C. G. Barrett exhibited for Mr. H. \V. Vivian a

Noctuid said to be referable to Xylophcma lakritia, Hufn., a species

not hitherto recorded in the British Islands. It was taken in South
Wales by Mr. W. E. E. Allen.

At the same meeting Sir George Hampson exhibited two females of

an apterous Lachneid from the Transvaal, with cocoon and ova

bred by Colonel J. M. Fawcett, 5th Lancers. The larva is very much
like that of the British Macrotln/laria nibi. The female does not

emerge from the cocoon, its antennae being aborted and all the joints

coalesced with a flabellate organ with slight striye indicating the joints;

the fore tibiae short with traces of tibial claws. The male is unknown,
and as Colonel Fawcett was on active service at the time of emergence,

he was unable to expose the female for the purpose of attracting the

male.

At the same time Mr. H. Goss exhibited a gynandromorphous
specimen of Lijcaena bdlar^ius which he had taken at Reigate, in June,

1900. It had the characters of a male in the right wings, and the

characters of a female in the left wings, which were, however, not

entirely free from the blue scales of the male. No dissection had
been made of the genitalia, so it was impossible to say whether the

specimen was strictly hermaphrodite.

We are very sorry to learn that Monsieur A. Constant died suddenly

on May Urith. Less known to English entomologists perhaps, than

some less accomplished workers, he had a most extensive ac«]uaintance

with European lepidoptera, and his work on the fauna of Iiurgundy

and the Riviera is well-known. His loss diminishes irreparably the

very small band who study the micro-lepidoptera of France.

On June 7th, at the Roval Institute, Professor Meldola, F.R.S.,

gave a lecture on -'Mimicry" before a large and distinguished

audience, many of whom were ladies. After referring briefly to the

causes of the dilTerent kinds of colours in insects, the learned lecturer

gave a general account of the phenomena of mimicry in insects in all

its branches. The lecture was profusely illustrated with many beau-

tiful lantern slides. We were pleased to see present the veteran Alfred

Russell Wallace, the originator of the theory of " warning colours."
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Other entomologists present were Professor Poulton, F.R.S. ; Mr.

Roland Trimen, F.R.S. , and Mr. Horace Donisthorpe, F.Z.S.

On June 5th, at a meeting of the TCntomological Society of London,
Mr. Horace Donisthorpe read a paper on " i\Iimicry, pi-otective

resemhlance, itc, in British Coleoptera." After pointing out that it

was a subject much neglected by coleopterists, and urging them to

work at it more, and also noticing the necessity of many carefully-

devised experiments on the edibility or non-edibility of many species, he

proceeded to give an abstract of the paper which contains all cases of

mimicry, &c., that he had been able to find among Coleoptera belonging

to the P>ritish fauna. He classified them according to the table introduced

by Professor Poulton in his book :
" The Colours of Animals," and

since extended. After the paper, Professor Poulton spoke at some
length on the subject, and Canon Fowler, Mr. Chitty, Sir G,

Hampson, Mr. Champion, and others joined in the discussion.

At the same meeting, Mr. G. C. Champion exhibited a male
specimen of (Jdontamts wnbilirornis, one of the rarest of P)ritish beetles,

captured at Woking on May 28th. Mr. Donisthorpe said that the

same species had also been taken this year at Bournemouth by Mr.

and Mrs. Jackson.

At the same meeting. Dr. A. Jeft'eries Turner exhibited specimens

of Australian wood-boring Lepidoptera belonging to four different

families. They included

—

Pi/ralMae : Doddiana xijloryctify, Turn.

(iclccliiidao : < 'riiptnplwm j^a roljnrata ,^^alk., (J. hemipMa, Turn., 3/rt>w/rt

iiii/thira, Meyr., M. setidtriclia, Meyr., and Ihurha horcalix, Turn.

('(issidae: Piuh/eona arti)iia)i, Turn., Xi/hndrii pidehra, Roths., X.
i/Kich'ai/t'i, X. uepJioco.vna, Turn. HepiaUdae : < Itaraiiia niirahiliH,

Roths., ' . raitisai/i, Seott., and 0. ei/anncMora, Lower.
At the same meeting, Mr. H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe exhibited

a glove burnt by discharges of formic acid in the nests of Fonnira

ni/a. In connection with the apparatus exhibited at the last

meeting to determine the strength of this acid. Professor Poulton said

that the discharges collected in the tubes fluctuated greatly in strength,

the strongest yielding a proportion of 60 to 70 per cent, of anhydrous

acid, a drop of which placed by Mr. Holroyd on the back of his hand
left a distinct scar some days after the application. The discharge of

i'cnini rinida, he added, shared a strength of about 45 per cent., and
Mr. F. ^lerrifield remarked that in breeding the larvfe the acid

lil)prated by this species left a yellow stain on the leno, making it

rotten.

OLEOPTERA.
Cosmopolitan- rkktlks in a London warehouse.—In a package of

drugs in corked bottles, originally sent from this country to India, and
returned from thence as damaged, the corks were found to be utterly

desti-oyed by the larvte of beetles. The following cosmopolitan species

were found alive on opening the package :

—

Cathartux adrcna, Waltl.,

rrihdUinii f'errn(jineuhi, F., LeinoiddocKs f'crni<iincHfi, Steph., and a

single specimen of Phtlmra cnnata, Muls. This last is an interesting

capture, as there is, I believe, no record of its having been taken in

Britain before. It is included in the French catalogue and is likely to

occur again here. The insect was possibly parasitic on some of the

other species as some of its near allies are certainly parasites. A
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dipteron, doubtless also parasitic, occurred in laro^e nuruhers with a

single specimen of a spider, which the Rev. 0. Pickard-C'ambridtie.

believes to be a new species of the genus Plioeorrdtis, Lin., hitherto

consisting of a single British and European species. It is much to be

regretted that the debris of the package was destroyed before I had an
opportunity of examining it. I have since received from the same
warehouse a living specimen of Attaiieniia nwi/atniiKt, F. {=j>tc,'iis, 01.),

an insect which is common in Paris and other continental cities, but

has but one British record, i.e., " a single specimen'" taken by Mr.
Wollaston, in July, 1868, in Finsbury Circus [Fowler, Brit. Col., iii.,

860] .—E. A. Newbery, 12, Churchill Road, N.W. June Qt/,, 1901.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Habits of Brephos notha.— Jjrephos witha is not only a very easy insect

to breed, but is also very prolific, so that there must always be a large

number that will escape the collector ; it is, moreover, so high a flyer,

that a great many must live in peace from year to year. The only

apparent reason for its scarcity is that it is local.—J. C. Moberly, M.A.,
F.E.S., Woodlands, Basset, Southampton. Maij l.s«, 1901.

Larv^ of Plusia moneta.—With the exception of a hunt for Pliisia

moneta larvae, which appear to be again fairly common this year, I have
not been able to give much attention to entomology. It does not

follow that because the larvje are common I shall have a number of

imagines in duplicate.—B. A. Bower, F.E.S., "Langley," Willow
Grove, Chislehurst. May IQth, 1901.

Extended duration of pupal stage of Petasia nubeoulosa.—On
March IBth a fine^ Petasia iiubecnlom emerged in one of my breeding

pots, the larva of which I brought from Rannoch ; it pupated in 1898,

and has thus been three winters in the pupal stage ; a fine ? also

emerged on March 31st, and there should still be a few pupje to hatcli

out.—G. 0. Day, F.E.8., Knutsford. April ith, 1901.

I bred a J Petasia nnbecidosa on April 3rd from 1898 pup;e, and
two ? s on the 15th and 17th from last year's pup;e. This is a later

date than any I have known before, and I still have pupfe of the

1898 batch going over.—-T. Maddison, F.E.S., South Bailey. Durham.
April 2dth, 1901.

Lepidoptera at Knutsford.—The mild weather previous to March
14th encouraged emergences. Plwjalia pedaria has been rather more
plentiful than usual, as also has Hijbernia man/iitaria ; about 20 per

cent, of the specimens of the latter species in this neighbourhood are

ab. fiiscata, with a large percentage of others tending in the same
direction. It has also been a favourable season for Anisojiteri/.v

aesenlaria, but I have taken Xi/ssia hispidaria and AuipJiidasi/s strataria

only sparingly.—G. 0. Day, F.E.S., Knutsford. April -Lth, 1901.

Lepidoptera at Lyndhurst.—I stayed at Lyndhurst over Easter,

and had fair success, though the weather was very bad. Only a few
sallow bushes were out, but these produced Taeniorauipa miHiosa, T.

mnnda, T. pulrerulenta, T. instahilis, Panolis piniperda, Xi/lina soria,

X. (irnitliopns, Xylocampa areola, &c. Not a single female Tteniocampid

was seen until April 7th, although males were in abundance.
Searching posts and trees produced Xijloeampu areola, Xylina ornitJio-

pus, Anticlea badiata, and Tephrosia bistortata (commonly), Prephos
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/lartlifnias, and Asjihalia riorimniis weif seen. During my absence
Aiii/)hi(lasi/s stnitorio, Xifstiia /lisjiidaria, Kiijiit/nTia jiini)ilata, 'J'aenio-

campa Diiniosd, '/'. pulrt'riiloita, and J . inst(ihili!< had emerged from
pupsp.

—

(Ma.tor) R. B. Robertson, Forest View, South borne Road,

Boscombe. April 11th, 1901.

LEpmopTERA AT Castle Moreton.—Very few lepidoptera were

moving in this district during March, and the season appears to be a

very bite one. Last evening (April lOth) was the hrst night ht for

sallow work, and I found TacHiocampa i/ot/iira and '/'. stabilis common,
but no other visitors except a single V. (i/n'ina.— (Rev.) E. (I. Dobree
Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton, Tewkesbury. Aj>ril llth, 1901.

Length of the larval life of Pachythelia villosella.—Erratum
as to EMERGENCE OF IMAGO.—1 aiii now quitc sure that I'ailnjthflia

rillosi'lla takes three years to complete its transformations, if not four.

In May, 1899, we found some larva- about f inch long, in cases as thick

as a Swan fountain pen. I cannot think they had grown so much
since the July previous, when they would be hatched. Some I had
that came out of the egg on July 27th, 1K99, hybernated about ^ inch

long, and as thick as a hay-stem only. Those I found in May, 1899,
are now, after the second hybernation, about 2 inches long, and will

certainly spin wp soon. On page 166 is a slip due to the meaning of

a paragraph I had written not being very clearly expressed. I did not

have an imago emerge on April 1-lth, 1901, as there stated, but one of

the larva:' collected in May, 1899, emerged from hybernation on that date.

—U. E. Cowl, 5, Spencer Park, S.W. Mai/ lith, 1901. [We have
to apologise to Mrs. Cowl for our share of responsibility in the

blunder. In attempting to make clearer the statement Mrs. Cowl
ma<le, it appears that we misunderstood her meaning altogether.- -Ed.]

Searc'hin(; Foii nkjHT-feeding larv.e. Although the evening of

May 7th seemed too cold for the field lepidopterist to do any
successful work, yet at 8.1.5 p.m., in company with Mr. H. Field, I set

out with lamp and boxes to search for night-feeding larva-. After

half an hour's walk we commenced operations at a ditch running
along the outside of a plantation. In this ditch stunted hawthorn
bushes were growing, and on them our prey was feeding. We separated,

working along the ditch to each other from opposite ends. Meeting
at the end of an hour, we found that our united take was sixty-eight

larv* of various species, mainly Jinanuia rrpdinldtn. iriphaina

iantliina, T.fii/ihrid, I. nrhana, 1. intcrji'ita, 1. prmniha, Lasinrdiiipa

quenus, Xoctiio fcstiva. and A'. tri<iii(/nhiin. E. Crisp. iM. Cnion Road.

Cambridge.
Dkymonia chaoma at i)R(tMLEY. -On the morning of May 19th hist

1 found a very fine, fi'eshly emerged female of I )ri/iii<iiii(i rhdniiia at

rest on a fence within a mile of my house here. [ have made inijuiries

and find so far tluit this species has only been taken once before in

this district, and on that occasion by Mr. Ho))e Alderson, some years

ago, on the same fence, and within a yard or so of the same spot.

—

Alfred J. LAWKANt-E, h. Cross Roads. ]'>i()iii]ev Common. Kent. Mini
20r/<, 1901.

OdoNTOPEKA lilDENTATA <)VU'()S1T1N(t O.N .\r| .\J)(> PHKAC.MITES. < hliiutii-

/icni hidi'utata is known to be polyphagous, but I own I was surprised

last night to box a female when busy ovipositing on the terminal leaves

of Anindi) ji/irai/iiiiti's.—Percy C. Reid, Feering lUiry, Kelvedon. May
27th, 1901.
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Sesia MY(tp,i:FoKMis ON pKAR. - Si'siu iiii/iifiai'foriilis is said by some
authors to ft^ed in pear, as well as apple, stems. 1 have collected

many hundreds, but have never found a trace in pear wood, but in Mr.
Fitch's garden, at Maldon, the ancient pear-trees are riddled, just as

Newman records, in the trunk itself. The trees are not trained, but of

full natural size, and very old. 1 think Newman must have seen these.

(Rkv.) C. R. N. Jh'RKows. Muckint,' Vicarajje. Maii l&/i, 1901.
Larv.e am> cocoons t)F Plusja monkta at P)iDK0K0L'(iH.- -On June

5th 1 had an opportunity of spendin.i,' an afternoon in the l^eautiful

garden of my mother's home at P>idboro\igh, near Tunbridge Wells.

While admiring the luxuriance of a particularly line herbaceous border
I was stnick by the unusual appearance of one of the leaves on a plant

of Jh'l/)hinii(iii, and a closer scrutiny was rewarded by the discovery of

a nearly full-fed larva of Plnsia uumeta. Further search revealed three

more larv* and no less than twenty-four cocoons of a rich golden silk,

attached to the under surface of the leaves. During the last few
years that 1 have lived at Bidborough I have always searched the same
plants indefatigably though in vain, so that it is the more curious that

I should have been successful on the occasion of a flying visit like the

present.—H. W^ Shkpheard-Walwyn, ]\[.A., F.E.S., Dalwhinnie,
Purley, Surrey, .him' (Sth, 1901.

COLIAS HYALE HIBERNATED AND BRED. Durlug AugUSt last year I

obtained several wasted females of this species, and confined them
over clover plants in the sun, for the purpose of obtaining ova ; these

were deposited very sparingly, and the total number obtained was
only a dozen. On hatching, the young larvae were fed upon white
clover, planted in a pot, and kept in a cool conservatory ; they fed

slowly until the end of November, at which period they evidently

commenced to hibernate, spinning pads of silk on the upper surface

of the clover leaves for that purpose. I counted ten larva" at this

period ; these, I presume, had done their best to imitate the natural

conditions under which the species hibernates, but these did not strike

me as exactly ideal. Tn the first place, the clover leaves closed up
each evening, and opened in the morning, and thus fixture of position

was not obtained ; and then the leaves themselves usually dried up or

decayed during the winter, with the result that a larva hibernating on
a decayed leaf would pro.bably have got mouldy. 1, therefore, took

nine and put them in a large chip box, covered with muslin, and
stood it on a ledge in the conservatory, where I could keep it at a

temperature of from 82 to 4.5^ during the winter ; the tenth larva I

left undisturbed on the clover plant. The result proved as T antici-

l)ated. On December 2oth the lai-va on the clover had developed a

patch of mould, which proved fatal, whereas those in the chip box
were quite healthy. Towards the end of February the weather got

warmer, and, on the 2()tli, I noticed the larvae were moving about, and
accordingly placed the chip box containing them on a plant of growing
clover, and found that by the 2Hrd all except one had commenced to

feed. This specimen showed no signs of eating, and in a few
days was dead. -ludging that now they were started from their

hibernation it would be advisable to keep them fairly warm. I kept

the conservatory at a temperature of from 40 to 55'
. They fed

slowly each day, chiefiy during the sunshine. During March, in

changing them from one plant to another, one larva was dropped be-
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neath the staging of the house, reducing my stock to seven. On
April 'lOth one had pu])ated, and by the 2Hrd four others. Two
at this stage sickened and ilied, probably owing to the necessarily

close atmosphere in which they had been reared. On May 15)th two
imagines appeared in the breeding-cage, and the three others on the

22nd, one of which was unfortunately a cripple. The four perfect

specimens are of fair average size, and all are of the primrose-tinted

form.—W. G. Sheldon, Heimath, Friend's Hoad, Crovdon. May 'ZHth,

1901.

Er^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
" Pkactical hints kor the field lepidopterist," by -I. W. Tutt,

F.E.S. London: Elliot Stock, 62, Paternoster Row, E.C., Price 5 6

net. (interleaved 6 -) i

.—It is difficult to estimate how much the

present generation of entomologists—whether systematists or field-

workers—are indebted to Mr. Tutt for his successful effoi'ts to provide

us with interesting hand-books, and so to popularise our very fascinat-

ing pursuit. His latest work is of the most practical character, being

a very large mass of hints, contributed and original, as to the habits

and methods of obtaining a considerable proportion of our British

lepidoptera. However long and carefully an individual collectoi- may
have worked, it is no exaggeration to say that almost every page of

this book will reveal to him some fact which had not come within the

range of his personal observation. Valuable as are the " Practical

Hints" published from time to time in the Record, they are unfortu-

nately scattered through different volumes, and are not classified (as is

now the case) under the headings of the difterent families. One great

advantage of this system is that the Macro-lepidopterist can easily skip

those hints which concern the Micros only, and rirr lYisa. At times

the Editor launches out into a more general disijuisition, as when he
enthusiastically recommends his readers to devote some of their time
in .July to beating larva^. Our own personal experience is that with
the exception of oaks, which produce some of the better Notodonts, most
trees are singularly unproducti\'e at this sweltering time of year when,
also flies are so abundant (especially in woods) as to be an almost"

intolerable plague. A large number of garden flowers have been from
time to time reconniiended as proving attractive to night-flying moths,
j)erhaps the most favourite one beiiig red valerian ; but we have
found white valerian to be cpiite as nttractive, and it possesses the very

great advantage of rendering the dark-coloured insects that settle on it

extremely conspicuous, and therefore much more easy of capture, and
here we may convey the additioiuil hint (not. we think, contained in

ilio work under re\ic\v) that not only are the flowers of I l<s/H'rix

iinitiniiii/is (the gai'deii rocket) \ery attracti\e to Noctuids all -iune, but

the seed-pods are a food much beloved by the larva- of Knc/iloi' carda-

iiiinrs, which may generally be found resting thereon in goodly numbers
from the middle to the end of July. We cannot too strongly recom-
mend entomologists who have the s{)ace to spare to grow this plant in

quantities in their gardens in addition to such well-known sources of

attraction as sallows, rhododendrons, Li/r/niis of various species, and
hemp-agrimony. Here and there is to be found a statement that one
feels a little inclined to question, such as the recouniu^ndation to beat

oak for Trichiara crataeyi. Blackthorn and whitethorn are undoubtedly
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its favourite food-plants in this country, and (except on the Scotch

luoors where it partakes of the universal heather) Ave l)elieve that it

very rarely eats anythinj^' else in these islands. ' On the other side of

the account it cannot be too freely conceded that Mr. Tutt's new book

al)Ounds in absolutely invaluable hints, of which we may quote an

instance (occurring at page 49) to theeft'ect that '' Tethea snbtKsa ninm a

single poplar leaf to hide in, turning over one side and fastening it

firmly round the edge with silk, whereas Taeniocainjni jxijudrti

invariably uses two leaves, one fastened above the other." Another

instance we may quote from page H4, where we find the very useful

information that "during May it pays to search sallow bushes, not to

beat them, for larva' of I'l'theo rctiim, which pivfer sallows with leaves

of thin texture." As very few cabinets seem to contain an enviable

series of T. rctnsa, it is to be hoped that the above hint may go some
way towards i-emedying the deficiency. In conclusion we may say

that the really keen entomologist who possesses this book already has

no doubt carefully read it through and stored aw'ay many new facts in

his receptive mind, whilst his unfortunate Ijrother, not being an

original subscriber, lives on, unconscious of the appetising scientific

pabulum awaiting his digestion, and yet this omission on his part

can be repaired by the modest expenditure of little more than a crown,

after which he will be fully justified in remarking " Finis coronet

opus !

"—Cr.H.R.

* The t'vill list of food-plants trom Britixli LejAdoptcru, ii., p. 494, reads as

follows :—Ap^le (Newnham), whitethorn, sloe, willow (Stephens), sallow (Stain-

ton), oak, hirch, poplar (Thurnall), crab-apple (Holland), hazel (Christy), linfj;

(Harris), beech (I^dnumds), bramble (Montgomery), cherry (Esper), pear (Speyer),

Cotiiiivaxtvr (Standfuss), Kxcalloiiiii scrrata (Zaeh teste Staudinger), SuU.r raprea,

Papidiis treiititlii (Hering), Alniis riridis (Frey), Popiiliis niiira (St. .John), plum
(Barrand).

iS^ClENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
FlKTHER NOTES ON THE ASSEMHLIN<i UF MaCROTHYLACIA RUBI. A larva

of Marrotlnjlocia nibi pupated on April25th,anda ? emerged on .Tune 1st.

It appeared to be calling on the first evening, but on -June 2nd and

Hrd (cool, dull evenings) when taken out, from (i p.m. -7 p.m., seemed

to exert no direct influence on wild J s, though one or two were seen in

her vicinity. On the 5th, how^ever (sunny and warm) S a began (at

about 5 p.m.) to be seen in the garden of this cottage (close to their

locality), and, on the $ being taken out about twenty were seen in the

course of an hour, one as late as 9.45 p.m. In my experience, the

males of this species have nothing like the acuteness, boldness, or

assiduity shown by I Aisiniainjia ijucirns under similar conditions, seem-

ing to have difficulty in precise location, and being easily frightened

ofi". The ? had laid two ova (infertile) previous to the evening of

the oth.—R. M. Prujeaux, 103, Reigate Hill, .hine (jtli, 1901.

Stridulation of male of ^Iacrothylacia rubl — Yesterday

(H.45 p.m.) a $ was first heard and then seen, buzzing over the grass,

she was followed up, but soon lost. Ova w^ere found same evening.

The snapping sound that accompanies the 3 s flight can be clearly

heard, when one is wheeling round the observer. -Ibij>.
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fJlOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARV^, &c.

Ovum of Lachneis i.anestris.—The account of this egg in Tutt's

British Lepidnptera, vol. ii., p. 507, is not at all points quite as com-

plete as it should be. The point chiefly in need of being more

definitely brought out is the flattening of the egg. In the whorls in

which it is placed, the micropylar end is outwards, and, as stated,

this end of the egg is rather larger than the other ; but further, as it

is usually placed on the twig, the thickness of the egg parallel with

the length of the twig is greater than that transverse to it, i.e., re-

garded as a flat Qgg, it has the long micropylar axis, but the other two

axes at right angles to this are unequal, a fact that is not mentioned

in the description referred to='S and yet most important as showing that

this egg has made no serious progress from the flat to the upright

type of egg, notwithstanding that its position when laid more suggests

an upright than a flat position. The details said to be seen under

a f lens are for the most part invisible under a half-inch object-glass,

nor do I make out a circular depression on the " upper surface " of the

egg. (Which is the upper surface?) The long axis of the egg, 7.^.,

from micropyle to nadir, is 1-Bmm. Viewed from above, looking

straight down on micropyle, the diameters at right angles to each

other are the longer OvSGmm., the shorter 0-58mm. ; we may, therefore,

describe it, as in other flat eggs, as having a top, a side, and ends,

though here, as the egg is laid, the " end " (micropylar) is at the

top. Or we might, in view of such eggs as this—and to make terms

of description the same in flat and upright eggs—describe the egg as

having a top or summit (micropylar end) and a nadir, and a side and

an edge—the side being that aspect which gives the Qgg its largest

apparent area. The form of the egg is then further to be described as

giving the side a diameter at the top (micropylar end) of 0-74mm., at

the middle of 0-84mm., and at the base of 0-6Sinm. The same
diameters on the edge view being 0'74mm., 0-68nnu., and O'oOmm.
One of the sides is generally somewhat irregularly hollow i . As to the

colour of the egg, the woolly coating is not difficult to remove

sufficiently for the egg to be seen, but it remains more or less covered

with gummy matter. Allowance for this suggests that the colour is

really a slightly dirty white. The depression in the side, as in most
flat eggs, is probably the result of shrinking by evaporation. No
other depression can be made out. The micropylar area is slightly

thinner than the rest of the eggshell, and shows a trace of difterent

tint not always easy to be sure of. As to markings and sculpture, the

micropyle presents a rosette of eight cells, with a diameter of 0-04mm.,
which is thinner than the rest of the eggshell. The rosette is

surrounded with hexagonal cells somewhat elongated in a radial

direction, and getting lai'ger outwards till they are about twice the

* The typical Lachneicl egg is described {Brit. Lep., ii., p. 43o) as having " the

micropylar axis horizontal, and usually considerably longer than either of the

other axes, of which the vertical is the shorter." As the typical characters relating

to these three axes are maintained in /,. hniestri.<. they have not been repeated

on p. 507.—Ed.
t Probably this represents the badly-termed " upper surface," the depression in

the particular egg described {liril. Lep., ii., p. .507) being almost vegnlar instead of

irregular.—Ei>.
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size of those of the rosette ; at about the third row their outlines

begin to get dim, and by the sixth or seventh it is difficult to say that

one can really make them out. Beyond this the shell has no definite

markings or sculpturings, and its apparently minutely granular surface

is probably its real nature, but may result from the cement which
more or less covers it. On examining a newly-laid egg quite free from
gum and hairs, the colour is seen to be pale straw-yellow with a

whitish porcellanous area, including the whole micropylar end except

the micropylar spot. Over the surface of the egg is a number of

little dots, apparently raised, and they suggest that these positions are

at the meeting-points of the netting (not itself visible), but if so, they

are largely wanting, as the dots occur singly or in two and threes, as

if at those points of the cells nearest the micropyle, and not of all.

Towards the micropylar end a portion of eggshell made transparent

shows these dots not round as over the rest of the shell, but elongate

or pear-shaped, strongly resembling the mussel-shaped scales of some
coccids.—T, A. Chapman, Betula, Reigate.

Eggs of Lepidoptera.— Trocliiliuiii ajiifoDiiis.—Mr. Bacot gave me
some eggs of this species sent hnn from Malta, with the information

that they are scattered freely in laying. The eggs bear out this state-

ment by being quite devoid of any surface for attachment, and rolling

about loosely just like those of Hepiali, and bounding elastically in the

same way when dropped, but being fiat instead of spherical they do not

roll quite so freely as those of Hepialiia. Lying on one side the

egg has an oval outline, the largest diameter being 0-63nim., the

shorter 0-54mm. It is not, however, exactly an ellipse, being just ap-

preciably narrowed towards the micropylar end, which is further

marked by being flattened, as though a portion, 0'012mm. thick,

had been cut oft'. Viewed edgewise, the egg is 0-37mm. thick, rather

thicker at the micropylar end by perhaps 0-01 2mm., and the flatten-

ing of this end is evident. Seen endwise, the diameters are of course

0-54mm. and 0-37nnii. The sides are flat, and one inclines to become
hollow by desiccation, but only slightly ; the edges are very rounded, so

that seen edgewise (sideways) the ends are nearly semi-circular, apart

from micropylar flattening. The sculpturing is difflcult to nuike out
;

at one stage the globules lining the shell show through, so as to give

the appearance of a surface raised into a number of flat bosses or

rounded corners. In certain lights, however, the true sculpturing may
be seen, as a very fine network (roughly hexagonal) of raised lines,

that stand out colourless above the brown material of the shell. The
diameter of each cell of the network is about 0-014mm. The micropyle

presents a minute central cell, pentagonal or hexagonal, O'OOomm. in

diameter, surrounded by five or six cells, the group being 0-015mm. in

diameter; round these are larger cells, probably the same as those of

the general surface, but difficult to see in the view obtained of the

micropyle. These eggs compare remarkably with those of T.

crabnniiforiiiis [beinbecitnniiis), being so much smaller (thoxigh pro-

portionally rather thicker), and especially in being scattered loosely

instead of being glued to a leaf.—T. A. Chapman. Ma;/, 1901.

Ekuathm.—Paoe 17;i, line 15, for '• Yolti " ivad " Ydltri.'
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Peronea cristana, Fab., and its aberrations (irith plate).

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

There are few genera more interesting than that of L^emnea, and
no species therein more atti'active than P. cristana. Stephens, Curtis,

Desvignes and others have studied the Peroneas somewhat closely and
each of these authors has written at length about them. The
members of the genus are known popularly as "buttons" owing to

the little tuft of scales Avhich is such a prominent feature of the central

area of the forewings. These early authors were not at all clear as to

which of the forms were entitled to specific, and which simply to

varietal, rank, but there can be no doubt that Curtis' and Stephens'

excellent summarised descriptions of the various forms {Brit. Knt.,

2nd edition, pi. xvi., expl. and lllns. Hanst., iv., pp. 148 et sc*/.), and
Desvignes' paper in the Xooloiiii^t (vol. iii., pp. 841 et se(j.) are much
more worthy of the name of science than are the bare diagnoses of

Meyrick and Stainton in which the multitude of forms belonging to

a single polymorphic species is included in a description that practi-

cally gives no real clue to the endless variation exhibited by the

species.

Peronea cristana, owing to its great range of variation, has always
had a great fascination for me, and, during the last few years, I have,

whenever opportunity has ottered, collected the most varied series

possible of this interesting species. Little, indeed, seems to be known
of its life-history. Like myself, many have bred odd examples of the

species, the larva^ having been obtained by general beating, and
without actual knowledge of the species, until after pupation had taken

place and the imagines had emerged. My recollection of the larvae is

that they have been brownish-green in colour, and I believe that

they feed on the lichen growing on whitethorn, but the authorities,

such as they are, appear to be against me. Wilkinson notes (British

Tortriees, p. 174) :
" The larva is unknown, although the insect has

in one or two instances been bred promiscuously from whitethorn,"

an experience very similar to mine. ]\Ieyrick states (Hamlhook, &c.,

p. 521): "The larva on rose and hawthorn, June and July."

Merrin says {Calendar, p. 115) :
" Dwarf sallows and hawthorn

between united leaves." Sorhagen says(/^/6' KleinscJimett., &c., p. 64)

:

" Die Raupe, 6-7 (June and July) in den Herzl:)lattern von Prunus
sjiiiiosa, Salix caprea, Uliiiiis, Carpinns ; dringt auch in die Stengel-

spitzen." One is rather astonished at Sorhagen's list of food-plants,

and would be inclined to suggest, were it not for the general well-

known accuracy of this author, that some of the references were
possibly to other species of Peronea, of which, however, it must be

confessed, there is not the slightest evidence. I have repeatedly tried

to obtain ova in the autumn, but have never been successful. I had
long supposed that the imagines hybernated, and Mr. Tutt tells me
that Frey says {Lep. Schweiz, p. 281) :

" Falter im tiefsten

Spiitherbste und nach der Ueberwinterung im Friihling." Merrin

states that the imagines are found from September to November, but

says nothing of their re-occurrence in spring. The imagines may be

taken freely during September and October in the New Forest, the

Warren at Folkestone, and Fpping Forest in secluded spots where there

are plenty of old whitetliorns coviM'od with lichens. Stephens, Curtis,

July 25th, 1901.
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and Desvignes give other localities, in some of which, e.r/., Whittlebury

Forest, the species is (or was) very abundant. Studd gives Dawlish

Warren, Tutt notes Chattenden, &c.

The great number of imagines that I have captured during the

last five years, has given me a very large amount of material. Added
to this I have examined many other of our leading collections—my
thanks are especially due to Mr. Sydney Webb, Dr. Mason, and various

others who have kindly placed their valuable collections at my disposal

for examination and research, and also for the notes and observations

with which they have helped me, in many instances enabling me to

come to a definite conclusion in critical cases. As I consider my own
collection to be fairly representative, I have named the new aberrations

which I possess (and am also publishing figures of the same with this

account of the species), and I trust the descriptions and figures will

enable the lepidopterists of to-day to arrange their series of this species

under the special names which have been bestowed upon the various

forms. In order to make the list as complete as possible, it has been

deemed advisable to add the descriptions of the forms named by other

authors. This will at least make this article a good basis on which

jO found even a more detailed grouping of the aberrations should some
one give the species continued study and attention,

I have, in the following list, adopted as a basis for grouping, the

two characters of colour and markings, and, although, Avhen one

becomes accustomed to the general character of the markings, the

aberrations are not difficult to group, yet, at first, the grouping is some-

what bewildering, and it is only when an intimate knowledge of the

various forms has been obtained and the details mastered that success

is at all assured. To my short descriptions of new forms, I have

appended notes setting forth the difterences between these and the

allied forms in their respective groups, which should make reference to

any of the aberrations described, a comparatively easy matter.

Lepidopterists have usually called the tuft of raised scales in the centre

of the forewings the " button," whilst the streak along the inner

margin is known as the " vitta," these terms I have retained in my
descriptions.

Curtis, in 1824, diagnoses {Brit. Knt., expl. pi. xvi) the genus

Peronea, and describes several forms, and in the 2nd edition, 1862,

gives the following general notes thereon :
" The genus Peronea

(derived from the Greek signifying a " button ") is here divided into

sections, those with a large elevated tuft of scales in the centre of the

upper wings being the typical species. I shall introduce Hiibner's

sectional names from his fanciful arrangement, but I may here state

that, as it is a mere catalogue divided into groups, the markings of the

wings being briefly added, without any attempt at scientific definitions,

I shall never feel bound to adopt them. The Peroneae measure from

about nine to ten lines when the wings are expanded, most of them
conceal themselves in the lichens that cover the old whitethorns, &c.,

and they have nearly all been taken at Cooml), Birch and Darenth

woods in Kent, and in the neighbourhood of Brockenhurst in the New
Forest." He divides them into the following sections in the second

edition of Brithh Entotiiolotjij (ten new forms not noticed in the

Jllt(ntrati<m>i of Stephens, being described in the second edition)

:
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A. Peeonea. Button large.

(I. Very dark

—

Beiitlci/aud, Curt., ncniiiisttnta, Curt, {profdiwiia, Haw.),
projannna, Fab., striana, Haw., anhfitriaiia, Curt., hriiiined, Curt.,

lirlu'uaua, Curt. (Bent. MSS.), rittaiui. Curt., xpdtHccdna, Haw.,
sttbcrixtalana, Curt. (Bent. MSS.).

(i. Button ochreous or large

—

Cristdldihi, Don., fulrovilt(nui, Curt.,

.feqitdiKj, Curt. (Bent. MSS.), coii-nniilaiia, Curt., aericdna, Hiib.

{<h't!l'()iitdinand,l\i\\v.), (Icsfinitniiiidud, Fah. {fiilrocristcoia, Stephs.),

dlhncittdna, Curt.

7. Button white

—

('lidiildiia, Curt., rristana. Fab. {lefehvriana, Goda),

i)isnhiiid, Curt., >=iihrittaiid, Stephs., dlhijyiiiictana, Curt. (Haw.
MSS.).

5. P.utton small (Lupus, Adfris, and Eclectic, Hiib.)

—

Alhojldnimdua,

Curt., riijicostdiid. Curt., lunhrdiia, Hb., dlbixtrutna, Haw., ramox-

Iridiid, Curt., radidud, Hb., dirinand, Hb. {xtrifiuHd, Curt.), cciitro-

vittdnd. Curt. (Haw. MSS.), comliustaiid, Hb. (mr Godt.), dittum-

ndiid, Hb., byriii/icrdiid, Hb. ('? xjwiiMnid, Fab.), oh.'^olct<in((, Stphs.,

coronaiiu, Thnbg. {c.riiiiidiid, Haw.), hiirinncrdiia, Hh., yKlx-ristand,

Curt., latifatiridiid. Haw., plumhosaiid. Haw. {jilunilidiui, Fb.,

clevdna, Fb., scahrdiid, Hb.).
B. Palpi shorter. Button vanishing; wings a little scabrous

—

Lecheaita,

Curt., iitdnnordnd, Curt. (Bent. MSS.), n'ti(tddnd,}ia,vf., fdvillaceaiid, lih.,fa()ana,

Curt., lo(iid)ut, Linn., semirhombdnd, Curt, (boscdiui, Haw. nee Fab.), trigomina,

Stphs. {lofiidiid, Hb.), srJialleridna , Linn, iiec Hb., ritfd)id, Fab. (compdrana, Hb.),

cirrdiid. Curt, (boraiut, Haw. nee Fab.), vdriefiaiia, Fab. [abiUhidarddna, Fab.),

aspemiKi, Fab. (injctcinerdiia, Hb.), xclidllcruuid, Goda, costlmaculdiid, Stphs.

C. Wings powdered, not scabrous

—

Simihaut, Curt., bistridiui, Haw. (? dpiciana,

Tr.), dlbirotitdiid, Stphs. {2)ulreraiia, Curt.).

Stephens, in bis Illnstratidiis, iv., pp. 148 ct scq., also diagnoses the

genus Peronea, and writes :
" Like the insects of the preceding genvis

(Sarrdthvijiiis), much uncertainty exists as to the Kmits of the respec-

tive species ; the typical ones may be instantly recognised by having

a large bundle of elevated scales nearly in the centre of the anterior

wings, the costa of which is rounded at the ba.se, emarginated slightly

in the middle, and faintly ciliated, with rough scales ; the less typical

species Avant the tuft of scales on the middle of the wing, but have small

scattered elevated ones towards the base and hinder margin ; the costa

is less prominently rounded, and the prevalent colours are more
diversified ; the species are autumnal, making their appearance about

August, though a few specimens are occasionally met with earlier."

He then subdivides the genus into two main divisions, which he

diagnoses as :

—

A. Anterior wings, with a large elevated bundle of scales on the disc, a little

bevond the middle = Lo7)n.s', Hiibner.

—

Profaiidiid, Fab., striaiid, Haw., Kitbstridiia,

Stphs., hniinicdiid, Stphs., vittdna, Stphs., spd(iiced)id, Haw., cousimildnd, Stphs.,

ilcsfniitdiiidnd, Fab., fnlrocristdnd, Stphs., dlborittdiui, Stphs., fulrovittdiia,

Stphs., criataland, Don., subrlttdiia, Stphs., cristdiid, Fab., dUnpunctdiid, Haw.
B. Anterior wings, without a large elevated tuft of scales in the middle, a few

scattered ones only on the disc.

a. Palpi large, with the termiuiil joint concealed

—

I.opds et Eclectis, parte

Hiibner.

—

Buficostdiia, Curt., uiiibrand, Hb., dirUdua, Hb., rddidiut,

Hb., rdino.itriaud, Stphs., reiitroiitUmd, Stphs., combaatana, Stphs.
('? Hb.), dlbostridud, Haw., antioniiaud, Hb., mibcristdna, Stphs.,

coroudiid, Thnb., byriniierdna, Hb., obsoletaiid, Stphs.
jd. Palpi, with the terminal joint exposed = ^ci(?r(.';, Hb.

—

Favilldceand, Hb.,
tristaud, Hb., retictildiid, Haw., bistriana, Haw., albicostaua, Stphs.,

siinilavd, Stphs., IdtifdKciand, Haw., pluinboxdna, Haw., boscdiia (?)

Fab., triyoiidna, Stphs., schalleriana, Linn., rufcuid, Fab., costimacu-

Idiid, Stphs., d!^per<ind. Fab., vdHeydna, Fab., bordna. Fab., Inqidmi.

Hb.

(To be roiitinncd.)
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Staudinger and Rebel's Catalogue.*

At last the long-awaited "new edition" of this Catalogue has

appeared, and the stagnation of the last 80 years (as regards the bulk

of the continental European work in matters of classification and
nomenclature) is doomed to be rudely disturbed. At the close of his

preface Dr. Rebel is modestly content to claim that the new Catalogue,

as compared with that of 1871, may be regarded as " ein Hchritt nach

Vorwiirts," and he certainly would be one of the last to wish to have

it treated as a " ne plus ultra," although it is to be feared that, when
once it has found aceeptance in the entomological world, all correc-

tions will be ignored except by the comparative few—just as has been

the case with its precursors. Be this as it may, we hail the present

edition with profound satisfaction ; in how many ways it is an

enormous step in advance the following review will, it is hoped,

sufficiently show.

In the matter of classification the system laid before us in the

present work cannot be regarded as more than a via media. Dr. Rebel,

in his preface, more than hints at the great difficulties which he and
his late colleague encountered in arriving at any understanding at all

on the subject—difficulties which at times threatened to wreck the

whole undertaking ; and, as Dr. Rebel had to make many concessions,

and even sacrifices, to the greater conservatism of Dr. Staudmger, it

need occasion no surprise that there still remains much room for pro-

gress in the classification from a biological standpoint. Let us hope
that so long a period as 30 years will not elapse between the appear-

ance of this catalogue and the next, and that Dr. Rebel will be spared

himself to participate in a further revision and rearrangement. On
p. xxxii there is a convenient " Uebersicht der Familienreihenfolge,"

which facilitates comparison of the present system both with that of

the 1871 edition and also with Dr. Rebel's scheme published two
years ago. I The first thing that strikes one is that, notwithstanding

the decidedly-expressed opinion of the last-named, the domination of

the old and inaccurate conceptions of " Macrolepidoptera " and
" Microlepidoptera " is not yet brought to an end ; for, although the

terms are avoided, yet the contents of Theil I and Theil II respec-

tively show the influence of those conceptions, and the result is that

the sequence of families is less natural than that proposed in vol. xi

of the Iris. This, however, was the almost inevitable result of the

division of the work between the two collaborators, Dr. Staudinger

wishing to retain control of all those families which formed his share

of the 1871 catalogue—including such primitive forms as the llepia-

lidae (Theil I, Fam. 39). But its most regrettable result, perhaps, is

the almost pole-wide severance of the two recognised Psychid families

—the Psychidae, in Theil I, and the Taleporiidae, in Theil II. Dr.

Chapman's recently-renewed protests {antea, p. 180) are not uncalled-

* '^ Catalog der Lepidopteren des palaearcthchen Fauneiujchietes" von Dr.

Phil. 0. Staudinger und Dr. Phil. H. KebeJ. Dritte Auflage des " Cataloges des

europaischen Faunengebietes." Berlin : R. Friedliinder uud Sohn. Mai, 1901.

I. Theil: Fam. Fapilionidae-Hcpialidae, von Dr. 0. Staudinger und Dr. H. Eebel

;

II. Theil: Fam. Pyralidae-Micropterygidae, von Dr. H. Rebel, xxxii -f- 41 1-f 368 pp.

in 8vo.

I *' Ueber die geyenwartiycn Stand der Lepidopteren-Systematik" {Iris, xi.,

pp. 377-391, February, 1899.)
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for, yet it is satisfactory to know that Dr. Rebel himself holds the

sounder view. The preface (p. x) also expressly tells us that the

retention of Thi/rididar, and all families from Hrteyni/i/nKlae, in

Theil I, was a concession to the special desire of Dr. Staudinger.

Another important difierence of arrangement between the new Catalo;/

and the scheme in //-/.s is that the latter follows the ascending scale,

beginning with the HnorephaliiJar (now correctly called Micmptrnj-

liiilar), whereas the former starts with Papilioniilaf and (roughly

speaking) works downwards. This difiterence, too, is obviously due to

the wishes of Di'. Staudinger, or to the fact that the present work is

regarded as a new edition of the Staudinger-Wocke ( 'atabxi rather

than as an entirely independent publication (see preface, p. \ii). The
genera of each family among themselves should also surely follow the

same plan—to the limited extent, that is, to which it is possible—and

this has evidently been Dr. Rebel's ideal, as he shows in his prefatory

remarks concerning the SpliuKjidae, which Dr. Staudinger insisted on

retaining in an order almost the reverse of that desired by his

colleague. As "will have been gathered from the foregoing remarks,

the general arrangement of the new catalogue is a series of "families,"

many of which correspond to " superfamilies " in Mr. Tutt's sense.

Higher groupings are disregarded, and the illusive terms "Bombyces,"
" Tineina," kc, are swept away, never again, let us hope, to appear in

any work of credit. The division into " Rhopalocera " and " Hetero-

cera " is also abandoned. Theil I (whilom " Macrolepidoptera ")

consists of 89 families, in the following order :

—

I'ajnlionidae,

rien'ilac, Xi/iiiji/udidae, IJhi/thcidae, Knjc'uiidae, Lycacnidae, Hesperiidae,

Sjiln'iKfidai', X<it<id())iti<l(ic, lliaKnictoitoeidac, Lipnantnidae, Lcmocampidae,

h'.ndniiiiididac, Lciiioniidai', Satiirniidac, Brahmaeidae, Bonibjjcidae,

I >icjianidac, i'allidulidai', Thyrididae, Noctuidae, A;/aristidae,.('y)uato-

/i/ioridac, Brcphidac, (Ti'ometridae, Uraniidac, Kpiphnnidae (this is the

last family which Staudinger lived to revise), Xnlidac, Cymhidae,

Syit tniii idar, A ret iidat', Heteroyynidac, Zyuaenidac, Mcyalopyfjidae,
( 'orldididar, L'syc/iidac, Scsiidac, ( 'ossidac, flfjiialidoc : of these, only

the Xyiiiphalidac, Xoctiiidai', (-Teoiiu'tridac, Avctiidae, and Zyijaenidae

are divided into subfamilies. Theil II consists of 18 families,

namely :— Pyralidac, Pteropluiridac, Torfricidac, (Tlypluiiteryyidae,

yponotiinitidac, PlutcUidac, Geleclnidac, Tinaetjcriidai', PUachistidae,

< i facilariidai', Lyoiictiidac, Xcjiticiilidai', Talacpor'udae, Tineidae,
( 'riniiptcri/fiidac, /'riorrauiidac, Microjitcryyidae ; ten of these are

divided into subfamilies. It may be noticed in passing

that both Staudinger and Rebel have accepted the classically

incorrect terminations iidae and iinae where necessitated by the

root structure ; the present writer had already corrected his own copy
of the Xiiiii('ii(l((tiin' of Ijepidoptera : Vorrespoiidenre (Hainpson's), on

p. 808, " Analysis of Replies," where Staudinger and, apparently, also

Kirby and Aurivillius are made to vote ai/aiuxt " iidae, iinae," con-

trary to their expressed opinions—the only shadow of evidence of

bias which has been noticed in Mr. Durrant's truly admirable analyses.

In Rebel's 1S99 article the member of families proposed reached 60,

as against the 57 enumerated above ; the slight discrepancy is due to

the sinking of P>l((stiibasidac and (hropdmridac as subfamilies of

(iilfcliiidae ; of Adrlidac as subfamily of iinridac ; and of Litlinsiidar

as subfamily of Arctiidae; while on the other side the family
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Ljjonetiidae is here separated. Another little change which does not

affect the total number is the acceptance of the recently-erected family

Lemoniidae {Knt. Xachr., xxvi., p. 49 ; h'nt. liec, xiii., pp. 167-8
;

Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1901, p. 187), and the consequent rejection

of Eupterotidac (with which the genus Lenumia, Hb., had been

associated) from the Pahearctic fauna. Dr. Rebel [Ent. Xachr., loc.

cit., Feb. 1900) forestalled our English entomologists in this change,

and will blame our insular ignorance of his work. No doubt our

most advanced students of phylogenetic classification will find a good
deal to criticise in matters of detail as regards the contents and
boundaries of the various families, apart altogether from the less

important question of their sequence. Why, for instance, are the

Syntomids maintained as a distinct family from Arctiidae, while, on
the other hand, Fam. xxxviii, Cossidae, is allowed to contain such

diverse elements as Cossus and Zcnzera without even subfamily dis-

tinction ? (In Irh, xi., p. 387, two subfamilies, (JoNsinae and
ZcKzcrinac, are recognised, and intimation given that their differences

are not unperceived.) But there are few things more difficult than to

arrange our material in a series of families of ajipru.i-iiiiatd;/ eijiial

raliic, and there is much cause for thankfulness that in the catalogue

now before us many of the most absurd combinations are abandoned,

and the work is in the hands of an author who is at least thoroughly

in sympathy with the modern biological standpomt.

In dealing with the individual families, and, in some cases, in-

dividual genera, our authors have made considerable use of the most
recent monographic works, and their results are satisfactory or the

reverse largely according to the value of the authorities followed. No
better method could, however, be desired for a catalogue ; even a cata-

logue of the high position which will be conceded to that of Staudinger

and Eebel cannot be expected to undertake first-hand revisional work
on any large scale (compare preface, p. ix), although, of course, it

was the duty of the authors to check everything so far as possible

before accepting it, and evidence is not wanting that this has in

nearly all cases been conscientiously done. The amount of literature

gone through must have been enormous, and very little of importance

published up to the close of the year 1900 seems to have been over-

looked. The literature list on pp. xv-xxvi contains 524 entries (some-

times with valuable bibliographical details), as against 860 in the 1H71

edition, nowithstanding that a good many pre-Linnean works which
were previously quoted are now omitted ; nor must it be forgotten that

many of the entries are of periodicals which have been running for

quarter or half a century (or more), and it is no light work to make
oneself conversant with the lepidopterological contents of even one

such periodical. Aery few of the monographers have been followed

without some reservation ; perhaps Aurivillius, on the Lasinrauijiiilar,

is an exception—but in any case he is a recognised specialist on the

family. The revisions among the butterflies, such as those of the

I Icsperiidac by Elwes and Edwards, of Ercliia by the same authors and
Dr. Chapnuui, were of course independently judged by Dr. Staudinger,

and in a few details his opinions differ from theirs. The old aversion

to the multiplication of genera is still observable ; the new genus
Erchunutrpha, Elwes (Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1(S99, p. 361)—which,

by the way, is a preoccupied name, Erebomorjdta, Wlk., 1860, being a
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Geometrid genus''— is not accepted, although it seems to be founded
on quite sufficient pecuharities ; nor are Scudder's groupings in

Aripjnnis, nor (to any adequate extent) in the Blues, followed ; on the

other hand, the necessary splitting up of Theda into three genera
{Tlu'cia, Callophri/a, and Zephi/nis) has apparently been deemed
inevitable, as also has the removal of hiiperantus from the genus
Kpini'pluii' (into Ajihantopaa, Wllgrn.). Hampson's work, so far as

published, has been requisitioned for the Syntoinids and Lithosiids, as

well as for the I'j/ralidac, and Meyrick's revision has had some
influence in the (Tcouietridae, kc. Mr. Tutt's Urithli, J.cjiidnptcra,

vol. ii., was no doubt received too late for the close study which it

requires, and the treatment of the Psycbids is a kind of compromise
between the systems of Heylaerts (mentioned as authority in the

preface, dated December 31st, 1900) and of Tutt. The latter, based

as it is upon the splendid work of Dr. Chapman, may be trusted to

win its way in all essentials so soon as it is thoroughly known and
digested. Already one is glad to see much of the corrected nomencla-
ture accepted according to Tutt, and some of his most obviously

necessary genera

—

Lujfia, Bankenia, &c., duly recognised.

* For Erehomorpha, Ehves, nee Walker, the name of BoeJ>cria,n. nom., should
be substituted, in honour of the discoverer of the type species, which is puDiienio,

I)oeb.

(To be continued.)

Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The tropical and subtropical forests of Central and South America
appear to produce several migrating species of lepidoptera. In the

openings of these great forests insects abound. Here giant trees

throw up their great crowns and form a canopy of foliage that almost
shuts out the light, whilst the twining lianas hang rope-like from the

branches, entangling the massive trees like cables or covering the dark
leafage with their beautiful flowers ; epiphytes may be seen in every

fork sending down their long aerial roots, and great broad-leaved

heliconias. leathery melastoniie and succulent begonias are abundant,
whilst the cecropia trees, with white stems and large palmate leaves

form huge candelabra, and the ground is sometimes carpeted with

large flowers, yellow, pink, or white, that have fallen from some
invisible tree-top above, or the air is filled with a delicious perfume,
the source of which one seeks around in vain, for the floAvers that cause

it are far overhead out of sight, lost in the great overshadowing crown
of verdure. It is on the outskirts of such forests as these, so

ex(iuisitely described by Belt, that insect life is most prolific, and this

powerful writer briefly chronicles (Xatitndii^tt in Xicaraf/iia, p. 152)
the migrating habits of certain species. He writes: " As we rode along,

great numbers of a brown-tailed butterfly {Tiinctes cliinnt) were flying

to the south-east ; they occurred, as it were, in columns. The air

would be comparatively clear of them for a few hundred yards, then

we would pass through a band, perhaps 50 yards in width, where
hundreds were all in sight, and all travelling one way. I took the

direction several times with a pocket-compass and it was always south-

east. x\mongrft them were a few yellow butterflies, but these were not

as numerous as in former years. In some seasons these migratory
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swai'ms of butterflies continue passing over to the south-east for three

to five weeks, and must consist of millions upon millions of indi-

viduals, comprising many different species and genera. The beautiful

tailed green-and-gilded dayflying moth, Irania [Ci/duiion) leilus, also

joins in this annual movement." Some of the Uranias have been

known as migrants for almost a century. Swainson records {Zoolo<iical

Illustrations, 2, vol. iii), under Leilas surinamensis (Uronia leilus), that

"the typical species of T^eilus (= Urania) are found in tropical America
where they fly with amazing rapidity, and perform, like their proto-

types the swallows, annual migrations." Under Leilus hra'^iliensis he

quotes from his notebook, that great numbers of this insect were

observed for three or four days, from June 12th, 1817, flying past

Pernambuco, in a direction from north to south, not one deviated from
this course, notwithstanding the flowers that were growing around

;

they flew against the wind, which blew rather strongly, and near the

ground, but mounted over every tree or other high object which lay in

their course, yet their flight was so rapid that not a single specimen

could be captured. They flew singly, and some 50 or 60 must have

passed the spot opposite the window before midday ; and they continued

to pass for three or four days in this manner. It is clear that these

insects could not have come from so far north as Surinam, where only

the other species (L. surinajnensis) is found, and they certainly do not

migrate to the more southern latitude of Rio de Janeiro." In the

HamUiinijen der Nederlandschc Entrnndloi/iscJie Vcrerninin;/, 1, p. 75

(1850), it is recorded that Heer Verhuell, when he wasaprisonerof warat

San Salvador, in All Saints' Bay, on the coast of Brazil, about 1807,

witnessed, whilst standing on the high coast at the entrance of the

bay, from the opposite island, Itaparica, high above the surface of the

water, a dark cloud approaching, which was soon recognised as a swarm
of moths. Some, which flew lower than the rest of the army, were

captured and proved to be Urania leilus " (probably U. brazilicnsis as

in the former case). Otto Friedrich, who lived long in Mexico and

Texas, is noticed (Inc. cit., 1854, pp. 91 et seq.) as having observed that

every year there is a great migration of lepidoptera from the State of

Vera Cruz, in Mexico. It begins in April and lasts for three or four

weeks; every day from 9 a.m. to noon, fresh troops follow exactly the

same direction, the lepidoptera following the eastern slope of the

Cordilleras, from Anahuac, somewhat more to the east than in the

direction of Orizaba or Ciltalteptle, towai'ds Coft're de Perote or

Naucampatepetle, and away northwards. They always fly at the foot

of the Cordilleras, and not higher. These migratory insects consist

of Urania leilus (probably U. fuhjens), U. niarius, Cram, {^cliiron,

Godt., this latter species is a Nymphalid not an Uraniid), and a

smaller species, the latter only in small numbers, and, according to

Friedrich, of less interest. The two large species commenced their

journey somewhere near the foot of Orizaba, or from the region of

Cordova, a little further north. When they migrate thence they are

quite fresh, and just emerged from the pupa. Friedrich does not say

where the smaller species begins its migration. He was not able to

ascertain with certainty the goal of this migration, but U. leilus, he

says, does not appear to travel further than to the neighbourhood of

the Rio Grande in Texas, because the Cidrus trees on which the larva'

feed stop there, and the species has not been observed farther north than
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on the Mexican- Texan frontier of the Rio Grande ; he had only met with

one example of inariitK, very much battered and worn, on the Guade-
loupe. Friedrich asserts that the hosts of lepidoptera return along the

same route five or six weeks later, but in greatly reduced numbers, the

survivors greatly exhausted, and the females without eggs. In the

table (lor. cit., p. 108) the direction of flight of those observed by

Verhuell is given as from south-east to north-west, and of those observed

by Friedrich from north to south. Urania Irilns is again noticed in

T/ie Awcrican Xatiiralist, in 1872 (referred to Entom., vi., p. 332) as

migrating in immense numbers, flying in swarms across the Isthmus
of Panama, and equally abundant at Para, Pernambuco and Rio

•Janeiro : "From an early hour in the morning until nearly dark these

insects passed along the shore in amazing numbers, but most
numeroiisly in the evening. It was very seldom that one was seen

travelling in the opposite direction." One of the latest records of the

migration of one of these beautiful Uraniids comes from Colon, in the

Republic of Columbia, where, in March, 1889, Vrania hnisdnralii was
observed by Davis, who states {Instrt Life, ii., p. 22) that when within

a few miles of Colon, the insects were seen flying from the mainland in a

northerly direction across the bay. This migration continued daily

from the date of the observer's arrival (March 18th) for nearly a week.

When the flight began could not be ascertained. Its duration daily

was from just before sunrise until sunset ; it was protracted, however,

until late at night on three evenings near and at full of the moon. The
point which attracted most attention was the vast number of the

insects. " The air was actually full of them. It resembled an unre-

mitting shower of forest leaves in autumn." rraiiia fnli/i'iis, however,

is perhaps even more remarkable for its migratory habits. It is

described by Kirby as migrating in vast flocks, flying at a great height

by day, from north to south, or from east to west.

Mann, writing (/'.s(/r//r, v., p. l(iH) of an observation made in

Brazil, in 1871, says that "great numbers of the Vanessid butterfly

Coea {Aiianist/ion) acherouta, followed each other singly at intervals

across the meadow in front of the house, apparently migrating, and
were difficult to catch. They came with powerful, rapid, direct flight,

perhaps from three to five metres above the level of the meadow, from
the direction of a rising ground or small hill near by. After seeing

several and noticing the uniformity of their behaviour, 1 ascended the

hill, and thus, so far as I recollect came within reach of them. From
how great a distance they came I could not tell, nor can I now say

from or to what direction of the compass they Hew. The season was
early fall (February 17th, 1871)." We have previously recorded the

occurrence of KiKjonia j-albimi in vast swarms, at the Hankaty Head
lighthouse on Nantucket Island, and we have already noticed the

migrations of I'l/iamcis ranliii, and the fact that Hnraitcssa antiopa has

been observed at sea, many miles from tlie nearest land. Another
American species, Kni/nnia califoniira, closely allied to these, is also

reported as a migrant. Dr. Behr writes (Prac. <'al. Acad. Nat. Set.,

iii., p. 124) of this species :
" The first migration I observed was on

November 15th, 185G, when numbers of this butterfly flew over San
Francisco in a general direction of south-south-east. They flew singly

and never crowded into swarms. Most of these butterflies passed over

our streets at too great a height to permit close inspection—a few
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alighting here and there on lamp-posts, signboards, or in the more
rural parts on flowers. They nearly all looked worn and shattered,

and there were no fresh specimens among them, clearly indicating that

they were not raised in the neighbourhood of the city but had come
from different parts. On the iHth some of the stragglers were still to

be seen, but on the 19th they had all disappeared. The second

migration took place last fall (1863) but did not reach Han Francisco

. By comparing notes received from Mr. .Johnson, of Marin
County, I have come to the conclusion that the country to the north-

ward crowded with this Vanessid {KiKjonia califarnica), must have sent

at least one colony south ; and I was told by the above-mentioned

gentleman, the statement being confirmed by many intelligent farmers

of the same neighDourhood, that large numbers of a brown butterfly

had come from San Quentin and occurred over that part of the bay
which stretches between San Rafael and Saucelito. About the same
time, great numbers of the same insect were observed in Lagunita
Valley, at the base of Tamal Pais, where the swarms gathered in a

great crowd and disappeared as suddenly as they came."
It has been fre(]uently noticed that when Pi/raineis card id is making

one of its migratory movements, nothing appears to stop it, and
specimens have been seen ascending and crossing the highest Alps, or

have been picked up dead on the snow. Kiii/onia califuniica appears

to act in much the same manner. On August 29th, 1889, during an
ascent of Mount Shasta, Hopkins records {Insect Life, ii., p. 355) the

flight of countless myriads of these butterflies at an altitude far above

the snow-line. He writes : "In our early morning climb we had left

our horses at half past four o'clock at very near the snow-line, where,

indeed, there were many small snow-flelds close about us. Our
progress was very slow and tedious, and some little time after daylight

a few signs of insect life were seen in the shape of 'snow-fleas,' two or

three large winged grasshoppers and, occasionally at first, a butterfly.

The last two were stiffened by the cold as if they were there

from the day previous. The butterfly increased greatly in

numbers as we ascended, and were, many of them, found among and
under the loose stones as well as a few upon them. At perhaps half-

past nine, we came to a point on which the sun had long been shining,

and here the butterflies were flying in the air, the flight being in a

south-easterly direction. From here, they seemed to increase very

rapidly in numbers up the remainder of the ascent to well towards the

summit. The latter was reached at 12.20 a.m., and the temperature

was noted as 42'T. in the open air. We remained here about half an
hour, then passed down by way of the Hot Sulphur Springs and thence

out on the southerly face of the mountains. We again encountered

our beautiful friends, at not further than six or eight hundred feet

below the extreme peak, and they were now in countless numbers,

filling the air with their flashing wings, and all passing in the same
direction as observed during the ascent, i.e., towards the south-east.

This strange sight continued until we seemed to pass below them at

an altitude of between 11,000ft. and 12,000ft. The fact of its being

a continuous flight of these insects across the mountain in one direc-

tion during the warm part of the day—a period of nearly five hours

—

is beyond question. That it was in progress one or more days previous

to that upon which I observed it, is an easy deduction from the fact
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of the numbers of the iusectd foimd aiiiong the rocks and stones, while

yet stiffened by the cold of the night air. How much longer it may
have continued I had no means of knowing. Where the butterflies

came from in such vast numbers and what brought tliem to such a

high altitude is, of course, a matter of pure speculation."

On some races of Lasiocampa quercus.

By J. C. WARBUEG.

Having spent many winters on the Riviera, I had good oppor-

tunities of breeding the two forms of /.. (iiiciridi which occur at Cannes.
The one which Mr. Tutt has named L. var. tiirriilioiialis is the form
considered by local entomologists as the type of that part of the world,

and referred to locally as /.. qKcrnh; the other called />. var. spartii hy
these authorities was designated riburni by Guenee, Avho logically

refrained from mixing up a casual German aberration with a southern
race.

The general colour of the hair is brown in the larva of L. var.

riburni, white in L. var. iiirriilionalia, and this difference makes it easy
to distinguish any larvte which may be found. With regard to the

imagines, as long as I only possessed a few, I found these also easy to

distinguish ; but, as my series increased, I found greater and greater

difficulty in the matter, until I began to doubt whether the colour of

the larvse was more than accidental. To set at rest my suspicions I

obtained pairings from various moths of both varieties which emerged
in 1H95 (being bred from larva? found wild). From these I obtained a
large number of larva^. Owing to the difficulty of keeping and feeding
them all separately one family of L. var. riburni larva- was kept apart
(labelled A) the others of both kinds were all bred together in one large

cage and sorted out by the colour when fullgrown, the riburxi being
marked ]>, the iHrridiniialis C. From these 1 obtained the following
specimens''-

:

A—Emerged between 28/7/y<) — 10/ 'Jjm (?) . . S'i <^ c^ '20 ? ? . . Total 42
B—Emerged between 5/'.»/'J5 — KJ/lO/itO .. .H </ </ '27 ? ? .. ,. 30
C—Emerged between 'J/8/9(J — 17/10/'.)(i .. .52 <? j 1)7? ? .. „ 149

221

B and C were treated alike and kept out of doors a great deal.

A was very likely kept indoors, which would account for the earlier

emergence. The pupte were brought to London in May, 1896.
From these moths 1 obtained several pairings, including the

crosses between L. var. mcridiuiuilis 3 nnd /,. var. riburni J . I have
no record of the contrary cross. The ova and larvHP obtained from
these pairings I shared with Mr. lUicot, who had kindly undertaken to

assist me in the matter, as I wished to widen the scope of the experi-

ments and include various othei' races of /.. (iiifrcus, namely, /.. var.

i^icula (of Sicilian descent) and /.. var. ralhumr (from Ai)erdeen). Mr.
Bacot, on his side, contributed some Doi'set /,. ijurrriin. With the
exception of some Swedish L. qiirrcKs [raltiinar /) larvse, all of which
died when half grown, and some from Paris, added later, this was the

* Tho actual number oi J a was probably greater as specimens which spoilt

their wings by tiuttering were discarded.
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whole of our living material. 1 may as well state at once that the

original object of the experiments was accomplished, and the constancy
of the larval colouring of /.. var. uirridionalis and /.. var. rihurni

established in four consecutive generations of larvRP ; the wild larvae

found by me in 1894-1895 being the great grand-parents of Mr.
Bacot's batches K {rihio-ni) and AO {i)icri(li(nialix) laid in 1897 ; or, if

my mixing the larvjp of my batches B and C be considered to vitiate

the results in the first generation, there still remain these consecutive

generations to form ample evidence of the fact.

Imaoines.—The following is a description of /-. var. iiwridinjialis and
J J. var. rihi(rni.— ^ . Size varying from 2 to nearly 2^^ inches. Body and
wings dark chocolate-brown, the basal area up to the band generally

darker, var. rihurni with a slightly more purple tinge than var. iiicri-

(lionalis, which is redder. The wings very thickly scaled, more thickly

than those of the British and Parisian L. qiiercni^. The band ochreous

on the forewing, reddish-ochreous on the hindwing (this character is

given by Guenee as determining var. rihurni, it is, however, shared by
var. uieridinnalis, but I think will serve to differentiate these two forms
from more northern ones). The band is regularly curved on the

hindwing. On the forewing it is much straighter inside than in most
of the northern /.. qiicrciii^. It generally begins on the inner margin
as a small crescent, with the concave side tui-ned towards the base. It

then runs almost straight across two-thirds of the wing, approximately

at right angles to the inner margin in L. var. uirriilinualis, but sloping

inwards in front in /.. var. ribiinii. It then forms a more or less sharp

elbow inwards, but generally finishes on the costa with another

outward curve. The spot, elbow and apex of wing are approximately
in a straight line, while in the northern forms the elbow is lower than
the line between dot and apex, and more in the centre of the wing.

On the outside, the band is more evenly curved, it is narrowest on the

inner margin, broadest from the elbow to the costa. It is compara-
tively narrow, being about midway in width between British L. qnercfis

and L. var. siriila, in which it is very narrow. It is, on the average,

narrower and more sharply defined in /,. vnr. nirridimtalifi, than m L.

var. rihurni, and, in this respect, /.. var. rihurni is nearer to L. qncrcus

than />. var. inrridionalis is, though, in the matter of ground colour,

the reverse is the case. The band is quite sharply defined internally

on both wings, and has not so much tendency to form what I may
call ripples between the nervures as in the northern L. qnrrcm.

Outside it is only slightly suffused, or not at all : nor is the wing
beyond the band ever powdered to any great extent with lighter scales.

I have only one specimen out of hundreds of the pure Cannes breeds

in which the width of the band on the hindwing at all approaches

that of s^icnla (this specimen has the hindwing much like that

of L. var. (iitiUonotii, Trimoulet, ' from the (jironde). The
nervures are inconspicuous, slightly darker than, or concolorous

with, the ground colour, except occasionally, when faintly powdered
with ochreous outside the band on hindwings. The spot is small

or of medium size, round or square, smaller on average in /.. var.

vihitr)ii : the fringe of forewings concolorous Avith Avings. The fringe

* Wiiced by Staudinger with L. rolioris, Suhrk. The latter is so scantily

defined, that I keep the local name.
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of the hindwings either concolorous, or coloured like the band. The
former more usual in L. var. vibnrni the latter in L. var. iiicndioiialis.

Of the 22 (? L. var. rihiirni in batch A (all of the same brood) IG had
dark, and 6 light fringes. The fringe of hindwings is generally brown
on the inner margin, whatever its colour elsewhere. The tuft of the

abdomen is lighter, as is also the shaft of the antennae, especially

towards the tips. The following are, in brief, the usual but not

constant differences between /..var. n'biinii and L. var. meridio-

nalis $ . In L. var. ineridionalis g the anal angle of the wings
is fuller (squarer), covering the abdomen more when set in the same
way ; median spot generally larger ; band on forewings joining that

on hindwings (when set with the inner margins in a straight line),

whereas in L. var. i-ibund the band on the forewing is generally

outside the continuation on the hindwing. The bands on the

forewings converging in front in L. var. ribunii, parallel in L.

var. meridionalis, the most constant dift'erence. $ . Expands from
2iin. in small specimens to just over Sin. in the largest, generally,

however, between 2^in. and 2fin., averaging, therefore, rather

smaller than the northern races. The colour varies from ochreous
to fairly dark red-brown, the darker forms being more frequent
in L. var, nburni. In the ochreous specimens the hindwing is

always browner, especially inside the band. The colour is a warmer
yellow or brown than \n the northern races, in which there is a tinge

of greenish coloration as a rule. The white spot is smaller and less

conspicuous, not being such a pure white. The band, on the contrary,

is more distinct and more sharply bordered outside, and generally
lined inside fairly markedly Avith brown, especially on the inner
margin. The basal area is often darker than the borders. The whole
insect seems squarer and less elongated than the ]>ritish specimens.
The nervures are concolorous or in L. var. ribiirni generally lighter

than the ground colour. The fringe of the hindwing concolorous in

L. var. )iieridionali.s, lighter in L. var. ribiirni, in which the bands
are more differentiated from the ground colour, giving a brighter, more
contrasted effect.

I should be sorry however to pin my reputation to any of these
distinctions or to have to pick out a mixed drawer full of $ s of the
two races. As will be seen the differences of the imagines are slight

and inconstant, on the other hand those of the larvae are quite clear.

I have two aberrant imagines of these races, in one of which one of

the plumes of the J antenna is bifurcate, another, a 9 , in which the
neuration of one hindwing is abnormal.

Larvae.—The adult larvte of /.. var. uwridioiudis differ m the mam
from those of ICnglish (Dorset) /.. qaernls by the larger nuuiber of

long white hairs, and the purer white or ashy-grey of the dorsal coat,

which isyellowish in the English ones. The spiracular dashes are generally
less conspicuous. The French race looks smarter and sleeker than the
English, it grows quicker and does not become lethargic in the winter.

L. var. viburni.—The adult larvte have rusty-brown hairs on both back
and sides, with long white hairs sprinkled sparsely but evenly all over,

not more on the sides than on the back. The qtienus pattern on the
back lighter than the ground colour but also brown. Face rusty.

Stigmata very white, spiracular streaks not very prominent. I have
found the larvie on various plants, Vibanium t.iuut>, Cytisuti hirsutua,
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L. triflorHR, Erica scopan'a, SparttKni junceum, and ivy. The latter is

a favourite food. I do not remember ever to have found them on any
species of oak.

Guenee who worked out these two races from larvie snpphed hhn
from Cannes by M. Milliere, gives a careful description of the larvae

in all stages {Ann. Soc. I\)it. Fr., 186H, p. 407) which, however, would
unduly lengthen this article to quote adequately. He also gives a

useful comparative table of L. (jucrcus, vallunoe, and rilninii. While
recognising that /.. (incn-iis (jiicridioitalis) from southern France differs

from Parisian L. (jkitcks, he does not, in my opinion, allow sufficiently

for this difterence, as many of the landmarks he gives for distinguishing

L. var. ribiimi from L. qnnrus, though they differentiate it from the

northern forms, do not sever it from L. var. nieridiunalis. The follow-

ing are his chief points :

Vibund j .—Coffee- or violet-brown, Quercvs ^ .—Rufous or tan-coloured,
middle size, wings u little square, band small, wings short, hindwings rounded,
less yellow on forewings, narrow, clearly bands concolorous on all wings variable

cut on both sides on the forewings, in width on forewings. irregularly

straight with a bend at each end. On sinuated inside, shading into ground-
the hindwing, elbow-curved, as narrow colour outside. On the hindwings the
as on forewing, clearly detached from curve is regular, the band melting more
marginal space. or less into the ground colour, which is

always more or less marked with

yellow.
Vibunii ? .—Wings broad ochreous- Quernh ? . — Light yellow - ochre

yellow warmed with violet-brown. (tinted with reddish in var. ii), nervares
nervures lighter or concolorous. Fringe darker, bands indistinct, marginal area
of hindwings reddish with the extremity of all wings always light. Fringe
only straw-colour. absolutely concolorous.

I do not know that any of these differences hold absolutely except

perhaps the one referring to the fringe in the female.

(7V( be continui'd.)

Observations on sooe new and little=known Orthoptera

with biological notes .

By J. POKTOCHINSKY (translated by Jacob Kotinskv).

{('(mtinned from j>. 213.)

The last species upon which I should like to dwell somewhat
at length is interesting, not only because of the colour of its hind-

legs, but also on account of many other considerations, since the

insect is still little known. I speak of Xorarndcs ri/anijics, F. v. W.
Although this Orthopteron was described as long ago as 1846 by the

eminent entomologist Fischer von Waldheim, its exact characters

have only been determined recently, 1883, by Brunner von Wattenwyl,
in his well-known work on European Orthoptera. Until noAV it was
known only that this interesting insect lives with us in the Caucasus

(in Karabakh) and in Asia Minor. Fischer von Waldheim gives the

plains of Karabakh as its habitat, which is positively wrong. Accord-

ing to my observations, X ii/am'jx's is a purely mountainous form that,

beyond doubt, never occurs in the plains, and Fischer's specimens

were not from the plains but the mountains of Karabakh. These

* From Horae Societatis Entomologicae Rossicae, vol. xx., pp. 111-127, pi. xii.,

1886.
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large and peculiar insects live in large numbers in the mountainous
meadows of Caucasia Elinor (Semenooka, Elenooka) at an elevation of

7000-8000ft. above sea-level. During my excursions through the
lobalities surrounding the lake Hokcha I have always captured
specimens of X ciianiin'K either while they were slowly crawling along
the grass or quietly sitting on it, not attempting to nuike the least

movement while I approached them or took them in my hands. In life,

these insects are very brightly and peculiarly coloured, but, after death,
several of their colours disappear entirely. Since the colour of this

species described (from dead specimens) by Fischer and Brunner von
Wattenwyl is incorrect, I deem it necessary to give an excict description

of the female made from living specimens. The prevailing colour of

the body is a quite bright cinnamon-grey, over which are scattered

numerous dark and yellowish spots ; several dark stripes pass along
the raised lines of the sternum ; the dorsum of the anterior half of

each abdominal segment is coloured a beautiful pink, which is quite
conspicuously contrasted with the general body-colour ; the short hind
femora are, on the outside, tinted the same as the rest of the body,
and, on the inside, are blue ; terminally, however, they are bright red

;

the tibife, too, are blue and are armed with black-pointed, red spines,

but their terminal ends and entii'e tarsi are bright red. This red
colour is so prominently contrasted with the blue that it appears as

though the legs were sprinkled with red sealing-wax. Considering
the vast numbers and bright colours of these strange Orthoptera, and
their slow motion, one would think that they have very few enemies, and
from these they are probably protected either by being unsavory or by
poisonous properties. Their males are peculiar by the very small dimen-
sions of the body, as compared with the size of the females, and with their

somewhat more rapid power of movement. In colour, however, they hardly
differ from the females, only (as in the young females) their abdominal
segments lack the pink stripes. Besides, the venter of the abdomen
is bright yellow, and, on each side of each of the posterior segments,
there is a narrow, dark stripe that expands towards the last segment,
and has the appearance of two dark spots. Finally, each side of the
dorsum of the abdomen bears a broad, dark, longitudinal stripe. But
tbe most noticeal)le character in the colouring of the males is presented
in their hind-legs, the inner and ventral sides of the hind femora,
as wellas the entire tibite and tarsi, being of an uniform orange-red. The
tibial spines, too, except their tips which are black, are also of the
same colour. In some, however, a bluish tinge is still noticeable
upon the underside of these femora, in the form of an indistinct

narrow stripe. The males Fischer von Waldheim mistook for a
distinct species calling them Xoramdrn nihri/ics.

Insects with colours so closely resembling their habitat, would
have been subject to great danger had tlieir bright hues betrayed
their presence. We have seen that, on this account, tlie bright colours
of locusts are distributed over such parts of their hind femora as are

normally entirely concealed. On the other hand, however, we have
also seen that the tibia- and tarsi are also brightly coloured, and
these could likewise betray the presence of the insect. In view of

this the Orthoptera possess several adaptations : thus, it is known
that each of the hind femora are provided below and on the inner
surface with a long and deep furrow, or rather, with a channel which
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almost completely receives the tibia and tarsus, and thus their bright

decorative colours can be concealed from the eyes of their enemies.

In addition to this, even though the tibife of these insects are thin, in

some of them, for further protection, the bright colours are disposed

only along the inner surface ; thus, for instance, in Ac rid iinn aciji/jitium,

only the inner surface of the tibia is lilac-coloured while the outer is

of the same grey tint as the rest of its body. In species of Kretnuhia

we likewise notice that only the inner surface of the tibia is red or

violet, but here, adaptation goes even further and is enhanced in that

only the inner row of tibial spines is brightly coloured, while the

outer one, as well as the joints of the tarsus, is entirely devoid of

bright hues. Thus we see that, in the locust family of Orthoptera,

nature gave preference to the long hind-legs for the development of

brilliant hues and that even there she arrayed them with great pre-

caution.

But even in this family of Orthoptera species are met with whose
bodies are coloured so gaily that a priori, without preliminary experi-

mentation, one can conclude that these insects are not fit as food for

insectivorous animals.'' It is self-evident that insects thus protected,

i.e., by unpleasant taste and perhaps poisonous properties, wnll not

answer to those general conditions of the distribution of bright colours

spoken of above. As an illustration I will take a South American
representative of the family, Acridiidae, described under the name of

Acridimii tarsatinii. This insect is so brightly coloured that it more
resembles a gaudily coloured toy than a living being. Its entire body

is bright green, but the upper part of the head is orange-red. The
femora and tibi* of the first two pairs of legs are tinged with red,

yellow and black, and all the tarsi are red and black. The hind

femora are yellow on the outside having a black spot and ring near

the top. The hind tibias are red at the base, then follows a black

ring, then abroad yellow one, and at the ends are black again. Hence
we see that, in this Orthopteron that does not need any protective

colouring, all the bright colours are not hidden as in most of those

considered above, but, on the contrary, are conspicuously displayed.

Those parts of the body that, in other Orthoptera, bear the bright

colours, are either coloured equally bright with the other more exposed

parts, or even more modest, as, for example, the lower and inner sur-

faces of the posterior femora in Acridiinn tarsatiim. But, beside that, we
find here a still more important and interesting phenomenon ; the

hind tibife adorned with their bright hues present no danger to the

unsavoury insect, so that there is no necessity whatever for concealing

these bright colours in the groove of the inner surface of the femur.

In connection with this we also find a somewhat different structure of

the femur in A. tarsatinn. Its hind femora are comparatively much
thinner than in other Acridiidae with a protective body coloration, and

the groovelet on the inner surface is, comparatively, very little

developed. And thus we come to the conclusion that the bright

* Similar facts are known also in other cases of insects belonging to the order

Orthoptera. Thus, Horn observed that birds and lizards always turned away
from one brightly-coloured Indian species when it was offered to them (Froc. Ent.

Soc. London, 1.SG9, p. xi). Upon piercing the thorax of several Orthoptera, a

strong odour is perceived, which is given off by the liquid issuing from the pierced

place (Serville, Hist. Nat. des Orthopt., p. 219).
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colours with which some parts of various Acridiidae are bedecked

mean much to them, and that, therefore, wherever these colours could

have betrayed the presence of the insect bearing them, changes in

structure are noticeable, i.e., the narrowing of the hind femora and
the deepening of the groove on their inner side.

{To he concluded.)

<g)RTHOPTERA.
Panchlora viridis in England.—On May 3rd, 1901, whilst

purchasing fruit at a shop in this town, the fruiterer's son handed to

me, for identification, an Orthopteron found by him when unpacking

a bunch of bananas shipped from Costa Rica. The specimen (then

very active), being unknown to me, w^as sketched in water colours and

submitted ultimately to Mr. Burr, who writes me thus:—"It is almost

certainly Pancldoia riridis which is about the commonest species of

the somewhat large genus .... all natives of the tropical

parts of America .... I have not heard of Panchlora

{s,-iisii stn'rfo) being noted before with us." The fact of its occurrence

in England appears to be certainly worthy of record, although explained

by the above quoted authority who further says :
—" A large number

of exotic cockroaches have become cosmopolitan with the expan-

sion of modern shipping, &c."

—

Arthur J. Jenvey, The Abbey,

Romsev. Ma>^ 15th, 1901.

XaOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.
The development of the Imago in the Pupa of Lachneis lanestris.

—At some date last year I met with the statement that the imago
of LacJnu'iti laiu'stris develops within the pupa some time during its

first year of existence, and so remains as an imago ready to emerge

even in the case of those pupae that fail to produce imagines until

the second, third, or even sixth or seventh years, I do not

now remember where I saw this opinion stated, or whether I

merely heard it expressed verbally at some meeting of an Enio-

niological Society ; but I found on consulting various friends of

much experience in rearing lepidoptera that several entertained this

view, whilst no one either contradicted it or seemed to see anything

doubtful about it. In Barrett's Lfjtiduptera, vol, iii,, p, 11, it is stated

to ])e the case that the imago remains fully matured and ready to

emerge over several years, any doubt as to the definiteness of the

language employed being removed by Mr. Barrett's assurance that that

was his meaning. I felt as positive that this view was erroneous as

one can be without absolute available proof. In the first place, I knew
positively that, in such cases as the Acronyctids, Acronicta leporina, and
( 'iisjiidia iiirijaccidiald especially, I'etasia niibeculosa, and others, no
development took place till the year of emergence, and in the second I

felt tolerably sure that I had made the same observation on Lachneis

lanestri.s itself, but was naturally doubtful about this in the absence of

any written note and the consensus of opinion against me. To
determine the point I got a number of cocoons of L. lanestris last

autunni. This spring these divided themselves into three sets : (1)

Those that emerged (some thirty odd)
; (2) those that are dead (a dozen
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or so) ; (3) those remaining over. I appear to have been very
unfortunate in my suppUes, since out of several dozen cocoons only
one selects to remain over. This one, however, is a pupa of pale

yellowish colour and transparent texture, i.e., with development of the

imago quite in abeyance, and no further advanced than shortly after

the pupal state is assumed. I had rather there had been more
specimens going over, but as it is, the one specimen, with none per

contra, is sufficiently conclusive. There must be cocoons of L. lanestris

going over another year, in the possession of various colli^ctors, by
which this point could be further illustrated. I should be glad to

examine any specimens that may be sent me. —T. A. Chapman, Betula,

Reigate.

Cocoon of Lachneis lanestris.—On the same page {loc. cit.) of

Barrett's work, he says " a lid is pushed oft" the cocoon, having been,

to all appearance, carefully cut partially through, from the inside, by

the pupa for this purpose." This is quite true if we give a very full

value to the qualifying phrase " to all appearance." The lid might
look very much as it does were it so cut through. As a matter of fact,

no such cutting takes place—the lid is formed by accidental fracture,

by pressure from end to end of the cocoon, by the inflation of the body
of the moth that almost always occurs at emergence, aided by muscular
action. That the fracture takes place where it does is no doubt
determined by this zone of the cocoon, having more brittle gum and
less fibrous silk in its structure than elsewhere. It does not appear

that any softening fluid of any sort is employed, but that the fracture

is in a dry and brittle structure.

—

Ibid.

Imaginal development in PUPiE OF Lachneis lanestris.—The
OPENING OF THE SO-CALLED LID OF THE COCOON.—With reference to Dr.

Chapman's note re the non-development of the imago in the pupa of

Lachneis lanestris until the year of its emergence, I can fully corroborate

the evidence ofl'ered by his single pupa. Owing to the statement re-

ferred to in Barrett's work being contrary to my own recollection, I

examined a pupa or two in my possession, and, flnding it erroneous, I

referred the matter to Mr. A. Russell, who had a large number
(some thirty) of non-emerging pupsB in the early summer of 1899,

many of which he examined, and in none of which he found any
trace of imaginal development, nor could I find anywhere, among all

the references 1 collected (see llritish Lepiiloptera, vol. ii., pp. 514-

517), any authority for the statement that the imago was fully

developed and awaited emergence sometimes for several years, ^^'ith

regard to the opening of the so-called lid of the cocoon, there is an
interesting note by Latter (Trans. Knt. Sac. London, 1895, pp. ±57-8),

who states that " the median frontal portion of the head of the imago
between the eyes is produced forward into a prominent and sharply-

pointed umbo or boss of great strength, and capable of being used as

a powerful awl in opening the cocoon .... the boss being

developed to a less degree and less sharply-pointed on the head of the

pupa also." These structures are figured for Lasiorauipa var. calliinae,

considered by Latter as essentially similar to those of Larlmeis

lanestris, which difl'er only in being smaller {lor. cit., pi. \iii., fig. 8,

and pi. ix., fig. 9).—J. W. Tutt.

OviPOSITION OF COLEOPHOKA MUKINIPENNELLA.— Oil May 14th, 1901,

between G.45 and 7.30 p.m., 1 noticed three females of this species
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ovipositing on the cymes of Luzula canipestrts, in a meadow here. The
moth sits very quietly on the flowers, thrusting the abdomen down
between the perianth and the scarious bract at the base of the flower,

where the ea:g is laid. One female made use of an outside flower, and

as the bract was forced away from the perianth by the moth's abdomen,
I could plainly, by aid of my pocket lens, see the ovipositor which
appeared little, but strong, thrust out. When fully extended, however,

the tip was hidden in the flower and I failed to see the egg actually

deposited. One female, kept in a box, laid no eggs, but the next

evening, when placed in a large test tube with a piece of the

food-plant, she commenced laying at once. These moths appear

to hide in the grass during the day. At the time of flight they

run up a grass stem and take wing with a jerk, keeping low down
among the herbage. If they collide with a leaf or stem, which they

seem habitually to do, they settle for a few minutes, and then repeat

the process. The best way to find the ova of C. murinipennella is to

pull ofl' carefully the perianth of the Litzula, leaving the scaly bracts on

the plant, the egg will usually be found adhering to the base of the

perianth or it may be left in the bract. I should say in nature not

more than one egg is laid in the same flower.

—

-Alfred Sigh, F.E.S.,

65, Bari'owgate Eoad, Chiswick. May 18th, 1901.

J^RACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for July.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—Ova of Leucania alhipinicta laid August 18th, 1899, hatched
August 29th, fed up rapidly on grass, and by October 5th many
bad pupated ; they were kept in a room where was a fire every day,

the pupte being left undisturbed and the surface of the earth not

damped ; imagines commenced to emerge October 26th.

2.—From the end of -July to the middle of August the imagines
of Leucania btrrilinea are to be obtained freely at light in the Norfolk
Broads, Horning being the most worked centre.

8.—At dusk in the middle of August the females of Charaeas

<iram in is are often to be taken in numbers, both in the Norfolk Broads
and the Cambridge fens, fluttering up the reeds and grass-culms, and
paired couples are often to be found from 10 p.m. -11 p.m. It is

remarkable that the males fly freely, and often in great numbers for

about an hour in the early morning between 7.30 p.m. and 9.30 p.m.,
when no $ s are to be found.

4.—Three dozen larvfe of Dianthoicia ciuubali were taken from
the flowers of Li/chnis floscnndi during the first week of August on
Balerno Bog (Carlier).

5.—-Towards the end of August and well on nito September, a
warm overcast afternoon will give an abundance of Celaena hanorthii

flying over the mosses on the moors, and it appears that if the
atmosphere be clear and the sun shining there are few specimens on the

' pKAt 1 icAL Hints vun the Field Lepibopteuist, recently published, contains
1,*2:)U siiiiiliir hints to these, distribiUed ovei' every month in the year. Interleaved
(for collector's own notes).- Ed.
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wing, whilst if the afternoon be calm, warm, and moist, the species

flies pretty freely ; the imagines may also be taken at night on the

blossoms of Calluna vulijariH (Finlay).

6.—Heather blossom is exceedingly attractive in August to Xuctita

(llarevsa and N. dahlii ; the latter species is very uncertain in its

appearance, but sometimes swarms in its well known haunts—Aberdeen,
Sutton Park, Sherwood, Morpeth, &c.

7.—Towards the middle of August ragwort blossom begins to be

exceedingly productive in Scotland ; Hijdroecia Incens, almost every-

where, and, near Perth, a fine local form of A>irotis obclisca (var.

hastifera) abound thereon.

8.—On the coast sandhills in August, the imagines of Afirotis

restuiialis and Actehia praecu.v are to be obtained by shaking the over-

hanging roots of the sand-rush (Robertson).

9.—To find the larvte of Aip-ntia ripae in August and September,
dig round the prickly saltwort, found so plentifully at many places on
the coast ; at Hunstanton I found them very common, not less tlian

260 in four hours, I have at other places dug five hours for 50
(Farren)

.

10.—Imagines of Aurotin ai/athina are out from about August 18th,

they only tiy for about three-quarters of an hour just at dusk, and are

then not difficult to net with the aid of a lantern, as they do not fly

fast and are very quiet in the net.

11.

—

MelUnia (iilva(jo comes freely to light in August (Cambridge,

Reading, &c.), and is sometimes taken from the lamps in and near

towns in large numbers, probably though only where avenues of elms

exist in the suburbs of the towns.

12.—In late August and September an occasional imago of Tiliacia

aurai/u falls to the beating-stick, but the great majority appear to hide

in the herbage and leaves below ; at dusk they will be found to have
come to the top of the grasses and other plants, or feeding on the

blackberries ; they take flight at once on some evenings, although

sugared twigs will generally stop them.
13.

—

Triphaena interjecta is peculiar in its habits on Wieken Fen ;

instead of flying late in the afternoon at blossom, as it usually does in

wooded districts, it comes freely to sugar in mid-August, several

dozens sometimes being shaken out of the sugared " knots " in one

evening.

14.—In the Morpeth district Folia cki ab. olivacea prefers to rest

on the trunks of ash-trees in August.
15.—The occasional autumnal female imagines of Dcnias curt/li lay

eggs in August that hatch in early September; the larvae can be started

on beech, but the leaves are usually all ofl' before they are full-fed
;

finish feeding on nut.

16.—Breeders of StaKropus fa(ii should always look out for autumnal
emergences, individual examples frequently occur from September to

October, especially when fairly large numbers are being reared.

17.—Thelarvje of Cerura binispis maybe beaten from alders during

September and October ; the cocoons are made in the depression of

the trunk usually low down (from about six feet up the trunk to the

surface of the ground) and are most difficult to discover.

18.—In August the imagines of Hepialus sylvrnus are abundant in

the Monkswood section of Epping flying over heather. FnpitJwcia
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minutata and E. nanatn are also usually taken in abundance at the

same time and in the same place.

19.—-In early Aut^ust larva? of Kunndcsia alrhrniillata are common
in flowers and seedheads of (raleopnis tetrahit wherever these are to be

found ; they are rarely to be found wild on <i. ladannin, although they

eat it freely in confinement.
20.—-Young larvte, from eggs of Zonoaoma orhlcidaria hatching in

beginning of August, can be sleeved on sallow, and, in about a fort-

night, will possibly pupate if the weather be really warm; autamnal
emergences are very frequent in confinement, and pupje want
watching closely in early September.

21.—In August the seedheads of (ialiiuit rcrutn should be most
carefully searched for the larva? of AntirJin sinnata—Tuddenham,
Bury St. Edmunds, kc.

22.—In early August hunt in woods and beside hedges and ditches

for the larvfP of the .SYrtr////.s-feeding plumes. Both red and green

larva? are to be found, the former generally smaller and to be met with

before the purplish-red corolla has fallen off, the latter larger and on

plants which are seeding. The larviE of Avibli/jitiiia acanthodactijla

(cosmodactijla) and A. CLUinunlartt/la {acantJiddacti/la) occur on the plant

at the same time (Riding).

23.—In the first week of August the grassy parts of Chippenham
Fen, give an abundance of ( 'rambiis selaseUus which are disturbed

readily during the daytime and fly freely at dusk.
24.—In the second week of August CrambKs mi/i'lliis is on the wing

during the evening ; several in the neighbourhood of ^lonvnmsk
(Mutch).

25.—At the end of August and in September the nests of liouihns

aiiroridii, Vespa rttliiaria, itc, should be collected for larva^ of Ajiltmnia

fiocidla. The larvjp spin the nest into a hard mass about the size of a

cricket-ball and pupate therein, the imagines appearing in early June.

Thelarvieare scarcely ever found in underground nests of bees or wasps.

26.

—

Poecilia nirca sits in the crevices of the bark of oak-trees in

August, and great skill is required to capture the species, as the imagines

are exceedingly active, and when a pill-box is brought near them they

either fly away or dodge over the hand of the would-be captor.

27.—In August the terminal shoots of Mi/rica (/ale are done up in

balloon-like bundles by the larvje of Pcnthina dimidiaita.

28.—The imagines of PluKvojiteri/x sieidana fly in great abundance
in August at dusk among the buckthorn bushes on Wicken Fen, by

collecting on the edge of a large clump formed by these bushes a very

long series was obtained. PJi<i.rtipt('r>/.r innniatatia was taken among
sallow in smaller numbers at the same time.

29.—The lai'VR' of the autumnal brood of ( 'Imitlioilu.s rluurniduilliUus

appear to straggle over a long period on Pa^tinaca mtira, full-fed

larvae being found from the last week of August to the end of Sep-

tember, the moths emerging from early October.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Early spuing lepidopteka.—The early spring insects have been

very backward. Ci/a)iiris an/iultis was fairly common at Box Hill on
May 10th, when SyruhtJuDi malcae was making its appearance, (Ju?iep-
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teryx rharnni also was exceedingly abundant. It is very astonishing what
excellent condition some examples maintain throughout their hyberna-

tion, some looking as if freshly-emerged. The larvte of JuqiitheHa

sohrinata were at the time very small, although normally they should

be almost full-fed.—A. J. Croker, 277, Cambridge Road, London, E.
Mai, nth, 1901.

In this district, cold frosty nights and bright days with sharp east

winds have rendered collecting unsatisfactory. Cyanirh anjiolus has
been fairly plentiful, and Kiiiinnia pDh/cJiloros has been especially

abundant, although an insect I have hardly seen here for years ; I trust

this presages an abundance in August and September. Sweeping heath
for larvfe of Aiirotis wjathma has been almost hopeless, and there have
been but few of the usually common Geometrid larvffi, such as those

of lioannia repandata and ( 'rorallis clini/iiaria. The light-traps were
useless till a few nights ago, when ^oUxhynta trepida, Jh-ipncmia chaonia

and Litlidsia somrrula appeared, but a return of the east wind has

rendered the traps useless again. Two days' beating gave only five

Zep/n/rus (pieyrih larva?, and even those of Cheiiiiatobia bruiiiata are

scarce and backward.—E. F. C. Studd, M.A., Oxton, Exeter. May
20th, 1901.

I have only to record the abundance of imagines of Eii;iunia poly-

chloros and Vanetisa iu, and larvse of Triphaena fimbria. Everything

seems to be retarded by the cold nights, although Hemaris fuciformis

on the 18th inst. is not much behind time.

—

V>. W. Adkin, Brandon
House, Morden Hill, Lewisham, S.E. May 'l^nd, 1901.

In the New Forest yesterday I took several interesting species

—

Lithoxia aiiirola, Htantria J'a.siiaua {fiisri(la), Biipains piuian'a, Brenthis

ettph rosy tie, Syn'rhtJiiis tiialrae, itc. I saw Heiiiaris hmtdiyUforitiis, and

beat larva? of Lymantria tniDuuha, Xola atriyida, Uylopliila (jarrcana,

Catocala jmnnissa, ('. spnyisa, (Konistis quadra, &c., whilst the previous

week I captured Xctncobiiis liicina, Kupithecia piisiUata, kc.— (Major)

R. B. Robertson, I'joscombe. May 24:th, 1901.

I was tempted out on April 9th and then found the sallows at

Sandburn not fully out, whilst on this and successive nights I found

moths scarce, and only noted Tamiocampa yothica, T. t>tabilh, T.

pulvfriilftita, Sropclosouia satellitia and Anticlca badiata. The evening

of April 17th appeared an ideal one for collecting; I found at Bishop

Wood the sallow-bloom well advanced, and whilst it was still light, the

following species were shaken on the sheets spread under the large

bush on the Hambleton side

—

'raenioraiiijia imrjida, common, but rather

worn, several being ab. i»iuia(idat(t : 7'. jiulreriili'iita, scarce, T. yathica,

T. inccrta, 7'. yrarilis, a greater number on this and subsequent nights

than I have met with before in this wood, of this species; Vachnobia

rabrivosa and /'. (ciiroyrajdia, 19 males of the latter species being all I

saw. Rain spoiled the 18th, but the 19th was again favourable, and

resulted in a really good bag. 2". yracilis in great variety, one with a

black reniform, two tinged with rosy, another powdered with dark

scales and darker nervures; Panolis pinipwrda, one only seen, but as it

was an almost green aberration, it was a valuable capture, T. populeti,

going over, but Pachuobia leiicoyrapha was in great force, and in perfect

condition, and was decidedly in the majority, every shake of the bushes

bringing down many specimens, until the time arrived for leaving the

wood, in order to catch the train home. The following night, with
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Messrs. Porter and Russell, of Hull, another visit was paid to the

wood, when the success of the preceding night was practically repeated,

Pachnohia leucixji-aplia still coming in great numbers and in tine condi-

tion. A few hours at Sandburn Wood on May 27th, produced Km-hlo'e

cardaiiiiiu'S, Xisoxiaili's tai/cs, Jiroit/iis si'lou', ( 'liri/sop/iaiiiis pldai'iis,

MacrotJii/lacia nibi, abundant, Satiintia jKironia, I'liinj incur ilohihraria,

Oilontopcra hidciitata, I'anaura pctraria, common, Hi/psiprtca iinpluriata,

Tcphrosia piiiirfidtita, T. rrrpiiscidaria [hiinu'idar'ta), Kitpif/icria i)idiijata,

larvfe of Axplndia jlavimrtiix, ('Iftwcrls. rinn'nalix, mid Hi/psiprtn^ rliitata.

On May 2Sth, at J>ishop Wood 1 found Ceriint fiirnda at rest, and

larvsB of Taniiocanipa pitpidcti and Tctlioa subtiisa commonly on the

poplars.—^8. Walker, Queen Anne's Road, York. June 1st, 1901.

A few Kriocrunia purpurcUa were taken in a wood near here on

April 21st and Incurmria pectinea on April 28th. In the same wood
on May oth a larva of (reoinctva papUuDiaria was found on birch, and
Dt'pressaria assiiin'lella was Hying freely at dusk among broom ; whilst at

the same place, on May 2iJth, riio.roj'tcri/.r xicidaiia was netted. Two or

three A', hrizella have appeared from Statirr, plenty of thrift, however,

grows among the Staticc. Gregarious larvte are abundant here, those of

Malac(is<))iia castrcnsis in greater abundance than ever.—F. Ci. Whittle,

8, Marine Avenue, Southend. .Imtr oth, 1901.

Since the second week in May the season has been especially good

for sugar. Macaria notata has again been plentiful, and Z(i}i(i>>oiiia

punctaria and Z. pendidaria more so than usual, neither being common
here. Z. pendularia usually sits on a birch-stem anywhere under

5 feet from the ground, and I found the best plan on a hot day was to

tap the stems sharply with a stick and net them as they flew off, which
they did instantly ; they will hardly ever allow you to box them sitting,

except towards evening when it gets cold or on a very cold day ; they

often rise even before you strike the stem. When ('idaria coriflata

began to appear, the difHculty of catching them was increased as,

though the colour and flight are very different, it was difficult to keep

the eye from following the C cori/lata, which sometimes rose three or

four at a time. I also bred two or three from larvte last August, but

one cannot get many ova from captive ?.s, only one ? giving a small

batch. Abraxas sylvata is not so numerous this year as last. 1 have
from last year's pupa; bred Lciocauijia dictacoides and Acyowjrta Icporiua.

—F. C. Woodforde, F.E.S., ^Market Drayton. .Time llt/i, 1901.

COLIAS HYALE IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND BUCKINGHAMSHIRE. On
June 5th I had sent me from IJrackley a specimen of ('alias hifale,

taken on the above date whilst flying along a railway bank. The
insect is in perfect condition, and does not wear at all the appearance

of an immigrant, or hybernated specimen. (_'. In/ale was not rare at

Brackley last year. On -Tune 9th my brother saw the same species in

a clover field at St. Leonards, IJucks, but having no net with him
failed to secure it.—A. T. Goodson, Triiig.

Note on HYBERNATiN(i Xylina semibhtnnea.—It may interest you
to hear that a 5 Xi/liiia snnibntunea I took last November lived till

the second week in June, the ^ dying about six weeks earlier. 1 had
them in a breeding-cage till early spring, when I sleeved them on a

small ash growing in a pot, I never saw them in cop. nor have I seen

any ova or larvse from them. I took a ? at sallow but she had
deposited all her ova except five, which were infertile.—E. H. Thornhill,

Boxworth, Cambs. Jane 2nd, 1901.
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CoLiAs HYALE IN Cajmbridgeshire.—I saw CoUtts ki/ale on June 24:th,

and my wife saw one on June 16th, so I hope we may see some again
later on.

—

Ibid.

CoLiAs HYALE IN Kent.— 111 the last week in May I met with three

specimens of ('alias lujalc near here. One, which I saw close, was a

female in perfectly fresh condition, suggesting recent emergence, and
not immigration or hybernation. The species Avas common here last

summer, together with ( '. ciliisa. A late brood of the latter appeared
in September, but no late specimens of C. hi/alc were seen by me,
although it was the commoner of the two in July.-— C. W. Watts,
Binbury, near Maidstone.

On the lith inst. I took a perfectly fresh specimen of I 'alias

hi/alf in this neighbourhood. From its appearance I am satisfied that

it could not have hybernated as an imago, and it is extremely unlikely

for the same reason that it is an immigrant from the continent. I should

judge that it could only have emerged from the pupal state a few hours

previously to my capturing it. It is worthy of notice that I have now
taken < '. hi/alf in this neighbourhood three years in succession. I

took four specimens in 1899 (last year it was very common), and now
this specimen. I have never, however, taken it earlier than August
in previous seasons.—H. Hug(hns, Jnr., 18, Clarence Place,

Gravesend. June 25tli, 1901.

Colias HYALE AT FOLKESTONE.—When at Folkestone, June 15th,

I was pleased to see Colias hi/ali: again. Of two specimens (males)

seen one was taken. Both were in good condition.—C. P.

Pickett, F.E.S., 99, Dawlish Road, Leyton, Essex.

®^OLEOPTERA.
Note on C'ryptocephalus 6-punctatus, L.—On June 1st last I

swept a solitary specimen of this rare species in a drive, cut through a

wood ill this district. Close by was a moderate-sized nest of Formica

nifa, and, for the moment, after bottling the insect, it struck me that

after all it might only be a i'li/tlira. This resemblance made me
consider whether the beetle might not in some way be connected with

the ants' nest, especially as a long search failed to reveal a second

specimen. I did not, however, get an opportunity of examining the

ants' nest which (judging at least from the habit of < 'I i/t/na) -would

probably have had to be turned over to its lowest depths for any good
to come of the examination. The pupa of L'rjiptnvrjihalus is said to be

enclosed in a case not unlike that of ('bithra. There is certainly

something very peculiar in the distribution and appearance of the

species of the genus, with the exception perhaps of lahiatiis, L., which
seems to be common and generally distributed in most localities in

which 1 have collected.— A. J. Chitty, M.A., F.E.S., Huntingfield,

Faversham. hil'/ 11th, 1901. [^Father Wasinann writes (3i//r. u.

Ter. Ant., p. 159) :
" From some short notes by Weise, it is probable

that all the species of Cri/iitorcplialns change to pup* in ants' nests."

It is well known that the larvje of species of ('rtiptoccplialns make
cases, which, in the event of their living in the nests of the ants, would

protect them from the ants as is the case with Ch/thra.—H.J.D.]

Ho^rALoTA uivisA VAR. BLATCHii, VAR. NOV.—I cauuot find that this

variety has.been described, although it figures in Sharp and Fowler's
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List of British Coleuptcra of 189B, as H. liirisa var. aniiulata, Blatch,

This variety was discovered by the late Mr. W. F. Blatch in dead moles

and hedgehogs at Knowle, Warwickshire, and a small number of both

sexes were taken by him, some of which I believe he gave away, whilst

two further specimens I have presented to my friends, and the

remainder, which I have selected as types, are in the Blatch collection

which is now in my possession. I have since taken it in dead moles.

The new variety may be characterised as follows :

—

Hoiiudota (lirisa var. hUitchli, vav. iiov.—A very distinct form differing from

the type in tlrat the base of the thorax is much wider than the elytra owing to the

strongly developed posterior angles.

Mr. ]>latch in his correspondence on this insect expressed himself quite

satisfied that it was only a variety of H. dicisa, and from my own
observations lam able to share this opinion. I have selected the above

name in order to perpetually link the name of Blatch with this variety.

The discovery forms part of the large amount of work he bestowed on

Midland insects, the publication of which he unfortunately was not

able to undertake.— H. Willoughby Ellis, F.E.S., Birmingham.

Jidii m, 1901.

A succKssFUL HUNT FOR Lytta vesicatoria, L.—Having deter-

mined for some years past to try and find the " blister beetle " in

Cambridgeshire, 1 gladly accepted Mr. Verrali's kind invitation to stay

with him at Newmarket in July, 1900, especially as a living specimen

had been brought to him about that time in 1899. Mr. Verrall

thought he knew where the beetle would occur, as there are a number
of old ash trees near the spot where the insect which was brought to

him was taken. I was not, however, fortunate enough to find the

beetle, and came to the conclusion that it was too late, and as, also,

the July races were on, I spent the rest of my very pleasant visit

racing. This year, Mr. Verrall having again kindly asked me to

come Lip and stay with him, and once more try my luck, I determined

to run the beetle down if possible. I had made and took down with

me a 86ft. pole and a large dust sheet. Mr. Verrali's locality again

drew blank, so it was decided to go further afield and beat every ash

tree in the county till 1 got it. On June 21st, accompanied by Mr.

Collin, having ridden some fifteen miles, and tramped about five, and

beaten every ash tree we could find, without success, we began to

think that we were engaged in a wild goose chase. We determined,

however, to try a few more trees before giving in, and, having reached

some fairly young trees, 1 was deHghted to see four specimens seated

on a low bough. I shouted to Mr. Collin, who had gone on ahead,

that I had got the creature, and after mutual congratulations we set

to work with the pole and sheet on all the ash trees near, and with his

assistance I was fortunate enough to take eleven specimens. It is

nearly thirty years since the beetle was taken, with the exception

of one or two single chance specimens.

—

Horace Donisthorpe, F.Z.S.,

F.E.S., 58, Kensington Mansions. Jiili/ llth, 1901.

@^URRENT NOTES.
Mr. G. Meade-Waldo vecoixh {Entnni., p. 207) a " hybcrnated

"

Cluira.rcs jasiiis in Tangier, on April 8th, and further states that " the

fresh ones come out in August." Surely this species passes the winter
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as a liir\;i as in the Esterel, although the imagiiB^- possibly appear

earlier in the spring and the species becomes cloukAe- brooded farther

south. The record of Colias ediim in Tangier, during the first fortnight

of January, is interesting from the point of view of its continued-

broodedness in the more southern part of its range.

The South London Entomological Society has recently published its

volume''' for the year 1!)00, and it contains a number of first-class

papers :
—" On the pupation of Cassiis lii/aijienla," R. Adkin ;

"Desultory days at Dawlish," H. J. Turner; "On some wing-

structures in Lepidoptera," Dr. T. A. Chapman ; "On the ova of

Lepidoptera," by F. Noad Clark. There are, besides, full reports of

the various field meetings at Banstead, Horsley, Paul's Cray Common,
Oxshott, as wellasan excellent presidential address by Mr. W. J. Lucas.

The Abstract of Proceedings contains many first-class details of

entomological work, relating- especially to Orthoptera, Odonata and
Lepidoptera. The important paper of the P;vKr('r/jy(//.s is undoubtedly Dr.

Chapman's " On some wing-structures in Lepidoptera," an advanced
treatment of many difficult points from the practical standpoint.

This paper and that of Mr. Clark are both illustrated with some
exceedingly well-produced micro-photographs taken by the latter

gentleman, which add a great deal of value to these useful contribu-

tions to our knowledge of the sul)jects treated. One notes, too, the

generosity of Messrs. Warne, A. Harrison, and S. Edwards in matters

relating to the library. There are one or two matters of detail that

ought not to have slipped the editorial eye, e.;/., " Mr. Tutt exhibited

a long and varied series of Epunda liitulcnta taken by Rev. E. Bur-
roughs at Mucking, Essex." After this rendering of the name of the

Rev. C. R. N. Burrows we shall soon wonder whether any of our

lepidopterists are known to those responsible for the report. Again,
" Mr. Tutt said that it {M. jinctuata) was a species which readily

responded to its environment, and referred to the well-known var.

neai>()lisata of South Europe, and to a somewhat similar form found
at Pitcaple." If our memory be not at fault, Mr. Tutt referred to the

dark Pitcaple form, and stated that he believed Milliere named and
figured the male of the var. neapolisata from a Naples example, but,

curiously enough, figured the female from Pitcaple examples. In
spite of these little slips, the volume is certainly one that ought to be

carefully read by all entomologists. On p. 15 is a remark that " The
larvte of Jtoti/s urticalh were unusually abundant on nettle on July 7th."

Is this species, in spite of its name, really closely attached to nettle,

and is the larva to be found on July 7th ? We have repeatedly

bred it from garden mint and wild labiates, but never from Urtica,

which, of course, is no evidence at all that larvae were not found
comnaonly on the latter plant, and we have often beaten the imago
from beds of stinging-nettles. We would still urge the leading
members of this society to insist on printing their Proccediwia in two
half-yearly parts up to date. The expense is practically identical, and
the advantage of publishing as early as possible is so great that it

more than compensates the want of satisfaction at showing a smaller
balance at the end of the financial year.

* " Proceedings of the South London Entomological and Natural History Society,

"

1900, pp. 117 and xvi, one chart and four plates. Price 2s. i'A. [Published at the
Society's rooms, Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, S.E.]
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The Yorkshire .turaHsts' Union met on Saturday, June 22nd, to

investigate Yedmanuale, Beedale and Sawdondale, running from the

vale of Pickering into the high moorlands, which form the northern

l)oundary of the vale. Beedale particularly abounded in insect life.

'Die members all met at Wykeham in the evening, and held their

usual meeting under the chairmanship of Mr. G. T. Porritt, when the

reports of the various sections were read.

The third volume of JJritis/i Lcpidujitcra has been placed in the

l^rinter's hands. This volume will refer entirely to the Macro-

Lepidoptera, and the exhaustive treatment of some of the groups

of our largest moths should ensure it an even greater measure of

success than its predecessors. The leading super-families discussed

arc the Lachneides (Lasiocampides), Dimorphides (Endromides),

Attacides (Saturniides), Sphingides. The summarising of the large

amount of material relating to these super-families that has been

already published has been exceptionally difficult, and the variety of

information available, especially relating to hybridity and gynandro-

uiorpliism, will make these subjects leading features in the volume, in

addition to those headings treated in detail in former volumes.

i^ClENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Experiments ix rearing Lymantria monacha and Clostera

cuRTULA IN moist ATMOSPHERE.—Souie time ago I had the pleasure of

reading Mr. Tutt's Melonisni and ^[rla^^oc/n•oisnl, and the contents

having suggested to me certain experiments, I thought the

r^'sults thereof might possibly interest your readers. My experi-

ments were directed to show the effect of moisture on lepidoptera in

the larval state. For the purpose I used a breeding-cage of the

ordinary " safe " kinds, with the exception that there is no perforated

zinc at the sides, and that it is practically air-tight. My object was
to create a moist atmosphere by means of two vaporising tins sunk to

the level of the earth. On the top of the tins was fine perforated

zinc, and the tins were filled with hot water twice daily (at 9 a.m. and
5 p.m.) by means of a cork and emptied by a valve. Inside the cage

was a hygrometer, the reading of which was noted twice daily, as also

that of a hygrometer kept in the open air. As I thought it probable

some ventilation might be necessary, two ventilators were placed, one
high up the other low down, in the cage, but these were never used,

as the larvfe did not appear to need it. The dimensions of the cage

were 14" wide x 8" deep x 18" high. I have kept a fairly accurate

register of the hygrometric readings, but they may be summarised
briefly by stating that the irct bulb (inside the cage) registered on an
average throughout the experiments, one-half a degree higher than the

di-y. (1) I happened to have some ova of Li/mantria uiDuacha, and
tliese formed the first subject of my experiments. The ova hatched
on the 23rd and 2-lth of April, 1900, when about 48 larvse emerged.
They were at first fed on birch, but as the leaves were then hardly

sliowing, the catkins had to be substituted. At first the little larvae

were very restless, but after a day or two settled down to feeding. On
May 3rd some apple was put in with the birch, and, as the larvae

seemed to prefer it, eventually nothing but apple was given to them.
The first change of skin took place on May 10th, the second on the
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19th of that month, and the third on the 31st. By June 27th all

that remained (about 24) had spun up. On -July 3rd a $ emerged,

and on the 11th five more $ s and one J ; on the 14th nine S s and
one 5 , and on the 16th two 3 s. Of the imagines which emerged,

the males were very dark, entirely suffused with smoke-colour. The
females, however, although they varied, did not show the darkening to

the same extent. One of the females had the right antenna ^ and
the left 5 . (2). The next subject of my experiments were ova of
( 'losteru curtida, obtained from insects which were bred from larvae I

had found on poplars here the previous summer. The ova hatched on
.June 12th, and were fed on poplar. I was absent a good deal of the

time, so did not note the changes of skin. By July 20th all the larvae

(about 30) had spun up. On July 28th two imagines emerged, and
subsequently three or four others, but the remainder did not emerge,

and remained in the pupal stage all the winter. Of those which
emerged I did not perceive any variation in the colour. I paired a <?

and 2 in the cage, and ova were deposited, but did not hatch. I

think this due to the fact that the ova were deposited in a small card-

board box, and the box (from the moisture) became mouldy, and that

the eggs were thus affected, and I may add that I subsequently paired

a (? and $ of Cerura viniila in the cage, and that the ova also did

not hatch. It may be, therefore, that the moist atmosphere had a

deleterious effect upon the ova. I secured a nice lot of ova from the

L. monacha, which had resulted from the imagines produced from the

larvae on which I had made my first experiments, and with these I

hope to continue my investigations. From the foregomg, two facts

seem to strike me, viz.

:

—
(1) That the males seem to be chietiy affected by the conditions under which

they were reared.*

(2) That in the case of C. curtula the second or summer brood is suppressed.

There is, perhaps, nothing new in Avhat I have set forth above, but

1 thought possibly the results might be of some interest as confirming
(or otherwise) the experiments of more experienced entomologists than
myself. I shall be very pleased to continue my investigations in any
line that any more experienced experimenter may suggest.

—

Arthuk
Hope Rydon, Awbrook, Lindfield, Sussex.

* This fact seems to correspond with the temperature experiments conducted
by Professor Standfuss {vide, Entomologut, 1900, p. 283).

^ ARI AT ION.
Aberration of Dilina (Smerinthus) tiliae.—On May 22nd I bred

an aberration of D. tiliae, which seems worth noting. The ground-
colour of the forewings is rather lighter than usual, and the dark-
green fascia is totally absent, being represented by a small dark-green
spot in the centre of the wing just interior to the junction of the
upper and middle median nervules. The moth, which, by the way, is

a male, was from a larva found at Streatham, S.W., in September,
1900. Having no proper place to keep the pupa on board ship, I had
simply placed it in a tin box on cotton wadding and had kept it in a
very dry and warm place ; the heat and drought may very possibly
have caused the aberration.—T. B. Fletcher, R.N., F.E.S., H.M.S.
Gladiator, Mediterranean Station. June 15th, 1901. [This is

apparently referable to ab. rmtriininrta, Clark, Ent. Bee, i., p. 329,
pi. A, fig. 7.—Ed.]
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Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Lepidoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

From the cold polai.' altitudes where Emjunia californiea is fighting

its way over the summit of Mount Shasta, we will transfer ourselves to

the hot Mississippi valley on the same continent and look at the

incredible abundance and subsequent dispersal of one of the well-

known Hackberry hwiiQvfiie'ii, ('lilori)ipi' {Apatura) celth. In a report

which comes from Arkansas, Webster states {Imcct Life, i., p. 29) that

on May 14th and 15th, 1888, for a distance of about thirty miles along
the St. Francis river, " the shores were literally lined with the

butterflies. On stumps they would be packed so thickly, that, with
wings erect, they completely covered the surface. The sides of the

small steamer on which I was travelling were covered, and I counted
seventeen on the back of a deck-hand as he was going about his work.
When a landing was made, and I got off to examine the brush-wood, they

would rise up in clouds about me and get into my eyes and mouth, so

that I had to beat about with a bush to protect myself. The engineer

of the boat said he had been running on the river for fifteen years, but
never saw so many before. The inhabitants along the river were as

surprised as myself." Holzgang records {loc cit., p. 29) that on May
19th he was passing along the west side of the Mississippi valley, near
Memphis, up the Arkansas, when he observed a swarm of millions of the

same species flying along the road in a southerly direction. The species

i
ust referred to (('/(^(yr/y^/r celt is) is an Apaturid, but another species, called

popularly a " Celtis " butterfly, although belonging to an entirely diffe-

rent group, the Libytha^ids, is recorded {loc. tit., vii., p. 357) by Knight
{teste Riley) as migrating in vast numbers in Texas in 1895. ToAvards

the end of August, Hi/patus bachwani was observed at San Marcos,
Texas, flying eastward in vast numbers, and from enquiries that were
instituted it was ascertained that, at this time, swarms of the butterflies

were observed flying in a general eastward direction over a territory

almost one hundred miles square. Riley notes the species as belong-

ing to the Carolinian fauna, but taken occasionally as far north as

Ontario, and he supposed that the wet and hot weather of August,
which followed a period of drought extending over June and July, must
have favoured the simultaneous emergence of an unusually large

number of these butterflies from their chrysalids and brought about
the primary condition under which the migratory instinct is made
active in certain insects.

Tait records (7^7«^oH/., xxvii., p. 133) that whilst at Santos (in 1893)
the local neAvspapers reported that an immense SAvarm of "borboletas"
had iuA-aded S. Vicente, a seaside village near Santos. The insects

had arrived in such immense numbers that they formed a cloud Avhich,

it Avas reported, even obscured the sun. They iuA'aded the A'illage,

swarming into the houses. The greater portion of the SAvarm Avas said

to have passed over the village, with a strong Avind Avhich Avas bloAving

at the time oft' the land, and in the direction of the sea. Large
numbers Avere repoi-ted to have fallen into the sea and to have been
subsequently washed ashore. Tait foimd the moths strcAved along the

shore and to be a species closely resembling the European Puss moth
{( 'enira rimda) but they were too much danuiged for actual identifica-

tion. The same observer also makes some remarks as to the influence

Septe.aiber 15th, 1901.
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of Avind on the direction of the flight of butterflies. He noticed when
crossing from Rio Janeiro to the island of Paqueta, that butterflies

frequently crossed the bay with, but never against, the wind, and the
observation was afterwards confirmed. The insects did not go past in

a swarm, but singly or two or three together, and at sufficiently

frequent intervals to attract attention.

It is impossible to deal at length with the various records of

migrating lepidoptera in Australia. Anderson notes {Victorian Butter-

flies, i., pp. 24-25 and p. 29) that the migratory instinct is most
noticeable among the native species in Pieris teutonia, sometimes called
" the migratory white," although this name more properly belongs to

Delias nicirina, Fab. In certain seasons large numbers of P. teutonia

spread themselves all over the colony, although the food-plant only
occurs naturally in the northern portions In some years
great numbers may be observed steadily passing one after the other in

the same direction, they never turn back, but fly on and on, urged
thereto by that irresistible impulse which is so interesting and yet so

perplexing to the observer. Although we, at times, have great flights

distributed all over the colony, they are generally fairly broken up and
scattered, and rarely, if ever, do we see those vast flights such as have
been observed in Queensland passing at a great altitude from east to

west .... Its wide distribution extends from Australia to New
Guinea, the Hebrides, Fiji, and the Friendly Islands, a result that

might be expected when its migratory powers are taken into account."
A report to the effect that, on June 1st, 1860, in the valley of Vigor in

southern France, immense crowds of a "copper" butterfly (supposed
to be Chri/sophanas kippothue) were observed flying in a northerly
direction in more or less numerous bands from 10 a.m. until evening,
is quoted by Scudder (Butts, of New Ewiland, vol. ii., p. 1086) on the

authority of Werneburg. The report further adds that all these specimens
were males. There appears to be no other record of an European Chryso-
phanid exhibiting any migrating tendency.

We have now given instances, and quoted records of butterflies and
moths which have been seen in the act of migrating from one place to

another, in various parts of the world. These are, of course, only a

very small portion of the total number of observations that have been
made and recorded, but appear to be sufficient to show that the

migration of butterflies and moths is an actual and well-ascertained

fact.

On some races of Lasiocampa quercus.

By .T. C. WAEBUEG.
(t'ontinued from p. 240.)

Not having been able to observe the imagines in the wild state and
note their times of appearance, kc, I give the following data, kindly

supplied by M. Constant, who, until his recent decease, lived at Cannes
and had, therefore, opportunity of observing the insects, although he
has never specially studied the L. querciis forms :

" The young larva?

of both forms appear at the same time, towards the middle of the

autumn. In their early age they are practically alike and not always

very easy to distinguish. It is not till after the third moult, I think,

that L. var. viburni takes its brownish-red colour, which it never loses,
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whilst L. var. meridioualis keeps its tint of silky grey. The two races

are about equally numerous, neither very rare nor very common,
though I am inclined to think that L. var. n'hunti is slightly more
abundant. Both are polyphagous. One is forced to suppose those of

iiKiididnalis the more voracious, for they grow nuich faster, I have
found them nearly full-grown as early as the beginning of March ; L.

var. vibitiiii grows more slowly, and the former pupates more than a

month before the latter. This advance is maintained, for the perfect

insect of L. var. mrn'(li(inalisemergesiro\n the middle of June, whilst that

of L. var. rihiinii does not fly until the end of August, and continues to

September 15th- 30th, I even think that one may consider this pecu-

liarity as one of the best characters which might serve to differentiate

the two forms, which are so close to one another in other respects

. that one should consider them chiefly in the larval stage,

in which the brown colour of rihunii is permanent, and also in their

epoch of emergence, which is fairly regularly 50 or 60 days later than

in the form ribitrui. It is a fairly commendable character, especially

when dealing with a variety only."

/.. (jiicrcits (from Paris). —Described from three bred $ s and sixty

(? s, two ? s Avild specimens. Wings and body chocolate. ^ .
—

Slightly redder than L. mcridionalis, which it closely approaches in

colour, tip of abdomen light. The band on the forewings varies from
a little over i inch to J^ inch in front, generally narrower on the

inner margin, where it nearly always turns inward in a slightly

crescentic hook. It is sharply defined inside, suffused outside, curve

very variable. On the hindwings it varies much in width, sometimes
extending nearly to the fringes with little brown between (as in the

form from the Gironde cedled (iitillcinotii, by Trimoulet). The baud is

light yellow, sometimes slightly redder on the hindwings. The margin
in the forewing powdered with the band-colour with the nervures (some-

times conspicuously) darker. Median spot variable in size, generally

medium, surrounded with darker. Fringe of hindwings of the same
colour as the band. $ .—Female ochreous, or ochreous-brown, without

any greenish tinge, darker inside the band, which is obsolete on the

hindwings, as in most of the British specimens, forming simply a

boundary between the colours of the basal and marginal areas. Band
of forewings obsolescent, suffused externally, bordered with slightly

darker within. Its general appearance is washed-out, like some of

the British specimens. It is duller than most of these, and consider-

ably duller than the south of France forms. The larvse were taken

in the environs of Paris, and were fed by my correspondent. Dr.

Vogt, on privet, on which I believe he usually found them.

L. var. sinda.—The only specimens of var. simla at my disposal

are the descendants of 24 larvte sent me in January, 1897, by a

German correspondent. These, in their turn, were the offspring of a

batch of larvse found on ivy on a garden wall in Palermo the year

before, possibly all of one brood, so that all the specimens were to a

considerable extent inbred, and might be expected to be very constant

in marking, as, indeed, they were. All the specimens reared by my
correspondent himself in 1S96 were, so he wrote, very constant also,

except one ^ , the last to emerge (October 22nd), which was a small

specimen of the coloration of the female. None of my specimens,

either in the first or second generation, show vai'iation of this kind.

The following description is based on this material :

—
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3^ .—The male expands about two inches. The wings are a rich, dark

chocolate colour, less red than most of the other qiiercus races, from

which it has a very different aspect owing to the broad ochre-yellow

margin of the hindwings. The spot is conspicuous, being composed
of a slightly raised tuft of white scales, margined with darker. It is

never very large, often quite small, round, or approximately square,

not lunate. The ochreous band on the forewings is narrow, clearly-

defined within, where it is margined with a slightly darker colour than

the ground of the wing. It is only very shghtly, or not at all, diffused

outwards, and is practically defined on both sides. It is very straight

in the middle portion, the upper third or fourth being slightly, but

distinctly, elbowed inwards. On the inner margin the band bends

outwards and then iuAvards, forming a small curve with its concave

side to the base. The hind margin of the forewings is somewhat
lighter than the general ground colour, and dusted with a fcAV lighter

scales ; the fringes are concolorous. On the hindwings the band is

clearly cut inside in an almost regular curve, sti'aightening towards

the anal angle. The band is continued over the whole outer third of

the wing to the margin, sometimes an even orange-yellow all over, but

frequently powdered along the margin with brown, though not suffi-

ciently so as to give the effect of a narrower band. My own specimens

spent the summer and autumn in England, and the winter and spring

in the south of France, emerging generally here after spending most
of the pupal stage down south. They all have the broad yellow

border clear and bright. On the other hand, in those which Mr.

Bacot reared in London, this border is contaminated Avith brown
(chiefly along the margin) so strongly as to quite change the appear-

ance of the insect from a smart, brightly-coloured moth to a rather

dingy-looking one, albeit quite distinct from any of the other races.

From these considerations there is a strong prima facie case that this

moth would be interesting and amenable material for temperature

experiments. [There are a few specimens of this race in the British

Museum collection which agree with my own. They share with L.

ijiiilleiiiotii, Trimoulet, the distinction of a separate label, while the

specimens of L. ijnerciis, L. var. callanae, and L. var. nhurni of the

most diverse forms, colours and nationalities are all jumbled higgledy-

piggledy* under L. ijiicm'ts.]

The larva of sicula has a more complicated dorsal pattern than the

others, which, however, only develops fully when the larva is

11.11 inches long. It consists of darker subdorsal markings on a

lighter ground. When the larva is about an inch long this consists of

two dark squares on each segment, one on either side of the medio-

dorsal area. The squares later become hollow with two slight projec-

tions in front and open towards the middle. The newly-hatched larvfe

have a conspicuous white mediodorsal line. The lon(/ ivhite subcostal

hairs, looking as if arranged in whorls around the legs, are very clear

* We are obliged to express our satisfaction that other workers are beginning

to complain of the state in which the arrangement of most of the moths is allowed to

stand. What with the nomenclature being largely different from that elsewhere

obtaining, the arrangement in most groups following no recognised list, and the

absence of any attempt to differentiate geographical forms and local races, it

frequently happens no good use can be made of the collection to do really scientific

work on modern lines.

—

Ed.
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against the rusty red coat, and form an important character of this

larva.

L. qiierciiyi (from Dorset).—The imagines I need not describe. The
larva? were dark, rusty-brown, Avith short greyish-white hairs on the

back and white longitudinal dashes above the white spiracles. The
face, except the rusty central triangle, black (blue, Bacot). It may be

interesting to note that some Scandinavian iinoriis {calbinac .') larvae

kindly sent me by Professor Aurivillius, all of which died in London
at about the third moult, were very dark, with tufti^ of whitish hair

down the middle of the back''.

* Mr. Bacot notes :
" Characteristic of the early (about hybernatiug) stage of

British L. querciU also, I have a specimen taken by Mr. Fuller after hybernation

(I think, at Deal) which has these tufts strongly marked, although the larva is

2^" long, and is probably in the oth stadium."

Observations on some new and little=known Orthoptera

with biological notes .

By J. PORTCHINSKY (translated by Jacok Kotinsky).

(C())u-li((U'(l fro)ii j). 243.)

It is not hard to guess the purpose served by the bright colours

developed upon the hind-legs. It is known that not infrequently the

hind-legs of the two sexes of these insects are difierently coloured ;

thus, for example, we have just seen by how much the colouring of

the hind-legs of the male differs from that of those of the female in

Xocarodcs cjja)iipes. We must, therefore, look upon the coloration of

these legs as a secondary sexual character, having an important

significance in the lives of these animals. But now we shall see

whether the colour of the hind-legs does not affect some characters

pecuhar to the Acridian family. Upon examining three families of

these insects having most in common, viz., the grasshoppers (Acridindca)

locusts (Lociistoilea), and crickets {Gri/lludca) , we are immediately

struck with that difference which, in the general resemblance among
the representatives of the three named families, is noticed in the

position of the stridulating organs, on one the side in the locusts and

crickets, and on the other in the grasshoppers. Thus, we know, that

these organs are upon the tegmina of the first two families, and the

sounds are produced by the rubbing of the tegmina against one

another. This method of sound-production is especially common
among insects with hard tegmina (in Coleoptera, for instance) where

the sounds are produced by the rubbing of the overlapping or touching

of hard parts of the body. In Acridiidae, however, entirely different

parts of the body participate in the sound production, and it is known,
that their raspnig is produced by the rubbing of the femur against the

raised meshwork of veinlets upon the tegmina. When one of the

males begins to stridulate, he bends the tibia of the hind-leg under the

femur, where it is inserted into the groove, and then draws the legs up
and down like a violin bow. Graber (Vcrhandl. zool.-hot. Gen. Wun.,
1H71, p. 1097) finding that the general principles of the structure of

the stridulating organs are the same in all Orthoptera, tries to explain

* From Home Socictatia Knt<iiiii>lo(j'u-ae Ho^sicac, vol. xx., pp. 111-127, pi. xii.,

188G.
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the noticeable structural difference of these organs in the grasshoppers

and locusts by the difference in the relative position of the tegniina,

legs and abdomen, which we notice in representatives of the two
families. But such an explanation can hardly be accepted, since it is

not likely that, in the gradual perfection of the sounding organs, the

parts bearing and adjacent to them did not participate. On the

contrary, it seems to me, that, in order to strengthen the sound, the

abdomen and tegmina should have somewhat changed their original

position, and that the position of these parts in Orthoptera, as we see

at the present time, is essentially the result of such an adaptation, ?.c.,

a later appearance and not preceding the formation of the stridulating

organs. It is not hard to be convinced of this if we examine the

wingless forms that are found in considerable numbers among the

grasshoppers as well as locusts. As to the cause favouring the difference

in the formation of the stridulating organs of the grasshoj^pers from that

of the locusts, I am of opinion that the bright colouring of the hind-legs,

exclusively a peculiarity of the grasshoppers, constituted the principal

cause of this difference. The fact is, we know already, that insects

always try to expose the bright colours of their body (especially since

the bright colours constitute a secondary sexual character). We
know, for example, that the beautifully coloured wings of diurnal

butterflies are constantly in motion. The butterflies now raise, now
lower them at varying angles, which still more enhances the beauty

and brightness of the wings. We also observe almost the same
motion in Hies with coloured wings {Trjipctidae, < h-tali'lac) even

though they are more modestly coloured. These suiall Hies, walking

over the leaves and flowers of plants, now raise, now lower their

wings. The bright colours of the hind-legs elicited similar phenomena
in the grasshoppers. But here the motion of the legs had to be much
stronger, since the bright colours are distributed over the concealed

parts of the legs. In order to expose these parts the insects are

obliged to raise their legs high and turn them in all directions. To
what an extent the hind-legs of grasshoppers are movable, and what a

variety of motions they perform, are easily observed in the males of

the genera Staitrojidtn.^ and Stem iboth nix, when in captivity. Nothing

of this kind is observed in locusts, neither are the hind-legs coloured.

Under such constant motion of the hind-legs (when the insect is not

aware of danger and is in the presence of a female) the grazing of the

ends of the tegmina with the moving legs is evidently a phenomenon
next in order ; the sounds thus produced, even though weak, served

the purpose of sexual selection, which gradually intei'-fitted the sound-

producing parts of the body of the insects for the strengthening of the

sounds.

There is no foundation whatever for thinking that the bright

colours of the hind-legs of the grasshoppers could have appeared after

the formation of the rasping organs and together with them the teg-

mina. On the contrary, it can be absolutely asserted that the colour-

ing of the hind-legs preceded the formation of the wings. The best

proof of this is furnished us by the wingless forms, and among them
the above described Xacanxli's ci/cdiiiics, in which, notwithstanding the

entire absence of even the vestiges of wings, the hind-legs are

exceptionally brightly and peculiarly coloiired. We should sooner

look for relations between the absence of means of stridulation in the
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wingless forms or in the winged with brighter or variegated coloured

hind-legs in the males, and the females of the same species, since with
the provision to produce sounds, the males became less in need of the

bright colours on the hind-legs.

Finally, the question why the hind-legs of grasshoppers only are

highly coloured, while in the locusts and crickets, that are so very

closely related to them, the bright colours on the hind-legs are not

developed at all, is readily solved, it seems to me, by the mode of life

of the representatives of the last two families. The fact is, grass-

lioppers are insects essentially diurnal ; they become most active

during the hottest part of the day ; duiing the identical time the

summoning sounds of the males are everywhere heard. The crickets,

on the contrary become active only at night. These are entirely, one
can say, nocturnal insects, and since bright colours are not distinguish-

able at night, their absence on the legs of crickets presents a readily

understood phenomenon. We can say almost the same about locusts

(Locustodea) although they cannot be considered wholly nocturnal

insects, owing to our lack of information concerning their habits.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt, that a considerable portion of the species

becomes active principally at night. Thus we know that locusts feed

almost entirely during the evening or night. It is also known that the

green locust (ijicm^ta viri(Ussi)na), for instance, begins its love walks
and serenades after sunset and continues them into the night. During
the day, however, this locust positively avoids sunshine. Another
species, Larusita caiitans, the best singer among the European represen-

tatives of its family, begins its stridulation also after sunset and
continues until sunrise. All these facts tell us that, if, at the present

time, we are not able to consider the locusts as purely nocturnal

insects, they were such most probably in the comparatively not remote
past. But if they come to the most active condition only at evening

and night, then the bright colours on their hind-legs could not

develop for sexual purposes, and this absence of bright colours had, in

its turn, a telling influence upon the mobility of the hind-legs in

locusts, which appear in them only as supports in the motion of the

insect and are deprived of those varied functions that are characteristic

of the hind-legs of grasshoppers.

Peronea cristana, Fab., and its aberrations {inth plate).

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

{Continued fnim p. 229.)

It will be observed that most (if not all) of the forms in division A
are referable to cristana and its vars., whilst in sect, a of division B,

although there are some undoubted aberrations of crista )ia, the greater

number of names mentioned are referable to hastiana and its aberra-

tions, or to other allied but distinct species.

Desvignes, between 18-10 and 1845, captured some 1900 specimens

of the Peroneas in Whittlebury Forest. He expresses his doubts as to

the specific values of the various forms, and groups {Xoal., 1845, pp.

Hll et scq.) the Peroneas into two sections: 1. L'eriincaSjniria. 2.

I'ernnea-Vera. The latter consists of the various forms of 1'. cristana,

w liich he subdivides and describes as follows :

A. Pcrunca uniculorcDui.—Yar. 1, iiiiirolorana, Dei.—Thia inject has generally
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been understood to be the profanauu of Fabiicius, but not at all agreeing with his

description, I have given it the present name, its colour being uniform dark green,
with the exception of palpi, head, and thorax, being more or less dirty white, the
button very small, varying from a dark to a white dot. Var. 2, alhqflammana.—
Similar to the preceding, with' a white dash on the inner margin extending from
the base, in some specimens with a very minute dark or white button in the centre
of disk. Var. 3, .tantJiovittaiia, Des.— Similar, with a yellow or fulvous dash

;

palpi, head, and thorax of the same colour. Var. 4, alhipunctn.—Similar to the
last, with the exception of a cream-coloured tuft or button. Var. 5, crii^tmut.—
Similar to alhoflammana, but has a white button. [Note.—I have two specimens
with cream-coloured dash and button, also specimens of the typical insect with the
sp;vdiceous mark, and others with the stri'iini markings.]

Peronea xuJ/vittaua.—Distinct from the foregoing, having an abbreviated white
dash from the base of inner margin not extending to the outer margin, the central

tuft subject to vary from a large white or cream-coloured one, the other very
minute ones of the same shades.

Peronea capucvui.—Var. 1, cajxicina.—This insect was first discovered by the
Eev. Mr. Johnson in the New Forest; it is entirely blotched with white, but has no
white dash. Var. 2, siihcnpucinu, Des.—The above insect should bear this name,
not being so complete as the present one, which has the white dash, and this con-
stitutes its difference. Var. 3, ciirtisana, Des.—Similar to the last, vaiying in

having a very faint fulvous streak extending from the base to the button, which is

of the same colour.

Peronea ruJico,':tuna.—Distinct, variable, having occasionally a small reddish
button.

Peronea detifo)itainiuna.—Var. 1, desfonlainiana.—Well-known and described.

Var. 2, sericana, Hiib.—The same, without a button. Var. 3, conximilann.—
Similar, but with striana markings on the inner margin. Var. 4, alhoritlann.—
Similar, but has a white dash. Var. 5, fttlvurristuna.—Similar, with a fulvous
dash and button. Var. 6, tolana, Des.—Between cnrti-fanu and (lex/untainiand.

Peronea apadlrcana.—Var. 1, spadiceana.—Well-known and described. Var. 2,

siibstriana?—Similar, with utriana markings. Var. 3, hrunnea.—Smaller than
spadiceana, much darker, and with a very large dark button ; some specimens with
red shoulders and utrianu markings. [Note.—This may be a distinct species, the
button being much larger than in any other of the genus, with the exception of P.
sidivittana.] Var. 4, cliantaiia.—Similar to apadiceajta, with a white dash and
button ; I have a specimen with a dark button.

Peronea cristalana.—Var. 1, rristalana.—Well known and described; variable,

some being darker than others ; the button varying from dark to fulvous. Var. 2,

fulcovittana.—Similar with a yellow dash.
Peronea subcristalana.—Var. 1, subcristalana.—Somewhat shnilar to crista-

luna ; differs in the usual markings not being white ; scarcely' variable. Var. 2,

.sequana.—Similar with a yellow dash.
Peronea titria)ia.—Var. 1, xtriana.—Well known and described; the stria white.

Var. 2, iniiulana.—I did not capture this insect. Similar with the button white or

cream-coloured.' Var. 'S,fiilvo!itriuna,Des.— Similar to striana, with fulvous mark-
ings on the inner margin, nearly a distinct dash.

Peronea p)rofanana.—Var. 1, profanana, Fab.—Cinereous, with tuft of scales

of the same colour. Var. 2, provittana, Des.—Similar with a yellow dash.
Peronea semiustana.—Var. 1, aemiustanu. Curt.—Somewhat similar to the last

species, with the exception of a very dark or black patch above the button, and
touching tlie base. Var. 2, henllcyana.—Similar, witli a yellow dash. Var. 3,

seiuistriana, Des.—Similar to seiniustana, with striana markings.

The trouble of working out the various forms of this species in

order to get the accurate nomenclature, has been very great. In the

1st edition of Curtis's Jiritish Kiit(>iiiolo(/i/, only one form, naicn^tana,

is described, although the forms named by I'abricius, Ha\v()rth and
others, together with a large number of MSB. names of Stephens are

I'eferred to. These latter names are referred to again in Stephens'
( 'atalni/iifand yet again in Rennie's Consj'ectiin, still without descriptior.

This last named author added nothing to our knowledge of tlie grouj)

and seems simply to have given a free translation of the forms
described l)y Haworth, accrediting the descriptions, however, to Curtis

and others, presumably to throw his contemporaries off the scent, as

i
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to their real origin. The forms represented by these ]\ISS. names, are
first described in Stephens' Illustrations in 1834, and are referable to

this author. Wood {Inde.r KntoDi.) comes next. The work here is mode-
rately clear, but Humphreys and AVestwood {British JJatlis) give trouble,

for their work, published 1841-184.5, and bearing an 1841 preface, is

bound with a title-page bearing date 1851, and treated as a 2'nd

edition, although one suspects both editions to be identical and printed

at the same time, and Stephens in his List gives 1844 as the date of

the second volume. Curtis' llritish Kiitoniohjiii/, 2nd ed., was published
by 1839, ti'str Stainton, J':nt. Mn. Maij., xxiii., pp. 221-223, and
reprinted in 1862, and there for the first time one finds descriptions to

names that had been in current use in some instances for nearly 20
years. I simply make this explanation in order to draw attention to

the possibility of errors in the synonymy, although all possible care

has been taken.

I should here like to call attention to some remarkable synonymy
in which Rebel has indulged in the recently published 3rd edition of

the ( 'ataliKj der Lcpidojiti'iTn ties Pahrairtisc/ien FaunciKjehicti's, pt. 2, p. 79.

Among other things Rebel sinks the ab. siibrittana, Stphs., as a
synonym of ab. alhi/nuirtana, Stphs., the ab. alhorittana, Stphs., as a

synonym of ab. siriaiia, Stphs., ah. fiilrncristana, Stphs., as a synonym
of ab. (h'sf(inti(i)uina, Stphs., ab. rittana, Stphs., and ab. bninncana,
Stphs., as synonymous with ab. spadiceana, titT^ha. , a,h. fHlrnvittana,

Stphs., with ab. cristnlana, Stphs., and ab. siihstriana, Stphs., and
ab. consiiiiilana as synonymous with ab. [irofanana, Stphs. This is, of

course, a ready way of reducing the number of aberrations in the list,

but does Dr. Rebel consider this a scientific niethod of dealing with a
confessedly difficult subject, rji., his action leads one to suppose that

Stephens' descriptions of suhvittana and albijn/iictana are identical,

and ^^'ood's figures also identical, since his synonymy reads :

ab. (dhipiiiiclana, Stphs. 152 ; Wd. 10()1 ; suhvittana, Stphs. lo2 (ab.) ; Wd.
1059—Al. ant. fuscis, puncto medio albo.

Will Rebel say that albipnnrtana, Stphs., and subriitana, Stphs.,

are identical, i.e., that Stephens described the same aberration under
two names, and that Wood figures the same '? If not, why sink them as

synonymous V The same argument applies to all the forms, in my
opinion, sunk erroneously.

Ferouca cristana, [Schiff., " Sys. Verz.," p. 129 (1775)] ; Fab., "Mantissa,"
&c., pp. 233-234 (1787); Haw., " Lep. Brit.," p. 412 (1811); Curtis, "Brit. Ent.,"
expl. pi. xvi., 1st ed. without descr. (1824); 2nd ed. {'tntr 1839) ; reprinted (18G2) ;

Tr., "Die Schmett.," viii., p. 253 (1830); x., p. 129, pro 2>arle {l»-d5) ; Bennic,
"Conspectus," p. 175 (1832); Stphs., "III. Haust.," p. 152 (18.34); Wood,
•'Ind. Ent.," 1st ed., p. 15(i, no. 10(50 (1839) ; H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths,"
ii., p. 15G (?1841); Desv., " Zool.," iii., pp. 840-1 (1845); Schlag., " Stett. Ent.
Zeit.," 18.54, pp. 02-07 (1854); Wlk., "Brit. Tort.," p. 173 (18-59) ; Sta.,

"Man.," ii., p. 233 (1S59)
; Stav.d. and Wocke, " Cat.," 2iid ed., p. 232 (1,S71);

3rded.,p. 79 (1901); Wocke, " Bresl. Ent. Zeit.," 1874, p. 14 (1S74) ; xMeyrick.

"Handbook," I'Cc., p. 521(1895). Cristainnii, Wall^rn., "Ent. Tidsk.," ix., p. 104
(1888).

—

ryralis alis anticis luscis : niargine interior! albo punctoque medio
fasciculato elevato. (I'halucna cristaiia, " Wien. Verz.," 129, 10.) Habitat in

Austria. Mus. Doin. Schiefferniyller. Magna. Aloe anticaj fusca) niargine tenuiori

late {ilbo. In medio punetuni album e t'asciculo pilorum elevatorum fuscorum.
Posticas cinereffi. Caput et thorax albida (Fabrieius).

1. ab. niiiroci-ixtaiia, n. ab. (1*1. vi., tig. 1.).—Head, thorax and palpi white.
Anterior wings deep fuscous, with a large tuft of black scales in the centre ; on the

inner margin is a broad white vitta tapering towards the hinder angle, posterior

wings brownish, a little deeper in colour towards the anal angle. The difference
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between this aberration and typical cristaita is very marked, the former having a
black button instead of a white one.

2. ab. fnlvocristaiia, Stphs., "111. Haust.," iv., p. 151 (1834); Wood, " Ind.
Eiit.," fig. 1055 (1839) ; H. and Westd., " Brit. Moths," ii., p. 154 (? 1844) ; Desv.,
•• Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—Exp. alar. 9-9i lin. Anterior wings with the costa
and hinder margin fuscous-brown, the inner portion orange-brown, with a broad
ochreous streak on the inner margin extending to the hinder angle ; on the disc
is an elevated tuft of fulvous scales ; head, thorax, and palpi ochreous. New
Forest (Stephens). [Curtis (" B. Ent.," 2nd ed., expl. pi. xvi., no. 16) gives
this as a synonym of (lexfoiitainicDtd, Fab.]

3. ab. chantuna, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., expl. pi. xvi {ante 1839); H.
and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 156 (? 1844); Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—
Superior wings purplish-brown, with a large lanceolate space from the base nearly
to the apex of the costa ferruginous ; the inner margin, a large button, and a broken
line of minute dots along the posterior margin pure white, as well as the head and
thorax (Curtis). Similar to ab. spadiceu)tu, but with a white dash and button
(Desvignes).

4. ab. suhcJiantaitd, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 2).—Head, thorax and palpi white.
Anterior wings reddish-brown from the base to the centre of the marginal area, with
a cream-coloured patch at the extreme base of the inner margin ; a faint light

streak running parallel with the inner margin to the hinder angle ; the basal area
and disc fuscous, with a large white button, and two or three minute white dots
near the hind angle

;
posterior wings light brown with two slight black lines round

the anal angle. The marked difference between the aberration and ab. cha)it(tna is

the absence of the vitta.

5. nh. lii'ochaiitaiia, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 3).—Head, thorax and palpi white.

Anterior wings brown, with a broad white vitta, and a light reddish-brown marking
extending from extreme base towards the apex, on the edge of which and in the

centre of the wing is a slight trace of a dark button
;
posterior wings light brown.

This aberration differs from the two foregoing ones, in having only a trace of the
button, and that dark instead of white.

6. ab. vlttana, Stphs., " 111. Haust.," iv., p. 150 (1834) ; Curt., " Brit. Ent.,"
2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 8 {ante 1839); Wood, " Ind. Ent.," fig. 1051 (1839) ;

H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 156 (1844) ; Stand., " Cat.," p. 232 (1871).

—Exp. alar. 9-9^ lin. Anterior wings brown, with the apex darker, the disc with
an elevated tuft of black scales, and some minute black dots near the hinder
angle ; the inner margin with a broad ochraceous-red streak ; thorax, head, and
palpi of similar hue. Near London, New Forest (Stephens).

7. ab. subvittaiia, Stphs., "111. Haust.," iv., p. 152 (1834); Curt., "Brit.

Ent.," 2nd ed., pi., xvi. expl., no 21 {ante 1839) ; Wood, "Ind. Ent.," tig. 1059

(1839); Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 841 (1.S45),—Exp. alar. lOJ lin. Anterior wings
fuscous, immaculate, with a very short broad whitish streak at the extreme base

of the inner margin, and the central tuft of scales whitish ; head, thorax, and
palpi obscure white. New Forest (Stephens).

8. ab. 7Ufiro>>uhrittana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 4).—Head, thorax and palpi ashy-

white. Anterior wings black, with an ashy-white patch at the extreme base of the

inner margin and a large blackish button ; there are also from three to five minute
raised spots in the marginal area, posterior wings light brown. This aberration

having a black button, and blackish colouring in the wings makes it easy to

distinguish from ab. vittana and ab. suhvittana.

9. ab. 'p>'>i*'tiiii('< n- ab. (PI. vi., fig. 5).—Head, thorax and palpi cream-

coloured. Anterior wings dark brown, a little lighter towards the hinder angle

;

in the centre of the wing is a large cream-coloured button, and at the apex a

cream-coloured dash and two or three minute dots, there is also a cluster of

minute spots near the hinder angle, posterior wings light brown. The minute
white raised dots over the wing constitute the chief difference between this aberra-

tion and ab. sulnittana ; it is also much darker in colour.

10. alhoviitana , Stphs., " 111. Haust.," iv., p. 151 (1834); Curt., "Brit. Ent.,"

2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 17 {ante 1839); Wood, "Ind. Ent.," tig. 1056 (1839);

H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 155(1844); Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 842

(1845).—Exp. al. 9 lin. Anterior wings, with the costa broadly fuscous-brown, the

hinder margin dull brown, with an orange streak from the base to near the middle,

and a broad snow-white one on the inner margin, vanishing towards the hinder

margin; on the disc is an elevated fulvous tuft of scales ; liead, thorax and palpi

snow-white. New Forest (Stephens).

11. ab. fttlcovittana, Stphs., "111. Haust.," iv., p. 1-51 (1834); Curt., "Brit.

Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 12 {ante 1839) ; Wood, " Ind. Ent.," tig. 1057
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(1839); H.andWestd., '-BLifc. Moths," ii., p. loo(1844) ; Desv., " Zool.." iii., p. 842
(1845); Staud., " Cat.," p. 232 (1871).—Exp. alar. 8^-9 lin. Anterior wings brown
with darker and lighter clouds, a few blackish spots towards the base, then a
rather ilistinct irregular whitish fascia, extending from the costa towards tlie inner

margin, but vanishing before reaching the latter, and usually going off in a semi-
circle towards the apex of the costa, leaving a dusky costal patch ; on the

inner margin is a broad bright fulvous streak, and the elevated tuft of scales

is very pale, or whitish, fulvous; head, thorax and palpi ashy. New Forest,

(ireenhithe (Stephens).

12. ab. ^ul^fulcuvittdnd, n. ab. (PI. vi., tig. (J).—Head, thorax and palpi light

yellowish-brown. Anterior wings of a rich warm brown, somewhat mottled with
darker, and darker towards the apex; abroad orange-coloured vitta, which extends
as a tine line right to the apex of the wing; a large reddish brown button, from
which a broad white marking extends up to the edge of the basal area

; posterior

wings light brown, deepening a little in colour towards the anal angle. The
marked difference between this ab. and tih. fulrurittaiid is, that the white marking
coming across the basal area finishes at the button, instead of continuing up again
to the marginal area.

13. ab. .vantJiorittana, Desvignes, " Zool.," iii., p. 841 (184-5).—Similar to ab.

iniicoloranu and ab. alhoflaiiiinuna, but with a yellow or fulvous dash
;
palpi, head,

and thorax of the same colour (Desvignes).

14. ab. pro.iaiitliovittaiia, n. ab. (pi. vi., tig. 7).—Head, thorax, and palpi

light yellowish-brown. Anterior wings of a warm reddish-brown colour, the central

area perhaps a tritle lighter, with a very faint trace of a button in the centre of

wing, and a broad orange-coloured vitta from which a very tine orange line extends
along the margin to the apex, posterior wings light brown. The almost complete
absence of the button constitutes the inarked difference between this aberration and
ab. .raiitliovittdiui.

1.5. ab. ^t rid 11(1, Haw., "Lep. Brit.," p. 413, no. Ol (l8ll) ; Eennie, "Conspec-
tus," p. 175 (1832); Stphs., "111. Haust.," iv., p. 149 (1834); Curt., "Brit. Ent.,"
2nd ed., expl. pi. xvi., no. 4 (diite 1839) ; Wood, "Ind. Ent.," fig. 1048 (1839) ; H.
and Westd., '• Brit. Moths," ii., p. 1-53 (1844) ; Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845) ;

Staud., "Cat.," p. 232 (1871); 3rd ed., p. 79 (1901).— T. (The brown Button) alls

saturate-fuscis punctulis duobus posticis costalibus niveis ; altero magno medio,
aliis minutis posticis elevatis, thoraceque fuscis, striaque cinerea marginis
tenuioris. Exp. alar. 10 lin. Descriptio: Prsecedenti forte mera varietas, vel alter

sexus. Caput et palpi nivea. Thorax fuscus, nee niveus. Punctum elevatum
medio alarum anticarum punc-tulaque minuta transversa juxta angulum ani
fusca nee nivea. Stria lata marginis tenuioris cinerea nee albissima. Cetera ut
in priore (Ha worth). Birchwood, liipley, Norfolk, New Forest (Stephens).

(I'o he concluded.)

Staudinger and Rebel's Catalogue/''

[L'unti)U(c<l fyoiii p. 288.)

The matter contained in the preface is of course entirely different

from that of 1871. In the previous catalogue, Staudinger had to define

his position with regard to the "law of priority" and its application

in various critical cases ; in the present one, we are simply told that

that position has not materially changed, and that indeed some
innovations which would have seemed desirable, to Rebel

—

rj/., some
recognition of a trinomial nomenclature—have been rendered
impossible by his " strong conservatism, especially in all nomencla-
torial (luestions ;

" on similar grounds Rebel was unable to obtain the
introduction of any adecjuate generic synonymy, or of the important
indication in what genus each species was first published, ^'aried and

* ••(.'dldlog dcr Lepidoptcren dca paldcarctischcn Fduiiciiuchictcs,'' von Dr.
Phil. O. Staudinger nnd Dr. Phil. H. Bebel. Dritte Autlage des " Cataloges des
europiiischen Faunengebietes." Berlin : H. Friedliinder und Sohn. Mai, 1901.
I. Theil : Fam. I'dpilionidac-FJcpidUdae, von Dr. O. Staudinger und Dr. H. Rebel

;

II. Theil: Fam. Fyrdlidac-Microptcrytjiddc, von Dr. H. Kebcl. xxxii-t-411-t-368 pp.
in 8vo.
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interesting, on the other hand, is the matter in the new preface. Only
a few points can be briefly referred to in this notice. Attention is

called to the enormous advance made in the study of the Pala'arctic

fauna during the last 30 years, especially as regards the eastern parts

of the region; the Russian empire alone, during the last decade of the

nineteenth century, yielded a descriptive literature of new species which
one can scarcely hope to see reached again with regard to the

I'alajarctic fauna. It may be here mentioned that the actual numbers
of species indicated in the two catalogues are the following :

1871. Part I, 2849 ; Part II, 3213 ; total 5062.
1901. Part I, 4744 ; Part II, 4782 ; total 9526.

For various reasons, however, the above figures can only be taken as

rough approximations ; not only because the addenda and corrigenda

have not been taken into account, but still more because various

questions of specific identity or the reverse have not yet been set at

rest ; there are also occasional irregularities in the consecution of the

numbering, i.e., numbers marked " vacat," no doubt by reason of

late corrections in the text.

The great geographical difficulty has been in fixing the southern

boundary in the eastern part of the region, and of course a certain

number of forms characteristic of other regions have to find their way
into the catalogue. In general, the northern borders of Thibet proper

and the lower course of the river Hoang-Ho as far as the Chingan
Mountains form the southern boundaries. It was found impossible to

include the whole of Japan, as first intended, the southern island

containing such a large proportion of purely oriental forms. The
progress made in geographical research in the region may be roughly

indicated by the statement that the number of locality-abbreviations

given is exactly double that given in 1871—202 as against 101.

The catalogue being intended as faunistic, purely biological litera-

ture has been largely disregarded, excepting where it throws direct

light upon the determination of the species catalogued. There is no
doubt much to be said for the omission of all references to varieties

produced in experimental biology, to teratological literature, to hybrids

which have not yet been observed in a state of nature, Sec; but it

occurs to the reviewer that there are also serious objections to their

omission, and that it would have been better to inchtde them—namely,

on the same grounds upon which extra-Pabearctic varieties of Pala3-

arctic species are included, that the nomenclatorial literature may be

complete for convenience of reference. If it be allowed, for example,
that the varietal names proposed by Standfuss, Fischer, and others

have any standing in nomenclature—and surely no one can deny it

—

then it is important not to suppress them in a catalogue which is sure

to form the basis of future work, and to risk the creation of homonymy
by subsequent describers of new varieties. Moreover, that which can be

produced by tbe experimenter, whether in variation, hybridity, or even

monstrosities, can potentially, or at least theoretically, arise under
certain abnormal conditions apart from his intervention, and it may
safely be denied that any sharp lino of demarcation can be drawn
between the divers cases. The well-known hybrid iSnwrixt/iiis

oirUatHs-iiojudi is found duly included on p. 99. Are our authors sure

that that has ever been observed in a purely natural state ? Of

anatomical work, the investigation of the genitalia as a means of
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specific cletermination is rapidly coming to the front, and has often

found recognition in the references. It is curious that Staudinger
personally viewed this with so much suspicion. Eebel tells us that
" his rich experience of the variability of scale-clothing and habitus

in the lepidoptera, led him to extend his doubts to the constancy of

characters also in all other departments" ; but surely he must have
had the acumen to perceive that the segregation of a species—nay, its

very existence—was dependent in an infinitely greater degree upon its

genital apparatus than upon its markings or its form

!

Kegarding the literature cited, the choice seems to be generally

good, in vieAV of the objects set forth in the preface—the ready

determination and dift'erentiation of the species. Messrs. Sherborn,

Kirkaldy, and those who Avith them reject all names founded on
figures unaccompanied by letterpress, Avill please take notice that the

names thus founded by Clerck, Hiibner, Rambur and others, are still

accepted ; and not only so, but Dr. Eebel tells us that, in general,

fujurcs are cited hij preffrenc-c because they serve in most cases for

ready identification. On the other hand, a strong protest must be

entered against the dropping of a good many synonyms, which
appeared in the 1871 edition, such as .s/jio^, Poda, io Papilio iMidalirins,

L., '7 dan'palpis, Scop, to Caradrina quadripnnctata, Fb., also of many
of Kirby's

—

ale.via, Scop., thetis, Rott., icteritia, Hfn., anccpa, Goeze,

kc. Everyone who has Avorked at all at nomenclature knows the

importance of having a complete synonymy ready to hand, and even if

Staudinger could not see his way to accept some of the conclusions of

Werneburg, Kirby and others, he certainly ought not to have
suppressed them entirely. Where, again, are the I'apUio fojlcins and
P. si/lri'stria of Poda, and a lot of other names which have been
identified with at least a good deal of plausibility, and which must in

any case have an influence on nomenclature by precluding a second
use of the same combination ?

In Staudinger's part of the work, the original spelling of a name
is held inviolable, excepting only where it was not latinized at all

—

such as Thais cerisyi, God., which was published as " rcn'si/." Even
the worrying changes of gender to bring about agreement with
changed generic names are (in theory) abjured by Staudinger, though
not by his collaborator, and he gives Lyeaena niinhiuis, Fues., Biston
liirtaria, CI., &c., as the accepted forms*; but a few inconsistencies

are discoverable, as, for instance, on p. 200, w^here Staudinger still

changes the )iatha of Hiibner into lirephis nutlnnn, and on p. 351,
where Bnpalns pinlarins is printed iov piniaria, L.

The generic synonymy has been much improved, many of the

most glaring errors having been rectified, and more attention given to

the rights of priority, as is shown in the restoration of many of

Hiibner's least disputable generic titles.! But there still seems to be
lacking any consistent principle underlying this part of work

—

* The capital lettei's for all specific names are no doubt con-ect, as all proper
names demand capitals ; and their use prevents any grammatical objection to the
non-agreement of gender between the two parts of the name.

t It is impossible to conceive, however, why some of Hiibner's good mono-
typical or isotypical names have been rejected, such as Paiwincriti for tenehrata,

Scop., (Jperophtera for bntmal(i,lj., and Imretitn. Hb.,(^e, They have been correctly

revived by Rogenhofer, Packard, Meyrick, and others.
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particularly there seems to be no recognition of Walsingham and
Durrant's important rule that all revisions and corrections shall be
taken in strict chronological order. Thus many restrictions of

Hiibner's mixed genera by Stephens, Moore, Warren, Meyrick,
Rogenhofer, Hulst, &c., are disregarded, and more recent names by
Stephens, Treitschke, Duponchel and others, allowed to stand.

However, " festina lente " is a wise motto in connection with this

subject, and there is ground for genuine congratulation on the great

advance which has been made. The realisation of the necessity of

type-fixations will come later, and such names as Colias, Fb., Latr.

restr., will then get their right application. It was not anticipated

that Staudinger would pay much heed to this matter, as he stated in

the Hampson correspondence that he considered the " Type-Frage
"

quite unimportant.

A further attempt has been made to eliminate generic homonyms
—and here is ground whereon every sane zoologist must be agreed ;

Laria, Schr., Nfuronia, Stph., CTonojitrra, Brd. and others, have been

quite properly swept away, but it is inexplicable how I'lialcra, Hb. and
Acidalia, Tr., come to have been retained, and still more how Ephijra,

Dup., comes to have been restored. Lederer discovered the homonymy
in 1853 and substituted Zonosowo for Ejihi/ra : but it seems that he
was forestalled by Gistl, who in 1848 proposed Matdla for the same
purpose {ride, Knt., xxxiii., p. 41). Moreover, to say nothing of the

Ct/dophoya ol the " Tentamen," Hiibner's " Verzeichniss " provides

available names, either ( 'odonia (used by Rogenhofer, Lvp. von

Herniitcin) or Loucopthalmia (used by Meyrick). Rogenhofer's correc-

tions of nomenclature (Zoc. cif. ),hoth generic and specific, seem to have
been largely ignored ; this is the more curious as one would have

supposed his work would be Avell known to Rebel, and some, at least,

of his corrections need but to be known in order to be accepted

—

('jj.,

the restoration of the nsbme fiinbriata, Schreb. (1759) for Af/rotis Jiiid/n'a,

L. (1767), earlier pointed out by Briiggemann in Ah/i. Xat. Vrr.

Bremen, v., p. 597 (1878). Others, such as Rogenhofer's use of

Maniola (Schr.), Meig. for Krehia, Dalm., itc, require more careful

consideration, as they deal with mixed genera, and his conclusions do

not entirely agree with those of Scudder and others.

One or two remarkable vagaries cannot be passed by in silence.

On p. 279 the genus " Stcrrha, H.-S. nee Hb." is allowed to pass for

sacmria, L. ! Meyrick's discovery of the utterly erroneous application

of the name Storha, Hb., has therefore clearly been noticed ; why,
then, has his correction been ignored? The right generic name for

saeraria, L., is of course lihodanietra, Meyr. (1892). Hardly less

unsatisfactory is the retention on p. 153, of Lederer's erroneously

restricted genus " Pachnohia, Gn."—with its type—species, tecta, Hb.
{cornea, Tr., Gn.), removed. Perhaps Sora, Heinem. {,Se/nnett. Deiitsch.,

i., p. 459, 1859) will be available for Lederer's genus Packnnbia, but

unfortunately Walker {Atui. Man. ^<^t- Hi^t- (3), iii., p. 259) in the

same year (1859, April) employed the same name, Hora in Coleoptera,

and it will be hard to prove whether Heinemann published before that

date. The generic changes in the new " Catalog " are too numerous
to discuss in detail, nor would any useful purpose be served by a criti-

cism of their soundness or the reverse, until the methods upon which
Pr. Rebel works are more exactly revealed. It appears evident that at
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present he has considered it the most satisfactory to adopt the generic

nomenclature of the monographs followed

—

i.e., to accept Watson's
methods in dealing with the Hexpcriidac, Aurivillius' with the Lado-
catupidae, &c. But this has unfortunately resulted in several incon-

sistencies ; as, for example, the inclusion of a few names from Hiibner's
" Tentamen " {(JoclduUon, liipucrita, Diphtcra—which latter Hilbner
published as Diphthera), coincidcntly with the rejection of the rest, or

their reference to Ochsenheimer (cfr. Folia, Misrlio, &c.); the accept-

ance of a few (equally arbitrarily) of Billberg's ill-founded names

—

Ailopaca {Adopoea, I'illb. sec. Durrant in litt.), Callnji/tri/s, Lejitidia

{Leptidca, Billb. see. Durrant) and ? A;iap<'tes ("satis constituta ?"),

and so on.

To a similar cause are no doubt attributable some inconsistencies in

citation of dates. It is very satisfactory that a date is given for every

generic name (a distinct advance upon the 1871 catalogue), but the

Hiibnerian " Verzeichniss " dates as at present given are rather

remarkable ; 1816 is cited for the butterflies, 1822 for Sphimjidae—
Saturniidae inclusive, 1818 or 1822 at random for Xoctuidae, 1822 for

Geotnetridae, and onwards to the end of Theil I., 1818 throughout
Theil II. Germar's names from Part I of his dissertation " De
Bombycum Species " are sometimes given as 1810 {c'j., Airturnis)

sometimes 1811 {e.(/., Scolioptfry.r) ; is there sufficient evidence
that the work was properly published when written in 1810
(? at Halle) ? Ochsenheimer's and Treitschke's names are some-
times assigned the date when they were first published, sometimes
that at which generic diagnoses were first given ; the former course

ought to have been followed consistently, 1810 being given for the

Noctuid names of Ochsenheimer's third volume, and 182,5 for

Treitschke's Geometrid names ; they were not noniina niida, for they
were not only accompanied by lists of species contained, but also, in

nearly all cases, by references to the sections in the Vienna Catalogue,
which were duly described*. In any case, the date 1826 assigned to

Cnicalli.s, Tr., must be a misprint. The cross-references for the names
employed by both Hiibner and Ochsenheimer also require overhauling;
such references as that on p. 195, " i'aradrina (Hb., 1822), 0." (and

there are several of them in the Noetitidae) would suggest, by analogy
with "^Z//r/^rt (L., 1758), Wlsghm.," that the name was Hiibner's

and the restriction Ochsenheimer's—a rather absurd suggestion in

view of the fact that Ochsenheimer published his last volume in 1816.
Linne's subgeneric names Tortri.r, &c., so far as used, are generally

given after the method just noAV shown with regard to Ahicita, and
this is undoubtedly the right one; " (Teomctra, L., 1767," however,
has apparently not been properly traced historically (and why " L.,

1767," rather than 1758?). A consideration of these questions of

dates, leads to a fresh realisation of the great importance of the work
of the bibliographer; and it is to be hoped that every scrap of informa-
tion relative to the dates of publication of Hiibner's " Verzeichniss

"

will be eagerly sought after, and carefully used. In the meanwhile

* Staudinger, however, certainly believed in generic "definition by illustra-

tion" alone, for bespoke (Hampson's Nomeucl. Lcp. Corresji., p. 297-'29S) in favour
of the acceptance of Hiibner's " Zutriise " names, and in his own 1871 " Catalog "

had erected his genera TJialerojiis, 'riuiKiiiiifln, O.Djtripia, etc., without separate
diagnoses; compare Eebel's Oucoddcnemi^, p. ;j54 of the new catalogue.
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the rival claims of the generic names TricJioptcrij.r and Lobophora,
Tej)/irocli/stia and KtipitJwcia, Euccstia and Chesias, and many others
must remain sub jiidice : no fixed guiding principle in the matter is

discoverable in the action of Staudinger and Rebel.

(To he contiuued.)

Notes on the distribution of the British Coleoptera.

By W. E. SHAEP.

(Coutiuiu'd fro)n p. 205.)

We have now to consider the second of the groups nito which we
have, as regards their distribution, divided the British coleoptera.

This comprises the majority of such of our species whose range is

limited—its maximum density is in the south-east, whence it gradually
thins out westward and northward, until most of its members become
exceeding rare in Scotland and Ireland, and many completely absent.

This group has been called the Siberian element in our fauna, on
the assumption that the original area of their specific development was
Siberia, whether this is so or not, it is sufficient for our purpose that

their proximate origin was the plain of central Europe, and that, at

the time of their arrival here. Great Britain must have been a north-

westerly extension of the continental area. That this was subsequent to

the maximum severity of the glacial epoch appears probable, for if the

group had existed since Tertiary times here, and survived the glacial

period, it is a fair assumption that its distribution would have been,

although perhaps very discontinuous, still more uniform from east to

west than we now find it. The main characteristic of the group,

however, is that as we proceed westward species disappear, not
sporadically but finally. There is also evidence that the land

connection between England and Ireland, which the limited com-
munity we find among species of the Celtic groujD proves to have been
intact during glacial and immediately post-glacial times, was most
probably interrupted during the advent of our second group. For
several of its members, although they arrived at what is now the

western seaboard of England, do not seem to have got to Ireland at

all. It is certainly quite true that up to within recent years very little

was known of the Irish coleopterous fauna, and that even now it

would be absurd to consider it as at all exhaustively recorded. Still

as the Irish deficiency in mammals, and still more in reptiles is certain

and notorious, we may be perhaps justified in supposing that the

species of coleoptera so far unrecorded there, are really wanting ; and
that what hindered their westward march was the fact that Ireland

became an island before all of them had completed it.

In this respect the fauna of the Isle of Man becomes significant,

and it is the more unfortunate that so very little is know'n about it.

What evidence we do possess shows that its character is more Irish

than English, and includes even such a peculiarly Irish form as Silpha

sabrotundata. The deduction follows that when Mona was united

with Ireland (and the levels of the Irish sea bottom show that at such

an era land union Avith Scotland and England must also and to a

greater extent have existed), the Irish or Celtic group must have been

dominant, also that before its insularity became perfect, many species

of the eastward migration must have reached its confines. What
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seems probable then to our imperfect knowledge is that this migration

from the east and south-east was subsequent to the maximum intensity

of glacial cold, but whether it was made possible by climatic conditions

or by geographical—that is to say, whether it was the gradual rise in

temperature that allowed the westward and northward march over a con-

tinuous area, or whether, climatic conditions being favourable, it was due

to an elevation of land which gave access from the continent to what had
previously been an island or assemblage of islands, of this there

appears to be no evidence. Nor does this very greatly affect the validity

of the hypothesis ; it is certainly more difficult to explain the different

rates at which species appear to have travelled, or more accurately

increased their range, for the process was probably quite imperceptible

when in operation. No doubt the correspondence between a species

new to any area and the environment, supply the factors which
determine the rate of its progress. An instance of how dissimilar such

a rate can be is furnished by a comparison between tljo extraordinary

increase of the European rabbit in Australia, and the apparently

insurmountable difficulties which attend the introduction of our

common English hare into Ireland, whose native form is a distinct but

closely allied species—the arctic or mountain hare—we may, I think,

safely assume that no species except under exceptional and non-natural

conditions, such as human interference or rearrangement of vegetation,

is now increasing, or perhaps ever will increase its range, at any rate

in Europe. No douljt fi-eedom from competition either directly or

indirectly, though food-plants in certain suitable areas, first ffxed

the lines of migration and settlement. As, however, the avail-

able land surface became moi-e and more crowded the rate of progress

would become slower, so that it seems probable that there must have
been a point somewhere in the past which marked the final equilibrium

of the forces of dispersal and the stress of competition, and that since

this point was reached, most movement has been in the form of retro-

gression and due to human interference with environment.

We can thus understand that, given an original exotic immigration

of an assemblage of species into any previously unoccupied area, the

rate of progress initially perhaps high, would be continually decreasing

till it came to a dead stop, and that no length of time elapsing since

then would renew it, except by organic change in the species them-
selves through natural selection, and further, that the rate of advance

among the species themselves would be very unequal. In nature the

race is always to the swift, the battle invariably to the strong, and it

is thus possible to explain why some of the species we are considering

arrived as far west as ]\Iayo while others never got to Cheshire, or

arrived so late that they were cut off', or what is more probable, since

there are similar deficiencies in the Scotch fauna, that their rate of

progress was so slow that before they had got half this distance

progress of any kind became impossible.

(TohcroiK-luilcd.]

dfOLEOPTERA.
The Variation and Distribution of the Genus Aphodius,

Illiger. By Frank Bouskell, F.E.H., F.R.H.S. [Read before

Section F. of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society] .

—
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We have received a copy of the above paper, a review of which is sure

to be of interest to our coleopterist readers. In it the author goes

very fully into both the variation and distribution of the species

belonging to this genus. He deals with the distribution of the whole

genus throughout the world, and shows that many of our species have

a very wide range indeed. He touches in a very interesting manner
on the means of dispersal of insects, and points out that the transport

of cattle has played the most important part with this genus. After

some notes on the life-history of these creatures he passes on to the

subject of variation. He divides the lines of variation into five classes

as follows :

—

1. Species which are nominally black or patchy occasionally tend to lighter

shades.

2. Where the elytra, normally black, with the apex reddish, or with a red

spot or markings, tend occasionally to become unicolorous at the expense of the

red.

3. Where elytra normally red, become black.

4. Where elytra normally yellow with black markings, become

—

(a) nearly

all black at the expense of the jDaler colour, (h) nearly all yellow without any black.

5. Where the elytra normally red, become chestnut-brown. This appears a

step towards variation 4.

He says the causes are probably natural selection for protective pur-

poses, and climatic influences, such as humidity, temperature, etc. We
cannot agree with our author as to natural selection not having much
to do with the fact that in some species the red form predominates

and in others the black. It appears to us the only explanation can be

the fact that natural selection has seized on the tendency to vary in

anyone species, whether to red or black, and utilized it to the best advan-

tage for that species. He then points out that in the so-called species

A. foetenx and A./iint'torins, there is no real or reliable specific difference,

which is undoubtedly the case. He then gives a complete list of all the

British species with their synonymy, distribution, dates of occurrence,

and other valuable notes, and makes a point of bringing forward all

the named aberrations and varieties that have occurred, or are known to

occur in Britian, a thing which has not been done heretofore. We
may mention that he uses the words " variety " and " aberration " in

such a manner that one knows at once what he means, and does not

have to wonder if he is talking about an occasional variety, local race,

or mere sport. Of the ne^v aberrations described by him we may
mention two parallel cases

—

A. foetens, F., ab. 1. hypocastaneus, n. ab.—Elytra rich chestnut-brown

almost running to black, abdomen red. New Forest, May 1896, in cow-dung
(F. Bouskell).

A. fimetariiis, L., ab. 1. castctneus, n. ab.—Elytra deep chestnut-brown ; near

Leicester in numbers (J. H. Woolley).

As to the value of giving names to aberrations and varieties we are

aware that many British coleopterists disagree with the practice, but

we think everyone will admit that it is more convenient to have a name
for a distinct aberration than to say " the chestnut-brown form of A.

foeteuK," or whatever it is, as the case may be. We also deplore the incon-

sistency of our catalogues, in which some trifling aberrations have

names to them, whilst other more distinct named forms are conspicuous

by their absence. One man will perhaps admit Ajtthona noiistriata, ab.

aenescens, Weise, which is only a colour variety, because it was brought

forward as British in his favourite magazine, and ignore, say, Mr.
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Bouskell's ab. /ii/jwcastaneiis ! This seems to us to be great nonsense, and

we suggest that there is only one correct plan, /.<?., to incorporate in our

British catalogues every aberration or variety that has been properly

described according to the recognised laws of entomology (and Mr. Verrall

in his last presidential address pointed out what these were), or brought

forward as British. To conclude, we congratulate our author on his

paper, and all students of British coleoptera should make it their duty

to get a copy as soon as possible.—H. 8t. J. K. Donisthorpe, F.E.S.,

58, Kensington Mansions, South Kensington.

LiNA popuLi IX THE Pellice Valley.—By the side of the ditches

that irrigate the meadows lying on either side of the road between Villar

and Bobbie, in the Pellice ^\^lley, willows are not infrequent.

Throughout August one of the commonest species on these was Lina

poindi. I have frequently seen the species in Wicken Fen, where Mr.

Donisthorpe tells me it is very abundant. What interested me about

the insect was the fact that one obtained at the same time on the same

bush, adult beetles, pup;e, full-grown larvie, larvtie in the stage in

which the gregarious habit is disappearing, tiny newly-hatched

gregarious larvye and batches of eggs, some newly-laid and others

on the point of hatching. I was also interested in the peculiar

secretion which the larvae exude from their glandular tubercles when
irritated or disturbed. My ignorance of the desiderata still required

in the life-histories of the coleoptera led me to send home a supply of

material to Mr. Donisthorpe but he tells me that the life-history is well

known. Presumably, therefore, the structure and mechanism of these

peculiar glands and the nature of the excretion is well known and

what was new to me proves to be ancient history to coleopterists.

The newly-emerged beetles were still ovipositing and the species

evidently would go on reproducing itself until Avinter and the want

of food killed it otf in all stages except the hybernating one. How
does this species hybernate '?—J. W. Tutt, Westcombe Hill, 8.E.

Aaijmt 12th, 1901.

Abundance of Hydrophilus piceus at electric light.—Walking

across the Piazza Reale in Turin on the morning of August 23rd, I

observed on the ground beneath the electric lights, among hundreds of

moths that had met their doom by being attracted to the light during

the preceding night, a great many large examples of this species,

sometimes five or six specimens under a lamp and rarely less than

three or four. Almost all the squares of the city, which were provided

with lamps that were open below, were similarly bestrewn with the dead

bodies of the beetles. Altogether I must have seen some -10 examples

in only three or four squares so that the total number attracted

in the city in one night must be enormous.

—

Ibid.

JP>RACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for September.

By -J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—The larvte of Staiin)i)its faiji do not appear to spin up

among the green leaves, but almost always, in dead leaves,

* PiiACTiCAi, Hints fok the Field LiiriDoi'TEKisT, recently published, contains

1,'2.50 similar hints to these, distributed over every month in the year. Interleaved

(for collector's own notes).

—

Ed.
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with which they should be supplied when full-fed ; the cocoon is

\ery closely spun between the leaves (Newman).
2.—There is no need to keep the pup.e of Stanroiinti faiji out of

doors, but a moderately damp atmosphere is necessary ; if the

imagines do not appear by the beginnmg of June, exposure to a

shoAver of rain is often advisable. An outhouse, if the pupte be

kept on damp sand, seems to produce satisfactory results.

3.—The larvae of Gnophria mbricollis begin to appear in the

beating-tray in September, and are full-fed towards the end of October
;

they feed on the very minute lichens, mainly on oaks and beeches
;

when full-fed the larva retires beneath the moss on the trunks, for

pupation, and, as it takes a long time to pupate, pup^e should not be

searched for until late in November ; the white flimsy cocoon being

hardly distinguishable from the spinning of certain spiders, it is

advisable to detach the moss from the top downwards, as the pupa
is not among the moss, but between moss and bark, and consequently

often drops, whilst, not infrequently, after moss is withdraAvn, the

pupa is found adhering to the trunk. Larv^e sometimes spin up low

down near the ground, at others high up the trunk. Pupie are best

kept kept through winter on damp sand with a layer of moss, damp
being very necessary to them.

4.—The small hybernating larvte of Lciuuma mlivis want some
rough cork or bark on which to hybernate ; they will spin a silken

web in September, collect into companies and remain quite im-

movable all winter, beginning to feed again in April as soon as the

poplar, willow and sallow leaves begin to show. The cocoons of their

parents are favourite hybernacula.
5.—During the first week of September, the larvae of Xutolopltiis

(junustiijna may be found or beaten from oak ni the woods at Bexley

(Newman).
0.—Captured females of Litaania alhiptincta have no objection to

laying their eggs on a growing sod of grass under a bell glass ; the

young larvie appear in about eleven days make elongated holes right

through the blade between two of the ribs. Kept in a warm atmos-

phere they will occasionally feed up quickly, and then the imagines

appear the same autumn.
7.—In late September and early October, females of Pcridrowa

saiicia lay freely in chip boxes, each batch usually consisting of some
800-400 small ova. They hatch in rather less than three weeks, feed

ravenously on dock, rape, cabbage, spinach, &c., show no inclination

to hybernate, hide under the leaves by day when young, feed only by

night, and bury themselves under the earth in the tiower-pots

in which they may be kept after they are half-grown
;
placed in a hot-

house in November, they will pupate in December, and emerge from
December to L'ebruary, but ni an ordinary cool room or greenhouse

will contniue to feed all the winter more slowly, and pupate in March
or April, emerging in May.

8.—Females of L'daena luinurt/iii can be swept, practically all the

specimens taken on the wing in the afternoon with the net are males

(Fmlay).
9.

—

Ajionijiln/la uiistrdlis comes to sugar freely in September, and

is saul to be more abundant between 11 a.m. and midnight than

earlier in the evening.
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10.—The larva of Apatiia accrts likes to get behind a loose chip of

wood or bark, but will utilise a crack in soft wood where it can make
use of the tiny pieces of surface material to spin amongst the silk of its

cocoon which is made pretty level with the surrounding surface. In

confinement it likes a mixture of wood-chips and dead leaves, and will

spin up in dead leaves, moss, i*cc. The larva? are to be found

commonly in most parts of Kent in early September on fences, tree-

trunks, &c., searching for a suitable pupating place.

11.—LarviB of Plati/ptcri/.v hai-paiiula [siciila) are to be beaten in

Leigh woods in the first half of September ; difficult to obtain now as

the trees on which they occur have grown so large that they are not

very practicable for work.

12.—Tree-trunks must be searched in September for imagines of

Ennoniiis emsaria, which are sometimes abundant on oak, birch and

beech in the New Forest, Eppiug Forest, &c. Eggs are readily laid if a

? be taken, and the species is not difficult to rear.

13.—Imagines of Kumniuis atitiniinaria [alniaria) are to be obtained

from gas lamps in September and October {Deal in its chief centre—but

Gosport, Chichester, &c., and other localities produce the species) ; eggs

are freely laid in confinement.
14.—The larvcK of Klbqiia prumpiaria pass the winter on needles of

Scotch fir, commencing to feed early in the spring, and being full-

fed from the middle of May to the middle of June.

15.—In the latter part of Septeml:)er and in October the imagines

of Eitiiitlucia stevrusata tiy close to the short turf of the downs in the

neighbourhood of Dover, or visit the flowers thereon. More than

thirty males were netted on one evening, attracted by a newly-emerged

? resting on a plant of golden-rod (Webb).
16.—Cut off' sprigs of the unripe capsules of BarUia odontites

towards the end of September ; turn these into band-boxes with

muslin over top ; in a few days larva; attach themselves to muslin,

when they should be removed to a cage with fresh sprays of food-

plant, the bottom of the cage covered with a layer of sand; in this

they make a small oval cocoon, and the pupte often go over two years

before emergence ; the seedheads often require to be sprinkled with

water.

17.—The dimorphic larv.o (green and putty coloured) of Zoiiosoma

jiorata can be beaten freely from scrubby oak in September and
October ; they pupate in late October and emerge next spring.

18.—Eggs of Caiiijitoi/raiiniia fluviata laid on September 13th

produced larv^e, which fed on knotgrass and dock and pupated, the

imagines emerging between November 1st and 18th (Mera).

19.—In September 1892, 27 larva? of Chlaria reticulata were

taken in one afternoon near Windermere ; the larvse appear to

feed almost exclusively on the seeds of wild balsam, entering tlie seed-

pod about the middle ; in the daytime they were to be found resting

at full length along the midrib on the underside of the leaves (Moss).

20.—In Sutherland, in September, the leaves of Arctostajihiilos tiva-

iir>ii are mined by larv^e of ('occi/x neiiiorirana, ihe leaf usually chosen
being one of those forming the rosette terminating the shorter shoots

;

the affected leaf is very obvious, being divided about the middle by a

slightly oblique transverse line into a Imsal green healthy portion and
a terminal part that is red, brown or black. The mine of the larva
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occupies the dniding line, and often has a slender branch or two into

the terminal part of the leaf ; in conhnement ArbKtns loiedo forms a

good substitute food.

21.—The imagines of Lithocolletis ci'rasicolella are to be collected in

September in the leaves of Primus aciniii ; the mine is elongate, placed

between the lateral veins of the leaf, reaching from near the midrib
towards the margin ; the larva pale yellow, with dark brown or black

head.

22.—During September working hedges, &c. will give Peronea
sclialleriaiia var. lotifasciana, P. rarici/aiia var. cinana, P. coniparana,

and other interesting species ; mixed hawthorn, sallow, and nut hedges
preferable.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Habits of Lithosia complana var. sericea.—In a state of nature, the

imagines of Lithosia complana \n.Y. sericea, which appearabout the middle
of July, hide low down among the herbage, grass, &c., where it occurs

(the locality, however, seems to be very restricted), the wings wrapped
very closely around the body. A few take a short tlight about i o'clock

in the afternoon, but the majority Hy at early dusk. Their flight is

somewhat heavy and slow, and in a direct course. They look of a

creamy-yellow colour when flying and can be readily distinguished

by their colour and the character of the flight from the species of

Crambids that are generally on the wing at the same time. The males
readily assemble to a virgin female perched on the top of a stem of

grass. The larva is very lively and bright-looking, hairy-black, with

two orange stripes (the description in lUickler's Larrui', vol. iii., p. 22,

is very accurate). Larva' hatched from ova laid by a captured female

in the summer of 1899, and were kept through the following winter.

They fed a little all through the winter on chickweed and grass,

although when newly-hatched they fed on Poh/i/onttni aviculare. In the

spring they seemed to prefer Sjiiraca uliiiaria. Two perfect insects

were reared therefrom.—G. 0. Day, F.E.S. Mai/ 2'drd, 1901.

Habits of Asthena sylvata.—On June 16th and 22nd 1 went
for Ast/ieiia si/lrata, which, in common with the general state of

Geometrids this year, was even more numerous than last year. With
rare exceptions, it is never common here, and being a very shy and
retiring insect is difficult to catch. It sometimes sits on the oak-

trees, but unless it is a very cold day will not allow one to get

near to it, rising as soon as one approaches, and requires to be netted.

Most are obtained here in an alder swamp, where the imagines sit often

quite low down on the stems of the trees. When disturbed, it at flrst

goes straight away, and, if there be a low bush near, generally flies

right through it and is lost to sight ; if, however, the ground be open
in the line it has taken, it often doubles back and gives a chance.

Very occasionally it drops down and hides in the grass. On June 22nd
I saw over 100 specimens, between 50 and 60 of which were in fine

condition. One specimen was quite a dwarf, hardly as large as an
ordinary A. candidata. While hunting for it I took a fair number of

Kiiiiisteria hrparata, an insect that flies pretty freely in the sunshine

and is very easy to net, as it seldom flies for any distance.— F. C.

WooDFORDE, F.E.S., Market Drayton, .lime llt/i, 1901.

Lepidopteha in the ^'ew Forest.—I spent Whitsuntide at Lyud-
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hurst, and found day-collecting prolific, but night work useless, the

evenings being too cold. Bapta taniinata and TJthnsia mrorcida
{aureola) were the two couiiuonest insects, others taken were Xemeohius
liicina, Tephrosia consonaria, Iloannia e.rtcrsaria, Zo)V)sn}tia Unearia,

Z.jmnctaria, Z.porata, Z. anmdata, KiipitJu'cia (l()(hneata,K. irruiiiata,

E. puKillata, Epionc adrcnaria, Knripiwne dolabraria, Kiiphtcria hepa-

rata, Macan'a altcrnata, M. Uturata, Asthena eandidata, ('lostcra rcclitsa

and Erastria fu!<cida. I had not previously seen A. eandidata for years,

although I used to consider it very common. Larva-beating produced
Zephi/rns quercm, very common, Asphalia ridens, very common, Nola
striijula, Catocala Nponsa, C. promism, Bnarmia roboraria, Himera pen-

naria, Hyluphila quercana, and PKiliira innnacha, common.

—

(Major)

R. B. Robertson, Forest View, Southbourne Road, Boscombe. dime
12tJ,, 1901.

Xylomiges conspicillaris at Castle Moreton.—One of the few
insects I have taken this year worth recording is a specimen of A'.

conspiciUaris, this was found in the afternoon on a stocking that had
been hung out to dry in the morning, and would suggest the idea that

the species must sometimes fly during the day ; it was taken close to

the spot where one was found a few years ago.

—

(Rev.) E. C. Dobree
Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton, Tewkesbury. June lOtJi, 1901.

Pharetra menyanthidis at sugar.—When at Kendal, during the

first week in June, I was surprised to find that Pharetra inenuanthidis

came freely to sugar. The insect occurs sparingly in Cheshire and
Lancashire, but I have never seen it at sugar before. A $ I kept laid

eggs superficially like those of 7-'. noiiicis. The larv;e resulting grew
very rapidly on osier and willow, and those with strength enough
pupated about a week ago, but a good many of the larva? were attacked

by a kind of dysentery, a watery pink excrement coming from them,
and appearing to paralyse the pair of anal claspers.—G. 0. Day, F.E.S.,
Knutsford, Cheshire. AiiijHst 2nd, 1901.

FooD-PLANTS OF Neuronia saponari.e.—A female of Xeiironia

saponariae taken at Wicken in June last, remained in a box more than
a week before she began to lay; the eggs were then laid in rows round
the box. More than 100 larvte are now feeding. They eat Chenopo-
dinm and broad-leaved knot-grass, but seem to prefer willow.

—

Ibid.

Habits of Lithosia muscerda.—Lithma muscerda appears to be

very local in the Broads, no doubt owing to the distribution of food
;

it is attached to alders and sallows whether in small patches or in

thickets, and the imagines fly at dusk with a regular, directly forward,

"footman" flight, but are inclined to soar out of reach. They come to

light from 10 p.m. -12 p.m., and then sit on the lamp most obligingly.

It is difficult to procure perfect specimens, they seem to chip and tear

with the slightest provocation. Females lay freely, the eggs are round
and yellow, but hitherto I have failed to rear the larvte.—E. A.
Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Myddelton House, Waltham Cross. June
2it/i, 1901.

AcHERONTiA ATROPos AT Shepperton.—On August 5th, Bank Holiday,

Mr. Walker, of the L.S.W.Ry., Shepperton, found a full-fed larva of

Achernntia atmpos on a patch of potatoes near the station, which he
was kind enough to send over to me. Although I made a careful

search I did not succeed in finding another. I understand that this

larva is not nearly so abundant as last year.—S. G. C. Russkll, F.E.S.,

Chepstow Lodge, Shepperton-on-Thames. Autfimt 1th, 1901.
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AcHERONTiA ATROPos AT DoNCASTER.—Foi' three consecutive years
now, A. atropos has been common here. In 1899 and 1900 the larvae

were frequent on potato plants during September. Now they are to be
found, some full-fed and others about half-grown, on Ltjcium barbarum.
Early this summer an imago was brought to me (see Xataraliat) which
was caught wild. Ail this looks as if the species had existed here
without artificial forcing for three years.-—H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S.,
9, Priory Place, Doncaster. Jithj 31si, 1901.

Argynnis adippe AND Dryas paphia NEAR DoNCASTER.—Both these

species have appeared in the woods here this summer after an absence
of nearly 25 years.

—

Ibid.

Actebia pr.ecox and Crambus pinetellus near Frodingham.—
While seeking neolithic flints at Frodingham, Lines, on Sunday, the

28th inst., I took Actebia pracco.v at rest on the sandy ground. This
seems worth recording, the locality being about 20 miles from the

coast. At the same place ( 'nuubtis fnuctrllKs was abundant.

—

Ibid.

Papilio machaon at Mucking.- -This morning a little boy named
Albert Everard brought me a small and slightly deformed specimen
of Papilio machaon, alive, which he had caught with his hat in the

church yard. Last summer Mr. Page sent me some larvas from
Wicken, which were placed on the carrot bed, and duly disappeared,

no trace of pupje was ever found, and the question is whether the

specimen taken was the grandchild, or one of Mr. Mathew's stock.

—

(Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows, Mucking Vicarage. Amimt 12t/i, 1901.

Trochiliu.m bembeciforjie at Mucking.—-Yesterday, about

4.45 p.m., I found a fine ^ Trochiliitin hcmhicifonnc on an osier leaf.

There was no sun, and the insect was so perfect (scales on wings) that

I should say it had never flown. I had suspected the species to occur

at Mucking, owing to the number of osiers bored in the stems.

—

Ibid.

Larv^ of Sphinx convolvuei at Boxworth.—The capture of two
larvie of SpJiiu.r convolndi here may be worth recording. One on
August 19th, the second on August 21st. They were found on bind-

weed growing in a field of tares, oats, kc, grown for making silage.

Unluckily, the second was nearly cut in half with the scythe. The
first was of a bright green colour with black spots, I did not know the

larva, but made it out to be a variety of .S'. convolvuU from a description

in Wilson's Larrac of Jh-itish Lcpidojitera, the second one, which was
found within a few yards of the first, was of a brown colour, and agreed

in every particular with the description and drawing in Barrett's

Lepidoptcra, so I have no doubt the green one is S. concnh-uli. On
August 20th I saw Avhat I thought was the imago of 8. convohndi

flying at tobacco plant but failed to take it, however, last night, the

22nd, I took it, a male 8. convolndi. This season has been an utter

failure except for Cali/mnia pj/ralina.—E. H. Thornhill, Boxworth,

Cambridge. Aiuiust 23/y/, 1901.

Ennomos autumnaria at Reading.—I captured a fine specimen of

Knnomos auUnnnaria here, and she is depositing ova in a box. The
species is quite new to our district. Is it now beginning to spread in

the country ?—W. Barnes, Brightwell Villas, New Road, Southern

Hill, Readmg. Aiuinst 22nd, 1901.

Abundance of Thecla pruni and T. w-album.—Tiuda prnni and

2\ w-albnin have been very plentiful at Monkswood this year, and my
son is pleased at having caught a specimen of I'liisia moucta here.—J.

N. Keynes, M.D., 6, Harvey Road, Cambridge. Jidt/ 2Qth, 1901.
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OviPosiTioN OF CosMOTKicHE POTATORiA.^Oii Monday, July 22nd,

whilst fishing on Homerton Broad, Norfolk (from a bank), a moth Hew
past in the dusk (about 8.30 p.m.) and settled on the rushes close by

me. On going nearer I found it to be a large $ Coswotriche potato) ia,

which had already laid two eggs. It instantly Hew oft' to a more
distant rush, and as it seemed restless, I boxed it. On the way home
the moth laid 18G eggs. The manner of oviposition was peculiar and
rapid. The moth settled on the under surface of a rush blade, and
laid the ova on the upper surface, just at the junction of the stalk and
leaf blade. The ovipositor was curled right round the leaf.

—

Hubert
C. Phillips, M.R.C.S., F.E.S., 262, Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park,

W. Jultj dOt/i, 1901.

DiLiNA TiLLE AT Hampstead.—I found a freshly-cmerged $ of

Dilina tUiiu on a birch trunk about a foot from the ground (on the

west side), on Hampstead Heath, on June 15th, at 5 p.m., it had
evidently emerged about half-an-hour, as the wings were not properly

set although developed.

—

Ibid.

(CURRENT NOTES.
All lepidopterists who are, in ever so small a measure, something

more than "mere collectors," should supply themselves with a copy
of Staudinger and Rebel's new Catalogue (published by Friedlilnder and
Son). References to it will figure largely in our magazines for some
time to come, and no one who wishes to be an fait with his subject

can aftbrd to be without it.

British lepidopterists used sometimes to be accused of insularity,

but at the present time it is doubtful whether the work of German
lepidopterists does not show a greater want of knowledge of lepidopter-

ology in its broader aspects—especially of the literature of the subject

—than those of the lepidopterists of any other country. Recently it

appeared necessary to ofier a protest against the re-naming of various

well-known forms of certain Noctuidsin the Ztitschriftfiir Kutoiiioltii/ie,

and to point out instances where this had occurred. The Editor

printed our corrections but apparently consigned our protest to the

waste-paper basket, and so this unscientific procedure continues. In

the current number of the Soch'tas Entoinohx/iea (July 15th), Slevogt

re-describes three Noctuid aberrations, among these the well-known

and striking Dichonia aprilina ab. vinjata [JJiit. Noct., iii., p. 62, 1892)

which he calls ab. riromelas, and Calocainpa soluhi/ini.s ab. siilfiisa [Brit.

Noct., iii., p. 110, 1892) which he calls ab. ohscnra : the third is a

described form of Hadena aihtsta, for which, however, as the species is

rather more obscure than the others, there may be more excuse.

Staudinger's mode of dealing with the aberrations and varieties of this

group in the new edition of his Cataldj/iie leaves much to be desired.

Almost every important and unimportant aberration descril^ed in the

German magazines finds a place in the Cataloiiiie, whilst the British forms,

which alone have been systematically studied and described, are rarely

mentioned ; this cannot be because Staudinger considered them unim-

portant, for he has gone to the extent of re- describing many, and using

later published names for others, e.(i., Aiirotix siwnlans ab. snjfu.sa

{Drit. Xoct., ii., p. 80) is re-named ab. ohxcurata, Stand., Cat., p.

113, Aijrotis ri(r>i(>rin ab. sai/itfa [llrit. Xm-t.. ii., [). 11) is renamed ab.
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saifittato, Cat., p. 148, Aplecta tincta ah. siipuna (Brit. Xoct., iii., p. 70)

becomes ab. ubacurata, Staudiuger, Iris, x., p. 335, Brijopldla perla ab.

fiarcscetia (Brit. Noct., i., p. 8) becomes \a,r. perlina, Cat., p. 167. The
I'/ij/tdinetra viridaria Bh.fmca, Brit. Noct., iv., p. 60 (1892), becomes
ab. inodesta, Carad., Jr/.s, ix., p, 50 (1896), Jocheaera alni ab. suff'nsa

(Brit. Noct., i., p. 17, 1891) becomes ab. steinerti, Casp., Soc. Knt.,

xiii., p. 3 (1898), and so on indefinitely. It will take months of close

work to clear up the synonymy thus carelessly created, and it is high

time that the German lepidopterists of repute, refused to allow any
more duplications of this character.

It is with great regret that we have to chronicle the death of Miss
Eleanor A. Ormerod, LL.D., F.E.S., which took place on July 19th
last, in her 74th year. Her services to economic entomology are so

well-known that it is superfluous to mention them, but the long series

of "Annual Reports " shows clearly the magnitude of her work and
the benefit she has conferred on a class of men who, usually ignorant
of even the barest elements of entomology, were able to take advantage
of her advice to their own great benefit. For her services in this direc-

tion, the University of Edinburgh, only last year, conferred on her the

honorary degree of LL.D., the first lady so honoured by the University.

Her difficulties and her success alike lay in the fact that she was among
the pioneers in the particular branch of work on Avhich the best years

of her life were lovingly expended. It is difficult to recognise, when
one looks at the mass of literature on "economic entomology " that

has been turned out in America and other countries, during the last

few years, that one owes it almost entirely to the loving labours of

Curtis, Newman, and Miss Eleanor Ormerod.
In the Canadian Entoiitohxiiat, p. 228, Good notes that on October

27th, 1900, near Wooster, Ohio, he observed some white masses (that

proved to be plant-lice, Schizoncara teanellata, covered with white down)
on Ilex verticillata. Among and feeding on the plant-lice he found
several larvae of Fermeca tanjinnius, about •75in. in length, and these

in a few days changed into the curious monkey-faced pupiu character-

istic of this species. He states that he well remembers first finding

the larvfe and pupte of Spaljis s-si(/nata in West Africa, and, though
the larvte found near Wooster strangely recalled to mind those of the
West African species, it was not until the Ohio larvje pupated that he
felt sure of their identity,

Beutenmiiller's Monot/rajdi of the Sesiidac of Aiinrica Nort/i of
Mexico, appears not yet to have been received this side of the Atlantic.

It should, so far as can be judged from the American notices, be a most
useful work.

Wolley-Dod (Can. Knt., p. 237) records that in 1893, 1891, and
1895, he did not see Pyrauieis cardui in Alberta; then for a year or two
it was rather common, and it became more common than usual last

autumn and what he supposed to be the survivors of this brood appeared
in the spring. In early May these had died oft", and the species was not
to be seen, but before the end of the month (iMay 25th) the imagines were
again in immense numbers. He suspects these latter to be a "flight"
from the south. Females were observed ovipositing on sage. Surely
if there was a flight, the early spring specimens formed it ; th3 later

ones might well bo the progeny of the early ones.
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Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Coleoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Of the migration of beetles there are very few records, nor are we
sufficiently conversant with the literature relating to coleoptera to feel

at all certain that we have collected even the greater part of the few cases

known. Darwin refers {Voyage of Bear/le, 12th ed., p. 164) to a species

of Caloso)iia coming on board the Beagle when the vessel was at some
distance from the South American coast, and notes that a Cohjmhctes once

flew on board the same vessel when 45 miles distant from the nearest

land {Orvjin of Species, p. 345), whilst he further remarks that other

instances had been recorded of the same genus of beetles having been

captured far out at sea. Wallace states {Geog. Dist. Animah, i., p. 32)

that a large Indian beetle, Chrysochma ocellata, was caught in the Bay
of Bengal, by Captain Payne, 273 miles from the nearest land.

Walker records (Ent. Mo. Mag.) a fine dark-brown Longicorn, not

unlike the European Criocephalus rusticns, that flew on board ship,

when off Vancouver, during several evenings in August, 1882, but

these he considered were attracted by the scent of the newly-tarred

rigging. He further calls attention {in litt.) to the possibility of some
of the larger Carabids of powerful flight, having the migrating

propensity more or less developed. Thus he notes that " Calosoma

sijcoplianta—which, in its early stages feeds in the nests of the gre-

garious larvae of the processionary moth [Cnethocampa], and also

appears sometimes, but rarely, to attack those of Porthetria diapar,

the first species being unknown and the second very rare in England
—has been repeatedly found in our southern counties, under circum-

stances which point to its having flown across the Channel. Several

species of this genus, too, inhabit remote oceanic islands, as the Azores,

Madeira, St. Helena, and I think the Galapagos as well, pointing to a

roaming habit." As to the Calosoma, Hewitson writes [Entom., xi.,

p. 176) that he obtained a specimen of Calosoma sycojihanta from a

fisherman, who stated that he took it in his net at sea, alive, between

thirty and forty miles from the coast, and that several others were taken

in the same way, the fishermen stating that they lived at sea upon fish.

We have already noted the capture of a specimen of Morimus asper,

50 miles ofl' the eastern coast of Borneo, by Captain Walker, in July,

1895, the specimen being now in the possession of Mr. Manger.
In the 2\'aturforscher, xi., p. 95, Walsh records, that on August 4th,

1776, about 9 p.m., he observed the migration of myriads of Carabus

vulgaris. He states that they passed by his house, near Halle, in

Saxony, and that his attention was first attracted to them by the

beetles tapping on the windows facing east and south, and resembling

rain beating thereon in a strong wind. Opening a window, scarcely a

minute had elapsed, before there were more than a hundred in the room.

These flew towards the light, and those that were picked up in the room
next day, were mostly lying on their backs and very sluggish ; the flight

was clearly from south to north, the greater part fairly high alx)ve

the ground although some flew lower. The whole flight must have
numbered many thousands. The occurrence happened during a great

drought, which had continued for some time. The Editor states that

this great swarm was flying towards the meadows at Lobsted, on

account of the water there, the district being probably damper than

October 15th, 1901.
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the fields and vineyards over which they had come. He also notes as

curious that another flight of beetles was observed at Zeitz about this

time, although it was not known if it was composed of the same
species.

Eomanes records {Ent., v., p. 98) that, towards the end of April,

1870, the Firths of Moray and Cromarty were covered with a species

of small pseudo-tetramerous beetle (Gallernca). They appeared first

on the 18th, floating by millions upon a calm sea and were afterwards

thrown upon the shore in heaps by every tide. This sudden arrival of such

a multitude of insects must, it would seem, be due to their migration

especially as it would otherwise be difficult to account for their presence

in the sea. On their arrival only a small proportion of the insects were

alive, but dissection showed all to be much emaciated. Previous to

their arrival there had been little or no wind. Romanes is inclined to

set aside as untenable the view that they came to grief flying across

the Firth, only some nine miles in width at its broadest part, since none
appeared to have succeeded in reaching the opposite shore, especially

when one considers how strong these beetles are on the wing ; he

thinks that the idea that they drifted in from the North Sea equally

strange, because the nearest point from which they could have started

(supposing the flight to have come in a straight line) was from the

coast of Norway. De Rivaz, writing of the massing of beetles by the

seashore, records {Ent. Mo. Mm/., iv., p. 17) that in May, 1867, he

was walking along the cliff from Ramsgate to Margate, when a strong

south-wester was blowing, and later descended a gully or stair

to the beach below ; the tide was up and he found himself on a small

bay of sand, bounded landwise by perpendicular chalk cliffs. The
sand to the lower part of the cliff's, was covered with thousands of

beetles evidently blown down from the fields above by the wind ; he

counted over thirty genera, most of them represented by four or five

species. The insects were mostly on their backs, and, with the

exception of some Bemhidia and a small Choleva (cmistoni aides), they

were almost torpid ; when put upon their legs they made but feeble

efforts to get away, and seemed to be unable to get a footing on the

fine sand. He never before saw such a quantity and variety of beetles

together in so small a space (about thirty yards), to be got without

the least trouble, beyond picking them up. The exact spot was
between Foreness and Whiteness, the following, so far as he could

recollect, being a list of the genera observed :

—

Nutiophilus, Calatlius,

Anchonienus, PterosticJnis, Ainara, Anisodactylus, Harpalus, Beiiibidinm,

llybius, Homalota, Mycetoporns, PhilontJms, Xantholinus, Litlwcaris,

Silpha, Cholera, Sphaeridimn, Cercyon, ApJiodrus, Ayriotes, Cneorliinus,

Sitofies, Alophiis, Phytonomus, Trachyphlaens, Cryptorliynchus, Lema,

Crepidodera, C'occinella, Cocddula, &c. Another case in which large

numbers of coleoptera were found near the seashore is thus described

{Ent., iv., pp. 142-143) by Moncreaff : " The evening of August 3rd,

1868, was very lovely, but the heat was intense (90° F.) although the

sun had well-nigh set. There was not a breath of wind sufficient to

ruffle the surface of the sea (which appeared like molten lead), or to

bend a blade of glass. I was sauntering along the sea bank (at

Southsea), enjoying the moist salty exhalation, which was beginning

to arise from the water, when my attention was attracted by the

curious appearance of the grass-stalks along the extreme edge of the
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bank ; it was as if a chimney-sweep had shaken his sootbag over it

and blackened every blade, which were here and there also spotted

with red. Closer examination showed me that this appearance was
caused by minute insects, and a few strokes of the sweeping net brought

up more than a half-pint of small coleoptera, a species of Thijamis and a

minute Olil>n(s being the most abundant ; CoccineUa 7-punctata, and
C. ll-ptiJiL'tata, were there by hundreds, C. mutahilis and C. variabilis, C.

12-pH)ictata, well represented, with many other species. I found that

for more than a mile every stalk at the edge of the bank was thus

tenanted, but what they were doing there I cannot imagine, and I am
quite puzzled to account for the sudden appearance of such swarms of

coleoptera." Of a similar swarm of CrastropJn/sa jwli/i/oni, at Whittles-

ford, on the days preceding September 30th, 1868, Bond records

{Ent. , iy., Tp. 222) that, "within the last few days, the road, the

footpath, the grass and the hedges for the distance of about three

quarters of a mile must have been covered with them ; there must be

bushels of them, and, although we have had showers, their numbers
do not diminish."

Mapleton notes {Ent. Mo. Mag., xvi., p. 18) that, on Saturday, May
3rd, 1879, "a flight of small beetles, Galeruca capreae, fell on the walls

and banks of the Crinan Canal, at Cairn Boan, in Argyllshire. The
flight extended for about a mile or perhaps rather less, up and down
the canal, just opposite the Cairn Boan Hotel. The weather on the

morning of this day was calm, though cold, but at 1 p.m. a whirlwind
or storm suddenly arose, and at once ruffled the surface of the canal.

Some persons at a distance observed a dark cloud hanging over the

spot. When the storm had passed the people saw myriads of beetles

on the water-banks and roads. Some of the insects were thrown with
violence against the windows of a cottage and startled the inmates.

The description given of the appearance on the surface of the canal was
* as if some one had strewn the water with corn,' others said ' it

appeared like stones on the water, and they wondered how the stones

got there, and why they did not sink.' They were swept away from
the doorways and paths, and even on May 13th there are a good many
left in the corners by the loch and by the edge of the canal. One
man said that it would not have taken long to get a barrow full."

Eye {loc. cit., p. 19) drew attention to the record in Katter's Ent.
Nachrichten, ii., p. 53, of a parallel occurrence of swarms of a Galeruca
that occurred in northern Norway during a storm.

Bearing on this subject of flights, possibly due to atmospheric^listurb-

ances, there is an interesting article on Argentine coleoptera, by E. Stein-

heil, referred to in the Trans. Ent. Soc. Land., 1871, p. 179, in which it is

stated that Calnsowa bonariense , Dej., and other Carabidae, could be col-

lected in numbers in the middle of November, 1865, and at about the

same period, in 1866, in the streets and houses of Buenos Ayres, and that

they were wafted there by the Pampero, the stormy west wind, which
brings bright weather from the neighbouring pampa, after the rain.

It is stated that this was a "true rain" of insects and that the houses,

cellars, terraces, rooms, &c., were swarming with the creatures. In
connection with this record it seems desirable to mention that Lacor-
daire {Int. a VEntomnUuiic, p. 494) notices that, for two consecutive
years, whilst he was in Buenos Ayres, this town was, each spring, for

eight days, visited by millions of Harpalns cupripennis, which arrived
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daily at dawn, and had to be swept away every morning from the

outside of the houses, where they were piled up to a height of several

feet. Westwood {Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond., ser. 1, v., p. 24) has recorded

swarms of Harpalus as occurring near Dover, on August 12th, 1839.

A New British Flea {with plate).

By the Hon. N. C. EOTHSCHILD, B.A., F.L.S.

Ceeatophyllus newsteadi, sp. nov.—In " Novitates Zoologicae,"

1900, pp. 539-543, I gave some notes on four species of Ceratophyllus

parasitic on birds. Since the appearance of the above article I have
received from Mr. Robert Newstead nine specimens of an entirely new
species of the genus Ceratophyllus. Five of these were taken from the

nest of a hawfinch [Coccothraustes vulgaris), found near Chester, while

the others were secured near Nantyffrith, Flintshire, in the nest of

the common dipper [Cinclus acpiaticus). The present species is similar

in size to C. (jallinae, Schrank, measuring slightly over 3mm. in length,

and likewise resembles that species in colour.

The number of spines in the pronotal comb appears to vary, the

largest number present in any of my examples being thirty-six. The palpi

are almost the same length as the rostrum in both sexes. The posterior

edges of the seventh tergite in both sexes, bear on each side one very long

and two very short bristles. The ratio between the lengths of these

bristles is of the same in both sexes, a character not exhibited by the

other three species of this genus, in which the outer hairs situated in

this position are greatly reduced in length. The posterior segments
of the abdomen of both sexes are figured on the plate drawn " from
the slide " by my friend Dr. K. Jordan. The segments in question

differ markedly from those of any other member of the genus
Ceratophyllus. In the male the process " p " of the ninth sternite is

somewhat rounded resembling the same part of C. (jalliyiae. The
movable finger "f " is boot-shaped, the sole being turned distad ; it bears

three very strongly chitinised spines as shown in the figure, the

lowest one being peculiarly curved. The manubrium, " M," is short,

obtuse, and curved dorsad, differing from the manubria of the other

members of the genus Ceratophyllus, parasitic on birds. The posterior

abdominal segments of the female are drawn on the plate in optical

section. The most curious feature of these segments is the shape

of the seventh sternite, " vii. v.", which is deeply sinuate at its

posterior edge.

Explanation of Plate.

1. Ceratophyllus neiosteadi i , ninth segment.
2. Ceratophyllus newsteadi ? ,

posterior abdominal segments.

Condition of Lachneis lanestris during the pupal state.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

My note in the Record for July last has brought me a consignment of

pupae of the season 1899 for examination, from Mr. A. Russell, and the

result is so different from my anticipation that I report it at once, and
hope that several observers will follow the matter up. The cocoons

received (besides conjoint ones with deceased inmates) were examined
August 14th, 1901. They were 24 in number, of these, two were
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dead, eleven contained pupas that were entirely undeveloped, i.e., with
translucent pale tissues, just as shortly after pupation, the other

eleven contained puppe more or less developed. In the case of one of

these I extracted the imago from the pupa-case, and it seemed fully

developed, except that the hairs on the general surface seemed sparse,

but this was probably a delusive appearance due to their being wet
and agglutinated. This moth was unquestionably alive, and I imagine
the other ten of this group are so also. Clearly we want some more
observations on this subject. Mr. Russell and myself Avill try to

follow out the further history of these 21 cocoons, but opening the

cocoons and so removing the protection they afi'ord the pupro, not so

much against predaceous foes, mites, &c., as against excessive variations

of moisture, has no doubt much prejudiced further success with them,
as they will probably either dry up or mould off. Will any other

undeveloped ones emerge next spring, or are the developed ones those

that intend to do so, if so, why do they develop so early, whilst larvse

of the season are still feeding, and should we have found them quite

undeveloped last April ? When do larvfe now spinning up and
meaning to emerge next March begin imaginal devolopment ? These
ten pupje could obviously emerge this autumn so far as the advance
they have made in development is concerned.

On September 2nd I received from Germany a consignment of

cocoons of L. lanestris, stated to be this season's cocoons, and I see no
reason to doubt that they are so. Of these, eleven were dead, being

detected by their lightness. Some double cocoons contained either

dead larvae or pupje, or pupaB deformed by pressure against the other

occupant. Of the sound ordinary cocoons I opened 45, and these

present 48 pupae in which development is more or less advanced,

in some only the darkening of the eyes has occurred, in others

greater or less general o]Dacity, most noticeably of the wings, is

observed, whilst in some more or less coloration has already taken place,

and in a few the imaginal markings are quite evident. In only two
cases are the pupae still unchanged. These pupa are from the same
source as those of last year. Those it will be remembered gave only one
pupa going over to a second year out of a large number, and therefore I

presume are of a race or from a climate in which " going over " is a

much less common phenomenon than with the British form. As
regards those I opened, it is to be noticed that I left a number of

cocoons untouched, and that those I opened included nearly all those

of a somewhat delicate texture. The delicate, flimsy (comparatively)

texture of cocoon is probably due to a weaker constitution of the larva

as a rule, but it may also have some correlation with an intention to

pass as short a time as possible in the pupal state. I have already

expressed a fear that opened coocons will not have a good chance of sur-

viving to enable one to complete the observation, and I have therefore left

a number unopened to be examined after the emergence next spring.

As an interim conclusion, founded on Mr. Russell's cocoons and these

before me now, it would seem that development of the imago within

the pupa, occurs during the summer and autumn, and that the moths
emerging in the spring are fully developed in their chrysalids when
winter sets in. These German cocoons are obviously spun up much
earlier than is usual with our English ones. The German ones, there-

fore, have a full autumn and a scrap even of summer in which to
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develop, the English ones have only, as a rule, a short autumn. This

probably contains the explanation of why so many German specimens

emerge the first season, and why comparatively so few English ones

attempt it. When I say German, I merely mean the actual pupge I

have received this year and last, what their real habitat is I do not

know.

Staudinger and Rebel's Catalogue.*

[t'untinued from, p. 270.)

As a good deal of revisional work at the generic nomenclature of

the butterflies has been done by Scudder, Kirby, and others, and as its

results have in part been made known through various channels to

British readers—of whom, moreover, there are not a few whose interest

hardly extends beyond these families—space may be found to catalogue

the British butterflies as they now appear : 'PAPu.ioniDJE.—Pajnlio

machaon, L. Pieeid.e.-—Apnria crataet/i, L. ; Pieris brassicae, L. ; P.

rapae, L. ; P. napi, L. ; P. daplidice, L. ; Euchlo'e cardamines, L.
;

Leptidia sinapis, L. ; L'olias hyale, L. ; C edusa, F. ; Gonepteryx

rJiamni, L. Nymphalid^.—A. Nymphalin^.—Apatnra iris, L.
;

Limenitis sibylla, L. ; Pyraineis atalanta, L. ; P. cardiii, Li. ; Vanessa

io, L. ; F. nrticac, L. ; V. polychloros, L. ; V. antiopa, L. ; Polygonia

c-album, 1j.; Melitaea anrinia, Rott. ; M. cin.via, L.; M. athalia, Rott.

;

Aryynnis selene, Schiff. ; A. eiiphrosyne, L. ; A. lathonia, L.; A. aylaia,

L. ; A. adippe, L. ; A. papliia, L. [B. Danain^e.—Danais plexippiis,

L.] C. Satyrin^.—Melanaryia galathca, L. ; PWehia epipliron, Kn.,

E. aethiops, Hsip.; Satyrus semele, Jj.; Pararye aeyeria,\j.\ P.meyera,

L. ; Aphantopus Jiyperaiitns, L. ; Epinephele jurtina, L. {= ianira, L.);

E. tithonus, L. ; Coenonympha paniphilits,lj.; C. tiphoii, Rott. Eryci-

nid;e.—Nemeohiiis liicina, L. LvCiENiD^.

—

T/iecla w-albii))i, Kn. ; T.

pruni, L. ; Callophrys ritbi, L. ; Zephyrus quercns, L. ; Z. betnlae, L.
;

Chrysophanus dispar, Hw. ; C. phlaeas, L.
;

[Laiiipides boeticus, L.;]

Lycaena aryiades, Pall. ; L. aryiis, L. {= aeyon, Schifi'.) ; L. astrarche,

Bgstr. ; L. icarus, Rott. ; L. bcllaryus, Rott. ; L. coridon, Poda ; L.

minimus, Fuess. ; L. semiaryus, Rott.; L. avion, L. ; Cyanins aryiolus,

L. Hesperiid^.— PaiiqjJiila palaemon, Va,ll. ; Adojmea lincola, Li.; A.

thaumas, Hufn. ; A. acteon, Rott. ; Auyiades comma, L. ; A. sylcanus,

Esp. ; Hesperia malrae, L. ; Thanaos tayes, L.

Of the 68 species enumerated, only 41 bear the same generic

names as in Tutt's " British Butterflies;" but 15 of the 27 differences

are due to the conservation by Staudinger of the large old-fashioned

genera Vanessa, Aryynnis, Erebia, and Lycaena, and need not concern

our more advanced British students ; eight others are in the llesperiidae,

and the reviewer is incompetent at the moment to decide which
nomenclature is right, although probably Watson's (followed by Staud-

inger) will prove to be so in most cases. The other four dift'erences

are the restitution of Leptidia (recte Lcptidea) ,JM\Vo., in place of Leuco-

pjhasia—a change which will stand or fall according to the view taken

* ^'^ Catalog der Lejndoptereii des j^^il^^earctUchcn Faunaujebietes" von Dr.

Phil. O. Staudinger unci Dr. Phil. H. Piebel. Dritte Auflage des " Cataloges des

europiiischen faunengebietes." Berlin : E. Friedliinder und Sobn. Mai, 1901.

I. Tlieil : Fam. Papilionidae—Hejnalulae, von Dr. 0. Staudinger und Dr. H. Kebel

;

II. Theil : Fam. Fyralidae—Slicropterygidae, yon Dv.H.'Rehel. xxiLii-t-411-)-368

pp. in 8vo.
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of Billberg's " Enumeratio," the rejection of Anosia, Hb. Tent,

(together with most " Tentamen " names) ; the use of Sati/nis for

sewde, L., instead of Hipparchia, Fb., of which latter Scucldcr believes

the type to be hjperantm, L. ; and the resuscitation of Aphantnpus,

Wllgn., for the last-named species.

One or two obvious corrections of genera in the other families may
be just briefly mentioned as safe for adoption by British authors. On
p. 155 Epineuronia, Ebl., n. nom., is proposed for the pre-occupied

Ncitronia, Hb. (ncc Leach). On p. 164 Miana, Stph., is removed from
the heterogeneous Hadena of the 1871 catalogue ; but Mr. Grote's

correction of the name to Olvjia, Hb. [Ent. Rec, vi., p. 79) which is

disregarded, must be accorded the priority. On p. 198 the subgenus
(of Caradrina) Hydrilla, B., is rightly raised to generic rank. On p.

199 Petilampa, Auriv., is accepted for arcuosa, Haw., which is certainly

not a Caradrina, as it appeared (though with a query) in 1871 ; the

name Lampetia, Boie, used for it by some authors, was unfortunately

a homonym, hence the correction. On pp. 308 and 320 some of the

heterogeneous elements are removed from Lederer's unwieldy genus
Cidaria (now called Larentia, Tr."'=) by the recognition of the separate

genera Aathena, Hb. and I'hibalaptcri/.v, Stph., but much more yet

remains to be done in the same direction.

In connection with the nomenclature of the species, we know
pretty well, especially from the 1871 preface, what Dr. Staudinger's

principles were, and it is a good deal to his credit that he allowed them
to be rigidly followed out in so many cases even where their application

produced distressing changes from the nomenclature of his earlier

editions. Thus we get quite correctly jiirtma, L., in place of janira,

L., primnlae, Esp., for /estiva, Hb., fuhninea, Scop., for i)arany}npha,

L., tacnialis, Hb., for albistrir/alis. Haw., riheata, CI., for abictaria, Hb.,

bisturtata, Goeze, &nd crepuscidaria, Hh., iov the "jumble" of 1871,
diliitaria, Hb., for holosericata, Dup., interjectaria (B.), Gn.,''' for dihi-

taria, Led. ncc Hb., denotata, Hb., for cawpamdata, H.-S., inturbata,

Hb., for siibciliata, Gn., sannio, L. (misprinted mnio), for russida, L.,

qnadripimctaria, Poda, for hera, L., most of the Scandinavian changes
enumerated in Ent. Rec, ii., p. 224, several from Tutt's " British

Lepidoptera," and a few others from various sources.

* This is not a very happy change, since the type of Larentia, fixed by West-
wood, was chenopodiata, L. (llmitata, Scop.), while that of Cidaria, fixed by
Duponchel, was fulvata, Forst.

* As interjectaria, B., was originally proposed as a purely nomenclatorial
correction for dilataria, Hb., nee dilutata, Bkh., it is much to be feared that it

cannot stand for any other species than the true dilutaria of Hiibner
;
fuscovenosa,

Goeze, iii., 3, p. 478 (1781), should therefore be substituted for interjectaria {vide,

Trans. City Lond. Ent. Soc, x., p. 6-5). Goeze's name was founded upon Geoffroy's
" La Nervure Brune," which Werneburg (i., p. 308) very plausibly determines for

his Itumiliata (
= humiliata, Hfn. + interjectaria, Gn.); and as Geoffroy describes

the costa as " fuscous," not as red, we shall be following Guenee's rule (and

common-sense) in adopting it for interjectaria.

(To he concluded.)

Peronea cristana, Fab., and its aberrations {irith plate).

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

(^Concluded from p. 2G5.)

IG. ah. substriana, St^hs., " 111. Haust.,"iv., p. 149, no. 3 (1834) ; Curt., "Brit.

Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expL, no. 5 {ante 1839); Wood, "Ind. Ent.," fig. 1049
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(1839) ; H. and Westd., " Brit. Moths," ii., p. 153 (1844) : Desv., " Zool.," iii., p.

842 (1845) ; Staud., " Cat.," p. 232 (1871).—Exp. alar. 9J lin. Anterior wings

griseous-brown, nearly immaculate, with a large tuft of elevated black scales on

the disc, and an obscure ashy streak on the inner margin ; thorax fuscous ; head

and palpi cinereous. Birch Wood, New Forest (Stephens).

17. ab. prostriana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 8).—Head, thorax and palpi cinereous.

Anterior wings uniform, dark fuscous with a cinereous vitta and slight trace of

self-coloured button, posterior wings light-brown. This aberration differs from ab.

suhstriana in having only a trace of a button.

18. ab. albojiavtmana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 23 {ante

1839); ?Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 841 (1845).—Superior wings livid-brown with a

small button on the disc and an orange dot at the base ; a costal spot near the apex

and the middle of the cilia fox-colour ; inner margin, upperside of palpi, head and
thorax white (Curtis). One doubts whether Desvignes' description refers to the

same form.
19. ab. subalhqflammana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 9).—Head, thorax and palpi

ashy-white. Anterior wings uniform deep brown with a broad white vitta ; in the

centre of the wing is a very small white button; posterior wings light brown. The
button in this aberration being white instead of dark brown, makes it impossible to

confuse it with ab. albojiammana

.

20. ab. alUstriana, Haworth, "Lep. Brit.," p. 412(1811) ; Stphs., "111. Haust.,"

iv., p. 155 (1834) ; Curt., " Brit. Ent.," expl. pi. xvi., no. 26 [ante 1839) ; Wood,
"Ind. Ent.," p. 154, fig. 1069 (1839) ; Humph, and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii.,

p. 157 (1844).

—

Tortrix (The Grey-streak) alls fuscis, costa scabro-ciliata, striaque

cinerea marginis tenuioris.—Exp. alar. 10 lin. Alae anticae fuscse, tinctura

obsoletissima purpurascente, punctis paucis scabriusculis. Posticse pallida

fuscescentes (Haworth).
21. ab./uZyostj-irtJia, Desvignes, " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Similar to ab.

striana, with fulvous markings on the inner margin, nearly a distinct dash
(Desvignes).

22. &b. insulana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," pi. xvi. expl., no. 20 (a)((e 1839); H.
and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 156 (1844) ; Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).

—Superior wings purplish-brown with a large white button, the inner margin white,

with a long purplish-brown streak on the disc
;
palpi, head and thorax white (Curtis).

23. ab. fuscana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 10).—Head, thorax and palpi white.

Anterior wings uniform brown, with a large self-coloured button, and broad white

vitta ; near the base and at the hinder angle are a few tiny white spots
;
posterior

wings light brown.
24. ab. ruficostana. Curt., " Brit. Ent.," 1st ed., pi. xvi. (1824) ; 2nd ed., no. 24

{ante 1839); Stphs., "111. Haust.," iv., p. 153 (1834); Wood, " Ind. Ent.," fig. 1062

(1839); Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 842 (184.5); H.-Sch., " Sys. Bearb.," vol. iv.,

pi. 27 (1849) ; Stand., " Cat.," p. 232 (1871).—Ochreous-grey ; superior wings livid

brown, a deep ferruginous stripe at the base extending beyond the middle and
including a small button, the lanceolate space above rich brown, inner margin
white with a few dots at the anal angle

;
palpi, head and thorax white. Beat out

of whitethorns in the New Forest, in August, September and October (Curtis).

25. &\>. alhorujicostana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 11).—Head, thorax and palpi white.

Anterior wings cinereous-brown with a deep chocolate-coloured marking, extending
obliquely across the wing towards the apex ; in the centre of the wing is a minute
reddish button ; it has also a broad white vitta

;
posterior wings light brown. This

ab. differs markedly from ab. rnjicostana in having a small button and a white
vitta, ab. rnjicostana having a yellow vitta.

26. ab. transversana, n. ab. (PL vi., fig. 12).—Head, thorax and palpi

cinereous. Anterior wings warm reddish-brown, growing lighter towards the inner

margin, and so forming a rather indistinct vitta with a beautiful chocolate-

coloured marking extending obliquely from base towards apex, and becoming a
little lighter along the costal margin, posterior wings light brown. The absence of

a white vitta constitutes the difference between this ab. and the two previous ones.

27. ab. attaliana, n. ab. (PL vi., fig. 13).—Head, thorax and palpi white.

Anterior wings with marginal area fuscous, with small white raised spots dotted

thereon ; a rich, deep, chocolate-coloured marking extends from the base obliquely

to the apex, on the edge of which and in the centre of the wing is a small yellowish

button ; it has a broad white vitta, posterior wings light brown, deepening in colour

towards the anal angle. This is the only aberration in this lovely group of four,

which has the white dots over the marginal area.

28. ab. albifunctana, Stphs., " lU. Haust.," iv., p. 152, no. 15 (1834) ; Curt.,
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"Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi.expl., no. 22 (ante 1869); Wood, "Ind. Ent.," fig. 1061
(1839) ; H. and Westd., " Brit. Moths," ii., p. 156 (1844); Stand., " Cat.," p. 232
(1871). Alhipuncta, Desv., " Zool.," p. 841 (184.5).—Exp. alar. 9 lin. Anterior wings
brown, immaculate, with a central tuft of white elevated scales, and a few scattered
ones towards the hinder margin ; on the inner margin is a broad ochraceous-
white, or cream-coloured, dash ; head, thorax and palpi cream-coloured. New
Forest (Stephens).

29. ab. ochrcapunctana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 14).—Head, thorax and palpi
yellowish. Anterior wings a rich warm brown, with orange-coloured vitta, and
cream-coloured button, also a few minute yellowish dots on the marginal area,

posterior wings light brown. The distinguishing feature of this aberration is the
orange vitta.

30. ab. nigropunctana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 15).—Head, thorax and palpi
yellowish. Anterior wings an uniform warm brown, with orange vitta and large
blackish button

;
posterior wings light brown. It is very easy to distinguish this

aberration from the two foregoing ones, because it has an almost black button, and
the others have very light ones.

31. ab. capucina, [Johnson, "Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.," 1842, teste Stephens;]
Desv., " Zool.," p. 841 (1845). Capuana, H. and Westd., " Brit. Moths," p. 162,
pi. xcv., fig. 16 (1844). Capuzina, Stphs., " List. Br. An. Brit. Mus.," x., p. 13
(1852).—This insect .... is entirely blotched with white, but has no white
dash, New Forest (Desvignes). Measures 8^ lines in expanse ; forewings with the
basal and inner margin snow-white, the former with a short abbreviated
angulated fascia, and a smaller discoidal patch of dark brown, and also a few dark
scales, the middle of the disc with a white tuft of scales ; the extreme half of the
wing brown, with a dark abbreviated dash, with two whitish patches between the
centre and apical angle, and a number of smaller paler shining patches, and
a few small white elevated scales ; hindwings pale brown ; head, palpi and thorax
snow-white. In the specimen figured in the plate the white dash along the inner
margin is obsolete. Found by the Eev. Mr. Johnson, in the New Forest
(Humphreys and Westwood). [I am unable to find the original description in the
Annals and Mag. of Nat. History.}

32. ab. subcapucina, Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—Desvignes says :

" The above insect (capucina) should really bear this name, not being so complete
as the present one, which has the white dash, and this constitutes the difference
between them."

33. ab. giimpiana, n. ab.—Head, thorax and palpi white. The anterior
wings light brown, mottled all over with white ; a broad white vitta joins the
white marking at the base ; a faint trace of a white button. Posterior wings
fawn coloured. [I have retained this name as it is that by which this rare
aberration has been known among lepidopterists for 70 years, and under which it

has been sold in Stevens' salerooms.]

34. ab. curtisana, Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—Similar to ab.

sul)capucina, varying in having a very faint fulvous streak, extending from the
base to the button, which is of the same colour (Desvignes).

35. ab. charlottana, n. ab. (pi. vi., fig. 16).—Head, thorax and palpi cream-
coloured. Anterior wings cinereous mottled with white, and with a broad white vitta,

above the vitta is a red streak running from the base to the button, which is large
and creamy in colour, and continuing past it up to a large white spot which is on
the inner edge of the marginal disc ; above the red line is a triangular shaped
white one, broadest at the bottom where it ceases ; above the red. line in the
marginal area a dark line runs obliquely from the button towards the apex ; on
the marginal area are also five tiny raised white spots

;
posterior wings light

greyish-brown.
36. ab. masoniana, n. ab. (pi. vi., fig. 17).—Head, thorax and palpi

yellowish. Anterior wings of a warm lightish brown with broad white markings
extending between the base and the button which is yellowish in colour, as is also

the vitta, from which a fine line, which becomes almost orange coloured, extends
along the margin towards the apex. Near the hinder angle are two minute white
spots, posterior wings light brown.

37. ah. tolana, Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—^Between curtisana and
desfontainiana (Desvignes).

38. ab. cristalana, Don., "Nat. Hist.," iii., pi. 77, ligs. 1, 2 (1794); Stphs.,
"Ill Haust.," iv., p. 1.52 (1834); Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl.,

no. 11 [ante 1839) ; Wood, " lud. Ent.," fig. 1058 (1839) ; H. and Westd., "Brit.
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Moths," ii., p. 155 (1844); Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845); Staud.,

"Cat.," 2nd ed., p. 232(1871). Cyistana, Hb., "Eur. Schmett.," fig. 176
{post 1800); Dup. "Hist. Nat.," ix., pi. 244, fig. 1 (1834).—Upper wings
yellow-brown with dark shades ; a broad irregular white mark and a tuft

or button on the centre of each. Head and thorax white clouded. Lower
wings pale brown. It is distinguished by the unusual form of the white markings on
the upper wings, and particularly by the tuft or button which is situated in an
upright position near the centre of each ; these tufts appear only slightly feathered

on the upper parts to the naked eye, but when one of them is examined with a
microscope, or even common magnifier, it presents the appearance of a bundle of

fibres enclosed within a thin membrane ; narrow at the base, increasing in bulk

near the middle, and expanding at the summit into a number of shoots, in the

form of a crest ; several other tufts are dispersed near the extremities of the upper
wings, but they are not conspicuous to the naked eye. Coombe Wood in Surrey,

Kent (Donovan).
39. ab. suhcristalana. Curt., " Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., expl. pi. xvi., no. 10 {ante

1839); H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 155 (1844); Desv., "Zool.," iii.,

p. 843 (1845).—Palpi, head and collar ash-colour, superior wings beautifully

variegated and similarly marked to cristalana, Don., but entirely brown, the

broken angulated fascia at the base and the button are very dark brown, the

curved semiloop on the costa is pale purplish-brown, and at the apex is a lead-

coloured spot (Curtis).

40. ab. unicolorana, Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 841 (1845).—This insect has
generally been understood as the i^'ofa naiinot Fabricius, but not at all agreeing with
his description I have given it the present name. Its colour is uniform dark green,

with the exception of the palpi, head and thorax, which are more or less dirty

white ; the button is very small, varying from a dark to a white dot (Desvignes).

41. a}}, suhwnic.olorana, n. ah. {FL vi., fig. 18).—Head, thorax and palpi brown.
Anterior wings uniform brown, with large dark brown button, x^osterior wings
lightish brown. This aberration may easily be distinguished from unicolorana

which has no button, or only the very faintest trace of one.

42. ab. vigrana, n. ab.—(PI. vi., fig. 19).—Head, thorax and palpi blackish.

Anterior wings blackish, mottled over with darker colour. Large black button,

posterior wings ashy.

43. ab. rufinigrana, n. ah. (PI. vi., fig. 20).—Head, thorax and palpi blackish.

Anterior wings blackish, with a broad chocolate coloured marking extending over

the wing from the base towards the apex, the button is black, and from it a fine

black line runs along the edge of the chocolate marking towards the apex, posterior

wings light brown. The chocolate coloured marking which is totally absent
in ab. nigrana constitutes the difference between these two aberrations.

44. ab. atrana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 21).—Head, thorax and palpi yellowish.

Anterior wings blackish, suffused with darker marking; large black button, and
broad bright orange coloured vitta, posterior wings greyish-brown. The orange
vitta makes it easy to distinguish this aberration from the two foregoing ones
which it otherwise greatly resembles.

45. ab. merlana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 22).—Head, thorax and palpi ashy.

Anterior wings uniform black with large button, and an ashy coloured vitta,

posterior wings light brown. This aberration is much like ab. nigrana or ab.

rufinigrana, and might at first glance be taken for them, the ashy vitta is its

distinguishing feature.

46. ah. sequana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 13 {ante

1839) ; Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Similar to ab. fulvovittana, but
smaller and having no white in the superior wings, which are purplish-brown and
variegated, an angulated brown space at the base spotted with black, button large

and ochreous at the apex, with a short black streak beyond it, the semiloop on the

costa purplish-grey, apex lead-colour, inner margin ochreous
;

palpi, head and
centre of thorax pale ash-colour (Curtis).

47. ab. lichenana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 7 {ante

1839).—Superior wings purplish-brown with a large black button and a few small

tufts at the anal angle ; a bright ferruginous line from the button towards the apex,

softened into the costa ; head, thorax and a large patch at the base of the inner

margin white (Curtis).

48. ab. scviiu.stana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 2 {ante

1839) ; H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 153, pi. xcii., fig. 2 (1844); Desv.,
" Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Superior wings dull ochreous, button brown-black,
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with an obscure fascia near the base, a large oblique space of the apical portion

ferruginous-ochre clouded with brown, a spot at the apex dark-brown, and a doubly
curved line near the margin bearing three dark elevated dots at the inner angle,

and several others round the disc. Coombe and Birch Woods, New Forest (Curtis).

49. ab. semistriana, Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Similar to ab.

semiustana, but with striana markings (Desvignes).

50. ab. bentleyana, Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd, ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 1 {ante

1839); H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 154, pi. xcii., fig. 5 (1844); Desv.,
" Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Superior wings pale brown, an oblique portion from
the base towards the apex blackish-brown, including the button, an indistinct

fascia near the base forming a pale spot on the costa, and a brown tuft below the

apex is spotted, and beneath is a large pale ring, inner margin bright ochre
;

palpi, head and thorax tawny (Curtis).

51. a.h. 2}rofanana, Fa.b., "Ent. Syst.," iii., p. 268 (1794) ; Haw., "Lep.Brit.,"

p. 412, no. 56 (1811) ; Don., " Nat. Hist.," xii., pi. 377, fig. 3 (1806); Stphs.,
" lUus.," iv., p. 149 (1834); Curt., " Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 3

(ante 1839) ; Wood, " Ind. Ent.," fig. 1047 (1839) ; H. and Westd., " Brit. Moths,"
ii., p. 153 (1844); Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (184-5); Stand., " Cat.," p. 232

(1871).

—

Fyralis, alls cinereis
;
puncto medio fusco. Habitat in Anglia Mus. Dom.

Francillon. Statura sequentis. Corpus cinereum. Alie cinerese, nitidas punctis

aliquot sparsis, minutis, elevato pilosis et in medio puncto magno, elevato e pilis

fuscis. Posticse cinereae, immaculatae (Fabricius). Birch and Coombe Woods,
New Forest (Stephens).

52. ab. provittana, Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 843 (1845).—Similar to ab.

profanana, but with a yellow dash (Desvignes).

53. ab. desfontainana, Fab., " Ent. Syst.," iii., p. 268 (1793) ; H. and Westd.,
"Brit. Moths," ii., p. 154 (1844). Desfontaniana, Haw., "Lep. Brit.," 413, no. 62

(1811); Stphs., "Ill.Haust.,"iv.,p.l41(1834); Curt., "Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi.

expl., no. 16 [ante 1839) ; Wood, " Ind. Ent.," fig. 1054 (1839) ; Stand., " Cat.,"

p. 232 (1871). Desfontainiana, Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).

—

Pyralis, alls

fusco cinereis; vitta media abbreviata fulva; puncto medio elevato piloso.

Habitat in Anglia Mus. Dom. Francillon. Corpus medium, niveum. Alee anticse

obscure fuscse vitta lata a basi ultra medium ducta fulva et in medio alae in hac
vitta punctum e pilis elevatis fulvis. Margo tenuior flavescens. Alee posticae

cinereae. Desfontaines Botanicus Parisiensis egregius, qui lusecta in itinere

Africano lecta benevole mecum communicavit (Fabricius). Birch and Coombe
Woods, New Forest.

54. ab. ulotana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 23).—Head, thorax and palpi ashy.

Anterior wings dark slate colour, with a bright red streak which proceeds from the

base to the large button which is also red, jDosterior wings light brown. This
aberration may not be confounded with ab. desfontainana which it resembles

because of the deep slate colour of the wings.

55. ab. .sjjarficeana. Haw., " Lep. Brit.," p. 412, no. 57 (1811) ; Stphs., "111.

Haust.," iv., p. 150 (1834) ; Curt., " Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 9 (ante

1839) ; Wood, "Ind. Ent.," fig. 1052 (1839) ; H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii.,

p. 154 (1844); Stand., " Cat.," p. 232 (1871).—T. (The bay-shouldered Button)

alls brunneo-fuscis, puncto magno medio elevato nigro externe dimidiatim oblique

spadiceis. Habitat apud Coombe Wood. Imago, Jan. et forte ab Autumno, per

hyemem, at rarissime. Expansio alarum 9 lin. Descriptio: Praecedenti (profanana)
simillima, at alia ; differt, alis anticis costani versus, oblique dimidiatim rufo-

spadiceis, a basi post medium (Haworth). Coombe Wood, New Forest (Stephens).

56. ab. brunneana, Hte-gh.., " lUus.," iv.. p. 149, no. 4(1834); Wood, "Ind,
Ent.," p. 154, fig. 10-50 (18.39) ; H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 154 (1844).

Cristana, H.Sch., "Sys. Bearb.," pi. iv., fig. 25(1849). Brunnea, Curt., "Brit. Ent.,"
2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 6 (ante 1839); Desv., "Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).

—

Exp. alar. 9-10 lin. Anterior wings pale brown at the base, dark at the apex ; the

disc with a black tuft of elevated scales, and a few smaller ones near the anal
angle ; on the inner margin is a faint ashy streak ; thorax, head and palpi ashy.

Darenth Wood, New Forest (Stephens).

57. ab. intcrmcdiana, n. ab. (PI. vi., fig. 24).—Anterior wings brown, with a

broad transverse marking of warm light reddish-brown running across the wing
from the base, on the edge of which is a large dark brown button ; it has a broad
cream-coloured vitta. This aberration may easily be distinguished from ab. spadi-

ceana by the vitta.

58. ab. smcana, Hb., " Eur. Schmett.," fig. 83 (1796) ; Dup., ' Hist. Nat.," ix.,
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pi. 244, fig. 3 (1834) ; Curt., " Brit.Ent.," 2nd ed.,pl. xvi. expl., no. 15 (ante 1839) ;

Desv., " Zool.," iii., p. 842 (1845).—Forewings of a purplish-grey but with 'a bright
orange median longitudinal line fi'om base to beyond middle of wing, edged above
with a darker line running up to apex ; fringes yellowish ; hindwings purplish-grey
(Hiibner's fig. 83).

59. ah. consimilana , St]}hs., "111. Haust.," iv.,p. 150, no. 7 (1834) ; Curt., "Brit.
Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 14 {ante 1839) ; Wood, " Ind. Ent.," p. 155, fig.

1053 (1839) ; H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 154 (1844) ; Desv., " Zool.,"
iii., p. 842 (1845).—Exp. alar. 9J lin. Anterior wings fuscous-brown, the base
interiorly of a tawny orange, the apex freckled with black ; on the disc is an
elevated red-brown tuft of scales, and on the inner margin an obscure ashy streak

;

head, palpi and thorax white. New Forest, Eipley (Stephens).

60. ab. alhicostana, Sand, " Cat. Lep. Auv.," p. 1.33 (1879) ; Staud. and Keb.,
" Cat.," 3rd ed., p. 79 (1901).—Inedite. Tete, corps, abdomen, blancs de neige.

Les ailes superieures blanches, depuis la cote jusqu'a la pointe apicale, et jusqu'a
la moitie interne en biais, les cretes blanches avec une lunule blanche sur ce qui

reste de I'aile qui est fauve et tachee de brun. Ailes inferieures grises. Jolie

aberration. Nohant (Indre). Septembre (Sand).

61. ab. rossiana, Fab., " Ent. Sys.," iii., 259 (1794); Staud., " Cat.," p. 232(1871).
Lefebvriana, Dup., "Hist. Nat.," ix., pi. 244, fig. 6 (1834); Schlag., "Ber.," p. 237
(1848) ; H.-Sch., " Sys. Besch.," pi. iv., fig. 26 (1849).

—

Pyralis alls brunneis ; dorso
communi punctoque medio piloso niveis. Habitat ad aquas Spadanas Dom. de
Paykull. Magnitudoproecedentium (pojjuZrtHa). Caput et thorax nivea, immaculata.
AIbb anticffi a basi usque ad apicem marginis crassioris testace^e, interne fuscse

dorso communi niveo. Punctum elevatum, pilosum, album, in medio alae.

Eossi Patavinus Entomologiae Italicae cultor et Faunae Patavinae descriptor

(Fabricius).

62. ab. comhustaiia, Dup., " Hist. Nat.," ix., p. 157, pi. 244, fig. 2 (1834); Curt.,
" Brit. Ent.," 2nd ed., pi. xvi. expl., no. 32 (ante 18.39) ; Wood, "Ind. Meth.," p.

157, fig. 1068 (1839); H. and Westd., "Brit. Moths," ii., p. 157 (1844); Staud.,
" Cat.," p. 232 (1871).—Only differs from cristana in the absence of the white band
and in the inner border being yellowish. Otherwise it has exactly the same
markings, and the palpi and corselet are white. It is found with cristana. Dept.

du Nord (Duponchel).

The following is a complete list of the various named forms of

this species :

—

Peronea, Curt,

cristana. Fab.
ab. nigrocristana, Clark

ab. fulvocristana, Stphs.

ab. chantana, Curt.

ab. subchantana, Clark

ab. prochantana, Clark

ab. vittana, Stphs.

ab. subvittana, Stphs.

ab. nigrosubvittana, Clark

ab. punctana, Clark

ab. albovittana, Stphs.

ab. fulvovittana, Stphs.

ab. subfulvovittana, Clark

ab. xanthovittana, Desvignes

ab. proxanthovittana, Clark

ab. striana. Haw.
ab. substriana, Stphs.

ab. prostriana, Clark

ab. alboflamniana. Curt.

ab. subalboflammana, Clark

ab. albistriana, Haw.
ab. fulvostriana, Desvignes

ab. insulana. Curt.

ab. fuscana, Clark

ab. ruficostana. Curt.

ab. alboruficostana, Clark

ab. transversana, Clark

Pekonea, Curt,

cristana, Fab.
ab. attaliana, Clark
ab. albipunctana, Stphs.

ab. ochreapunctana, Clark
ab. nigropunctana, Clark
ab. capucina, Johns,
ab. subcapucina, Desvignes
ab. gumpiana, Clark

curtisana, Desvignes
charlottana, Clark
masoniana, Clark
tolana, Desvignes

ab. cristalana, Donov.
ab. subcristalana. Curt,

ab. unicolorana, Desvignes
ab. subunicolorana, Clark
ab. nigrana, Clark
ab. rufinigrana, Clark

atrana, Clark
merlana, Clark
sequana. Curt.

lichenana, Curt.

semiustana. Curt.

semistriana, Desvignes
ab. bentleyana, Curt,

ab. profanana, Fab.
ab. provittana, Desvignes

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.

ab.
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Peronea, Curt,

cristana, Fab.
ab. desfontainana, Fab.
ab. ulotana, Clark
ab. spadiceana, Haw.
ab. brunneana, Stphs.

ab. intermediana, Clark

Peronea, Curt,

cristana, Fab.
ab. consimilana, Stphs.

ab. sericana, Hb.
ab. albicostana. Sand
ab. rossiana, Fab.
ab. combustana, Dup.

Notes on the distribution of the British Coleoptera.

By W. E. SHARP.

(Conclmled from j). 271.)

Of course it is not to be assumed that climatic conditions even over

so small an area as that of the British Islands, do not play an
important part in limiting the range of a species, and possibly actual

mean temperature may be less effectual in this way, than differing

degrees of humidity, and this again will act more effectively, indirectly

through food-plants, &c., than directly on the organism itself. But it

is certain that climatic conditions have not been the only, or even the

principal factors which have shaped out the range limits of any
particular species. Thus Cetonia aurata, the common Rose Chafer, is

in England quite a southern species, but in Ireland is found
abundantly as far north as Antrim and also in the Isle of Man. In
this second group I should also feel inclined to include most of our

fen insects, as well a species with so restricted a north-eastern range

as Nebria livida.

I have already defined this group as one having a maximum
density in the south-east, and thinning out gradually north and west,

but we find several species in our fauna which we can hardly include

in such a definition. These are forms having a,very limited southern

or western range, and in some cases appearing merely as isolated

detachments in quite southern localities.

All orders of insects supply examples of this group and among the

Coleoptera it will be sufficient to cite as examples Cicindda (jermanica,

Dromius vectensis or Oinophlns ariiieiiae in its eastern, and Rhopalo-

mesites tardiji or E.voiiiias pyrenaciis in its western extension.

I have called the former the third and the latter the fourth division

into which I provisionally divided our coleoptera, but I am by no
means sure that they difier chronologically although they may have
done so in immediate origin and their separation is certainly a

matter of convenience. They are often so entangled with the second
group that the true allocation of many of their species seems impos-
sible and in all must be provisional on the extent of our knowledge or

rather our ignorance. Thus at Deal we find associated with the

Erodiion of the coast sandhills, fli/pera faaiculata and Li.vus bicolor,

but as the first occurs also in similar situations at Rhyl, and the latter

seems, so far as we know at present, almost restricted to the coast of

Kent, I should place the Hi/pcra in the second but the Li.vus in the

third group.

The advent of these forms seems to have been subsequent to the

general settlement here of the second group, and its restrictions due
to the competition of an already established fauna. It is probable that

on the cessation of glacial conditions in Europe there was a general
northerly movement over the whole of the continental area, and that,
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in this migration, species succeeded species as the gradual secular rise

of temperatue made the advance for each possible. It is also conceiv-

able that these few isolated species which we find restricted either to the

counties south of the Thames Valley, or even quite to the littoral of

the English Channel, were the rear guard of this migration, and the

last arrivals which the break of land connection between England and
France allowed. Had that connection continued longer it is possible

that other species, not numbered in our fauna, but which are common
enough in northern France and the Channel Islands, might have
maintained a permanent foothold here, but of this there is no evidence

and the very narrow range of many species that did arrive made the

supposition doubtful. As regards the immediate origin of this group
it seems obvious that northern France and Belgium furnished such
species as we find now attached to restricted localities along the coast

lines of Kent, Sussex and Hampshire, but as we proceed westward and
especially when we consider the fauna of the south and south-west of

Ireland, the hypothesis of a former vast continental land extension
which once united Cornwall, Kerry, Brittany and the Iberian

Peninsula, forces itself upon our attention. Such a continental area

may have sustained a fauna differing in many respects from that of

regions more to the east, and explaining to some extent faunistic

features which we recognise in the extreme west of England and south
of Ireland, and which perhaps penetrated some distance along a river

valley now represented by the Bristol Channel. This is the group
which I have ventured to designate as a fourth and last division of

our coleoptera. It is emphasised especially in Ireland possibly more
in flora than in fauna, and in the Mollusca such a species as the

spotted slug of Kerry {Geomalacus maculatus) undoubtedly represents it.

It seems possible that even while some obstacle, such as an
immense lake filling the bed of what is now the Irish Sea, cut Ireland

off from England and Wales more to the north, this south-westerly

land extension may have been in existence and thus explain a certain

bifurcation which we seem to trace in the lines of distribution of some
species such as that of Pi/roptenis a[finis, which has only occurred in

Nottinghamshire and in Kerry, or Lytta resicatoria found occasionally,

but only in the south-eastern counties of England, but which much to

the surprise of entomologists was recorded a few years ago as having
been taken near Roscommon in Ireland. A similar case is that of

Nebria complanata which occurs on the coast of Wexford and of the

Bristol Channel. Other species seem to have had a range more
exclusively western as Bliojtaloinesites tardyi and Carabus intricaUis,

although the former has penetrated as far north as Belfast and the

west of Scotland.

Otiorrhynrhus auropunctatus is a more enigmatical insect as, so far

as we know at present, it seems confined to the eastern coast of

Ireland, but as it is unknown in Great Britain at all I should feel

inclined to associate it with what is known as the Iberian element in

the Irish fauna, or to what I have designated as the fourth group in

these notes.

In any general consideration of this group it is obvious that the

fauna of the Scilly Islands should be significant. Of their cole-

opterous inhabitants, however, our knowledge is meagre and even
disappointing, they have certainly never been adequately explored,
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the few records we have being the result of a brief sojourn, at perhaps
not the best time of year, by one or two coleopterists, and it is more-
over, probable that these islets are far too small and too exclusively

marine to have successfully maintained any lingering relics of a fauna
which must have been at the time of their union with surrounding land
areas quite inland in character. Hence their evidence even if far more
exhaustive than it is at present might not be of much value. Enough,
however, I believe remains in the south of Ireland and western exten-
sion of England, to make it clear that their present coleopterous (and
other) inhabitants, could never have been derived from the east, but
are probably the survivals of some last Atlantis long sunk beneath the
waves of the western ocean.

In drawing these speculations to a close I must admit that perhaps
the most obvious fact about them is their extremely provisional

character. We really know so little about the coleoptera of these
Islands, such vast areas still remain either absolutely unexplored or
known only from the results of a few days spent possibly during an
unpropitious season by the vagrant coleopterist.

Beetles differ much from lepidoptera in the attention they have
received at the hands of entomologists and many of their species are
so minute and so elusive that nothing but persistent collecting

carried on for several years in any locality could hope to even
approximately exhaust its coleopterous inhabitants. This is precisely

what we lack. Coleopterists are few in number and principally

inhabitants of large towns, and it must be confessed, often more
prone to visit, for collecting purposes, localities known as likely to

furnish additions to their cabinets, than to explore more virgin fields

whose possibilities may be all unknown. Moreover, coleoptera share
with other orders of insects a most perplexing irregularity of appear-
ance and abundance. It is within the experience of every entomologist
that species of all orders have their " years," seasons when, owing to

causes probably exceedingly complex and often indirect, but which
are certainly quite beyond our present knowledge, a species will

abound throughout its range and often overflow its normal limits.

Such a spring tide of profusion is always followed by the ebb of

scarcity, and it is the mean of a long series of years which will fix the
true range limit of a species. Just as the occasional occurrence of

Calosoma ftycophmita during such favourable years along our southern
coast does not give that species any real right to a place in the British
fauna, so a northern form may in similar times of its abundance extend
southward, or a southern one northward. And of course to the casual
collector such occurences are most delusive. Indeed, no single record
of a species in any given locality is, I believe, sufficient to justify us
in assuming that such a locality marks the extent of its true specific

range, nothing but observations conducted consecutively over a long
series of years are really sufficient for such a conclusion, observations
which could determine whether the species was merely a chance
visitor impelled by some migratory instinct to diffuse itself, or
whether it was so far established as to appear in fewer or greater
numbers during most years and to be resident there during all stages
of its existence.

These are some of the difficulties which beset an enquiry into a
subject as yet perhaps hardly ripe for discussion. Year by year,
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however, we are slowly adding to our stock of knowledge and
of recorded facts, and I have ventured on these speculations more
perhaps as indicating what may be the lines of future research into

the distribution of our British coleoptera, than as propounding a

theory which adequately explains it.

(DRTHOPTERA.
Saga natoli^, Serv., at Constantinople.—While riding on the

moors near the Forest of Belgrade, about six or seven miles west of

Therapia, on August 25th, I was lucky enough to catch sight of a

green Sa;ia crawling on the grass. It was too large to put into any
box I had with me, and I had to bring it home alive in my handker-

chief. It turned out to be a Saga natoliae, Serv., ? , a typical Balkan
form. Brunner has taken it at Castellastua, in Dalmatia, but I failed

to find it there last year, and he records it also from Brussa and Smyrna,
in Asia Minor. They are powerful carnivorous insects, capable of giving

a good bite, which may even draw blood from the hard skin of the hand

;

they sit waiting on the top of weeds and clumps of herbage which
stand higher than the surrounding grass, from which they can see and
pounce upon their prey, which seem to be smaller insects of any sort.

The females are far commoner than the males, and, in fact, the male of

S. serrata, Fabr., is almost unknown, w^hereas the female is far from
rare ; it appears that they breed by parthenogenesis. My specimen,

when opened, was found to contain several eggs ready for oviposition,

and four or five half developed.—M. Burr, F.Z.S., Dormans Park.

September 10th, 1901.

^ A R I A T I N

.

Variation of Zonosoma pendularia.—The most frequent form of

Z. pendularia obtained here is dark slaty-blue with a broad, bright red

band, the edges running into the blue and being very ill-defined. The
ordinary type form is rare. I think this is a very distinct case of

protective coloration. On the ordinary white-barked birch the type

form is hardly visible, but very few of the birches here are white-barked,

only a few of the larger ones being so as a rule ; the bark is usually

dark brown, mottled with a little white, and coloured also by lichens
;

on these stems the typical form is most conspicuous, and can be seen

many yards away, whereas the dark form is almost invisible and is

most easily overlooked ; very occasionally it sits on oak-trees in which
the dark form has the same advantage of being inconspicuous, whilst

the type is just the reverse.—F. C. Woodforde, F.E.S., Market
Drayton. June 11 th, 1901. [The banded form appears to be a quite

distinct and unnamed aberration. There is a var. (et. ab.) grueolata,

Stand., " Iris," x., p. 23, diagnosed in Staudinger's Cat., 3rd ed., as :

" Al. dense griseo-inspersis, minus signatis." One specimen, which
I saw from Mr. Woodforde's locality, might well belong here. The
extreme form with the bright red band is, however, very striking and
unusual.

—

Ed.]

Seasonal dimorphism in Cilix glaucata.—Whilst examining my cap-

tures of the current year I was struck by the decided difierence between

the 1st and 2nd broods of Cilix (jlaucata, the latter being so much paler.
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In the Ent. Record, vol. vii., p. 303, Mr. Douglas C. Bate notes, in an
article on the Macro-Lepidoptera of Dulwich, that in the years 1898
and 1895 he fancied that C. (jlancata had a partial Brd larood. If

any one has captured undoubted specimens of such a brood, or bred
them, it would be interesting to know whether the specimens are dark
like the first, showing that these two forms are alternate, or like the

second. If the latter be so, the darker form of the 1st brood might
possibly be the result of passing the winter, that is to say, a period of

six months, in the pupal state, instead of a few weeks as in the case of

the 2nd and partial Brd broods.—J. F. Bird, The Lodge, Cowfold,
Sussex. AiKjust list, 1901.

Dark aberrations of Abraxas sylvata.—This year, on the ground
where the so-called " blue " aberrations of Abraxas sylvata have occurred

during the past few years, we found even the type extremely rare, no
dark aberrations and not many pale ones, while the proportion of

cripples was enormous. It occurs to me that this aberration is really

a diseased form. As far as my experience goes it will not breed true,

and the large percentage of cripples both among the aberrations and
the type seems to suggest an enfeebled race, owing probably to some
purely local cause, while the fact that the species is evidently decreasing
in numbers, points to a similar conclusion. I had ova last year from a
dark $ , but though sleeved out from the first on a growing tree, the
larv.ne did badly, and those that did produce moths yielded nothing like

an aberration. I should like to see this question threshed out.—

•

(Rev.) C. D. Ash, M.A., Skipwith Rectory, Selby. Juhj llth, 1901.
Dwarf Lepidoptera.—One noticeable feature of the season has

been the number of undersized specimens taken wild. Several
Tephrosia crepuscnlaria (bitnididaria) have been much below usual size,

and a <? Amphidasys betularia ab. donbledayaria, at Sledmere, was a
veritable dwarf. A number of Anthrocera lonicerae pupae, collected at

Sandburn are yielding very small specimens. Larvas of Tlwcla pnini
also, which pupated within 24 hours or so of capture, have yielded

some very small specimens, and many of the Urapteryx samhncafa,
which are now swarming everywhere, are little bigger than some of

the Ptioiiia lutcolata that we get here. Has the dry season here any-
thing to do with this ? Strange to say, during the last few days, I

have netted in my garden two of the largest and brightest Pericallia

syrini/ana, a species usually rare with us, that I ever saw.

—

Ibid.

Aberration of Smerinthus tili.e.—I had the good fortune to breed an
aberration of Swerinthus tiliae on May 18th last, from a larva taken the
previous autumn at East Dulwich. It is very similar to fig. 7 on plate A
in Ent. Record, vol. i., with the exception of the ground colour, which is

of a darker browai, and the markings near the tip of forewing are an
intense green. The band on forewing is replaced by a spot as in fig.

7.— C. W. CoLTHRUP, 127, Barry Road, East Dulwich, S.E.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Gynandro:morphous Epione vespertaria.—On July 13th, I bred a

gynandromorphous Epione vespertaria from a larva swept with others
in .June. The sexual dimorphism of this species is so striking that
the presence of both sexes in one specimen gives it a very curious
appearance. The left side is 3 and the right side ? . The specimen
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is in perfect condition but somewhat undersized.—S. Walker, F.E.S.,

York. July 21th, 1901.

Hybrid Lasiocampa QUERcts ^ x Pachygastria trifolii ? .—This

hybrid was bred by Wagner (see Standfuss, Handbnch, &c., p. 57). We
have, in vol. iii of British Lepidoptera named this hybrid waijneri, and

make this announcement to prevent any duplication of names.—J. W.
TuTT.

Argynnis adippe (? PAIRED WITH A. PAPHiA $ .—Yesterday afternoon,

July 20th, 1901, while collecting in the Helmerth wood, I came upon

a $ Ari,)/nnis adippe, in cop. with a ? A. paphia ; when disturbed, they

settled on the lower branches of an oak only a few yards from the ground,

where I had ample leisure to see both specimens over and over again.

On being again disturbed by two or three <? A. paphia they left the

oak-tree, and sought a fresh perch on a nut-tree close at hand. In

these journeys, strange to say the ^ did all the flying, and succeeded

in carrying the ? A. paphia, though the latter was by far the larger

insect. This is quite contrary to my experience, having invariably

observed the ? carrying the ^ when flying. Later in the afternoon,

I disturbed two ^.^jfl/'/wrt, m coj^., and wheM on the wing, the $ did

all the flying. It will be very interesting, next season, to see whether

there will be any hybrids as the result.—F. B. Newnham, M.A.,

Church Stretton. July 21st, 1901.

Habits of certain butterflies when disturbed during copulation.

—Whilst on the Mendelstrasse in August, 1895, I repeatedly observed

the ^ of Dryas [Anjynnis) paphia carry the ? when paired, and never

the opposite. During my visit to the Vaudois, July 25th-August 24th,

this year, I again many times saw Dryas paphia flying whilst in cnpidd.

The male invariably, in my experience, carried the female, and I must
have made the observation during the last month, at least a score of

times, a half of these, perhaps, being a typical 3' paphia paired with a

$ var. valesina. It is remarkable that, however worn and battered,

and apparently incapable the ^ may be physically to accomplish such

a flight, the ? never attempts, in my experience, to fly, either hanging

motionless or slightly separating its wings as if to make itself ride

more lightly. The ^ Aryynnis ninhe also carries the $ , and I have

seen a ^ of this species, so worn and broken as to be incapable of flying

more than a yard or two at a time, paired with a large, heavy, newly-

emerged ? , make strenuous efforts to escape capture, rising and settling

repeatedly, but the ? making no attempt to use its wings. Similarly

the g oi A. aylaia always carries the ? and so does the male of A.

lathonia. Observations on A. niobe in this direction have been almost

unlimited, and at least two instances of the flight of A. aylaia and A.

lathonia when paired, have occurred to me during the last three

weeks. Mr. Newnham's observation (supra) of a 2 paphia carrying the

^ when paired, comes as a surprise to me, I thought the habit so

positively fixed. In some of the "blues" the,? again carries the ? , but

I believe I have somewhere recorded that, among some of the Melitaeas,

e.y., M. didyma, the 5 always carries the <? . On the other hand, I

believe the <? Mdanargia galathea always carries the ? , even when the

former is worn to rags.—J. W. Tutt. August 21th, 1901.

Probable second pairing of Melanargia galathea.—We have
begun to get accustomed to the fact that many lepidoptera pair more
than once. I captured about 1.30 p.m. on August 4th last, near Torre
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Pellice, a pair of Melananjia f/alathea in such thoroughly bad condition

that I was certain that the ? , at least, must have paired before. I

boxed them, and they separated about 4.30 p.m. Thee? died about an
hour afterwards. In the morning I found that the ? had laid nine

eggs, and had also died during the night. Her abdomen was quite

empty, so that a previous pairing was in her case almost certain.

The eggs hatched on August 24th-28th.

—

Ibid.

The lid of the cocoon of Lachneis lanestris.—At page 244,

antea, our Editor makes a quotation from Mr. Latter's paper, Trans.

Ent. Soc. London, 1895, pp. 407-8 (not pp. 475-8 as there printed). In

Mr. Latter's remarks there is nothing to correct, but some amplifica-

tion is desirable. He refers to Lasiocainpa quercm var. callanae, Lachneis

lanestris and Cochlidion liinacodes {testndo), as having similar cocoons,

and engineering their escape in the same way. He especially notes

that L. quercus var. callanae and Cochlidion testado have the head-front of

the imago produced into an umbo or boss, and that Lachneis lanestris is

similarly but less markedly endowed. He also notes that this boss

hardly exists in the pupa of the Lachneids, but is more marked in

the pupa of C. testudo than in the imago. I have not observed the

emergence of L.quercm var. callunae for many years; but I have made recent

observations on L. lanestris and C. testado. I have no doubt about them,
but about L. qaercus var. callanae, my ideas are more vague. L. qaerciis var.

callanae, I think, breaks off a lid like they do, but more often it fractures

very irregularly and often into several pieces, but it is a fracture rather

than a solution, though Latter says the imago produces much alkaline

liquid. In all three cases the force producing the fracture is the

pressure, which the inflation of the imago enables it to exert from
"within from end to end of the cocoon." The "sharply-pointed

umbo" merely determines the starting point of the fracture, i.e., it

increases the strain immensely at one particular point, and as soon as

fracture commences there it at once runs round the whole lid. Mr.
Latter is quite right in supposing the lid of C. testado is ruptured by

the pupa, i.e., by the imago within the pupa skin, since, like all

Ixcomplet^, the unruptured pupa emerges from the cocoon. The sharp

point of the pupa does not act as Mr. Latter expresses it " as an awl,"

but makes the pressure the whole pupa is exerting a little more
strenuous at one point, tending to an angular bending of the cocoon at

that point, and so beginning the fracture. When a " pupa incom-

pleta " has to force its way through meshes of silk, &c., as in most
Tortricids, Cossas, &c., an awl-like effect probably occurs, but in all

cases of lids, as for instance in Sesiids, the process is probably the

same as occurs in C. testado. Most people are, I think, familiar with

the eftect of a very localised interference being jjfr sc harmless, but

determining at once that a strain should produce powerful effects.

—

T. A. Chapman, M.D., Betula, Keigate.

LUFFIA LAPIDELLA LAKV^ IN SEPTEMBER. Mr. Luff rCpOrtS that

the imagines of this insect from larvoB that have fed up on inland

walls have long emerged, yet he sends from rocks near the sea

living and active larvte that are apparently full-fed. I brought last

spring from Cannes a number of larvfe that I supposed to be, and that

by all precedent ought to have been, Laffia ferchaultella, and which
I reported as such {antea, vol. xiii., p. 190). During my absence in

July these emerged, and though on my return, almost unrecognisable.
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were half a dozen of each sex, and therefore certainly L. lapidella. M.
Constant had never taken these near Cannes. A few cases of Luffia

were taken at Arcachon, July 4th, from these a $ emerged about

August 16th, and a $ August 23rd. These were from the fir-tree

trunks mland, walls near the sea shore presented only empty cases,

emerged probably in late May or early June. The dates, therefore, of

these Arcachon L. lapidella, as referring to coast and inland examples,

were precisely contrary to those met with by Mr. Luff, in Guernsey.

In the case of Arcachon, and, J presume, probably of Guernsey also,

" inland" means less than a mile from the sea. There is still much
interesting material to be observed in the matter of these Lulfias.

—

T. A. Chapman, M.D., Betula, Eeigate. September Qth, 1901.

I found what appeared to be full-grown larvfe of Liiffia lapidella

here and there around Torre Pellice, chiefly on the Avails between this

town and Villar during the first ten days of August. Unfortunately

my box in which they were kept has gone a missing.—J. W. Tutt.

The cocoon-cutter of Actias luna.—I have just had the oppor-

tunity of noting the use of this weapon in the emergence of Actias

lima. I can confirm Professor Packard's observations on it in every

particular, except one, and that is, that the cutter is not essentially a

cutting instrument. The moth exudes abundant softening fluid, so

that the threads of silk are no longer fastened together in a solid plate,

but are individually separable. The cocoon-cutter, working really very

noisily, as Professor Packard notes, teases these out and pulls them
down from the end to the side of the cocoon. The force used is

quite sufficient to frequently break an erroneously placed thread, but it

probably rarely or never cuts one.—T. A. Chapman.

J^RACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for October.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—Pupae of Acherontia atropos obtained first week in October,

placed in a small breeding-cage and laid on about two inches of very

damp moss and covered with about an inch of the same material

;

the cage then placed in a shady corner of a small humid plant stove,

in a temperature ranging from 65°-80°F. ; the moss covering the

pupfe sprinkled with water every other day ; imagines emerged at end
of third week in splendid condition (Mason).

2. Collect larvse of Macrotlujlacia ruhi in the first or second week
of October

;
place in a large empty wine case 30 inches long, 14 inches

broad, 20 inches high at back, 15 inches in front, with space in the

back for ventilation 15 inches x 5 inches covered with perforated zinc,

the whole covered with a close-fitting glazed pane and made secure

with hooks. Inside at each end a layer of Spliagnnm moss about six

inches deep, none in the centre where the jelly jar stands with food

for larvffi so long as wanted ; the latter when full-fed roll in a close

ring in the Spha<jnum, remain there till spring when they come up and

* Practical Hints foe the Field LEriDorxEEisT, recently published, contains

1,250 similar liints to these, distributed over every month in the year. Interleaved

(for collector's own notes).

—

Ed.
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spin at the top of the Sphaqniuii. The whole is kept out of doors

(Finlay).

3.—The imagines of Ihloba cacrulcocephala emerge from pupa
from 5-7 p.m. in the first week of October. They pair readily in

confinement, but a female will sit still for several days if she be not

fertilised, scarcely moving from the spot where she expanded her

wings.
4.

—

Tiliacea aurwjo often appears at ivy in October ; the females

lay pretty freely in confinement on the stems of the branches of

beech, especially in the axils of the leaves and shoots, and rarely

scatter their eggs on the muslin or the walls of the receptacle in which

they are confined.

5.—Imagines of Dasycampa rubvfinea bred in autumn can be kept

through the winter if supplied with thin syrup, on which they will occa-

sionally feast, remaining generally quiet, however, under curled-up

withered apple leaves, with which they should be supplied ; they pair at

the end of February and in early March, oviposit throughout March and
April and on into May, the young larvae feeding up freely on apple and
dandelion. The larvae are all usually full-fed by the commencement
of June, the imagines appear throughout September, October and on
into November.

6.—The larvse of Toxocampa imstinum are to be obtained in much
greater numbers in autumn than in spring on Vicia cracca, Holland
notes gathering them at the rate of 150 per hour in autumn, while he

could only get some "50 in two mornings on the same ground the next

spring.

7.—Larvse of Heterogenea crnciata must be searched for in October

on beech ; cannot be beaten in numbers ; larvse pupate readily on
leaves or twigs ; very uncertain in appearance, common in 1884 at

Lyndhurst, then scarce till 1892, when it was found in great numbers,
the cocoons have never been obtained in the wilds (Hewett).

8.—The larvffi of Cri/ptohlabes bistrvja should be searched for on
oak, from the middle till the end of October ; at the same time one is

sure to find the small hybernating larvae of Rlwdophaca consociella.

9.—The rush-feeding Coleophorids want very careful separation.

We have among the insects that used to be united as Coleophora luurini-

pennelia and C. caesjntitiella, five species— (1) C. sylvaticella, larva on
Luzula tiijlratica, imago flies in May. (2) C. alticolella, larva on Juncus
lamprocarpus, imago flies in July. (3) C. vmrinipennella, larva on
Luzula campestris and L. wultiflora, imago flies in May. (4) C.

caeapttitiella, larva on many kinds of Juncus, flies in June. (5) C.

f/laucicolella, larva on many kinds of Juncus, particularly J . (jlaucns,

flies in July. (6) C. ayramwella, chiefly on Juncus conglomcratus, but

also on J. rffusus and ./. lamprocarpus.

10.—Males of LeiiinaUiphila plinjgancUa tly in early November in

woods, etc., especially among bracken, the semiapterous females with

whitish wings and black markings, being found at rest on the tree-

trunks near.

ElOTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Lepidoptera in the New Forest.—During June and early July I

have spent several days beating for larvse in the New Forest. The
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abundance of larvfe of Asphalia Helens, Zephi/rus quercm and Lymantria
monacha, was quite phenomenal, and has already been noticed, whilst

those of Amphida.vjs strataria, Cleora lichenaria, C. glabraria, Selenia

tetralunaria, Drymonia chaonia, and Notodonta trepida were also taken.

Sugar is fairly good both here at Boscombe and in the New Forest, such
insects as Triphaena orhona (subsequa) four, Apatela aceris, Moma orion,

Dipteryyia scabnitscula, Hadcna i/enistae and Caradrina ambifjua (very

early for this), having occurred, whilst it may be well to mention how
common Erastria fasciana (fuscida) has been in the Forest this year.

Dryas papJda, Arnynnis aylaia, A. adippe and Lwicnitis sibylla are also

common, but I have not seen var. valesina yet although I heard of two
being captured. Larvae of Leucoma salicis has been abundant, too, at

Boscombe, previously I have never taken more than three or four a
year.

—

(Major) E. 13. Kobertson, Forest View, Southbourne Road,
Boscombe. July 8th, 1901.

Lepidoptera at Chingford.—Sugar has paid exceedingly well this

year at Chingford, Dicycla oo has occurred to the number of 10-20 per

evening, and of Cymatophora ocularis, three were taken on one evening,

whilst during the last three weeks I have taken Dipteryyia pinastri,

Ajilecta nebulosa, Graphiphora augur, Noctua plecta, N. triaugulum,

Agrotis suffusa, Triphaena orbona, T. fimbria, Caradrina blanda,

Xylophasia lithoxylea, X. hepatica, Leucania lithargyria, Faisina

tenebrosa, Gunophora derasa, Thyatyra batis (ten on July 10th),

Taeniocampa gothiea, and many other species, Miana strigiUs has been
extremely abundant.—A. J. Croker, 277, Cambridge Road, Bethnal
Green. July 11th, 1901.

Lepidoptera at Oxton.—Until recently light has paid badly this

year, a few Notodonta trepida, N. chaonia and N. trimacula (below the

average number usually thus taken) being the best captures, whilst

Lithosia sororcula has again been fairly common. Recently, since the full

moon, the traps have been full, the most striking thing being the great

number of Clcdeobia angustalis taken
;
previously three examples have

been the maximum for a year's take, but this year they were so

abundant that on the morning of July 8th, I found from 70-100 in the

traps ; there was no female among them, and they were pretty equally

distributed between the three traps. Day-flying species were common
in June, and have remained so to date, the most notable captures being
Eupithecia dodoneata, I'ltoxopteryx myrtiUana, Dichrorhaiupha sequana,

D. alpinana, Hypsipetes tri/asciata , Eupistcria heparata and Nemeopthila

plantaginis, commoner things were in abundance. On July 6th, a

bright hot day, whilst collecting with my brother-in-law, he beat,

about 4-30 p.m., a Scotch fir standing by itself in the midst of

heather and bracken, and obtained from it 24 Jslicropteryx aureatella,

the first record of the species from the district. We failed to find any
others in the neighbourhood and subsequent visits to the tree proved
unproductive. M. seppella has been unusually abundant this year.

Recently I worked carefully last year's locality for Xeuiotois minimella,

but only eight resulted from three days' work. I may also note the great

abundance of larvfe of Eupithecia tenuiata in the sallow catkins this

year; I collected many and have since bred a large number.—E. F. C.

Studd, M.A., F.E.S., Oxton, near Exeter. July Idth, 1901.

Lepidoptera in Yorkshire.—So far the season has not been a

great success. Sugar is of no use at all and probably will not be until
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we get rain, everything is parched. Flowers have been fairly attractive,

especially MatJiiola (night scented stock), which has been visited by

crowds of Uabrostola tripartita, Fliisia (jaiiiina, P. chn/sitis and P. iota.

Choerocampa jwrcdliisi was common at rhododendrons from June 4th-

12th, with an occasional C. elpcnor, then no more came till July 14th,

when a fine specimen visited the stocks and another emerged in one of

my cages a few days earlier. Melanippe galiata began to emerge on

June 11th, and have been coming out singly at intervals of from two
days to a week ever since. The best capture in this neighbourhood

has been Acidalia straminata, of which Mr. Bower and myself got some
very fine specimens. One was taken last year by chance, so this year

we worked for it. It seems excessively local.

—

(Kev.) C. D. Ash, M.A.,

Skipwith Vicarage, Selby. Jiibj llih, 1901.

Lepidoptera in the New Forest.—At Whitsun, New Forest insects

were well up to time ; Macroglossa boinhylifoniiis was plentiful but

olready passe : An/tpmis adippe was already out fairly thickly on
June 26th, and I obtained a dark specimen. The year has been a

good one for A^/rutis cinerea, Pachetra leiicopliaea and Cidaria reticulata.

—B. W. Adkin, Brandon House, Morden Hill, Lewisham. July Idth,

1901.

Lepidoptera in Essex.—The season here has been a good one.

Apamea unanimis was fairly common on sugared maple at the edge of

a ditch near Prittlewell from June 10th. Old plants of -S'to f/Ve brought

from the marshes near here, yielded between June 30th and July 18th

more than 60 examples of Goniodowa auroi/uttella. Cidaria picata,

which I had not previously found in this district, occurred July 3rd,

and came to sugar in excellent condition July 23rd. The brilliant

Neinotois fascicllus was netted, but not commonly, among Ballota nigra

at North Shoebury, on July 7th ; Ithodophaea wanuorca flying over

blackthorn at Great Wakering on July 8th; Melanippe procellata and
Pliibalapten/x tersata on July 9th, among clematis, at Southchurch.

Cledeuhia anyustalis was somewhat common on the Hadleigh Castle

slopes on July 10th ; Gonophora derasa came to sugar at Eastwood
July 12th. Leioptilus micrudactylus occurred among Eapatorium, and
Aciptilia yalactodactyla near burdock, at North Shoebury, on July 15th.

Botys pandalis was netted at Great Wakering, July 20th, but was not

common. Mamestra persicariae came to light on -July 21st and Mania
maura to sugar on July 23rd. I have at the present time attached to

the sides of a breeding-cage a number of pupte of Miiuaescoptilus

zophodactylus from larvte that had crept up from plants of Krythraea

gathered at North Shoebury.—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue,
Southend. August 1st, 1901.

Information as to keeping pup.e of Hylophila bicolorana

wanted.—For several years I have beaten larvae of Hylopliila bicolorana

from oak in June ; they seem rather abundant and feed in confinement

but never spin a cocoon ; they pupate instead on the surface of the

ground. The pupre appear healthy and after a few days become
blackish as though they were going to emerge; but this they never do,

dying within a few weeks. Has any other lepidopterist had a similar

experience, or can anyone suggest a cause?—W. S. Riding, M.D.,
F.E.S., Buckerell, Devon. August Gth, 1901.

Lepidoptera at King's Lynn.—The season here has been a good
one. Thecla w-albuui larvaj have been very abundant, and could have
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been obtained in numbers from the elm-trees ; Zephyrus quercus larvffi

simply swarmed. On the 23rd inst. a full-grown larva of Sphinx
convnlvuli was picked up on the road near the town and brought to me,
and another on the 26th, both have since gone down. Two specimens

of Colias Injale have also been taken here this month.—E. A. Atmore,
F.E.S., King's Lynn. Awjnst ^Oth, 1901.

Lepidopteea in south Devon.—During the first three weeks of

August, lepidoptera were not particularly abundant. I took a good
series of Callimovpha Item, with a very large proportion of yellow and
orange forms, BryopJiila viuralis was abundant and exceedingly

varied ; one wall, about 200 yards long, producing over 100 specimens

in six days. They emerge between 5.30 and 7.30 p.m., and this is the

best time of the day, I found, for looking for them, as they are far

more conspicuous when stretching their wings or when at rest on the

spot where they have just closed them. When they had flown and
chosen a resting-place for themselves they were exceedingly hard to

find, so well did they harmonise with their surroundings. Sugar at

Torcross and Torquay was a great failure. Very few insects came to

it, and in a fortnight we did not see more than 40 Caradrina ambigua.

Agrotis piita was present in small numbers, and so were Miana literosa

and Miana furuncula. The latter species was seen flying at dusk in

swarms, but on no evening were more than twenty settled on the

whole ground at sugar. Lithosia caniola had been numerous earlier

in August, but they were mostly over by the time we arrived

;

altogether we got forty, about a half being in really good condition.

On one occasion we found a specimen fluttering about a sugared flower,

and on boxing it, two more were discovered to be lying in the box
paired. Leucania putre^cens was quite over ; our only rarities were two
Leucania albipiincta and two Heliotlm armigera, one specimen of each

at each of the above-mentioned places. After my experience at

Torquay in 1896 and 1897, it was very disappointing.—F. G.
WooDFORDE, F.E.S., Market Drayton. August 23/y/, 1901.

Nyssia lapponaria in Perthshire.—Many of your readers may be

interested to hear that last year I took two larvfe of Xgssia lapponaria,

in Perthshire, from which one imago, a female, emerged. This July, I

have again obtained larvie in the same locality. I believe Mr. Christy

is the only other entomologist who has taken this insect recently.

According to Barrett he found his larvte on hawthorn and birch,

whereas mine were feeding on low plants—ling, bell-heather, and bog-

myrtle.—E. A. Cockayne, 6, Tapton House Koad, Sheffield.

Plusia moneta and Porthesia chrysorrhcea at Norwood.—It may
interest you to know that Plusia moneta and PortheMa chrgsorrhoea

have occurred at Norwood. I have taken five of the former, four at

Norwood, and one at Sydenham, it has also been taken at West Wick-
ham. A few Eutricha quercifolia have also been taken here by others

as well as myself.—A. M. Swain, 5, Kelvin Terrace, Sydenham, S.E.

August 12tJi, 1901.

Papilio machaon and other Lepidoptera in the Esher district.

—The following observations made around Esher this year may not

prove uninteresting ; on May 19th 1 saw a specimen of Papilio ynachaon

on a lilac bush in Clareraont Lane, but did not capture it, whilst on

May 20th I found in my garden a specimen of Sphinx lignstri. On
June 9th, when dusking, my boy beat a few stunted willows from
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which fell a larva of Cerura furcula, which pupated the next day in

the chip box in which I had placed it, an imago duly emerging on
August 8th. I have never before heard of C. fnrcula being double-

brooded. My son, on June 23rd, captured on Arbrook Common,
Chocrocanipa porcellus on the wing, flying round a blackberry bush, the

first I ever saw taken on the wing, although I have found larvsB and
bred imagines at Cambridge. If this one fed up in the place where it

was found it must have fed on some other species of bedstraw than
Galiniii irrum, as this is not found on the Common. I also captured

a fine specimen of Hcliothis aruiit/er on Oxshott Heath, on August
10th.

—

Harry Fleet, 7, Park Road, Esher, Surrey. Auqunt 10th,

1901.

Sesia andreniformis in Kent.—Whilst my son and I were engaged
sembling for Ladocampa qnercus near here on July 17th last, the latter

took a clearwing which turns out to be a specimen of the rarest of the

British Sesiids, viz., Sesia andreniformis. It was settled on a leaf of

the wild cornel or dogwood, Curniis san</iiinea, in the stems of which
the larva is believed to feed. I should have recorded it earlier, but

though it perfectly corresponded with the description of S. andreni-

formis, as given in Newman's British JMoths, I was still doubtful about
it, but having now had an opportunity of submitting the same to my
friend, the Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, of Mucking, the latter says there is

not the least doubt as to the identity of the insect.—H. Huggins,
Jun., 13, Clarence Place, Gravesend. Auijust 21nd, 1901.

Sphinx ligustri full-fed in July.—On July 22nd, I took three

larvfe of Sphinx lie/ustri, two being apparently almost full-fed, these

two burrowed on July 28th and 29th respectively, whilst the third,

which was much smaller when taken, burrowed on August 6th. Is this

not very early for this species to be full-fed ?

—

Ibid.

Colias hyale at Gravesend.—I did not take this species again,

after the specimen I recorded as being taken on June 14th, until the

9th inst., when I saw and took a solitary one ; since then, on the 19th, I

saw two and took one, on the 20th I saw two and took one, on 21st I

saw five and took two, to-day have seen eleven and have taken nine.

It seems, therefore, as if this, though in a minor degree as compared
with last year, is going to be a " hi/ale year." It is worthy of notice,

too, that all these C. hyale have been taken in two lucerne fields

adjoining each other. Yesterday I took a big round, visiting many
spots which were very prolific of C. hyale last year, but, with the

exception above mentioned, without result.

—

Ibid.

Entomological notes from Rye.—Of the insects captured at Rye
during the first three weeks of August, the following are interesting :

—

Leucania alhipxmcta and Calymnia affinis at sugar, Stanropus fayi,

larvffi, Sjihinx conridvuli, an imago, in the High Street, at Rye.
Sugaring on the whole, was poor, though Ayrotis tritici, A. vestiyialis,

A. puta, and others were plentiful on the sandhills. Some 50
larvae of Choerocampa porcellus were obtained, as also many of Smerin-

thus populi, and Fyramcis atalanta. Among the Coleoptera I may
mention the capture of six Hylesiniis oleiperda from ash-trees, an
addition to the Sussex list.—J. Henderson, Birchin Lane, London.
August 21st, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli in Essex.—I took a specimen of Sphinx convol-
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villi at light on the 25th inst. and one was sent from Rainham on the
26th, This morning a larva was brought in, which qmte contradicts

the published descriptions. It is bright, pale green, vertical lines white,
horn orange, and spiracles orange ringed with black. Anal flap, and
anal prolegs yellow. Every segment transversely lined narrowly in

black, corresponding with the subsegmental divisions.

—

(Rev.) C. R.
N. Burrows, Mucking, Essex. Awjiiat 28th, 1901.

Occurrence of Eutricha quercifolia.—I again took Eutricha
qnercifolia at Margate, in May, this year, the larvaB spun up on June
8th, 9th, and 11th, and imagines emerged on July 12th and 13th. I

also took a (? £. quercifolia from a street lamp at Newport, Isle of

Wight.—C. W. Colthrup, 127, Barry Road, East Dulwich, S.E.
September 10th, 1901.

SpmNx coNvoLvuLi IN East Dulwich.—On September 2nd I had
brought me a specimen of Sphinx convolvuli, taken alive in Barry
Road, East Dulwich.—Ibid.

Boletobia fuliginaria at Hale End.—On July 29th last, I was
fortunate enough to take a specimen of Boletobia fulvjinaria in my
garden at Hale End. The insect was flitting round a sugared post,

though I cannot say whether it was attracted by the sugar or not ; it

is in good condition. I had never seen the species before, but it has
been identified by my friend Mr. Prout.—R. W. Robbins, 19, Woodland
View, Hale End, Walthamstow. September 11th, 1901.

Catocala fraxini in Suffolk.—Mr. J. F. Green, of West Lodge,
Blackheath, wishes me to report in the Record, his good fortune in

capturing Catocala fraxini, on August 24th, this year. The specimen
was taken at sugar in the grounds of Benacre Hall, Wrentham. I

have seen the moth, which, with the exception of a slight blemish to

the tip of the right forewing, and equally slight rubbing to the thorax,

is a very fine example. Mr. Green informs me that when taken the

specimen was absolutely perfect, but not anticipating seeing such a
large insect he was only provided with ordinary-sized cyanide bottles,

and therefore his prize had to be carried in a net into the house.

Although the distance was short, and covered with the utmost despatch,

it proved long enough to cause the injuries stated.—B. A. Bower,
F.E.S., "Langley," Willow Grove, Chislehurst. September 1th, 1901.

Aporia crat^gi, Pieris daplidice, etc., at Dover.—This year I

have again taken Aporia crataerji, which makes the sixth year in suc-

cession, and there can be little doubt but that the insect has
occurred continuously in this particular locality for the last fourteen or

fifteen years at the least, for, from information obtained from the

natives, I learn that " the big white butterfly," as they call it, always
makes its appearance about midsummer, and has done so as long as

they can remember, though not always as plentifully one year as

another. On August 11th I had the good fortune to take two speci-

mens of Pieris daplidice, and just a week later I took a third speci-

men. All three were taken within a short distance of one another,

and, had I worked for them before, no doubt I should have been
rewarded with the capture of one or two more. The third and last

specimen taken is in the collection of Mr. H. Wood, of Ashford, with
whom I was when I caught the first two, whilst Mr. Banks, of this

town, saw me catch the last specimen. This one was rather worn,
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and is set showing the underside. In early July I took a single speci-

men of Colias hyale and another last month ; but they are not in any

numbers in this part of the country. M. stcllatarnni is now dashing

about in some numbers.—H. Douglas Stockwell, 2, Albert Koad,

Dover. September 6th, 1901.

Mellinia ocellaris at Mucking.—I took a very nice specimen of

Mellinia ocellaris\\, sugar in my garden last night. It looked quite

like a pale M. (jihago, but 'puzzled me, as its behaviour was so very

unlike that species, ilf. gilva<io is, as a rule, very quiet when the

light falls on it, but this example of M. ocellaris flew off and at the

light, and off again, and round, and it was not until I turned the

bright rays of my acetylene lamp upon the ground that I could pull it

up and capture it. Has anyone noticed this peculiarity before ? Is

the species taken regularly anywhere in Britain ?

—

(Rev.) C. R. N.

Burrows, Mucking Vicarage. September lith, 1901.

:ig^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Eggs of Lasiocampa fasciatella var. excellens.—These are appar-

ently scattered loosely like those of Ladoccunpa qnercits, but are rather

larger than those of the latter species. Each forms a very broad rounded

oval, but varying somewhat, some almost round, but invariably

flattened on the two sides and deeply depressed as well. Colour dark

umber-brown ; with a lens the ground-colour is seen to be pinkish

or flesh-colour, much mottled and splashed with very dark umber,
almost black, much like the coloration of a scarlet-runner bean

only with more dark and less light, and the mottlings are finer

(in relation to size) on the egg. At one end, rather the blunter of

the two, there is a slightly flattened disc with a large and distinct

very dark coloured spot in it. This is surrounded in some eggs

by a margin or ring of the pale ground colour, making it a very

distinct feature, but in other ova the ring or margin is very narrow and
the spot is therefore far less conspicuous. The general colour of the egg

also varies, the ground colour of some being pale brown instead of the

pink described above. The micropyle is slightly depressed, the general

surface of egg dead and covered with minute pitting (not enough light

to distinguish structural detail). The eggs remind one on the one hand
of those of the Pachygastriid group—dead surface, scattered, not attached,

and somewhat in coloration—and are nearest to Pachi/gastria trifolii, on
the other hand, the flattened sides and especially the plan of coloration

remind one of PnecHocawpa popidi, whilst again in some eggs there are

traces of double dark bands that remind one of the eggs of Cosmotriche

putatoria and Eittricha qnercifulia. I opened one of the eggs but it con-

tained nothing but a turbid greenish fluid, which appeared to contain

granules. The roughness or deadness of surface appears to be due to

small raised points or knobs, which, so far as I can make out, in certain

parts of the egg, are placed at the points of a hexagonal network.

A small and roughly marked rosette of hexagonal cells is present round

the micropyle.—A. Bacot. [Received from Ernst Heyne, January,

1899. The eggs unfortunately did not hatch.]

Larva of Anthrocera trifolii hybernating a second winter.—

I
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had a brood of Anthrocera trifolii from a ? taken at Tiverton in July^

1900. After hybernation the larvse commenced to feed again, and all

but two fed up, and have now emerged. These two mentioned seemed
to return almost at once to hybernation, and are still alive, but have not

moved or eaten for naonths. Is this usual?—E. F. C. Studd, M.A.,
Oxton, Exeter. July 11th, 1901. [See British Lepidoptera, i., p. 491,

for habits of the larva of this species.

—

Ed.]

A whole brood of Anthrocera trifolii that I had from ova in 1892,
hybernated for two winters in the larval stage before feeding up.

—

(Rev.) C. D. Ash, M.A., Skipwith Vicarage, Selby. July 19th, 1901.

CURRENT NOTES.
Scudder has once more produced a comprehensive and detailed

catalogue entitled "Alphabetical Index to North American Orthoptera,

described in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries," published in

the Occasional papers of the Boston Natural History Society, vi., 1901.

It is not a synonymic list but an index pure and simple, giving a mass
of references, a complete bibliography of North American orthopter-

ology, and at the end a careful index to specific names. As a catalogue

it is of inestimable value to students, who should indeed be grateful,

especially as the author remarks in his preface "it has been forty years

in the making."
Mr. F. C. Adams records {Ent. Mo. May.) the capture of three

specimens of the dipteron, Lophosia fasciata, Mg., in his garden, at

Lyndhurst, on July 22nd, 24th, and August 1st, respectively. This is

an addition to the British list.

Messrs. Cassell and Co., Ltd., have recently published a very useful

book "Famihar Butterflies and Moths," by W. F. Kirby, F.L.S.,

F.E.S. It is excellently got up, the plates (coloured) are, as a rule,

exceedingly good, and the letterpress accurate and reliable. It deals

chiefly with British species, but several striking and well-known
continental species are included. As a popular book it is sure to

attract attention and to be favourably received, and it wall undoubtedly

prove of great value to any young lepidopterist in whose hands it may
be placed.

After a long period of time, all too long for entomological science, the

mantle of the old naturalists—Reaumur, De Geer, Ac-—seems to have

fallen on the shoulders of Professor Miall, to whom, and his talented

assistants, we are indebted for many of the best recent contributions

to entomology, considered as a branch of natural history. As supple-

mentary to the account of the larva of Kristalis, in Miall's " Natural

History of Aquatic Insects," Wilkinson has published a most
interesting account (9 pp. and 2 plates) of "The Pharynx of the

Eristal'is larva," explaining in detail how the pharynx can be used as

a strainer to separate fine organic particles, serviceable for food, from
the water which passes into the beginning of the alimentary canaL
We do not know whether this is obtainable from any firm of pub-

lishers, our copy having come direct from Mr. Wilkinson, Burnside,

Skipton ; but it might well be kept with everyone's copy of the
" Natural History of Aquatic Insects " for reference.
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A butterfly hunt in the Cevennes.

By H. ROWLAND BROWN, M.A., F.E.S.

For some years past I have devoted some time of my entomological

leisure to the buttertlies of France, especially in the Alpes-Maritimes

and the Riviera. This summer I found myself with my friend Mr.

A. H. Jones, at the picturesque wayside station of St. Cecile d'Andorge

a hundred miles south of Clermont Ferrand, on a baking day in

July, and as no carriage awaited us for the drive to Florae, owing
to the National Fete, we passed the night of the 15th there in an
atmosphere of squibs and crackers, exploded in honour of the occasion.

I had selected Florae for a prolonged stay after a careful perusal

of Mr. Kane's Handbook, which now, as often before, had given me a

delightful foretaste of joys to come. And Florae—the very name
savours of flowers, and chestnut-wooded hills, long sweeps of lavender

and thistles of enormous size and fierceness, among which it was not

unreasonable to expect a strange and characteristic fauna. That third

week in July will always remain a delightful memory. In the first

place the locality was novel to me, and then the sun shone in an
unclouded sky from morning till evening, to be succeeded by stars of

such singular brightness as only the south can show. The long dusty

journey from St. Cecile occupied the greater part of a day, and was
wholly devoid of butterflies, save here and there, at first, a single

(jfonepteryx cleopatra of the second brood, and an occasional Fapilio

poclalirins. In fact, it soon became clear to me that we were not to

expect quantity, and we, therefore, buoyed ourselves up with visions of

quality, for, although there is, I believe, no one butterfly peculiar to

the Cevennes, there are forms of a few species to be met with which
certainly difi'er from the types or varieties of them to be taken elsewhere.

Our first day on the Empezon at once revealed the kind of collecting

we were in for. A dusty footpath runs up sharp from the first bridge

on the road to St. Enimie—the haunt of S>/nchthus cartliami, Coenn-

wjnipha dorus, and those lesser-winged creatures which seem to love

these arid regions. An occasional Citrijsophayius (jordius, a single

Thecla acaciae, evidently the last of the brood, and T. spini, with

innumerable Melitaea didi/ma and Miianar(/ia (jalatea, afforded pleasant

variety hunting, and the aberration Icitcoiinias of the latter species was
by no means rare. A little higher up, the road led into the chestnut

woods, and we agreed with Robert Louis Stevenson, who passed this

way some fifteen years ago with his donkey, that "to see a clan of old

unconquerable chestnuts cluster ' like herded elephants ' upon the

spur of a mountain, is to rise to higher thoughts of the powers that

are in Nature," and, as if nothing should be wanting to the fresh

beauty of the scene, the trees were alive with that most splendid of

the Satyrids, Sati/rus circe, flying here, there and everywhere, with

the sunlight flashing back spangles of electric reflection from its black-

brown glossy wings. We could have taken hundreds had we been in

the mood. Happily my companion's series was already complete, and,

having secured a modest toll, I was well content to leave the others

to their endless quest among the trailing sprays. It was here, also,

that we first encountered S.briaeis, or, rather, at the outskirts of the wood
upon the sun-baked slopes where nothing but the berberis and boxwood
flourish. Higher up we hit the first little patch of sainfoin, and
November 15th, 1901.
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then the chase began in earnest—for had we not come to find Polyom-

viatus dolus whose food-plant it is. A few Polyonunatus vuieayer,

females for the most part, P. hylas, and a single Aniynnis daphne, fell

to our nets before the discovery of "a white variety of P. dawon,"

motionless upon a flower stem. Of course this turned out to be the

male of the species of which we were in search, and we were glad to

observe that the few specimens taken that day (July 16th) were in

perfect condition. The male of P. dolus can be mistaken on a close

inspection for no other European butterfly. The delicate white-silver

sheen of the upper wings, siiffused with a brownish-purple flush in

freshly- emerged examples, is as difl'erent from the tint of P.corydunafithe

twilight blue of the morning sky is from the fuller depths of noontide.

The female on the wing, however, very closely resembles the female of

P. davwn, and the two fly together to make confusion worse con-

founded. On the upporside of the forewings the discoidal spot, which

seems altogether wanting in some specimens of P. damon, is distinctly

marked in P. dolus ; in the female the hind margin of the lower wings

shows a distinct row of orange-tawny ocellations (wholly absent in the

female of damon), while the fawn colouring of the underside is deeper

and richer, and the spots on the forewings more decidedly accentuated.

That the larva feeds upon sainfoin only, I should think very doubtful,

for, though the species was not abundant here (probably by reason of

the earlier date), we found it later on in swarms in a locality where this

plant appeared to be non-existent. Of aberrations there are none among
the specimens which fell to my share, but the minute spots on the

underside of the hindwing differ very considerably in position ; in some
specimens they are placed outside the characteristic white streak, in others

within, andyet in others upon it. Higher uptheEmpezon, on the terraces

of lavender, the insect occurred much more freely, and it was not

altogether absent from the uplands on the opposite side of the valley,

known as the Causse Mejean. It was to reach this goal that we
started next morning betimes, for there is no shade on the road, which
represents an hour and a half continuous collar work in the eye of the

sun any time after seven o'clock. The main attraction for us was
Melanaryia iapyyia var. cleanthe. But we were not so fortunate with

it as with the preceding species. A more uninviting locality for the

butterfly-hunter than these barren plateaux it is hard to conceive.

Imagine a huge table-land rising in places to the dignity of unverdured

ridges. Here and there a few scraggy oat-fields sustain a precarious

existence ; and, on the patches of roadside grass, now burnt to cinders,

the long-bodied huge-eared sheep of the Noah's Ark type pretend to

be satisfied with the grazing. But the all-prevailing plant of this

desert is the thistle—vast, tow-headed, tough-stemmed stalks, with white

rugged heads, and the blue witch-like variety, otherwise suggestive in

its form of homely teasel. Then there was the usual aniline red kind,

and finally that variety which, in decadence, suggests nothing so much
as a sun-dried star-fish. However, it is among surroundings of this

nature that cleanthe is to be caught, and, after cooling ofl' in the grateful

shade of a single sycamore, we were soon busy netting every Melanaryia

that came along. The result of two days' hard labour under a swelter-

ing sun—Mr. Jones had the second day to himself—-was three or four

worn specimens only. We were evidently too late, and either cleanthe

flies avery short time, or '
' June-July

'

' in Kane should, I think, be confined
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to the earlier month. We had not seen much upon the interminable
upward gradient, and the absence of Erebias was a little disappointing.
Erehia sti/i/ne, indeed, appeared to be the sole representative, nor did I see
another member of the family in this part of the Cevennes. The
Empezon runs up to above 4000ft. This particular Causse could not
have been less than 3000ft. so we might reasonably have expected a
bigger bag of these essentially upland butterflies. Alpine insects,

however, were not to the fore. We did spot occasional indi-

viduals of Parnassiini apollo, but the Lycaenids, such as were
there, were ordinary lowland kinds, and never in any sort of

profusion. Equally scarce were Anthrocerids, of which Anthrocera
trifolii, A. acldlleac and A. fannta, were all that I found at Florae,
and there was no sign of the usually plentiful Sijntomis i^hetjea.

Among the box and dwarf broom, Satyrns briseis was more
common, with specimens of ,S'. conhila very much smaller than those
observed by me at Digne and Susa. Indeed, the characteristic feature
of the Cevennes butterflies, was their comparative smallness, though
there were exceptions to the rule, among them Pajnlio machaon, of which
I took one day, on the hills outside Florae, the largest example I have
ever come across. At noon these same slopes were very furnaces, the heat
radiated from the barren hill-side, suggesting the climate of the tropics.

P. melecujer apparently thrives under these humanly trying conditions

;

both males and females were flying over the rocks above the Town
Infirmary, but, owing to the vertical sun, were fatiguing to pursue.
Meanwhile we looked in vain for Apatura clytie among the willows that
border the Tarnon, and, curiously enough, I do not remember to have
come across Epinephde jurtina in this valley. Pararge maera, a small,
light form, was scarce, but P. )i>eiiaera and E. tithotiKu swarmed.
Leaving Florae on the 21st we took boat from St. Enimie to the Chateau
dela Caze,the charming castle-hotel isolated among the cliffs and beech

-

woods of the Tarn—a stream deservedly famous for its trout and ecrevisses,

and, for the greater part of the journey, forming the sole line of communi-
cation between the eastern and western limits of its celebrated gorges.
From this time forward, however, the weather unhappily became
unsettled, and even the fine days were so cloudy that often for hours
together no butterflies ventured abroad. Notwithstanding, the valley of

the Tarn, should be a good hunting-ground. We counted over sixty

species flying one day on a little piece of flower-clad slope, where also,

among the almond orchards, grew the aristolochia, elsewhere the
food-plant of Thais wedeaicaste, and possibly also here. But it was
too late for Thaix, and we found no trace of the larva. The commonest
insect was undoubtedly Melitaea didijiua, of which I took one remarkable
aberration, with the spots of the underside almost obliterated, and next
to it came Chri/sophanus dorilu, the female of a lively bright form. Here
also Satijnis statilinus was just coming out, while S. briseis (males
mostly) and S. cordula were again locally abundant. The Lycanids,
however, as elsewhere (save P. dolus), were scarce, P. damon and P.
hylas occurring sparingly. Pieris daplidice, Limenitis Camilla, Lept-
idia sinapis, and Papilio podalirius also put in an appearance among a
host of commoner things. Driving from Le Kozier to the grottoes of

Dargilan, on the 2Gth, we traversed a very promising looking country,
but, walking up the hillside to the shanties at the mouth of the
great caverns, which belong to the Society Pittoresque de France, I
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only noticed aiew Ercbia %crtjustout, the customary crowd of Melanargia

(/alatea, and, at the summit, one or two Anthrocera purpuralis {nihws). We
had better luck at Mende, our next halting-place, though the weather

most of the time was execrable, and one intended outing resulted in a

whole day's incarceration in a small roadside station. The path from
Mende, by the lower road following the line of railway to Balsieges, once

clearof the town, traverses much first rate collecting ground. Theslopes of

the Causse here are steep and covered with aromatic herbs, vetches, and
long grass, and there is enough spring water in the hills to keep them
fresh, in pleasant contrast to the stony uplands above. All the

Satyrids found elsewhere abounded, with S. alcijone, and ,in a gully above
the village of Balsieges, F. dolus was flying in hundreds. I'ymineis

cardui, very large and perfect, hovered about the lavender, and, on the

stems of grass and rushes, Hesperia actaeonvfas not uncommon, though,

once disturbed, difficult to detect. The protective resemblance of

some of the insects we came across was most striking. In particular,

I remember a specimen of I'arnassius apullo asleep on a dwarf conifer,

the red spots of the wings appearing to harmonise exactly with the

centres of the pine stem, where the undeveloped cones were already

showing a rosy pink. The folded wings of S. circe, which, like

all its kind, loves to settle on tree-trunks, assimilate in a remarkable

manner to the rough bark of the chestnut, and Polyyonia c-album,

perched in the same way on the pine, is almost invisible. M. galatea

ab. leucomelas I also found difficult to separate from the tufted

grasses and daisies. In the same way the colouring of Hesperia actaeon

resembles closely the brown flowers of the rush, which here, at any
rate, it particularly affected. Both Culias edusa and C. hyale were
swarming at the lavender; Argynnis daphne was represented by single

specimens, while A. aylaia and A. niobeweve in abundance, Noctuids
seemed particularly scarce everywhere in the Cevennes, Taking our dinner

alfresco and sitting well on into the darkness, it was remarkable when the

lamps were lit how few lepidoptera were attracted. The Epjhemeridae

were in great force some nights, but other orders were wanting, and,

taken all round, the mountains and cailons themselves were disappoint-

ing. Perhaps we expected too much. A gully brim full of lavender,

with scattered bushes of bramble and clematis recalls the mountains
at the back of Digne, and P. var. rippertii, which I was rather sur-

prised not to encounter, but this was not the only absentee, and it is

apparent that the insect fauna of south-central France approximates
far more to the fauna of western and northern than of southern
Europe.

From the time we arrived at Mende (July 27th) onward, the weather
was all against collecting, to say nothing of the localities, and this

may have something to do with the too obvious fact that our bag
for the last week was nil. On the 31st we drove to Le Puy, a

thirteen hours' diligence drive, during which the rain never ceased,

while this otherwise extremely interesting city, did not boast in its

environs a single piece of collecting ground that we could find, the

land being heavily cultivated with cereals and other crops right up to

the summit of the hills. August 2nd found us at Clermont Ferrand,

and there again butterflies were conspicuous by their absence. A walk
to the famous Puy de Dome on the 3rd gave us no better results than
a single Euvanessa antiopa ; while the green slopes of this extinctest of
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volcanoes were practically devoid of insect life altogether. A few Krehia

aet/nops flitted among the bracken, and one or two Lcptidia sinapis,

and with them ended my collecting abroad for 1901. From a purely

entomological point of view the expedition was not an unqualified

success, though in every other respect delightful. The Cevennes,

poor in forest trees and flowers, show a corresponding scarcity of

lepidoptera. All the species encountered—with but few exceptions—
were small and stunted, and quite unlike the splendid forms of

similar Pala^arctic insects occurring in the Basses-Alpes and the

mountains of central Europe. The roadside banks and cuttings,

prolific of life elsewhere, yielded nothing but a few Satyrids, of which
the iS'. statilinus struck me as peculiarly meagre-looking insects. On
the other hand S. circc, as I have already stated, was present in

great profusion, and fully up to the normal size. Subjoined is a com-
plete list of the Rhopalocera observed between July 16th and August 5th,

inclusive, at Florae, in the gorges of the Tarn, at Mende, Balsieges

and Clermont Ferrand, numbering in all seventy-four species :

Papilio podalirins (type), P. macJiaon; Parnassius apollo ; Aporia
crataci/i, Pieris brassicae, P. rapae, P. napi, P. daplidice, Leptidia sinapis

;

Colias hijale, C ediisa, and ab. helice ; Gonepteryx cleopatra, (}. rhamni
(St. Cecile only) ; Thecla spini, T. acaciae (Florae, one) ; Chrysophanus

var. yordius, C. dorilis, C. phlaeas ; Plebeius aeyon, Polyommatas baton,

P. astrarche var. aestiva, P. icariis, P. escheri, P. biilaryus, P. corydon,

P. hylas, P. meleayer, P. dolus, P. damon, Cyaniris aryiolus, Cupido

minima ; Limenitis Camilla ; Polyyonia c-album, Eugonia polychloros,

Aylais urticae, Vanessa io (very scarce), Euvanessa antiopa (at Royat),

Pyrameis atalanta, P. cardui ; Melitaea phoebe, M. didyma, M. athalia
;

Aryynnis daphne, A. latonia, A. aylaia, A.niobe, A.paphia; Alelanaryia

yalatea, var. procida, and ab. leucomclas, M. iapyyia var. cleanthe

(Causse Mejean only) Erebia stygne, E. aethiops, E. liyea ; Satyrus

alcyone, S. circe, S. briseis, S. semele, S. statilinus, S. actaea var.

rordida; Pararye maera (rare), P. meyaera, Epincphele jurtina, E.

tithanus ; L'i)enonympha arcania, C. dorus, C pamphili(s ; SpilotJiyrus

alccae ; SyrirhtJiiis cartliaini, S. alveus, S. vialvae, S. sao ; Hcsperia

thaumas, H. actaeon and H. comma.

On some races of Lasiocampa quercus.

By J. C. WARBUEG.

{Continued from p. 259.)

The Cross-breeds.—For convenience of reference the various races

on which we worked received numbers as follows :

—

(1 and 2) L. var. meridionalis, Tutt. (3 and 4) L. var. rihurni,

Gn. (5) Dorset L. qnercns. (6) L. var. mrridionalisx vibnrni, with

white-haired larvie. (7) L. var. meridionalis xviburni, with brown-
haired larvae. (8) L. var. ealhniae from Aberdeen pupie. (9) L. var.

siciila, Stgr., of Sicilian parentage. (10) Paris L. qnercfis.

The following 28 crosses were obtained, or attempted (the <? being

first mentioned in each case) :

—

2x3 ( = 6 and 7), 2x4, 2x8, 3x5,
3x8, 5x2, 6x2, 6x3, 6x5, 6x6, 6x8 (did not lay), 7 X 2, 7 X 3,

7 X 8, 7 X 7, 9 X 2, 9 X 7, 9 X 10, 9 X (6 X 6), 9 X (9 X 7), (5 X 2) X (5 X 2)

infertile, (6x6)x9, (6x6)x(5x2) infertile, (6x6) x (6x6), (9x2)
X 9, (9 X 2) X (6 X 6), (9 X 7) X 10, (9 x 7) x (9 x 7).
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L. MEEiDioNALis X viBURNi (= 2x3).—This cross produced 6
and 7. In September, 1896, I paired three or four ^s of L.
meridionalis (Batch C) with three dark brown ? s of L. viburni
(Batch B). I have no record of the contrary pairing and there-
fore take it for granted that it did not take place, and that
the young larvas of all three batches were meridionalis S' xvibund^.
These larvae, which I leave to Mr. Bacot to describe in detail, were
divided into two lots, no. 6 were the white-haired ones resembling L.
meridionalis, no. 7 the brown-haired ones resembling L. viburni. It is

particularly noticeable that though their coloration varied slightly

there were no true intermediate forms between the two types. The
white-haired (no. 6) had the silky white hairs of L. meridionalis, often
just sufficiently tinged with brown to make it possible to distinguish
them from pure L. meridionalis. The brown-haired (no. 7) were
perhaps a little more distinct from L. viburni than was the case in the
other batch, that is to say, the influence of the L. meridionalis father
was slightly more marked than that of the L. viburni mother, the red-

brown fur being somewhat more greyish than in pure L. viburni.

Whether these two types were present in all three families, or whether
the one belonged to one batch, and the other to the other two, I cannot
say. It would have been more satisfactory to have kept the three lots

of larvfe separate, but, to minimise the trouble of keeping so many
young families of larvae, I reared them all together, a course which I
now regret having followed. The imagines from both 6 and 7 were
fairly constant in marking. The males had the white dot of a medium
size, and the bands were continuous on fore- andhindwings (both L. meri-
dionalis attributes); the specimens in my possession (I have not examined
this feature in Mr. Bacot's) have hght fringes to the hindwings in the case
of no. 6 in 11 (3" s and brown in 2, in the case of no. 7 something under
half have the fringes more or less tinged with brown. In both, there
is a tendency in nearly all to have the nervures outside the band on
the hindwings slightly dusted with the ground colour. There is, as far

as I can see, no diflerence between 6 and 7 except that the band of 6 is

slightly whiter (less reddish) than in 7, a difference to some extent
noticeable in L. meridionalis as compared with L. viburni. To sum up
then, the larvfe follow one or other parent more or less exactly, the
male parent (L. meridionalis) having, however, a slight predominance.
This predominance is more marked in the imagines. I have left out
of consideration the ? s of which, it should be noticed, there were very
few, the total numbers being :

No G. 14 c? s, 5 ? s.—Warburg. No 7. 31 <? s, 2 ? s.—Warburg.
3 c? s, 1 ? .—Bacot. 5 J s .—Bacot.

17 <? s, 6 ? s.—Total. 86 <f s, 2 ? s.—Total.

L. (meridionalis X viburni) X L. MERIDIONALIS AND L. (mERIDIONALIS

X viburni) xL. VIBURNI, &c.—I will DOW briefly consider the crossings
of /v. meridionalis x viburni with itself or either parent.

(1) L. {meridionalis xriburni) ^ x L. meridionalis $( = Gc? x2?).
—This pairing obtained by Mr. Bacot (July 19th, 1897, labelled D)
produced very white larvae.

(2) L. {meridionalis X viburni) <? x L. viburni 2 { = Q 3' x3$).—Ova
obtained by Mr. Bacot (July 19fch, 1897, labelled C). The only
note I have of the larvfe is that two of them were brown with the
long hairs white, Mr. Bacot reared three ? s.
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(3) L. (ineridionalis x viburni) ^ X L. (ineridionalis X vihurni) J

(= 6<y X 6 ? ).—Two batches secured by Mr. Bacofc (I. July 28th, 1897,

and August 3rd, 1897). The larvte like either pure race, except

that the ribnrni-\\V.e ones often have more long white hairs than L.

viburni, especially on the sides and in a mediodorsal ridge, or on the

last few segments. My 30 larvte had nearly all pupated by April

20th, 1898, and produced (between June 7th, 1898, and August 21st,

1898) 11 (? s and 8 5 s. The insects were much like nos. 6 and 7 but

a little smaller. They were fertile as I proved by crossing two of the

moths on Angust 4th, 1898. The larvjT; hatched August 26th, 1898,

but were not kept. They were (6 x 6) x (6 X 6) that is the third

generation of L. vicridionalisx viburni. I refrain from writing the

pedigree in full.

(4) Turning now to the derivations of the brown-haired cross no.

7.—L. (ineridionalis x vibitrni)^ X L. meridionalis 2 (= 1 3' x2?).

—

Two batches of ova obtained by Mr. Bacot (B. July 19th, 1891,

and N. August 7th, 1897). From these larvse he reared no imagines,

but out of some five pupre which I obtained from larvae which he gave

me, I reared one ? on June 10th, 1898. It is an undersized and
rather malformed specimen with the markings rather indistinct.

Larvfe like pure ?;/('r^//o»«//s or viburni, or somewhat intermediate, with
the short dorsal hairs (which are white in meridionalis) reddish-white

or yellowish.

(5) L. (ineridionalis x viburni) ^ x viburni 2 (= 1 3 X3?).— Two
broods by Mr. Bacot (G. July 25th, 1897, and S. August 12th, 1897),
the first only gave larvfB. No imagines seem to have been reared.

(6) L. (uieridionalisX vihurni) $ X L.(iurridionalisX viburni) ? (= 7

<y x6 $ ).—Ova August 3rd, 1897, lot M, by Mr. Bacot, who reared

one male. The larva) I had were white-haired like meridionalis.

(7) L. (meridionalis xviburni) 3' X L. (ineridionalis x viburni) 2

( = 7 (J x7?).—Ova (P), August 9th, 1897, of Mr. Bacot produced
larvfB, no imagines reared.

This completes the cross-breeds of ineridionalis and viburni among
themselves. They all seem to be fertile with one another, and though
no imagines resulted in many cases, this is not to be put down to any
lack of fertility due to cross-breeding, but to accidental causes insepar-

able from rearing large numbers of larvfe ab ovo.

It must be supposed that, in nature, owing to the two epochs of

emergence being separated by an interval of two months, cross-pairing

of Jj. weridionalis and L. viburni is rare. Should it occur no doubt the

strain would gradually approximate to and get merged with one or

other type.

The derivations of L. ineridionalis x L. viburni otherwise than
inter se or with the parent races will be noticed in their places.

Various Crosses.— (1) L. weridionalis 3' X L. callunae 2 (= ^3 X
8 2 )•—Paired end of June, 1897, by my brother, Oscar E. Warburg.
Mr. Bacot reared one cripple from the larvjB he had. The following

are particulars of mine. Three larva? were described when 2^ inches

long. They were of tAvo types :

a*. Back dull unicolorous black. Only the subdorsal tufts of the '^quercils

pattern " with slightly longer greyish-white hairs. Face as in English L. qtterciis.

*a and (3 with conspicuous white spiracles and dashes, a is perhaps like

typical L. callunae. I do not know the larva. Mr. Bacot has since confirmed
this opinion.
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/3*. Much as English L. querci'is, with the yellowish-grey hairs on the back
slightly lighter. Subdorsal hairs fairly long, white.

The first spun up on December 12th, 1897, all three were spun by
January 10th, 1898. A male emerged on April 20th, 1898. One
pupa got mixed with others and one remains apparently dead.

This specimen is similar to my L. callunae, but the L. hieridionalin

strain has modified it in the following way. The epaulette is absent,

the colour a little redder (both ground colour and band) the space

beyond band little powdered with yellow, and the nervures less

conspicuous, so that, though the general facies, owing to the large

spot and general colour, is that of L. callunae, yet the honours are fairly

divided in the case of the imago if not slightly in favour of L. iiieri-

(lionalis. In the larva the contrary is the case.

(2) L. viburni^ x L. qiwrcih (Dorset) J ( = 3<? x5 ?).—Mr. Bacot
obtained larvfe from ova (laid July 10th, 1897), but no imagines.

(3) L. vibumi^xL. callunae 2 {= 2^ x8 2)-—The ? L. cal-

lunae was placed by Mr. Bacot with a ,3^ No 6{= niendinnalis xviburni)

but did not lay, it was then paired as above and began to lay at once.

From these ova (laid July 20th, 1897) larvffi emerged of which none
survived. My only note referring to them is that they were " very

brown."

(4) L. quercm (Dorset) <? x meridionalis ^ (^
= 5 ^ x 2$).

—

Paired by Mr. Bacot (J. July 28th, 1897), Mr. Bacot reared 3 <? and 4 ?
imagines. My larvae, described when three inches long were similar to

"pure Dorset," the spiracles and dashes very white ; the face dull black

(as in English) or somewhat rusty (L. mcridionalis has a rusty-red

face). My imagines 4 J s and 8 $ s emerged April 20th-June 4th, 1898.

They are handsome moths. The males, which are larger than their

father (a very undersized specimen), are considerably browner (less

red) in colour than L. nieridionalis. The band is also more diflused

externally. Except that the band is less sharply curved than in the

father, they may be considered to follow his type almost exactly in

colour and markings. The females follow their mother except in two
points. They have the usual more variegated look of L. nieridionalis

2 with the base of hindwings brown (in one specimen almost as

brown as the male parent) in fact they are several of them more
contrasted in colouring than the ? parent which was of the fairly

uniform reddish-brown type with lines and dots not prominent.
They range in colour from the ochre of the Dorset 5 type to the

one before mentioned, but they are all yellow in general effect, and
not reddish like the $ parent. The nervures are distinctly lighter than
the wing, and thus become in the darker ones conspicuous. This is

derived from the father's family as the mother has the nervures
practically unic^lorous. These females may, therefore, be considered

good intermediate forms. A peculiarity of this hybrid, which was
not noticed in any of the others, was that the ova, produced in the

only cases in which pairing was attempted, were sterile. These were
the following :

—

(1) L. {qnerciiti (Dorset) x nieridionalis) $ xL. {qttercns (Dorset) x
meridionalis) $ (= ^ (5 x 2) x ? (5 x 2)).

*a and /3 with conspicuous white spiracles and dashes ; a is perhaps like typical

L. callunae. I do not know the larva. Mr. Bacot has since contirmed this opinion.
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(2) L. [{meridionalis x vibiiyni) x {meridionalis X viburni)] 3 X L.

[qiiercm (Dorset) X meridionalis] $ [= ^ (6 x 6) X $(5x2)].
Of this last about 30 ova were deposited, all sterile. The

above facts, while showing the sterility of the $ s, does not, of course,

prove that the (? s would be unable to fertilise other females. Whether
the sterility is due to the malformation of the female sexual organs,

or to some other cause I cannot say. All the $ specimens of this

cross seem, as far as one can judge externally, well developed.

There is a possible cause of infertility which I do not remember
ever to have seen suggested which might be worth investigating by an

expert, though I have no evidence to show that it occurs. It was
suggested to me by the fact that the ova of the Paris querchs were

particularly large, though the moths themselves were, if anything,

small. If the differences in the ova extend to construction as well as

to size merely, it may be that (taking first the case of different species)

the particular shape of the orifices in the unimpregnated ovum, offer

some obstacle to the passage of the spermatozoa. In the case of cross-

breeds this might occur also on the hypothesis that, though the ovum
of either pure bred parent was permeable by the spermatozoa of the(?

parent, yet the combination ovum of the hybrid failed to possess the

essential characters of either. Take a rough illustration to make my
meaning clear. Suppose species A with a straight narrow orifice, B
with a bent wide orifice, either of which are permeable. The resulting

A X B might have an orifice both bent and narrow, which would form

an obstacle to entrance. This hypothesis is not put forward otherwise

than argumentatively, and I should be sorry to hold the opinion, without

any proof, but the subject of the sterility of hybrids being still

obscure, it is possible that the suggestion may be of use.

(5) The only remaining cross into which sictda does not enter is :—L.

{meridionalis xribi(rni) 3' xqnerciis (Dorset) ? (= 6x5).—Larvse of this

were obtained by Mr. Bacot from ova laid July 10th, 1897. No moths
were reared.

{To be co7icluded.)

Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Coleoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In 1867 the Melbourne papers reported enormous swarms of beetles

of a dark bronze colour, as occurring in Victoria. In the early part of

January, a swarm was noticed near Ararat, Victoria, flying in a

column about 20 yards broad, and keeping in compact order. They
cast a dark shadoAV on the ground, and they were about an hour in

passing the spot from which they were seen. At a certain point they

turned off' at right angles. The Eucalyptus trees in the neighbourhood of

these insects had been stripped of every particle of foliage. Great num-
bers of the beetles fell to the ground durnig the flight. The noise they

made while flying was said to be like that of a hurricane playing in the

rigging of a ship {Yorkshire Post, March BOth, 1867). A remarkable

flight of Lachnosterna tristis is recorded by Linton {Insect Life, i., p.

17), as passing from north to south over Burrows, in Indiana, on the

evening of May 7th, 1887 ; they flew in swarms or droves about one to

every 18 inches square, and from 5ft. to 12ft. or 15ft. above the ground,

the swarm being some one and a half miles wide ; when first seen, they
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were thought to be a swarm of bees, but their true character was soon
discovered. They commenced their flight just as the sun was hidden and
continued to fly until it was quite dark. Riley adds that this species often

occurs in the United States, in great numbers, but that a twilight swarm-
ming of the nature described was hitherto unknown and bethinks that

the beetles must have been in search of a proper locality in which to

lay their eggs. In another interesting note [loc. cit., in., pp. 176-177),
Ragsdale states that, on September 9th and 10th, 1890, a flight ol

crickets, accompanied by a beetle, recognised by Riley as Ilarpalus

[fvavis, appeared at Gainesville, Texas, appearing to drift in an easterly

direction, and showing themselves abundantly on the west walls of

buildings. Riley further states that he had received the beetle from
Fort Worth, where it had appeared in the Septembers of 1886 and 1887,
in immense numbers. He says that the occurrence of the Harpalus
remains as great a mystery as the swarming of Platynus viacidicollis

in California, an account of which is published in the American
Naturalist, 1882, p. 681. In .luly 1888, the rose-beetle, Macrodartylus

subsj)i)iosii!i, is recorded {Imect Life, i., p. 91), as having suddenly
appeared in swarms at the rural grounds, New York, causing a great

deal of damage to grapes, roses and magnolias. The sudden appear-

ance of this species, possibly due, however, to local conditions and not

to immigration, is further commented on by Riley (lor. cit., ii., p. 297),

who also discusses its spread in recent years into districts where it

was previously unknown.
Another interesting side of the dispersal of beetles relates to the dis-

tribution of aquatic forms. Darwin observes {Orij/iu of Sjwcies, p. 343)
that the wide-ranging power of freshwater productions can, in most
cases, be explained by their having become fitted in a manner highly

useful to them, for short and frequent migrations from pond to pond,

or from stream to stream within their own countries, and that liability

to wide dispersal would follow from this capacity as an almost

necessary consequence. This is particularly true of beetles, and
Darwin relates {Vot/ai/e of lieaiile, pp. 114, 115) that numbers of living

beetles, some aquatic and some terrestrial, were caught in the open sea,

off Cape Corrientes, seventeen miles from the coast of South America,

and these did not appear to be injured by the salt water. These
belonged to the genera Cohjmhetes, JHijdroportai, Hijdrobiiis, Notaphus,

CynnciiH, Aclinumia and Scarabaciis. He considered that they had
been floated out to sea by a small stream that drains a lake near Cape
Corrientes. At any rate, the circumstance of beetles swimming in the

open ocean seventeen miles from the nearest land is interesting from
the point of view of their distribution, and the possibility of their

dispersal by this means. The ability of certain coleoptera, normally

living in fresh water, to exist in a marine habitat, has several times

been noted. Donovan notes {Ent. Mo. May., xxii., p. 13) that, on
May 10th, 1885, he captured a ? of Dytisriis niaryiualis, swimming in

the sea at Glandore, the individual being quite at home in its salt-

water element. Wood records {loc. cit., p. 44) how he kept several

species of Hydradcphaya and Palpicornia, including the species

Haliplns rnjicollis, HydroporKS plauHa, Ayabiis bipustidatus and
Helophorus acpiaticHH in a vessel of sea-water, and that they lived

therein in perfect health, the three last named seeming perfectly at ease

throughout, although the haliplus found difiiculty in diving and
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remained almost entirely at the surface. Walker states {loc. cit., p.

15) that the only Cyhhter rocselii he ever saw alive was taken about an
hour before sunset one very warm evening in August, 1876, when
waiting on the pier at Besika Bay ; the beetle, a fine ^ , was on the

wing and flew deliberately into the sea, close enough to the pier to be

caught by hand ; there was no freshwater stream within a mile of the spot.

He further notes that at Kavala, Turkey, a large living specimen of

Hydrophilus piceus was caught in the sea at a "seining party," actually

in the the net among the fish. The distribution of certain aquatic

coleoptera is, indeed, very remarkable, but perhaps one of the most
marvellous instances of wide distribution among our water beetles is

that of Uhantus pidverosus, which extends from the south of England,
eastward through central and southern Europe, North Africa,

Mesopotamia, China, Japan, and Java to Australia, New Caledonia,

New Zealand and Tongatabu, in the centre of the tropical part of the

Pacific Ocean.
As bearing only indirectly on the question of dispersal, Lewis

records {Ent. Mo. .!/«//., xviii., pp. 138-139, 213) some very interesting

observations made in July, 1880, whilst ascending a volcano in South
Yezo. Whilst sitting on the ridge of the crater he noticed a most
refreshing mountain draught ascending the sides of the mountain.
He also observed a number of KlatenJae and a few Silpliidae dead and
dying, lying on the sand around him, and watched those that arrived

fresh and vigorous from the forest below, drop on the ridge, and, in

three hours, join the army of dead that was there. The conclusion at

which he arrived was that the beetles were carried up by the air-

currents, involuntarily, from the forest below, and that life was
destroyed by the abstraction of the fluids of the body, due to the
great heat of the sand forming the ridge around the crater. His
further suggestions as to why, of all the many species in the forest,

the Klatcridae and Silphidae alone are carried up to perish on the dry,

heated lava, are exceedingly interesting, but so far outside the question
that we are discussing that we can only say that he considers it due to the
fact that the elytra of these groups, when raised to the angle necessary to

allow the membranous wings to be put into action for flight, are just in

that position to catch the full force of the upward current, and that

these species with ample elytra meet their death by being mechanically
lifted up into the arid region of sand. No Elaters were found in the
crater, as, at the ridge, the direction of the air-current changed and
they fell to the earth. The interesting general remarks and the light

which these observations throw on the shortened wing-cases of certain

coleoptera, e^j., Braclichjtra, &c., must be here omitted. Nor are the
observations of Bruce and Thornley [Ann. Scutthh Nat. Hist., 1895,
pp. 28-37), on a collection of coleoptera made by the former on tbe
summit of Ben Nevis, without considerable interest. The latter

gentleman was requisitioned by entomological friends to collect such
insects as he might meet with at the summit, and, accordingly, daring
May and June, 1895, he captured a large number on that part of the
mountain which is above 4350ft. in altitude, the Ordnance Cairn, at

4406ft., marking the extreme elevation ; the ground from which the
insects were obtained consisted of an elongated plateau more than one-
third of a mile in length, and averaging about 70 yards in width

;

altogether it is nearly eleven acres in extent. Bruce says that the
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greatest number of insects seen during the summer was probably on
June 6th. Taking squares of the snow measuring 2x2 feet, he
calculated that there must have been many hundreds of living insects

on each such square, and adds :
" On May 23rd, I marked out nine such

squares and counted all the insects within them. There was an
average of 29 in each, six of which were dead, and only one of which
was not an aphis, therefore, there must have been about 400,000
aphides upon the summit on that day. On that day a small hand basin

of water, which had been standing outside near the observatory for not

more than 36 hours, contained at least 300 flies, &c. The mountain top

was buzzing with life .... All these insects are not indigenous

to the mountain top, but must be carried up by warm currents. It is in

the neighbourhood of the first and second gorges that insects are most
plentiful, and they are doubtless swept up by the strong draughts peculiar

to these gullies .... Careful examination was made, on a few

occasions, of the debris upon remaining patches of snow, when it was
found to be composed almost entirely of insect remains. The snow has

sometimes been quite blackened by such debris as if covered with soot,

but, although soot may partly account for the blackness, yet, on the

few occasions I made an examination, it proved to be quite a minor
factor. On the morning of Way 24th I made a round of the squares

marked out on the 23rd, and found that 93 per cent, of the insects had

perished. The surface of the snow was then crisply frozen. This great

slaughter takes place in the night, for, in the daytime, the cold does not

appear to have any great effect upon them. Many of these insects are

very active on the snow and often appear to be as lively upon it as

upon a window-pane."

Staudinger and Rebel's Catalogue.*

[Continued from j). 287.)

Of the changes just referred to, all those given in Pint. Bcc, ii.,are

accepted with the following exceptions

—

iij)silon-(/raeci(in, Goeze, populi,

Strom, respertaria, Thnb., coreulata, Hfn., nehtdata, Thnb., and flavi-

cata, Thnb. Of those accepted, nearly all are unquestionably sound,

and writers can now adopt them without risking a charge of eccen-

tricity ; the only one which the reviewer has not checked personally

is the much-controverted vespiformis, L. (now determined Q,^= cynipi-

formis, Esp.). Of the six which are rejected, ypsilon-t/raecnm is

founded on De Geer's immortal " Memoires," and the identity of

the species with the or of Fabricius can hardly be doubtful

enough to justify Staudinger' s query against it ; but when Schiffer-

miiller's names are reinstated, as they will probably have to be,

it will be permissible to resume the use of the naiiie or Schiff. (teste

Fb.).''' It is equally difficult to understand why Staudinger has

* '^Catalog der Lepidoptcren des palaearctischen Faunenfiebietes," von Dr.

Phil. O. Staudinger unci Dr. Phil. H. llebel. Dritte Aullage des " Cataloges des

europaischen Faunengebietes." Berlin : K. Friedliinder und Sohn. Mai, 1901.

I. Theil : Fam. Fapilionidae—Hepialidae, von Dr. 0. Staudinger und Dr. H. Eebel

;

II. Theil: Fam. Fyralidae—3Iicropterygidae, \on Dr. H.'ReheL xxxii + 411-|-308

pp. in 8vo.
* Unless, indeed, the view of Haworth, Guenee, Wallengren, and Aurivillius

be accepted, i.e., that this is the truejiavicornis of Linne, in which case Jiavicornis,

Auctt., will appear as cinerea, Goeze. In any event, to give the two species as

flavicornis, L. andiflavicornis, Esp., as Garbowski has done, is a gross violation of

the laws of homonymy.
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queried the populioi Strom, which was well described and recognisably

figured ; but as a matter of fact the name populeti turns out to be the

right one to adopt, the rejection of Fabricius {rfr. Stgr. Cat., ed. ii.,

p. 113) being unwarranted. The earliest literature of this species has
been somewhat overlooked, but was as follows. Fabricius in his

"Reise nach Norwegen," p. 328 (1779) diagnosed and described it from
Strom's collection (more fully than in his later systematic works) as

Boiiihyx pnptdi, supplying details as to the larva from information
furnished by Strom ; the name, however, was a homonym (Bovibi/.v

popidi, Jj. = Poecilocampa 2)0jiuli, Auctt.), and this Fabricius discovered

in 1781 (Spec. Ins., ii., p. 201) consequently substituting the name
of Bombi/x jwpuleti, with a reference to his "Reise." In 1783, Strom,
apparently not yet acquainted with the " Species Insectorum," pub-
lished his own account under the name of Noctua fopnli ; had this

been earlier than Fabricius' correction, it would have saved the name
of pupuli, as it escaped the homonymy (cfr. Stgr. Cat., ed. ii., p. xx.,

on Arc/ynnis aijlaia, L.).

Vespertaria, Thnb., is rejected as a synonym of paralellaria, Schiff.,

which is sufficiently diagnosed, but vexpertaria is originally a Linnean
name, and there seems more probability that Thunberg has correctly

determined it than that Schifi'ermiiller (who uses the name for

another species) has done so ; indeed Fabricius and Illiger both agree

with Thunberg, and it would probably be best to use vespertaria, L.,

for the Epione (as has been done in England for so long), and to

substitute piarallelo-lineata, Retz., p. 42, for (Larentia) vespertaria,

(Schiff.), Bkh. Corcidata, Hfn., is only cited with a query to uniden-

taria. Haw., as is also ferruf/ata, L.—to which latter reference the

query is not warranted
;

ferriujata, CL, is accepted, after Zeller and
Lampa, as the spadicearia of Schifiermiiller. Nebulata, Thnb. (for

diliitata, Bkh.) is rightly rejected, as it is a preoccupied name, Scopoli's

nebulata having been certainly a different species. Flavicata, Thnb., is

with equiil right sunk before luteata, Schiff".

Concerning the changes made in Tutt's " British Lepidoptera," so

far as at present published, its author has brought together his evidence

so fully that it is unnecessary to discuss them in any detail ; suffice it

to say that Staudinger and Rebel have accepted the evidence as suffi-

cient in the case of Zi/i/aena pnrpuralis, Briinn., Narycia nionilifera,

Geoff., Holenobia Uchenella, L., Taleporia tubulosa, Retz., and Epxichnop-

terix (Whittleia) retiella, Newm., but have rejected it in the case of

('ochlidion avellana, Wernb. [liniacodes, Hfn.), Heteroyenea criiciata,

Kn. {asellus, Schiff"., is prior), Anthrucera viciae ? Schr. ()iieliloti, Esp.),

DiplodtniHi Jterminata ? Geoff", [waryinepunctella , Stph.), and Sulenobia

cewbrella ? L. {pineti, Z.); the reviewer agrees with their verdict in the

case of the first two species, but thinks the rest should have been
accepted in the absence of evidence against them.

It may be here remarked that not infrequently no reason is shown
for the acceptance of a particular n.ime, and the lack of the "Merton"
signs for homonyms, &c., is often seriously felt; for instance, when on
p. 230 one finds bankiana, Fb. (1781) sunk as a synonym of anjentida,

Hb. (1787), how is one to understand the justice of the case, unless it

is indicated that bankiana, Fb. (1781) is a homonym ?

On this important question of homonymy in specific nomenclature,
Staudinger's opinions expressed in 1871 have still been adhered to

—
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i.e., in few words, a binomial combination published a second time, for

a different species, is invalid, except only if the first combination was
a synonym, and even then not if it was a synonym with another species

in the same (Staudingerian) genus. The rule itself cannot be

impugned, but the exception—to say nothing of the exception to the

exceptiun—gives rise to constant trouble and ought to be utterly swept
away ; whether a binomial combination has ever been published is a

matter of fact, but whether it was, is, or ever will be, a synonym is

often a matter of opinion, and it is quite wrong to build nomenclature
on such a shifting foundation. It is not surprising to find that Staud-

inger, with all his cai'e, has found it impossible to be logical in the

application of his exceptions. For example, in Caradrina he rejects

the older blanda, Hb. for C. superstes, Tr,, because C. hlanda, Schiff.,

was another species (though sunk in the synonymy of taraxaci, Hb.)
;

but in Larentia he accepts liictuata, Hb. nee Schiff., and sociata, Bkh.
nee Fb., under precisely parallel conditions. Examples might be

multiplied were it necessary ; but the law without exceptions is now
obtaining such general currency that there can be little doubt that it

will be better applied in future editions, or future catalogues, Lithosia

deplana, Esp., nev Linn,, will then be called depressa, Esp., the Emerald
moths will be revised as already shown in Ent. Rec, xii., p. 180, and
several other similar corrections will doubtless be found necessary.

One other matter in which the Staudinger-Eebel Cataloij is just as

inconsistent as its predecessor is in the treatment of the " Vienna
Catalogue " of Schiffermiiller and Denis. If the names are to be

sometimes accepted and sometimes rejected, according to the exact

value of the descriptive matter, nomenclature will for ever remain in

confusion, as the view taken of its value in individual cases will

constantly vary according to what Mr. Tutt calls the '

' personal equa-

tion ;
" and as none of Schiffermiiller's names are absolute " nomina

nuda," while some are excellently defined, it seems that the only

logical course is to accept all that are recognisable from any source, as

is done by Werneburg, Eogenhofer, and others. It must be remem-
bered that Fabricius saw the Schiffermiiller collection, and it is no
more unreasonable to accept the Vienna Catalogue names teste Fb.,

than to accept those of Thunberg teste Lampa, as Staudinger is already

doing'''. That there is at present an entire lack of method, one or two
examples will show. Lasiocawpa tri/olii, Schifl'., is still treated as a
" catalogue name " although a citation from Reaumur, as well as the

generic characters, the name, and the traditional interpretation all

elucidate the meaning ; but Ortholitha bipunctaria, Schiff., is allowed

currency, although quite similarly founded. Larentia mxmtanata,

Schiff'., was regarded as a "catalogue name" in 1871, but is now
allowed to be a properly-founded one, solely, no doubt, to avoid the

necessity of supplanting the name by iwpUcata, Vill. [vide, Ent. Rec,

vii., p. 249).

* Mr. J. Hartley Durrant has strongly urged upon the present writer the
necessity of this course of work, and has thoroughly convinced him that it is the

only practicable one. Traditional interpretations, and the like, should only be

rejected if they unmistakably contradict the original description—in which case

some accidental change of type-specimens or misunderstanding of a contemporary's
statements may be assumed to have occurred.
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Aurivillius' recent determinations of some Fabrician types [Ent.

Tills., xviii., p. 139) seem to have been altogether overlooked.

With the matter and the manner of citations there is in general

little fault to find, if we except the occasional omission of important
synonyms, already criticised. In a very few instances, however, the

orif/inal reference is not given for a name, doubtless in most cases by
oversight ; thus in Theil I., p. 287, the name sexalata should be

referred to Retzius, p. 50 (1783), and, therefore, has priority; on p. 401
under spluriformis, and in some other places, reference to the " S.V." is

omitted ; on p. 322, if diversata, Schitf., be a " catalogue name," then
dicersata, Gerning, Frankf. Btr., ii., p. 457, cum fig. (1780) should
stand as earliest reference, and should no doubt supplant the pulverata

of Thunberg (1784); in Theil II. (which this review does not profess to

cover), on p. 9, no. 157, it is noticed that the original reference for

the name ci/rilU (Costa, Dizion. di A(/ric., ? 1840) is dropped altogether ;

it is there described as a new species, hence presumably the cirilellus of

the Fauna is subsequent thereto.

There is occasional ambiguity through the citation of un-named
figures in such a way that it would be assumed that the name last

indicated was there applied ; ejj., Svierinthiis hybr. hybridus is named
by Staudinger, but the reference reads as though it were by Westwood

;

such confusion could have been avoided if " sine nomine " had always
been quoted after such figures, as is done, for instance, on p. 314 under
var. cnrzoni, Gregs.

Instances are noticed here and there of a citation under the wrong
name in the synonymy ; one example taken at random is under Cilix

ylaucata, Scop., where Barrett's "British Lepidoptera " is cited to this

name instead of to spimda. But such cases are by no means frequent,

and are, of course, due merely to inadvertence in arranging the order of

the references ; on the whole, this part of the work has been very care-

fully done.

The actual author of a name also occasionally fails to obtain his

rightful recognition through another cause—the publication of his

work under the editorship of another person. Thus while Libijthea

celtis is correctly referred to " Laicharting, in Fuessl. Arch.," C'hesias

spartiata is given as by Fuessly ; is it not " Herbst, in Fuessl.

Arch. " ?

In only very few cases has the law of priority been deliberately

disregarded, but this cannot be too strongly deprecated, as it would,
if allowed to go unchallenged, vitiate the whole principle of which
Staudinger professed himself so zealous an advocate. On p. 19 ednsa,

F. Mant. is given the preference over crocem, Fourcr. (1785)" ; the
date of the "Mantissa" is prudently left unquoted, but everybody
knows that it is 1787. On p. 172 Hadena maillardi, Hb.-G. [—Cnj-
modes iwidis, Ijei.), is dealt with in a topsy-turvy manner ; it is not
dated, but certainly cannot be prior to Hiibner's death in 1826, yet
dijjlua, Hb. Zutr. (1823) is given as a variety of it, instead of as the
original (literary) type ! Unfortunately this is not quite an unique
case ; on p. 303 a similar performance with regard to liu/ubrata,

* Whether this species be, as Aurivillius considers, a variety of the South
African electa, L. (nom. vetustius) is perhaps as yet " not proven," and it is better
to write of the European species as croceus (Geoff.) Fourcr.
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ytgr. Cat., 1871, and its var. (I) obductata, Mosch. (1860) is still left

uncorrected. On p. 312, callunae, Spr. (1867) is referred as a synonym
to (/oossoisiata , Mab. (1869) =minntata, Gn. nee Hb. ; callunae, Spr., is

a little puzzling, on account of its large size (more than twice as large

as the English specimen of goossensiata with which he compared it),

and if it had been cited in the synonymy with a query, there would
have been no fault to find, but if Herr Bohatsch-'' has satisfied himself

that the forms are really co- specific, why did he not restore the older

name ? Have the larvae, and particularly the pupte (o/V. Sheldon in

FJnt. Rec, vii., p. 197) yet been carefully compared side by side ? On
p. 364, if it were intended to unite Spilusoma lubridpeda ab. ehoraci,

Tugwell, with ab. intermedia, Stndf., the former sliould have had
priority, the dates being 1894 and 1896 respectively.

Citations of dates for the specific names, so important for correct

results in nomenclature, seem generally very accurate so far as infor-

mation is available ; but Mr. Sherborn's recent paper on Esper's dates

{Attn. May. Nat. Hist. (7) vii., p. 137) evidently appeared too late to

be used.

Varieties and aberrations are treated in accordance with the same
general methods as in the earlier edition. Dr. Kebel is careful to

mention in his preface that the diagnoses—which are only added to

the varieties and the more important recurrent aberrations—are

intended merely for the elucidation of the forms named, and cannot

in all cases obviate the necessity of consulting the literature cited ; it

is much to be wished that those who use the " Catalog " would
remember this.

The general tendency has been to minimise the number of separ-

ately erected aberrations as far as possible, and to merely cite, without

diagnosing, the less striking or more casual ones ; in dealing with the

Noctuidae, it has in many cases sufficed to cite Mr. Tutt's " British

NoctusB," and space has been saved by not even recording all the

varietal (or rather aberrational) names which are there employed. But
in other cases, where there is no such standard work to appeal to, the

references are pretty comprehensive, and show a wide acquaintance

with current literature. It is not to be expected, however, that in

every detail this part of the work will give general satisfaction, and
certainly a few of the synonymic combinations among the refer-

ences to varieties and aberrations do not appear to be tenable, although

the great majority are well judged in consideration of the object in

view ; the minutiae of variation must needs be studied elsewhere. A
few omissions, in any case, seem sufficiently important to be worthy of

mention ; some could hardly have occurred had the authors been

acquainted with the very striking deviation from type.

Tephroclystia (Eupithecia) jjulchellata var. hebudium, Sheldon, Eiit. Rec, xi.,

p. 344 (1899).—This is important, being a local variety, not a mere aberration.

Hemerophila ahniptaria abs. brunneuta, fuscata and unicolor, Tutt, Ent. Rec,
X., p. 172 (1898).—One, at least, of these should have been recorded and diagnosed,

as these melanic abruptaria are just as striking as the corresponding aberrations in

the Boarmias, Hybernias, &c.

Larentia (Thera) variata ab. nigrofasciata, Gppgb., Syst. Geom., iv., p. 8[Nova
Acta, &c., liv., p. 440] (1890).—This, and other aberrations from the same work,

should at least be quoted, for the sake of completeness.

* It is understood that this excellent lepidopterist is mainly responsible for the

Eupitheciae, as well as for much other useful revision in the Geometridae.
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Dianthoecia luteago vars. lowei andficklim, Tutt, Ent. Bee, x., p. 150 (1898).
—These are apparently well-defined local races, and therefore important.

Ephyra annalata abs. ohaoleta and biol)solcta, Riding, Eiit. Jlec, x., p. 239
(1898).—These are at least as worthy of recognition as some of the forms of the
allied species which are duly registered.

{To be concluded.)

A Faunistic Island—Orthoptera at Oberweiden.

By M.VLCOLM BURR, F.Z.S., F.L.S., F.E.S.

In Moravia, not far from Marchegg, near the Hungarian frontier,

is one of those remarkable faunistic oases, with which all practical

entomologists are familiar. At Oberweiden, the "island" in question,

the collector finds himself suddenly transported, as it were, from
Central Europe to the region of the Volga ; in a small patch of ground
there is an abrujot change of fauna, most noticeable in the stationary-

forms of life, and in this small patch there is found what appears to

be the original fauna of the neighbourhood, unmodified by centuries of

cultivation.

It is a desolate, sandy spot, between eighty and a hundred kilo-

metres from Vienna. To reach it, the traveller alights at a small
wayside station, Oberweiden. He is at once struck by the poverty of

the surrounding country, and the barrenness of the soil. About twenty
minutes' walk from the station, over flat, sandy, treeless country,

brings us to a row of small sandy hillocks ; this is the oasis. All

around is flat, dry and barren, a little coarse grass in the sand forming
the only vegetation. Just beyond the hillocks, there are a few stunted

shrubs, and the ground becomes quite flat ; this is the second part of

the " island." Barren, dry, and desolate, it is a melancholy spot, a
fit home for the last survivors of a dying race. Years ago, at the end
of the hillocks, was a dead tree, used as a perch by a few bird-catchers,

who were the only frequenters of this desert ; by the tree was a little

hut, where they took refuge from the weather, and kept their decoy
owl; now the tree is gone, and the " buhuhiitte " has disappeared.

In this hut many famous entomologists had taken their frugal

luncheon, and Brunner and Krauss had carved up a list of the Orthop-
tera which they had taken there. Civilisation has found a use even
for this desert, for we saw peasants watering a track for racehorses, and
the bird-catchers have given place to jockeys and trainers.

More than twenty years ago, Brunner had been surprised to receive a

specimen of (Tnniplioccrns antennatKs, Fieb., labelled " Marchegg." This
little grasshopper had hitherto only been known from Sarepta, on the

Volga, and he resolved to discover the exact spot where it had been
taken. After many attempts, he discovered it in numbers near the
'• buhuhiitte," and from that time orthopterists, dipterists, and many
others frequented the new happy hunting-ground. At the end of

September, 1900, he accompanied me to show me G, antennatus in its

own home.
In the flat ground, before reaching the hillocks, there is nothing.

A few straggling specimens of Stenohothrus bicolor, Charp., were all we
could find. Once among the hillocks, Gnuiphocerus )))acidati(s, Thunb.,
occurred in swarms ; both these, however, are common everywhere

;

the first form characteristic of the spot was Oedalcus. niyrofasciatus, de

Geer, which betrayed itself by flying across the hollows between the
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hillocks. It is a strong and active insect, and many of its congeners
appear to swarm, like its near ally, Pachyti/hts tJanicns, L., but yet

it does not occur on the plain around, and, to find it elsewhere, the

collector must travel many miles south, where he will find it on the

banks of the Mediterranean. These northern specimens, I noticed, were
considerably smaller than the southern ones. In the same hollows,

we took Celcs variabilu, Pall., which occurred at a similar, but less

characteristic, oasis at Felixdorf, still nearer Vienna, long since

destroyed and even built over ; it is an exceedingly variable and very
locally distributed species ; the bluish form taken here by Brunner,
has been captured, according to him, at only one other locality,

namely, Sarepta ; the white form I have taken near Budapest, and
it is not uncommon in Transsylvania and the Balkans ; a few
isolated spots in Hungary, at Felixdorf and Oberweiden, are the

most northern known points of its distribution.

Sweeping in the thin rank grass, we took Platycleis montana,
Kollar, which occurred also at Felixdorf. It is a widely distributed

but very local form, having been taken also near Berlin, Glogau,
Frankfurt, near Pest, and on the Volga. We were too late in

the season to find all the characteristic species, but Brunner had
previously taken Platycleis affinis, Fieb., a meridional form closely

allied to the abundant P. grisea, Fabr. This is the only spot where
it has been discovered north of the Alps ; on the Mediterranean
littoral it is common. Another grasshopper, occurring very rarely

north of the Alps, but not uncommon here, is Sphinyonotus
caendans, L.,as also Stethophyma Jlavicosta, Fisch., & form with an
erratic distribution. Stenobothrns 7iiyromaculatus, Herr.-Sch. (a

southern form), and S. hiyuttnlu^, Charp., occurred too. But the two
most striking species taken at Oberweiden are Stanronotus brevicollis,

Eversm., and Gomphocerus antennatnn, Fieb. The former is less rare,

it has been taken at Bazias on the Danube, in Servia, Epirus, and at

Sarepta ; its occurrence in Moravia is, therefore, quite remarkable.
The latter is only known from three localities, namely, Oberweiden, a
similar spot near Budapest, and at Sarepta. It is a small and delicate

insect, very like G. macidatus, Thunb., but its long and graceful

antennas, very strongly clubbed at the apex, are most noticeable. I

took but a single specimen, but earlier in the season it is abundant
among the stunted trees beyond the hillocks.

One more form with an erratic distribution occurring here is

Gampsocleis ylabra, Herbst. It is found in isolated localities in

different parts of northern Europe. In Thiiringen, near Berlin,

Frankfurt in Silesia, Bohemia, a few localities in Hungary, in Servia,

abundant in the steppes of the Volga and of the Urals, and quite

recently it has been discovered in Belgium.
In a short essay upon this interesting collecting ground (" Ueber

die autochthone Orthopteren-Fauna Oesterreichs," Verh. k. k. Zool.-

hot. Ges. Wien., 1881, p. 215), Brunner suggests that these remark-
able forms represent the original fauna of Europe, long since driven

by cultivation and civilisation to a few scattered desolate spots, where
they still maintain their existence, and hold their own against

sturdier forms, which have adapted themselves to less favourable

conditions. Altogether no less than eighty species have been taken

at Oberweiden, of which twelve are quite remarkable.
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In the twenty years which have elapsed since the appearance of

Brunner's short paper, Felixdorf has disappeared, from an entomolo-
gical point of view ; at Oberweiden the leafless lightning-struck tree

has gone ; big stables have been built near the railway station,

and a training ground has been made through the stronghold of

Gowplioccrus antcjinatux. But the ground is so poor, and the whole
region so desolate, that little use can be made of it, and these dying
forms may hold their own for many years, perhaps for ever.

Peronea cristana, Fab., and its aberrations {nith plate).

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

{Condudc'd from p. 293.)

A recent visit to the New Forest has given me a further supply of

aberrations of this interesting species, two of which, taken on Sep-
tember 27th, are so exceedingly specialised that there can be no doubt
that they should be described in detail. In order that the whole of

the various described forms may be kept together I publish at once
descriptions of them.

63. ab. nigrocostana, n. ab. (PL viii., fig. 1).—Head, thorax and palpi

white ; anterior wings black, with a beautiful velvety-black marking, running
transversely across the wing from the base towards the apex, and a broad white
vitta

;
posterior wings light brown, deepening in colour round the anal angle.

This aberration closely repembles ab. alhorujicostana in the form of its markings,
but is slightly grey-black instead of brown, and the costal streak is black instead of

chocolate colour.

64. ab. albonigrana, n. ab. (PI. viii., fig. 2).—Head and palpi black ; thorax
white ; anterior wings uniform black with a large black button, and a broad white
vitta

;
posterior wings light brown, much deeper in colour round the anal angle.

The broad white vitta distinguishes this aberration from ab. nigrana.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
New names among the Lachneids.—In order to prevent the

duplication of names that I have already used in Briti>ih Lcjiidaptera,

vol. iii., I wish to notify some of the more important of them : (1) Fachy-

liaHtria trifulii ah. flara, n. ah.—The pale yellow form of the species

taken between Rye and Lydd. P. ah. jiaca-ubsoleta, n.&h.—Like the

last but without any markings. P. ab. co-vina, n.ab.—The reddish-

grey form with transverse markings. P. ab. cervina-obsuleta,n.£ih.—The
reddish-grey form without markings. P. ab. rufa, n. ab.—Bright foxy

red-brown, with transverse markings. P. ab. riifa-obsoleta, n. ab.—Bright
foxy red-brown without markings, [Each of the forms with contracted

median band is known as ab. contracta.] (2) Lasiocainpa querois ab.

warginata, n. ab.—-With the yellow transverse bands extending on both
fore- and hindwings to outer margin. L. ab. semi)nar<iinata, n. ab.

—

With narrow (or normal) transverse band to forewings, but band on hind-
wings extending to outer margin. L. ab. purpurasrens, n. ab.— ^
with ground colour of a deep purplish- or chocolate-brown. L. ab.

bnmnca, n. ab.— <? with ground colour russet-red, and normal trans-

verse bands. L. ab. ochracea, n. ab.— 2 wnth ground colour dull

ochreous. L. ab. rvfescens, n. ab.— $ with ground colour faint

reddish-ochreous. L. ab. brnnnca, n. ab.— 5 with ground colour

brown. L. ab. olivacca, n. ab.—The ground colour entirely suffused

with green, the latter tint not simply confined to the transverse bands
as in ab. olicaceo-fasciata. (3) L, hybr. bacoti (= meridionaUsxviburni).
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L. hybr. warburgi {= quercusx nieridiunalis). L. hybr. intermedia

(^
— siculaxmeridionalis). L. hybr. prouti (^siculaxguercm). L. hybr.

complexa [= sicula x {inendionalis x vihurniy] , L. hybr. inversa

[=(nwridionalisxvibu7-ni) Xsicula] . L. hybr. complicata [— $ {dcula

X meridionalis) x 2 [{vieridionalis x vihurni) X {weridionalis x
viburni)] ]

.

Cross-pairings between Lasiocajipa quercCs and its vars. callunjE,

Palm., viburni, Gn., meridionalis, Tutt, and sicula, Staud.—On
referring to Mr. Warburg's and my own papers on this subject in the

present volume of The Record, I find that I have written that the

original cross-pairing which Mr. Warburg obtained in 1896 {antca, pp.
114, 237) was viburni x meridionalis which gives the impression that

the male parent was viburni, whereas it will be seen from Mr.
Warburg's paper that the male parents were meridionalis. I was
unaware when writing out my notes that Mr. Warburg had any record

as to which of the varieties the respective sexes belonged to. I ought, of

course, to have clearly stated this m my paper at the time, but instead

I wrote the names in the same order as I had used through my notes,

leaving my doubts about the sexes to be inferred from the fact that in

referring to the other crosses I had used the <? and 5 signs respect-

ively, and had not done so in regard to this one.—A. Bacot, Bow
House, ISi, Clapton Eoad, N.E.

Pairing of Dimorpha versicolora.—On April 17th, 1901, 1 took two
5 Dimorpha versicolora and placed them without covering on a birch

bush (at 3.15 p.m.), one commenced calling at once, and, in ten minutes,

a (? was paired with her ; he came up against the wind, and hunted the

next bush all round, in a very excited way, but could not find her, he
then went back about 30 yards, and came up against the wind in almost
a direct line for the ? and paired directly, the other 5 did not com-
mence to call until4.50 p.m., when another <? came up in the same way
as the previous one, and paired directly. 1 cut the branches off and
put them into muslin bags, and carried them home about seven miles

on my bicycle, and they remained paired until about 8.30 a.m. the

next morning, I then placed the males into a cage with fresh females,

and they both paired again in less than fifteen minutes. I may add
that I saw several Macrothylacia rnbi flying at Bournemouth, on June
Gth, and on July 7th I saw Cosmotriche potatoria at light, at Beading.

—W. E. Butler, Hayling House, Oxford Eoad, Beading. September

Idth, 1901.

Habits of certain butterflies when disturbed during copula-

tion.—I was interested in Mr. Tutt's note re male carrying female

Dryas papilla. As bearing on the subject the following will perhaps

be of interest. 1 find in my note-book, under date September 18th,

1900, " Saw a number of Fieris rapae, and also L'ohjonimatus icarus,

Hying in cop. In both cases the male carried the female when dis-

turbed."—C. W. CoLTHRUP, 127, Barry Eoad, East Dulwich. October

Idth, 1901.

OLEOPTERA.
Coleopterous notes for the autumn of 1900.—Pressure of work and

untavourable weather made my collecting in the autumn of 1900 very

poor in results, but a few notes of the more interesting captures may
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be worth putting on record. In Richmond Park, during September
and October, I obtained Litodaeti/liis leucoi/aster, Marsh., Notiophilus

ruflpes, Curt., and Deuwpsis eroaa, Steph., at the edge of ponds, and
Ht/pnp/ilocHs bicolor, 01., under beech barl<, while in a rubbish heap in

my garden, Quedius cruentm, 01., was common. An afternoon near

Reigate in mid-October produced Aphodius ohlitcratus, Pz., and Homa-
liiun striatin)), Gr., both in plenty out of sheep dung. On October

20th I paid a visit toWalton-on-Thames, where, out of dry dung, I obtained

Cilca silphoidcs, L., and shortly afterwards came across (near the river

bank) a large dead beech tree, the bark of which I was able to tear off

easily in dry sheets ; this proved very prolific in beetles, my captures

included

—

Tetratoma fuiujorum, F., Rhinosunus rii/icollis, L., Bembidium
riifescens, Guer., Mijcetophcviua multipunctatus, Hell., M. i-piistidatus,

L., LitaniHS bifasciatns, F., Homalium iopternni, Steph., and others.

Early in November, business took me over to Belfast, and one afternoon

I got an hour on the shores of Lough Neagh, near the town of Antrim,
but I was much too late in the season for any of the specialities of that

spot and rain set in soon after 1 got to the lake—the following is a list

of all the beetles I took

—

Notiophilus substriatus, Wat., Leistus fidvi-

barbis, Dj., Trechus niinutus var. obtiisus, Er., Fterostichas minor, Gyll.,

Cercyon lateralis, Marsh., Quedius fulifjinosus, Gr., Stenus bimaculatus,

Gyll., Hypera p)ohjyoni, L., Parnus anriculatus. 111., and Homalium
laeidusculum, Gyll. The last insect is usually considered a purely sea-

coast one, and Canon Fowler says it has not been taken in Ireland but

that it probably occurs ; its capture, therefore, under rubbish on the

shore of this, the largest fresh-water, lake in the United Kingdom, is

interesting.—T. Hudson Beake, F.E.S., 2, Heriot Row, Edinburgh.
New Forest notes in 1901.—Having spent a week in July and the

whole of August in the New Forest I was fortunate enough to add to my
collection some of the most interesting beetles found there. In July

my friend Mr. Bouskell was with me, and we took a nice series each of

the lovely Antliaxia nitidula. This insect takes to wing very readily

in the bright sunshine, but drops to the ground at the least sign of

danger. Several specimens, after having been captured, were allowed

to escape, when they flew to the nearest hawthorn bush and settling on
the underside of a leaf, remained stationary for some time. One of my
specimens is of a rich bluish colour. We had the satisfaction of leaving

a fair number unmolested. Perhaps our most interesting find consisted

of a few specimens of Ayrilus sinuatus. This rare species, which has
not been taken by coleopterists for many years, is also exceedingly quick

on the wing, several specimens making good their escape ; the species

occurred on old hawthorn bushes. The next best capture was Plaja-

derus dissectus, some 30 specimens of which were taken under bark of

beech. Mr. Bouskell took two specimens of the fine Athnus rlwmbeus,

not, however, in the same locality where I took my series in 1899.

He cilso obtained a nice series of llelops caerulcus under bark of oaks at

Lymington. In August, the perfect insect was over, but another
brood was on the way, as Mr. Morley and I dug out a number of pupae
from a similar place, some of which have been successfully reared

since. Mr. Bouskell took a specimen of Colydium elonyatum in the

burrows of Dryocetes villosus. I took another specimen of this rarity

in August in the burrows of Scolytus intricatus. It is said to be
parasitic on Platypus cylindrus, but I believe it is not confined to any
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one wood borer, as I took my 1895 specimen in the burrows of Melasis

hiiprestoides. The other two best things I took were Platydema violacexun

and Velleius dilatatm. On the capture of the latter I give a separate

note. The former I took in company with my friend Mr. Gorham,
seven specimens in all being taken. On August 10th I was removing
the bark from an old felled oak, when I obtained a beetle, which I at

once recognised to be Plati/dcma, and I shouted the fact to Mr, Gorham,
who was close at hand ; we then set to work with the result before

mentioned, that seven specimens were captured. It must be some forty

years since any number of the beetle was taken. The last record we
can find is by Mr. J. G. Marsh, who records two specimens as being
taken by James Allen in the New Forest in 1871 {Ent. Mo. Ma;/., viii.,

248). It was one of the things old Turner used to find, and nearly all

the specimens extant are from that source. In the PoAver collection

there is only one specimen (labelled " Turner "). It has only occurred
in the New Forest in Britain. I was also pleased to take a nice series of

Af/rilns riridis. They occurred on sallow bushes and I netted them as

they flew and settled on the leaves in the sun. I took them on August
9th, and think they must have been a second brood ; some of the $ s

are very large. Of other species taken by my friends and myself,

Mr. Morley took a specimen of StycuKjalia qnadrifasciafa on Am/elica

(this is its first record I can find for the Forest) and Mesom nubila in a
fallen bough at the end of August, a very late capture ; the specimen
would probably have hybernated. I took a ? Lucanus cerviis on
August 23rd, also a very late capture. Leptnra iicntellata and Tomoxia
biguttata were not uncommon on beech logs in July ; Htaphylinus

erythropterus was picked up on the road ; Pocadius ferrayineiis, Dacne
humeralis, and T/iyinaliis liinbatiiti occurred in white Boleti ; Nitidida

rufipes was abundant on old bones; Elater pomonae (iinniatns, Gorham)
under oak bark, and 77. lythroptcrm in a fallen bough of birch; Aromia
moschata was taken in July by Mr. Bouskell on salloAV, in August
by Messrs. Gorham and Morley on Anyelica, and by myself on ragwort
and Awjelica. It is the first time I have seen this longicorne in

the Forest, and its capture makes a total of 25 species of longicornes I

have taken there now. Phyllobrotica i-warulata was taken freely on
the skull-cap. Orchestes iota was swept sparingly off bog-myrtle by Messrs.

Beare, Morley, and myself. Mordellistena huwcralis was common on
dog-rose blossoms and M. bninnea on Anyelica. Phloeotrya rufipes

occurred in July and August under bark of beech and oak and on beech
logs, and the little (Jlinocara tmdidata was very common under beech
bark. Bonbidium deconon which is considered rare in the south of Eng-
land was found in plenty by Beare, Morley, and myself on the stretches

of pebbles in the Lymington River.—H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe,
F.Z.S,, F.E.S., 58, Kensington Mansions, South Kensington.

Tracing Velleius dilatatus, F., to its haunts.—My chief object

in going to the New Forest in August was to try and find the interest-

ing Velleius dilatatus. I am pleased to record that I was very success-

ful, taking in all twelve specimens of this rarity. The first thing I set

myself to do was to find a hornets' nest, and this I succeeded in doing
after several days' search. I found a strong nest in a hollow birch tree,

the hornets entering the tree at a hole about twelve feet from the

ground. Sugaring at night proved unsuccessful, though with the aid

of my lantern I actually saw a Velleius high up on the tree, but not on
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the sugar. It appeared to be seeking the nest, and flew off on my
turning the light on to it. I now thought out and constructed a trap

which enabled me to do without night work, and to visit it in the day-

time, feeling safe that any beetles which had got in at night would be

waiting for me next day. I visited the spot nearly every day, and out

of this one trap I took in all ten specimens. Later on I found some

other hornets' nests, but they did not prove nearly so prolific, as I only

took one Velleins each out of two of the other nests, making up my
total of twelve specimens. One of my specimens is a gigantic c? .

Fowler {Col. Brit. Mcs, ii., p. 22G) points out that the species varies

very considerably in size and says the largest specimens reach 25mm.

My large (^ measures 32mm. ! -Ism.

Sph^rites glabratus, F., in Cumberland.—Records of this species

for the British Isles appear to be confined to the Tweed,_Tay and Dee

districts of Scotland, with the exception of a single specimen taken by

Hardy, at Wooler, in Northumberland. It will, therefore, be of interest

to put on record the capture of two fine specimens on June 23rd last

by Mr. H. Britten and myself near the village of Great Salkeld, in

Cumberland. They occurred to us from a dead crow lying on the

ground in a fir plantation, and though Mr. Britten has had that

particular carcase (and others near it) under constant observation ever

since, no more SjiJtaerites has turned up. Canon Fowler {Col. Bnt.

Ides, vol. iii., p. 72) mentions that it occurs " under bark of dead

trees, in decaying fungi, and at oozing sap, also in dung."

—

Frank H.

Day, F.E.S., 6, Currock Terrace, Carlisle. September 18th, 1901.

Coleoptera at Colchester.—Not having been able to devote

much time to coleoptera during the past season, my list of captures is

short and few species new to the district have been met with. Small

ponds in a gravel pit produced a series of Berosus afjinis, some Pelohius

tardus, and single specimens of Di/tisciis marginalis and Cnenwlotus

wipressus, and by pulling up weeds in a swift narrow current of the

river we found Deronectes deprcssus, D. 12-p)(stidatHS and Brychiiis

elevatus, the moss on some flood-gates near producing a few Dianons

caerulescens. Among the captures on the sea-coast were Brachinus

crepitans (including some very small examples), Tclephorus oralis,

Dasijtes pliDjibens and Harpalns puncticollis. By working manure-

heaps and stack-bottoms during May we obtained Microf/lossa sutiiralis,

Heterothops dissinrilis, Cri/topJiaf/us bicolur, Kuuiicrus tarsatiis, Aphodiiis

lividus, Stilicus orhicnlatus and other species, while Siinius intermedins,

Bryaxis haematica, and B. fossidata were found under dead leaves

earlier in the year. A visit to Ipswich produced Harpalns discoidens

and other species under stones, Aphodins i-macnlotus (3), A.incjuinatns

and Geotrnpes vernalis. Two or three Crepidodcra nitidnla, and a

number of Phytodecta rufipes were obtained by sweeping young aspens

in a wood near Bures, and in the same locality a ? of Mordellistena

ahdoDiinalis. Rliyncliites aeneorirens, U. betnleti, R. populi, E. pubesee)is,

CryptocepJtalns lineolu and C. sexpnnvtatns occurred sparingly in woods,

and a specimen of Scaplriilinm i-iiiacnlatnni was found under a log.

Orsodacna lineola was very scarce, three specimens being taken by

beating oak-trees, which also produced Tn.mtns vieridiamis, Tudopns

nebulosus and Conopalpns testacens. Among the other species taken

were Harpalns punctatnlns, H. sabnlicnla (on flowers), Eltynchites

conirus, Ocypus compressns, Triholium confnsnm and other species.

—

B. Harwood, Colchester.
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(DRTHOPTERA.
Duplication of the auditory organs in Thamnotrizon cinereus,

L-—Whilst collecting on waste ground near Wimbledon, last August,
I took a few specimens of Thawnotrizon cinereus, Linn. One of the
males proved to be of considerable teratological interest. In addition
to the normal pair of auditory organs, which are situated at the
proximal extremity of the anterior tibife, this individual possesses a
pair on the intermediate tibife as well ; and since their position and
external appearance is perfectly normal one is perhaps justified in

assuming that they are also functional. Unfortunately I had killed it

before the abnormality had been observed, otherwise I might have
been able to test its capacity for responding to sound, since the other
males continually appeared to answer to each other's chirping.—F. W.
Terry, 51, Trinity Eoad, Wimbledon, S.W. September 30th, 1901.
[We have never before seen or heard of such a phenomenon occurring in

Orthoptera. The auditory organs are a useful generic character in the

Locustodea, especially in the Gryllodea, but we know of no record of

such a monstrosity.—M. B.]

.

Periplaneta AUSTRALASIA AT LIVERPOOL.—I rcccived a pair of this

fine cockroach from Wavertree during August. Mr. Oulton Harrison,
to whom I am considerably indebted for them, informs me that the

species occurs not uncommonly in a friend's hothouse where they are

thought to do some damage by nibbling the roots of orchids, &c.

—

E. J. Burgess Sopp, F.R.M.S., F.E.S., Saxholme, Hoylake. October

2nd, 1901.

^g^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
NoNAGRiA neurica AT LiNCOLN.—May I report the occurrence of

this moth at Lincoln, a locality I believe not before recorded,

apparently for the want of systematic searching, as the Fens are

practically continuous from here to Cambridge (a known locality),

thus tending to show its distribution over the whole area of

the Fens of the eastern counties ? It is a species likely to be over-

looked by anyone not knowing its habits ; it seems to have an
appearance of about three weeks, i.e., the better part of the month of

August, commencing flight soon after 8 p.m., threading its way rapidly

low down amongst the reeds. I find the best way to net it is to stand by
with a good lamp shining on the reeds, when the specimens can be easily

taken on coming into the radius of light. Sugar does not seem a very

seductive bait, two or three an evening being the largest take, and
light is entirely ignored. Locally there does not appear much range in

variation, although some are paler than others and there is a ditYerence in

size, but all may be referred to var. arundineta, Schmidt.—J. F.

MusHAM, Blenheim House, South Park, Lincoln. October 5th, 1901.

Leucania l-album AT Sandown.—I have much pleasure in record-

ing the capture, at Sandown (Isle of Wight), on September 8th, of a

specimen of Leucania l-albuui ; the insect, which came to sugar, is in

excellent condition. So far as I can discover previous records of the

capture of this insect in the British Isles have been of more than

doubtful origin ; in the present instance, however, the insect certainly

has no " past," and I trust that it will rank as the first authentic
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record of the species for this country.—S. J. Bell, St. Aubins,

Sternhold Avenue, Streatham Hill, S.W. October Ath, 1901.

Catocala fraxini at Norwood.—It may be interesting to record

the capture of a specimen of Catocala fraxini at light, at Norwood, on
September 10th, 1901. It was captured by Dr. J. C. Bates.—A. M.
SwMN, 5, Kelvin Terrace, Sydenham, London, S.E. September 2drd,

1901.

Cyaniris argiolus AND Plusia moneta IN MIDDLESEX.—I am glad

to say that the little colony of C. aniioliin, which appeared in the

garden here last year, has thriven, and, in the spring months, both

males and females were commonly to be seen flying over the flowers

of the holly, and sunning themselves upon a neighbouring ilex.

FAigonia polijchloros has also occurred again on Grims Dyke, where I

had not seen it for many years. But my most interesting visitor has

been Plusia moneta. In May I was informed that the gardener had
succeeded in destroying a number of caterpillars on a patch of monks-
hood, and my suspicions were at once aroused as to their identity. A
diligent search only yielded two, spun up in the flower-heads, so well

had the man done his work, but there was no mistaking them, and I

afterwards took another nearly full-fed on a delphinium a few yards

oft'. In captivity all appeared to eat either plant indiscriminately, and
the three eventually pupated and hatched out during my absence

abroad, in the cages of Mr. P. J. Burraud. I found traces also of the

larva at Simon Hill, and one minute specimen which unfortunately was
mislaid. Pi/raweis atalanta, which, with Chrysophann^ pldaeas, is still

flying in the garden, is also reported as being plentiful. It was already

out before I went away from England on July 12th.—-H. Rowland-
Brown, M.A., Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald. September SOth, 1901.

Lepidoptera in county Dublin.—The following lepidoptera were

taken in this neighbourhood at gas-lamps in September : Hydroecia

vticacea, common; Noctiia ylareosa, N. xanthoyrapha, AnchoceUs

pistacina, common; A. lunosa, various forms; MelUnia circcllaris,

Cirrhoedia xerampelina, two ; Ortholitha cervinata, Thera variata,

Acidalia promutata, Ennomos qnercinaria, some nice forms ; and E.

tiliaria. One Sphinx convolrnli was taken here at the flowers of

Nicotiana ajfinis, on September 14th, and another seen on September
18th.—T. Greer, 30, Waltham Terrace, Blackrock, County Dublin.

Lepidoptera at Minehead.—I spent a few days at Minehead, in

Somersetshire, in September. In four days, at Nicotiana ajfinis, I took

14 Sphinx conrolruli, they were all captured between 6.15 and 7.0 o'clock

in the evening on the following dates:—September 24;th, 3 ; 25th, 5

and missed 1 ; 26th, 4 and missed 2; 27th, 2. All were in fairly good
condition. At sugar I also took the following insects :

—

Hadena protea,

Brotolomia meticulosa, Epimda nigra, E. lichenea, Citria cerayo,

Leura)iia pallens, Triphaena orbona, Amphipyra pyramidea, AnchoceUs

rufina, A. pistacina, A. litura, Orrhodia raccinii, Xylophada polyodon,

Peridro)na snffusa, P. sancia, Xoctiia ylareosa, X. xant/ioyrapha, and
MelUnia circellaris.—John Cotton, M.R.C.S., 126, Prescot Road, St.

Helens, Lanes. October 9th, 1901.

Notes on collecting in the Isle of Man.—The entomological

season of 1901 has not been up to the average. The rarer species of

our insular Noctuids were scarce. Very few Dianthoecia caesia and
Polia xanthomista {niyrejcincta) were taken. Cirrhoedia xerampelina,
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however, occurred in some numbers during August, and several

specimens of Sphinx convolvidi were captured during September. Some
fine aberrations of Anthrocera trifolri occurred in the Ballaugh
Curraghs, during the first three weeks of July, many of them being

particularly striking both in form and markings. Sugar proved
attractive during the latter end of June, and Setina irrorella larv»

were plentiful on the coast during the early part of the season,

two specimens of the "ivi" variety (= ab. s?V/»a?rt) being bred by me.

—

H. Shortridge Clarke, F.E.S., Sulby Parsonage, Lezayre, Isle of

Man. Octobtr 12th, 1901.

CoLiAs HYALE AT Chichester.—My brother, Mr. Frederick

Anderson, captured eight specimens of this butterfly during the month
of August last. The first was on the 19th of that month. None were
seen after the 24th. This w^as probably owing to the change in the

weather, which became rainy and cold for the time of the year. Only
one of the insects is a female. We have not seen a single Colias edusa

this season.

—

Joseph Anderson, Chichester. October ith, 1901.

Appearance of Colias hyale at Burgess Hill.-—Three specimens

were taken on August 23rd, and three on August 24th, no C. editsa

were to be seen anywhere.—J. C. Dollman.
Colias hyale in the Croydon district,— Colias hyale appears to-

have been again fairly frequent in this district during the past summer,
judging from my somewhat limited opportunities for observation. I

was only able to be in its haunts on August 24th and 25th, but on
both those days, which were bright, and fairly suitable for its flight,

it was locally frequent, and I succeeded in netting 24 perfect, and some
imperfect, specimens ; of the former, 22 were males and only two
females. The weather broke up the next day, and I did not see

another specimen.—W. G. Sheldon, Croydon. October 26f/(, 1901.

Spilodes palealis at Folkestone.^—I have to record the occurrence

of this insect last June in its old locality near here. I believe it has

not been taken here for some years.

—

Stuart S. Hills, Folkestone.

Ennomos autumnaria at Beading.—Eeferring to Mr. Barnes' note

(antca, p. 278), of the capture of Ennomos autumnaria, at Beading, the

following may explain the capture of the same. In 1899, my friend

Mr. Hills, of Folkestone, gave me a few pupre of the above insect,

from a ? taken by Mr. Giles at Folkestone. I reared a fine lot last

year, and, this year (early spring), turned loose a large batch of

larvfe on the plumtrees in my garden, where they fed up well, and,,

not wanting them, I only collected a few. Several males flew into my
room to light, and, as Mr. Barnes only lives about a mile and a half

from my garden, it may be one of this brood that he took. I thought I

had better make this explanation.—W. E. Butler, Beading, Sejj-

tembcr Idth, 1901,

Wicken Fen and Mr, Aspland.—A week ago I spent a few days at

Wicken, and collected on the Fen with another entomologist. As
usual Mr. Aspland wanted to charge us Is. 6d. per. week, saying that
" we could not go on the Fen without going on his land." He also

threatened to prosecute. May I, on behalf of the Wisbech entomo-

logists, ask if he can do so ?

—

Henry B. Johnston, 8, The Crescent,

Wisbech. August dth, 1901. [Our opinion of Mr. Aspland's conduct

is expressed, anted, vol. iv., p, 177, The droves, in our opinion, the best

collecting-grounds on the Fen, are surely public rights-of-way, and
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everyone has right of usage. We always fixed our sheet on the main
drove when we collected there, and risked Mr. Aspland's threats.

Lepidopterists, to whom Is. 6d. per week is nothing, have made it harder
for their poorer brethren of the net, by paying this imposition without
thinking of the principle involved therein. Ed.]

Sphinx coNVOLVULi at Chichester.—Had it not been for this moth,
which appeared in some numbers in this neighbourhood, the past

season would have been the worst for lepidoptera in my recollection.

The first record of its appearance which I have in my diary, is on August
12th, when a worn specimen was taken in a spider's wel) at the
museum ; after which the moths were not seen till September 8th.

No less than eighteen were captured by my young friend. Master John
Fogden, of Apuldrum, at the flowers of petunias in their garden.
Some of the insects have the cilia so perfect, and the colours so fresh,

that I think they must have been bred in the locality. I heard of one
collector who had obtained two larvae, which safely pupated. The
moth was noticed in our own garden hovering over the petunia flowers.

It is still on the wing at the date on which I am writing (October
3rd). My friend Dr. Crallan, of Bournemouth, tells me that the
moth is fond of resting on palings a short distance from the ground.
This habit is doubtless protective, the colours—of the anterior wings
especially—harmonising perfectly with weathered palings, like those of

CuculUa KDibratica, which has a similar habit.—J. Anderson, Aire
Villa, Chichester. October Snl, 1901.

Appearance of Sphinx convolvuli at Angmering, at J^urgess Hill,
in Sussex, and at Hajvimersmith, London.—I had a full-fed larva of

Sphinx convolndi sent me from Angmering, near Worthing, on August
23rd, it is now in pupa. At Burgess Hill, Sussex, this insect was
constantly to be seen flying round the incandescent gas-lamps in the
London Eoad, on the evenings of September 14th and 15th. A dead
specimen of the same insect was picked up on September 17th, in the
playground of Colet Court School, Hammersmith, by one of the

scholars.—J. C. Dollman.
Sphinx convolvuli in Warwickshire.—A fine specimen was brought

to me alive on the 28th inst. It had been taken at rest close to my
house, and had apparently only recently emerged.—G. W. Wynn,
Hampton-in-Arden, Warwickshire. September 30th, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli at Stratford.—It may be interesting to the
readers of the Becord to know that S. convolvuli has been rather

plentiful in this neighbourhood. I know, personally, of about two
dozen having been taken flying round the electric lights in Stratford

and Ilford. It seems that they are unusually abundant this year.

—

Colin Murray, 9, Bedford Gardens, Ilford. October 6th, 1901.
Sphinx convol\tjli in London Fields.—On September 25th, 1901,

I captured a specimen of Sphinx convolvuli flying around the electric

light at the Broadway, London Fields.

—

Joseph Alderman, la. Alias

Eoad, Mile End, E.
Sphinx convolvuli at Folkestone.—I had a fine specimen of this

moth brought to me on October 1st, taken here at rest. Mr. Judge,
of this town, found, in September, a larva in his garden, which produced
a fine imago in due course.

—

Stuart S. Hills, Public Library,

Folkestone. October 6th, 1901.

Sphikx convolvuli at Chelmsford.—Four specimens of Sphinx
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convolruli were taken here last Thursday and Friday, October 3rd and
4th. Unfortunately two of them were nearly dead when brought
tome, and were in very worn condition. Of the other two, one, a dark

^ , was taken from an electric street lamp on October 4th, and the

other, a ? , I captured myself, on the evening of the same day, flying

at flowers of Nicotiana affinis.—E. Miller, The Croft, Rainsford

Road, Chelmsford. October 1th, 1901.

VARIATION.
Some new Geometrid varieties and aberrations.—In working

through the new Catalo;/ of Staudinger and Rebel, together with our
British literature on the GeometrideH, I have come to the conclusion

that the following more or less well-known varieties and aberrations

have never yet been named.
LobopJiora earjiinata, ab. (et var. '>) fasciata, n. ab.—The central

area of forewings is strongly marked with two narrow, approximate,

transverse bands. These forms are frequent at Rannoch, and are well

represented in all our large or moderate-sized British collections.

Ochyria (Larentia) mnnitata var. hetldandica, n. var.—Ground colour

of forewings strongly ochreous. This fine race seems to entirely

supplant the type in the Shetlands. The specimens are generally, so

far as my observation extends, of rather large size and broad band, but

I would not indicate these characters as absolute essentials of the

variety.

Hl/driomena {Larentia) autiiunialis ab. infitscata, n. ab.—Amongst
various pretty aberrations occurring with the type of this species (known
to most British lepidopterists as H. hiqduviata) in the Isle of Arran,

this is the most extreme, and the easiest of definition. At first glance

the forewings appear to be of an almost uniform fuscous, but two
narrow bands bounding the broad central area, usually also the

middle part of the central area and some spots before the fringes, are

really somewhat paler. It is curious that the pale bands seem to

occupy the position of the (often quite dark) bluish or grey bands of

the type.

Eupithecia (Tephroclystm) renosata var. (?ab.) orcadensis, n. var.

—

Ground colour of a sandy tint which is quite distinct both from the

pale colour of the type and the brown-grey of var. nubilata, Bhtsch.

(from the Shetlands). The black markings—especially the longitu-

dinal—tend, as also in var. nubilata, to be less sharply expressed than
in the type. Both my Orkney specimens belong to this new var., and
Mr. F. J. Hanbury has others ; but I am unable to say positively

whether it is the sole form in the Orkneys.

(xonudontis bidentata ab. ni(jra, n. ab.—This fine form has the

ground colour of a glossy black, with only the transverse lines slightly

paler. It occurs in company with so many others of our melanic

aberrations in some of the northern manufacturing districts—Man-
chester, &c.—Louis B. Prout, F.E.S., The Elms, 246, Richmond
Road, Dalston, N.E.

Erkata.—Page 303, line 18, for " Cidaria " read " Neuronia." Page 303, line

14, for " Lepidoptera in the New Forest" read " Lepidoptera in the New Forest,

&c." By leaving out the "&c." this note re&ds &s ii Arfiyiniis adqipe, Agrotis

cincrea, Pachetra leucophaea and Neuronia reticulata were captured in the New
Forest. These species were not taken in the New Forest.

—

Ed.
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Some Remarks on the British Species of Limnius {n-ith plate).

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E,S.

It will be remembered that, in the April number of the Ento-

violof/ist's Monthly Magazine of this year, Mr. Champion made some
remarks on the British species of Limnius. He said that Mr. Edwards
had sent him for examination four Liimiii from Norfolk, apparently

belonging to as many species, together with enlarged photographs of

the same, taken by himself. These photographs we now reproduce,

since it appears to us that the paper in question is very difficult to

follow without the illustrations to study with it. We now proceed to

quote some of ]\Ir. Champion's remarks. He says (speaking of figures

nos. 1-4 in the plate) :
" If these specimens are to be referred to two

species only, as seems probable, there must be considerable variation

in the sculpture, etc., of the members of this genus, and it is, there-

fore, worth while calling attention to them. The chief difierential

characters noticed by Mr. Edwards between these four insects, which
for convenience are here referred to under the numbers 1-4, are as

follows :

—

1. Elytra coarsely punctuate-striate on the disc (the interstices appearing

convex), about two and a half times longer than the thorax; thorax shining on the

disc.

2. Elytra sculptured as in no. 1, about two and a third times longer than the

thorax ; thorax dull and rugulose on the disc.

3. Elytra finely and somewhat shallowly punctuate-striate on the disc, the

interstices flat, each with a distinct single series of punctures.

4. Elytra as in no. 3, but without a distinct single series of punctures on each

interstice."

He goes on to say that M. Grouvelle has examined Mr. Edwards'

insects and considers them to belong to two species only, nos. 1 and 2

being L. dari/dasi, Latr., and nos. 3 and 4 L. troghnhites, Gyll. Now
it seems to me that, if nos. 3 and 4 are the same species, there is

absolutely nothing left to differentiate between two species. We know
that size and colour go for very little in coleoptera, and what have we
left—form, structure, sculpture, and punctuation, and as these two
specimens differ from each other in all these the whole thing is

reduced to an absurdity. We note that Mr. Champion does not

express a decided opinion on the subject, and all the coleopterists to

whom we have shown the photographs have expressed great doubt as

to their being the same species. To make our illustration of the genus

more complete we add a figure (no. 5) of L. yinilaris, Rosenh.

Whatever views one may hold as to what constitutes specific dis-

tinction in this genus, the British forms may for the present be dis-

tinguished as follows :

—

1. (0) Disc of thorax shining.

2. (3) Elytra shallowly depressed on the disc. (larfjchini, Latr. (no. 1).

3. (2) Elytra plain.

4. (.5) Interstices of elytral strise with a distinct single

row of punctures. trofilodyten, Gyll. (no. 3).

5. (4) Interstices of elytral strise simple. ?-/rHZ((ri.s,Eosenh. (no..5).

6. (1) Disc of thorax dull.

9. (8) Thorax not narrowed until beyond the middle. no. 2.

8. (7) Thorax gradually narrowed from the base. no. 4.

No. 2 may, of course, be the female of L. dari/dasi, but if that be so

then this sex must be extremely rare, since but tAvo other specimens

arc recorded. Colour is lent to the assumption that the female in

December 15th, 1901.
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Limnius has the disc of the thorax dull, by Mr. Champion's statement
that nos. 8 and 4 can be matched in a series of L.tro(ilo(hjtet< from Slapton
in his collection, since he does not say that he has specimens inter-

mediate between those two forms. We agree with Mr. Champion that

it is worth while to call attention to these obscure insects, and hope
that coleopterists will look up their specimens of this genus with the

view of clearing the matter up.

Whether photo-micrography will ever take a front place in ento-

mological illustration is doubtful, but as practised by Mr. Edwards it

certainly affords a convenient means of comparing the contour and
sculpture of small insects.

On some races of Lasiocampa quercus.

By J. C. WARBURG.

(Concluded frniii ji. 317.)

SicuLA Derivatives.—(1) L.hyhr. sioda^ X weridionalix $(= 9(^

X 2 ? ).—Mr. Bacot obtained a pairing of these two moths (U. August
24th, 1897), fromwhichhebred4imagines,3<? sandl $ . Thesamemale
was paired twice(if not three times) . The ova given me were very green, and
I anticipated that they would be sterile. They hatched, however, and the

larvffi were very red-brown-haired on the dorsal area, with a very few long

white hairs (derived from the ? parent I suppose) sprinkled over the

sides, very few on the back. I obtained four pupte (the last May 1st,

1898), and had only three emergences, all 3' s, between July 30th and
September 2nd, 1898. The specimens are more like var. meridionalis than

var. sicula. The band on the forewings is much as in var. sictda, the spot

rather larger than in either of the parent races. The predominance
of var. )in'ridio)ialif> appears in the hindwing, which has the border,

though a little lighter than in var. weridionalis, brown and not

ochreous, and the band narrow. In a male which Mr. Bacot has

given me of his rearing (which spent its whole life in England, while

mine were in Cannes in the larval and part of the pupal stage) the

dot is quite small, the only point in which it differs in the least from
var. weridionalis being a certain intensity of colour in the narrow band
of the hindwing, due to the orange-yellow coloration of the band in

var. sicula. Two of these were paired, and the descendants are

described next.

(2) L. hybr. <? (sicula x meridionalis) X ? [(meridionalis x rihurni) x
(meridionalis x ribiirni)] [= ^ (9 X 2) x i; (6 X 6)] . —The male in this case

was placed with three females. The ova, lot 3610, from one or more
of these were laid about July 30th, 1898, hatched August 22nd, 1898,

first moult September 3rd, second moult about September 10th, third

September 25th, 1898, fourth about October 19th, 1898. The first

spun up December 12th, 1898. The larvre on hatching were dark

brown with pale whitish dorsal line scarcely divided by the bluish

segmental divisions. The dark brown sides of first four segments

with long white hairs. Head black. After first moult bright rusty

orange. The pattern on the back consists of orange lozenges with

dark subdorsal /^-marks. Head pale blue, face paler. Collar rather

large, orange. First segments with long white costal hairs, sides with

white hairs. Long scattered white hairs. My only two specimens
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are two <? s, which emerged July 11th, 1900, and August 7th, 1900,
after an extra year of pupal life. They are odd enough in their looks.

They are of a dark mahogany-hrown tint, different from any of the others,

thinly scaled and partly decolorised, with small dots, a narrow sharply-

defined band on the forewings, and a quite thin not very marked line

on the hindwings. Their markings do not suggest their parentage,

and they would hardly be taken for qnereiis forms at all. The only
other specimen they at all resemble is one of the second year [(9 X 2) x 9]

batch. I still have many pup^e remaining over, possibly alive.

(8) L.hybr.t? {sicida x meridionalh) x ? hicida [= <? (9 X 2) x ? ?9]

.

—About July 1897 I had an unfortunate accident with my pupa cage.

It was knocked over by a curtain, blown by a draught in the room, and
several of the pups were spilt out of their boxes. I sorted them out
as well as I could, but there is a slight degree of doubt in some which
I have marked with a ?. The female parent in this case was, however,
almost certainly a sieida. The ova, lot 3660, obtained from the above
parents on August 12th, 1898, were large, mottled with red-brown.
They all hatched on September 3rd, 1898, and after. Before their

first moult the larvfe were very similar to lots 3640 [= <? (9 x 2) x ?

(6 X 6)] and 3616 [ = <? (9 x 7) "x ? 10] , except that there seemed to be a
more conspicuous black segmental division between segments 2-3 and
3-4. There were also scattered long black hairs. I have no further

notes about them after the first moult (September 14th, 1898). The
emergences extended over two years and were very erratic. So are the

results. All specimens were small. The 3^ parent as before stated

had large dots, the four 3" descendants minute ones. The two males
emerged in the first year (April 1899) are good intermediates both in

colour (which is duller in these than in any of the others) and in

markings. The whole border of the hindwing is a brown just about
midway between the chestnut of var. H(('?7f//o»«^/.s-and the dark brown of

var. aicula, just lightened up with a thin orange-yellow line inside, which
is even smaller than the band in var. meridinnalis. The ? of the first

year is lighter than the ? parent, and shows the influence of both
races. The two <? s of the second year did not appear in April, but
in August 1900 and in the winter following." The first of these

was a decolorised thinly-scaled specimen, similar to the first year's,

the second a washed out var. sictda in appearance with nothing to dis-

tinguish it from the pure race. The two second year 5 s were darker
and slightly crippled. I ought to note, as it has been shown to

influence var. sicida, that the winter of 1898 Avas the last that I spent
in Cannes, so that crosses obtained after that were reared entirely in

England.

(4) L.hybr.<3^ sicida x ? {meridionalis x vihurni){= J 9 X ? 7).—The
(? parent was the same as in the 9 J x 2 ? brood described, the ? a
fairly dark nicely marked specimen. This pairing was obtained by
Mr. Bacot (V, August 24th, 1897), who reared 400. My larva,
described when l^in. long, closely resembled those of (7<? x2?).
They had the dorsal area very red-brown-haired, but more long white
hairs were sprinkled over both back and sides. Face rusty-red. I

obtained 17 pupte. I am not able to say how many imagines emerged
(July-September, 1898), as this box full suffered very severely in the

* No record was kept of moths, which, coming out unexpectedly, damaged
themselves irreparably.
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upset already alluded to. There was a good number. Four $ s, all

alike, are good intermediates, much more so than in the <? 9 x $ 2

brood. Forewing with a band like that of var. riburni in breadth

and in contour also, but influenced by the straight var. sicula

character. Hindwing with a broad band suffused externally.

That is to say, var. fticida takes the inside half and L. meri-

dional is xvibumi the outside. Fringes yellow. These are very

like the Gironde var. (jiiillewdtii. There is another <? exactly

like these from a pupa which no doubt got into a wrong box.

Then there are three males purporting to be this cross, with narrow
bands on the hindwings, which probably are what they pretend to be

;

they show little L. var. sinila. Finally there is another 3' which came
out of this box which will be referred to later. The female (described

from one of Mr. Bacot's) has the sicula hindwing.

(5) <? 9 X ? (9 X 7).—I obtained this pairing and also J 9 x ? (6 x 6)

with the same male, but nothing appears to have come of either.

(6) L. hybr. 3" [{nn'ridiojutlisx ciburni) x{>iteri(Uonalisxrihi(rni)]

X ? sicida [= (J (6 x 6) x ? 9] .—This cross the reciprocal to the last

was obtained by Mr. Bacot (no. 1, 1898). He and Mr. Prout" bred

from itlc? and 5 $ s in 1899, and 2^ s in 1900. The males are

practically L. var. cibnrni but with the band more orange on the hind-

wings, and are very like the three 9x7 crosses described as doubtful (the

probable correctness of which they endorse). One of the two males

given me by Mr, Bacot has the band of the hindwings wavy, the only

example of the kind among all the specimens. The ? s have the

sicula hindwing.

We now come to three crosses which give very charming offspring.

(7) L. hybr. sicula (/) xqiierciis (Paris) (= <? 9x ? 10).—The male
parent is one which came from a batch of var. sicula pup^e,

and I have little doubt is such. In markings it is a typical

specimen of this form. The $ parent is of a pale ochre

with the markings obsolescent. All the ova of this batch (lot

3647), which were laid August 6th, 1898, hatched. The 1st moult took

place September 14th, 1898. The moths emerged from March 28th

till June, 1899, 9o s and 15 ? s. In the second year 2 2s emerged at

the end of August, which is remarkable. There are ten pupre still

left, some, I think, alive. The young larv^B before the 1st moult are

like those of lot 3646 [
5" (9 X 7) X ? 10] but the long hairs are, many (or

most) of them, black. The black spot on the 4th segment fairly con-

spicuous. The moths are all smaller than the parents. The males are

very like L. var. sicula, but the band on the forewing is suffused externally,

making the whole border pale. The border of the hindwing is either

pure yellow or more or less powdered. The females all very pale

yellow, paler than the mother, there is, however, more tendency to a

darker b ise with pale border to the hindwing. The second year female

is redder, thinly scaled, with markings nearly obliterated. A fertile

pairing of two moths of this cross was obtained. The larvte hatching

May 23rd, 1899. These may be noted as follows

:

(8) L. hybr. [sicula{/) X querciui] x [sicHla{.^) x qucrcus]

.

— The 1st

* Mr. Bacot writes me :
" Mr. Prout bred, during 1899, 4 <? s and 7 ? s, in addi-

tion I exchanged with you I think 1 <? and 1 ? . One ? is extremely dark, not (f

coloration, but very dark ? sicula coloration. This ? and another show a narrow
yellow band dividing the border from ground colour of hindwing."
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moult occurred June 8th, 1899. This is the only entry I have about

them.
The remaining two families are particularly curious in their females.

The 3" parent of both was the same individual, but unfortunately

there is doubt as to its pedigree. It was reputed to be a 9 x 7 (the

batch which suffered most in the upset), but in markings it is a pure L.

var. aicida with but the slightest powdering of darker on the border of

the hindwing. I would not hesitate to put it down as pure L. var.

siciila except that the hybrids from it and the Paris qucrn'oi $ are con-

siderably less .s/r»/rt-like than the 9 x 10 lot (3617) already described.

To proceed to these two families in detail :

—

(9)L.hybr. (? [sicKlax{iiuTi(li(nialisxvibi(nii) or {siciila)] x ? [sieida

X {iiicn'dionalis X vihnnii)] , [= <? (9 X 7) X 2 (9 X 7)]
.—This was the first

pairing of the male just mentioned. The pedigree of the ? is almost

certainly correct. It is a large dark specimen agreeing with Mr. Bacot's

9x7, and has a blending of the characters without a conspicuously L.

var. siinda border. The ova (lot 3G11) were deposited about July 30th,

1898, only a few of them hatched (on August 22nd, 1898). Two other

pairings of these hybrids (in which the ^ s were both of the vibunii-like

type already referred to) produced, respectively, 26 and 50 sterile ova. The
1st moult of the above (lot 3614) took place September 9th, 1898. Two
females emei-ged in May 1899, and another one is recorded in Sep-

tember 1900, which I cannot trace. Six pupae lie over, possibly alive.

The young larvie resembled lot 3646 [(9 X 7) X 10] and 3640 [(9 X 2) x
(6 X 6)] , but with a few scattered black hairs. After the 1st moult they

were like those of the foregoing two batches, and had no, or hardly any,

black hairs. The ? moths are small but very pretty. The slightly

scalloped fringe of the hindwing (slightly noticeable in L. sicida) is

marked with grey at the tips of the nervures, which on the forewing

darken when halfway across the band. This colouring is slight but

enough to impart a neat look to the insect. The other markings are

like L. var. sicida. The colour dull sinda.

(10) L. hybr. [sicida x {incridio)iaUs x ribi(rni) or (sicida)] x ijiwrciis

(Paris) [= (9 X 7) X 10] .—This is the second pairing of the same male

and, as pointed out, if it were pure L. sicida would be the same in

descent as lot 3647 (9x10). The female parent fairly large, pale;

dark lines marked inside band on forewings and around the dot.

Bands obsolescent, whole margin pale in hindwing. The ova (lot

3646) laid about August 2nd, 1898, all hatched August 26th, 1898, and

after. The moths emerged 25 c? s and 9 $ s, on March 1st, 1899, and
after, and in the next year 3 ? s, August 19th, 1900, and after. The same
curious phenomenon with regard to dates as in some of the other batches

was observed. The following is the description of the various stages :

—

Ova very large, mottled red-brown. Larva before 1st moult: Ashy-white,

very distinct dorsal line, continuous or only slightly interrupted by the

segmental divisions ; sides blue-black, with orange costal or sub-

dorsal spots on black ones, the latter most marked on the 4th segment.

Possibly these markings, when observed with a lens appear a little

more contrasted with the ground colour than they do in lot 3610 [(9 X 2)

x(6x6)]. Long hairs all white. After the 1st moult (l);\ginning

September 9th, 1898), rusty-orange diamonds appear on the back;

the sides black with the pattern as before ; head pale blue, face

whitish ; first two or three segments large, with long silky-white hairs,
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which are also to be found scattered all over ; 2nd moult took place Sep-

tember 20th, 1898, 3rd (?4th) moult about November 14th, 1898 ; the first

larva pupated Deceml)er 25th, 1898. The ^ moths are larger than the

father, rich in colour. They have the band diffused and the margins of the

forewings consequently paler, as in lot 3647 (9 x 10). The hindwingis less

markedly sicida than in these, and the band is powdered with darker on

the outer half as in the first four (9 x 7) described. It is on account of

their difference, in this respect, from lot 3647 (9 x 10) that I think it

possible that the S" parent is not pure fn'rula. The females, too, with

one exception, are brownish and not ochreous-yellow ; the white dot

conspicuous. Through the $ parent having a sicida-\\ke hindwing it

is not possible to say which strain they resemble in markings.

The 3 ? s which passed an extra winter are extraordinary in

appearance. They are of a dingy red-brown all over, the markings

obliterated to a pale yellowish line on the forewing, obsolete in one

specimen except in front. They have a slightly lighter margin on the

hindwing and a very white spot on the forewings.

(11).—Five other 2nd year females with a sicula S parent and an

unknown female {sicula hybrid probably) also have a dingy reddish

coloration and obsolescent markings.

Coleoptera on Snowdon.

By BKOCKTON TOMLIN, B.A., F.E.S., and E. J. B. SOPP, F.E.S.

Collecting on Snowdon is always interesting, on account of the

distinctive character of its mountain fauna. Almost before you begin

to climb from Llanberis, an examination of the moss at the fall

produces such species as Stenus (jmjnewcri, Qnedius aiiricomiis, and
other Qiicdii, or an occasional Acidota crenata, and assures the coleop-

terist that he is no longer on level ground. The mterest was,

however, much enhanced during our visit this summer by the

occurrence of a phenomenon bearing upon the dispersal of insects, an
account of Avhich will, perhaps, be especially apposite, following, as it

does, upon Mr. Tutt's paper in the October number.
The major part of our collecting was done on August 18th, 19th,

and 20th, though a few of the species herein recorded were
gathered during the subsequent three weeks. Turning over stones

was not very productive, owing to the time of year, and the only

interesting (jarabidae that occurred were Nebiia f/i/lh'nhali, Carabus

arreyisis, Ancliomenaa viicans, and Harpcdiis latus var. crythrocephalns.

This form has been considered to be merely immature, but we are

strongly of opinion that it is a genuine variety. One may, perhaps,

compare the red- and black-legged forms of PterosticJnis madid us, and
the tendency of some Ajdiodii to vary between red and black. One
may also mention Calathiis mdanocephalns, the dark variety in this

case being a mountain form, and a perfectly red variety of ErirrJnnus

acrididas, taken in Septemljer, at Ballycastle, Co. Antrim. The moun-
tain form of Atjabus bijiustiilatiis is generally more or less red. This

variety of Harpalas latus is probably widely distributed over the Welsh
mountains, and one of us took it lately in Co. Antrim.

The capture of over a dozen specimens of CJirysounia verealis was
noteworthy, as showing that this insect, like others of the genus, lasts

till late in the season. We believe that it is usually captured at least
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two months earlier. A very puzzling little Loni/itarsK^ was plentiful

all over the mountain, and has been referred by different people to

ballotae or rcic/wi. Water-collecting produced a few specimens each of

Hi/(lro])()rns riralis, H. darisi, H. ni'i/rita and 77. melcniarins. A;iahus

hipustttlatna var. solieri (?) was, of course, common. This variety was
described by Newman as var. mowilnniiis [Ent. Mwj., i., 55). Miscel-

laneous collecting produced Anthrrophai/Ks pallcns, Scirtes hemi-

sphaericKs, and the variety hicolor of Tachinus si(btc'rranrui<.

The moss towards the top of the mountain proved most productive,

and yielded surprises of the first water amongst the Brachelytra.

First and foremost comes Ocj/iisa hibcrnica, of which Mr. Champion
took a single specimen (the type) on the top of Slieve Donard, Co.

Down, twenty-five years ago. Dr. Sharp took another specimen at

Braemar. Rye's name is, therefore, somewhat of a misnomer. We also

took (Kvi/jioda n(j)icula, sparingly—a mountain species which also

occurred with Oci/usa hibcrnica in Ireland. Ocyusa incrassata,

Hoiiialuta tibialis, H. ercmita, occurred more or less scantily, and
single specimens of Tackinna clo)i;/atiis, Humalota subi/labra (?), PJii-

lonthiis nif/rita, Antheyophafjiis alpinKft, and Gcoclromicus (/lubalicollis. By
dint of hard work we both secured nice series of Acichta crcnata. Our
experience tends to show that the moss is more productive in wet than
in dry weather, in spite of the discomfort of shaking and examining it

under a heavy rain.

It was a fortunate chance that impelled us on August 19th, when
descending via Clogwyn, to turn aside for a look at the small
mountain tarn known to the initiated as Llyn du'r Arddu, whose blue-

black waters are a conspicuous object at the foot of the precipice of

Clogwyn du'r Arddu, about 2000 feet up on the Llanberis side. We
were astonished to find along the north-eastern margins of the tarn a
seething mass of struggling insects, mostly beetles, though nearly all

orders were represented. This mass was being constantly augmented
by a steady stream of insects setting in across the surface of the water
under the influence of the prevailing south-west wind, which had
varied but a few points during the whole of the preceding week.
Many were drowned but myriads were very much alive to the situation

and crawled ashore to dry as soon as the drift gave them a chance.

Nor was even the minutest particle of drift-wood untenanted ; even
the larger beetles and plant-bugs had willy-nilly to carry a crew,

which was often piled up three or four stories high. After the first

excitement of decimating these mariners was over, one naturally began
to ask old Aeneas' question to the Sibyl—" Quid vult concursus ad
amnem?" The preceding week had been accompanied by constant
torrents of rain, and the reason first naturally presenting itself was
that they had been washed down by the swollen mountain torrents

and freshets. Many had undoubtedly been thus assembled, but further

inspection showed that a large number of insects were of lowland
origin, species attached to fir, oak, heather and other vegetation, such
as only grows hundreds of feet lower down, in the valleys beneath.

We have,therefore, no hesitation in adducing wind as an even more
important factor than water in causing this phenomenon. The period

of hot weather which had succeeded a spell of cold and rain only a

day or two before our first visit would, as usual, produce a steady and
somewhat strong diurnal current of air towards the sooner heated
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uplands, by which the insects may have voluntarily or involuntarily

ascended. This fact of itself would not be adequate to explain their

congregation at the tarn but for two further important considerations,

firstly, the downward rush of cold air which takes place—often with
boisterous force—an hour or two after sunset in all mountainous
districts ; secondly, the fact that, on several subsequent occasions when
clouds or mist for a time obscured the sun and thus interfered with
the general flux of temperature, strong gusts of wind sweeping across

the south-Avest slope of Crib-y-Ddysgwl and Clogwyn du'r Arddu,
were often observed to curl down over the precipice and occasionally

even to strike the water beneath with considerable force. Pieces of

paper were several times thus precipitated in the vicinity of the Llyn,
their gyrations in the air not only proving the strength and direction

of the atmos];)heric currents, but suggesting an explanation of the

remarkable aggregate of forms. In this connection, we may quote
Houzeau, as cited by Dr. Phipson in his "Researches on the History of

the Earth's Atmosphere," with reference to hail. He says that hail

is so much more frequent by day than at night, because sudden
currents of air (termed in French ;/rai7is or coups dc cent) are more
common in the daytime, and are due to the inequalities of tempera-

ture produced by the sun's rays falling on certain portions of the air

whilst other portions are in the shade. In another chapter Dr. Phipson
remarks, "It is now known that butterflies and other insects are

occasionally transported by aerial currents from the valleys to the

summits of the highest mountains and far out to sea." On one day
when a south-east wind was blowing across the shoulder of the

mountain and curling down as described above, large numbers of

Adihwnia tanaceti kept sailing in to the northern end of the tarn
;

these were, in all probability, brought up from the valley which runs

from Beddgelert to Pen-y-gwryd, swept over the slopes near the

summit, and precipitated by the swirling gusts into the lake. Like
the majority of the beetles, they had evidently been immersed for but

a short time. We append a complete list of the beetles collected in

and about this tarn, some 140 species in all. The commonest was
Sitones jiare.'icens, which swarmed in such thousands that our lodgings

were peopled for days with specimens that had settled on us and been

carried home. Unfortunately the landlady was under the the impres-

sion that we had imported a novel English form of Cimex. Single

examples occurred of the true Philonthiis nif/ritidtis, and of the very

rare Hijdnohim pnnctatas
( ? ), which Crotch records from North Wales.

The single specimen of PltUontlnis thennarum is unicolorous black all

but the elytra, which are slightly lighter. Our captures were :

Notiophilns aqiiatirns, N. bii/uttatiis, J^'lajihrns ciipreiis, ( 'livina

collaris, BradyceUus niviilis, B. collaris, Harpalus ruficornis, Tapliria

niralis, Ajichoiiicnus alhijics, OlistJtopus rotioidatiis, Bciiihidiiun tibiale,

TachyviiH Jiai'ipes, Trcchiis vii)iiitt(x, Patrobiis assi)iiilis, Helophorus

aencipennis, Spliaeridiniii hipustiilatuvi var. inanjinatiun, Cercyon

obsoh'titfi, ('. hat'inorrhoidalis, Mcpasternum holctophainun , t'rijptnpleurum

atoiiiariiiiii, AlcorJiara laniu/inosa, Astilbus canalicidatiis, Ocytisa

incrassata, Hoiiialota circcllaris, H. vicina, H. tibialis, H. elotUjatula,

H. analis, Kncephalns coiiijdicans, TacJii/ponis chrijsomelinHs, T.

Jmmerosns, T. Jn/pnoriii)i, (Jilea silplwides, Tachinus riijipes, T.

maryincUns, T. subterrancus, Me[iacro7iiis analis, j\[i/cetoporus anf/nlan.'f
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^f. Icjiidiis, il/. pnnctKii, M. lacidus, Quedius violochiniia, Q. trhtis, (J.

fi(litji)inni(>i, (J. iiiiibruins, Q. iricipea, Q. hoops, Q. semiaeneus, Oci/pus

cupreus, Philonthiis varim, P. sordidus, P. thermaram, P. ni'iritxliis,

Xantholiniift i/Iahratiis, X. linearis, X. lonyiventris, Lathrubiidii

bnoiuijifs, L. fnlripcnne, Stcnus i)iiprcssus, S. aerosns, S. f/enicidatus, S.

declaratiis, Leptaciniis linearis, Othius ini/rinecophiliis, Stiliciis affinis,

I'latijstcthus arenarius, Oxytelus scidptus, (>. sculjituratns, (). nitidtiliis,

(), tetracarinatiis, Acidota crenata, Howaliiun rirnlare, II. excavation,

Ai/atliidiiiin laerigatuin, Hi/dnobius punctatas, Cholera ijrand icollis,

Adalia hipiinrtata, A. obliterata, Anatis ocellata, Coccinella rariabilis, (J.

hieroi/b/pln'ca (type and black variety), C. 7-punctata, Habjzia 14-

(jnttata, Coccidnla ritfa, Ehizobim litiira, Bracliypterus pubescens,

Meliijetlies aeneas, M. viridescens, M. picipes, Monutoiiia picipes, Knicmus
viinutus, Corticaria elom/ata, Anthero})ha(p(s nif/ricornis, AUniiaria

fuscipes, A. pasilla, Ephistenus (jyrinoides, Typhaea fiimata, Byrrhns

pilnla, B. fasciatus, Simpdocaria semistriata, Elinis aeneas, Aphodius

haeiiwrrhoidalis, A. ater, A. lappontim, A. Jimetarius, A. pnsillus, A.

contaminatus. A, pioictato-sidcatits, A. depressus, Geotrupes sylraticiis,

Serica brunnea, Phyllopertha horticola, Corynibites aeneas, Chrynowela

polita, Gastroidea polyyoni, Pliaedon armoraciae, Lochinaea sutnralis,

Adimonia tanaceti, Lonyitarsns jacobaeae, L. melanocephalas, L. luridns,

L. iiusilltis, Phyllotreta nnditlata, Sphaeroderina cardui, Plectroscelis

ronclnna, Psylliodcs ajfinis, P.napi, Salpinyns aeratits, Antliicus Jioralis,

Apion haematoides, A. niyritarse, A. apricans, A. scatellare, Sitones

hisjiididns, S. Uneatns, 8. Jiavescens, Hypera punctata, H. niyrirostris,

Dorytoiniis macidatiis, Mecinus py raster, Ccathorr/iyncJius erysimi, C.

contractus, Liinnobaris T-album, Myelopldlus piniperda.

Staudinger and Rebel's Catalogue.*

[Concluded fro)n p. 825.)

Several miscellaneous additions and corrections of detail, not given

earlier in this review, and by no means professing to be exhaustive,

must be very briefly given.

Miiller's Lepidoptera in Allioni's " Manipulus Insectorum Taurin-

ensium " (176G) do not seem to be quoted at all. Eogenhofer [Lep.

von Hernstein, p. 18) gives var. riryinea, Miill. (of Zyyaena carnioUca,

Scop.) priority over hedysari, Hb.
Goeze's names founded on figures and descriptions in Degeer,

Kleemann, Gladbach, &c., have only a very half-hearted recognition,

although Staudinger expressly declared himself in favour of their

validity in his 1871 preface. Anceps, Goeze, iii., 8, p. 207 (1781),
founded on Kleemann's figure, is not even cited with a query in the

synonymy of trepida, Esp. (1786), yet it ought to supplant it, as in

Kirby's " Catalogue." Bi-ren, Goeze, iii., 8, p. 206 seems to have
right of priority against (Maiiiestra) ylauca, though the identification of

Kleemann's PI. 48, by Rogenhofer, is not the same as Werneburg's, the

latter arguing for yenistae, Bkh. One, at least, of Goeze's names

* "Catalog der Lepidopteren dcs palaearctiiichen Fauueiifiebicte.t," von Dr.
Phil. 0. Staudinger unci Dr. Phil. H. liebel. Dritte Autiage des " Cataloges des
europiiischen Faunengebietes." Berlin : K. Friedliinder und Sohn. Mai, 1901.

I. Theil : Fam. I'apiUiiiiiddc -Ilcpudidac, von Dr. O. Staudinger und Dr. H. liebel

;

II. Theil: Fam. I'yralidae—Mkropteryf/iduc, \on Di.H.liehel. xxxii+ 411 + 308
pp. in 8vo.
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founded on Gladbach seems also to have priority

—

(Caradrina) octorfe-

naria, Goeze, iii., 3, p. 227 (178l) = «/.s/»('.s, Brahm (1791); hermclina,

Goeze, p. 227, used by Kirby to supplant {Cerura) bifida, Brahm, and
cited by Staudinger with query, needed no query, but it turns out to be

a homonym, and therefore invalid, Goeze having another Noctiia

Jieniielina on p. 207 {= Trichnsia liidijica, L.).

On p. 26, Poh/i/onia c-albion, gen, aest. hiitchinsoni, Robson, " p.

110 " should be added to the reference.

On p. 32, var. d of Melitaea anrelia should surely be called varia,

Lampa (1885), not nnrvegica, Auriv. (1889) ?

On p. 46, i/lanalis, Esp. (cir. 1805, iiec " ante 1800 "), being

homonymous with t/lacialifi, Schr., should be supplanted by alectn, Hb.,

which, moreover, is perhaps prior ?

On p. 92, the name Jiava, Briinn., in Pontopp. Danske Atlas, i., p.

685 (1763) should supplant thataiias, Hfn. ; the determination has

never been questioned.

On p. 100, j\li)))as, Hb., should be used for Sphinx tiliac, L. ; it

seems to have been overlooked that Dalman's own selected type of his

Dilina was S. ocellata, L., and that it is therefore a synonym of

Sinerinthu!i, Latr,

On p. 103, Cliaerocawpa is a mis-spelling of Choerocauijia, which
Duponchel published correctly with the oe diphthong.

On p. 104, Macrof/lossHm is Scopoli's original spelling, and must
be followed on Staudinger's own rules.

On p. 109, under Xotodonta i^hoehc, Siebert, 1770 is a misprint for

1790.

On p. 131 the name Colncasia is wrongly attributed to Hiibner ; it

is Ochsenheimer's, but whether traced through Hiibner's restriction or

through Samouelle's type-citation it became indissolubly associated

with con/li before Ih'inas was created and must of necessity replace this

latter.

On p. 137, ab. suhseqna, Hb. (of At/mtis orhona, Hfn.) must be

transferred to cornea, Hb. ; vide Tutt, " Brit. Noct.," ii., pp. 93-91, 96,

on conaequa, Hb., which is the same form. Neither subucqua nor

conseqiia, however, is the right name for it; for it is neither the siibseqiia

of Schiffermiiller [teste Ochs.) nor of Esper, and Hiibner corrected the

name of his var. to interpoaita (Beitrdije, VerbeaxerniKjen, p. 32, 1789 ?)

before he published it as conscqua in the Saiiiwlini;/. But, further, this

name interjiosita is prior to comes itself, and if Snellen be not followed

in giving Staudinger-Rebel's species no. 1154 as siibseqna, Esp. (with

ab. interjiosita, Hb.), then the only alternative is to give it as interposita,

Hb., with the common form as ab. comes, Hb.
On p. 140, the name .vantluxjrapha should read xantoiiraplia, if it is

to be attributed to Fabricius ; but Schilfermiiller, who originally

published it, spelled it correctly with the tli.

On p. 144, species 1273 and 1276 are wrongly-named, so far as can

be made out from the evidence here adduced, for birivia, Hb., 42 would

take precedence of birivia, Hb., 631, and also of helcetina, B. ; but the

name biriria really originated with Schiffermiiller, and the complication

here again shows the evil of not indicating its first source.

On p. 154, the name (jlottiila, Gn. (1837) is reinstated in place of

Jhit/n/s, Hb., Stgr. Cat., ed. ii. This seems to be because Glottula

was isotypical, Ihitlnjs heterotypical ; but on a rigid historical method
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of procedure it is open to question, as Boisduval in 1840 restricted

Brit/ii/s {IhitJnja) to cncansta diWii iiancratii.

On p. 162, Dianthoecia cnnfipersa, Schiff., is still allowed to stand

as nana, Rott., notwithstanding that Werneburg and Tutt have shown
that it contradicts the original description of nana (Hufnagel's).

On p. 163, its var. b is misprinted hethandica ; fortunately it was
correctly spelled hcthlamUca on its original publication in /r/.s- (1892).

But the name is a synonym ; var. ohliterac [sicj Robson and Gardner,

List Brit. Lcp., p. 13 (cir. 1885), Tutt, Brit. Noct.,iii., p. 38 (1892) is

considerably older.

On p. 163, the name hicrnris, Hfn., is rejected iov capaincola, Schiff.;

there seems no adequate reason for disputing the accepted determina-

tion, and Hufnagel's name should be given the priority.

On p. 164, the genus Cleoceris, B. (1840, not 1830, as printed) is

wrongly rejected in favour of Boinbi/cia, Stph. (nee Hb.), following

Hampson " Moths of India," li., p. 206 (1894).

On p. 169, we find the genus '' Liiperina" is somewhat thinned

down, but is still "invalid as not containing the type of the concep-

tion"''\" Professor Grote long ago re-named Lederer's Luperina—
" Ledereria,'' n. nom., but made the type virens, L. {ride, Ent. Rec,
viii., p. 183), which is the type of the earlier Lueeria, Heinem. (1859)

and is now correctly so given. Probably the Luperina of Staudinger

and Rebel, as now restricted, will require a new name.
On p. 174, hepatiea, Hb., (Text) is invalid ; the name hejiatiea is

Clerck's and has been wrongly suppressed; is it not veaWy= tincta,

Brahm, as Hiibner (oliin), Freyer, Herrich-Schaffer and others

accepted ? If so, the hepatiea of Hiibner's text (and of our British

authors, &c.) must be called by the safer name of e/iaraeterea, Hb.
On p. 186, jialiiiUs, Tutt, most certainly ought not to be given as a

synoni/iii of Hi/ihvecia nietitans (L.) Bkh. ; it is at the least a separate

variety or race. {"Acton," in the following reference is printed in the

wrong type, and looks as if it were a synonym instead of an author's

name)

.

On p. 188, hrevilinea, Fenn, is erroneously maintained in its

position in Xonat/ria, notwithstanding the frequent corrections (Tutt,

Ent. Bee., xii., p. 295 ; &c.). It should be in, or at least near, the

genus Leueania,

On p. 197, and probably in some other places, is seen the incon-

venience of the circulation, often for many years, of manuscript names
in Staudinger's trade-catalogues. For the central Asiatic form of

Carailrina auihi<iua, Fb., there is given the new varietal name of var.

Iiilaris, Stgr. ; but this form has been long distributed as " var. diln-

eida " [efr. Tutt, Brit. Noet., i., p. 155). Ultimately it chanced to get

described under this name {Ent. Bee., vi., p. 228, 1895), and it will

consequently have to be known as var. dilueida, Prout (1895) = /(/Zrt^/".s,

Stgr. (1901).

On p. 205, for anhtiim, Fb., read "notaeula, F. ]\Iant., 138; Auriv.,

Ent. Tidskrift, xviii., p. 159 ; subtitsa, F. Mant., 152,"

On p. 259, ocularis, L., has not yet been restored to its rightful

place as prior to oeUxjeaiuia, Hb.; vide Tutt, "Brit. Noct.," i., p. 3, &c.

On p. 265, trilineata. Scop. (1772) is a preoccupied name, having

* The tyi)e of Luperina, 13., was fixed by Duponchel in 1829, and is tcstacea,

Hb.
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been used by Hufnagel in 1767; aureolaria (Schiff.) Fb., is the correct

name for this species.

On p. 297, for qnadrifasciaria, CI., read tjitadrifasciata, CI. {aria,

L.F.S.).

On p. 302, the species cited as Larentia sociata, Bkh. (a homonym)
is without doubt the altcrnata of Miiller, " Faun. Frid.," p. 51 (1764),

as further ehicidated by his citation {Xool. Dan. J'r., p. 129) of Schaffer

pi. 126, 2; even if Schiift'er's very bad figure viii/ht be molliKjinata, Hb.
or rifctta, Hb., Miiller's diagnosis could not possibly apply to any but

the blackest (which is also the most generally common) of the group,

i.e., to sociata, Bkh. {ncc Fb.))

On p. 304, hifaciata (r. bifasciata), Haw., " Lep. Brit.," p. 334,

should supplant unifasciata , Haw., I.e., p. 335, as even page-priority

now has to be religiously observed ; Snellen, " Vlinders," made this

correction in 1867.

On p. 306, fiircata, Thnb., should replace sordidata, Fb., instead of

being merely cited with a query ; surely Staudinger cannot have con-

sulted the original or he would have seen that Werneburg's determina-

tion is quite certainly correct.

On p. 315, the sinking of subfidrata, Hw., as a " v. ? " of Tcphro-

chjfitia fiucccntiiriata, L., is certainly erroneous, and it is a pity that the

statement " sp. div. Stgr. esse videtur " was not allowed greater

weight (c/V. Sheldon, Ent. Eec, vii., p. 197).

On p. 320, the synonymy of dchiliata and vJduerata does not seem
perfect ; if Hb. 462 is not the bilberry species, the latter, figured by
Hiibner at fig. 466, cannot retain the name of debiliata by the strict

law of priority.

On p. 327, the reference for Ennoxios fitscantaria, Haw., Prodr,

Lep. Brit., ought to be bracketed oft" as a noiiwn nudion, being accom-
panied by absolutely no descriptive matter. The earliest deacription is

in " Lep. Brit.," p. 295, under the erroneous name carpinaria

{nee Hb.).

On p. 330, the date for Oarapteryx, Leach, should be 1814, not

1815 {Zo(d. MiKcell., i., p. 79).

On p. 336 (Biston) stiataria, Hfn., and (Ainjdiidasis') betulavia, L.,

are still erroneously separated in different genera.

On p. 384, xxnder Zi/i/aena Jilijiendidae, the hiiipoerepid in of Stephens

[nee Hb.) is wrongly given as var. tutti, Rebel, n. nom. ; Rebel has

overlooked Dupont's prior correction of the nomenclature (Zytjenes

Noniiand., p. 29, 1900—first published in 1899 ?, in Btdl. Sac. Sci.

Nat. Klbenf), and tntti, Rebel, will have to sink as synonym of

sfepheim, Dupont.
On p. 393 {PaeJn/telia) unieolor, Hfn., may have to be supplanted

by hirsnta, Poda, p.' 102 (1761), or diibia, Scop., p. 268, no. 699

(1763) ; both are referred here without question by Rogenhofer [Lep,

HeiiiHtein, p. 15).

In connection with the vexed question of the bee-hawks, readers

will be interested to learn that Mr. Kirby's corrected determination of

fucifornm, L., for the broad-bordered species has been accepted, but

that scabinsr/', Z., has been chosen for the narrow, tiUjns, L., being only

cited with a query.

The general get-up of the book is in most respects similar to that

of 1871, and is on the whole very good. Those who have attempted
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to make corrections in ink on their copies of Hagen and Wevneburg,
will rejoice to find that Messrs. Friedliinder have provided them with
more respectable paper for the Staudinger-Rebel " Catalog," and that

ink corrections will be quite feasible. A considerable number of

misprints have been detected in addition to those already noticed here—e.;/., on p. 159, " rcticntala " for reticulata, &c., and probably closer

study will reveal scores—perhaps hundreds—of others. But all who
have engaged in work of this kind will know how excessively difficult

it is to obtain perfect accuracy in dealing with such a mass of detail,

and will be prepared to be lenient toward mistakes of this kind—which
are really not numerous in proportion to the 50,000 odd literature-

citations which Dr. Rebel estimates the work to contain. The Index
(by Dr. A. Penther) seems carefully and accurately prepared.

Of course every serious student of the Pabiearctic Lepidoptera will

have to possess this " Catalog," and all such are recommended to

obtain it at once, and to study it for themselves.—Louis B. Prout.
June 28f/i, 1901.

On some experiments with Myrmecophilous Coleoptera, and an
observation nest of Formica rufa.

By HORACE St. J. K. DONISTHOEPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

On April 2nd I went to Oxshott to take a nest of Formica rufa to serve

me as an observation nest. I found the ants "massing " in the sun
on the sides of their hillocks. I took a fair number of specimens,

some $ s and a portion of the nest and put them into a bag. On
reaching home I placed some of the debris; of the nest into a large oblong
glass vessel filled with mould at the bottom. The vessel stood on my
study table in a zinc tray, the outside of which consists of a zinc trough

about an inch and a half wide, and two inches deep, filled with water
The ants and the rest of the nest I placed in a wooden box connected
with the glass vessel by a piece of lead piping. As soon as as many
ants as I required had passed through the tube, I removed it, and
examined the remaining debris for queen ants, beetles, &c. I found
about 12 ? s and specimens of the following species of coleoptera

—

Dinarda maerkeli, Notothccta Jiavipes, N. anceps, T/iiasopJtila amjulata,

(Jxi/jioda formiceticola, Leptacinus foriiiicctnrum, and Mi/njietes piceus, all

of which I introduced into the nest. In a few days the ants had got

all straight and built up a small hillock in one corner, to which they

have steadily added ever since, as I have kept them supplied with
pine-needles, &c., for that purpose. For food I gave them honey,
of which they are very fond, and living insects, and kept them from
getting too dry by spraying them with Avater when necessary.

I now proceed to give some account of the experiments I carried

out, as well as of the movements of the beetles in the nest. I must
first mention that all non-myrmecophilous insects introduced into the

nest were at once attacked, however large, by the ants, and eventually

killed and devoured. This makes their behaviour to species always
found with ants, still more noticeable.

Dinarda maerkeli, Kies.—When this species meets an ant it stand
still and raises the abdomen over the body, and if the ant tries to attack

it (which they often do) it pokes the end of the body into the ant's

face. The ant starts back and the beetle resumes its career. This is
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the invariable defence of tlie beetle (and in a great measure of the

other myrmecophilous staphs), it belongs to what Father Wasmann
calls " the hostile persecuted lodgers," and they, of course, all require

protection. On April 6th, when examining my nest with a candle

lamp at night, I observed a Binanla running about. On April 18th a

Dinarda came out of the nest and walked about. On May 3rd I intro-

duced a specimen which I had taken from a nest of F. rufa, at

Weybridge, it protected itself in the same way as the specimens

belonging to my nest, entered one of the ants' galleries, came out again

and eventually disappeared into the hillock. Specimens of Dinarda

were observed on May 14th and 19th, June 26th, 27th, 28th and 29th.

On June 30th a Dinarda was seen to creep underneath two ants feeding

at a grain of sugar and steal a morsel. Specimens were observed every

now and then till August 1st, when I went away.

Nototherta fiaripca, Grav.—This beetle was observed going in and

out of the galleries and walking on the hillock, &c., on April 10th and

30th, May 13th and l-lth, and June 24th. It exhibited a similar

defence as the Dinarda, but, as a rule, the ants paid no attention to it.

Xotothecta anceps, Er., was seen on April 7th running about near

one of the galleries, the ants did not appear to notice it at all.

Thiasopliila amjidata, Er.—On April 14th a specimen of this beetle

was observed eating at the dead body of a cockroach that the ants had

killed. On April 23rd a Thiasopliila was dodging about among the

ants, who were very busy, and on the 24th several specimens were

about, going in and out of the galleries. On April 25th a Thiasophila

was attacked, when it showed the same means of defence as Dinarda.

Specimens were observed on May 3rd and 13th, June 4th, 6th, 11th,

23rd, 25th, 26th, and 28th. On June 26th a specimen was again

attacked by an ant, which it repulsed in the usual way.

O.ri/poda furmiceticola, Miirk.—A specimen was observed on the

hillock on May 26th. The ants paid no attention to it.

Mijriiictes piceits, Payk.—On May 3rd a Mi/nnetes was walking about

among the ants, and on the 4th I saw a specimen disappear down one

of the galleries. On May 14th a specimen was again seen walking

about, and on June 5th a specimen was found in the water-trough

round the tray. The ants never seem to pay any attention to this

beetle, moreover its shape and hardness protect it.

Myriiu'doma humeralis, Grav.—On April 26th I introduced speci-

mens of this beetle which I had taken from a nest of Lasius fidi(jinosus

(the tree ant) at Oxshott. They ran quickly about, and when an ant

came near them they exhibited the same defence as Dinarda. The
strong smell which the species of Myrnwdonia give off when molested

(especially this species) w^s very noticeable. I placed several ants

from my nest in tubes and small boxes with the beetles and left them

together for a long time ; the ants never attacked them. I next forced

an ant to seize a hinncralis, which it did by an antenna, and then

dropped both ant and beetle into my nest. The ant dragged the

beetle, which was tightly curled up all the time, about for a short time,

but soon dropped it, when the beetle ran briskly about among the ants.

On April 29th, a humeralis came out of the nest, and after walking about

for a time went down one of the galleries. On May 8th I brought up

some more specimens from Oxshott, and put several of my ants into a

small box with them, the beetles were not attacked though left all day
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with the ants. On May 14th a specimen was walking about, and on
May 2Gth another was seen in one of the galleries. It will be observed
that this specimen had been a month in my nest, since it was
introduced.

Miirmedonia fnnesta, Grav.—The experiments with this beetle are

still more remarkable than the last, because though the specimens of

M. hnmcralia already referred to, came from the nest of Lastiis fitlifjinosus,

still the species does occur with F. ntfa, whereas M. fitncsta is only found
with Lasiiis fidiiihiosus. On April 12th I brought up some specimens of

this beetle from a nest of Lasiiis fiditjinosiis at Oxshott. I introduced

several examples into my nest. An ant seized one fiinesta by the

antennffi and began to drag it along, when suddenly it let go and crawled
into a corner as if dazed, rubbing its head on the ground for some
time. The other specimens of fnnesta when attacked used the same
defence as Dinanla with equal success, and hid themselves in the nest.

On April 13th I repeated the experiment. I introduced another
fioiesta, an ant seized and closed with the beetle, and another ant
joined in, also taking hold of it. The beetle was held tightly by both
ants, when they suddenly let go and wandered about in the same dazed
way as in the former experiment. One of the ants had a stift" antenna
which remained so for some time. The beetle walked quietly away
unhurt. The " Myrmedonia " smell was very noticeable at the time.

On April 14th a, fnnesta was running about in the nest, and when it

met an ant it used the usual defence. On May 8th, having caught some
more examples of M. fnnesta, I put several ants from my nesfc into a small

box with the beetles and left them together all day. The beetles were
unhurt. I think this clearly demonstrates that these beetles possess a

special means of protection against even so fierce an ant as F. ru/a. I

think that this means of defence takes the form of an acid which the

beetle emits as a vapour when molested, that this acid is not formic

acid, and that it is very offensive to the ants. I placed a number of

Myriiiedunia in a tube with filter paper soaked with distilled water, and
kept shaking them up. On removing the beetles the tube smelt

strongly of the " Myrmedonia " odour, and I am endeavouring to have
it analysed, though the difficulty must be great with so small a

quantity.

Mynnedonia Iwjens, Grav., and M. laticoUis, Mark.—I tried similar

experiments with these as with the last two species. The defence is

the same, though not so marked, as when an ant is forced to seize

them, it does not drop them as quickly, dragging them about more.
Astilbiis canalictdatKs, F.—Having brought up from Portland a

number of this species from the nests of Lasius jianis and L. niijer,

on April 23rd, I introduced several into my rnfa nest, they ran about
and entered the nest, appearing to avoid the ants by their quickness,

hiding under twigs, &c. I placed two of my ants in a small box with
several Astilhm, their mode of defence proving to be the same as in

Dinarda. Left all day and no Astilhus injured. When, however, an
ant is forced to seize an Astilhus it does not let go, as with Mijrme-

donia, but drags the beetle into the nest. On June BOth I saw an
Astilhus come out of the nest and run quickly about, hiding itself

among the pine needles.

Myrmedonia Ihnhata, Payk.—This beetle exhibits an exactly parallel

case to Astilhus. It will be remembered they are not so truly myrme-
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cophilous (not invariably being found with ants) as are the other

species of ^bjrwedonia.

Qnedius brevis, Er.—On April 13th I introduced some specimens

(from a nest of Lasiim fulvjinosus at Oxshott) into my nest. They
exhibited precisely the same defence as IMnarda and with equal success.

On April 14th a Q. brevis was observed biting at the body of a bee the

ants had killed. On April 23rd a specimen was walking about in the

midst of a number of ants. Specimens were observed on April 27th and

29th, May 3rd, 7th, 13th and 15th. Qnedius brevis is, of course, found

with Formica rufa, as well as with Lasius fuliiiinosHs, though the

specimens experimented with were taken with the latter ant.

Qnedius mesoiiielinus, Marsh.—I introduced several specimens of this

beetle (taken with Lasius fulvjinosus, at Oxshott) into my nest. They
were all at once attacked, killed and torn to pieces by the ants.

Though I have taken it in numbers with L. fulij/inosus, at Chiddingfold,

and sparingly at Oxshott, it is generally not found with ants, and
evidently possesses no means of defence against Furnu'ca rufa.

Claviijer foveolotus, Miill.—On April 23rd, many ants being about,

I introduced several specimens of Claviger (I had taken it at Portland

in great numbers in the nests of Lasius jiavus and L. niijer) into my
nest. They all buried themselves in the earth, the ants paying no

attention to them. I placed an ant in a small box with several of the

Glavii/er, the ant did not attack them. I forced an ant to seize a

Clavvjer, but it dropped it at once. I repeated the experiment several

times with other ants and always with the same result. When dropped

the Claviiier walked quietly away. On April 29th I introduced some more
specimens of Clavvjer into my nest, they proceeded to enter the nest and

galleries. When an ant met a C'lavi(/er it only touched it with its

antenna and then moved on. One ant picked up a ('lavi(/er and carried

it a short distance, on putting it down again the L'lavijer walked away
quite unhurt. On May 1st, 2nd, 15th and 18th, specimens of Claviger

were seen walking about among the ants. It has been stated that if

a specimen of Claviijer be taken out of an ant's nest and put into a

strange one, even of the same species of ant, it is torn to pieces. This

is not the case in my experience, we have seen that even Formica rufa,

in the nest of which species it never occurs in nature, will not

kill it. Moreover, when at Portland, I introduced specimens of Claviger

from nests of L. flavus into nests of L. nvjer, and vice versa, and also

into nests of the same species at a distance from their own nest, and

they were never attacked at all. I also introduced specimens into my
observation nests of Lasius Jiavus and L. nitjer; they were received quite

willingly by the ants. I noticed that the beetles generally sit on, or

among, the larvfe of the ants. On May 18th a Lasius nif/er was

observed to feed a Claviger.

Monotniua forniicetoruw , Thoms.—On April 24th a Monotonia (which

on examination turned out to be this species) was seen walking on the

top of the hillock. The ants paid no attention to it; it even walked

over some of them. Other specimens were observed on May 27th and

29th, and June 4th. The ants never took any notice of them.

Dendropliilus pijrpuaeus, L.—A specimen of this beetle was seen on

April 9th walking about among the ants. The ants took no notice of

it whatever. It is protected in the same way as Myrmetes. After

watching it for some time I captured it, as I required another specimen

for my collection.
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Ampliotis inanjinata, Er.—On April 13th I introduced an Amphotis
(from a nest of Lasius fuliyinosus at Oxshott) into my nest. When it

meets an ant it lies close against the ground and its flat shape and
explanate elytra protect it. The ant has nothing to lay hold of, and
after examining it passes on. The beetle, after walking about for a

time, eventually buried itself in the ground.

Formica rufa, L.—On April 12th I brought up from Oxshott from
the same nests whence my ants came, some queens and workers.

They were at once recognised and received with pleasure, the ? s

immediately being cleaned and led into the nest. On April 26th I

brought up a queen and some workers from another nest at Oxshott,

far removed from my old nest. These also, to my surprise, were
equally well received. These ants must have sprung from the same
stock as my nest, since $ s and workers from nests at Weybridge and
Bournemouth were attacked, dragged about, and killed, when introduced

into my nest.

Formica fnsca, L. and F. uiwjiiinea, Latr.—Specimens of these ants

(from nests at Weybridge) when introduced were at once attacked and
eventually killed by my ants.

Lasius fidiiiinosiis, Latr.—On April 12th I brought up from Oxshott
specimens of this ant and introduced them into my nest. It was very
curious that, although they were attacked by many 7' . rufa, every ntfa let

go soon, whereas, as we have seen, other species of ants were stuck to

and dragged about till they were killed, and then thrown out of the

nest.

I hope to make further experiments in the future.

Migration and Dispersal of Insects : Coleoptera.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Commenting on this abundance of beetles on the summit of Ben
Nevis, Thornley says that the interest of Bruce's paper depends upon
the fact that most of the insects recorded are Avidely distributed low-

land forms. A singular testimony, he says, to the universal distribu-

tion of about thirty out of the fifty-two recorded species, is the fact that

they can be found commonly in (or close to) his own parish, which is

situated in the Trent Valley, and on the Keuper marl, whilst it is further

doubtful if a single species recorded can be looked upon as a true

mountain species, if, by this term, we mean a species which is only
found as a straggler at low levels. Even of submountainous species

there are very few. He then adds : "In this respect a mountain
flora betrays much more specialisation than a mountain fauna. Bates,

commentmg upon the rich collection of insects brought by Whymper
from the slopes and summits of the higher Andes of South America,
remarks upon the altitude at which tropical lowland species were
found—even as high as 9000ft. -12000ft. The difference in this case,

between the upper and lower environment must be enormous, yet but
little variation Avas perceptible. In the light of these facts we need
not be surprised at the altitudes at which so many of our common
insects can be found. What is much more remarkable is the presence

in numbers, on the bare rocky summit, of some particular species whose
ordinary mode of life would seem to be ill-adapted for such an
environment. We are, therefore, obliged to have recourse to some
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other explanation than the presence of the struggle for existence. Such
species as Donaria discolor, Adimonia sxturalis, Sen'ea hnninca, and
several others (some of which were taken in numbers), must have been

involuntarily carried to the summit through the agency of winds or

strong upward currents of air. It is an admitted fact, I believe, that

the steering power of beetles is not great, whilst the horny elytra act

as vanes, putting the insects at the mercy of strong winds. In connec-

tion with this subject we may consider the fact that many beetles,

which are winged more or less perfectly in continental areas, lose

their wings or possess them only in an atrophied condition when
localised at high altitudes or in oceanic islands—such a resource

serving better to preserve the species in relation to those particular

environments. ]Mr. Bruce found quantities of insects on the snow. Is

it possible that the white glistening snoAv-cap has some power of

attracting insects ? Or is it simply due to the fact that insects are very

clearly shown up on the sheet of snow, and numbers killed by the low
temperature of the snow wind ?

"

The species enumerated by Thornley are as follows :

—

Carabiis

violaceits, Notio]>hilus hUiuttatus, N. aquatic us/'- Xebria (lyllcnludii,'-

Loricera jnlicornis, Anchotnouis pariimpiinctatns, yiijcetoporus lepidiis,

M. jiiinctus, Tachinus eloiuiatus,''' T. rujipes, Philontlms ruarginatus, P.

variiis, P. laminatus, Ojcytelus rwjosus, Platystethus arenarins, Lesteva

lowjelytrata,-' Acidota crenata/' Helophoriis niyostis, H. aeneipennis,

Cercyon Jiavipes, Silpha opaca, Coccinella hieroylyphica, C. 10-piinctata,

Byrrhus fasciatus, B. pillula/'' B. dorsalis/'- Cytilus varius, Aphodiiis

punctatosidcatns, A. Jimetarins, A. lapponnm/- Serica hrunnea,''"- Phyllo-

ptertha horticola, Geotntpes sylraticus,'''- Cryptohypnus riparius,''' Athdns

vittatns, A. haeinorrhoidalis, Coryinbites ciipreus var. aeruyinonus,''' C.

querciis and ab. ochropterus/'- Dascilliis cerviniis, Telephorns jiyuratus,

T. lituratus, T. paludosus/'- Rayonycha liiiibata, Ihmacia discolor,

Gastroidea raphani, Lochmaea siituralis, Haltica piisilla, Rhayium
inquisitor, Polydrusus cervinus, Hypera pollux and Salpinyns aeratns.

Sharp says [in litt.) : "In this Ben Nevis list only the species

marked ''' could in any sense be considered as natives of e/en the

lower slopes of the mountain, so that the great majority must have
been wind-carried to the top from perhaps long distances. This is

curiously confirmed by some facts which have just lately come under
my notice on Snowdon. I was at Llanberis for a week, in August, with

my friend Mr. Burgess Sopp, of Hoylake. While I was there it rained

all day, and every day, and all I did was a very little collecting at the

summit, in a blinding rain, and under the most disadvantageous

circumstances possible. I, however, took a Byrrhus in the wet moss,

which I cannot specify exactly, but which I believe will turn out to be

the same species as the one recorded by Mr. Thornley on Ben Nevis,

and I am inclined to believe that, whatever it may be, it is native to

that elevation and not wind-blown. I also took Acidota which is

undoubtedly bred there. However, after I had returned and the

weather had ameliorated, Mr. Sopp and Mr. B. Tomlin went up again

and found the shores of a tarn about 2000ft. or 2500ft up, simply alive

with lowland beetles. Mr. Tomlin has a list of, I believe, over 100

such species, and curiously enough Salpinyns aeratns, a species recorded

from Ben Nevis, and which certainly passes its larval life in the wood
or bark of iir trees figured conspicuously among them. As Mr. Tomlin
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s, I believe, likely to publish the particulars of this occurrence, and
his own observations thereon, I can only mention the circumstance as

confirmatory evidence of the Ben Nevis records, and of the fact that

lowland beetles are carried up by ascending currents of air, and probably

travel great distances at a high elevation. This, no doubt, explains

certain records we have of the sudden appearance of great numbers
of some particular species in a locality where they could not have been bred,

or where even they may have been previously unknown, as, for instance,

Hister 'i-macnlatm, on Southsea common (see Fowler, Culcoptera Brit.

Isles, iii., p. 201). I believe the i'oceindlidac are often the subjects of this

sort of magical appearance, and I think, although I have none that I

can quote, that there are several records of their sudden visitation in

swarms. I have one note which rather bears on this subject. Mysia
oblonnoiiuttata is a species (ladybird) attached to fir trees, which, I think,

rarely flies, and which I certainly never took on the wing, but, on one

occasion, my friend, Mr. R. Newstead, of Chester (being engaged on an in-

vestigation into the food of some of our common birds) , shot a number of

starlings as they were hawking about over a fir wood. Their crops were
filled to repletion with the remains of Mi/sia oblonnonuttata. This was in

the evening, in spring, and it proves, as the starlings certainly took them
on the wing, that some of our most sedentary beetles have then'JJi(jht times,

and. on such occasions, often rise to high altitudes, hence we can under-

stand how they may be caught up by cyclonic or vortical air currents

to very high altitudes, and be carried immense distances. Of course

I should be slow to admit that all phenomenal abundance of any
species of coleoptera in any particular locality is due to any sort of

migration. I have seen Phylopertha Iwrticola swarming in incalculable

myriads for miles along the shores of Cardigan Bay, but I believe that

every individual had been bred on the spot, and that the reason for

their extraordinary abundance was merely a coincidence of favourable

circumstances extending over, perhaps, more than one season, in fact,

I should only be willing to resort to any immigration theory to explain

any amount of abundance above the normal, where I was persuaded

that the species could not have been bred in the locality where the

imago form was in such abundance."

The interesting observations made by Tomlin and Sopp, referred to

above, are detailed at length Knt. Record, xiii., pp. 312-345.

Harding notes {Ent. Wk. IntclL, iv., p. 125) that, in June, 1858,
the weather being very hot, large numbers of coleoptera from the

sandhills at Deal, took flight to sea. He suggests that this was due to

the great heat of the sand, but gives no further details of his observa-

tions which, properly followed up, might have meant so much.
Coleoptera were evidently very abundant that year at Deal, for, writing

a little later, the same observer notes that on July IGth, 1858, the

Deal sandhills were swarming with a little Staph, that filled the eyes

and mouth of the collector.

Brown records {Ball. U.S. Dcjit. Atpicidtnre, no. 18, n.s., p. 100) the

migration of JJisminr/ta (luiiufucrittata, known as the " western willow
flea-beetle," in Arizona, and, later, states {luc. cit., no. 30, n.s., p. 97)
that the beetles were again observed migrating, this time coming down
the Gila river and going in the direction of the Colorado. They were
seen, on November 3rd and 4th, 1899, moving in a belt, apparently

not more than 100 yards wide, and continued doing so during the two
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days mentioned. When observed, they were usually flying about 4ft.

above the earth, and never more than about 20ft. high.

That many insects are now much less common in the British

Islands than formerly is well shown by the records of the amazing
abundance of cockchafers some three hundred years ago. Thus
Hollingshed writes [('hnnddcs of Emjland , Scotland , and Ireland, iv., p.

326) :
" The 24th day of Februarie (1575) being the Feast of Samt

Matthie, on which dai the faire was kept at Tewkesburie, a strange

thing happened there. For after a floud which was not great, but such

as thereby the medows neere adjoining were covered with water, and

in the afternoone, there came downe the river of Seuerne great numbers
of flies and beetles {Mdolontha ridoaris /), such as in summer evenings

use to strike men in the face, in great heapes, a foot thicke above the

water, so that to credible mens judgement there Avere seene within a

paire of huts length of those flies above a hundred quarters. The mils

there abouts were dammed up Avith them for the space of foure dales

after, and then were clensed by digging them out with shovels ; from

whence they came is yet unknowne, but the dale was cold and a hard

frost." Molyneux records (P/;?7. Trans. Ahrid;/., ii., pp. 781-3), in the

summer of 1688, in Ireland, such vast quantities of cockchafers "that

when, towards evening or sunset, they would arise, disperse, and fly

about, with a strange humming noise, much like the beating of drums
at some distance, they were in such vast incredible numbers, that they

darkened the air for a space of two or three miles square. The grinding

of leaves in the mouths of this vast multitude altogether, made a sound

very much resembling the sawing of timber." Writing of the same
insects, Figuier says :

" Sometimes they congregate in swarms, like

locusts, and migrate from one locality to another, when they lay waste

everything. To present an idea of the prodigious extent to which
cockchafers increase under certain circumstances, we will give a few

statistics. In 1574, these insects were so abundant in England that

they stopped many mills on the Severn. In 1688, in the county of

Galway, in Ireland, they formed such a black cloud that the sky was
darkened for the distance of a league, and the country people had great

difhculty in making their hay in the places where they alighted. They
destroyed the whole of the vegetation in such a way that the landscape

assumed the desolate appearance of winter. In 1804 immense swarms
of cockchafers, precipitated by a violent wind into the Lake of Zurich,

formed on the shore a thick bank of bodies heaped up one on the

other, the putrid exhalations from which poisoned the atmosphere.

On May 18th, 1832, at nine o'clock in the evening, a legion of cock-

chafers assailed a diligence on the road from Gournay to Gisors, just

as it was leaving the village of Talmontiers ; the horses, blinded and
terrified, refused to advance, and the driver was obliged to return as

far as the village, to wait till this new sort of hail storm was over. M.
Mulsant in the Mojiograjdiie dcs Lamellicornes de la France, relates that,

in May, 1841, clouds of cockchafers traversed the Saone, from the south-

east in the direction of the north-west, and settled in the vineyards of

the Maconnais. The streets of the town of Macon were so full of them
that they were shovelled up with spades. At certain hours one could

not pass over the bridge without whirling a stick rapidly round and

round, to protect oneself against their touch.

Turner notes {Zool., 1864, p. 8920) that a small longicorn beetle was
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observed by a friend of his to fly on board a vessel 500 miles off the

west coast of Africa, and settle on his person ; a remarkable instance

of the power of so small a creature to traverse a long distance when
going with the wind.

Baird observes {( 'i/d. of Xat. Sciours) that immense swarms of

ladybirds are sometimes observed in England, especially on the south-

eastern coast, they have been described as extending in dense masses
for miles, and the swarms are stated to consist of several species inter-

mixed. Kirby and Spence note {[ntrinl., ii., p. 9) that, in 1807, these

llights in Kent and Sussex caused no small alarm to the superstitious,

who tliought them the forerunners of some direful evil. They were,

however, but emigrants from the neighbouring hop-grounds, where, in

the larval state, they had been feasting upon the aphides. These
authors again note {loc. cit., 7th ed., p. 295) that the L'occinelUdae are

associated with aphides in their migrations. They see no other explana-

tion than that of migration to account for the vast number that are

sometimes, especially in the autumn, to be met with on the sea-coast

or the banks of large rivers. Many years ago, they state, those of the

Humber were so thickly strewn with Coccinella f^cpteiiipunctata that it

was difficult to avoid treading upon them. Some years afterwards a

mixture of species was observed collected in vast numbers on the sand-

hills on the sea-shore at the north-west extremity of Norfolk. The Rev.

Peter Lathbury made long since a similar observation at Orford, on
the Suffolk coast, and about five or six years ago, the Coccinellids covered

the cliffs of all the watering-places on the Kentish and Sussex coasts,

whence they probably emigrated from the hop grounds. Whether the

aphides and their devourers cross the sea has not been ascertained
;

that the Cocciiwliidae attempt to do so is evident from their alighting

upon ships at sea as they themselves had witnessed. Walker writes :
" I

am inclined to think that the propensity to migrate is developed

to some extent in the Coccinellidae, vast swarms of which, in

some favourable years, seem to make for the coast from inland,

often getting blown out to sea and perishing by millions upon
millions. In 1869 a very large swarm appeared quite sud-

denly in the Isle of Sheppey, completely smothering the grass on
the cliff-edges : these were carried out into the Thames' estuary by an
off-shore breeze, and the drowned insects were afterwards Avashed

ashore in such numbers as to form quite a bank along the beach for

several miles, in places an inch or more deep, and two or three inches

wide. Similar but slighter visitations of Coccinellidae have since

occurred here" {inlitt.). Douglas notes [Ent. Wk. Int.,]). 149) that, on
July 81st, 1858, swarms of At/ialia centifoliae, accompanied by hosts of

ladybirds, chiefly Coccinella l-}ninrtata, were observed between New-
haven and Seaford, the flight lasting for about half-an-hour in the after-

noon. In a discussion that took place on the evening of November 15th,

18()9,at thelilntom. Society of London, respecting the enormous numbers
of Syrphidsand ('orc/;;('///f/(/<' noticed during 1869, especially with refer-

ence to the supposed .migratory powers of these latter, thegcneral opinion

of the meeting was, that there was no necessity to suppose that immi-
gration took place, as the larvicwere extremely abundant locally in the

south of England a short time before the swarms of the perfect insects.

Thus Dunning observed {Tranfi. Knt. Soc. Jjondon, 1869, p. xxv) that

swarms of insects of various kinds " had been reported during the
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autumn. He had himself encountered hosts of Corcuietlidae, princi-

pally Coccinella 1-punctata, but intermixed with a considerable number of

C. hipunctata both in Essex and in Yorkshire. Bates and McLachlan
observed that, in this case, there was no need to have recourse to the

hypothesis of immigration, as, previously to the appearance of the

beetles, an unusual quantity of larvfe of CoirincUidac had been observed
in the southern counties of England. The simultaneous hatching of

a large number in one locality caused a scarcity of food there, and
compelled them to move elsewhere ; arriving at the sea-coast the

majority was stopped, whilst some, attempting to go further, fell into

the sea, and were washed back with the tide. The littoral phenomena
of the swarms were thus sufficiently accounted for.

^ A R I A T I N

.

Aberrations of Melanargia galathea.—Two peculiar aberrations

of Melanan/ia r/alathea, which I have had for a considerable time in

my collection, are reproduced on Plate viii., figs. 3, 4, of this magazine.
They were both taken whilst I was collecting at Abbott's Wood, in

1891, and their peculiarities may be described as follows :— (1) Fig. 3

is a, 3 , captured at Abbott's Wood, July 12th, 1891. It is of a pale

creamy colour, in fact, very similar to the ordinary J as obtained in this

country. It is, however, remarkable in having the central part of the pale

transverse band of spots crossing the forewings, reduced, so that the two
normal spots in this position resemble very strongly the Koman numeral
VII. This marking is very conspicuous and fairly well exhibited in the

figure. (2) Fig.4isalsoa 3 ,capturedat Abbott's Wood, but on July 19th,

1891. Its ground colour is white, rather of the normal 5 coloration on
the upper side. The peculiarity, as will be seen from the figure, is

that the greater part of the right hindwing is deeply sufi'used, a strongly

developed black patch occupying the greater part of the wing. This

is due to a striking development of black scales that covers the ground
colour. The ordinary ocellar development on the outer margin of the

hindwing is here absent. The underside of this wing is, strangely

enough, without any of the normal black markings, the whole area of

the wing is slightly suflused, as if the black scales were spread over

the general surface instead of being collected around the usual

ocellated spots. There is a strong suggestion when one carefully

studies this peculiarity that it has arisen from a slight failure of

development, the whole wing bearing the trace of not being very fully

nurtured. As a matter of fact, had it not been for this abnornal dark
patch, the specimen might be considered as distinctly lighter than
usual.—J. A. Clark, F.E.S., 57, Weston Park, Crouch End.

Aberration of Diloba c^ruleocephala. Amongst the moths
attracted into the house by light on the 17th of this month were two
or three Diloha cacrnleovephala. Not having any wild, but only bred,

specimens of this moth in my collection, I kept one which in lamp-
light looked like an ordinary typical male. By the way, all that have
come to light have been males. When I came to set it I was pleased

to find that 1 had taken a nice aberration, the figure-of-eight marks
being yellow instead of white. I should be glad to know if this

aberration has a name, and if it is of common occurrence. — J. F.

Bird, " The Lodge," Cowfold, Sussex. Ortahi'v 24f/(, 1901.
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Aberration of Anthrocera fit^ipexdul.e.—From a number of

cocoons, collected at Kingly Vale, near Chichester, in July, Mr. Geo.
W. Jeffery bred a beautiful aberration, which he kindly presented to me.
The lower wings are yellow, suffused and streaked with carmine. The
sixth spot and the primaries are of a faint yellowish-pink tint.—J.

Anderson, Chichester.

LiTHosiA sERicEA, Gregs., BON. sp.—May I be permitted to enter a

protest against the recording of the above-named insect (Ivnt. Record,

xiii., p. 276) as a variety of Jj'thosia couiplana ? So long ago as 1867
{Sti'tt. Ent. Zcit., xxviii., p. 125) Speyer pointed out structural differ-

ences, not only in the shape of the wings, but also in the size of the

costal tuft of scales on the underside of the forewings (not to mention its

colour), itc. Until his observations have been seriously challenged, or

the characters in question proved inconstant, it seems to me quite

imjustitiable to sink L. scricra as a variety. Certainly to the super-

ficial observer the ditferences seem considerable enough, and one may
venture to doubt whether mere varieties are ever distinguished by such
a decided difference in texture and gloss.—Louis B. Prout. Ortoher

1st, 1901.

It has always been one of the greatest puzzles to me why Lithosia

srvirra should ever have been considered distinct from L. cnmplana. To
those who knowL. cotnplana over a fair part of its area of distribution,

thereis no need to enter into details of the great difference in size, and to a

less extent in Aving-shape, due probably to a somewhat fuller develop-

ment accompanying the larger size, that exists in specimens of this

species from various localities. Added to this one finds, as a rare

aberration, occasional specimens of L. cnmplana in Kent, with the

superficial appearance of scricea very strongly developed. With regard

to Speyer's dift'erentiation of the size of the costal tuft of scales on the

underside of the forewings, I know nothing, nor have I, at present,

time to investigate, but the thought at once arises whether this is more
than a slight specialisation, due to the same conditions of environment,
that has produced what to me seems nothing more than a well-marked
local race of a very widely-distributed species. Cannot a parallel

examination of eggs and larvte, both obtainable in Britain, be made for

specific differences, if these exist ? Is not the material available for a

comparison of the genitalia ? At present I am a sceptic as to the

specific claims of sericeo, but my scepticism perhaps is based on very

insufficient grounds. There is, I believe, in the Ent. Weekbj Intellii/encer,

a trenchant criticism of Speyer's remarks, by one of the Lancashire
collectors, who took the insect freely on the mosses in the "fifties."

—

J. W. Tutt.

Aberration of Thymelicus traumas.—Last June I captured in Folke-
stone Warren a ciwions tihevvation oi Thymelicus thaiDiias {linea). The
anterior wings are of a silvery bone-colour, while the posterior wings
are shot Avith an iridescent green.—S. G. Hills, Public Library,

Folkestone. October Gtli, 1901.

Some exceptional sizes in lepidoptera.—The following insects

captured this year are interesting from the point of view of size :

(1) Asthena hiteata, •8125in. in expanse. (2) Bri/oji/iila muralis,

•77in. in expanse. (3) .^.s^/ie^a s^Zf««rt, •75in. in expanse. (4) Venusia
camhricaria, -76111. in expanse. I also bred an example of Amphi-
ilasijs hetiilaria ab. Honbledai/aria, 1-lin. in expanse.—F. C. Wood-
forde, F.E.S., Market Drayton. October 21.sf, 1901.
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Dwarf Lepidoptera.—Dwarf forms of Pohjommatus icarus have
been commoner than usual this year. I took one measuring only
ifths in., in expanse. Mr Tylecote took one even smaller.

—

(Major)
R. B. Robertson, Boscombe.

Aberrations of Bryophila muralis.—I obtained a long series of

Bryophila tnuralis (ijlanchfera) at Swanage, two years since, comprising
all the aberrations named in British Xoctuae, &c., vol. i., pp. 9-10).

The pale form, ab. pallida, is the most numerous there, but, curiously

enough, the only real type specimen I ever took myself (with plain

black markings on a green ground) was on a wall at Littlehampton,
although I have it from Folkestone (collectedby Wellman), and also from
Barnstaple and Ilfracombe. The green specimens with no black

outline, ab. viridis, are found at Swanage and Rye, but they are not
so numerous as the grey and brown forms.—J. Henderson, Birchin
Lane, E.G.

Chrysophanus phl.eas ab. schmidtii near York.—I was fortunate

in taking a very fine silvery-white aberration of C. phlaeas whilst

walking on the Thirsk and Ripon road on October 11th. The after-

noon was rather dull, and this specimen must have been disturbed, as

it fluttered out of the herbage on the bankside and settled close to me.
This is the second record for the county.— S. Walker, Eddercliffe,

York. October IMi, 1901.

NocTuiD aberrations in Co. Dublin.—The distribution of some of

the best marked forms of our variable Noctuid species is none too well

known, and this leads me to note that, in Co. Dublin, among others,

I have taken Anchocelis limosa ab. vhsideta, ab. ai/rotoides, ab. 7ietirodes
;

Luperina testacea ab. ni(/rescens and Hydroecia viicacea ah. brunnea, and
ab. cypriaca.—T. Greer, 30, Waltham Terrace, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

October 24:th, 1901.

Aberration of Enodia hyperanthus.—On August 4th I captured

an aberration of E. hyperanthus (but, unfortunately, in a very bad
state), which seems worth noting. The colour is about the same as

usual, but the right forewing has two spots or ringlets, while the left

one has three. The capture was made in Abbott's Wood, Sussex.

—

G. J. C. Russell, Upper Dicker, Sussex. Xovember ith, 1901.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Hybrid Oporabias.—I have recently been breeding a few hybrids

between O]iorabia autuninata (Enniskillen) and O. Jiliyramwaria

(Bolton). The larvse were healthy throughout, and the imagines

appear to follow the filiyrauniiaria form.—A. W. Mera, Capel Road,
Forest Gate, E.

Inquiline Cynipid.?:.—With reference to my remarks on Syneryus

inelauopiis and S. reiuJiardi (aiitea, p. 126), I find by breeding these

species from the galls of Oynips kollari, that I was in error in stating

that these two Sy)ieryi were not parasites. After writing that para-

graph I was not satisfied, seeing all the rest of the genus were
parasites, consequently, in February and March, I collected one hundred
C. kollari galls ; these I kept separate and noted the contents of each gall

as the flies emerged, and after emergence, I examined each gall to see

what part of the gall they had occupied. The result of my breeding is

as follows, viz., 18 Cynips kollari, only one contained both the maker
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and inquiline ; 433 Synevf/us remhardi, 145 ^ s and 288 $ s ; 47
St/nen/Hs melanopns ; 15 Chalcids. From five galls no flies had
emerged, and on cutting them open (November 10th) I found each
contained from 3 to 12 larvfe, these appeared to be healthy and as if about
to pass the winter in the larval stage, and I have no doubt they are

S. reinhardi. The larvae of the Si/nerr/i occupy the centre of the gall,

each forming a separate pear-shaped cell, the small end attached to

the centre, and may contain from tAvo to twelve or more cells.

When the latter, or any approximate, number, the cells are so

arranged that they form a round ball, the extra lodgers, if any, finding

accommodation in other parts of the gall. C. koUari galls, in most
cases, are attacked by the Si/nerr/i while the galls are soft and green,

I submitted some to my friend Mr. Garstang who says :
" The soft

green gall you asked me to examine, was penetrated through and
through by brown streaks, which seemed to have been caused by the

passage of numerous ovipositors. In the very centre was a bunch of

from twelve to twenty pedunculated eggs, exactly like those in the
ovary of the ? s I examined before " (ovary of Cijnips hdlari). From
this it appears that the larva of C. kollari may be killed by the
ovipositor of the Synenjus coming in contact with the young larva,

which at that time must be very sensitive ; if not killed that way, it

may be eaten or starved to death.—G. C. Bignell, F.E.S., The Ferns,
Homo Park Eoad, Saltash, Cornwall. November 11th, 1901.

On the distribution of certain British Lepidoptera.—The dis-

tribution of Malacosowa oieustria, in Britain, offers one of the greatest

puzzles to the student of the distribution of our native lepidoptera.

Scarcely less puzzling is that of Sj^hin.v liynstrl, which practically fails

beyond the midlands, whilst the distribution of Suierinthus ocellatus

and .S'. tiliac, and that of Eutricha qnercifolia are hardly less remark-
able. The first-named of these Sphingids almost entirely fails in

Yorkshire, Cumberland, Durham and Northumberland, yet a recent
record received from Mr. Lofthouse shows that it is a resident in the
eastern part of our largest county, and odd specimens are recorded
from Hartlepool, Roxburgh, and four places in the Clyde basin.

A record of the capture of this species, however, in a recent
number of The Naturalist, in Northumberland, almost certainly

refers to S. convolvuli, and we suspect also that the reference to Choero-
campa elpenor, in the same note, is an error for C. porcellm. The
distribution of C. elpenor, too, in the northern counties of England and
the southern counties of Scotland is very puzzling ; it is said to be
common locally in Lancashire and Westmorland, and yet is so rare in

Durham and Northumberland that only two (we believe) ancient
records exist, nor can we find any for the border counties of Scotland, yet
it has been recorded from as far north as Ayrshire, Perthshire and Aber-
deen. What are the northern limitsof this species ? C. porcellns goes, we
believe, up to Sutherland. What, too, are the northern limits of ^'.

ocellatus and .S'. tiliae / It is amazing that one can get more informa-
tion about a species like Fetasia nubcciilosa from Scotch lepidopterists

than one can of S. ocellatus or S. tiliae. Are the species really so rare

as they appear to be in Scotland ? An odd record of the former species

exists for Roxburgh, and one from Aberdeen, whilst there is an odd
one of the latter from Cumberland and three from the Clyde basin. I

should be glad to have authoritative information of the occurrence of
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any of these species from the northern counties of England and from
any part of Scotland.—J. W. Tutt. Novcuiber 2Qth, 1901.

Hybrid Smerinthus ocellatusc? X S. populi $ .—On the morning
of June 4th I found a &neS S. ocellatits paired Avith a large $ S. popiili

in one of my cages, the specimens stayed in cop. till dusk, when I placed

the 2 S. ])opidi in a large muslin-covered box. She started to lay at once,

her ova were not scattered but laid in large batches all stuck together
;

one batch consisted of 43 eggs, and, in all, 135 ova were laid. These were
watched carefully, and, on June 15th, I was delighted to see three young
larvae. All the ova were immediately sleeved on black Italian poplar,

but only 45 emerged, the others did not appear to be able to break the

shell ; all went well, and I reared the 45 to the pupal state (at least

twelve of them were sent away as full-fed larvfe, and I heard that they

pupated satisfactorily). The larvte were very variable. On looking at them
in the sleeve one would have supposed there were larvae of S. pnpuli and
S. occllatus mixed, some were very pale green with a blue horn, while

others were of a dark vivid green, exactly like -S'. pnpuli ; but what struck

me particularly was that the larva of pale green hue were in shape

precisely like those of S. ocellatns, and those of the dark green colour

exactly like larvae of S. jmpuU. All the pupse were alike

—

S. ocellatus

in shape with the roughness of S. popnli. I do not possess these pupa
now, but I feel sure that some of our leading collectors will describe

the imagines when they emerge.—L. W. Newman, Bexley, Kent.

A NEW British flea.—In the Fhitoiiioloi/isfs Becnrd, vol. xii., p.

19 (1900), I recorded Ti/jihlopHijlla oncntaliii, Wagner, as a British

species. The insect referred to is really Tupldopanlla hisFtejiteiinlenfata,

Kol. {cf. Wagner, Hur. Soc. Knt. Iloss., t. xxxv., p. 24, 1900), also a

species not previously recorded from the British Islands.—N. Charles
Rothschild, B.A., F.E.S., Tring Park, Tring.

3i^0TES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARV^, &c.

Egg of Nepticula, sp.—While taking cases of ColeopJiora

liemcyohiella off a whitethorn at Putney, May 28th, 1901, about

4.30 p.m., I saw a Nepticulid alight on a whitethorn leaf. She ran

over the leaf in the warm sunshine, then, suddenly stopping, she

seemed to examine the leaf surface, and, as suddenly reversed her

position, bringing the abdomen to the spot where the head had been.

After remaining a second or two, as if ovipositing, she flew off before

I could box her. I picked the leaf, and, on examining the spot where

she had rested with a strong lens, found the egg. The moth was
black with an uneven fascia rather beyond the centre of the wing. I

fancy it was a specimen of Xcpticida atricollis. The egg, laid on the

underside of the leaf (this surface at the time being exposed to the

sun's rays), was situated in the angle between the lamina and the first

lateral rib, at its junction with the midrib. To the unaided eye the

ovum appeared as a minute dull white bead. Under the microscope

it was pale green, the surface reflecting the light but not glistening.

I believe the ovum itself was really almost colourless, the green tint

being due to the leaf. The ovum might be described as a globule of

transparent fluid enveloped in a delicate colourless collapsible skin, in

shape conforming more or less with its surroundings. In outline this

one was fairly circular, very flat, the height as compared with the
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diameter being as one to four. Diameter about 0-2 mm. Under a

strong power the surface of the ovum appeared to be covered with
minute irregular depressions. The egg showed no change in appear-

ance till May 31st, when it became more glistening. On June 2nd it

exhibited a yellowish tint on one side. On June 8th it assumed a

darker hue and showed no further change till June 12th when it

hatched. The duration of the egg stage was therefore fifteen days.

When I saw it on the 12th the larva was already mining its way to

the upper surface of the leaf. The egg-shell contained the posterior

half of the larva and an amount of black excrement. The head of the

larva appeared green but it was difficult to see. The body was
yellowish-green with a darker central line. The following day a

brown fungoid (?) growth, which had previously attacked the leaf, put

an end to further observation.

—

Alfred Sich, P.E.S., 65, Barrowgate
Koad, Chiswick, Middlesex. October 16th, 1901.

@^OLEOPTERA.
Note on the Habits of Luciola lusitanica, Charp.—At Torre

Pellice, from July 31st to August 8th, a luminous beetle, which Mr.
Gahan informs me is Lru-iola liisitanica, was fairly abundant ; it was
also common at Bobbie from August 9th-18th. This beetle flies at dark,

and its habits proved most interesting to me. As soon as dark sets in,

from about 9.0 p.m. -11.0 p.m., the beetles maybe seen in considerable

numbers, their sudden flashes of light, followed by the suppression of

the light, being remarkable. One sees a bright sudden flash for less

than a second, a cessation for perhaps a full second, and then another
flash, and so on. The flash and its duration give one the idea that the

former is due to the energy of moving the wings and becomes distinguish-

able each time the beetle takes a fresh sweep with its wings. The light

comes from the two creamy-white ventral abdominal plates, and, in con-

finement, the luminosity is maintained, coming,however,only in faint pul-

sations with the activity of the beetle, and failing almost entirely when the

beetle is quiet. As many as 30 pulsations have been noticed from one
beetle before it rested, a distance of 20yards or more beingcovered during
this period. The beetles usually fly from 3ft. to 5ft. from the ground,

although sometimes much higher, and I have seen them go up into

trees to a considerable elevation and descend again. At Bobbie they

appeared to be attached to willows. Two beetles caught at Torre on the

evening of August 7th were seen to be dying on the morning of the

11th at Bobbie, and Avere then lying on their backs emitting faint

luminous pulsations. After death the luminous areas become dead
creamy-white, and the same colour is noticeable when the beetle is

not giving forth its light. Excitement will cause- a good healthy

beetle to produce its light at any time.—J. W. Tutt, F.E.S.

Coleopterous notes FOR April AND May.—AtDeal, on April llth-14th,

in damp sand under small stones, I obtained Bledim opacus, Block., B.
tricornis, Hbst., in moss on sandhills, A»iara lucida, Duft, A. curta,

Dj., A. sprcta, Dj., Harpalus sercufi, Duft, and many others of the

common sandhill species. At Horsell, on April 27th, Ijnnhidium niijri-

cnrur, Gyll., and again on May 12th, on which date the following

were also obtained, Ihjrrhus fasciatitf;, F., Cardiophonis ascllux, Er.,

^Vnco.so/H«s bninneus, L., Apion r/enistae, Kirb., Gymnetron melanariux,
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Germ., Ceuthorrhynchus ericae, Gyll., C. cochleariae, Gyll., and Rhinon-
cus castor, ¥., the last six by general sweeping on the heath. At
Mickleham, on May 25th, by sweeping and beating in Headley Lane
Cryptocephalus ochrostoma, Har., PhrjUotreta ochn'pcs, Curt., Ceuthorr-

hynchus alliariae, Bris, and others. At Wimbledon Common, on May
27th, on aspens, Saperda populnea, L., Zeugophora suhspinosa, F.,

SericosomuR hrunyieus, L., Dorytomus tortrix, L., D. maculatux, Marsh.,
Balaninus turhatux, Gyll., with many commoner insects. On May 29th,

by sweeping under hedges in a country road near Bramley station, in

Hampshire, I captured Bruchus atomarius, L., B. loti, Pk., Anmlus
scortillum, Hbst., Hylastinus obscurus, Marsh., Apion ponwnae, F.,

Liosomus ovatulus, Clair., Telephorus lateralis, L., a,nd Malachuis aeneus,

L.—-T. Hudson Beare, F.E.S., 2, Heriot Row, Edinburgh. November

dth, 1901.

Variation of some species of Aphodius. — Mr. Bouskell's

paper on this genus suggests the following observations on some of the

species: (1) A. foetens and A. jhiictarins.—The sinuation of the sides of

the thorax, which M. Acloque gives as the best distinction, is very

clear in some specimens of A. fnetem, but not by any means constant.

Some continental authorities consider that A. jiwetarius J has a

deeper impression on the front of the thorax and the central frontal

tubercles more pointed than in ^./oefcK.s, while in the ? the raised line

in front of the tubercles is more distinct. I believe these small differences

are more marked in continental than in British specimens, but, in any
case, they are hardly of specific value. On the other hand, it appears to

be a misuse of terms to describe as "local" varieties, species spread over

so wide an area as these, which are found in France, Germany and
Austria, probably also in other parts of Europe. My own experience

shows, further, that they occur in the same districts, not more than

a mile apart, and yet are never found together. I note that the tibiae

oi A. foetens are commonly red sometimes also the femora, though I

have never yet found this to be so in the other species. (2) A. ater.—
This is a very variable species as to colour. I have taken only a few purely

black specimens, in sheep's dung, and these were mixed with others of

every variety up to and including that with entirely red elytra. In

fresh specimens the red was very bright, but became dull very soon

after death. Some had the suture only black. (3) A. yranarius.

This varies much in the same way as A. ater, but I note that the red

colour is more permanent. A. punctatosulcatus.—This appears to be a

farmore variable species than A.prodromits, and manyof the varieties are

quite unmistakable. I find the frontal tubercles are always more
developed in this species in both sexes. (4) A. rujipes.—I have taken

specimens of a red-brown form in the Ipswich district, which appears

to correspond with juvenilis, Muls.—A. E. Elliott, F.E.S., 41,

Holland Park, W. November Uth, 1901.

Rhyncopiiora, etc., in 1901.—During the past few months I have

paid a good deal of attention to the Rhyncophora, and have met with,

in all, about 110 species. A noticeable feature of the season 1901, in

my experience, has been the comparative scarcity of Apions, and

of the 25 species I took, most were common forms. None of my
weevil captures are very rare, but at the same time some are decidedly

local, and are, perhaps, worth mentioning. Of the genus Trachy-

phloeus, I was fortunate enough to get five species, including the very
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local T. wiinnecophilus at Hastings (by the kindness of Mr. W. W.
Esam), and a few each of T. altemans, Gyll, and 1\ scjiiaiiinlattis, 01.,

these latter at Ildianthemum roots on the chalk at Croydon. One of

the specimens of T. myrmccophilns is very interesting, as it retains

intact the pair of "false mandibles," by the help of which, in certain

groups of the Ehyncophora, the perfect insects are supposed to " work
their way through their surroundings on their emergence from the

pupa state," which is passed underground. C'aenopsis waltoni, Schon.,

(1) under ling in Epping Forest, September. Oiiiias molliniis, Boh., a

few specimens by sweeping at dusk in a grassy place on the banks of

the River Loa on warm evenings at the end of May and beginning of

.June ; it appeared to be limited to a few yards, and required a great

deal of working for. Jrlijpera altcmans, Steph. [pollux var.), several

observed in May in the ditch where I have previously taken it, but all

I saw this year were very worn. Pseudosti/pJihis pilliinnius, Gyll., a good
series swept from 21at)-icaria by the side of a cabbage field, at Edmon-
ton, June. Sibinia potcntillae, Germ, (one), in moss, Croydon. Gijm-

netron viUosulus, Gyll., one, out of a dock plant at Cheshunt, in October,

evidently a wanderer ; I have also received a nice fresh series of this

species from Yeovil, Somerset, bred by my friend Mr. C. Nicholson,

from galls in the flower-heads of Veronica anatjallis. Cionns tHhercidosiis,

Scop., which in previous years I have taken freely in the Lea Valley, has

been very scarce this year, only a single specimen having been captured,

and the same may be said of the thistle-feeding Tanyniecus palUatns,

F., which is also usually common. CeutJiurrhi/ncns iiuianostichns, Marsh.,

one by sweeping water-mint, Cheshunt, July. Baria lepidii, Germ., in

some numbers in June and August in marshy places here, at the roots

of a plant which has been provisionally identified for me as Barbarea
praeeo.c; 7j. /)iV/ro/vi/.s, Marsh., several at the roots of its usual food-

plant on the downs near Croydon, September. Maiplalis barbicornis,

Latr., a few males from a tall dense hawthorn hedge surrounding a

garden near Waltham, in June, and I also shortly afterwards took a
male and female by beating, at Dorking ; these captures caused me to

look over my previously caught specimens of Mai/dalis, with the result

that I found an undoubted $ of barbicornis placed in my collection as

2Lpri(ni; this I beat out of a crab-apple bush in Pymmes Park,

Edmonton, in June, 1899. Of M. cerasi, L., I met with only a single

specimen, beaten from a wild rose bush at Tottenham in June. In
other groups I may mention :

—

Spliodrits leucnpldhalmux, L., a fine

pair from a granary at Edmonton. Homaloplia niricola, F.,

struggling on its back in a road at Dorking. Xyhipihilus oculatus,

Gyll., several at Tottenham in July, by beating the sunny side of a

hawthorn hedge, close to an old oak. A', poptdnens, Panz., sparingly

by beating hedges at Edmonton, Tottenham, &c. Dorcatoina fiavicornis,

F., one out of an apple-tree at Tottenham. Elater elowiatulus, 01., a

few from dead wood, and one on the wing. New Forest, where I also

found a specimen of Aseninin striatum, L., sitting on a fence, and
several Aplwdins tristis, Panz., in a sandy place; my visit was at

Whitsuntide, and these were the only species I got of any interest,

things being very backward.—F. B. Jennings, F.E.S., 152, Silver

Street, Upper Edmonton, N, October, 1901.
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:]©^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Lepidopterological notes from Cornwall.—One hears so little

of the entomology of Cornwall that some notes on a recent holiday

spent in the north-east and western parts of the county may be

interesting. The holiday was not ostensibly for collecting, but a fair

amount of evening work was put in, and altogether a good number of

interesting species was obtained. The short visit to the Lycaena
avion locality was an afterthought, after the holiday had been arranged.

Dae to start for Carbis Bay on Monday, July 1st, and never having

seen the species alive, I could not resist a run over the ground on my
way, so, on the previous Friday evening, I left Paddington by the

9 o'clock night train, meaning to pay a flying visit across country

from Bodmin Road, and rejoin my wife there again on her journey

west on Monday afternoon. Weather, however, was against me, and
by 1 p.m., Monday, I had obtained only a few indifl^erent specimens.

In hopes of a change, I wired that I should stay one more day, and
was well repaid for doing so. On Tuesday morning during an hour's

sun, preceding a heavy storm, Lycaena avion was sufficiently plentiful

for me to get a nice fresh series, and I left at midday well contented.

It is undoubtedly the " common blue " of the district and seems
distributed over a fairly large area. So far, at any rate, it has resisted

the attacks of collectors, several of whom apparently make lengthy

annual visits, working for nothing else, and taking the insects by
hundreds. One visitor, I heard, this year had taken away a large

number and then supplied a boy of the neighbourhood with net and
boxes, and instructions to send him all he could get. I am afraid

that in spite of its present abundance, it will scarcely stand working

by locals as well as visitors. The weather, bad from a butterfly point

of view, was ideal for treacle, and the patches were crowded. My
round was a varied one, commencing with a row of posts from the

S3a-shore up the valley ; then a dozen trees in a very small apple

orchard, and finally finishing in an oak and pine wood on the hillside.

A very nice lot of Noctuids occurred. Hahrosyne dcvasa was present

in great force, both on posts and trees, often two or three on a patch
;

Thyativa Latin and Cyxiatophova diiplavis were not so plentiful and
confined to the wood, where Ajdecta Iievhida and A. nebidosa were also

present in fair numbers. The principal " post " species was Ayvotis

covticea which was in great variety and good condition. A.rylia putvis

and Noctiia jdccta were also abundant, especially in the apple orchard,

which formed a meeting-place for both the wood and " post " species.

Phavetva riDnicis was not uncommon, with occasional Craniophova

liyustri, and single Cosshs liynijievila, Lithma coiiiplana, Halias

prasinana, Nola cucullatdla, Acvonycta lepovina, Evastvia fasciana,

Neuria reticulata, and Mamestra anceps. A fair number of Apamea
yemina, Mania mauva, Hadena dentina, H. ]iisi, and H. thalassina

occurred, and lots of common Noctuids and Agrotids helped to swell a

long list. Geometrids Avere also well represented, Bnavwia vepandata

being the most plentiful and Cleova lichenavia the best of them.

Other butterflies were abundant during the small amount of sunshine,

but were altogether neglected for Lycaena avion. I noticed Avyynnis

ai/laia not uncommonly, fine and fresh, and Hippavchia semcle,

abundant and large. Four Lencopjliada sinapis (early brood) occurred
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in the lanes, still in good condition, and an abundance of (Jallnphrys rubi,

many to my surprise also still quite fresh. Breiithia aelene was yet on,

many in good condition. Of moths, apart from those that came to treacle,

I can say little. Eiiholia jdiuuharia literally swarmed, AnaitU jilcuiiata,

Pseudoterpna prninata and Acidalia mart/ineiiKitctafa were scarce, and
Eitpithecia paiiiilata flew at dusk and came to treacle. The typical

green form of E. rectamjidata (so different from our black suburban
insect), occurred in the apple orchard, Euputcria oblitcrata was to be

had amongst the alders and Macmi/lo^sa stellataniin. was everywhere,

apparently not in anyway requiring sun to make it active. After this

short but enjoyable trip I arrived, by devious ways, at Carbis Bay, a

dehghtful spot, two miles from St. Ives, and the home of many an
artist. It is certainly an ideal place for a quiet holiday. The sea and
beach are excellent, the country beautiful and full of variety, whilst

good fishing and boating are to be had at St. Ives (five minutes away
by train). For those who play, there is a very fine golf course at

Lelant (the next station east), good tennis courts at St. Ives, and
above all there are, for the entomologist, a very interesting lot of

insects to be had. I had here many claims on my time besides

entomology, but managed to work in some eight or nine nights'

treacling, Isetween the 3rd and 22nd, and generally had a net and a

box or two about with me. Of the butterflies, Ejdncjdide tithonns was
quite the commonest, easily outnumbering E.jiirtina (janira), and
Hippatchia sriiiele was appearing in the last week—quite a fortnight

behind those on the ^'arion" ground. There was no signoiCallojiJin/s

rnbi here, but Ci/aniris ari/udus was appearing commonly during the

last few days. Flcbciiia action was locally common, but although many
spots upon both the north and south coasts were apparently exactly

suitable, there was no sign of L. avion here. An/!/)tuis aijlaia was
everywhere and also the common Vanessids, including Vanessa

cardui. This latter species was in almost unrecognisable condition,

and shewed a fondness for high rocky points. One was seen on the

very summit of Trencrom—the highest hill in the district—flying

rapidly round bare serpentine rocks at 8.15 p.m. Another at seven in

the evening, at the very summit of Gurnard's Head—a bare rocky

headland. Colias editsa was the only other interesting butterfly—

a

fresh female at Marazion on 20th. I had noticed from the train a

good treacling ground. A mile to the east of the station, sandhills

commence and run along right past Lelant, round into the port of

Hayle. The railway here, running along the coast between the golf

course and the sea, gives two good lines of posts. These I treacled the

first evening (July 3rd), a bright cold night. The first insect to turn

up was Leiicanin littoralis, of which this evening I took five specimens,

all in the finest possible condition ; on other evenings it was very

common, usually 30 or 40 a night. At/rotis ripae was just over. I

got two, this first evening, but no more during the visit. A. corticea

was also on the wane, and though common and very variable, wanted
picking over. A. irsti'i/ialis, on the other hand, was just starting. I

took one only the first night, but it rapidly became common and a

fine variable lot was obtained. A. tritui was later still, the first

and only specimen occurring on my last night. A fresh A. lioiiffera

turning up on July 10th induced me to treacle flowers on the cliff's in

the hope of getting others, but no more were taken. It evidently
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must occur here, but I was .probably too early for them to be well out.

The great majority of the sandhill insects were of the above species,

with their respective allies, Lencania imjnira and A. exdamationis,

Xi/lopJiasia mono(/li/pha, and Triphaena ^jrr)»;(6a ; but there was a fair

sprinkling of other things. I was only in for the fag end of Maviestra

cdhicolon, getting eight specimens the first week, but none afterwards.

Only three of these were really fine. Thi/atirabati^i and Cymatoplwra dnp-

laris must have been wanderers from a distant wood, but Chandea itnihra

was in its right place, as rest-harrow flourished everywhere. Peridroma

Upsilon {sufum) was another Agrotid that turned up occasionally, Avhilst

Xoctna plecta and Hadena dentina occurred sparingly. Few Geometers
were attracted, but among them were Mdanippe (jaliata and Acidalia

marijlncpunctata, the former species being common throughout the

district. There are some woods in the neighbourhood, but I did not

try them, and the clift" treacling was not sufficiently remunerative to

pursue it. The only other species thus obtained were Habrosyne

dcrasa and Pharetra niniicis, and as the sandhill species were absent,

I soon went back to my old ground again. All the time I had kept a

sharp look out for Sesia vmscifonnis, but I failed entirely with it until

the 18th, when we were out for the day with a party of Marazion
fishermen. Landing at Prussia Cove for lunch, and having brought

a net on the off-chance of some collecting, I came across the species

on thrift blossom, on a rocky headland. I took four beauties in a

quarter of an hour and then had to go. Upon revisiting the spot

specially, two days later, there was a strong wind blowing and I only

got two more worn specimens in a sheltered corner, missing a third. Stenia

j)Hnctalis was common here and a few Gnophos obsciimta were found.

On the rocks a few Bnjophila muralis were at rest, and others on a wall

in Marazion. They were commoner, however, on the lichen-covered

serpentine rocks of Gurnard's Head, where I boxed half-a-dozen in the

few minutes spent there during a drive. July 11th struck me as

being an early date for them. Cucnllia umbratica was found once at

rest on a post, and every plant of Verbascum. in the district was
riddled by ('ucullia vcrbasci larvse. Although most had gone down
I yet managed to get together a nice lot. At dusk and at light,

without any systematic work, useful things kept turning up ; Acidalia

imitaria commonly, and an odd A. man/iiwpiDictata here and there; a

few nice Melanippc unamjulata one evening at dusk, and several belated

Emmelesia alcheiiiillata. M. (/aliata was plentiful everywhere and
always came to light. A few beautifully coloured Pseiidoterpna

pruinata came in the window one night only, and other things taken

by the same means, included Cidaria pyraliata, C. silaceata, Mdanthia
acdlata, Eiipithecia pnmilata, Aijrutis striijida, Hecatcra serena,

Nndaria mnndana, Boti/s asinalis, Ebidea sambucali„i and quantities of

(Jrariibiis pcddlas ab. ivarrimjtondlm, which latter far outnumbered the

type. Lasiocanipa qncrcm males dashed about by day and Macrof/lossa

stellatarnm was everywhere, a favourite abode being inside the golf

club house. Here I found them almost every day, and several times

they were seen at rest in the evenings on stone Avails or concrete walls

of houses. Towards the end of my stay also, very young larvae were

to be found on the bedstraw. Up to July 22nd very few Anthrocera

filipendulae had emerged, although the larvfe and pupaB were every-

where on the sandhills. I brought a great number of the latter away
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with me, hoping for aberrations and they are still emerging (August

9th). They are a most disappointing lot, however, one or two slightly

confluent in the second and outer pairs of spots and the rest quite

typical. The only interesting feature noticed about the Crambi was

the very great abundance of (
'. pcrlellns ab. Karrinytondhn^ and the

scarcity of the type. Otherwise nothing out of the common was seen,

although it must be confessed no great attention- was given to the

group. The same with the Pyrales and Plumes. Besides Stcnia

jiimctalis and the few others mentioned previously, little else occurred

except the commonest species. Herbula n'spitalis swarmed, and

Pyvausta purpuralis was common enough. Xoiiiophila noctnella was

already out, and July 20th seemed an early debte iov Scoptda ferrufjalis.

Species might well be early, as, purely from a holiday point of view,

I have never had such a spell of grand weather, the cool sea air nicely

tempering a sun-heat that was probably unbearable in town. As a

matter of fact, however, things were curiously mixed. Bryophila

mnralls well out, only nine days after L'aUophnjs rabi was occurring in

good condition ; Armjnnis aijlaia contemporary with some of the first

brood of Leucojihasia sinajii>i, and so on. Although the foregoing notes

are the result of very casual work, I think the species taken or seen,

shew this corner of England to be a rich one, and I certainly look

forward with great anticipations to much more systematic work there

at some future time.

—

Eussell E. James, 18, Onslow Gardens,

Highgate, N. September Ath, 1901.

Lepidoptera in the New Foeest, Bournemouth, etc.—Till the

end of July insects were pretty plentiful, there was then a decided falling

oft", both sugar and light proving uselsss. Dryas var. raledna was mode-

rately common after July 15th, when my friends and myself took about

30, and Mr. Tylecote captured a beautiful khaki-coloured D. paphia.

(On July 2nd I took CKcyi/astra curtisii and saw two others.) A trip to

Swanage, on July 10th, produced a few TJnjineliciis actaeon, 2Ielanar(jia

galatea, common, Stcnia jnmctalix, abundant, but worn, Cledeobia

a)ajustalis, common, whilst Lithosia cuiiiplana has been more numerous

than usual, also Pacln/nwiiiia hijqxnastanaria. On July 26th I captured

lA'itcania putresccns on heath here, about two miles from the sea, I thought

this solely a Devonshire and Glamorganshire insect. Two other species

new to this district also occurred

—

Spilodes palealis and Acontia

luctuusa. Pupte of Xonaf/ria f/eniinipuncta have been fairly common
in reed-stems, the imagines being almost black in comparison

with those I took near Eeading some years ago, the moor-

hens had taken a number by cutting the reeds as if with a knife.

Larvae of djaniris ar;iiulns have been fairly numerous on ivy-buds.

LarviB of Mdlinia yilrar/u beaten from wych-elm in Norfolk, fed well

on ash and sycamore, and the imagines emerged in due course. Besides

many SjiJiiiLc cunrolriili, several pupa3 and larvae of Acherontia atropus

have also been taken.-

—

(Major) E. B. Eobektson, Forest View,

Southbourne Eoad, Boscombe. September Idth, 1901.

Lepidoptera in North Wales.—From September 12th-19th, I

spent a week in North Wales, with the special object of getting Epiinda

niijra, E. lutidenta, and E. lidwnea. The weather was not altogether

so good as it might have been nor were insects very abundant. On
the last night, September 15th, I obtained ten E. lutidenta, six E.

niijra, a great number of Anchucelis lunosa, mostly worn, Agrotis
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vestigialis, some quite fresh, six Koctua (jlareosa, three Stilbia anomala,
(one a worn ? ), two Luperina cesjntis (at sugar), three Peridrowa
saiicia, many P. ypsilon, and other common things. Altogether I

captured some twenty E. Intnlenta, ten E. nit/m, and three E. lichenea.

The first insect I took at sugar on the first night was one of the

lichenea, and another was the last on the last night, the third came to

the acetylene lamp. Light seemed to have but little attraction, and
Luperina ceapitis, which usually comes freely to light, was not even
attracted, although three or four were taken from the sugar (a most
unusual occurrence). On the other hand, the two ^ S. anomala came
to light, the ? was sitting on a wire near the sugar. The specimens
of E. Intnlenta were nearly, if not quite all, referable to ab. limebur-

gensis, all were very dark, and none approached the ab. sedi. The
Helotropha lencostigwa captured were all of the ordinary, dull, uniform,
brown type.—F. C. Woodforde, F.E.S. October 21st, 1901.

Autumnal lepidoptera at Skipwith.—The season for At/rotis

agathina, which began this year on August 12th promised well, but
was utterly ruined by the weather, only four nights proving at all

favourable. Of other species usually out at the same time

—

Cidaria

testata was abundant and variable, whilst of Noctna glareosa and
Luperina cespitis only two of each were taken. Five specimens of

Celaena haworthii were taken between July 30th (the first time I had
taken the species here) and August 12th, and although I worked
the heather bloom and the cotton-grass patches both in the afternoon

and after dark, I only got one more, boxed off the Calluna flowers

while after A. agathina. The only visitors to sugar recently have been
a few Anchocelia litura, A. pistacina, Orthosia lota, Orrhodia vaccinii and
Scopelosoma satellitia.—(Rev.) C. D. Ash, M.A., F.E.S. , Skipwith
Vicarage, Selby. September 26th, 1901.

Lepidoptera in the Scilly Isles.—I spent August in the Isles of

Scilly. I sugared regularly, but found that insects would not be

attracted, and flowers paid but little better. I did fairly well with

Sphinx convolruU, and again found a single Oenistis quadra, and one
Pachygastria trifolii, the latter on August 16th, in worn condition.—
B. W. Adkin, Brandon House, Morden Hill, Lewisham, S.E.
September 20th, 1901.

LspmoPTERA FROM BuRNLEY, ETC., IN 1901.—I did vcry little

indeed in the early spring, and not until the middle of May was any
serious collecting attempted

;
generally speaking the spring was cold

and backward with rather high winds. On May 2nd a few Anticlea

badiata were flying at dusk, but very little was out, so on the 11th I

ran down to Blackpool, where larvae of Lasiocampa qaercns were rather

plentiful, but those of Dasychira fascelina were scarce. On the 18th a

single Hadena glanca suggested a further search, so on the 25th I tried

the moors, and although a cold, strong wind was blowing, found about

twenty, almost all of them on walls, while a few Acronycta menyanthidis

were in similar situations ; it was observed, however, that while all the

H. glanca were low down near the base of the walls, the A. nienyanthidis

were near the top (among the bird-droppings). Hypsipetes implnviata

was early, a dozen being found on the 27th, and they continued fairly

numerous and in good condition till June 6th ; fully 80% being of the

dark almost unicolorous aberration. Larentia salicata was scarce, the only

one seen occurring on May 27th. Ennnelesia affinitata andii. deculorata
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commenced emerging on May 30th, and the former continued at

intervals till July 29th, from larvjB collected in Lychnis diurnea capsules
at Scarborough, July 30th, 1900. On June 1st, a specimen of Habros-
tola tripartita on a wall, proved an addition to the district list, Avhile on
the 8th, H. triplasia, in a similar situation, confirmed last season's find,

I took larvas of Oporabia filiijrauitnaria for the first time, on the 1st,

the yellow stripes rendering them rather conspicuous ; they were
feeding on the common ling. On June 8th Emmelesia albnlata was in

good condition ; freshly-emerged Melanippe galiata and Venusia cam-
hricaria were also observed—it is curious how often one or two
specimens of the latter insect are noticed in early June—I did not
see any more V. Cambricaria until July 20fch ; they were then
found sitting on mountain-ash trunks, and were very local. June
21st was the only good night at treacle during the season;
Xylophasia riirea Avas the commonest insect, about 75% being the

ab. coinbiista-'-, some of them were very dark ; Apaiiiea nnaniwis was the

best of the other insects, while 7*7. decolnrata were common at dusk the

same night. July 5th was a good night for i\L tjaliata, mostly found on
walls ; Hepialitti velleda, including a few ab. i/allicus, were flying over
the bracken. On the 20th, a new addition to our list occurred in

Melanthia rnbUjinata, a friend further adding Macroylossa stellataruvi

and Uraptert/x saiitbiicata towards the end of the month. Bryophila
perla in the centre of the town was a surprise, but I have since found it

very commonly this season in localities as far apart as Scarborough and
Barmouth. On August 3rd, on the moors, C/uiraeas (jraiiiinis were very

common, this is early for them with us, and the same may be said of PoZm
chi, August 3rd-31st, and only one in September. August 15th, on
the garden wall, a fresh specimen of EiipitJwcia albipunctata also

furnished an addition to our list. On the 24th, Cclaena hairorthii were
fairly numerous and in good condition, but, although they continued
out till September 28th, this was the only favourable afternoon, all the

others having the drawback of a high and cold wind, which also operated

against Oporabia fiUyrainiiiaria, a few of which, with Tapinostola

fidva, finished a season, that, on the whole, was a very moderate one,

the prevalence all through of cool easterly breezes being the chief

obstacle to success, especially with Noctuids.—W. G. Clutten, 10,

Hallwell Street, Burnley.

Lepidoptera at Castle Moreton.—Sugar and light have failed

here throughout the season. The first brood of Folyijoiiia c-albion was
more abundant than usual, as were also the second broods of Cyaniris

aryiulus and Lcptidia sinapis. I have seen a specimen of PortJiesia

chrysurr/toca taken this year in this locality. Eecently I noticed a note

in The Record bearing on the difficulty of obtaining $ s of Adscita

yeryon, but, I believe, if lepidopterists would work for it between
4.45 p.m. and 5.45 p.m. they would obtain $ s without difficulty.

—

(Rev.) E. C. Dobree Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton Vicarage, Tewkes-
bury. September ^-ith, 1901.

Lepidoptera at Chislehurst, etc.—Autumnal larvfe are mostly
very scarce, the only exception coming under my notice being those

of Eupithecia siibnotata, which have been extremely common. My only

* Is the form so often recorded as coiDhiista, reallv iib. coiuhii^ta, Haw., which,
as we have previously stated {Brit. Xnctuac, cVc, i., p. 80), is a very rare form, or

is it coDibngta, Hb. We suspect that the form usually called combusta, is not
covibusta at all, but one of the commoner named forms.—Ed.
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interesting capture of late has been Scoparia angnstea of which a fairly

numerous and varied series was secured. Calamia lutosa has been

abundant in its old haunts. Wishing to renew my series of this moth,

I spent two evenings searching for it ; on the first occasion when
the night was cold and misty, with what little wind there was coming
from the east, the moths were flying freely ; but, on the second, when
it was warm and clear, with a moderate westerly breeze, nearly all the

specimens were resting on reeds and other plants.—B. A. Bower,
F.E.S., Langley, Chislehurst, Kent. October ith, 1901.

October collecting in the New Forest.—I have been much
interested in several articles on collecting in the New Forest, at seasons

not usually written alDOut, whether from lack of material worthy of

report or because few entomologists are on the war path at that season

I cannot say, but I hope my experience may be useful to others who
may intend to try for themselves. Having been unable to get away
for any length of time earlier in the year, I decided to run down to the

New Forest and see what was to be done there entomologically in

October. I arrived at Brockenhurst on the 11th, and was very pleased

to learn that insects were coming to the sweets somewhat freely. I

made up my mind to start at once, and after a hurried tea made my
way to Holland's Wood, where one or two entomologists were already

at work. Though a little late in getting the sugar on, I found a goodly

number of moths on the patches and was able to fill nearly all my
boxes, not with rarities, but with species which I wanted badly for

reneAving. OrtJwsia macilenta was by far the commonest species, and
was accompanied by a fair sprinkling of Agriopis aprilina, Brotoloniia

vietictilosa, Orrliodia spadicea, 0. vaccinii, Scopelosonia satellitia, Miselia

oxyacanthae, &c. During my ten days' stay I captured about 400
insects, including 30 Xylina rJdzulitJia, 8 X. petriticata, 4 Epuncia

nigra, and odd specimens of Hoporina croceago, Ortlioda lota, Anchocelis

r%ifina, A. litnosa, A. imtacina, Tiliacea aurago, MelUnia Hrcellaru,

Calocampa retuata, Diioba caeruleocepliala (at light), Hgheimia (Jcfoliaria,

Oporabia dilntata, and Cidaria pnttacata. Pupa-digging, with which

I had hoped to fill up the daytime, proved a complete failure, almost

every suitable tree for miles around having been already dug. A few

full-fed larvas of Onophria n(bricollisweve beaten, these pupated almost

immediately. A week spent at Freshwater Bay proved a complete

failure, from an entomological point of view, as sugar both on the

downs and in the wood produced nothing but a few of the

commonest species, and nothing but Brotoloniia meticnlom came in any
quantity to ivy, which was well out. However, I was well pleased

with my autumn outing, and hope before long to renew my acquaint-

ance with the Forest in its autumn garb.—R. Tait, Junr., 15, Rectory

Road, Crumpsall, Manchester. November 25th, 1901.

Lepidoptera in the Southend district.— Cyaniris argiolus has

been very abundant this autumn, and larvte of Spilodes palealis have

occurred as freely as they did last year. Six Tiliacea aurago have

visited my sugar. Knpithecia coronata, Melanippe procellata, PJiibalap-

teryx tersata, P. ritalbata, and larvae of (ieomctra rernaria have occurred.

Clematis grows as luxuriantly in the hedges between Southchurch and
Shoeburyness, far away from the chalk, as it does in the Cobham lanes

on the other side of the river.—F. G. Whittle, Southend.

Leucania vitellina and L. albipuncta at Boscombe.—I captured
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a specimen of L. vitelliua and also one of L. alhipuncta (worn), at

sugar, on September 17th, and my son took an example of L. ritclUna,

on the 18th.

—

(Major) R. B. Roheutson. September Idtli, 1901.
Leucania vitellina at St. Margaret's Bay.—A fine specimen of

L. vitellina was taken at treacle at St. Margaret's Bay, by Mv. E. D.
Green, of Plumstead.—W. Dannatt, F.E.S. October lit/i, 1901.

Cyaniris argiolus at Blackheath.—It may be worth recording
that C'l/aniris argiolus has been plentiful in the Blackheath district this

year.

—

Ibid.

Acidalia virgularia male, attracted by dead female.—A few days
ago I had just treated a bred female Acidalia rin/tilaria with oxalic

acid, and the moth was lying on my setting table motionless and
apparently dead, waiting to be pinned. In the meantime I had
treated a few more specimens of different sorts and was about to start

pinning, when a ^ A. vir(/tdaria suddenly appeared flying about the
room. The <? , after circling about a little, alighted on the setting-

table and made straight for the dead J and was boxed without
difficulty. This is surely an unusual instance of assembling by a ?
that had been chloroformed and treated wdth oxalic acid.

—

(Rev.) C.
D. Ash, B.A., Skipwith Vicarage, Selby. September 2Qth, 1901.

Abnormal length vp pupal life of Agrophila trabealis.—On
August 12th a specimen of A. trabealis emerged in the breeding-cage;
this was from a batch of pupte sent to me in 1897, the first of which
emerged last year.

—

Ibid.

Rearing Hylophila bicolorana.—At one time I experienced some
difficulty in getting the larvfe of H. bicolorana to spin up, but I tried

keeping them shut up in the dark, with their food-plant, and met
with great success. They quickly spun up on the leaves, and in due
course produced fine imagines.—E. A. Atmore, F.E.S., King's Lynn.

\Yith reference to Dr. Riding's note {antea, p. 301), I have several

times beaten the larvae here in May and June from oak, but never, I

believe, failed to rear them. They have been kept in cardboard boxes,

have spun yellowish, boat-shaped cocoons on the sides of the boxes,

not on the leaves, and emerged in due course.—E. F. C. Studd, M.A.,
Oxton, Exeter. Sejdewber 22n(l, 1901.

In reply to Dr. Riding's query [Ent. Record, antea, -p. 308). I may
say that I have often bred Hijlophila bicolorana from larvae beaten out
of oaks in the New Forest, and have found them easy to rear. I sleeve

them out on oak and after they are once sleeved they require little

attention. They invariably spin a boat-shaped cocoon on the underside
of an oak leaf, of a rather yellower colour than the leaf itself, and
when they pupate in that position I have never know them fail to

emerge satisfactorily. No doubt their failure to emerge when pupating
on the ground is the result of that abnormal and unnatural position

for the pupa.—J. C.Moberly, M.A., Woodlands, Basset, Southampton.
October 22nd, 1901.

Sphingides at Hajipstead.—Sphinx convolvuli.—Several specimens
of Sjdiiii.r concolcnli have been taken at Hampstead. Two only have
fallen to me, one on September 6th, another on September 26th, both
are males, and were taken at rest in Heath Street. Dilina tiliae.—
Imagines have been unusually abundant, the first specimen being
taken on May 19th. Sinerint/iKs jkijikU.—This is by far the commonest
Sphingid and appeared, as usual, early in May, around the electric
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lamps, right on until the end of July. S. ocellatm.—I took one only,

a very small male, it was whirling around on the ground at the foot

of an arc lamp on Haverstock Hill, on June 20th. Choerocawpa
jwrcellus.—One male was taken from a lamp in Heath Street, on May
12th.—Montagu F. Hopson, L.D.S., F.E.S., 16, Rosslyn Hill,

Hampstead, N.W.
Apatura iris on the Hants borders.—I had the pleasure of seeing,

without the satisfaction of taking, four or five Apatura iris, flying high
around oaks in a wood near Newbury, Berks, on Sunday, July 21st.

According to the older books Newbury used to be a favoured locality

for this insect, but this is the first time I have met with it, although
I have known the district for many years. Newbury is a border town
of Berks and Hants, and the credit so far as the county is concerned
must go to the latter.

—

Ibid.

Capture of Eutricha quercifolia in the London district.—Is

not this insect getting scarce in our metropolitan district '? I have a

male, taken on July 12th last, at light, in Hampstead.

—

Ibid.

Porthesia chrysorrhcea and Eutricha quercifolia.—On July

23rd, 1901, I boxed a fresh ^ specimen of Porthesia chrysorrhoea at

Hemsby Raihvay Station (nr. Yarmouth, Norfolk). I do not know
whether this is a known locality for the species. In July (early) I

found a small larva of Eutricha quercifolia in Ruislip ^Yoods, which to

my surprise soon went into a cocoon.

—

Hubert S. Phillips, F.E.S.,

2G2, Gloucester Terrace. October 10th, 1901.

Note on keeping cocoons of Miselia oxyacanth.e.—The cocoons

of Miselia oj-ijacanthae frequently get hard and dried up by contact

with the surrounding earth. When my first moth came out, a cripple,

this autumn, I dug up the rest and gave them a liberal shower bath

from the greenhouse water-can. The result was, that in a few days

I had 23 fine imagines emerge from the remaining pupfe. Other

collectors I know have failed to rear M. oxi/acanthae.—J. Henderson,

24, Birchin Lane, E.G. Xoreniber ith, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli in Piedmont in 1901.—However abundant
Sphinx convolvuli may have been in England this year, it was still more
abundant in certain parts of Piedmont, and must have swarmed at Turin,

for in the early mornings during the fourth week of August, one saw,

beneath the electric lamps, what can best be described as heaps of

moths. Frequently four or five examples of Sjihinx convolvuli were

under a single lamp among the smaller victims, and the early traffic

had generally reduced to crushed uselessness most of the specimens.

In the Vaudois mountains the species was also common, and one was
very interested in seeing these line fellows on the wing during the

daytime, certainly more active, wary, and difficult of approach than

at dusk when they sucked the nectar from the flowers of a large Salvia,

common in the neighbourhood of Bobbie. On August 13th, between

Bobbie and Au Pra, a fine fellow was observed feeding at 4.30 p.m. in

full activity, and another on the mountains directly south of Bobbie

at 12.30, noon, on August 15th, the weather being dull, whilst on the

17th, on the mountain path leading from Au Pra to the Col de la

Croix, at an elevation of considerably over 6000ft., a fine male flew

straight at me and was brought down with a rapid stroke that had to

be executed almost before there was time to think. Its flight in

the daytime was particularly bird-like, and, on the rough ground a
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short distance up the Pellice Valley, above Bobbie, I observed no fewer
than five examples hovering at one time, well within the area of a couple
of square yards, with the wings, however, repeatedly drawn up at a
somewhat sharp angle over the body, and then suddenly dropped and
spread forward. The insect is at all times an interesting one, but I

have never been more pleased than when I have seen it in its haunts
among the mountains. Larche, La Grave, Susa, and Bobbie have all

given their quota.—J. W. Tutt.

Sphinx convolvuli at Boscombe.—Only a few Sj)hi)Lv convolvnli

appear to have been taken here this year, not more than 20 to 30
altogether. A pupa was brought me ; its long proboscis-case, detached
from the venter of the pupa, has a very extraordinary appearance.

—

(Major) R. B. Robertson. Boscombe.
Sphinx convolvuli at Blackheath.—A fine specimen of SpJiin.v

cdnrolnili was taken at Morden College, and given to me, on October
4th.—W. Dannatt, F.E.S., Donnington, 75, Vanbrugh Park, Black-
heath. October Uth, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli in Shoreditch.—A specimen of Sjihi)i.>- conrol-

vuli was captured whilst resting on the knocker of a door in Great
Eastern Street, Shoreditch.—A. J. Croker, F.E.S., 1, Connaught
Road, Chingford. ScptcDiher IQth, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli at Hadleigh.—A market gardener at liadleigh

sent to me, between August 20th to 29th, four larva and one pupa of

S. conndndi. All four larvae were full-fed, and one only was of the

brown form.—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend. October

m, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli in York.—A specimen of Sphinx convolvuli

that had been caught in the city was given to me alive on August
23rd.—S. Walker, Eddercliffe, York.

Sphinx convolvuli at King's Lynn.—Sji/iin.v convolvuli must have

been fairly common here this autumn. Two larvae, one pupa (brought

m from a potato-field about two miles from the town), and no less

than 28 imagines were obtained, the first on September 27th and the

last on October 9th. I have also heard of fifteen other imagines and one

pupa found by other lepidopterists within the last month.—E. A.

Atjiore, F.E.S., King's Lynn. October IStli, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli at JJournemouth.—Spliinx convolvuli has been

exceedingly plentiful here this season, the record being 203 for Bourne-

mouth, my contribution being 65, this maybe of interest to the readers

of the Entoui. llecord.—-W. G. Hooker, Christ Church Road, Bourne-

mouth. 'November lltJt, 1901.

Sphinx convolvuli in Guernsey.—This species has been abundant
in Guernsey. Those taken on August 17th were not in good order,

but later they were in better condition and continued to haunt fiowers

of tobacco plant until October 9th.

—

(Rev.) F. E. Lowe, M.A., F.E.S.,

St. Stephen's, Guernsey. Xovonbcr 22n(l, 1901.

Acherontia atropos in Guernsey.—On October 11th a tine female

of A. atropos freshly emerged, was found in a plot of potatoes. It had

climbed a shrub about two feet from the ground to dry its wings.

The wings were still soft when I received it.

—

Iuid.

Observations on Lasiocampa (juercCs, etc., in 1901.—On June

20th, J s of L. querci'is were flying commonly in the sun at Bozen, Tirol.
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On July 8th, males were also seen flying commonly in the sun at the

extreme summit of Mt. Pilatus. This struck me as unexpected as also

did the fairly common appearance of Gnophria ruhricollis at the same
spot. On July 17th, L. quercm was common on the Joch Pass up to

the top, yet, in Guernsey, several worn females were brought me as

late as August 20th and 21st.

—

Ibid.

Plusia moneta at Bexley and neighbourhood.—During the present

season Plmia moneta has occurred in fairly large numbers in the private

gardens of this neighbourhood,'and lean record about 130 capturedin the

larval and pupal state, and about 20 imagines netted. I also know of

the capture of about 80 other larvje in this district. The autumn
brood was scarce in the larval state, and many days of hard work were

quite blanks.—L. W. Newman, Bexley, Kent.

Mellinia ocellaris in North Kent.—In reply to the Rev. C. R.

N. Burrows, I beg to state that I have taken Mellinia ocellaris in small

numbers at sugar in a locality in Kent not far from Wilmington. In

1899 I took three, two <? s, one 5 ; in 1900, three, and a friend who
sugared with me took a pair. This year I was too busy in September

to work for them, but I have no doubt the insect is firmly established

here, and hope to work it up next season. jSlellinia r/ilrai/o and
Tiliacea citraf/o m-e usually freely taken with 21. occ^/r/r/s in my locality.

Three of these specimens are now in the collection of Mr. E. D.

Bostock.

—

Ibid.

Deilephila livornica at Cajibridge.—On June 9th last, a very hot

day, as Mr. E. H. Field and myself were taking a walk in the neigh-

bourhood of Cambridge, a specimen of Jh'ile/ihila livornica passed us

coming up from behind. Giving chase I followed the insect across the

road into a cornfield, where, after an exciting chase, a lucky turn enabled

me to strike the insect down with my straw hat. It clung quietly to

a stalk of corn while I boxed it.—E. Crisp, 31, Union Road, Cam-
bridge. Xomnber 19tli, 1901.

Ennomos autumnaria at Reading.—In reference to Mr. W. Butler's

note on my capture of Knnonioii autmiinaria (antea, p. 334), I may
state that I live quite 2^ miles from Mr. Butler's house and have

caught the insect another 2 miles beyond my house in the opposite

direction, so I should hardly think my take was an "oft'" from Mr.

Butler's. Of course, if Mr. Butler breeds to introduce new resident

species, lepidopterists about here will never be sure of taking a

"British" rarity.—W. Barnes, Brightwell Villas, New Road,

Southern Hill, Reading. Koceinber Idtii, 1901.

Leucania l-album reported from Tunbridge Wells.—With
reference to the note of your correspondent, Mr. S. J. Bell, on the

capture of Leucania l-albn)n, I have in my posession a thoroughly

authentic specimen which was captured near Tunbridge Wells in 18fi9,

and was given to me by the captor.—H. W. Shepiieard-Walwyn, M.A.,

F.E.S.,Dalwhinnie,Kenley, Surrey. Nove}nberldth,ldOi. [The properly

authenticated capture of a species like Leucania l-albion, is of the

utmost importance from a scientific point of view to all students of

geographical distribution. Questionable specimens, like those recorded

in the J^ntouKiloi/ist, vol. vi., p. 241, render the study of distribution

impossible. Scarcely less harmful are specimens found here and
there in cabinets throughout the country, and stated to be British,

which were never critically examined at the time of capture by a
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competent lepidopterist, noi- duly authenticated and recorded at the
time. We take it that the specimen here noted has not been so
recorded, and if so, we should want a very stringent definition of
" thoroughly authentic " before accepting in any degree its British
authenticity.—Ed.]

@^URRENT NOTES.
Canon Fowler is anxious to collect any evidence as to coleoptera

being eaten by birds, whether in confinement or otherwise. He would
be glad to know, if possible, the generic names of any coleoptera so

devoured, and the names of the birds that devoured them ; and would
be very grateful for notice of remains of any beetles found in the crops
of birds whilst being prepared for stuffing or cooking. There is no
doubt that birds do eat coleoptera, but how far this is the case is a
question, and it is still more doubtful how far they exercise discrimi-

nation between species. Any evidence as to the latter point will be
much valued. We trust any of our readers who have notes or

observations on this subject will promptly send them on to Canon
Fowler, Rotherfield Peppard Rectory, Henley-on-Thames.

In the Eut. Mo. Ma;/., for October, Mr. Champion records the

capture of Mdandrya duhia, Schall. {canaliculata, F.), by Mr. Bedwell,
in the New Forest. He further states that the insect known by this

name in British collections should be called ii/. barhata, F. (this, of

course, includes Mr. Bedwell's specimen), and that only three other

specimens have been taken of recent years, by Gulliver, in the New
Forest, which are in the collections of Messrs. F. Bates and P. B.
Mason. Mr. Heasler, however, took several specimens in the New
Forest this year, and Mr. Gorham possesses a specimen, also taken by
Gulliver.

Herr Gauckler describes an ab. ni(jer of Triphaena comes. He seems
to have overlooked ab. nif/irsrens, and ab. riifnnii/rescena, Tutt {Brit.

Noct., ii., p. 98) before which it falls. We still venture to hope that

our German confreres will reduce the re-naming of well-known and
already described Noctuid forms to a minimum.

A strange note, showing the want of scientific accuracy indulged

in by some collectors, occurs in the Berl. Ent. Zeits., xlvi., p. 10,

where Herr Ziegler is reported to have exhibited an alpine aberration

of the male of Lithosia IntarcUa, L., from the neighbourhood of Tarasp,

in which the black of the hindwings, with the exception of a small

stripe on the costa, is wanting ; also the greyish-yellow var. pyijmach-

eola, Dbld., 3 from Scotland. Three points occur to us : (1) Is not

the Tarasp form the ordinary alpine form of the species ? (2) Has
the var. pyiimaeola, Dbld. (which obtains here such a remarkable

literary form) ever been taken in Scotland '? (3) If not, what British

lepidopterist sends out pyipnacola with inaccurate data to German
lepidopterists ?

Mr. F. A. Lees, in The Nat., p. 329, describes a butterfly taken at

^Yetherly ?iS, '' the Ltittle Blue {Chrysophanus mmimus) .... a

living, fluttering bit of sky, as if dropt out of the azure." We should

like some Yorkshire azure-blue Ciipido minima, if any are available.

The Ent. Mo. May., pp. 257-258, and The Xat., pp. 289-290
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duplicate an account of Sphinx convolvuli larvae taken at Eoystone, by
Mr. Whitaker. This capture may be important, but we would have
preferred the list of " Everingham Lepidoptera " that has been
promised on the cover of The Naturalist so long to the duplication.

We are pleased to see that M, Lambillion is about to publish a

work entitled " Histoire Naturelle et Moeurs de tous les Papillons de
Belgique." The first volume will contain an account of the 103
Belgian butterflies, under the headings—Imago, Egg, Larva, Pupa,
Foodplants, Time of Appearance, Localities, and Geographical
Distribution. We are particularly anxious that the work should give

a really complete list of all the known Belgian localities, for all except

the most common species, as such a list, if sufficiently complete,

would probably throw light on the distribution of some of our own
more local forms. The subscription price for the volume is only six

francs. (Published by Messrs. Douxfils, Namur, Belgique.)

Mr. Verrall's new edition of his " List of British Diptera " will be

published in December, and will be obtainable from him price 1/-, or

printed on one side only price 2/-.

We are requested to remind the Fellows of the Entomological
Society of London that dinner takes place after each Council meeting
and before the ordinary meeting, at Pagani's, at 7 p.m. Fellows are

kindly invited and welcomed. Particulars of Mr. H. Eowland-Brown,
Oxhey Grove, Harrow Weald.

Another very useful little monograph appears from the pen of M. L.

Dupont, entitled " Les Procrines dela Normandie." We wish we could

persuade M. Dupont to use a form of generic synonymy that is in

strict accord with " the laws of priority," and thus lend his support

to the attempt now being made by advanced workers to secure

uniformity of nomenclature that can only be disturbed by the con-

sideration of works not yet thoroughly studied. The contents of this

brochure are in every way useful and accurate, and have a special

interest to British lepidopterists owing to the similarity between the

fauna of southern England and Normandy.
At the meeting of the Entom. Society of London, held on November

6th, 1901, Mr. F. B.Jennings exhibited a specimen of Trachi/phloeusmjir-

mecophilus, Seidl., taken at Hastings in September last, retaining intact

the deciduous "false mandibles," with the aid of which the imago of

the species of this and certain other genera of weevils is said to work
its way to the surface after emerging from the pupa underground.

These mandibles are usually shed as soon as the imago begins its life

above ground, as there is no further use for them.

At the same meeting Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a collection of

butterflies made by him in Trinidad, with several hitherto undescribed

species. He said that the probable total of the rhopalocerous fauna was

about 250 species, the island—about the size of Somersetshire—being

thus remarkably rich in butterflies. The numbers of the species in the

families exhibited were 34 Xijuijihalidae, 13 Sati/ridac, 6 Pajiilionidae,

31 Pieridae, 29 Krijcinidac, 27 Li/caciiidac, 62 Hcsperiidae—nearly all

taken within three or four miles of Port of Spain. The series of Heli-

coninstiicliinia and Tithoica tiiri/ara yslY. jiavcscens were particularly fine,

showing the yellow coloration only found in these species in Trinidad

and upon the coast of Venezuela immediately opposite. A long series of

Fapiliu wiixis and Papilio abjattm, many of them bred from the same
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? , shows that these two are in reality identical species. The number
of Knjcinidae in Trinidad, compared with the poverty of the same
family in other West Indian Islands, alone indicates the different origin

of its fauna, and suggests affinity with that of the mainland of

Venezuela, which, at the nearest point, is but seven miles distant.

At the same meeting Dr. Chapman exhibited specimens of Par-
nassiKs apollo taken last July in Castile and Aragon (Spain), as well as

a number of specimens of Ijoth P. apollo and P. deliiis, chiefly Swiss
and French, taken by himself, Mr. Tutt, Mr. A. H. Jones (at Digne),

and Mr. Rowland-Brown (at Susa, N. Italy), both for comparison
with the Spanish specimens and to illustrate the extent to which the

races of these species approached each other in Western Europe. He
noted that the Spanish specimens differed from most of the others in

their great size, male specimens reaching 3|- inches in expanse, and females

3f . The Spanish 3' s agree with apollo in the only point of distinction

between that species and delius that makes some pretensions to absolute

constancy, viz., the coloration of the shaft of the antennjB. With
delius they agree in a certain amount of creamy tinting and apparent
density of the white scales, which, in nearly all races oi apollo, are white
and with a certain suggestion of transparency. They agree also with
delins in the small amount of the dark (and semi-transparent) marginal
coloration of the wings, the hindwings being as free from such
markings as the most typical delius. They agree also with delius in

the comparative smallness of the black marks both of fore- and hind-

wings, and in the tendency of these to display red nuclei. Both males
and females seem to be exceedingly close to the Asiatic form of apollo

called heseboliis, in general facies at any rate. These (^^ s placed between
ordinary Swiss apollo and delins, obviously incline much more to the

latter than the former in general tone of colour and intensity of mark-
ings. The females are very large, and vary to forms with much
increased red ocelli. The paleness of the red ocelli in many specimens,

especially of the males, is due to them not being in the freshest

condition. Several specimens were seen with yellow or orange ocelli,

but these were all in such poor condition that they were considered

faded and bleached specimens rather than the well knoAvn variety with
orange ocelli. It is probable, however, that some of these may really

have been orange originally. Continuing Dr. Chapman said: "The
specimens of apollo and delius are all labelled with localities, and I

need not go over them individually. It may be observed that I do
not present aberrations but specimens to illustrate the races occurring

at different localities. Delius is apparently never a large species, but
apollo is often as small as delius. The point that is perhaps most
interesting is the great ap])roach of some delius to the ordinary form of

apollo in the character and extent of the black markings. A specimen
from Evolena, though unquestionably delius by ground tint and
antenna, has the markings and general aspect of apollo, and another
specimen from Col Torrent, practically the same locality, closely

approaches this. Two specimens brought by ]\Ir. Tutt from Larche
are undoubted delius, but are, in general aspect, in absolute agreement
with apollo. Three other specimens with these look exceedingly like

them in size, markings, etc., but seem to be equally undoubted apollo,

I took these five specimens unset out of Mr. Tutt's field store-box,

where they formed a little group by themselves, and Mr. Tutt pointed
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them out to me as coming from very high ground near Larche (South
Daiaphine, though actually in a northern tongue of Provence).

Amongst the specimens placed with these are similar small apollo, that

have quite equal claims to be called ddiKs. They have rather short

antennte like delius, but have not the black rings of that species.

It is interesting to note the small size of these apollo, exactly

that of diiim, from various localities in the Alps of the Barce-

lonnette region which is comparatively close to Digne, where the

species attains a size equal to that of the Spanish specimens, though
with a darker and more typical apollo coloration. What is the actual

difference of dciiua from apollo / No one will tell me. I can find both
species described, but then the descriptions do not cover all the races

of each. Text-boolvs are usually satisfied to state that everyone knows
them so well that there is no need to mention the distinctions. This
would unquestionably be a sound position if one had only to deal with
such Swiss specimens as I have placed on either side of my Spanish speci-

mens. The best character for ddiiisis certainly the black-ringed antennae,

which are also ixsually proportionally shorter. The denser creamier

colouring is also very characteristic, yet this would make the Aragon
specimens delitia. The pouch of the female is, to my view, identical in

both species. Mr. Elwes, I think, omits to tell us whether it is so or

not. The ^ appendages have no structural difference that I have
been able to observe, beyond one in size, those of apollo being larger

and so apparently more solid. In the Spanish apollo this is markedly
so, the differences are, however, I think, less, proportionately, than may
be observed in Ervhia aethiojts, of which the appendages of continental

specimens are so much larger than those of British examples."

Mr. J. A. Clark's complete ilhistrated account of the variation of

Peronea cristana, Fab., might well serve as a model on which to base

future accounts of the variation of more or less polymorphic species.

As a rule new aberrations are described without reference to those

that have already been dealt with, synonyms are thus hopelessly in-

creased, and, unless some attempt is made by those who describe varieties

and aberrations to work out their subject historically, endless confu-

sion must result. The paper has attracted considerable attention

among continental lepidopterists, and we may possibly hope before

long to get some sort of general opinion formulated, tlaat those who
describe new forms should first make themselves acquainted with the

literature of their subject. We hope Mr. Clark will treat other species

in the same thorough manner.
We have received the exceedingly useful lists of the Macro-lepi-

doptera and Tenthredinidie of the Clyde basin district, compiled by
Mr. A. A. Dalglish, F.E.S., and reprinted from the British Association

Handbook, for 1901. We know that Mr. Dalglish has had to cut

down his list to meet the exigencies of space. One would have

supposed, at any rate, that the British Association would not have

reduced the scientific value of such a list, by considering the cost of

two or three extra pages of print.

Mr. G. C. Bignell gives us, as his addition to the literature of his

special subject for the year, " The IchneumonidiB of South Devon,
pt. ii., Braconidae," a most useful little brochure, reprinted from the

Trans. Dcron Assoc, for Adranccwent of Science, &c., 1901.

At the meeting of theEntom. Society of London, held November20th,
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1901, Mr. G. H. Verrall, F.E.S., referring to a recent note in the
Ent. Ilecurd (antea, p. 334) dealing with the subject of the right of

entomologists to collect on Wicken Fen, stated that he and other
entomologists possessed plots of land in Wicken Fen, that any bond
fide entomologist who applied to him might have permission to go on
his land, and that this would carry a right to be on the droves in

order to get on the land. He doubted whether the droves were public
rights-of-Avay except to get on to the various plots belonging to

different owners. It was stated that Mr. Aspland greatly magnified
the extent of his holdings on the Fen.

Can any entomologist oblige Mr. A. Bacot, 154, Lower Clapton
Road, Loudon, N.E., with any or all of the following Lachneid species for

examination:

—

Eustatidini/eria vcDidcUcia, I'aralebeda idai/iffra, Xadiasa
undata or X. ohwlcta, Pi/rosis cxiinia or P. id iota ! If ova, larvfe, or

pupje are available they would be especially welcome. Mr. Bacot is

attempting to work out a rational grouping of the Lachneid moths,
and these species, which are not represented in the British Museum
collection, are required badly for examination.

JpRACTICAL HINTS.*
Field Work for December.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

1.—Keep larvae of ^lacrothijlacia riibi out-of-doors until December,
then obtain a large bunch of heather, place in a jar of water in

cage with larvae, and remove cage near to the kitchen fire ; the larvfe

soon get lively, crawl about on the heather, and spin up in a week or
two ; emergence commences in the middle of February (Butler).

2.—The pupae of Gnophria rubricollis are to be obtained in a slight

cocoon, surrounded by an outer covering of spider-like web. They
have been found under the " topper " of a stone wall which surrounded
a fir plantation (larch, spruce, and Scotch), the larvae feeding on the
lichens on these trees and probably on the lichens on the hawthorns,
which hung over the wall (Todd).

3.—The larvie of IJipparchia snmie hybernate small, remaining on
the grass all the winter, and showing no tendency to burrow or hide

;

they feed a little all the winter in suitable weather, but do not grow
perceptibly till spring.

4.—In November and early December Hybcrnia di'foliaria and H.
aurantiaria are both very common in Epping ; the 2 s are to be found
freely after dark on tree-trunks, with a lantern.

5.—The males of Poecilocaiupa popnli come freely to light during
November ; there is then often a break in December with a fresh lot

of imagines appearing towards the end of the mouth and during the
first week in .January (Mason).

6.—In December a visit to Benfleet (or any other similar coast
district) will usually give an abundance of the cases of ( 'olcojdiora

artemisicolella on sea-wormwood (Arli'iiiisia absijnthiuni ).

* Practical Hints for tup: Field Lkridopterist, recently published, contains
1,250 similar hints to these, distributed over every month in the year. Interleaved
(for collector's own notes).

—

Ed.

Eeratum.—p. 305, line 6 from the bottom, for "porcelltts" read " elpemr.
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—

Abraxas sylvata, 297 ; Agrotis cursoria,

279; Agrotis simidans, 279; Ainp]ii(lasi/s hettilaria, 297, 359; Ancho-
celis lunosa, 360; Anthrocera filipciidulae, 359; Anthrocera loiti-

cerae, 297; At;thena luteata, S59 ; Astliena sylvata, 359; Aphodius, 271,

304; Aplecta tincta, 280; Bankeda consptircatella, 173; Bryophila mu-
raZis, 359; B.perla,2%Q; Calocampa solidaginis,279 ; Chrysophaniisdorilis,

119; Chrysophanus phlaeas, 360; Cidaria picata, 112; Cilix glaucata,

296 ; Colias edusa, 141 ; Dichonia aprilina, 279 ; Dilina tiliae, 254, 297 ;

Diloba caeruleoccphala, 358; Endrosa aurita, 139 ; E. kuhlwenii, 139 ; E.
irrorella, 140 ; Eiiodia hyperanthus, 360 ; Erebia aethiops, 121 ; E.
tyndarus, 120; Eupithecia veiiosata, 336; Gonodontis bidentata, 336;
Huinalota divisa, 250 ; Hoporina croceago, 186 ; Hydroecia micacea, 360

;

Hydriomciia autumnalis, 330 ; Jochaeara ahii, 280; Lasiocampa quercus,

113, 237; Lithosia coinplana, 359; L. lutarella, 377 ; Lobophora carpinata,

336 ; Luperina testacea, 360 ; Lymantria monacha, 254 ; Melanargia
galathea, 'd5H; Melanipj)e fluctuata, 252; Melitaea didyma, Sll: Nemeo-
phila jjlantaginis, 135; Ocliyriamunitata,d'd6; Ortholitha jjliimbuiia, 112;

Feronea crista )Hi, 227, 261,287,327; Phytometra viridaria, 280; Flebeius

argus, 120; Polyoinmatus icariis, '6G0 ; Satyrus actaea, 206; Sinerinthiis

ocellatus, 163; Spilodes palealis, 191; Tephrosia{Boarmia) crepuscularia,

112, 297; Thccla pruni, 297; ThyiHelicus thaumus, '65^3; Urapteryx

sumbiicata, 297 ; Venusia canibricaria, 359 ; Zonosoma pendularia .. 296
Additions to the British List :

—

Arjhodiusfimetarius ab. castaneus, Bouskell,

272 ; A.foetens ab. hypocastaneus, Bouskell, 272; Atherix crassipes, Meig.,

84; Ceratophyllus newsteadi, Rothschild, 284; Clirysopa dorsalis, Burm.,
Eupithecia venosata var. (? ab.) orcadensis, Prout, 336 ; Gonodontis

bidentata ab. nigra, Prout, 336; Homulota divisa var. blatchii, Ellis, 250;
Hoporina croceago nh. latericolor, Eaynor, 186; Hydrionuna autumnalis &h.

infuscata, Prout, 336; Lobophora carpinata nh.fasciata, Prout, 336; Lophosia

fasciata,i>lg., 308; Feronea cristana—ab. albonigrana, Clark, 327; ^h.albo-

rujicostana, Clark, 288 ; ab.atra?(«, Clark, 290; ab. attaliana, Clark, 288; ab.

charlottana, Clfiik, 2S9; ab. ./?;scfl«a, Clark, 288; ab. gampiana, Clark,

289; ab. intermediana, Clark, 291; ab. numoniana, Clark, 289; ab.

merlana, Clark, 290; &h. nigrana, Clark, 290 ; ab. !(/(;TOcos(a>i«, Clark,

327 ; ab. nigrocristuna, Clark, 263 ; ab. nigropunctana, Clark, 289 ; ab.

vigrosubvittana, Clark, 264; ab. oehreapunctana, Clark, 289; ab. pj'o-

chantana, Clark, 264 ; ab. prostriana, Clark, 288 ; ab. proxanthovittana,

265; ab. punctana, Clark, 264; ab. rujinigrana, Clavk, 290; ab. sub-

alboflammana, Clark, 288; ab. subchantana, Clark, 264; ab. subfulvo-

vittana, Clark, 265; ab. subunicolorana, Clark, 290; a,\). transversana,

Clark, 288; ab. ulotana, Clark, 291; IIydrioinena autumnalis R.h. infus-

cata, Vvont, 336; Lasiocampa hybr. bacoti, Tutt, 327; L. hybr. war-

burgi, Tutt, 328 ; L. hyhr. prouti, Tutt, 328; L. hybr. complexa, Tutt,

328; L. hybr. inversa, Tutt, 328; L. hjhr. complicata, Tutt, 328; L.

hybr. intermedia, Tutt, 328 ; Lasiocampa quercils ab. brunnea, Tutt,

327 ; ab. marginata, Tutt, 327 ; ab. ochracea, Tutt, 327 ; ab. olivacea,

Tutt, 327 ; ab. ;purpurascens, Tutt, 327 ; ab. rufescens, Tutt, 327 ; ab.
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semiviarginata, Tutt, 327 ; Ochyria munitata var. hethlandica, Prout, 336
;

Pachyfiastria trifolii a,h. cerviita, Tutt, 327; ab. cervina-ohsoleta, Tutt,

327;'ab. flava, Tutt, 327 ; nh.fava-ob.'ioleta, Tutt, 327 ; ab. ntfa, Tutt,

327; ab. nifa-ohsoleta, Tutt, 327; Bhacoclilaeiia toxoneura, Lw., 84;
Ripersia tomlini, Newstead, 1G7 ; Steiwlojihus 2:)lagiatu!>, Gorham, 82 ;

Tephritis [Oxyna) clongatula, Lw., 84; T. ruralu, Lw., 84; T. tessellata,

Lw., 84; Tonioatethus funercus, Klg., 84; T. gagathiims, Klg., 84;
Typhlopsylla bisacpteiiuientata, 362; Xylophasia lateritia, Hfn., 218;
Zonosoma pendularia nh. griseolata, Staucl. .. .. .. .. 296

Eggs OF Agrotis agathiua, 160; Dcnclrolimus (Lasioccimpa) fasciatella var.

excellent, 307 ; lAtclnieis lanetitris, 225 ; TA'tnonia dumi, IQg ; Lycajnids,

109 ; Neplicula, sp. 362 ; Psodos trepidaria, 137 ; Trochilium apij'ormis, 226
Egg-laying of Boarmia consnrtaria, 188 ; Brephoa notha, 188 ; B. parihenias,

Calloj}hrys ruhi, 160; Colias edusa, 187; Cgmatophora octogcsirna, ISi;
Drepana harpagitla, 162 ; Geornetra vernaria, 188 ; Gonepteryx rhamni,
128; Lampronia capitella, 163; Melitaea aitriniu, 160; Stauropus fagi,
Xglopi]iasia scolopacina .

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 216
Habits of:—Achroea grisella, 189; Acidalia ochrata, 218; Actehia praecox,

246; Adela cuprella, 107; Adscita geryon, 188; Agrotis agathina,2^iS;
A. obscura, 216; Aleucis 2)ictana, 106; Angerona prunaria, 188; Anthro-
cera palustris, 216; A. stepJiend, 188; A. trifolii, 188; Apamea ophio-

gravuna, 216; Aporophyla australi.'<, 274; Aaphalia flavicornis,

106; Asthena ttylvata, 276; Brephoa notha, 195, 220; Butalis
incongruella, 130; Calligenia miniata, 217; Calocampa exoleta, 129;
C vetusta, 129 ; Calymnia jnjralina, 217 ; Celaena haicorthii, 245,

274; Charaeas graminis,24:5 ; Coccgx splendidulana,l'dO ; Ciipido inhiima,

187; Cymatophora ridens, 107; Drepana cultraria, 162; Endromis
versicolora, 130; Ennomos cmtumnaria, 275; i'. erosaria, 275; £rw-
crania, 107; Eupithecia stevensata, 275; Gnophria rubricollis, 161;
Hecatera serena, 187; Lemnatopliila phryganella , 301 ; Leucaniabrevilinea,

245; Lithoda complana var. sericea, 276; L. muscerda, 277; Lopliopleryx
carmelita, 106 ; Luciola lusitanica, 363 ; MelampiasepipJiron, 215 ; Mellinia

gilvago, 2i(i; Moina orion, 187; Nascia ciUalis,lSS ; Nemoria jyulvcraria,

162; iV. viridata, 188; NepfwiAergx angustella, 129; iVoZa cristnlalis,

128; Nyssia hispidaria, 106; Nyssia zonaria, 131; Phothedes capti-

uncula, 216; Phoxopteryx siculana, 2i7 ; Pluda moneta, 2\1 ; Poecilia

nivea, 247 ; PolyoDunatus dolim, 310 ; Retinia posiicana, 129 ; Sericoris

irriguana, 217; Sesia sphegifonnia, 187; S. tipidiformis, 216; Solenobia
incompicuella, 107; Stauropus fagi, 161, 162; the Drepanids, 128;
Tiliacea aurago, 246, 301 ; Triphaena interjecta, 246 ; Trochilium bembeci-

forme, 188, 216 ; Xylophasia .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 162
Errata 109, 112, 196, 226, 336, 381
Genera, Species, Varieties, Arerrations and Hybrids new to Science :

—

Actias hybr. morto)ii, Tutt., 183 ; Antheraea hybr. kirbyi, Tutt, 183 ; .4.

hybr. moore/, Tutt, 183; Chrysophanus dorilis var. bruiinea, Wheeler,

120 ; Eleemosia, Prout, 183 ; Eremobia graiidis, Portchinsky, 211

;

Eupithecia venosata var. (? ab.) orcadeusis, Prout, 336 ; Go)wdontis
bidentata ab. nigra, Prout, 336; Homalota dirisi var. blatchii, Ellis, 250;
Hoporina croceago iih. latericolor, B,-d,ynoi', 186; Ilydriomena autumualis
ab. infuscata, Prout, 336 ; Lasiocampa hybr. bacoti, Tutt, 327 ; L. hybr.

warburgi, Tutt, 328; L. hybr. yjroxfi, Tutt, 328; 7^. hybr, complexa, Tutt,

328 ; L. hybr. inversa, Tutt, 328 ; L. hybr. complicata, Tutt, 328 ; /.. hybr.

intermedia, Tutt, 328 ; Lasiocampa quercus ab. brunnea, Tutt, 327 ; ab.

7«ar5(mafa, Tutt, 327 ; ab. ot7(racert, Tutt, 327; ab. olivacea, Tutt, 327
;

ab. 7;!(?7)i()'asce«s, Tutt, 327; ab. riifescens, Tutt, 327; ab. semimarginata,

Tutt, 327 ; Lasiocampa hybr. wagneri, Tutt, 298 ; L. qucrci'is var.

meridionalis, Tutt, 113; Leptologia, Prout, 183; Ijobophura carjjinata ab.

/asciatft, Prout, 336 ; Lujfia maggiella. Chapman, 80,93; Pachggastria

trifolii a,h. cervina, Tutt, 327; ab. cervitia-obsoleta, Tutt, 327; ab. jlava,

1\\ii,'A21 ; ah. flava-obsoleta, Twit, '621 ; ab. ri(/(/, Tutt, 327; ab. VH/a-

obsolcta, Tutt, 327 ; Peronea cristana ab. albonigruna, Clark, 327 ; ab.

alboruficostaua, Clark, 288; ab. atrana, Clark, 2!)U ; ab. attaliana, Clark,

288; ab. charlottana, Clark, 289; ab./M.sYvz/id, Clark, 288 ; ah, fiumpiana,

Clark, 289; ab. intermediana, Clark, 291; ab. ;/(«so)u'aHa, Clark, 289

;

ab. mcrlana, Clark, 290; ab. nigrana, Cl&ik, 290; ab. nigrocostana, Clark,
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327; ab. nigrocristana, Clark, 263; ab. ni/jrojyunctaiia, Clark, 289; ab.

m()roiiithvittana, Clark, 264 ; ab. oclireapunctaiia, Clark, 269; ab. prac/ian-

ta)iii, Clark, 264 ; ab. jjro.ftriana, Clark, 288 ; ab. proxanthovittana

,

Clark, 265 ; &h.punctana, Clark, 264 ; ab. rufinigrana, Clark, 290 ; ab. suh-

alhojlammana, Clark, 288; ab. sithchaiitana, Clark, 264 ; ab. subfulvovit-
tana, Clark, 26-5; ab. subunicolorana, Clark, 290; ab. t)-ansversana,

Clark, 288; ab. tilotana, Clark, 291; Platysainia hybr. americana, Tutt,
183 ; F. hybr. gr{{fithsi, Tutt, 183 ; P. hybr. hegeri, Tutt, 183 ; P. hybr.
wdtsoni, Tutt, 183; Satuniia hybr. complexa, Tutt, 183; S. hybr. dixeyi,

Tutt, 183 ; Stenolophus plagiatiix, Govh&m .. .. .. .. ..82
Lakv.e :

—

Acidalki emarginata, 218; Acidalia imitaria, 110: Aciptilia galac-

todactyla, 129; Agrotis agathina, 81, 129; Agrotis lucenieu, 81;
AmpJddasys strataria, 188; Anticlea siH»nf«,247; Apamea ophiogramma,
129, 161, 187; Apmnea unaniviis,\2% ; Apatela acens, 216, 275; Aphomia
sociella, 247 ; Argywlepia aeiieana, 81 ; Asphalia ridens, 187 ; Asteruscojiiis

sphinx, 81; Boarmia cinctaria, 188; Buccitlatrix maritima, 163; Camp-
togrammaJluviata,275; Ceriira hicus2)is, 246; ChauUodns chaerophyllelliis,

247; Cidaria reticulata, 275; Cidaria silaceata, 129, 189; Cirrhoedia
xerampelina, 130, 131 ; Coccyx iieinorivaga, 275 ; Coleophora conspicuella,

163; Coleophora soUtariella, 107 ; Colias edusa, 21S ; Colias hyale, 222;
Cosmia paleacea, 187 ; Cranioj)hora ligustri, 216 ; Cryptoblabes bistriga,

301; Cucullia I'erbasci, 217; Dasypolia templi, 81; Depressaria alstroe-

meriella, 130 ; Depressaria cnicella, 130 ; Dianthoecia conspersa, 216, 217
;

Dianthoecia cucubali, 245; Dianthoecia irregularis, 217; Diinorpha
versicolora, 162; Drepana harpagula, 162; Dyschorista suspecta, 161;
Ellopia lyrosapiaria, 275 ; Emmelesia alchemillata, 247 ; Enimelesia
luiifasciata, 275; Fpunda lichenea, 81, 106; Eupithecia pulchellata, 217;
Eiqnthecia sobrinata, 129 ; Eupithecia subciliata, 162 ; Eupithecia
venosata, 218; Eutricha quercifolia, 163; Geometra papilionaria, 128,

162; Glyphipteryx Juscoviridella, 107; Gnophria rubricolUs, 274;
Gnophos obscurata, 106 ; Gonepteryx rhamni, 187 ; Hecatera serena, 217

;

Heterogenea cruciata, 301 ; Hoporina croceago, 161 ; Hylophila bicolorana

187, 373; Hypercallia christerniana, 130; Lampronia capitella, 163;
Lasiocampa quercus and its varieties, 114, 142, 158 ; Leucania albipuncta,

245, 274; /.. Uthargyria, 106; L. littoralis, 106, 129; Z>. straminea,

131 ; Leuconta salicis, 187, 274 ; Lithocolletis cerasicolella, 276 ; Lopliop-

teryx carinelita, 161; Mimaeseoptilus plagiodactylus, 12'd; Nephopteryx
angustella, 129; Noctua ditrapezium, 129 ; Notolojjhus gonostigma , 21^

;

Pachggastria trifolii, 163; Peridroma. saucia, 274; Peronea hastiana,

189; Platypteryx harpagula, 275 ; Plusia bractea, 217 ; P. chryson, 161

;

P. nioneta, 129, 161,^220, 222; PoZirt nigrocincta, 129; Porthesia
chrysorrhoea, 131, 162; Psgchoides rcrhuellu, 107; Pyranieis atalanta,

160 ; P.cardui, 186 ; Retinia buoliana, 130 ; Rhodopltaea consociella, 301

;

Senta maritima, 159 ; .SV.sia culiciformis, 128 ; Sphinx convolvuU, 278
;

Taeniocampa mimosa, 187; Tapinostolamorrisii, 131 ; Toxocampa pastintiin

301; Zephyrus betulae, 181 ; Zonosoma orhicularia, 2Vl ; Z.porata .. 275
Reviews and Notices of Books:—Dermatopteren und Orthopteren von

Oesterreich-Vngarn und Deutschland, Vienna, 1900, Professor Josef

Redtenbacher, 82 ; Victorian History of Flainpshire—Coleoptera, 102 ; 27(e

Third Annual Report of the Kendal Entomological Society, 1900, 139 ;

Transactions of the City of London Entomological and Natural History
Society, 140; Das Tierreich—Lihytheidae, by Dr. A. Pagenstecher, 140;
Catdlogo Sindjjticodelos Ortdpteros de la Fauna Iberica, by I. Bolivar, 181

;

Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist, by J. W. Tutt, F.E.S., 196, 223
;

Proceedings of the South London Entomological and Natural History
Society, 1900, 252 ; Catalog der Lepidopteren des Palaearctischen Faunen-
gebietes, by Dr. O. Staudinger and Dr. H. Rebel, 230, 265, 279, 286,

320; Familiar Batterjlies and Moths, by W. F. Kirby, F.L.S., F.E.S.,

308; IjCs Procrines de la Normandic, par L. Dupont, 378; Ichneamonidae
of South Devon, pt. 2, Braconidae, by G. C. Bignell, F.E.S., 380

;

Hymenoptera-Tenthredinidae of the Clyde Basin, by A. A. Dalglish, F.E.S.,
380 ; Macro-LepidojJtera of the Clyde Basin, by A. A. Dalglish, F.E.S. . . 380

Aberrations of Geometrid moths . . 112
Abnormal length of pupal life of

Agrophila trabealis

Abundance of Hydrophilus piceus

at electric light, 273 ; of Lepidop-

tera at Gresy-sur-Aix, 88 ; of
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Satyrus circe, 309 ; of Thecla
pruni and T. w-album . . . . 278

Acherontia atropos, emergence of,

155; notes on, 155; in the Wis-
bech district in 1900, 15G; at

Shepperton, 277; at Doncaster 288
Acidalia f7HJ<a?-{a larvae hybernating 110
Acidalia virgularia male attracted

by dead ? 373
Acid discharged by Formica ritfa . . 219
AciptUia galactodactijla larvre in

late June . . . . .

.

. . 195
Actebia praecox and Cramhus pine-

tellus near Frodingham .

.

. . 278
Acquired characters, Rejection of

theory of transmission of . . 40
Aculeate Hymenoptera, Century's

work among .

.

.

.

. . 12

Anechura and Forficula of Russia,

The 166
Anticlea simiata at Reading . . Ill

Aphodiiis, Variation of some species

of 271, 364
Aporia crataegi at Dover . . . . 306
Apatura iris on the Hants borders 374
Apterous females of a Lachneid

allied to Macrothylacia rubi . . 218
Argynnis adippe iind\Dryas paphia

near Doncaster .

.

.

.

. . 278
Argynnis adippe <? paired with
A. paphia ? 298

Assembling Macrothylacia rubi,

163, 224
Auguste de Bormans (with photo-

graph) .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 85
Australian wood-boring Lepidop-

tera 219
Autumnal lepidoptera at Skipwith 370
Autumnal Stauropiis fagi .

.

.. 246

Bagous cylindrus in Bedfordshire . 140
Bankesia conspurcatella, Notes on 173
Biologic entomology .

.

. . 1

Boers as lepidopterists .

.

. . 167
Boletohia fidiginaria at Hale End . 306
Brephos notha in Worcester . . 195
British Coleoptera, Literature of,

for the past century .

.

. . 47
British Museum, Criticism of work

of 43
British Rhynchota,Evolution of our
knowledge of .

.

.

.

. . 59
Butterflies at Cannes, 189 ; of the

Cevennes, 309 ; in the Lebanon
(with map), 169, 205; of the
Splugen, the Stelvio, and the

Brenner 95 ; of Trinidad . . 378

Catocala fraxini at Norwood, 333
;

in Suffolk 306
Century and the Lepidopterist, The 41

Century number, Our .

.

. . 1

Charaxes jasiits in Tangier .. 251
Chrysidae, Century's work among 14

PAGE.
Chrysopa dorsalis and C. perla

compared .

.

. . . . . . 84
Classificatory position of Lenionia

(Crateronyx) dnmi .

.

. . 167
Clerits formica rius in the Esterels 190
Coccidae, Progress in study of . . 57
Cocoon-cutter of Actias hina, The 300
Cocoons of Centra bicuspis 158

;

Hyhocampa milhauseri 158

;

Lachneis lanestris 108, 244

;

Plusia moneta .

.

.

.

. . 222
Coleoptera of Glover's " History of

Derbyshire," 1829 .

.

. . 104
Coleoptera eaten by birds. Infor-

mation wanted .

.

.

.

. . 377
Coleoptera at Colchester 331

;

Hampshire, 102; of the Hastings
district, 103 ; of the London
district 104

Coleopterous notes for the autumn
of 1900 328

Coleopterous notes for April and
May 363

Coleoptera on Snowdon . . . . 342
Colias editsa, Breeding, 213; on the

wing in January, 252 ; Protective

resting-habit of . . . . . . 190
Colias editsa and C. hyale near
Croydon in 1900 109

Colias hyale at Gravesend, 305

;

hybernated and bred, 222 ; at

Chichester, 334 ; at Burgess Hill,

334 ; in Croydon district, 334
;

in Cambridgeshire, 250 ; in Kent,

250; at Folkestone, 250; in

Northamptonshire and Bucking-
hamshire, 249 ; Susceptible to

cold 110
Collecting oak galls .

.

. . 81

Condition of Lachneis lanestris

during the pupal state .

.

. . 284
Congress of South-eastern Union

of Scientific Societies . . 84, 196
Convergence .

.

.

.

. . 32
Correspondence with a naturalist

and educationalist desired . . 189

Cosmopolitan beetles in a London
warehouse .

.

.

.

. . 219
Cosmolriche potatoria at sugar ? . . 165
Critical note on an exhibition of

Litliosia lutarella .

.

. . 377
Crosspairings between L. qiiercus

and its varieties 114, 143, 313, 328
Cry of Acherontia atropos, The .. 127
Cryptocephalus G-jmnctatus, Note on 250
Cyaniris argiolus at Blackheath,
373 ; in Middlesex .

.

. . 333

Dark aberrations of Abraxas
sylvata .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 297
Darwin's influence on Entomology

31, 72
Dates of appearance of Diiitorpha

{Endromis) reriscolora . . 112
Deilephila Uvornica at Cambridge 376
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PAGE.

Description of larva ; a model to

follow , . . 40
Development of imago in pupa of

Lachneis lana^tris .

.

. . 243

Dicranura viniila emerging from
cocoon .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 28
Diliiia tiliae at Hampsteacl . . 279
Distribution of British Coleoptera,

147 ; notes on 175, 201, 270, 293 ;

of certain British Lepidoptera,

361 ; the genus Aphodius . . 271

Dipterology of the Nineteenth
Century .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 11

Dri/ino)iia chaonia at Bromley . . 224
Duplication of the auditory organs

of Thamnotrizon cinereus . . 332
Duplication of entomological

records .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 377
Dwarf Lepidoptera . . 297, 359, 3C0

Early appearance of Zuiio.-hhiki

porata .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 105

Early emergences of lepidoptera in

the Isle of Man 165

Early spring lepidoptera . . 247, 248

Early stages of lepidoptera. Increase

in our knowledge of .

.

. . 35
Embryology .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 36
Emergence of Diloba caeruleo-

ccphala .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 301

Endroxae, Notes on the .

.

. . 139

Ennomos autumnaria at Beading
278, 334, 376

Entomological butchers, extermina-

ting Lycnena arion .

.

. . 366

Entomological Club ; Mr. Verrall's

dinner .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 83

Entomological notes from Corn-

wall 366 ; in the Southend dis-

trict 372 ; from Eye .

.

. . 305
Entomological Science, Progress of,

1 ; Future of .

.

.

.

. . 3

Entomological Society in its opposi-

tion to evolution theories . . 73

Eutricha quercifolia in the London
district, 374; at Rnislip woods. . 374

Experiments in rearing Lymantria
monaclia and Clostera cnrtula

in a moist atmosphere .

.

. . 253

Experimental Entomology, 2, 26, 34

Exceptional sizes in lepidoptera . . 359
Extended duration of pupal stage 359

of I'etasia nnbeculosa .

.

. . 220

Faunistic Island, A.

.

.. .. 325
Fifth International Congress of

Zoology .. .. .. ..Ill
Food-plants of Denias coryli, 246

;

Notodota dromedarius, 110;
Phorodesma sinaragdaria, Fab.,

197 ; Neuroiiia saponariae . . 277
Forcing pupse of ^•^c/(e)o«^^V( atropos 300
Formica rufa, An observation nest

of 349

Formic acid secreted by Formica.

rufa, Strength of . . . . 167

PAGE.

Generic nomenclature. Corrections

in 183

Good nights for moths . . . • 107

Gynandromorphous Epione vesper-

taria, 297 ; Polyommatus hel-

largus .. .. .. •• 218

Habits of certain butterflies when
disturbed during copulation 298, 328

Handbook of butterflies of Alps . . 138

Heather blossom attractive to

moths 246

Heloptropha leucostigma nfReading 110

Uojwrinacroceago &h. latericolor . . 180

Homalota divisa var. blatchii at

Knowle 2-50

Tlybernia rupicapraria embedded
in ice . . . . . . . . 137

Hybernating stage of Acidalia imi-

taria .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 164

Hybernating Xyliiia semibrunnea . 249

Hybridity .. .. .. ..34
Hybrid Lasiocampa qttercils S x

Pachygastria trifolii ? , 298 ;

Smerinthus ocellatus x populi . , 362
Hybridity among the Sesiides . . 174

Hybrid Oporabias, 360 ; Saturniids,

new names for .

.

.

.

. . 183

Hymenoptera, Phytophagous . . 18

Ichncinnonidae during the nine-

teenth century . . . . . . 15

Illustrations of lepidoptera from
the works of old and modern
authors .

.

.

.

• . . . 66

Imaginal development of pupa of

Lachneis Innestri^ .

.

. . 244

Influence of Darwin upon Entomo-
logy 72

Inquiline Cynipidae . . 126,

Insects in the Brighton district . . 164

Keeping coccons of Miselia oxya-

canthae 374 ; imagines of Dasy-
campa rubiginea through the

winter, 301 ; larvse of Macrothy-
lacM ruhi through the winter,

300, 381
;

pupoe of HyloiMla
bicolorana, 303, 373 ; Stauropuf!

ffif/i through the winter.

.

.. 274

Lachneids, Loan of, wanted . . 380
LarvfE of Anthrocera trifolii hyber-

nating a second winter 307, 308 ;

Feniseca tarquinius feeding on
plant lice, 280 ; the Stachys-

feedingplumes, 247; Lasiocampa
quercfis and its varieties 114, 143

Larval description . . . . . . 37
Larcntia viridaria double-brooded 11

Larval habits of Senta maritima . . 159
Larval life of Pachytelia villo-

sella, Length of 221
Lasiocaynpa qiiercih larva hybernat-

ing 158
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PAGE.
Lasiocampa quercils var. vicridio-

nalk, n. var. .

.

.

.

. . 113
Last Christmas of the Nineteenth

Century, The .

.

.

.

. . 50
Lepidoptera at Castle Moreton, 221,

371; Chingford, 302; Chisle-

hurst, 371 ; King's Lyon, 303
;

Knutsford, 220 ; Lyndhurst,
220; Oxton, 302; from South-
west Scotland, 133 ; Penarth
district, 104 ; Burnley in 1901,

370 ; Essex, 303 ; Frensham
district, 107 ; New Forest, 270,

301, 303 (erratum, 330), 309
;

North Wales, 309 ; Scilly Isles,

370; South Devon,304 ; Southend
districtin 1900, 190, 372; Western
Highlands, 135 ; Yorkshire 302

Lepidopterists and the council of

the Entomological Society . . 83
Lepidopterists, The leading, at the

end of vhe century .

.

. . 2

Lepidopterological books of centurv,

20 ; notes for the year 1900, 130
;

notes from Cornwall, 300 ; work
of century.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 31

Lepidopterology in N. America, A
century of .

.

.

.

. . 70
Leiicnnia albipuncta at Boscombe . 372
Leucania l-alhuvi, British.

.

. . 370
Leucanias at Rye .

.

.

.

. . 101
Leucanhi vitellina at Boscombe,

372 ; at St. Margaret's Bay . . 373
Lid of the cocoon of Lachneis

laiieslris 299
Limuiits, some remarks on the

British species of .

.

.

.

. . 337
Linn jxipuli in the Pellice Valley. . 273
Litliosia sericca, Grcgs. bon. sp.,

359 ; Is it a var. of L. complana ? 359
Locality for Anthrocera exulans,

Probable new .

.

.

.

. . 130
Lojjhosia fasciata at lijndhurst .. 308
Luflia ferchaultella at Ga^nnea .. 190
Liiffia lapidella larvae in Sep-

tember 299, 300
Luciola lusitanica, Note on the

habits of .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 303
Lyttavesicatoria, Asuccessful hunt

for 251

Macroglossa stellatarum feeding at

flowers of fuchsia. 111 ; in

March 100
Mandibles of Trachyphloe\is myr-

mcropJiilus, The false, adherent 378
Mdandrya duhia as a Britsh insect 377
McllUiia occllaris at Mucking, 300;

in North Kent .

.

.

.

. . 370
Migration and dispersal of insects :

Lepidoptera 97, 121, 115, 193, 233,

255, Coleoptera 281, 317, 353
Mimicry 74, 218; in British Coleop-

tera 219
Myrmecophilous Coleoptera, Evo-

lution of our knowledge of 51

;

Some experiments with . . . . 349

Named forms of Peronea cristana 292
Names for Saturnian hybrids . . 183
Naturalists among Entomologists 76
Neuration .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 41
New British Flea, Ceratophyllus

newsteadi, Rothsch. (with plate),

284 ; Ti/pJdopsyUa LisseiHemden-
iata ' 362

New Forest notes in 1901, Coleop-
tera 329

NewGeometridVarieties andAberra-
tions 336

New names among the Lachneids 327
Night-feeding larvae, Searching for 221
Noctuid aberrations in Co. Dublin 300
Nomenclature of the legs of insects,

On the 138
Nonagria neurica at Lincoln . . 332
Notes on collecting in the Isle of

Man .333

Notes on Luffias . . 91, 143, 149, 178
Notes on Pule.r canis and Pulex

fells (with plate) .

.

.

.

. . 120
Nysda lapponaria in Perthshire . . 307

Occurrence of Eutricha quercifoUa 306
Odonata, Progress of our know-

ledge of during a century and a
half 7

Odoiitaeus niohilicornis at Woking
and Bournemouth .

.

. . 219
OfUcers of Entomological Societies

for 1901 82
Orthoptera of Iberia, 181 ; Obser-

vations on some new and little

known, 210, 240, 259 ; Scottish,

153; of Southern India, 83;
Progress of study of during
nineteenth century .

.

. . 3
Oviposition of Coleopliora viinwi-
pennella 245 ; Cosmotriclie pota-

toria, 279; Odontopcrabidcntata
on Arundo pUruymites . . . . 221

PacJiytelia villosella in April, 100
;

(erratum), 221 ; length of larval

life of 221
Pairing of Dimorpha versicvlora,

328 ; of Psychides, A note of criti-

cism .

.

. . . . . . 196
Panchlora viridis in 'England .. 243
Papilio machaon at Mucking, 278

;

in the Esher district .

.

. . 305
Parnassius apollo and P. dellus,

Probable specific idenfty of .. 379
Parthenogenesis, Incidental re-

marks on the phenomena 91,

143, 178
Peculiar Yorkshire Cupido mininm 377
Peridroma saucia larva; feeding up

through the winter .

.

. . 274
Pcriplanela australasiae at Liver-

pool 332
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PAGE.
Peronea cristana and its aberrations

227, 261, 287, 327, 380
Pharetra menyanthidis &t sng&Y .. 277
Photography and Entomology . . 42
Phylogeny 32
Physiological and Anatomical side

of entomology .

.

.

.

. . 32
Pieris dapUdice at Dover .

.

. . 306
Platyptilia pallidactyla, A doubt-

ful Scotch form of . . . . 129
Plum blossom as an attraction to

moths 107
Plusia moneta at Bexley, &c. . . 376
Plusia moneta at Wandsworth,

111 ; in Middlesex .

.

. . 333
Plusia vwneta and Porthesia

chrysorrhoca at Norwood . . 304
Porthesia chrysorrhoea at Yar-
mouth

Porthesia similis double-brooded . . 110
Position of the Luffiids among

thePsychides 180
Practical Entomology .

.

. . 42
Probable new species of Lycaenid 172
Prolegs, Larval .

.

.

.

. . 38
Protective resemblance in butter-

flies 312
Proposed list of Lepidoptera of the

Cheshire, Flint, Denbigh, Car-

narvon, and Anglesea districts. . 83
Proposed list of Warwickshire

insects .

.

.

.

. . . . Ill

Proposed new work on Belgian
Lepidoptera .

.

.

.

. . 378
Pupation of Apatela aceris 275

;

Gnophria rubricollis 274, 381

;

Stauropiisfagi, 274; Sjyhinxligus-

tri, 137 ; Heinithea thymiaria 188
Pupal condition of Hemeropkila

ahruptariu during winter . . 165

Pupae of Thecla pruni . . . . 160

Races of Lasiocompa quera'is, On
some .

.

. . 237, 250, 313, 333
Bearing Hylophila hicolorana 301, 373
Bearing larvas, 107 ; Leucania

albipuncta in confinement . . 274
Benaming of aberrations of Noc-

tuids 279, 377
Ehyncophora, etc., in 1901 . . 304
Bush-feeding Coleophorids, The . . 301

Saga natoliae at Constantinople . . 296
Sale of entomological books . . 166
Scales (sexual) in Colias edusa . . 141
Seasonal dimorphism in Cilix

[llaticata .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 296
Second pairing of Melanargia

galathea, Probable .

.

. . 298
Sesia andreniformis in Kent . . 305
Sesiidae or ^i^geriidae .

.

. . 122
Sesia, myopacformis in pear . . 222
Seiita maritiina, Winter habitat of 159
Sexual dimorphism in tcaling of

Colias edusa ,. .. ..'141

Shape of galls 126
Species, Increase in number

described . . . . . . . . 1

Species-naming . . . . . . 72
Specific claim of Parnassiiis delius,
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Walker, S. .
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Walwyn, H. W. Shepheard-, M.A.,
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Warburg, J. C. . . 237, 250, 313
Watts, C. W 250
Wheeler, (Eev.) G., M.A 117
Whittle, F. G. 192, 249, 303, 372, 375
Woodforde, F. C, F.E.S. 196,
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Wynn, G. W 164, 335

A " Special Index " containing all references to every species,
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store and Book Boxes fitted with Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every descrixition kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.
The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circus).

Factories—34, EIDING HOUSE STPvEET and OGLE STREET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABELS ! ! LABELS ! I

!

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute
abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

(To comprise equal numbers of not more than ten localities.
1
P /

\ Larger quantities pro rata. Orders executed in same order as L fl /

(
received. Remittance in full must accompany each order.

) U/

ADDRESS.—"Requisites," 2, Lovegrove Place, Walnut Tree Road»
Greenwich, S.E.
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ING SPECIALLY to those who desire to combine INVEST-

MENT with FAMILY PROVISION.

PROSPECTUS containing full Table of Rates for the above, and other

new features, on application to

JAMES H. SCOTT, General Mauafier mid Secretary.

ST. MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C.

"The Gresham Life Assurance Society, Limited.

I>. F. TAYLER & Co., Lta.,

Entomological Pin Manufacturers,
Small Heads and Perfect Points. White, Black, and Gilt.

BIRMINGHAM and LONDON.

Can be obtained from Dealers throughout the World.

J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
MAKERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
store and Book Boxes fitted witli Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.

The Trade supplied. ^ ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circus).

Factories—34, BIDING HOUSE STREET and OGLE STREET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABELS ! ! LABELS ! !

!

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute

abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

To comprise equal numbers of not more than ten localities.'

Larger quantities pro rata. Orders executed in same order as

received. Remittance in full must accompany each order. 5/-
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15. vi. S7 4. ix. 97 5. V. 97

ADDRESS.—*' Requisites," 3, Lovegrove Place, Walnut Tree Road»
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BIRMINGHAM and LONDON.

Can be obtained from Dealers throughout the World.

J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
MAKERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
Store and Book Boxes fitted with Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.
Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

AH beat woi'k. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.
The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circusi.

Factories—34, RIDING HOUSE STltEET and OGLE STREET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABELS ! ! LABELS !!

!

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute
iibel, givino locality', date of capture, and name of captor.

(To comprise equal numbers of not. more than ten localities.
1

-j Larger quantities pro rata. Orders executed in same order as l
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received. Remittance in full must accompany each order.
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T>. F. TAYLER & Co., Lta.,
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J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
JIAKKRS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
store and Book Boxes fitted with Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for- Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on apiilication. Estimates given.
The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 18i7.

Show Rooms^7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
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It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute
abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

To comprise equal numbers of not more than ten localities.
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Larger quantities jjco rata.. Orders executed in same order as

received, llemittance in full must accompany each order.
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NOVEL and ATTRACTIVE forms of ASSURANCE, APPEAL=

ING SPECIALLY to those who desire to combine INVEST=

MENT with FAMILY PROVISION.

PROSPECTUS containing full Table of Rates for the above, and other
new features, on application to

JAMES H. SCOTT, General Manac/er (Did Secretary.

ST^ MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C.

"The Gresham Life Assurance Society, Limited.

r>. F. TAYLER & Co., ILita.,

Entomological Pin Manufacturers,
Small Heads and Perfect Points. White, Black, and Gilt.

BIRMINGHAM and LONDON.

Can be obtained from Dealers throughout the World.

J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
MAKERS or KVERY DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
store and Boolt Boxes fitted with Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.

The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circus).

Fact(^'ies—34, EIDING HOUSE STEEET and OGLE STREET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABELS ! ! LABELS ! !

!

, minute

5/-

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute

abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

'To comprise equal nunlbers of not more than ten localities.
"j

[

Larger quantities pro rata. Orders executed in same order as

received. Remittance in full must accompany each order. I
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INQ SPECIALLY to those who desire to combine INVEST-

MENT with FAMILY PROVISION.

PKOSPECTUS containing full Table of Kates for the above, and other
new features, on application to

JAMES H. SCOTT, General Manager and Secretary.

ST. MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C.

"The Gresham Life Assurance Society, Limited.

r>. F. TAYLER & Co., Lta.,

Entomological Pin Manufacturers,
Small Heads and Perfect Points. White, Black, and Gilt.

BIRMINGHAM and LONDON.

Can be obtained from Dealers throughout the World.

'THE: i>fsji.cncA.iL. c21.:bii4^e:'X< ivi:A.K:E:ies.

J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
MAKEnS OF EVEBY DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
stove and Book Boxes fitted witli Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removing

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.

The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circus).

Factories—34, BIDING HOUSE STKEET and OGLE STEEET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABEL5 ! ! LABELS !!

!

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute
abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

I

To comprise equal numbers of not more than ten localities.'

Larger quantities pro rata. Orders executed in same order as

received. Kemittance in full must accompany each order. s/-
Rannoch New Forest Shetlan'd
15. vi. 97 4. ix. 97 5. v. ".17
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NOVEL and ATTRACTIVE forms of ASSURANCE, .APPEAL=

INQ SPECIALLY to those who desire to "cornbine^NVEST=

MENT with FAMILY PROVISION. -,^ ^ *
-

PROSPECTUS containing full Table of Rates for the above, and other

new features, on application to

JAMES H. SCOTT, General Manager and Secretary.

ST. MILDRED'S HOUSE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C.

" The Gresham Life Assurance Society, Limited.

T>. F. TAYJL.EI^ & Co., X^tdL.,

Entomological Pin Manufacturers,
Small Heads and Perfect Points. White, Black, and Gilt.

BIRMINGHAM and LONDON.

Can be obtained from Dealers throughout the World.

J. T. CROCKETT & SON,
MAKERS OF EVERT DESCRIPTION OF

ENTOMOLOGICAL CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
store and Book Boxes fitted with Camphor Cells. Setting Boards, Oval or Flat, etc.

Cabinets of every description kept in Stock.

SPECIAL INSECT CABINETS,
With drawers fitted with Glass Tops and Bottoms, to show upper and under side without removinsr

insects.

Store Boxes Specially made for Continental Setting, highly recommended for Beetles.

All best work. Lowest possible terms for cash. Prices on application. Estimates given.

The Trade supplied. ESTABLISHED since 1847.

Show Rooms—7a, PRINCES STREET, CAVENDISH SQUARE, W.
(Seven doors from Oxford Circus).

Factories—34, BIDING HOUSE STEEET cand OGLE STEEET, W.
The Largest Stock of Cabinets and Boxes to select from. Great advantage in dealing with the makers.

All Goods at Store Prices.

LABELS ! LABELS ! ! LABELS ! I

!

minute

5/-

It is very essential that every specimen, to be authentic, should bear a minute
abel, giving locality, date of capture, and name of captor.

[To comprise equal numbers of not more than ten localities.
1

Larger quantities p?"o rata. Orders executed in same order as

[
received, llemittance in full must accompany each order. I
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